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Overview

This book is a collection of technical papers, position statements,

and instructional programs that have been produced by persons in the

Department of Studies in Behavioral' Disabilities at the University of

Wisconsin and by persons functioning with severely handicapped

students in the Madison Public School system. However comprehensive

in.appearance the contents of this volume should be viewed as repre-

'sentative of only some of the ways in which educational and allied

services were proiAded to severely handicapped students in the

Madison-Public School system. ere are many teachers, physical

therapists, occupatiOnal therapists, nurses, physical educators, etc.

in the Madison Public School system w o have developed imperious and

effective services thatk.unfortunately are not presented here.

There are three major reasons for developing and'compiling the

works presented in this volume. First, to communicate that statements

attributing limits to the ultimate functioning of severely handicapped

students are at this point in time premature. We are constantly

astounded, impressed and encouraged by the nature, relevance and v'

complexity of skills students who were once referred to as hopeless

and rejected are now acquiring.. If we as educators assume and

expect an students to develop, then no change will be too small

to sustain involvement,-all failure will be temporary and instructive,.

and the joys and sorrows we experience interacting with our students

continue to offer hope and encouragement.

Second, we hope that the inforination contained in this volume

can be used to provide concrete examples of how a small group of

persons relate to severely handicapped students in an educational



environment. Certainly, we do not imply or extrapolate that the

programs described here will be as effective with any other student

or students. On the other, hand we have tried to present reports,of

our instructional activities, service models, training programs, etc.

rds.pilicide a vatiek as appears practical. Hopefully, the

strategies Used Here can be adapted, revised, exptnded and otherwise

localized for useciith students and teacher& in other settings.

Third, this volume but a component in an evolutionary chain.

*(4

Four similar documents preceded this and others will no doubt follow.

As we examine the contents of those earlier volumes many of the

mistakes we have made in many different domains are obvious, painful

and embarrassing. At t'e same time,we also feel thatai4e have made

progress in our quest to.provide the best possible,6rvice in the .

most humane and dignified environment too the students we know and

love.

O
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A PUBLIC SCHOOL PROGRAM FOR

SEVERELY AND PROFOUNDLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS:

ZERO EXCLUSION

T. Timothy Crowner

Madison PubliC Schoolsl.

ationales

This paper is intended as a review of selected Observations and

7,concerns ebcountered over a three year period during which time the

public schools of Madison, Wisconsin, have operated a zero exclusion

service model for severely and profoundly handicapped students.

A brief overview is presented which, rather than delineating

specific procedures, outlines a variety of considerations which should

be made as programs are being establiShed. The reader is referred'

to other documents available from Madison Public Schools for specific

procedures which-are too cumbersome to here.2

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped of the United States

Office ofEducation defines the classification, severely handicapped,

as including:

Those who becauSe of the intensity of their physical, mental,

or emotional problems, or combination of such problems,

heed education, social psychological, and medical services

beyond those which are traditionally offered by regular and

special education programs, in order to maximize their full .-

potential for useful and meaningful participation in society

and' for self-fulfillment.
_

A. The term includes those children whoeare classified as

seriously, emotionally disturbed (including thililren who are

schizophrenic or autistic), profoundly.and.severely,mentally
retarded, and those with two or more serious,hindicapping

conditions.sdch as the mentally retarded blind, and the

cer4PralsPalsied deaf. B. "Severely handicapped children"

L.:May possess severe language and/or perceptual-cognitive

leprivations and, evidence of abnormal behaviors such as:

I..Failure to resporid to pronounced social stimuli, II. Self-

mutilation, III. Self-stimulation, IV. Manifestation of,

'The development and dissemination of this paper was supported in

part by Madison blic Schools, Federal Contract No. OEC-0-74-703,

and i pa t by G ant'No. OEG-0-73-6187 to the University of Wisconsin-

Madison fro e Department of HEW, Bureau of Education for the'

Handicapped, Division of Training PrograMs, Washington, D.C.

2Documents which May prove valuable to the reader involve multi-

disciplinary team procedures and evaluation designs. These documents,

may be obtained by writing theauthor in care of MgOison Public

Schools, Madison, Wisconsin.
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intense and prolonged temper tantrums, and V. The absence of .

rudimentary formebf verbal control, and 2. May' also'have\t

extremely fragileNphysiological conditions. (Federal Regi ter,

Vol. 40, No. 35, Ft 20, 1975, p. 7412)
.,3

\. An early article on severely handicapped in public schools, by.
Sontag, Burke, and York (1973) sites a umber of-legal decisions which
have closed the public school's option t exclude students on the

basis of their handicap. In addition to legal mandates enumerated

in such articles, support for providing public school services to
severely. and profoundly handicapped 'students derives from cost
comparison data, Table I, which indicates the per student cost
differential between the public school systell and other local

educational/residential facilities.

. Table I

COST COMPARISON FOR SERVING
PERSONS'WHO ARE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

. The yearly cost to support a resident, at Central Wisconsin
Colony (a state residential center) 4171000

The yearly cost to support a student at Lake Shore Manor
(a large nursing home facility) $ 7,200

The yearly cost to support a student at Orchard Hill
(a group living faciAity.for 90 retarded students) $ 6,256

The yearly cost to-support a student in a foster care

home is $ 4,200

The yearly cost to support a student in client programs.
of the Madison Area Association for Retarded Citizens
(5% of,this figure comes from non-taxed based revenues). . $ 3,444

The yearly cost to support a client at Madidon Opportunity
Center (a sheltered 'Iorkshop) $ 2,860

The Yearly costpper'pupil for-Madison Public Schools . . . $ 1,700

n The yearly cost per pupil in programs for severely

handicapped, operated by Madison Public Schools $ 3,286.

Considering the figures in Table I, if parents choose to keep

their child at home and use the public school program for 21 years,
the savings to the taxpayer is $287,994 or the cost of 21 years in -

school versus the cost of 21 years in Central Colony. If, after this

21 years, the student moves into Orchard Hill and goes to work at

Madison Opportunity Center for the next 42 years, the savings to

the taxpayer over a Central Colony placement would be $331,128 or the

cost of 42 years at Orchard Hill and Madison Opportunity Center versus



42 years in Central Colony. The sum of tax ,savings over a lifetime of

63 year for this person is $619,122. Of course there are a variety

of options from which a parent may choose. The important point is

that options which support students in smaller units such as small

group homes tend to be cheaper.

Based on the rationales above and under the guidance of Chapter.

89, Laws of Wisconsin, 1973 (right to education of the handicapped),

Madison Public Schools has initiat d a zero exclusion program for

severely and profoundly handicapped individuals. It is the intention

of this program to develop competenCes in students which will enable

them to survive in smaller, less restric ive, more'humane, and

economic environments.

Definition

"Zero Reject" education is a model introduced by Lilly (1971).,

The intention of Lilly/8 model is to support students in the public

school mainstream through a system of advocacy procedures. Like.

the zero reject model, the zero exclusion model is a series of advocacy

procedures. However, zero exclusion is intended to extend &bile

school services to students who, traditionally, have been considered

"too handicapped" to be managed in, or to benefit from, a public,

education. Zero exclusion refers to a model in which no student,

re ardl s of the, de ree or condition of hishandica is denied

access to the services of public school personnel. These personnel

may include teachers, physical therapists, occupational therapists,

speech and language therapists, psychologists, social workers,

mobility specialists, special area teachers such as music, art, physical

education, or any other disciplines normally delivering services

within public school systems.

It should twit be assumed that zero exclusion is simply a matter

of setting aside a space and hiring some new personnel to serve an

additional student population. When a school district implements a

zero exclusion model there is a profound impact on the entire'

district. In addition to draining already strained budgets and

resources, zero exclusion affects the population of students already

'being served. The arrival of severely and profoundly handicapped

students into public school hastens the need for "zero reject" models

for more mildly handicapped students. For example, Madison now

operates most of its programs for moderately retarded students in

regular schools, including secondary schools, where programs for

mildly retarded students have been located. It was impoAant that

the mildly handicapped were well assimilated into the regular school

environment and that the regular school staff was fully prepared

before the moderately retarded students moved into the school.

However, pragmatically, such moves were necessitated by the influx

of students with severe and profoUnd handicaps into the centers

which had been serving moderately handicapped students. These same

pressures have acted upon centers for physically handicapped-students

resulting in a peed to develop programs for mild and moderately

involved physically disabled students in regular school programs.

to
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The large influx of severely and profoundly handicapped students
is reoUlting in the movement of many other handicapped students within
public school services. Consequent44, a central issue facing public
schools involved in zero exclusion service is choosing tie appropriate
environment for each child. Available environments should include:
1) residential care;'2) homebound instruction; 3) therapy services;
4) self-contained schools or units; 5) self-contained'integrated
units; 6) resource rooms; 7) consulting teachers; 8) mainstream
units. It is important to note that the term "services" has been used
rather than "programs." Services, a more general term, is meant to
imply that not all children,are placed in classrooms. For example,
many students receive outpatient therapy care. Also, a student may
be placed, in residential care for some period of time. Furthermore,
variations within'these environments are also desirable. The

expansion of the traditional classroom to include community settings
where skills relevant to independent living can beacquired and
performed under naturally occurring conditions and restrictions
would be an examPle.

Procedural Base

In order to insure that a child is placed and maintained in the
most apprqpriate services, Madison Public Schools has instituted a
variety of policies and procedures which govern the serVice decision
process. As was mentioned earlier, it is not the intent of this
paper to provide a detailed description of these procedures. Written
descriptions of these procedures are available by writing Madison
Public Schools. However, -ehere are two basic considerations which
should be given attention here. First, how does one depersonalize
the necessary advocacy system for students. Second, how does one
coordinate the multiple disciplinary service model necessary for
students with multiple and profound disabilities. It is the conteu7

tion of this paper that these two issues are subtley,related.

In regard to the first consideration we have found that the
strongest form of advocacy is insistence upon a sound objective
data base. Such a data base should be measuring relevant variables
identified by parents and professionals as a teem. The identifica-
tion and measurement of these variables must be the first order of
business when a student is originally referred to the system and
must continue as a primary concern throughout his public school
experience. As useful as a sound data base may be, unless there is
a system designed to channel the information generated 'to persons_
concerned with serving the students on which the data is being kept,
such data will not reach its full potential to provide an advocacye
for the student.

DeSpain; Williams, and York (1975), have designed a model for
continuous re- evaluation of students in various services during
diagnostic and long term placements4 In addition, dated records of
programs with students are accumulated throughout the year and are
synthesized into a year-end summary., These summaries are filed for

11
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future reference and forwarded to parents who are encouraged to keep

their own files. The DeSpain, et.al., model is based upon skill

sequences and is being adapted for use by all individuals involved

with the students. It calls for re-evaluations at formal progress'

conference° with parents twice a year, at significant points in an

instructional sequence, as well as specific periodic probes by an

outside evaluator. Staff members, are required to maintain objective

behavioral data on'student progress for evaluation purposes. Great

flexibility in the nature of data kept is permitted, but it must be

child centered. For an exa M le of one data. system used with the

evaluation model, refer to W' llama, Coyne, DeSpain, Johnson,

Scheuerman, Stengert, Swetlik, and York (1975).

In addition to a sound data base, advocacy is a matter of attitude.

For example, a parent has the legal recourse.to appeal a placement

decision at any time. Appeals are a form of advocacy. Advocacy and

appeal are considered to be basic and inseparable parts of public

school accountability. However, appeals which are handled poorly

may produce an adversary 'relationship between the professional staff

and the family. It is therefore essential that measures be taken

avoid such an unfortunate consequence. There are'a variety of

ways that the probability of such conflicts can be minimized. Parents,

staff, and administration must be equal participants seeking the best

possible services for the students. To pretend that some ideal option

is always obtainable or that a perfect program or service can be

prescribed in every case may only lead to greater disappointment at

a later time.

The fact that public schools are virtually an educational monopoly

.
makes it quite reasonable to expect that parents may wish to check

evaluations and programs suggested by the school system against those

of an independent source. The maintenance of a solid, objective data

base is felt to be the best ground available from which.to develop

and discuss student programs. Should a family feel the need for

further opinion, it is considered a natural and defensible position

for them to hold.

Advocacy cannot be separated from the second basic concern,

multidisciplinary service coordination. If a number of individuals

across disciplines, including parents, are appropriately involved

in serving a student there can be a far greater advocacy than when

individuals consider themselves the only suitable advocate for the

student. However, if such advocacy is to occur, the following common

pitfalls'of multidisciplinary programs must be avoided: 1) misunder-

standing or lack of respect for the paradigms and techniques utilized

by other disciplines; 2) lack of common terminology; 3) feelings of

territorial rights; 4) competition for time with students; and 5) a

tendency for individuals to see themselves primarily as evaluators

(ilagnaMdctams), or as implementors (programmers) rather than as parties

responsible for evaluation, programming and follow through. To

.
avoid such circumstances Madison Public Schools has developed a

system of inter-disciplinary relationships founded on the following

broad considerations:
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1. APrimary responsibility of each individual regardless of
discipline is to educate others as,to the function of their
dis9ipline, and to familiarize others with procedures
inNioIving students that facilitate attaining the goals of
A:hat.discipline. (Equally important, is we's responiibility
to cooperate in one's own education by learning from the
other disciplines involved.)

2. Parents, although they may not be trained in a particular`
discipline, should be treated as professionals who are
generalists and know a great deal about the need6 of the
student.

3. Equifivality applies to models of service for severely
handicapped students. A Variety of models, such as those'

. -
that are developmentally.oriented and behavior management
oriented, may function simultaneously within a given
program. Performance results should be the measure of
appropriate prbgramming, not one individual's opinion
concerning the best approach.

4. Disciplines:should b* trained together to facilitate
understanding and respect for-each other. Staff is

encouraged and reinforced for assaming trainees.
e to one clinical work,other than classroom instruction,

and behavior-management programs should be performed only
when the criteria are set. These 'criteria should be

1

definable and understood by other staff members. Examples

might be, recovery from a post operative condiflon,.a need
to undress a student for therapy, a complex pathological
Speech condition, a seed for very strict data taking, or
:uncertainty as to what4rocedures might be recommended to

Ty

others working mith a child.

After three years of serving severely and profoundly handicapped
students, Madison Public Schools has found that considerable stress
is,placed on public educational services unless a well-coordinated,
cooperative effortjs made in the delivery of servicesto fhe
This paper has been an attempt to outline some of the concerns which

, have arisen and to briefly describe some of the considerations Madison
Public Schools is using in developing ser"ylve models. Obviously,

it has been impossible tpjelineate the entire Madison Public Schools
zero'exclusion managemene*stem in this short space. Madison does

not have a final, complete34 refined, system operating at this time.,
However? it is known that a foundation or basis for'such a system
bust be steeped in studentadvocacy. Critical to such a foundation

, is: 1) the development of objective data based evaluation systems;
2) a cooperative,appeal procrs; and 3) a multidisciplinary rather

,than elinical focus in prog.camming.

It is hoped that wit further self-inspection and by cooperating

with, and learning 11 other districts and agencies serving the

severely and profo I 'It handicapped, Madison Public Schools will con-

tinue to develop apprbpriate services for severely and profoundly
handicapped students.

3

7,4:"
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COMPONENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Wes Williams, Lou Brown, and Nick Certo

University of Wisconsin and Madison Public Schoolsl

Severely handicapped students (Sontag, Burke, & York, 1973) re

often different from many "normal" an "mildly handicapped" stu nts

on a variety of relevant instructional dimensions (e.g., genera iza-
tion, retention; imitation, articulation, acquisition, vision skills).
Due tsuch differences the premise offered is that the teacher of
thesefstudents must systematically delineate, compensate for the
absence of, or directly teach skills that teachers of less handicapped
studeAts may assume are operative.

For..thjast several years the writers and their colleagues have
been attemptlng to formulate and implement developmentally tenable
and empirically verifiable educational services for severely handi-
dapped students in the Madison, WI, Public School System. One of
the vehicles determined.. of substantial educational value from both
training and service perspectives is the organization of circumscribed'
teacher-pupil interactions into instructional-programs. The term
instructional program, as it is used here, refers to basic factors,
variables, etc., that a teacher of severely handicapped students ,
must consider, systematize, and/or implement in order to teach a
particular skill?...

f.

Brown and York (1974) delineate a four component model of an
instructional program: What to teach (content); how, to teach (method);
how does one assess whether or not on has taught-Teileasurement);

and the instructional materials required. °

Using the four component model of an instructional program
delineated above, severely. handicapped students have been taught
many devblopmentally important, practically useful, yet circumscribed
kills (Brown, Bellamy, & Sontag, 1011; Brown & Sontag, 1972; Brown,
cheuerman, Cartwright, & York, 1973; Brown, Williams, & Crowner,

1 74), However, as should be obvious, adherence to the four com-
nent model may be necessary, but is not sufficient to provide the

best possible instructional services in that several crucial factors
related to #p acquisition and performance of specific skills are -

not taken--Into account. Thus, the four component instructional
program has been expanded substantially and is'presented below:

. \
1The development and dissemination of this paper was supported in
part by Madison Public Schools','Federal Contract No. OEC-0-74-7993,
and in part by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137 to the University of Wiiconsin-
Madison from the Department of HEW, Bureau for Education of the

Handicapped, Division of Training Programs, Washington, D.C.

15



Basic Components of, an Instructional Program

I. What skill does a teacher intend for the student to perform

(What does a teacher intend to teach the student)?

II: iz does a teacher want the student to perform a specific

skill?
III. How does a,teacher intend to ach,the student to perform

a skill? ,

IV. /lbw can ateacher veri that the skill of concern

is being or' has been taught?

V. Can the student perform the skill at a situdtionally

acceptable keyed?

VI. What does aoteacher intend to use as vehicles (instructional

materials) for the gill to be acquired and performed?

VII. Can the student perform the skill across:

a. Persons; .

b.. 175-4;ii

c. Instructional materials;
d, Language cues ?.

VIII. Can.the student perform a skill without directions to do so

from persons in, authority?

Before proceeding to a more detailed presentation of each component,

several points should be noted and emphasized. First, 1:-43ace does "not

permit as detatled a-presentation of each component as is possible.

Second, there is no doubt that the list of components delineated

abotie is iincomgete 'andthat-additional components,will evolve.

Third, we are recommending that a teacher of 'Severely handicapped

students empirically verify the acceptable status of his/her students

on dimensions of at least the components delineated aboye.

In the, narrative that follows, an attempt will be made to

elucidate the basic qualities of each component, justify their

inclusion, show how they might be realized, and pride teachers

with practical suggestions ae to how the requisite 17111s inherent

in each might be incorporated into instructional activities.

7 I. What skill does a teacher intend for the student to perform

One of the more crucial differences.between teaching normal or

mildly h ndicapped students and severely handicapped 'students is

the degree of precision required when presenting instructional.

content (Brown & York, 1974). Teachers of severely handicapped

studenta'filust be afforded the experiences and skills necessary

to systematically disect, sequence, redisect, resequence, etc.,

skills under instruction. In our judgment, the conceptuql and .

problem attack'skills required and fostered by a task analysis

orientation are ide-aIly suited for teachers of severely handicapped ,

students.

16
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A teacher may be interested-in teaching a value, all appreciation,
an attitude, a skill, a concept, an understanding, a subtlety, or a
feeling. Certainly, such initially nebuloud objectives can be taught
to severely handicapped students. However, theipositiop offered .

here'is that such objectives probably can be realized more efficiently
if they can be operationalized in such a manner as to clearly indicate
to the teacher and to the student precisely what is requested and
when it should be manifested. It is a rare severely handicapped
student indeed who can make large leaps through poorly organized
and unspecific curriculum content. On the other hand it has been
our experience that all students can acquire new skills if those
skills are disected and sequehced precisely.

Task analysis essentially requires the precise delineation of
skills within a-particular curriculum area, the division of those
skills into component parts, and the sequencing of those skills from
eesx to hard-(simple to complex). According to Resnick, Wang
'andiKaplan (1914)-task analysis involves:

the development of) hierarchies of learning objectives such
that mastery of objectives lower,in the hierarchy (simpler
tasks) facilitates learning of higher objectives (more
complex tasks) ... This involves a process of task analysis
in which specific behivioral components are identified nd..

prerequ sites for each of these detel.mined (p. 680).

*

Perhaps Ile major purpose of analyzing skills inherent in a

curriculum c nt area is to delineate an organized and precisely
stated constellation of verifiable objectives from which a variety
of instructional actiities can be generated. A task analysis is

not a statement of how a skill is to be taught but rather a statement
of what is to be taught. A preciSe delineation of what is to be

taught is'an obvious prerequisite to the determination of the
required materials, teaching procedures, measurement procedures,

etc.

Notions as to whdt skills should be included in a particular

content area'and how such skills might be analyzed and sequenced

can be obtained or abstracted from at least the following:

a.. general child development literature,
b. general cogfiitive development literature,

c. general special education literature
d. commercially available curriculum pages,
e. logical post-school performance demands.

It has been our experience that teachers of severely handicapped

students can rarely. use; lkthout substantial adaptation, commercially
available instructional content. 'Thus, from a training perspective,
perhaps it is more appropriate to provide a teacher with`skills and

experiences in the area of task analysis so that in subsequent
practical situations that teacher can adapt other or create new
analyses to fit the developmental functioning level of his/her

students.

1



There are at least three major reasons why teachers of severely

handicapped students /should be skilled in the use of basic principles

. of task analysis. First, a task analysis delineatesstarting points

and terminal objectives and enhaPces the possibility that essential

component skills will not be neglected. Second, utilization of task

analysis procedures facilitates instruction that is tailored to

individual functioning levels. For axample, within the task analysis

model mastery of various.objectiveslban be assessed before instruction

and students may'only be instructed an objectives on which they failed

to reach and for which they have.mastered the prerequisites. In

addition, students cap be to proceed tljrough the sequence

af'theii own pace, taking longer on:trouble spots and skipping

.objectives on which, hey demonstrate mastery. Third, the utilization'

of task analysis procedures facilitates the development'of more

effective and efficient classroom programming. That is, a teacher

can obtain data from students concerning the order in which skills -

are most readily acquired and skills that must be broken into smaller

subakills in order to facilitate acquisition. This information

be used to continually improve instructional programs.
f_

II.. Why does,a teacher want the student to perform a specific Skill?

Generally, longitudinal educitioi;a1 objectives foie 'Severe

handicapped students, should be no different than those for oth

students. Public schools should prepare severely handicapped s ents

to function as independently as, possible socially; vocationally, and

personally-in the least restricting post
school environment., In ou .

there is no_ justification for preparing students to furiction in

large residential institutions or to foster or maintain thee development

of environments that unduly shelter, restrict, or retard.
101

Perhaps due'to the limited educational opportunities in the past

and the almost inevitable placement of severely handicapped citizens in

large residential institutions, it might have been acceptable to teach

them to "walk in line,:'' makev pot holders,'! "watch Jack LaLane"

without much concern for _awl such skills were ctaught. Now, however,

severely handicapped students will be enrolled in public school

programsfor as ldilg ,a4 21 years. Longitudinal public education

coupled with the goals pf theAeinstitutionalizatibnnapd child

advocacy movements force us to-ask and justify ..wk we shouldteadh

any specific skill. It is our current view that instructionrof a

skill should be justified primarily as a cumulative:;segment of a

developmentally soundaangilpdinal curriculum sequence which is

designed to insure indepehdent functioning.

Well defined skill sequences across curricula domains (e.g.,

math, reading, language, play, self -help, independent community

functioning) may be utilized to precisely delineate functioning

levels within each domain. Pladement of ,an individual along

dimensions within skill sequences provides the teacher with vital

information concerning the skills the individual has mastered, those
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that remain untaught, and in what order they might be presented.

0 In addition, utilization of developmWal skill sequences might
minimize the potentially deleterious effects of changes in teachers
Old administrators oh longitudinal programming. Obviiisly, a
ftecise delineationLof the current functioning level of a student

on a variety of educationally important dimensions is more relevant

to the development of viable instructional services than the use of

ouch descriptions as autibtic, severely retarded, trainable, psyChotic,

emotionally disturbed,:, and low MA.

Finally, whilb the provision 'of lohgitudinA developmental
services, is a goal to which we all must strive, we have an extremely
long way to go before realization.' There are persons around the

country who have developed relatively good preschool or postschool

programs, others have developed, reasonable public school age programs,

others have developed notable parent training activities, others have

potentially valuable_ research projects in operation, etc. To our

knowledge there is, no place in which all the needed longitudinal
service components are operating to such an- extent that the develop-

ment of large numbers ofpcitizens over long periods of time is

maximized. Certainly, we still need to develop isolated bits of
information, certainly extraordinary case study achievements will

continue to be inspirational; but these and other such delimited

endeayors rarely provide substantial changes in the life styles of

many severely handicapped citizens.

III. How does a teacher intend to teach the student to perform a

skill?

There is no doubt that-teachers can formulate logically defensible

longitudinal curriculum sequences and ingenious clusters of apparently

relevant task analyses. However, if a teacher cannot teach students

to perfbrm the skills required by the sequences and analyses, then

all is for naught. The procedures, techniques, tactics, strategies,

etc., teachers use to reach new skills may be referred to as the*haw
ti

of instruction. Without a technology of how; what to teach is

rhetoric.

Arriving at an empirically tenable system of how to teach new

skills to 'severely handicapped students is one of the most crucial

qhallenges confronting the educator. Particularly since delineating

an appropriate how to teach is almost always confounded with varying

degrees of visual, auditory, motor, attending, etc. impairments.

D .

Precise and replicable statements as to how to teach new skills.

are unfortunately quiteirare. What may be an effeefive procedure

for teaching one student or one group of students may be inappropriate

for another student or group. In addition, even su apparently

lad911/precise techniques as these generated from the o rant conditioning'

laboratoiies under the rubric of Behavior modification and discrimi-

nation training are prOhably arts (Bricker, 1970). -

A.



Statements as to how to teach severely handicapped students

have emanated from and will continue to emanate from many sources:

electrical and mechanical engineering, human 'development, special

education, psychology, teddher and parent ingenuity, the history of

education, what grandmothers once did to Mme but a few. In an

attempt to be eclectic and practical and/still be relevapt_Lto the

problems of severely handicapped students, we have 'organized information

from a variety of sources into what may be referred to as basic

principles of acquisition and perforMance. Many of the terms used

to describe these principles have been taken from literature related

to operant and respondent conditioning, discrimination learning,

concept development and imitation learning. However, It should be

emphasized that these principles, techniques, tactics, etc. must be

adapted or converted for classroom use; that many schools of thought

describe the same event'with different words; and that the principles

available for.systematic utilization now are not sufficient for the

educational community to provide the best possible services.2

IV. How can a teacher empirically verify that the skill of concern

is being, or has been taught?

Some teachers do not even attempt to systematically assess any

aspect of student progress; some teachers attempt to record every

response every student shakes every minute the students are in school;

some teachers use one particular measurement system to the exclusion

of all others. The position offered here isthat teachers should

have the skills necessary to implement a variety of measurement designs -

and techniques in such a manner as to foster a smoothly flowing.

instructional environment, yet in a manner that also allows the o

systematic recording and empirical verification of crucial aspects

of student development.

'There can be little doubt: hat direct measurement of the

developmental progress of severely handicapped students is a vital

aspect of any instructional system. Perhaps the following two

passages are appropriate here:

In any empirical definition of teaching; instructional

measurement is crucial. With normal and mildly.handi-

capped student, inferenceb about populations of skills

across persdns and Places and materials are probably

'necessary and tenable. Unfortunately, inferential

measurement, in our judgment, is.an extremely questionable

measurement orientation :then applied to most severely

handicapped students. .The general rule that we .try to

follow may be stated,as follows: If you determine that

a,particular response, skill, concept, etc., is impor-

tant to the development of the student, then it is

incumbent upon the teacher to directly measure the

existence of the response, skill, concept, etc. of

concern (Brown and York, 1974, p. 9).

2A more detailed listing of basic prindiAllos of acquisition and.

performance and appropriate references are available upon request.

24
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Direct"gAssurement is particularly crucial in attempts to

teach cumulative tasks. If the correct performance of the

responses in compo4nt c of a task are dependent upon the
correct performance of the responses in components,a and
b, then the teacher must guaxantee.that a and b responses
are in the behavioral repertoire of the student before

she even.copsiders progression to,component c. Since moat

developmental skills are in.many ways cumulative (mathe-
matics, reading, language, speech, prktical arts), teachers

----Of trainable-level retarded students must beprepared to
spend relatively long periods of time and considerable effort
developing basic behavioril repertoires (Brown, 1973, p. 110-

111).

It should be noted and emphasized that in addition to competencies
related to how to empirically verify (measure) student progress, teachers.
should also be exposed to rationales regarding why and when to measure
and to a variety of approaches toward measurement.

The following is a selected listing of measurement issues,
terms, designs; assumptions, tactics, etc. to which our teachers

in training are exposed. It should be noted that,most of the designs .*

listed,below are what may be referred to as"suNeqs as their own

controls designs." However, in additiori to the listings below,

teachers in training, as part of their _general preparation, also
receive information regarding parametric end nonparametric statistical

manipulations, intergroup designs, standardized, tests, etc.,

Basic Principles of Instructional Measurement

1. Subjective - Objective 15.

2. Dependent Variable 4,67:

3. Independent Variable
4. Intra-group Measurement Designs "18.
5..Inter-group Mea meat Designs 19.

6. Correlated.Desi s (AB Design) 20.

7. ABAB Designs 21.

8. Test-Teach-Test Designs 22.

.9. Multiple Baseline Designs 23,

10. Trials to Criterion Designs 24.

11. Direct Measurement . 25.

12. Inferential Statistics 26.

13. Cumulative Review Designs 27.

14. Reliability 28.

V. Can the student perform a skill at a

Rate is a term'which typically refers to
response occurs in a given time period.

Corrdlatioh
Criterion Referenced Tests
Rate of Response
Intensity of Response
Frequency of a Response
Latency of a Response
Duration of a Response
Errors to Criterion
Population
Continuous Measurement
Parameter
Sample
Statistac
Probe.,, Designs

ak

situationally acceptable rate?

tAnumber of times a particular
In an academic setting where

3A more complete listing and appropriate references are available

upon request.

21
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often times a skill is a composite of different reap ses, the view

of rate can be extended to include the number-of ti es all crit cal

components of a skill are performed in a given time period. ere

is no doubt that severely handicapped studel,Its have deficien les in

the rates at which they perform particular responses or clmsters of

responses. There are times when severely handicapped stuftntb

Manifest rates ofreeponding that are too high. For example, a t,

normal student ,might hit himself in thehead once a week, a severely

handicapped student might hit himself in the head'five times per

minute for months. A somewhat similar but different rate.deficiency

also manifested is the inordinate amount of time many students require

to progress through a series of cumulative responses. If students

have acquired a,skill and performed itcorrectly a specified number

of times, it does not necessarily indicate that the skill is mastered.

In order for a. skill to be considered mastered, that skill shOuld be

performed correctly at a relevant rate criterion (proficiency).

Where are at least three reasons for including rate of correct

responding as a:component of skill Mastery. First, if students are

to compete with and be tolerated by other individuals in the community:'

they will have to perform skills at community acceptable rates. FL-

exaMPle, assume that a student has been taught. to make change and then

the student is asked to go to a grocery store and purchase the items

on a giocery list. In a situation that actually occurred,,one of

our students seeded the items on the list, computed the total cost

of the items) and then counted out the appropriate amount of money

required to pay for the goods. Unfortunately, the counting of the

money required almost five minutes. Thus, a situation can exist where.

a student could accurately perform a given series of responses, but

the time required for the perfqmance may not be acceptable in a

community setting.

second, if a skill requires the utilization of a number of

'responses in sequence, a slow rate of respepding may interfere with

the performance of all components in the sequence by increasing the

probability that the student may be unable to recall certain compo-

nents. For example, assume a teacher Hives a student a three

component direction to follow. If t e student takes twenty minutes

to perform the first response, the is a good chance' that she/he

may not remember the'cues, for th last two responsps.,

Third, if one accepts t premise that a skill stiould'be not

only_performed correctly,. t performed at an acceptable rate criterion,

then a question remains garding when a rate criterion should be

imposed upon skills th re ,cumulative. Because of arpaucity of'

research in the approteion ofa rate criterion in educational

settings, a teache faced with this question seems to have two major

Options. Assuming skills A, B and C are cumulative, a teacher may

choose to require, the student, to: perform A at a" proficient rate

before moving/on to B; next perform both A and B (i.e., in combination)

at a profieient rate before moving on to C; and finally, perform A,

B and Cr:at a proficient rate before terminating instruction 'A

second option would be to require the student to perform A, B and
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,C correctly. Once acquired a rate' criterion would be imposed upon

the combined skill (A, B and C) in order to achieve an acceptable.

level/ of proficiency.

VI. What Does the Teacher Intend to Useas Vehicles for the Skill
to be Acquired and Performed?

Tasks and task materials are vehicles through which skills. are

taught; 'Obviously, choosing tasks and task materials should not he

a hastily made arbitrary decision. Teachers should carefully design
and/or choose tasks and materials that reflect a consideration of
the unique probleMs presentedNby the students of concern: Since one

of the primary goals of teaching severely handicapped students is
toOverify that skills acquired in controlled instructional settings
will be performe64n.other more practical environmental 'settings,

many tasks should Be chosen'fortheir functional use across

environments:

Functional tasks can serve the dual purposes of pioviding concrete.
examples of abstraet concepts which may increase meaningfulnes=s (Zeeman,

1973) and of teaching practical skills that students may be able to
utilize daily, across many environments. For example, one -to -one

',correspondence 'skills (aligning members of two sets in an arrangement
which manifests a one-to-one relationship between the meMbers) may
be taught through the aligning of blocks and bears, putting straws

-im 'ups, giving each classmate a cookie, or giving each.place setting

a cup, ple-Oe,' spoon and fork when preparing for lunch. The latter

ftwo examples teach the skill while stressing funetion in applied

settings; the former two simply require performance df the skill.

The meaningfulness and utility that functional tasks can add to the

acquisition of a skill argue strongly for their use when designing

instructional(p7grams.

Not al; skills can be taugh exclusively through functional

tasks and mdterials. The types o tasks needed to teach many visual

discriminations to severely handl p ed students highlight this

point. When teaching a visual dih im nation skill the task chosen

should make the essential stimulus characteristics (e.g., form,

applysize)' easy to discern. Although thisspoint,appears simple to

, it has ramifications which, ifqlot considered when structuring

tasks, unfortunately may lead to the de'Velopment of differential

responding to nonessential stimulus characteristics. For example,

assume a teacher wants to teach a student to discriminate the letter

"A" from the letter "B."' In an attempt to. make the differences

between the two letters easy to discern, the teacher preSents-a'red

uppercase "A" and a blue uppercase "B." In this Qituation the

teacher May find that the student has learned th led is called

"A" and blue is called "B."

A fundamental discrimination learning rule related to selectinW

tasks with which to teach concepts is to choose tasks which will

23
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. insure that responding is'
controlled only by the essential

characteristics of the concept. In the letter recognition dibcrimi-

naticin tack mentioned above, this-rule requires that the task should

be designed so that responding-is controlled by the form of the

letter not by.color, size, texture or spatial position, etc.

When us g a functional task, control over nonessential or irrelevant

characte sties is often difficult to achieve. 'For example, if one

of the to s used to teach letter discrimination is labelling the

letters in the words "men" and "women" as they appear on the doors

of publicIiestrooins, a multiplicity of scripts, colors and placements

would probably be encountered which migfit impede acquisition of the

skill. In such situatio nonfunctional tasks which make the

essential stimulus ch teristics easy to discern and concomitantly

reduce nonessential timulus characterl,Stics should probably be

e ployed initiall . Once the skill ig4acquired however essential

nd nonessential stinlulus
dimensions could then be varied or introduced.

When relating to thige ssue Becker, £ngelmann and Thomas (1971)

suggest that to insure tI4E-eaSential stim us characteristics control

responding, inOtructional taskslahiould be hosen which allow the

teacher to:

an

1. teach a concept thr ugh a set of instances and not instances

of the concept (e. , examples of the letter "A" and

n examples that a not of the letter "A"),

2. construct instances of a concept such that they all have

essential concept characteristics, and construct not

instances having none or only some of the essential

characteristics',

3. frequently vary nonessential characteristics of instances

and not instances to insure that responding'is only to

essential characteristics (e.g., when teaching the letter

"A", the size, color, texture and position of instances

and not instances of the letter should be varied).

6

Implicit in the-above three suggestions.is the assumption that students

are attending to variations in essential and nonessential character-

istics of the stimuli presented. Often it is not enough to simply

expect that .consistent manipulation of the stimuli will be both

necessary and sufficient conditionsproduce the differential

resPases of concern. In some instances having students-verbally

label stimulus dimensions (nonverbal students might use gestures)

and stimulus choices may facilitate differential responding to

,5essential stimulus chapcteristics, and also increase retention

of correct responses through the development of mediators (Butterfield,

Wambold, & Belmont, 1973; Borkowski & Wanschurd, 1974; Bricker, 1972;

Jeffrey., 1953; Jeffrey,-1958; Chatelanat, Henderson, Robinson, &

Bricker, 1971; Zeman, 1973; Zimmerman & Rosenthal, 1974).

24
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Other situations in which a teacher might choose to supplement
functional with nonfunctional tasks might be those that require
repeated practice for the acquisition of a skill,. since many functional
tasks typically permit only one or two response opportunities for
only a few students per day. It is probably not efficient though
to simply employ a task because 'it permits repeated practice of a
particular skill'in,that boredom and inattention which can compete
with academic progress are many times, end products of stereotypic
repetition.

Whether a task is functional or nit, teachers should attempt
to utilize tasks and materials that have reinforcement value. Choosing

tasks on the basis of their reinforcement value involves selecting
tasks and materials with which students will readily interact,
preferably in free play situations. (A free play situation is
referred to here as one where the'task is available, but the student
is neither prompted to engage in it nor externally reinforced for

engagements.) On many occasions teaching skills through tasks with
reinforcement value may involve teaching skills through toys,games,
music and songs (e.g., sight words may be taught through .potentially
dull flashcard drills or through potentially more interesting sight
word games).

I it t is necessary to teach skills for which few functional
tasks can be readily devised, then games, toys, music and songs
.which require the performance of the skills may enable the teacher
to add' an, intrinsically reinforcing functional component while at
'the same time increasing the probability that maintenance through,
repeated practice in other environmental settings will occur after.

instruction. That is, games, toys, music and songs 14140 require
the performance of skills may bused to augment academic 'programmi
and as recreational activities to provide additional practice'of
shills.in a variety of environmental settings.

Some criteria for selecting potentially reinforcing tasks are;
a) tasks should be novel or offer results that are not always

\

predictable; b) tasks should be matched to functioning levels.
Tasks which are either too easy or too sophisticated are not appro-

priate. However, taske just above current functioning level should
hold interest and pace development; and c)-tasks should allow active
engagement and manifest cause and effect relationships (Piaget, 1952).

g

There are atleast three major advantages to teaching skills
through tasks with 'reinforcement value: 1) skills may be reinforced
by'allowing continued performance of the task and/or.interaction
with the task materials instead of relying upon teacher delineated
"reinforcers;,2) students are more likely to interact with the task
materials-and thus perform the skills taught through them outside
controlled instructional situations; and 3) there should-be an S'
increased probability that students will visually and/or aurally
attend to intrinsically reinforcing tasks and task matetials, thus
possibly elimindting the need to systematically teach attending -
a necessary prerequisite to most teaching situations.-



There are two additional factors which should be considered

when delimiting the types and characteristics of functional tasks.

First, a task that may initially appear functional may not actually

be so for particular students who live in environments where there

are few or no opportunities to perform related skills. Setting a

table is a functional task through which one-to-one correspondence

skills can be taught. However, if students live in an environment

where they are not and may never be required to set a table, the

'task will not have functional value. Thus, teachers should attempt

to insure that tasks are chosen'that adequately represent the optionp

that students have available in the environment in which they live

or might live in the future. Second, tasks should be chosen on the

basis of their faCilitation of later skill development. This involves

teaching tasks that will become components-of higher level skills in

a developmental sequence. Teaching students to count fingers as a

rational counting task. may not have much utility when rational counting

is taught, but should 1143ve great utility when addition is taught.

In summary, when a teacher is considering what to use as vehicles

for sltilla,to be acquired and performed by severely handicapped students,

-.tasks and task materials should be chosen -on at least the basis of

their: a) functionalpuse to the individual student; b) ease of

discrimination; '0.accessibility to repeated practice; 0,reinforcement

value; e) facilitation of skill maintenance; f) accessibility or

frequency of occurrence across settings the individual iihabits;

and g) facilitation of later skill development. As its unlikely

that many tasks will fulfill all the criteria delineated, it is

often necessary to: teach a skill through many different tasks and

materials.

VII. Can the student perform the skill across persons, places,

instructional materials and language cues?

.A stimulus generalization pakadigm may be used to conceptualize .

selected aspects of severely,handicapped students' failure to perform

skills acquired in-one teaching environment in other environmental

configuratiOns.4 The summarization of laboratory'researth studies

concerned with stimulus generalization contained in Mostofsky (1965)

suggests that a given response must be taught with the teaching

environment in a specifiedAtate or configuration. After'a'rosponse

has been taught, variations in some well controlled aspect of the

inatial teaching environment can be introduced and the'presence of

the response in the Hera, environmental configuration can be measured.

Research findings related to stimulus generalization suggest that

.,.'if dramatic departures from the initial teaching environment, are

.-arrabged, performance in the changed environment will probably be

'1 substantially different
from.perforMance-in the initialte5ching

,

4ASP Used hore-environmentalconfigurations'include
language cues,,,

petsons, places and instruc04nal materials.
, 9

o
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-environment. However; if the changed environment is only slightly

different-ffom the initial teaching environment, performance in the

changed .environment will probably differ slightly if at all Crum

tperformance in the initial teaching environment.

The gradation of responding observed when the performance of a

response is assessed ivenvironmental configurations slightly or

dramatically different from the configuration in which the original

instruction took place is known as a' generalization gradient. Sidman

(1960) states that, "The generalization gradient provides a mechanism

whereby behavior can adapt to an environment that nev0r exactly

repeats-any combination of 'stimuli.' If a successful form of

behavior were to come ,under the control of-the precise circumstances,

that were present at'tbe time it was acquired,we should have to

relearn the behavior each time the original situation reoccurred

with its inevitable variations (p. 207)." In the following paragraphs

attempts Will be made to describe how a stimulus generalizatiOn

paradigm may be used to conceptualize generalization across instruc

tional materials, extraneous stimuli and relevant cues to respond.

Pelformance Across InstructionalMateriaI

Assume that a severelylandicapped student in a public school

classroom has been taught to touch a ball when the teacher presents

a,small dark blue ball, a small dark blue cup and the verbal language

due, "Touch the ball." If the teacher then draiagfically changes the,_,

task by presenting a large brown medicine ball three feet in diameter,

a small dark blue cup and the language cue, "Touch the ball," it is

:relatively unlikely that the student, will manifest better than a

chance level of correct responding. However, if the teacher only

slightly changes the initial instructional materials by presenting

a small lightWue ball; a small dark blue cup and the verbal

language eye, "Touch the ball," it is likely that the student will

consistently respond correctly to the new instructional material.

To summarize, if dithensions of instructional materials are changed

slightly, students tend to maintain responding or generalize across

materials. On the other hand, if stimulus dimensions are changed

dramatically; students tend, to respond differentially or' discriminate.

Performance Across Extraneous Stimuli

Extraneous stimuli, as the phrase is used-here, are stimuli in

the,enVironment which are not intended to control a specified

response. That is, touching a ball in response to a verbal language

cue-should not be a:function of the size of the room, the color of

the teacher's hair, the chair in which a student sits or the position

of the.objects on'the table. However, it is possible that some

extraneous features of an initial teaching environment can acquire

response controlling properties. If a teacher does not allow for such

A possibility, she may mistakenly conject that failure to perform

across environmental Configurations is solely a function of,for

example, the student not attending to. the form cues of the ball and

. the cup. referredto above. In fact, however, failure to' perform
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may be a-TUnction of dramatic changes in the chair, the table, the

room, the Color of the teacher's hair; or the position (0' the object:-

on the table.

Performance Across Relevant Cues:to.Responcr

A relevant cue to respond is referred to here as a stimulus or

stimulus cluster which is intended to control the response a student

is to perform. In a classroom for severely handicapped students

cues to respond are usually presented by a teacher or contnined in

instructional materials. However, such stimuli as school bells and

the time on clocks also function as cues:to respond.

Cues to,respond typically have at least a verb component which

indicates the action the student is to perform (e.g., touch, take,

give, pick up) and a noun component which indicates the object of

the action (e.g., touch The ball, pick-up the paper). Cues to

respond which haVe action arid-object components do not have to be

verbal it-nature: ,a stare by-a teacher may be a cue for the student

to "Sit down on a chair;" a deaf educator may use handisignals to

cue a-student to "Touch a ball." These,cues are nonverbal but

nevertheless contain action and object components. In addition, it

should be noted that slight variations in the physical topography

of nonverbal cues to-respond may not result in-differential performance.

However:, it i8'- likely that
dramatic variations in nonverbal cues;

to respond will result in Aifferential performance. Concomitantly,

When the cue to respond is verbal, slight Variations4n the way

Words are articulated will probably effect performance minimally,

while dramatic articulation changes will probably effect performance

significantly!

In a stimulus generalization paradigm a 'student is required to

make topographically similar responses despite variations in dimensions

of the instructional materials and extraneous stimulus constellations.

Performance across different verbal language cues certainly maybe

conceptualized within the framework of a stimulus generalization

paradigm. However, performance across different verbal language cues

requires additional discrimination training to generate differential

performance to the different verbal language cues.

More specifically, a teacher can issue a series of different

verbaElanguage cues to respond and the appropriate responses to the

different language cues could be topographically dissimilar. For

example, a teacher could present the student with a slightly different

colored ball and cup on each trial and rotate the cues, "Give me the

ball;" "Touch the ball;" "Poirit to the ball;" and "Take the ball."

The student:would have to respond in a topographically dissimilar,

way to each diffbrent verbal.language cue in' order to respond

correctly. In this situation the stimulus generalization paradigm

applies in that dimensions of the instructional materials were

varied such that the student was required to respond to a slightly

28-§
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different instructional material on each presentation oi'the noun

component oethe verbal language cues. However, in order for the

student to respond correctly it wcs also necessary for the student

to discriminate the different verb components of the Various

response cues and differeAtially respond to those cues.
p

In addition, however, a teacher can issue a series of different

verbal language cues to respond and the appropriate responses across,6
the different language cues could be topographically similar. For

/example, a teacher could say, "Pick up many," or "Pickup several,"

or "Pick up a lot," or "Pick up a bunch," and the student could respond

similarly and correctly to all the different language 'cues.

Obviously, certain verbal language cues may present unique
problem when attempting to teach a student to perform.a skill across

environmental configurations because the student may be required to
respond' ifferentially to components of the cues. For instance,

assume that in an initial teaching environment a teacher taught 'Tom'

to touch the ball when presented with a small blue ball and a cup;

a large red ball and a pillow; a small brown ball anAfa potata, etc.

and then proudly announces to Tom's mother that he now can indicate

what a ball is when given a verbal language cue. That night,

Tom's mother places a small blue ball and a cup in front of Tom

and says, "Give me. the ball" and Tom fails to give the ball to his

mother. If it can be assumed that Tom did not fail due to the

changes in the instructional materials or because he responded to

extraneous stimuli in the bode environment, the reason for failure

may be due to the change in the verbal language cues used. If the

reasons Tom failed are related to the verbal language cge issued by

his mother, then at least two hypotheses seem tenable: First, Tom

may not have responded differentially and,independently to the

specific verb and noun components of the language cues in the school

and home environments. That is, he may have responded to only the .,

noun components of the language cues and therefore did not,differ-
, entially respond to the different verb components. Second, Tom may

have responded differentially and independently to the specific

verb and noun Components of the verbal language cues but did'not

know what action to perform to the "Give" component.

The implication for educational programming is that to teach a

student to perform a skill across environmental configurations the

student must be taught to appropriately respond to common variations

in verbal language cues, extraneous stimuli, and task materials that

frequently-occur across environmental configurations.

If the success of a program is to be assessed in terms of student

performance of skills across environmental configurations, then the

objective.for each major skill taught in a program should include

student performance of skills across such selected environments.

For example, the instructional objective for a one-to-one correspondence

skill might be: Given the language cues "Give each a ,"

"Give every a or "Put a ( ) in each ( )" by

at least three different control figures (e.g., teacher, mother,

peer) across at least three settings .(e.g., classroom, playground,

29
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.

home) and across at least three functional taps (e.g., setting the ,

table, passing out cookies, dealing cards) the student should perform

the skill.
,

Potentially, thdre are many instructional strategies which could

be employed to insure that students mdster objectives. Perhaps the

following strategy,may be reasonably effective. If students are to

perforM the skills across functional tasks, then teach the skill

z,through a combinationof functibnal tasks and nonfunctional tasks

which fulfill the task selection requirements previously delineated.

For instance, teach the students one-to-one correspondence through

such tasks as paksing out juice cups and giving each bear a block.

If .the'students are to perfOrm the skill6 across settings, then it

may be adyantageous to teach the skills in several settings. .For .

Instance, teaching
might occur in the gym, on the playgr id, in the

hall, in the bathrooM, and in a kitchen area using tasl appropriate

to those areas. If it is necessary that students pe orm skills

under the direction of several control figures, the several contra

figures may beused in instruction. If the students will likely

encounter Varied language cues to respond, then instruction should

include cues to respond,uhich frequently occur.

. Many educators evaluate instructional program efficacy in terms

of howIquickly studebts advance through the steps of a task analysis

/kuation Of program efficacy.

or curriculum sequenceot. However, efficacy should also be assessed

in terms of whether the students can perform skills across persons,

places, instructional
materialsand language cues. Insuring that

students can perform skills across environmental configurations

in many instances may slow the students advancement through the steps

of a curriculum sequence. To account for this educators will have

to incorporate measures of both rate of advancement through a

curriculum sequence and performance of skills across environmental

configurations' into their

yin. Can a student 'perform a skill without directions to do soofrom

persons in authority?

Individuals labeled severely handicapped are often referred to"---

aexternally controlled. That is, persons in'authority usually

tell them what skills to perform; how and when:to perform the skills;

if they perform the skills correctly or incorrectly; if they perform

'the skills incorrectly how to rectify the errors, etc. While °

responding appropriately
to specific cues provided by persons in

authority is the responsibility of all adults, there are situations

in whicluperformance
is crucial but in which persons in authority

are notVtesent. In such situations it appears that severely

Mandicapped students are particularly deficient and therefore quite

vulnerable. One way to compensate for such a deficit is to.tea-Fh

specific skills, and then insure that those-skills can be performed

appropriately across environmettal configurations
without specific

verbal cues being provided by persons in authority. Perhaps the

following will elucidate.
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There are situations in which it is appropriate for individuals

to make a specific response to a specific cue provided by a person

in authority (e.g., following a list of verbal directions; recording

the food order of a cuttomer.in a restaurant). There is little doubt

that severely handicapped students can acquire such skills and, that

Such Skills have enormous functional value. HoWever, in these,situ-

ations persons in authority are continually providing the relevant

cues to.respond. Obviously, such sue- response relationships are

appropriate in some situations, but extremely inapia.opriate in others

in that extraordinary depAndPnce upon the cues of others in authority

is fostered, and_persons in authority are in effect determining all

responses.

There are also sitpations in which it is appropriate for individuals

to make a series of resbonses to only one cue provided by a person in

authority (e.g., "Change the tire;" Take the salad;" "Start working;"

"Clean the tables")., Again, there is little doubt that severely

handicapped students can acquire such skills and that such ills

also have enormous functional value. However, here also pe ons

in authority are proViding at least the initial cues to res.' ind and

the probleMs delineated above may be attendant.

Undoubtedly there are thousands of situations in,adul clod which.

require responding specifically to verbal or other cued provided by

persons in authority. However, there are also situations 5hich

require that adults engage in a respon4or series of res pnses

in the absence of cues to respond provided by persons in authority

(e.g.; when a,person sees a burning sofa; when a person ik alone and

cuts a finger; when a person is lonely or lost;'when shop ing for

food or clothing). If an individual responds appropriat= y when

persons in authority are not providing specific cues to spond,

that individual may be congitrued as manifesting self-ini ated

Performance skills. Obviously self- .initiated performanceskills

are crucial to the indi,peudent functioning of severely handicapped

students.

Finally, there are situations which require that a pers engage-

in aseries of responses, evaluate the correctness of the red)onses,

and, if necessary,, correct mistakes without being verbally cu by

an authority figure.. For example, if a'person.-is confronted with a

burning sofa, he/she might smother it with a throw rug, check to y\

see if it is still smoking, and if necessary, pour water, on it.

It has" been our experience that many classroom actiVities des gned

for severely handicapped students'have not included manipulations hat

allowed the students to:' a) perform skills in the absence'of cues,

previdedkby persons in'authority;(and b) evaluate and,olfneeessar54

orrect errors. .

Thus, we are suggesting here Wat teachers determine if it is

appropriate'for a particular skill to be performed without specific

cues to do so provided by persons in authority. If so, teachers



should arrange for such performance. In addition, if it is

appropriate that a student perfOrm a series of responses, evaluate

the responses, and if necessary, correct errors, ten teachers should

also arrange for such performance.

In the recent past the writers and their colleagues have made

attempt to teach severely handicapped students the skills necessary

to init ate responses or a series of responses, to evaluate the .

correc ess of the responses made, and if necessary, to correct

errors with3 few if any sues provided by persons in authority. Such

skills are referred torhere as self-regulation skills. Nietupski

and Williams (1974) conceived: of rudimentary self-regOlatiop skills

as consisting of at least four basic steps:

1. Detecting or defining the task.

2. Arriving at lalternative ways

3. Implementing an alternative.

4. Assessing the outcome of the

to complete the task '

//correctly

task is not
correctly completed

alternative
,'if task correctly
completed, end of

task.

.In the Nietupski and-Williams (1974) paradigm students may fail

to self-regulate responding because: a) they do not self-iiiitiate

steps in the self-regulation.strategy; b) they fail to detect or define

the task; c). they fail to arrive an appropriate way to complete the

task; d) they fail to implement an appropriate alternative; or 6) they

fail to evaluate the outcome correct

is suggested, here that self- egulation may be incorporated

into a curriculum for severely handicapped students as follows: When

a skill is taught, if practichl, the students should be required to

initiate all components of the self-regulation strategy to complete

tasks related to that skill )41.thout verbal cueing from persons in

authority. For example, if 'students are acquiring skills related

to cooking, they should be 1equired to initiate the preparation of

their own meals without ver al cueing from authority figures. Stated

another way, whenever a ne skill is taught the students should be

required to complet tasks related to the skill, generate alternative

ways 'Of completing t etaslv, implement an(Blternative, and check the

appropriateness of the alternative implemented. Self-regulation

strategies should not be taught as segmented or isolated'curriculum

entities but as integral parts of all activities in which students

partibipate.

Hopefully, if educators in C4

concerned persons can teach studen

appropriate skills without specifi

more closely approximate the longi

adult functioning.

unction with parents and other

o perform situationally
rection to do so, we will

nal objective of independent
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Summary-

Several basic components of instructional programs for severely

handicapped stildeAto were delineated and described. Obviously, each

component is in need of further elaboration and refinement and methods

of Incorporating them into longitudinal curriculum sequences must be

operationalized. The possibility exists that adherence to all

components-when attempting to teach all skills might be impractical

and irrelevant. However, it has been our unfortOnate experience to

observe students fail because we did not systematically congider and

accommodate to,relevant instructional variables. Perhaps if teachers

absorb at least the components delineated into their educational

services, the general skill repertoires of the students in their

'Charge will be enhanced substantially.

In addition,i it should be noted and emphasized that there is

no doubt that the version of an instructional` program offered here

will evolve into a different form in the future. Some components

will probably be rejected, some be expanded, and others will

be added. Hopefully, what happens to this version will be a function

of increased awareness of the students we are attempting to serve.

Finally, teaching technologies and other information related

to the provision of the best possible educational services to severely

handicapped students are in the initial stages of development. On

the other hand, educators throughout the nation are being asked,

ordered, or voluntarily striving to provide educational services

to such students. When such an information/service gap exists,

frustrations and failures are inevitable. Hopefully, through the

collective efforts of many persons from many orientations and

disciplines we will be able to demonstrate in the near future that

comprehensive, longitudinal, and quality educational services can

be oenerated and those services will result in substantial develop-

mental changes in the functioning levels and ultimate life styles of

citizens who at least for the moment, are referred to as severely

handicapped.5

5The reader interested in securing
information concerning the materials,

references, curriculum sequences, etc. referred ics: in this paper is

encouraged to write Dr. Lou Brown, 427 Education Building, -University

of Wisconsin, Madimm, Wisconsin .53706. Some materials will be sent

free of charge. If there is a charge, the reader will be referred.to

the appropriate vendor.
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PROCEDURES OF TASK ANALYSIS AS RELATED TO DEVELOPING

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

Wes Williams

University of Texas"

Introduction

Severely handicapped students do not readily learn from casual

and unplanned exposure to instructional materials. How can instruc

stional programs which will maximize the learning of severely handl'

capped students be created? One was to maximize the learning of

severely handicapped
students is to delineate skill sequences which

lead from students' current functioning levels to the mastery of

selected behavioral objectives. For instance, a skill sequence for

teaching a student to, independently unbutton a
shirt could be:*

1. Student should unbutton a special shirt with oversized

*tons and buttonholes when the buttons are three fourths

/through the buttonhole's.

.
Student should unbutton a special shirt with oversized

buttons and .buttonholes
when the buttons are one half

through the buttonholes.

3, Student Striuld
independently unbutton a special shirt

with oversized buttons and buttonholes.

4. Student should unbutton a regular shirt when the buttons

are one half through buttonholes.

5. Student should independently unbutton a 'regular shirt.

.

A rudimentary skill sequence for teaching.a student to express

and comprehend verbnoun phrases could be: .

1. Nouns - Objects

a. Functional Object 'Use: Student shoUld demonstrate

- the socially appropriate use of objects (e.g., drink

A from cup, eat with spoon, wash with washcloth).

b. Redeptive: . When presented a cue such as "Touch/show

me/point to/take" the student should touch/find/

,.
point to/take the specified object from an array

of objects.

This paper was
supported in part by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137 to

the University of Wisconsin-Madison
from the Department of HEW,

Burt au of Education for the Handicapped,
Division of Training

°grams, Washington, D.C.
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e. .pXpressive: When Ares e ed a cue such as, "What is
this?" (teacher points to an object) the student
should indicate (e.g., label, sign, point to\the

object's name on a communication board) the naMet.

of the object.

. Verbs - Actions
a. Receptive: When presented a,cue such as, "Show me

how you. i, 1" or "How do you ?" the student

should perform the appropriate action.

b. Exprebsive: ?

,i. Label action = self: When presented a cue such

as, "What are you doing?" the student Should,

label his/her action.
ii. Label action - others: When presented a cue

such as "What is doing?'! the student should

label the action.

3. Verbs - Nouns (active verb, noun object)

a. Receptive: Presented-with a cue such as "Show me how

you push (verb) wagon (noun)" the student should choose

0 the correct object from.an array and perform the Correct

action.
Expressive:
i. Label actions - self: When piesenteda cue such

as, "What are you doing?" the student should say,

"Push (verb) wagon (noun)."
ii. Label action - others: When presented a cue such

as, "What is doing?" the student should say,

"Push (verb) wagon (noun)."

In our judgment task analysis is essential to the development of

effieient-skill sequences. Task analysis is a process of determining

what to teach .in what sequence to insure student mastery of an

objective. The product,is-a skill sequence., That is, the product

is a precise delineation of a behavioral objective, the objective's

component skills and an appropriate sdquencing,(easy to hard) of the

component skills. The sequence of component skills should lead from

responses in the student's repertoire to mastery of the objective.

The product of task analysis is not a statement of how to teach a
fAlg

skill but rather a statement of what is to be taught. A precise

delineation of what isto be taught is an obvious prerequisite to

Altermining how to teach target skills. Articulation of a skill

sequence is aso a requisite-to assessing students' skill levels.

'That is, a skill sequence delineates what skills should be assessed.

Task Analysis: Steps to Completion

The firsts step in performing a task analysis is to.define an

appropriate behavioral objective and search instructionally relevant

resources for component skills, sequences and instructional programs

related to the objective. Once a behavioral objective has been

,- a7.
1.*
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specified and relevant resources
reviewed, the objective should be

divided into steps ox component skills which lead from'responses in

the students'
repertoires to mastery of the objective. Next

unnecessary and redundant component skills should be eliminated.

Finally, prerequisite
skills should be determined. That is:

1. ,
state the behailibral objective and review instructionally

relevant resources;

2. derive and sequence.the component skills of the objective;

3. eliminate unnecessary component skills;

4. 'eliminate redundant component skills;

S. determine prereqUisite skills.

These steps will be described i' n detail in later sections of this

paper.

It must be emphasized that we do not expect'you to be proficient

at teak analysis after only reading this,ehapter. To become proficient

at performing task analysis use the basic five step process delineated

here to task analyze an inetructional objective.
Then submit the skill

sequence which results ,from the task analysis to your colleagues for

their - constructive criticism. On the basi6 of the criticism revise -

the skill sequence
and resubmit it for further constructive criticism.

eontinUe this process
until you and your, colleagues are satisfied

with the'skill sequende. The critical thinking skills essential to

task analysis can only be, learned thrdugh\perfoeming task analyses

and subjecting their
resulting skill sequences to constructive criticism.

Why a Teacher Should be Skilled at Task Analysis.

Notions as to what the
component-skills of an objective are and

hoe such skills Migtit be analyzed and sequenced can be obtained or

tracted filen at least the following:

a. -general child.develewient liteiature;

b. general cognitive development literature;

c. generdl special education literature;

d. commercially available curriculum packages;

e. logical post-school performance demands.

With 411 the
_information on how to sequence skills available, why

is there-t-ued to perform task analysis? When we task'analyze an

objective,, aren't we just reinventing the wheel? If, in the course

of reviewing instructionally relevant
resources, you find a skill

sequence or commercially available
instructional program which

precisely fits your students' functioning
levels and needs, use'it.

We have been developing instructional programs for the severely

handicapped for the past seven years. Unfortunately; it has been '

our experience that
teachers of severely

handicapped students can

rarely, without substantial adaptation, use commerciallyavailale

or normal child development skill sequences.
Thus, from a training

perspective it is essential to proAcitle teachers with skills and

experiences in task analysis so thdt in practical situations they

4
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cap adapt available skill sequences or create new sequences to fit

the developmental functioning level and needs of their students.

There are.at least four reasons teachers of severely handicapped
students should be skilled in the use of task analysis.

d

First, task analyses generate skill sequences. These sequences

delineate starting points, terminal objectives and enhance the possi-

bility that essential component skills will not be neglected. If task

analysis is used to derive long term skill sequences (sequences the

.
completion of which will encompass a period of years), the long term

skill sequences should minimize the potentially deterious effectsoof

changes in teachers and administrators onialgitudinal instructional

programming.

Second, task analysis and the resulting skill sequences facilitate

instruction that is tailored to individual functioning levels. That

.is, within the skill sequence model mastery of component skills of an

objective can be assessed before instruction and 'students need only be

instructed on skills they lack and for which they have mastered the

prerequisite skills; In aqdition, students can be permitted to proceed
through the skill sequence at their own pace, takinglongdr on trouble

spots and skipping com nent skills on which they demonstrate mastery.

Third, well'defined-skill seqw-nces across skill. areas (e.g.,

selfhelp, language, play, social) Way be used to precisely delineate

student functioning levels within each skill area. A precise delin

eation of students' current functioning levels on a variety.of skill

sequences is more relevant to the development of viable.instruction0

services than the use of such descriptions as autistiC, severely

retarded, trainable, psychotic, emotionally disturbed, and low MA.

Fourth, use of task analysis and the resulting sequences
facAitates the development of more efficient classroom programming.

That is,'a teacher can systematically monitor student progress through

a sequence and obtain data concerning whether the component skills

of an cl..jective were appropriately broken down and ordered. This

i formgtion can be used to continually improve the efficiency of

/
1 Aill sequences and classroom programming.

, .a.

Determining Behavioral Objectives

A preliminary step too, task analysis is determining appropriate

=behavioral objectives for the students. ThrOugh'assessing the

students' pefformance in previous programs,,informal evaluations and

formal evaluations the students' skill levels should.bs determined

in such areas as selfhelp, motor, communication and social. There

are several assessment systems available which are geared to.the

severely and profoundly retarded. For example, the TARC assessment

system for severely handicapped children provides a short form

assessment of the selfhelp, motor, communication and social skills

of the severely and, profoundly retarded. 'After determining the

students' skill levels, the communication,.motor, selfhelp and social

30
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skills the students' need. to function in,their'immepiate,and future-, ;

environments (e.g., group homes, vocational setttagd, rOcreatiohai

settings) should be determined. On the basis .Of the students'

current skill levelslevel and potential skill ne45P.behavioral-objectives

'should be stated for each student. ...
.

,
.

Behavioral Objectives are
statements,of.what Skills students

vhouldlearn to perform under what conditions.. The first step in

establishing a behavioral objective is to, describe what observable

uud,measurable skills the- students should perform when they have

mastered the-objective. 'Observable and measurable-skills have

:definite beginnings and endings. That is,' objectives Should

include verbs (skills).such as point, -.write, nave, list, Aeup
matehvete. notverbs ouch as appreciate,- understand, realize, be

aware of or comprehend. In Some instances we should be concerned/

with, bat students.understand,-believe,.feel,
know or appreciate.

An obbOtive could Wteaching students to understand specified

noun Concepts such...az
cup.. However, we can only make inferences

concerning student& knowledge,. understanding or appreciation by

assessing the overt and measurable behaviors the students perform.

That is, we can only make statements about students' understanding of

a noun concept such as cup by stating what behaviors the students .

perform in relation to cups. A behavioral objective 'ould be teaching

students to label specified noun concepts:. that is, .in the pre,pnce,

of specified objects (e.1g.,. cups) and given the cue, "What is tRis9"-

theftudents should.say "cup."

/

The second step in establishing a behavioral objective is

specifying under what Conditions, "givens," the students are to perform

the Skills. Precise statements of "givens" are necesSary if we are

to agree on which students-have, mastered an .objective. What if

four students presented various cups acid given the cue, "What.is,.

this?" can'only correctly
label white coffee cups. On the other

hand,two different students can correctly label a .variety of cups

which differ in size and color.. Would you and I necessarily agree

on which students mastered the objective? A better objective would

be: .presented specified-objects (blue, white, big or little cups)

and the cue, "What is this?" the students should, say "c4."

Even after precisely
specifying the "givens" you and I. might

not agree on which students have mastered an objective. What if

o
four students correctly label 85% of the Cups. However, two different

studs is correctly' label 90% of the cups..? HaVe all the studerfts

learnefd'the concept of cup? -We failed to state in our objective

the level of performance desired. For objectives to be useful the

must state desired performance levels.

An objective can ,be defined and refined until it becomes absurdly

long and detailed.
cflowAver, it is only necessary to write,objbetives

in enough detail that outside observers can determine and agreewith

you on which students have mastered objectives. That is, objectives

should: 1) specify the overt and measurable skills students should

40.,
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perform; 2) identify the conditions under which the skill is to oecur;

and 3) definetthe criterion of acceptable performance.

It must be noted that objectives do not determine teaching style..

Think about how you would teach a student to master each of these

objectives.

1. When seated at a classroom worktable with the. teacher,

presented a blue, white, big or little cup and given the

cue, "What is this?" the student .should say "cup."

2. When seated at lunch with the teacher, presented a
blue, white, big or little cup and given the cue, "Tell

me what this is," the student should say "cup."

Both objectives state what skills students will learn to perform

under what conditions. However, for either objective Students could

be taught to perform the skills under the specified conditions through

play' activities, highly structured drills, group instruction, individual

instruction, and so on.

Applying the Five Steps of Task Analysis

When a behavioral objective has been specified, the next step

in the program design is to identify a sequence of component skills

which leads from responses in students' repertoires to performance

of the objective. Task analysis begins With any objective

and continues until all the component skills students have to be ale

to perform to master an objective have been specified and sequenced

from easy to hard. The component skills may be identified through

asking the question, "To master this dbjective what necessary

component skills must the students be able to perform?" For each

component skill identified th6 same question may be asked until

further component skills cannot.be identified r This process could

be continued indefinitely. In practice a task analysis usually

stops when the new component skills identified, are ones already

mesterei/by the students. .

The task analysis process will first be illustrated .through a

task analysis of labeling noun concepts. Then an ,analysis of a

self-care, vocational and motor skill will be-presented. The noun.

concept example will use the concept of cup. However, the task analysis

should be valid for any noun concept (e.g., spoon, ball, book). As

described above a task analysis can usually be accomplished in five

steps; 4

1. ostate'the behavioral objective and review instructionally

relevant resources;
2. derive and sequence the component skills 'of the objective;

3, eliminate unnecessary component skills;

4. eliminate redundant component skills;

5. determine prerequisite skills.

41,
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Labeling Noun Concepts: Cups

1. The objective is to teach labeling of noun concepts. That is,

"presented specified objects (blue,white, big or lit't'le cups) and

the cue, "What is this?" the student should say "cup." Generally,

the more information about the skill area brought to the task

analysis the better the task analysis. Use references such as

curriculum guides, textbooks, commercially available materials, -

referekces on normal child development, other teachers' task analyses

and learn what component skills other people'have delineated and how

they sequence them. -1

Review how to task analyze,concepts through reading such sources

as, "Teaching: A Course in Applied Psychology" by Becker, Engelmann

and Thomas (1969). Look at such commercially available materials

as Distar Language and Peabody Language Kits to determine how' they

analyze and teach concepts. Then review developmental literature on

concept development,"such as Piaget (1970), to determine what component

-ekills,children typically master before learning to label noun concepts'.

If a commercially available instructional program or developmental skill

sequence which precisely fits your students' needs, is found, use it.

If a program or skill sequence which fits yon; students' needs is

not available, perform a task analysis to adapt available sequences

or crw-atenew sequendes.

Obviously, your ability to researdra skilcareabefore performing

,a task analysis depends on the availability of references, your ability

to directly select relevant references without first sorting-through

reams of nebuloud literature and the amount of research tate available.,

, (You will typically want to implement a program tomorrow not wait

two months until you have thoroughly researchecUt.) You and your

school should develop a professional library of relevant resource

material. Instruct,ional Material Centers (IMCs) and Area Resource

Centers (ARCs) are good resources. One of the beat sources of

information are the task analyses of other teachers. We suggest

that you develop a procedure for sharing relevant task analyses

with other teachers in your system. To get you started'at the end

of this paper we have listed selected references we hope will help

'you derive task analyses for specific skill areas.

2. When you have completed the essential reference work, you,

are ready to derive the necessary component skills of the target .

behavioral objective. The component skills are derived through.three

processes: 1) listing the component skills suggested by commercial

materials and relevant developmental literature; 2) as described

earlier asking the question, "To master this objective what component

skills must the student be able, to perform?" This cpulstiOn is asked

until further component skills cannot be derived; and 3) performing

the skills required by the objective yourself, watching others perform

the skills and imagining yourself. performing the skills while noting

the necessary component skills and their order of occurrence. Our

'objective was to teach labeling of noun concepts snob as cup.
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Figure 1 displays a lattice of a skill sequence whit could be

'generated through such a teak analysis.2

If the students are to learn to label cups, they shoulH be able

to discriminate between cupsand noncups. T1 s, they should be able

to discriminate visual cues. Disbriminating visual cues is our first

component skill (Prerequisite Skills, Bax'1),. Blind students can use

other,sdhse modalities (e.g., tactile) to discriminate between cups

and noncups (Prerequisite Skills, Bbx 2). Literature on child develop-

ment indicates that children functionally use objects (that is, they
know what to do with the objects such as drink from a cup, eat-with

a spoon) before they learn to associate names (labels} with objects.
Another component skill is functional object use (Prerequisite

Box 3). (Note: Functional object use can be broken into further

component skills.) Furthermore, children can usually match an object
to an identical object before they can associate a label with an

object. Another component skill could be when presented a cup students
should be able to find (match) an identical cup from an array of one
Anapand seVerel noncups (Phase I, Box 1). Manylmstructional materials
teach matching through having the students draw lines between like

objects. The students should be able,to match a cup to another cup

through drawing lines between them.

Students

.

udents should know that cups can be different sizes, shapes

and colors and still be cups. We must translate the notion of

knowing into a behavioral objective. Students should be able to

Match a cup to a similar cup (nonexact match) from an array of

objects (Phase II, Box 1).

2In a lattice a step format is used. Thatisi the first component
skill of a skill sequence is placed in the lower left hand corner
and each sequential component skill is placed...in boxes connected by

a'line with a 90 degree angle. This lattice format

- '

indicates that a lower skill may facilitate the acquisition of-higher

skills but mastery of the lower skill is not necessary before the
student can begin to learn. higher skills. The terminal objective A

is always placed in the upper right hand box and each component skill

: hangs from that box. Be sure to sequence,the component skills from

easiest (far left box) to hardest (far right box). If a skill must
be learned before another skill, hang the boxes directly underneath

one another with a connecting straight line..

43a possible lattice.

See Smith, D. D.1.Smith, J. 0., and Haring, N. G. The Waffled

Lattice System: An Approach to the Analysis and Sequence of
Inatruction and Objectivesf Experimental EducStion Unit, Child

'Development and Mental Retardation Center, University. of Washipgton,

for details onicondtructing lattices.
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Nonverbal comprehension of object labels is another. Component

skill (Phase III, Box 1). That is, children can,usually4dentik
objects before they can name them: For example, When given the cues

such as "touch cup" or "point to sup," Children can identify which

object is a cup before they can label objects when given A cue such

as. "What is this?" For students to demonst ate nonverbal comprehension
of object labels they should be able to di criminate auditory cues

(Preiequisite Skills, Box 4). Deaf child n may demonstXate nonverbal

Comprehension of the sign language symbo for cup (Prerequisite Skills,

.

/Box 5). .

If students a
//

re going to learn tename (label)' objects, they

should be able to imitate sounds (Pre0equisite Skills, Box 6) (Note:

Imitation can be broken into many component skills.) Nonverbal

Students may use sign language,or communication boards to label
objects' (Pierequisite Skills $

Box )fl.

Finally, students who can imitate sounds or use sigif language/

communication boards, functionally use_objects, discriminate objects
(match), and demonstrate nonverbal comprehension of the object labels
should be ready to learn to label objects (Phase IV, Box 1). ,

This simplified task analysis suggests that the objective has

at least the following component skills:

a. can discriminate visual or tactile cues;

b. can discriminate auditory cues or sign language cues;

c. can functionally use'the objects of concern;

d. given an object can find (match) an identical object from

an array of objects;

e. given an object can match a similar object (nonexact match)

from an array of objects;
f. match identicaT objects by drawing lines between objects;

-0. demongtrate nonverbal comprehension of object labels;

h. imitate sounds-or use sign language/Communication boards.

3. A key word in deriving necessary component skills for an

objective is necessary. Many common classkoom ac vitiea are closely

related to valid objectives and it is easy to mistake these related

activities for activities necessary for learning to perform the skills

required by an objective. For example, the skill indicating objects
which are identical by drawing a line between them is a. related skill

not a necessary one.' Because this skill is not necessary to the

learning of skills required by the objective we will eliminate it.

However, because, an activity is not included in our task analysis

.does not mean that it is 'hot instructionally relevant. Many related

activities or skills, such as drawing lines between objects, may

facilitate skill generalization or transfer. That is, they require

students to use a skill across related tasks.

4. Eliminate redundant or equivalent Component skills.

'S. Wien'Lonly the necessary component skills have been estabilshed

entry or prerequisite skills should be delineated. The'deteXmination
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of which component skills are prerequisite skills is'arbitrary.

Geurally, we don't intend-to teach students everything (e.g.,, functional

obit use, discriminating visual cues, imitation of sounds) within

one instrpctional program, such as a-noun concept program. Functional

object use could be taught as part of a selflhelp or play program and

imitation as part Ofn imitation/program.-- Thus,
somecomponent skills

can be designated as prerequisite skills. In this case we will

designate discriminating visual. cues, discriTinating.tactile cues,

discriminating auditory cues, discriminating sign language cues,

functional object use, imitating sounds and use sign language/

communication board, as prerequisite skills.

The skill sequences-or hierarchies generated through the,process

of task analysis may be represented in the-form oeeither vertical

ailllistings or lattices. There are advantages to both the list

format and the lattice format. The list format allows a more precide

specification of givens or conditions while the lattice format more

clearly portrays an overview of all 'the component skills of the

sequence and their interrelationships. Figure 1 displayed the skill

pequence in a lattice format. Figures 2 displays the skill sequence

in a ;vertical list .format.

The noun concept task analysis illustrated the basic pro6ess of

task analysis. To illustrate the utility of task analysis across

curriculum areas an example task analysis in the areas of self care..

skills (taking pants off), vocational skills (packaging fish bait),

and motor skills (sitting) will be presented. I

Self-Care Skill: Taking Pants Off (Adapted -from Meyers, Sinco and

Stalma, 1973)

1. A self-care behavioral objective could be teaching students

to independently take their pants off; that is, when students in 'a

standing position in stocking feet wearing pants with an elastic

waistband are iiveethe cue "(Naive), take ofFyour pants," the students

° should put their hands on the waistband of their pants:in a grasping

manner (four fingers on outside, thumb on inside), bend and push the

pants down.to their ankles. Next the students should sit down, bend

at the waist and grasp the pants which are around theiltankles. Then

the students should lift ()be foot straight up and oulliltbe first pant

leg off. -Finally; the.Istudents should lift their second 'foot straight

up and pull their-'second'panyeg off.--

When the objective has ben defined, go to curriculum guides,

textbooks, commercially available materials,
references on normal

child development, other teacher's task analyses and learn what

component skills other people have identified and how they sequence L

them. For analyses of dressing skills we,suggest such sources as,

"Self-help Instruction, Systematic Instruction for Retarded.Children:

The Illinois Program, Part III," Linford, Hipsher, and Sililovitz

(1972) and "Behavior Modification: New Ways to Teach New Skills,"

Panyan (1972), "Thellight to Education: A Curriculumvfbr the Severely

and Profoundly Retarded,"Jleyers, Sinco and Stalma (1973). If a

/4
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Figure

Objective -'to teach labeling of noun concepts: Presented selected

objects (blue). white; big or little cups) and the cue, "What is this?"

the student shouldrsay "eup,"

Criterion the student should label the cups 'correctly nine out of

ten times they are presented a cup and the cue "What is this?!'

Prerequisite skills:- The student should be able to:

1. discriminate visual or tactile cups;

2. functionally use the objects (drink from a cup);

3. 'discriminate auditory or sign language cues;

4. imitate sounds or use sign language/communication board.

Phase I:. Given a blue, white, big or little cup and the cue, "Show

me cup;" the student should find (touch, point to, pick up) its

exact match from an array of three objects (one cup and two noncupp).

Part 1: The student should find the match for the. blue cup.

Part 2: The student should find the match for the white cup.

Part 3: The student should the match for the big cup.

Part 4: The student should find the match for the little cup.

Phase II: .Given a blue, white, big or little cup and the cue, "Show

me cup," the student should find (touch, point to, pick up) a cup

(not an exact match) from an array of three objects (one cup and two

noncups).

Part 1: The student should find a match for the blue cup.

Part 2: The student Should find a match for the,uhite cup.

Part 3: The student should find a match for the big cup.

Part 4: The student should find a match for the little cup.

Phase in: Given an array of three objects, one cup (blue, white, big

or little) and two noncups and the cue, "Show me cup.0 the student

should find (touch, point to, pick up) the cup.

Part 1: The student should find the blue cup.

Part 2: The student should find the white cup.

Part 3: The student should find the big cup.

Part 4: The student should find the little cup.
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Figure 2 cont.

Phase IV: Presented, a blue, white, big or little cup and the cut,

(t4° ,"What is this?" the student
should say "cup," make the sign for cup or

'point to cup on a communication board.

Part 1; The student should label the blue cup.

Part 2: The student should label the white cupl

Part 3: The stOent should label the big c p

Part 4: The student should label the little cup.

0
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commercially available instructional program precisely fits your

students' needs, use it. If a program which fits the students'

'needs is not available, perform a task analysis Ito adapt available

'sequences or create hew sequendes. 0

2. When the essential...reference work is complete, derive th

necessary component skillocof the behavioral objective. As previously

described, the component skills are derived through three processes:

1) listing the'component-skills suggested-by relevant references;

2) asking'the question. MaSter his objective what component skills

must the student be able to perfor V until further component-skills

cannot be derived; and 3) perfo the required by the

objective yourself, observing o era performing the skills, and

imagining yourself performing ,b skills while noting the necessary

component skills and the orde of their occurrence. Such analysis

might lead to the sequence esp yid in the lattice of Figure 3. .-

If students are to tal their pants off their feet, they should

be able to direct their g and foot movements (Prerequisite Skills,

Boxes 1 and 2). If stud nts are, to pull their pants dovin and off

t elk feet, they should also be able to direct their arm and hand

m vemente,and grasp (pi cher grasp) to guide the pants (Prerequisite,

Skills, /Boxes 3, 4 and 5). Furthermore, if students are to remove

,their pants starting from a standing position, thershould be able

to stand without su port, maintain balance while standing (compensate

for movements to t e right or left, forward or backward), and maintain

ba fice while bending from a standing position, bend and touch their

an s (Prerequisite Skills, Boxes 6, 7, 8 and 9). In addition, if

students are to pull their pant legs off *Om a sitting position, they

should be able, to sit without support,. maintain balance while sitting

/and bending, and independently move from a standing to sitting position (/

(Prerequisite Skills; Boxes 10, '11 and 12)!

For students to take their pants off from a standing position

they must: first ,grasp the waistband of the pants (four fingers'

on the outside, thfimb on the,inside) and push the pants down from their,

hips to 4beir knees (Step, Box 1); second, while standing and bending

push the pants down from their knees to their ankles (Step IV, Box 1);

third,/sit down and bend over (Step III, Box 1); fourth, lift one

leg straight 9p and take the pants off their first foot (Step II;

Box 1) and fifth, place their first foot back on the floor lift their

second 10g directly up and pull the panto off:their second foot

(rep I, BOX 1).

/ You probably noticed that ther is an apparent mistake in the

,lattice.. -That is, in the lattice e first component skill the students

have to perform (pushing down pant from hips to knees) is the last

step (Step V) and the last component skill the students have to

perform (taking pants empletelroff) is the first step (Step I).

The lattice is correct. When teaching the component skills of

many objectives, especially self-,help, selfcare, and vocational

objectives, the last skill students have to perfokm is often taught

BXSt
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Step V

Step IV

Step III

Step II,

Step I

251.,.......paor
Prerequisite

Skills

Upure
Taking Pants Off Lattice

I

1 While st nding push down

pants from ip to knees

1 While standineend bend-

ing push pints.dopn from
knees to ankles ).

I

1 Sit down and bend over

1

1 Take pants off first

foot

1 Take pants completely
off last foot

Nu. .. sly 41111,11M

Direct
-foot
movement

1 Direct
leg
movement

Direct
hand

I movements

112 Move from a
standing to
sittin
position

_19 Bend and

touch
ankles

t8 Maintain

balance
while
standing
and
bending

i7 Maintain
balance
while
itandin

'6 Stand

without
support

50
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.11 Maintain
balanpe
while
sitting
and
bending

11-0 Sit

without,
support
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Teaching the last skill to be performed first may not appear to

make sense. However, imagine you are teaching students to eat

independent3y with aspoon. The first skill students, mtist perform

is filling a spoon, the second is moving the spoon from plate to

mouth, and the last is inserting the spoon in their mouth. Letts

say you teach the first skill of the s nce first. Now the students

have their spoons filled but they cannot the spoon to their mouth.

J.ThuilA'they do pot enjoy the natural reward o placing a full spoonful
in their mouth. You would have to reward (with a toy, praise)

ants for #illing their spoon and then physically-help them .

-of fo
the st
move tie spoon to,their mouth and-insert it.

On the-other hand, what if yolk taught inserting 'the spoon first? 1

The reward for- learning to independently insert the spoon would he the'

food. This is a naturally occurring reward that should ultimately

maintain the students' self-feeding. Next, you could teach the

students to independentlAmove their spoon from their plate to. their

mouth. Then you could teach the students to fill their spoon.

Finally, you could teach the students to independently fill their

spoon, move their spoon to their mouth and then insert the spoon.

In this case teaching the last component skill of the sequence of

skills first is advantageous. That is, students are always rewarded

with food for correct performance of the final skill in the sequence.

Similarly, it is efficient to teach the last component skill of many

objectives first. For such objectives the task analysis process

involves first delineating which component skills students must

perform first, second, etc. but :teaching the component skills in

reverse order.

3. Eliminate unnecessary component skills.

4. Eliminate redundant or equivalent component skills.

S. Determine which component skills are prerequisite skills.

Such skills as directing leg movements,, directing foot movements,

directing arm movements, directing-rind movements, grasp, standing

without support;Imaintaining balance while standing, maintaining

balance-while standing and bending, sitting without support, main

tain ,ng balance while sitting and bending, and moving from a sta ding

to sitting position could be taught through, a motor skills program

concurrent with or prior to /tile dressing program. These skills are

ar, Sitrarily delineated as prerequisite skills.

Figure four depicts the skill sequence in a,vertical list format.

Vocational-Skill: Packaging Fish Bait '(Adapted from. Brown, Bellamy,

and Sontag, 1971)'

1. A vocational skill behavior objective could be teaching the

Students to package fish bait; that is given fish hooks, bait, and a

.glass jar the students should insert fish hooks into bait, pile four

completed strips of bait into a pile, fold all four strips (together)

into,, thirds, and'place the folded bait into a glass jar.

51'
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Objective Teaching students to independently take off

their pants: that is, when 'Students in'A standing

position in socking feet wearing pants with an elastic

waistband are given the cue "(Name), take off your pants,"

the studentsobould put their hands on the waistband of

their pants in a grasping manner (four fingers on outside,

thumb on inside), bend and push the pants doian to their

ankles. Next, the students should sit down, bend at-

the waist and grasp the pants which are around their

ankles. ,Then the students filifou lift one foot straight

up and pull the first pant leg off. Finally, they should

lift their second foot straight up and pull the second

pants leg off.

Criterion: The students should pull their pants down nine .

out of ten times they are givqn the directive "(Name),

take off your pants."

Prerequisite Skills:
Directs leg movement

Directs movement

Directs arm movement
Directs hand movement_

o Grasp
Stand without support a

Maintain balance while standing

Bend. and touch ankles.
Maintain balance while standing and bending

Sit without support
Maintain balance while sitting and bending.

Move from a standingto sitting position
_ .

Step:I: Teaching students to take pants completely off last

foot. O

Step II: Teaching, stu ts to take pants off first foot.

Step III: Teaching students to sit down and bend over.

0

Step IV: ;Teaching students while standing and bending to pus

their pants down,from knees to ankles.

Step V: Teaching students while standing to push their pants

down from hips to knees.
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When the objective has been delineated, go to curriculum guides,

textboaks, commercially available materials, and other teachers task

analyses and learn how other 'people have task analyzed vocational

tasks. For analyses of vocational tasks go to such resources-as

"Training the Mentally Retarded in the. Production of Complex Production:

A Demonstration of Work Potential," Barloff and Tate, 1967; "A

Technique for Programming Sheltered Workshop Environments for Training

Workers," Crossin (1969); "The Learning of Difficult Visual Discrimi

nations by the Moderately and Severely Retarded," Gold and Barclay

(1973).

2. When the essential reference work is complete, derive the

necessary component skills of the behavioral objective. ,'moo component

skills may be derived through: 1) asking the question "To-master

this objective what componerit skills must the student be able to

perform?" un?'12 further component skills cannot be derived; and 2)

performing the skills required by the objective yourself, observing

others performing the .skills_, imagining yourself performing the

skills and noting the order of their occurrence. Figure 5 displays

the compIRted task analysis in a lattice.

If the students are to package bait, they should be able tQj

direct arm movements, direct hand movements and use pincer grasp

(Prerequisite Ski , Boxes 1, 2 and 3). The remainder of the task

rs
analysis is a des ription of what skills the students should perform

in what sequence o complete the task. These skills include: place

pieces of bait on table with tail on left (Step I, Box 1);3 pick up .

bait with one hand (Step II, Bai I); pick up fish hook with other

hand (Step III, Box 1); put fish hook into hole on right side (head

side) of bait (Step IV, Box 1); pull fish hook through hole on left

side (tail) of bait (Step V, Box 1); pull hook tightly into bait

(Step VI, Box 1); place bait with hook on table (Step VTI, Box 1);

flatten .00k against bait (Step VIII, Box 1); complete.3 more pieces

of bait ( tep IX, Box 1); place all four pieces of bait into pile

(Step X, oX 1); pick up all four completed pieces of bait together

(Step XI, :o. 1); fold 1/3 of bait (tail side) under (Step XII, Box 1);

Fold 1/3 o 'ait (head side) under (Step XIII, Box 1); and place

completed bait into glass jar with hook pointing 'up (Step XIV, Box 1).

3. Eliminate unnecessary component skills.

4. Eliminate redundant or equivalent component skills.

5. Determine which component skills are prerequisite skills.

Such skills as directing arm movements, directing hand movements and{

pincer grasp could be taught through a motor skill program. These.,

skills are arbitrarily delineated as prerequisite skills. Figure 6

displays the skill sequence in a vertical skill list format.

V t

3A jig or prosthetic ddvice may be used with students who cannot

differentiate left from right, head side, tail side, 1/3 of a quantity,

a quantity of 3, up, down, etc.
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Step XIV

Step XIII

Step XII

Step XI

Step X,

Step IX

Step VIII

Step VII

Step VI

Step V

Step IV

Step III 4

Step II

Step I
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Figure 5
Packaging Fish Bait,Lattice

1 Place completed bait into glass

jar with hook pointing up

Fold 1 3 of bait tail side

under

1 Pick up all four completed
feces' of bait to_ether

1 Place all four pieces of bait

into pile

conr.ete 3 mor pieces of bait

Flatten hook against bit

.11 Place bait with ook on table

1 Pull hook t' htl into bait

1 Pull fishhook through hole.on

left side (tail of bait

1 Put fi8 hook into ale on

ri ht aide (head side) of bait

1 Pick up fish hook with other

--112943

I Pick up bait with one hand

1 Place pieces of bait on table

with tail on left

Prerequisite
Skills

1 Control arm
movement

2 Control hand l

movement

13 Pincer Grasp'

46,
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Figure 6

ObjectiVe - Teaching students to package fish bait: that is
given fish hooks, bait and a glass jar the students should

insert fish hooks into bait; pile four completed strings of

.bait into a pile; fold all four strings (together) into
thirds and place the folded bait into a glass jar.

,Criterion: The students should 'correctly assemble 19 out

of 20 complete products in an dour.

Prerequisite Skills':
Direct arm movements
Direct band movements
PiriCer grasp

.Step I: Teaching students to place pieces of bait-on table

with tail on left.

-Step- Teaching students- --to- pick up-bait- wit-b-one-- band .

, ,

Step I1I Teaching 4t0ents/to pick up fish hook with other

.114hd.

stet IV: Teaching students to put fish hook into hole on

rig ''ht side (head sideY,of bait.

Step V: Teaching students to pull fish hookthrough hole

on left side (tail) of bait.

9 Step VI: Teaching students to pull hook tightly into bait.

Step VII: TeaChing students to place bait with hook on table::

Step VIII: Teaching students to flatten snook against bait.-

Step IX: Teaching students to complete 3 more pieces of

bait.

Step X: Teaching students 'to place all four pieces of bait

into pile. 41,

Step XI: Teaching students to pick up all four completed pieces

of bait.

Step XII: Teaching student's to fold. 1/3 of trait (tail side)

under.

Step XIII: Teachin udents to fold 1/3 of bait (head side)

under.

Step XIV: Teachings kudents to place completed bait into glass

Or with book pointing up.

4,
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Motor Skill: Sitting,

1. A motor skills objective could be'teaching the siudents to

sit itbout support; that is, when placed in a sitting position on

the floor with legs apart and knees bent the students should be able

to sit two minutes without support.

When developing and implementing motor skills programs, it is

essential to consult occupa:tional and/or physical therapists. .

Occupational and physical therapists can assess the students! motor

.
skill needs and suggest programs and training procedures. They can

help delineate developmentally sound skill sequences which are

.appropriate' to individual students special motor problems (e.g.,

cerablya palsy). For information on .motor skill de9elopment review

such references as, "The*Baby Exercise Book," Levey (1973); "Handling

the Young Cerebrel.Palsied,Child at Home," Finnie (1970);. and ',The

PeuroOupcUlar-Maturation
of'the Human Infdht," McCaw (1945). If a

developmental skill sequence or commercially available instructional

progreth which preciiiely fits the students' needs is found, use .it.

If sued - pry I

is not readil available, perform

a-task ana4siS to adapt available sequences or create new sequences.

2; When the essential reference work is complete, derive the

necevary'component skills of the behavioral objective. As described

above the component skills of the objective are derived through three

'procesSesr 1) listing the7compohent
skills suggested by relevant

references; 2) asking the questioh "To master this objective what

compOnent skills. must the student be able to perform?" until further

,component-skills cannot be derived; and 3Yperforming the skills

required by the objective yourself, observing others perform the,

skills and imagining yourself performing the skills while noting

the necessary component
skills and the.order of their occurrence.

Figure 7 displays a skill sequence for sitting depicted in a lattice.

4

If thefifildents are to it unsupported, they should be able to

antral their heads; that is balance (compensate for left to right

and Lack and forth movements) their heads while sitting (Phase I,'

Box 1). For the students to maintain their balance while sitting

they should be able to direct their arm movements (e.g., xeach)

direct their leg movements (e.g., roll over) exert force on their

arm and hand (e.g., roll over - crawl) git with support and.use ,

trunk muscles to maintain balance (compensate forleft to right and

back and forth movements) (Phases II, III, IV, V, Students

-who'have these skills should be ready to learn to sit unsupported

(Phase VII).
I

3; Eliminate unnecessary component skills.

,4. Redundar t or equivalent component skills should be

eliminated.

5. Determine which component skills are prerequisite. In this

ease the:only
prerequisite for students entering the program is that
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Figure 7
Sitting Lattice

Phase VII

Phase VI

Phase V

Phase IV

Phase III

Phase II

Phase

Prerequisite
Skills

1 Sits without
support

1 Uses trunk
muscles to
maintain
balance

1 Sits with
support

1 Can exert
a pushing
force with
arm and
hand (e.g.,
rolls over-
crawls

1 Directs 4

leg move-
ments (e.go,
rolls over) ,

11110.0.0111,

1 Directs
arm
movements

(e.ge,
reaches)

1 Can
balance
head in
a sup-
ported
sitting
position

t

11 Students should have:

no physical disability
which prevents them
from being placed in a
sitting position or
learning how to sit

'unsupported
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the students have no physical disabilities which prevent them from

being placed in a sitting position or learning how to sit unsupported.

Figure 8 displays the skill sequence in a vertical list format.,

Validation of Task Analyses and Skills Sequences

Precise skill sequences derived thrugh task analyses are more

likely to be successful than casual .or unplanned task presentation 4

sequences. It must be-emphasized that increasingly finer breakdowns

of objectives, addition of overlooked component skills and the

elimination of unnecessary component skills are constant processes

involved JAI task analyses. That is, you should progress from skill

sequenc constructed through logical (armchair) analysis of air

objective to skill sequences constructed through systematic obser-

vations of student progression throUgh sequences. This process

involves a progression from a logical task analysis to, an empirical

task analysis.

Validation of skill sequences requires instructing students

while carefully recording each student's performance. This is a'_

time consuming but productive task which often results in the

reordering of.component'skills and the delineation of component

skills that had not been identified but which should be included

in the Skill sequence. Construction of skill sequences through a

task analysis approach is a dynamic process in which it is likely

that any given skill sequence will be modified based (on student

performance!

The cycle of task analyze an objective, instruct and monitor

student performance, reanalyze the objective, instruct and monitor'

student performance and soon, is essential to the development'of

efficient skill sequences. It is only through such research that

we can effectively progress from "normal" developmental sequenced,

logically derived notions of skill sequences, and psychological

laboratory research to valid'-instructional curricula.

Applying TaskAnalysis in the Classroom

Long-Term Skill Sequences or Extended Task Analyses

It has been pogsibleto empirically verify that severely

handicapped individuals
can-be taught a wide range of arbitrarily

selected skills; Through the systematic use of such procedures as

positive reinforcement, physical guidance and modeling such skids

as walking (e.g.,, O'Brien, Azrin and Bugle, 1972), following

selected verbal directions (e.g., Whitman, Azkaras and Chardos, 1971),

selected social skills (e.g.', Whitman, Mercurio and Caponigri, 1970),

toileting (e.g., Azrin and Fox, 1971) and receptive vocabulary,

imitation, naming and sentence production (e.g., Bricker and Bricker,

1970) have been taught severely handicapped individuals.

,

8
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Figure 8

Objective - 'Teaching students to Sit without support: that

is, when placed in a sitting position.on the floor with

legs apart and knees bent, the students should be able to

sit unsupported.

Criterion: The students should be able to sit unsupported

for two minutes.

Pierequisite Skills: Students should have no physical

disability which prevents them from being placed in a

sitting position. or learning bow to sit unsupported.

Phase I: Teaching students head contra while in a supported

sitting position.

'tease II: Teaching students arm control (e.g., reaching).

Phase III: Teaching students leg control (e.g., rolling

over).

Phase IV: Teaching students to exert pushing force with arm

and hand (e.g., rolling aver - crawling).

Phase V: Teaching students to sit with support.

Phase VI: Teaching students to use trunk muscles VO maintain

balance.

Phase VII: Teaching students to it without support.
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`Unfortunately, most
documented reports of programs that have

been effective in teaching .severely handicapped individuals have been

concerned with segmented perceptual-motor,
self-care, and language

skills. That is, the programs do not explicitly delineate that a

skill 4.s a segment .of a sequence and how the skill, fa related to-Other

component skills of the sequence. In the pastAue to limited educational

opporttnities, almost
inevitable placement of

citizens in large residential institutions and lack of an effective

instructional technology it was perhaps soFewhat acceptable to teach

severely. handicapped citizens segmented-sUills. Whowever; severely

handicapped students will be 'enrolled'in public school programs for

las long as 21 years. Longitudinal public education' coupled with more

ieffective-instructional
teehnology make it possible for us to de. te,

long term skill sequencsequences the-completionofvbich will

deinstitutionali ion and child advocapy make it mandatory thatencompasi3.a student
age'years). Furthermore, the goals of

instruction of a skal be justified as a cumulative segment of a

longitudinal s sequence designed to lead students from their,

_cur t lev of functioning towards independent community functioning.

t must be stressed that any time a task alysis is eerformed

,Ortione of long-term skill sequences'are ineated. For instance,

thetask analysis of noun concppts'delineated a sequence which started

with functional object use, progressed through matching objects to

shiner objects and terminated with labeling noun concepts. If we

had started with a higher level objective, such as providing,studenta

with lim'skills necessary.to'succeed in college; the to analysis ,,,e.3

would have been more extended and would have delineated a,more

extensive ski sequence. Thus, ,the extent of a skill sequence

deriVed through
task analysis depends on the behavior objectives

delineated and t the extent-to which we delineate,.all the component

skills and sequence theni.
.

., ,..

Entering Skills - Readiness . 4,.

Task tAnalyses identify prerequieite'(readiness) component skills

and depict the hierarchial relationdhipe among the component skills

of a behavioral objective. On the basis of task analysis, skill

sequences can be delineated which insure that all prerequisite

component skills are learned before
instruction on any higher order

xpomponent skill is begun.

Readiness4in 'a task analysis model consists of mastery of the

component skills which facilitate the student learning more advanced

skills. Within this model a teacher does not simply wait for a

gtudent to be "ready". to learn a skill but teaches the requisite

component skills. Lf we had complete skill sequences, in all skill

areas, we could delineate and teach the readiness skills for any area.

Instruction

A task analysis and the resulting skill sequence is derived to

provide an organized set of learning objectives around which instruc-

tional programs of many types may be organized. A skills sequence
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is not a statement of how a task is to be taught or assessed but is

a prerequisite to the delineation of specific instructional and

measurement procedures.

A skill sequence provides the teacher with a basic notion of

how to order task preSentations apd in what order students learn

skills. However, it must be emphasized that students learn more

than one skill at a time. ,They do not necessarily first learn skill

A, then learn skill B, then 'learn skill C. It is more likely that

while they are learning skill A they are also starting to learn skills

B and C and adjunct skills X and Y. The implication for instruction

'io if evaluation indicates. that the students should be taught skill A,

instruction should be concentrated on Orin A. Uewever, if feasible

skills B and C and adjuncf skills X and Y should also be introduced.

For example, based upon a skill sequence your first instructional

objective could be to teach students to match a cup to another cup

and your second objective could be to teach students to label cups..

However, while you are concentrating on teaching students to match

cups to other cups you should introduce labeling cups and Lie adjunct

-information thdt-ifcupsaredrcpped-r_they
break; -and if cups are

tipped, liquid spills. In-other words, skill sequeriees delineate

key skills and in what order they should be presented but do not

limit instruction to only one it, ski35por the skills delineated.

0

Use of task analythis_and the resulting skill sequences facilitates

the individualization of instruction. That is, tests or observational

procedures Sean be designed for each component skill in a sequence.

Then students' mastery of various component skills can be assessed

before instruction, and they need only be instructed on component

skills they lack and for which they have mastered the prerequisites. .

Grouping of students for instruction can be done on the basis of skills

.students have mastered and skins they should be taught next. That

is, students to be instructed on the same component skill of a skill

sequence can be grouped. A precise delineation of the current func

tioning level of a student on a variety of educationally important

-7 dimensions is more relevant to the development of viable instructional

services than the use of such deicriptions as autistic, severely

retarded, trainable, psychotic, emotionally disturbed, and low MA.

The under*ng assumption of'a skill sequence is that most

students learn skills,in the same order. However, a skill's sequence

should be adapted to individual student needs (e.g., motor handicaps,

blindness, deafness, muteness). A sequence may be adapted to individual

students through: 1) adapting instructional procedures; 2) adapting

. response requirements, and 3) adapting instructional tasks.

1. Adapting Instructonal Procedures

`- Many instructional procedures and models may be used to teach

the same skill. Tha is, a skill may be taught through participation

of all students in h ghly structured drills, individual instruction,

a free school model, ,,a nursery school model, and so on. Procedures

and models which are most effective with individual students should
6
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be used. However, whatever instructional procedures and models are

used the teacher can use skill sequences to monitor student progress.

2. Adapting Response Requirements

Students can demonstrate
mastery of a skill or "concept" through

a variety bf responses. For example, students can demonstrate mastery

of the "concept" ball through nonverbal responses (e.g., throwing

8
balle,, touching balls, kicking balls, signing, communication boards)

and/or,verbal responses (e.g., labeling balls, making statements

concerning balls). A skill sequence should be adapted to students

with.sOkific motor and expressive language, problems through allowing

studgiifs to learn and demonstrate skill mastery through responses

they are capable of performing.

3. Adapting Instructional Tasks

A skill may e taught through many tasks. For example, students

can learn one-to-one correspondence through such tasks as giving each

place-setting_aspoon_while
setting the table, giving each classmate

a piece of candy, and so on. A skill Should be considered-mastered

only after students can functionally,use the i 1 to operate on

their everyday environment and can perform th ill across people,

settings, language cues, and tasks which frequently occur. To

facilitate' skill mastery the tasks selected to teach a skill through

should be chosen on the b sis of their: a) functional use to the

individual student; b) a essability or frequency of occurrence in

the environment of the i dividual student; c) potential reinforcement

value to the individual tudent; d) facilitation of discrimination

learning; e) applicability to repeated practice; f) facilitation of

later skill development; and g) facilitation of skill maintenance.

It is unlikely that one task which fulfills all the criteria

delineated may be devised. However, use of these three basic tasks

should fulfill the task selection criterion: a) functional tasks;

b) games; and c) repeated practice tasks.

a. Functional tasks: Selecting tasks on the basis. of funct4onal

use involves teaching skills through functional tasks students frequently

encounter. For example, the operation of sorting glasses and silver-

ware can be taught through'teaching students to sort glasses and

silverware into separate sets at the classroom worktable or,sorting

glasses and silverware into separate sets while putting away the

dishes after lunch. Obviously, sorting while putting away dishes

is the more functional task.

b. Games: Tasks which facilitate the maintenance and

generalization of skills should be selected. Generally, maintenance

of skills can be insured through students' repeated practice or use

'of the skills. Teaching skills through tasks which frequently

occur in environments the students inhabit should enhance skill

maintenance. Skill maintenance may also be enhanced through devising

'games or fun activities (e.g.,A.songs, play) which require that

students use particular skills. Such games and fun activities
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shevld be made a regular component of students' daily prog2a/s and

free timeiativities. In addition, games and fun activities have

poten reinforcement value to students and thus students are

morb- ely_tO engage 'in the activities and use the skills outside

of the instructional setting,

c. Repeated Practise Tasks:, A problem with some functional

tasks and games is that they only provide infrequent response oppor-

tunities (practice) and do not facilitate lliscriminaton learning,

Selecting tasks with continued applicability to repeated practice

involves choosing tasks which facilitate discrimination learning and

through which the student can be presented many opportunities to

respond. This tusk selection criterion is based on the notion that

carefully structured tasks and frequent opportunities to respond

typically result in more efficient learning-then-Unstructured-tasks

and infrequent response opportunities. In DOM cases repeated practice

tasks may have to be used in conjunction with functional tasks and

games.

-To-implement-cla-ssroiim ingtruction based on a task analysis

approach teachers ehould'first delineate ten to fifteen behavioral

objectives relevant to the di4elopment of their students. Next, each

behavioral objective should be task analyzed and skill sequences

generated. Then, students should be tested and placed (grouped)

along relevant dimensions of the sk 11 sequences. After initial

groupings.are determined regrouping's should be made on the basis i
of the students' rate of progress'on through the skill sequence.

,That is, students should 'be permitted to proceed through a skill

sequence at their pace, taking longer on trouble spots and skipping

-component skills on which they demonstrate mastery. A formal skill .

sequence and statements of behavioral objectives can actually permit

a greater degree of individualization and flexibility than is possible

with other approaches to curriculum development.
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MULTIPL DICAPPED:

AN ALTERNATIVE
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Te*as and UniYeVsity of Wisconsin'

I. Rationale for the eneral model of assessment and evaluation

ti

The traditional model for the assessment and evaluation of exceptional

individuals has concentraApd upon two factors: intelligence and adaptive

behavior. That is, the trkditional model has evaluated exceptional

individuals' performance on IQ tests and selected community living

4-kills. Intelligence has most often been inferred by the use of such

tests as,the Stanford-Binet, Wechsler or Cattell. For the most severely

and profoundly retarded, the standardized administration of intelligence

tests-is unlikely to yield valid results. Thus, when assessing these ,

indivciduals the evaluator is usually advised to use "clinical judgement."

The IQ score derived from intelligence tests is simply .a way of

comparing any single individual's performance on such tests with the

"typical" performance of individuals his own age. That is, individual

performance is compared to .a "norm." Such norm-referenced tests are not

_Auucay te_delineate_thekindofspecifiC_Skill_stmialgLawl weaknesses

needed to develop an instructional program appropriate to the individual.

Adaptive behavior is Lually assessed by using scales such as the

Adaptive Behavior Scales of the American Association on Mental Deficiency

or the Vineland Social Maturity Scale. These scales attempt to dete

the adequacy of an individual's behavior in such community living ill

areas as self-care, social, vocational, economic, and communication.

However, "other sources of information regarding a person's everyday

behavior" (Grossman, 1973, p. 16) my, also be acceptable for determining

an individual's level of adaptive behavior. For example, reports from a

vocational supervisor and/or a landlord might fall into this category of

"other sources."
3

1The deireiopment and dissemination of this p4er was supported in part

by the Madison Public Schools, Federal COntract No. OEC-0-74-7993, and

in part by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137 to the University of Wisconsin -

Madison from the Department of HEW, Bureau for Education of the Handicapped),

Division of Training Programs, Washington D. C.
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The most prominent ex ple of this model of evaluation is that

developed by the 4merican A sociation on Mental Deficiency (AAMD) and

described in their Manual o Terminology an Classification in Mental

Retardation (Grossman, 197 ). The format and recommendations criiiiaiTed

e.within this manual are pr dicated upon a medical model of retardation.

In such a model, retardation is considered to be "the manifestation of

some underlying disease process or medical condition (page 8). In

practice, this traditional model has been used primarily to group individ-

uals into categories of mild, moderate, severe, and profound retardation.

That is, the evaludtion data is collected priTarily to serve the purpose

of determining the incidence, prevalence and characteristics of retarda-

tion. In addition,
thlassification system is purported to make

communication among practitioners and researchers more precise and to

facilitate research, administration and program planning fox the retarded.

Several writers have questioned this traditional approach to assessing

and classifying the retarded. Among these areBerkowitz (1974), Claus

0972), Tiller, Bricker, Bricker, Robinson, Smith, and Vincent -Smith

(1975) , and Hobbs (1975).

Berkowitz (1974) makes the point that the evaluation and classifica-

tion process for retarded populations has become so tedious as to be

considAred by some an end in itself), He encourages those who are charged

iith such assessments tO use evaluations for developing strategies,

nnovations, and techni4ies which will jiake changes in the identified

population.

Claus (1972) emphasizes that there should be a close alignment

between specific curriculum goals and the items used in assessment -

instruments. He recommends the dropping of IQ ("norm-referenced") tests

in favor of "criterion-referenced" tests/ The use of "critegion-

__________referented" tests, simply means-tivat individuals are assessed in terms

of some standard or criterion level of performance-. -C-ritcrion- referenced

tests are usually attached to detailed sequences of educational objectives

or performance goals. The sequence of goals serves as a checklist for

making the assessment. For example, a'criterion based language assess-

ment could entail assessing individuals on skills such as: demonstrating

receptive. comprehension of objects, demonstrating receptive'comprehension

of verbs, labeling objects, and labeling verbs. IndividuaIS' competencies

are determined by their, individual. performance on each component of the

seTience of language skills, not in relation to a "norm" or "typical"

performance. Within the criterion referenced assessment model, evaluation

is directly linked to instructional goals. This results in the type of

assessment advocated by Claus: "the systematic recording of the behaviors

and behavior changes shown by a person which are considered desirable in

relation to previously stated performance goals" (p. 44).

Filler, et. al. (1975) point out that we have no business evaluating

and labeling children
unless the evaluation and resulting labels benefit

them in some way. They emphasize that evaluation procedures ara,useless

unless they specify some kind of educational treatment. It is not that

evaluating individuals for the purpose of classifying (labeling) them is

inherently evil, but that the "evil" lies in our insistence upon the

validity of these classifications and our failure to recognize that they

L
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constitute little MOTO than convenient groupings. They warn further

that the differences among individuals are often great, even when all

have been classified as severely retarded. Thus the meanings of labels

such as mild, moderate, severe, and profound as descriptors of the

retarded are imprecise.

Hobbs (1975) recognizes the intelligence test as a "remarkably

efficient instrument" (p. 46) capable of taking a standardized sample of

a person's behavior quickly, but suggests that t4®routine use of such

tests in the public schools is inappropriate. He concludes that it would

be better to let the "performance (of the individual) itself be the

basis of classification, should classification in fact he required"

(p. 48).

The model presented in the remainder of the paper attempts to
delineate an assessment and evaluation system that answers the criticisms

of the traditional model. The proposed model is based upon criterion-

referenced testing, That is, the,crux of the evaluative effort lies in

the availability of well-defined, logically ordered programs whose skill

sequences may be used in assessment. Thus, the model ultimately requ es

the delineation of skill sequences in all important areas of human

/*development '(motor, social, language, etc.) from zero.skills to compe ent

functioning. The model places a heavy responsibility upon both: (1)

those who provide instruction_programs for individuals; and (2) those

who are involved in initial\Lissessment and placement, periodic evaluation,

and intermittent interventian. In a kind of utopian sense, the model

suggests that a best-of-all-possible-worlds for students would incorporate

total flexibility. That is, the students could be at different points

in sequences of self-care skills, language skills and play skills while

moving at their own pacepin each. In this way, students can be grouped

on the basis of their pl co in eadiftill sequence (performance) instead

of the label assigned th m. Such a model attempts to incorporate Berkowitz's

.(107emphasis on deve oping strategies for facilitating optimum learning

in handicapped students Claus's (1972) demand for relating assessment

to programming, and the plea of Filler and his colleagues (1975) that we

attend to individual differences in students.

4
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II. Overview of the model

The General Model for Assessment and Evaluation portrayed

in Figure 1 consists of three phases of assessment up to and

including programming for students, and three systems for follow-

up once student programming has begun. The three parts of assessment

are: 1) screening, 2)
diagnostic teaching, 3) program; and the

three systems for follow -up are: 1) intervention, 2) change and

3) post-graduate review.

Figure 1

The General Model for Evaluation2

DIAGNOSTIC'
TEACHING
ASSESSMENT

ACCUMULATIVE DATA BANK . . .

PROGRAM
_,/ r

pry

CHANGE R 1 I POST-GRADUATE

SYSTEM REVIEW SYSTEM

.
.

2The R following each phase of assessment and each system indicates

that there are planned review points where accumulated data will be

i
studied and objectives

reviewed so as to keep student programming

fresh, correct and dynamic.
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The three phases of assessment

1. iirmentScreeis This assessment evaluates all data
cOneerfung students accumulated.prior to school placement.

It assesses information from family, physicians, bchool
programs, or r9sidential care centers as well as any addi-

tional information gathered through social workers, teachers,
psychologists, occupational therapists, speech therapists,

and physical therapists. Data obtained from the screening
assessment is used to determine an appropriate diagnostic
classroom placement for students. (See Figure 2)

Screening Assessment

PRIOR
ACCUMULATED RESIDENTIAL

DATA INSTITUTION

B

LANGUAGE
THERAPIST

-OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST

ti

SOCIAL
WORKER

PSYCHOLOGIST

\I MOBILITY 1

s L SPECIALIST 1

TOTAL SCREENING
ASSESSMENT DATA
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2. Dia ostic teachin assessment: After screening students

are placed n an appropriate classroom for diagnostic assess-

ment, During diagnostic assessment
performance data is

obtained td determine the initial skill levels of the students

and their educational needs. Such informations then used

in deciding which personnel (e.g., special class teachers,

resource room teachers,. physical therapists, language therapists)

and what "pertinent" classroom placements are appropriate to the

students' educational program. (See Figure 3)

EiRS9.1
Diagnostic Teaching Assessment

TOTAL SCREENING
ASSESSMENT DATA

..lPHYSICAL THERAPY 4_

LANGUAGE THERAPY j

751Tliir EXPLORATIONIV
RELEVANT PROGRAMS

V

[SOCIALPOCIAL BEHAVIO_J

1ACADEMICS
,

1 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY'

171W0STIC TEACHING
DATA

`EpLAY

1 PROGRAMMING RECOMMENDATIONSJ

1
[ REVIEW 1

SELF -HELP

3. Program assessment: Program assessment involves an ongoing

evaluatiOn of students' performancein programs designated

through the diagnostic assessment. Criterion referenced

tests attached to the students' programs (e.g., motor, language,

self-care, math) are used to assess the students' skill develop-

ment and the efficiency of the programs. (See Appendix A fora

detailed description of Program Assessment.)
In addition to the

Screening Assessment, Diagnostic Teaching Assessment and Program

Assesiment the model uses three follow-up systems to monitor

students' performance. The three follow-up systems are:

(1) Intervention Assessffient;
Change'System; and (3) Post

Graduate Review System.
<7,

80
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The follow-up systems

Z. Intervention system: An intervention assessment may be

implemented whenever Imperson (e.g., parent, teacher,
physical therapist, teacher assistant) acquainted with
the students and their programs, questions the appropriate-

ness of those programs. The question may relate to the
physical, mental, social or learning status of students.
Following a question on program efficacy the school system
gathers data from relevant persons (e.g., teachers, physical

therapists, language therapists, parents), makes recommenda-
tions and periodically reviews the outcome of the recommen-

dations. (See Figure 4)

1 PHYSICIAN

1 AGENdY

TEACHER]

Figure
Intervention System

ONGOING STUDENT PROGRAMS I

/1 PARENT]

[ INTERVENTION
QUESTION

I

,...AJM4INISTRATOILI

FRICOMENDATI ON

REVIEW

8.1
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2. Chan e s stem: -Anytime a major change is proposed in the

s udents' programs the Change System is used. The Change

System insures that the critical data concerning students

is available and used as a rational basis for recommending

change in programs. Also, the system insures that thO

change is "best", so students don't bounce through a series

Of programs before an appropriatb program is found. Change

may occur as the result of: a) the diagnbstic teaching

assessment; b) changes in teaching staff; c) the normal

growth anedevelopment of students; d) general regroupings

of students; e) mainstreaming efforts; or f) changes in

therapy needs. (See Figure 5)

-Figure S
Change System

ONGOING 1NVI'flieG1AMS

CHANGE- 'OW
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3. Post-graduate review:§ystem: This system provides follow7up

*formation on students who have left theschooIvsystem, T4at

is, it provides the school system with'feedback on the ef'fec-

tiveness of program§ and assessment strategies. This feedback

may be used. by the school syitem to continually reassess it-Self

in terms ,of how well-it is preparing students for_the 'notifies,

of living. (See Figure 6) .

, .

A

Figure 6
Post,Graduate Review System
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III. Applying the model ",

ScreeninW assessment

The scree ing assessment for placement Of students into a diagnostic

classroom is time ger gathering information, It isalso the time to

.gather the appropriate disciplines (multidisciplinary team) together so

that the beginnings 'of appropriate services, for students can be delineated

-prior to the time of their school placement; The multidisciplinary team-

oversees the screening and placement of students

When the public schools, receive studentswith exceptional educational

needs, it is likely that thereis already an accumulating body of ipf

tion' from medical, agency, or preschoOl sources. This information is

.
used to make the screening assessment. In-addition the students' families

will have information tat may be unrecorded, Therefore, a screening-

device to be used with families has been developed (See Appendix B),

The.receivipg team (multidisciplinary - to -be referred to as M-Team-

from this point) WAIneed to consider that informatiln about students

may have reached them in bits and pieces froM different agencies_and may

'net neces ily represent a consistent picture of the students. It is,

therefo e, n cessary that persons responsible for transitioning students

betwe agen ies of faciatieS recognize the impportance of incorporating

prior and'prese t information. on students and their families into an

accurate coherent picture. .

Equally important is the notion that thq M-Team neediio.have an

understanding of the programs available to students Within the public

school setting. It doeenot do, for example, to have the occupational

therapist discuss the fine-motor needs of students with?ut stating

objectively how the teaching and therapy unit will program for those

needs within students' total environments. It is also important ,that

all who will be involved with particular students have aclear understand-

ing of their role (teacher, parent, therapist) in implementing programs.

Clearly, students ith severe or multiple handicaps need Wellintegrated

programming fro persons who are not in competition for time to work

with the,Stude t. A clear focus on each.program, combined with a recogni-,

tion of what s necessary for consistent programming across the setting's

the student w 11-be experiencing is needed,
,

In summary, -the M-Team needs: (1) a precise summary of student

experiences prior to schoollaracement; (2) aAomprehensive listing of

,all programs available within the school system; (3) to focus on specific

educational objectives;, and (4) to interpret and incorporate those

objectives at home and at hool.
,

3Appendix C delineates theNkTeaNprocedure developed by the Madison

Public Schools.
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There will be times when there is either no,information or insufficient

-information regarding students to make the needed programming decisions.

-When, this occurs,the M-Team is charged with calling up sufficient

expertise among themselves (with the assistance of the larger,piofessional

community),to.bring bbut an adequate screening. This kind of screening

is highly dependent pon the clinical and programming expertiseof the'

'memberS, of the M-Te and the capacity of students to perform under

unfamiliar evaluation conditions: Because rapid.adaptation of severe or,

multiply-handicapped:students to unfamiliar evaluation conditionCis,/

unlikely, it is suggested that screening evaluation be:done within

students' homes incorporating the resources of the'family and using

materials familiar.to the students. The use of screening information by
skilled professionals should produce sufficient data to make a "best"

class placement for the students. This "best" but sometimes temporary -

class placement is referred to as the diagnostic teaching classroom

wheiv the diagnostic teaching assessment will be made.

Diagnostic teaching assessment.
.

The diagnostic teaching assessment is extremely critical; in that

ogratudobjectives are set for students and a decision on'their permanent

class placement is made.. During the diagnostic teachi=ng assessment
school. personnel responsible for educational programs and therapies must

determine wheie particular.students will fit into the range of programs

and therapies available. It is.foolish to place a student in a setting

where the teacher must,proyide an appropriateindividual program, when

there is a class setting where other students are already receiving the

tame.program. -Also, during the diagnostic assessment a. delineation is ,

made of such things asz'A).) the materials which can be used in instruction;

(.2) the instructionalstyle to which students are most likely,to reppond; -.
'(3) the repertoire of receptive and expreSsive language that students

have available; (4) the, best mode of ,communication (words, signs, gestures);

and (5) these things that are reinforcing for use in encouraging learning.

The diagnostic teaching assessment should produce A listing of the .

student's specific needs in terms of programs,and therapies; and it

should provide suggestions as to the condition under which students .

will perform optimally. From such information, it would be posiible to

pit a:seriesof'program objectives for the Students and place them

in appropriate programs and classroom's.

Program assessment 4

A.
t

,

(The model for program assessment appears in Appendix A. Iewould

be Well for the readerAoutilize Appendix A in conjunction with the
..

----..,' discussion below.)

Once comprehensive and pro ly sequenced programs of instructional

objectives have been developed, the assessment of those programs and the

evaluation of the students progiess within the programs is a natural

outcome. The model for program evaluation has two basic levels; the first

o
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is the Initial Assessment of'the students entering skill Initial

assessment contains_four components: (1) the Pre-Assess ent Inventory,

L6rel I Asgessment, (3) Level II Assessment an4'(4) Developing a

Teaching Strategy.. The second level is Skill Mastery Assessment which

has the components of assessing Functional Use and Assessing Skill

PerforMance across tasks, people, Uguage/cueS and settings. There are

also two additional general concerns: (1) Evidence of Generalization;

and (2) a Timeline.

0

Initial assessment

1) Pre-assegsment inventory: Through informal means (ob-

, servation, discussion with the family, conversation ,with

the student) the optimal setting, materials, persons,

language cues, instructional style to be used during

initial assessment are deternqined.

Level I assessment: Using those optimal conditions

.di- covered during the Pre- Assessment Inventory, tests of

one or.,more selected objectives are administered to the

students' and the-results recorded.

Level II assessment: If/the results at Level I are,

positive, Level II is ignored. However, if the-tudents

fail to accomplish,the
objective, the examiner 'tries

variations of cues, reinforcers, to elicit the desired

response. The student', performance using varied conditions

is also recorded.-
,1

-

4) Tea king strategy: If the students do not perform the

skills required by an objective under any conditions, the

instructor may want to set that objective aside temporarily.

However, if there is an
indication,that the students can

perform the skill of an objective under selected conditions,

the teacher should develOp aprogram and,begin instruction.

Skill mastety assessment )°

There are two part's to this assessment:
1) Functional Use - a

record is kept of each time students perform a skill Td=concern on

a fufictional
task; and 2) Mastery-a test to insure that studehts

can do the skill across language cues is administered. In both.

,parts, it is essential to work with all persons in the Students"

environment to insure that the skills of an objective have indeed

been learned and are being used in a varfety of setting$.

There is an emphasis on recording any evidence that the students

are spontaneously using skills of concern (referred'to as Generalization

in the model) either during the instructional period or following

it. It is suggested that such evidence be recorded anecdotally and

kept as additional support to the confirmed mastery of any objective.

sr
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Finally, it is emphasized that information relative to the

rate of skill acquisition of critical objectives can aid in deter-

,mining*the strengths and weaknesses/Of students' skills. _This can

provide the --best predictors as to, how students will perform over

time. It As our belief that such information will provide an .

accurate Picture of the students' various abilities and that such

informal/ion-cart-be used instead of norm- referenced tests of intelligence

and achievement. Sudh an approach should provide precise information,

to be-used in placement, programming,and long-range. planning.

Intervention system

.

Hobbs (1975) in stating his reasons for believing that we are not,

piesently,.performing satisfactory diagnoses, makes two points that -

relate to intervention'Strategies. The first point is that one of our

major goals of assessment should be to provide information that contributes

to the students' social adjustment. The second-point is that we should,

not overtook those factors in the students' environment that may-be ..

adversely affecting their perkormance - as opposed to the point-of-view

.z1 that4he students re the problem. . .

b.

The Intervention System assesses the total milieu where the students.
. .,

-are functioning, and is concerned with the.so6Ial-behavioral aspects of

that milieu as well as,the learning aspects. This intervention assessment

model iS not an easy one for persons working with students because what.'

may need change are the variables such as room arrangement, grouping,

_materials, programs, teaching style and so on rather than students. -

Such an ecological (total emvironmental)t.study is the appropriate focus

of interventions.. '..

/
c ,

Equally as critical as what is to be assessed in an intervention,

however,-is who will do that assessment. The fact is that the "who" of

intervention may (and'probably should) vary from situation to situation

and should be highly dependent upon the observable needs within the
.

intervention.. For example, let's say a teacher has been instructing

according to a mathematics guideline but finds that studerits are not

progressing. The teacher may ask a 'colleague'to sit-in, take data and

critique what is happening or might ask to be video taped in 'order to

study and analyze the activity. The video taping itself reprefrents an
.

,

intervention. If students''social behavior is interfering with learning

the teacher-may wish to signal for assistance with behavior pfoblems.

In another. instance, the parent of a particular student maybe having

difficulty with toilet training and request assistance. Here the ,,'

interventionist might be theteacher,,a physical therapist or someone

else. The significant aspect of-the- intervention system is that anyone

within the students' environmentsmay signal for consultation or direct

assistance at any time they believe such an intervention t4 be in the

best interAtof the students.,

Finally, we should consider briefly intervention
/
as advocacy.

Referring to the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW)

requested study reported by Hobbs (1975) we find two critical directives...

The first has to do with the need,for commitment by one agency across
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time to handicapped individuals and their families; and the second

'pinpoints the agency that is in the best position to fulfill that

commitment - the public school. It is the contention of the HEW report

that the school is the institution that is most responsible for "helping

the family to induct the child into society." Hobbs does not preclude

the useoof other agencies; but, he warns that specialists (here he

refers to educators, physicians, psychologists, social workers, and

therapists of various kinds) must become applied human ecologists,

devoted to making the normal child-rparing units of society do their

work. He suggests that "the professional person assisting a family in

the care of a.handicapped child or'youth should define his role as

consultant to the parent, not as dominant authoritz in a transient

relationship." The implication for evaluation 4 this: our re ponse dB

interventionists must be to- remain as objective as possible s that we

can view not just the immediate situation but the total of t e students'

ecological systems in order that we may behave as advocates within what

may well be '.!a7transient relationship."

Change-. 4 tem

r'" There are, frOm time to. time, reasons to, change tudents' programming.

The following are some (but perhaps not
alljinstan ps when changf

becomes imminent: 1) as a result pf priorities in hestudents' needs

having changed, 2) as a result of restructuring oups due to crowded

conditions, year -end changes, teacher resignati s and the "like, 3) as a

result of an intervention such as is described above, 4) as the result

of normal growth and development, and 5) as t e result of mainstreaming

'efforts.

When the is a need for change of placement, it is essential that

there be critical data
about-students available so that recommendations

for change have a rational basis and fe4ult in a smooth, transition for

students. Also, as in thecinstance of students' placement into programs

and therapies, it is.critical that any changes be assured as "best" for

the students so that they don't end up bouncing through a series of

Changes should be smooth for the-sake of students and theirlamiIies..

It is leSs likely'that
there will be-frequent or erratic changei for

individual students or groups of studentS if: 1) the mode of the Multi-

).disciplinary team (4-Team) is maintained; 2) the parents .re an integral

part within the students' school. life; and 3.) programs content and

procedures).themselves are properly spelled out, articulated, and relevant

to students' needs. Of cOurse,--,it,,would be equally debilitating to

- maintain students in'programs wherthey no longer belong simply because

it is not "time" to make .changes.
'.1

In short, the model recommends that placement:' 1)03e fl d but

regulated within the structure of evaluation; 2).be followed by systematic

reviews (so that the success of the change can be assured).; ana 3) be .

monitored by persons familiar with the students , including their fathilies.

0
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11)!kirlduate reviews

Finally, there should be a periodic review of status of s dents

who have graduated to other community agencies, or homes within the

community, Graduation may result In work (sheltered or competitive)

. within the community, group living for social and recreational purposes,

ife at home with a natural family, or adjustment to residential care

enters such as nursing homes or state institutions. Reviews (assess-

ments) of students' performances in these life-adjustment..settings will

provide feedback information.to the school system as well as make it

'possible for the school system to intervene as'advocate if that should

be needed. Such reviews could continue throughout the natural liveS of

the students; butr in a more practical sense, reviews after one, three

and five years of community living would seem to be the minimum number

of follow-up, contacts.

This final component of the model recognizes the system's, need to

know how well students have fared as a result of their contact with ther

system. By the time the students have reached 21 years of age and are

(or are about ,to become) members of the community at large, thenmodel

will have acdumulated considerable data that may be coupled with additional

accomplishments beyond the graduation date. The reviews may indicate

that students lack essential skills. The.skills which are lacking may

be a few simple self-help and recreational skills that a 4Aure inclusion

of the individual in a group of a resiaential setting, or they may be

complex skills which will enhance the students' maintenance and growth

in our society's competitive social and labor complex.

There are two essential comppnents of the review model: a) the

model provides for summative information about students that can be used

to develop life objectives away from the school (this can begin either

at or pri to the graduation at agt 21); and b) the model provides for

client fe dback at 1, 3, and 5 years.
4

The obvious reason for reviews (follow-up) is that they enable the

system to continue re-assessing itself in terms of how well it is preparing

students to meet the realities of living, In addition, such reviews

maintain the school as a relevant entity throughout an extended period

of the life-space of students rather than having the school viewed as an

"in-block" experience out of the life space. ,

In addition to the Post-Graduate Reviews alluded to in the General

Model (Figure 1), there are a number of times when planned review should

occur. Here is a listing, in brief, of thd$e times:

1. following screening activities when the M-Team is making

decisions regarding diagnostic placement;

2. following the diagno4ic placement when the M-Team is ready to

recomTend permanent programs and therapies;

3. at various times during the students' enrollment in programs

and therapies; (e.g., parent conferences, quarterly or yearly

reporting, or critical points in the program sequence);

4. following an i ention; and

5. following any Change in programs, therapies, schools, etc.

89
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XV. Summary characteristics of the'model

What has been presented here is an alternative to the use of

traditional testing Orocedures with retarded and multiply-handicapped

students. Citing. Hobbs (1975) one final time

"The routine use of intelligence tests...in the schools

is not defensible. Optimum individual development, not

maximum-organizational
efficiency should be the goal of

the schools. Schools should Have resources sufficient

to allow everyone to.demonstrate his competence' through

performante. There is little justification for relying

on a prediction of performance (an intelligence test,

for example) when performance itself can be the basks for

classification - should assification, in fact, be

required." (p. 48)

In addition, it is expected that utilizing the students' acquisition

iaf objectives and the speed of that acquisition will resultsin more

accurate -and useful Ways of deseribing students.

Finally, and in summary, it is suggested that the model incorporates

the following positive attribute

'Goal-oriented - The model delineatesAnd implements specifiC

educational objectives at'the time students enter programs, and

continues to monitor and change program objectives relative to

student performance.

Ecological - The model always evaluates students' performances in

the context of their total environment.

Eclectic - The model recognizes the public schools as the central

agency for serving all persons of school age, but seeks input and

feedback from all community agencies that are concerned with

Students' performance
in-their total environment (e.g., school,

home, work, recreation).

Dynamic - The mod 1 provides'for intervention,whenever students'

---- programs are questioned and program changes as indicated.

Relevant - The m el views.evaluation as broadly based using all

persons within t e students' environment as potential evaluators.

Furthermore, pro ram efficiency is evaluated relative to students'

performances i post-school settings.

Conservin: The model provides for the collection, storage, and

retriev of relevant data.
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Appendix A

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Clarence DeSpain and Weston Williams

The model is portrayed in Figure 7 and basically consists of

seven steps:

1. Box A: Prior to fmally assessing students, become

familiar and comfortable with them. ,Informally assess

students' skills and what environmental events control

'their behavior. Use information from this informal

assessment to determine optimal assessment conditions.

2. box B: Assessment Level I - Assess one or more objectives
from .the skill sequence under optimal but controlled con-
ditions. 'If students fail the objective, go to Box D

(Assessment Level II)1ITthey 2222, go to Box H (check

for functional use),

3. Box D: Assessment Level II - If students could not perform

the skills required by an objective in Level I assessment,

assess students' behavior under varied conditions to deter-

mine under what conditions (e.g., cues, models,` prompts,

reinforcement) they can perform the skills. Use informa-

tion from this assessment to develop An instructional

strategy,(Box F).

4. Box F: Teach students the target skills.

5. Box H: Assess student mastery of skills., First verify that

they can use the skill in the performance of functional

tasks which fiequently occur (e.g., setting the table,

dressing). If they use the skill across functional tasks,

formally check skill performance' across persons, materials,

settings and language cues (Box I).
es

6. Box I: Verify student performance of skills across persons,

materials, settings and language cues.

7. Box J: Review (reassess) student skill performance.

Note: This is a part of the broader paper titled, "Skill Sequence

and Curriculum Revelopment Application of a Rudimentary Developmental

Malh Skill Sequence in the Instruction and Evaluation of Severely Handi-

capped Students." Weston Williams, Peggy Coyne, Clarence DeSpain,

Fran Johnson, Nancy Scheuerman, JacalynStengert, Barbara Swetlick,

and Robert York.

J1
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In our judgement the evaluation model has the ollowing attributes:,

Validity - The model measures student perfo ance through criterion
based objectives under optimal student performance conditions.

Reliability,- The model provides r confirmation ofgtudent
performance across person, sett gs, and materials.

,Generalizability - The model can be adapted for use across a wide

variety of instructional p °grams.

Ecolojical - The model nsures ctional performance of skills

across the total of the stude s environment.
--/

//
Conserving - The model allows for an orderly recording of achieve-.
ment and rate of achievement for every student so that retrieval of

information is easily achieved.

id %

Flexible - The model encourages all key figures in the students
environment to be evaluators.

Thipmfollowing narrative attempts to explain the flowchart. The

model is divided into two broad assessment categories: I) Initial

Assessment, which includes a pre-assessment inventory, two levels of

actual assessment and a teaching strategy; and II) Skill Mastery
Assessment, which includes an assessment of the functional use of a

Skill, plus assurance that the skill is performed across persons,'cues,

materials%

I. Initial assessment-

A. Determination of optimal assessment conditions

Our first assumption thatin order to make a valid assessment of

students' performance on a given objective', we must provide conditions

that will elicit the students' optimal performance. Thus, it is important

to become familiar and-comfortable with students before you begin formally

.evaluating them. This will allow you to make the evaluation situation

pleasant and nonthreatening, aciliteting a.valid assessment of the

students' skills. With new studenti you may have to spend several days

playing with them and presenting evaluation tasks informally. Through

informal.assessment, prior to initial assessment Level I, attempt to

determine':

1. the optimal setting for
perhaps the tablie where,

a

24 the person whom if most
from the students;

administering the assessment (e.g.,
students usually perform tasks);

likely to elicit optimal performance

3. materials familiar to thd students which should potentially

insure optimal performance;

cI

4
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4. potential reinforcers which have in the past elicited good

performance;-

5. language cues'tp which the students have demonstrated they can

correctly respond;

6. a style of,task presentation (e.g., the natural style of the

person for whom the students.work well) that elicits optimal

performance from.the students.

a
B. Assessment: Level I

Once the potentially optimal tnditions have been delineated an

assessment of one (or more) selected objectives is administered under

controlled conditions but conditions which should elicit optima). per-

formance.

C. First decision point (C1 or C2)

C1 If the student performs the objective(s) at a predetermined

acceptable criterion, the decision (Ca) is to move to an assessment

of skill mastery (H, I,, J) but at a later date.

C2 - If the student does not perform at the acceptable criterion in

Leveli I, the decision (C2) i6 to move immediately to,Level II of

assessment CD).

D. Assessment:, Level II

If students could not perform skills in Level'I assessment, Level II

requires the evaluator to,assess students' performance under varied

conditions (e.g., varied cues, reinforcers, models, primes, materials,'

tasks) in an attempt to,determine under what conditionsthe student can

correctly perform a skill. 'The students' performance in various conditions

,.should be carefully recorded.

E. Second decisionpoint (E1, E2, or E3)

E1 - If Level II assessment inliTaTes the students can correctly

perform a skill across varied conditions; skill mastery may be

assessed°(H, I, J).

E2 If students can a east partially perform the skills required

under varied conditions, the varied conditions which produced

correct performance are incorporated into a tea'hing strategy (F)

for the students.

E3 - If it is found that students cannot perform the skills re-

quired by the objective under any pf the varied conditions, the

decikon (E3) is to.set the, objective aside until there is evidence

that students can learn the skills
required,by the objective.

F. Teaching strategy

Whoever is charged with designing
students'-programs will use the

data from.the Level II assessment to design and implement an appropriate

instructional program.

9 4
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G. Third decision point (G) J
When students demodstrate that they have learned the skills required-

by the objective through an instructional program, skill mastery (H, I,

4 is assessed.

II. Skill mastery assessment

Subsequent to instruction off[ an objective (F) or acceptableperformance

in Level I assessment (B) 771?ntS',skill mastery is assessed (H, I, J).

A skill may be_cOnsiaered mastered only afterstuAentScan functionally

use the skill and perform the skill across people, settings, language

cues, tasks and material's which frequently occur, At-this point it is

necessary to make a distinction between skill mastery and generalization.'

Generalization may be said to have occurred when after students have

been taught to perform a skill across a limited number, of people, settings,

language cues,and tasks without further instruction they perform the

skill across additional settings, people,- tasks and language cues.

Skill mastery may be lilt does not have to be the.same as-skill

goner zation. Obviously, if after instruction across a limited number

of se ings, people, functional tasks and language cues students demon-

strate skill mastery (generalize the use of skills across additional

;a4ks) they will move rapidly through the skill secidence. However, the.

Iposibility exists that some students will not generalize-the use of-a

skill°41ma may have-to be taught to perform the skill across all the

designated settings, people, functional tasks and language cues before

they demonstrate skill-mastery.

An essential component of facilitating skill mastery should be. the

involvement of the students', parents.or guardia . That is, through .

parent conferences parehts should help teacher determine the skills

their children are being taught. In addition, parents should be taught

how to request and teach their,children to use the skills on functional

tasks at home. PFor instance, if students are learning one-to-one corres-

pondence, the children's parents can be requesting them to set the table

at home. T9 facilitate the parents' learning how to teach and require

their children to use.skills at home periodic workshops can be held

where parents and teachers go over the curriculum and procedures for

adapting it tp functional home-living tasks.

H. Functional use

st critical feature of the model is (H) the assessment of

st dents' nctional use of a skill. The teacher with assistance from

students' p rents or-guardians should report what functional tasks

students perform a skill across. The report should indicate what cues

the performance of tasks (e.g., the task itself, verbal language cues)

9



what the tasks are. and the date.

should have a similar data sheet

dependently perform askill on a

cue, task and setting and.date.

. to be appropriate.

Skill
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That is, both parent and teachers

and when they observe students in-

function task they should record the

The following recordiyormat appears

Task Setting

School Home Other

Less

tasks
cues
dates

.

More

......,

tasks
cues
dates

.

. .

'Equivalence

tasks
cues
dates

..

4

.
.

. .

1-to-1 Corres-
_pondence

tasks
cues
dates

.

One-Many

tasks.
cues
dates

_

.

Sortihg

tasks
cues.

dates

,,

If the data indicates that over time a student performs.a skill

across functional tasks, peopie, setting's' and language cues,then-e

formal test of skill mastery across these dimensions-shouldbe imple-
,

mented (I).

I. Confirmation of Skill performance across people, settings, matetials-

and language cues

Students are
requixd to demonstrate that they can perform a skil

across a variety of selected persons, materials, settings and language

cues. Skill masteryds confirmed when several pergons have verified

that the student can perform a skill across functional tasks and across

Orsons,.materials, language cues, and settings.

J. Review points

Students'-mastery.of
skills should be periodically assessed,

reassessed and reported. The assessment, reassessment and reportingq?f

skill mastery shoUld coincide with: a) parent'conferences, quIrtei

andler semester periods, and c) the students' mastery of'selected

critical curriculum objective's. When any one of the events, a, b, c

occurs teachers should use their data Gn students' skill acquisition and

if appropriate
student performance on a

forthal.evaluatian of skill

mastery to list at least:

3G
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.r.

1. For what people a student performs the skill; 4

2. In what settings a student performs the skill;

3. Across what materials a student will perform the skill;

4. In response to what language cues a student will perform the

skill;

5. Across what functional tasks a student has demonstrated that

he/she can perform the skill.

Student performance data may be summarized on a student evaluation

sheet (report card) of the following form.

Skill Mastered CUes Tasks

Instruct.
in Prog. Cues Tasks

Less

.

More

Equiva -.

lence

1-to-1
Corre-
spon-
dence

.

,

X

.

X.

,

--4-

'

"Find equal
sets"
"Are they
equal"

."Make them
equal"
Etc.

"Are there
enough"

"Are there
too many"
"Give each

a. "_____
"Put a
on each

It

,

Pennies at
the store
Candy at
home
Teams at
recess
Etc.

Setting
table at
home
Passing
out food,
at lunch
Choosing
teams at
recess
Etc.

X .

.

.

,,,

-

.
_

1

"Take

more"
"Give
me
more"
Etc.

'

a

.

.

Pennies )

Food at
snack
Etc.

t"Put a -

next to
each "

Etc.

Comments:

Suggested Home Activities:
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ThkS.information can then be used for at least the following .

purposes:

1. Reporting qo parents and the school syStem a student's progress.

2. Assessing a student's rate of progress. That is, hots fast a

student is progressing through'tho skill sequence,

3. 'vhuating the skill sequence, That is,- if data from many

students indicateis that most students are requiring an'unusual

amount of instruction to master a skill, it may be that the

skill sequence fails to delineate apptopriate prerequisites,or

instructional procedures necessary for the acquPisition of that

skill. IP

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of a teacherrs. program. If a

teacher is moving his/her students through skills at an unusually

rapid pace, the teacher may request that his/her instructional

program be closely evaluated to determine why it is usually

effective so that other:, may emulate it. Conversely; if a )

data indicates that studants are mastering few or no skills, a

teacher may request that a teacher who is experiencing more

success help him/her retructure his/her program or request

that a curriculum specialist evaluate the program.

Evidence of generalization
k

Concui-rent to and following instruction oh a shill (F) person,.; in

the students' environment should be aware of the instructional objectives

and record '(anecdotally) any evidence of-generalization of the skill'

being taught.

Importance of the time line
'0

There is an emphasis on recording rate of student progress thrqugh

critical objectives. This provides information on student learning

rates. Student learning rates are critical in that they can be usedt'o

make statements (predictions) con.:erning a student's, learning potent

(rates). Information-on what skills students can perform and student

acquisition rates can be used in the stead of traditional testing (e.g.,

IQ, achievement tests). We believj this information will be more-valid

and viable than information gleamed through traditioual

Conservation of accumulated-data

Finally, the model lends itself to the conserving (storing and .

retrieving) of criticar data and potentially' provides useful data to all

who have use for it (parent, teachers, administrators, psychologists).

The chart portrayed below (Figure 8) is for use with the evaluation

model. presented. It is included with the caution that neither it nor

the model has been given longitudinal testing in the classroom.
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APPENDIX B

M.A.Z.E. PROGRAM
SCREENING

Clarence DeSpain and Lisbeth Vincent

I. Identifying Qata

A. Child's Name

D.O.B. Sex

B. District of Residence

C. Past School Placements

F. Legal Guardian

. Address

Telephone

G. Parent

ess

Past R'sidential Placements Telephone

E. Past Foster Placements

H. Lives with

ck.

Address

Telephone

Relationship

II. Medical and Psych-social Information

93

1

A. Primary physicians, clinics, agencies Permission to Share

1.

2.

3.

B. Physical and/or sensory impairment, seizures

Medications By Whom When-

1.

2.

D. Prosthetics

1.

2.

100
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f

E. Wheelchair

1. needs pusher

.2. transfers self

3. propels self

III. Mobility

A. General

1. has head control

2.. sits supported

3. sits unsupported

41 creeps or crawls

5;. stands suppotted

6. stands unsupported

7,. Walks supported

8. walks unsupported

9. climbs stairs

a. two per tread

b. one per tread

runs,10.

11. -jumps

12. uses bike, trike, etc.

B. Can participate in gym

1. restrictions

O

ir

Comments

A



IV. Self Help

A. Toileting

1. diapered

2. dry for a time

3. indicates when wet

4- indicates when wants to go

5. tdileted on 'schedule

6: occasional accidents

7., independent

B. Feeding.

1. general

a. held and bottle fed

b. finger feeds

c. uses spoon assisted

d. \uses spoon',unassisted

e. uses cup ssisted

f. uses Cup nassisted

g. needs to be fed

h. independent

2. diet restrictions

3. time required to eat (neatness)

4. consistency of food

5. specific difficulties 4r

102.

Comments

t,

93
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C. Dressing Comments

1: general

a. . dressed by caretaker

b. child help's caretaker

c. a takes off clothes

d. puts 0-4 clothes

e. fasteners

f. independent

2. type of clothing child wears

D. Personal Hygiene

1. general

a. washes hands

b. washes)face

c. brushes teeth

d. takes bath assisted

.e. takes bath unassisted

f. has4begun menstruating

g
h. cares for own menstruation

4

indicates when menstruating

2. special needs

E.- Bedtime and Sleeping

1. general

a. bedtime pattern

b. sleep pattern

c. rising pattern

d. napping

2. specific' difficulties

-103
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V. Social and Recreational Comments

A. Appropriate Behaviors

1. eye contact

2. smiles

3. accepts physical contact

4. initiates physical contact

S. imitates others

6. complies to reasonable requests

7. plays with toys, puzzles, etc.

8. plays with peers
1,-

9. watches TV

10. plays organized games

11. good social communication

12. uses free time constructively

B. Inappropriate Behaviors

1. isolates and/or stereotypes

2. hurts self

3. hurts others

4. has tantrums

S. runs away

4Ik
C. Known Social or Other Problems

D. Parent Management Techniques

104

O
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VI. sqpeech and Language

A. general

1. babbles, uses jargon

uses gestures to communicate

or indicate needs

404

understands pprent gestures

4. understands what parent says

S. follows request for:

a. no

b. sit down

c. come here

c. stay here

e. stop

f. give me
O

6. follows complex directions

,7. uses single words such as:

8. uses sentences such as

9. has good verbal communication skills

B. Specific Speech or Language Problems:

105
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VII. TzaditionjAdademics Comments

A. general

1. knows (or can indicate)

a. colors

b. shapes

c. numbers

d. letters

e. words

f. common objects

2: listens to stories

3. looks at books

4. identifies picturep

5. reads

64 writes name

7. writes other words or sentences

8. counts to:

9. adds

101 subtracts

11. tells time

Specific Academic Problems:

99
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VIII. Home and Community Living °Skills

A. general

14 makes bed with assistance

2. makes bed without assistance

3. sets table

4. clears table

S. washes dishes

6. vacuums

7. dusts

8. feeds pets

9. makes own snacks

10. puts away clothes, toys, etc.

11. takes out the trash

12. works on the yard.

13. rides bus

14. goes to store (uses money)

15. goes to movies, coJterts, etc.

16. moves about the neighborhood sagely

B. Other

C. Specific Problems:

fx. Parental Expectations

A. Short Term

o

10"

.4,
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APPENDIX C

M-TEAM PROCEDURE AND PROPOSED REVISION

Clarence DeSpain,andEve Gadberty

,Receiving ease

1. A referral is received at any source.

a.

101

Central office is notified(on form) andbasic informa-

tion is logged.

b. A program coordinator is asked to at upon the referral.

2. The program coordinator assigns a case'manage

3. The case manager meets with the family, fills

obtains needed forms and collects available d

4. Waiting period: up to 10.days.4

r.

out a screener,
ata.

Evaluation phase

5. The case manager, evaluator, and ptbgram coordinator meet to

ad the "referral review" of available data and to determine

,which disciplines' will be required during the evaluation

phase.

6. The case manager, (or his secretarial aide) will make available

copies of all relevant data, including screener, to members of

the m-temd7--

7. Case manager schedules pre-evaluation meeting of involved

disciplplas, allowing at least'24 hours for team to. read

material. (Inthe event that there are no records available,

case manager will present screener at the :time of pre.:;evaluation

team meeting in order to facilitate decision-making.)

S. Pre-evaluation meeting where: _

a. M-team reviews data together (general).

b. each discipline presents information deemed necessary for

placement but not in the record, and.proposes procedures

for obtaining that data.

.
disciplines clear any overlaps.among themSelveg..

d. case manager prepares an informal Agenda--order,'Iiro

.cedure, content, and time required,constructed from b.

and c. above.

e. case manager insures that the agenda and time.. of evaluation

reaches multi-disciplinary unit at'time of evaluation;

and that the parents have the same agenda, date, time,

and place.
6

4"Days," to date, refers, to working days.

I
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9. Case manager contacts family and schedules an evaluation
, session:

0

Initial evaluation session'is completed. If necessary,
follow-up-seAsions are scheduled,and completed.

.01

Reahmendation phase

11. Within three days following completion of evaluation, the team
meets to formulate recommendations and provide supportive data
in writing which the case manage; compiles and formalizes.

12: Case manager reports findings to coordinator for decision-
making.

13. Case manager schedules a meeting with the family to discuss
recommendations.

','Placemeni phase
.

14., Meeting with the family is completed. Family signs Krteam
repdlt indicating either agreement or disagreement with the-
recemmendations and placement. At this meeting if parents
are in agteement with the. designated placement,\.student enroll-
ment,.forms and bus forms are completed and parents -given the
medical-physical form to be completed by,their family doctor _

and orders for therapy ,if appFopriate. The principaof the
designated school should be informed of the nets enrollment and
forms particularYto that'school also filled out by the parehts.

15. Case manager Submits M-team report .signed bby eamiIy to

coordinator for'final'initiatng:

16. Cooidinator has copies Aistributed. to th

a. ce, tral files, -

b. DP along with the psychologist'sre ort'and individual
enr llment request for all orthopedic children and others

if s ate class lists have already been submitted,
c. 'aesig ted school,

t. origin for of the M-team repbr.t.

17. Child begins school. .

Diagnostic and'review phase

18. Re-review days following pl cement. M-team methbers will

support or re ise original recgtjmendatipns At that time-.

IQs
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COMMUNITY TRAnSP011 TION: TEACHING SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

° STUDENTS 0 RIDE A PUBLIC BUS SYSTEM

Nick Onto, Ric and Schwartz, and Lou roler4

Madison,Public Schools and University of Wisconsin2"

Abstract: Ten severely handicapped students were taught to use

independently a public bus system in Madison, Wisconsin, to obtain

food, clothing, recreation and medical and dental assistance. The

program was comprised of two skill levels: 1) choosing and riding

buses-to destinations supplied by teachers; and 2) choosing and
riding buses to destinations determined by students. All'ten students'

perYormdd at criterion on the skills taught within the first level,
but only six students performed at 'criterion on the skills taught
within the second level. In addition, it appeared that some of the

skills laught were functional across varying bus riding conditions
in that students manifested skills in situations in which they did
not receive instruction..Included in the program are relatively
detailed task analysis and descriptions of the instructional
materials and teaching procedures utilized.

a

(

1The authors wish to thank Alan W.nsberg for his help in organizing
and implementing the video tape components of this program.

2The development and dissemination of this paper was supported in part

by Madison Public Schools, Federal dontract Not OEC-0-74-7993, and in

part by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137 to the University of Wisconsin-Madison

fiibm the Department of HEW, Bureau Eduction for the Handicapped,

Division of Training Programs, Wash gton, D.C.
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°Introducti9n

This, program was designed to teach severely handicapped students
,Xo ride a public bus system independently. Bus riding as taught as
a functional skill which might provide a means to obtain such vital
commodities as food, clothing, recreation, and medicil and dental.
assistance. The students who participated range"d'in age from 14 through
18 and were enrolled in Badger School, a selfcontained public school
for severely handicapped students in Madison, Wisconsin.

This program can be viewed as comprising tw'\skill levels. Within
the first level (Phases I, II & III) students were taught to ride city
buses to specific destinations supplied by the classroom teacher. The

seofond' level (Phase IV) entaili more complex skills in that it was
essentially a problem solving component tiesigne tb accommodate to
individual current and future transportation needs. Stated another
way, Phase IV was an attempt to controlfor the possibility of a
student becoming dependent upon the particdlar instructional materials
and teacher assistance used in Phases I, dI & III. This assistance,
of course, would not be present in, or may not be relevant V, suture
transportation 'settings.

°

Obvious functional'bma riding skills are only -one of many very --
complex ski lusters that severely handicapped individuals must
acquire in rdvx to at independently and efficiently in diverse,
demanding, complex, changing community environments. Thus, the skills
,referredto here should be viewed only as components of a more cotnpre
hensive and complex independent community functioning curriculum.

However, as part of an* independent community functioning curriculdm
this program attemptedto provide severely handicapped students with
the skill's necessary to use one mode of transportation (buses) invorder
to get to grocery stores, doctor offices, theaters, restaurants and
parks. Othei- programs, some already operative, have been designed to
'teach these students to use such facilities once they arrive, to use
money to Make purchases, to tell time so that they can determine when
a moviebegins or when to honor a doctor's appointment, etc.

Problems inherent in the complexities created by changing community
environments surfaced continually. The Madison Metro bus system,
although a good system from the point of view of the number.of buses
in operation, coverage of the city and hours per day in service; has
many inconsistencies. Many nonhapdicapped persons may adapt to these
inconsistencies with little, if any; disruption. Most severely Nandi
capped students, however, must be taught how to adapt to them. For

example, Madison bus stops generally have a"paxticular sign stationed
at a Tointed curb. At a number of bus stops, though, the format of
the slaps vary; the curbs are not painted or painted in a variety of
colors, bus stop signs are not always placed id the same part of

a city block.

Attempts were not made to teach students to adapt to,all
inconsistencies they might possibly encounter. However attempts were

113
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made to provide oome,-experience-with PEitential problems'by occasionally

.placing students in inconsistent situations as they rode buses and

'allowing them to'make errors. "Ifwas.hoped that with repeated inter-

actions they would adapt to many realor potential problem situations

across a variety of bus ridingconditiops.

The etructure,.of the bus system was not tpe only Source of problems.

Since'the most important phases of the program involved the students

Tiding an-actual city bus, large blocks of time had to be.spent outside

the classroom. This, of course, reducedthe time available for acquiring

other equally important skills. Generally an afternoon school session

(approximately three hours) was required to complete one round trip

on a city.bus and the return to school. In an effort to attenuate

this problem a video tape component was developed in which stud is

were presented with video tapes of bus routes.in an attempt to feduce'

the, need' for teachers riding with and pointing out various destinations

when instruction on a real bus route was in progress.

The extent to which parents would allow their. children o use the

buses independently once they learned the skills was also an issue of

concern. The classroom teacher hoped to circumvent possi difficulties

in this area by continually explaining the goals and proce ure of the

program to the parents, Parents were also informed of their chi dren's .

progress, in related programs that were beinacimplemented c ich w uld

eventually require a transportation component for their completion.

This was'done to stress further the functional aspect of bus riding

to:the students and to demonstrate their safe, efficient and competent

use of this NO of transportation for their parents. For example,

parents were Rakprebreast of their childrens' progress in a program

designed to teach the arrang.ng and keepireof extra-school social

appointments with classmates. Ultimately, the means by which students

would keep these appointments would be the public bus system. In this

way additional-independent community functioning skills were taught,

extending and emphasizing potential use of public buses while hopefully

dispelling parental tears.. .

The school,principal, realizing the potential importance of

independent,transportation skills, was quite cooperative. 'Money was

made available to-help implement the program; time away from school

was allowed and supported; etc. ThUs, many potential administrative

concerns which oftet impede programs such as this were avoided.

Finally, although this program was designed for use withit the

Madison Metro bus system,10opefully it can be modified and used. to

teach severely handicapped students to ride bus systems in other

cities with a minimal amount of difficulty.
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Method

Students (Ss)

The ten Ss who participated in the program were enrolled in
classes for the severely handicapped at Badger School, a public school
'in Madison, Wisc4esin. Chronological ages ranged from-14.4 to 18.8
years (X CA = 17.0): Full scale intelligence test scores from either
the Wesehler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) or Stanford Binet
(Form L-M) ranged from 47 through 75 (X IQ = 50.0). Medical and
psychological classifications included Down's Syndrome, Athetoid
Cerebral. Palsy, hearing impaired, Schizophrenic, brain daidaged and
severe seizure involvement.

General Instructional Procedures

Teaching Procedures

A. The teacher (T)'presented each cue once. If S responded
correctly, T followed each correct response with praise.

B. If S did not respond, T repeated the cue. If S still
did not respond, T repeated the cue and modeled the
correct response. .T then presented the cue again.
his procedure was repeated until S emitted the correct

response. A correct response, when using this procedure,
was followed by praise.

C. If T presented a cue and S responded,inco ectly, T
quickly said, "No." T then implemented rocedure B
above.

D. During baseline trials T presented a cue and made the
phrase "Thank you" contingent upon correct, incorrect
or no responses.

Data Collection and Criterion Performance

Wh ther during baseline or teaching trials, each correct or
incorre t response was recorded on a data sheet (See Appendix IV).

In 'addi on, if S failed to emit a response, an incorre'ct response

was reco ded. When S responded correctly after a correction ,

procedbre was employed, no data was recorded. A criterion of
three consecutive correct occurrences of each responsepor sequence
of responses without assistance from T was required before S was
judged to have mastered the skill' or skills of a particular phase
or step.

/At the beginning of each new phase and step baseline information
was secured. Baseline measures consisted of a presentation of all
the cues in a particular step for three consecutive trials. If S

performed at criterion during baseline trials, instruction was not
considered necessary. If S responded incorrectly, he/she received
instruction after the three baseline trials were completed.

During teaching components of "a particular phase or step,. if
S responded correctly to all the cues for three consecutive trials,
he /she had reached criterion and moved on to the next step.
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Materials

buzzer - 12v D.C.

rope
cardboard
paint - white, gray, blue, black, red

red and yellow adhesive tape
3 x 6 index cards without lines

picture of a Madison Metro Bus

Madison Telephone Directory
map with-bus routes drawn in of the city of Madison, Wisconsin

wooden poles
combinations of 15 and 25 cents

videotape recorder
videotape camera
'batteries (Size p)
continuous contact switches

videotape monitor
various lengths of electrical wire

light bulbs (small 6v D.C.)

A simulated cardboard Madison Metro bus was constructed for use

in the classroom. This bus was large enough to serve as a functional

facsimile of a city bus (6' x 12' x 5 1/2') although it was stationary.

The bus was painted white, blue and gray. Seats were placed inside

the bus. The interior also contained a black coin box, a driver's

seat with a steering wheel and gauges driun on cardboard placed in

front of it, and a buzzer which was connected to a rope running the

length of the bus. A bus stop,was constructed outside the bus. It

consisted-of red and yellow tape atpched to the floor to simulate

the coloring of the curb at some`bus stops along with a sign that

read,."No Parking Bus Stop," in red letters on a white background.

Vocabulary words taught during various steps in the program were

printed indivictually onawhite index cards. These cards were also

used for the printing of individual bus route cards (Appendix I).

One bus route card was printed'for each bus route. A bus route card

consisted of the names. of the bus route going to and coming from

"Capitol Park."3 It also-listed the names of five places S could go

to along each route.

3"Capitol Park" and "Capitol Square" will be used interchthlgeably

throughout the program. se words refer to the circular drive in

,the center of Madison whe the State Capitol building is located

dud where all the Madison Metro bus routes originate and end.-'



"Program Design-did Task Analysis

Phases:

A

Teaching Ss to ride i'simulated city bus in the classroom.

II: Teaching Ss selected places in the city of-Madison
where food, clothing, opportunities for recreation
and other services could be obtained, and to determine
what bus to take in order to reach those places from
Capitol Park.

III: Teaching Ss to ride an actual city bUs to and
from Capitol Park to obtain the food, clothing,

. recreation opportunities or other services listed
'on the bus route carts.

IV: Teaching Ss to determine what buses to take to
placeS that do not appear on bus route cards.

Phase I: Teaching Ss to ride a simulated City bus in the classroom.

Step 1 - S tells T the differences between a school, bus,,and
a city bus and what is meant by the term destination.

Step 2 - S labels the various,parts of a Madison Metro bus,
recognize7 a bus stop and demonstrates knowledge of the
student fare.

Step 3 - S emits the following behaviors in sequence after
T's cues avp been faded using a simulated Madison Metro bus:

a. S says where he/sheyants to go

b. S waip to a bus stop

c. S waves bus to a stop

d." S reads destination sign on front of bus

e. S enters the bus by front door

f.. S hands the driver the bus route card and says;; "Let
me off near

g.. S pays fare

h. S sits or stands (varies)

i. °S rings buzzer andgoes to 'a door on cue from driver

j. S gets off.

1 17
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Phase II: Teaching Ss selected places in the city of Madison,

Wisconsin; where foodi, clothing, opportunities for recreation

and other services could be obtaihed and what bus to take to

reach the destination from Capitol Park.

Step 1 - S demonstrates the ability to label 8 "sight words"

individually presented (Thes are words which will appear on

individual bus route cards. Each bug route card should be

considered a set of 8 words .

Step 2 - S points to the 8 words appearing on the bus route

card learned in Step 1 of this phaie'on cue from T.

Step 3 - S tells T.the name of the bus route that would appear

on the bus' destination'sign when traveling between two points

listed on the bus-route card.
O

Stems 4 T asks the S to view a videotape of a bus route

and names a destination where S should get pff. S responds

by throwing a switch which lights a. bulb when theappropriate

stop flashes on the monitor.

Phase III: %Teaching Ss to ride an actual city bus to and from

Capitol,Park to obtain the food, clothing, recreational oppdrtunities

or other services listed on the bus route cards.

Step 1 - Ss choose one of the bus routes they have learned.

T chooses the last stop on this route as Ss' destination.

Using their bus route cards, Ss 0deternine the name of the

route leaving and returning to Capitol Park from the

destination chosen. Ss verbally rehearse the stops along

this route. They filid the proper bus stop at

Capitol Square.
9

Step 2 - Ss, starting at Capitol Park, take'the appropriate
bus to the destinatiqn chosen in Step 1 and - return. They

travel in a small group with T.

Step 3 - Same as Step 2, except Ss travel without T in a

small group.

Step 4'- Same as Step 2, except Ss travel alone.

Step S - The Ss pefOrm the prerequisite skills necessary to

transfer buse'i- in the' classroom.

.., . ,-,

Step 6 - Using their bus route cardiin the classroom Ss

gain experience at finding the buses they need to takewhen

transferring.. k.,
. \

118'
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Step 7 - Ss ride a city buq, traveling in a small group with

T choosing two destination and transferring to reach them.

Step 8 - Same as Step 7, except Ss travel in a small group
without T.

Step 9 - Same as Step 7, except Ss travel alone.

Step 10 - Ss perform the prerequisite skills for taking a'
city bds from their house to Capitol Park and returning home3

in the classroom.'

Step 11 - S chooses a destination, takes a city bus from

his/her home traveling with T to Capitol Park, transfers
to the destination 'and returns home.

Step"12 - Same as Step 1, except S rides alone.

Phase Teaching Ss how to determine what bus to take to places
that 'do not appear on bus route cards.

.
l'Step.1 - Teaching Ss to label cards with the names of major
streets in the.citY:of Madison (This is done to facilitate
labeling addresses in later stages,of this .phase.)".

Step 2 S looks tip one of the streets acquired in Step 1
of this phrase in the Street Index on the badk of a map of

Madison, Wisconsin. F1767She thenlabels the coordinates listed

net to the name of the street located.

a

Step 3 S gains experience at finding streets on a map of'

Madison, asconsin.

Step 4 - Teaching Ss how to use the Madison Telephone Directory
to find addresses and phone numbers'of places they mould

like to go.to. S also writes down the address and phone
number that he /she finds.

Step S S call's Directory Assistance.. to find out the phone

number of a place he/she has been unable to locate in the

phone book. S then calls the number to find the address.

Ste" S uses an actual phone to call Directory Assistance
to find arphone number. S calls this number and writes'

down the address.

Step 7 - S finds an exact location on a map of Madison using
the numerical component of the address.

Step ep 8 S gains experience at finding exact locations on
the map.

40
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Step 9 S is taught the' names of various bus routes listed

on the maw. ,

Step 10- S gains experience finding bus routes on the map.

Step 11 S learns 'how- to find the closest route to a

particular striet address he/she ha's located on the front of

the map.

Ste 12 - S gains experience at finding the appropriate

us route for various addresses using a map of Madison.

Step 13 = S looks up an address-in the phone, book, locates

the closest bus route, and rides /he bus to the destination

with 'T and a small group of Ss.

Step PI -
without T.

Step 15 -

Same as Step '13, except Ss travel in a small group

Same *Step 13, except S travels alone.

120
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Instructional Program

Phase I: Teaching Ss to ride a simulated city bus lin the classroom.

Ste? 1 S tells T the differences between a school bus and
a city bus and what is meant by the term destination.

Materials: No material needed.

r

'Data Collection: Whether on baseline or reinforcement,
responses 9-13 should be recorded, on the data sheet.
S's name should appear in the Column at the left and
the responses for 9-13 'should be written in at the top.
Criterion; then, for the teaching trials would be
the five correct responses in a row for three consecutive
trials. Baseline would consist of the presentation of
the cues for these five responses for three consecutive
trials. .

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses.

.**What do you call the' 1. School bus
bus that takes you to
school?"

2. "Who has ridden on a 2. Various
city bus?" .

3. "What's different about
a city bus and hool
bus?"

o

3. Color; pay for city
bus; city bus doesn't
stop at house.'

4. "Who rides the city bus 4.

with your parents and/
or friends?"

Various

"Who rides a city bus by S. Various
themselves?"

(of those who ride the
city bils)

6. "Where do you go when 6. Various
you ride a city bus?"

=

7. "How often do,you ride 7. Various
a city bus ? "'. 1

. "We are going to learn 8. No response (R)
to take a city bus
when we want to go'
somewhere. Aplace
you want to go is
called a destination."
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Teacpees Cues

9. "When you get on a

bus, he place you
wain to go is called
a ( )."

+'s

115

Student's Responses-

9. 'Destination

10. "If you were home and 10. Destination

you wanted to take a
bus to the Capitol
Park, the capitol
Park would be your

11

11. "What would be your J 11. Capitol Park

destination?"

12. "We are going to
learn to take a city
bus to a ( )."

13. "What id'a
destination?"

12. Destination

13. Where you want to go

14. "When we finish, 14. Nol.
we'll choose a desti-
nation, take .a city
bus there and buy
sometTg. But first

we'll ave to learn
what a city bus looks
like, where you pay
your money, where,
you sit and when to

:iget off."

Step 2 --Sjabels the various parts of a Madison Metro bus,

recognizes a bus stop and demonstrates knowledge of the student

fare. 0

Materials: picture of Madison Metro bus

simulated bus and Bus stop

'bus route card
inouey fbr fare'

, ,

,
, : ,

Data Collection: ,Whether on baseline or,teaching .

the following responSes-Ahould,be-recorded: t, 3, 4, 6,
0.

8, 10, 17, 19, 21, 25, 27, 28, 36, 38, 42, 44,:45, 46,

49,55,56, 57./The,S's,name should' appear in the column at

the responsesand the esponses should be written in at the

iop.,', Baseline would consist of fhe presentation of the

cues for these 21 responses for three consecutive trials.

$'Criterion then, for the ..taching trials -.would be :i
'Criterion,

.

0 the,21 co ect responses 4 a row for thoree%consecutive;

trials.
'! -

..

i -J22,
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Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

. Point to the front o 1. Front

of the bus in.the
picture and say: "This

is the ( ) of

the bus."

2. Pointto the destination ,2.' No R.

"sign on the front of the
bus and say: "This is a

° destination sign; it
tells you where a bus
is going."

3. Point to the destinatioh 3. Destination sign

sign and say: "What is

this 'sign called?"

4. "What does this sign
tell you?"

S. "A city bus does not
stop at your house.
When you Want to ride
a city bus, you have
to walk to 'a busstop."

6. "Where do you walk to
if you want to ride a
city bus?"

4. Where the.buszis going

5. No

7. Point to bus stop sign . NO R.

in bus mock -up .and
sayr--"X busistop has
a sign that looks like

8. "What does this sign 8. No Parking-Bus Stop

say?"

9. "At some bus stops they 9. No Parking Bus Stop

not only have a sign
that says, ( ),

but.they also paint the
curbs."

0.,

10. Point to the simulated, 10. Red and yellow

curb 'and say: "They
paint the curbs

1."

12 3
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1 . "When you get to a bus 11.

stop, you wait right
by the bus stop sign
until the bus comes.
Sometimes a bus will
come right away, but
sometimes you may
have to wait for as
long-as 20 minutes."

12. "Whenlyou take a city 12.

bus, where do you
walk to?"

13. "How do you know when
you are at a bus stop?'

V

14. "Mere do you wait for
the bus?"

4

15. Displaying the picture
of the bus say: "Point

to tie front door."

16. "Point to the back
door."

17.. "Do you use the f'rnnt
door Or back door to
go in the bus?"

18. Point to the back door 18.

and say: "Which door

is this?"

19. Pdint to the back door' 19.

and say: "Can you use
this door to go in the
bus?" .

No R.

Bus stop

13. Sign = No Parking Bus
Stop anrred and
yellow curb

14. At bus stop - next to
sign

13. S points to4front door
in picture.

16. S points to back door
in picture.

17. Front door

20. "Which door can you use
to go in the bus?"

21. "Which doors do you .21.

use to get off. the

?us?"

22. "Are b s rides free?" 22., No

Back

20. Front

Front or back
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Teacher's Cues

23. "It costs 25* for - 23.
adults and 15* for
students oto ride the

, bus."

Stude onses

24. "Are you an adult or
a student?"

24. Stddent

25. "How much do you pay 2S: 15$
to ride the bus2"

26. "The money you pay: '26. No R.
to ride the bus is
your fare."

27. "What is the money you 27. Fare
pay to ride thd bus
called?"

28. Hand student 4 combi- 28. Student takes 15 in

nation of dimes, any combination.
nickels, quarters
and penniesand say:
"Take Srour(fare."

29. Model other combina- 29. No,R.
tions of 15*, e.g., 3
nickels, one dime
and 5 pennies, etc.
and say.: "You could
alsc one dime and
5 pennies, etc., to
'equal your 15$ fare."

30. "When you ride the 30. No R.
bus, you have to
have exactly 15*. If
you have more than
'15* you can't ride
the bus, and if,you
have less than 15*
you,can't ride the
bus."

31. "When you leave
Badger School next
year or two years or
three years from now
you won't be a
student. You'll be
an

31. No R.

.1"

fil 213



'Teacher's Cues

32. "How much do adults
pay to T de Vie city .

_buses?"

Student's Response?'

32. 25$

33. "How much will you 33. 25*

have to pay when you
leave Badger School ?"

"But as long as you're- -34, 150

AtBadger School your -

fare is ( )."

35. , "As soon as you get on S54 No R.

the*bus you tell the
4r± or_ where you want
to get off; then you
pay your

.36: "When: do you pay your

fare?"

37. Painting to the coin
box in .the bus mock-up
say: "This is a fare
box; thisas where
you pay your fare."

38. "What is this called?" 38,

39. "Where do you pay your 39.

fare?"`

16. After tell driver where
want to get off.

37. No R.

4 .. "When do you pay your
fare?"

41. Holding up a bus route 41.

.card say: "Whenever
you want to take ,a
bus you must look up
your destination on
the bus,route card."

Fare box

Fare box

40. After tell driver where
want to get off.

No R.

42. "What ii this card 42. Bus route cardn

called?"

43. "if you want to go to 43. No R.

MCDonald's, yeu hand
the' bus driver the bUs
route card, point to
the name Mapnald'S
pd say: "Let me off

boar Wonald's,,please."
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Teacherls'Cues

44. "What do ,you say to
the driver when you
show him your bus
route card?"

45. "nen do you show the
driver the bus route
card?"

46. "When you ride the bus,
you tell the driver
where you want to
get off, pay your
fare and then
I.

) .11

Student's Responses

44.. "Let me off near
McDonald's, please."'

45. As soon as you get on
the bus

a.

40. Sit down

47. "You "should always try 47.

to sit close to the :r1

driver so he can tell
you when to get off." At,

48. "When you ride a city
bus you should

( 4 J.

49.' "If there are a lot of
people sitting_in the
bus and there is no
seat left for you to
sit in, you will have
to ( )."

"When will you have t9
stand up?"

"If you have ,to stand
up, you should hold on
to a seat so' that you
don't fall down."

"If youbave to stand
up, you should.

) so yom
won't fall.down.q:

"When the bus driver 53, No R.
tellsyou that the %

next stop is your
destination, t's
time to get off-the
bus." .

No R.

48. Sit next to the driver

49. Stand up

SO. When there are no seats
left

51. No R.

52. Hold l.on fp a seat
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

54. "When it's time to get 54. No R.

off the bus, you
should,get up and
walk to either the
front or-back door."

. SS. "When the driver says 55. Walk tb front or back

that the next stop is door

your destination, you
should ( )."

56. "When will the driver 56. When bus stops

open the door?"

57. ,"When the bus driver 57. Get off

opens the door you
).11

Step 3 - S emits the following behaviors in sequence after

T's cues have been faded using a simulated Madison Metro bus:

a. S says where he/she wants to go

b. Twalks to bus stop
c. Lwaves the bus to a stop

d. Treads the destination sign on the front of the bus

e. Tenters the bus by the front door

f. Thands the driver the bus route card, points to his/

her destination and says: "Let me off near

g. S pays fare
h. S sits or sZands.(varies with condition, 3.trials of

each)

i. S rings bu0ei,and goes to a door on cue from the bus

driver /

j. S gets of the bus.

Materials: IA* and bus stop mock-up
"4 buS route card

),
.

ata Data should be collected for responses 1,

2, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20. Baseline should

consist of three tria when there is a seat available on

the bus, and three trio is when no seats are available and

the S must stand. Af these trials are completed the

", teacEina trials b Criterion here would be

three,trials of 11 co nt responses in a row for standing

and three for sitting. iach response should be written

across the top of the data sheet with the S's name

appearing in the left column.

128
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1.*

Se uence of Cues and Res onve :

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses -4

1. Ask 8, "Where do you 1. 'McDonald's4

want to go?"

2. T is standing at the 2. S walks to the bus
'Simulated bus stop stop
and asks the. student

to: "Come over arid

ride the bus."

3. "Where are you?"5

4: "How do you know you're
at a bus stop?"

S. "If you are.at a bus
stop and'your bus is
coming and yqu want it
to _stop soyou can, get
on,' you must wave your
arm (model) to make
sure the driver stops."

3. , At4 bus stop

4. Sign - No Paikinl Bus
Stop ariried,and yellow
curb -

S. No R:

6. -"What do you do.tamake 6. "..wave your arM:."
sure the biis will stop." (verbal R)

7. "Do it." 7. Waves arm
C

8.1 Point to the destina- , 8. Destination sign

tion sign on the front
of the bus and say:
"This is the ( ) ."

9.. "It tells you

( )"
P. Where the bus, is going

'ID! "Where is this bus. in, Capip Park
going?"

11. "What door do you use 11. Front

to go in the'bus?"

12. "Go in." 12. Walks in front door

4 This answer will vary with S, but McDonald's will serve as an example
insthis step.

5 Cues-1-18 should be faded.
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Teacher's Cues

13. "ShoW the driyer your
bus route card and
point to your desti-
nation (the destina-
tion is McDonald's)."

14.. "When you show the
driver your card
you say:
It( ).11

1S. "After you ask the
driver to let you
off at your destina-
tion, you ( ) "

16. "Pay your fare."

17. "What do you do now ?"

18. "Do it."

128

Student's Resyonses

13. Shows driver card and
points to McDonald's.

14. "Let me off near
McDonald's; please."

1p. "..pay your fare"

. 16. Deposits 150 in fare.

box

17, "Sit down" or "Stand up"
(varies' with trial)

18. Stands or sits close to
driver (varies with
trial)

19. Driver says: "Next 19.

stop, McDonald's (this
cue not be faded)."

20. Open front or backdoor 20.

where student is
waiting.

Rings buzzer, gets tip

and walks to either
front .or' back door.

Walks out

Phase `II: Teaching Ss selected places in the city of Madison,

Ifigaii111, where food, clothing, opportunities for recreation

and other services could be obtained and what bus to take to reach

the destination from the Capitol Park:-

Step 1 - S demonstrates the ability to label -eight "sight

words," individually presented (Sight words by category are

ted in Appendix I and II. These are words which will

a ar on individual bus route card: Each card should be-

con,idered a set of eight words.6)

6 The 'word that appear in Appendix I and II correspond to destinations

along bus routes in Madison, Wisconsin. Ts Interested in imple-

menting this steps of the program would, of course, need to make up

1i9ts of destinations which correspond to places along bus routes in

hrs or her town.

no
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5

Materials: Each of he eight words that appear on a bus'

Iroute card are print d individually on an index card.

Data Collection: Record S's response to cue 2 for each

"sight word" presented. Each response should be written

across the top of thp d1ta sheet with 5's name at the left.

Baseline would consist of three presentations of all eight

cards. Criterion for the teaching trials would be

eight correct response n a. row for three trials.

Sequence of Cues and Responses: .

. Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1. "On each of these cards 1. No R.

is printed the name of
a place you can go to
or the name of a bus
that will take you to
places in Madison.
We're going to learn
the names of each of
these places."

2. T holds up card with 2. Labels word

word printed on it
(e.g., McDonald's) and
says: "Read the card."

3. Repeat cue 2 for each 3. Labels words

card to be taught.

4. After S reaches crite- . 4. No R.

rion on set of
eight cards, explain

0 to S what each place
is, what can be 'pur-
chased there, etc.

9

Step 2 - S points to the eight words appearing on the bus route,

card learned in Step 1 on cue from T.

Materials: Bus route card

Data Collection: Print the eight words across the top of
the data sheet and record S' responses to cue 6.

Three trials, asking S to FoYnt to and label the eight
words to only cue 6, would comprise the baseline pha. Criterio
for teaching would be 100% correct responses for thr e
consecutive trials.
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44

Sequenoe 0 Cues and Responses:

Studen't'e ResponsesTeacher's Cues

1. Give each S a print
,bus route card (see
list at end) and say:
"This card is called
a bus route card."

. Noll.

4
'2. "What is this card

called?"

2. Bus route card

3. "This is'the bus 3. No 11.

route card for the
(add route name, e.g.,.
Johnson St./Nakoma Rd.)
bus route."

4. "Which bus route is 4. e.g., Johnson St./

this?"" Nakoma Rd.

5. "There aresixplaces you 5. No R.

cam go, to on the buS

written ,on the = card.

There are also the two
names for the bus

route. Depending
upon which way'you
are going, the desti-
nation sign on the
bus will read (e.g.,
Johnson St.) or
(e.g., Nakoma Rd,) .

6. Randomly ask S to point 6. Points to appropriate

to one of thesix places word on cue from T.

to go to or one of the

two bui route names
until S has sesponded
to alleight items on
the card.

Step 3 - S ielli T the name of the bus route that would appear

On the bus destinItion sign when travelling between two points

listed on the bus route cards.

Materials: Bus route cards

Data Collection: The ten combination's of destinations

with the appropriate'bus route name should be written

at the top of the data sheet. S's responses to cue 11

should be recorded under these headings. Baseline would

cOlsist of three presentations of these ten combinations

to cue 11 alone.

132
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If S gets all ten correct for three consecutive presen-
tafrons,, he/she has reached criterion for the teaching
.trials.,pata should be taken whether or not cues 7-10 have
been faded. If the objbctive is to teach 'S to tthe these
cards independently of T, fading these cues must be an
added contingency'fq' tie criterion during the teaching
trials.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

1. Give S a bus loute
card and say in refer-
ence to the name of
the bus route written
at the Ipp_: "What
color ii-the name
(e.g., Johnson St.)?"

Student's Responses

1. Green (Note - the route
at the top of the card
will always be green.)

2. "Does the green arrow 2.

(See route cards at
end) point up or down?"

3. "What color is th9
name (e.g., Nakomi

ELM
4. "Does the red arrow

(See route card at
end) point up or
down?"

S. "Let's say that
you're at (e.g.,
Capitol Park, any
place listed on bus
route card); point
to it."

6. "...and you want to
go to (e.g., East
Towne Mall, any place
-other than that in
#s);,move that same
finger until you _

come to (e.g., East
Towne Mall)."

7. "Are you
'

pading-up
or down?"

7 Cues 7-10,should be. faded.
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Down. (Note - the green
arrow will point down
on all the bus route

3. Red (Note - the bottom .
route will always be
red.)

4. Up (Note - red arrow
will always point up.)

S. S points as cued

6. S moves finger as cued

7. Down or up, depends
uppn places chosen;



"ether's Cues

8. "Which colored arrow
points (either u2. or
down, depending upTif
Wirces in #5 and 6)?"

127
.

Student's Responses

the tesponse'would be
down in the example.

8. Red or green, depends

upon places chosen.

9. "Put your finger on the 9. Sputsfinger on the

(e.g., green, depends tip Of appropriate arrow.

on places chosen) arrow."

,- 10. "Now follow that arrow 10.

back until you come to
the (e.g., green) bus

route name."

. 11. "What would be the 11.

name of the destina-
tion sign on the
bus?"

S. moves finger back as

cued °

e.g., Johnson St.;
depends upon places

chosen.

12. Repeat the above cues 12. Various

5-11 until S has
responded to ten
combinations of places

to go for ea of the- 4.

two bus rout& names.

Notes After teaching S a particular bus route with

Steps 1 -3, start back at Step 1 with aribther

.bus route until all eight bus routes have been

lnrught.

St 4 - This,step involves the use of videotapes to present

a simulated bus ride., Each tape was made while riding in a

car, travelling the exact route a bus would take. During the

course of the taping the camera would'focus in on the bus'

destination sign and the five destinations that appeared on

the bus route card. Since travelling abusroute one way

involves a fifteen to thirty minute ride, the tapes we

edited to increase their usefulness in the classroom. The
essential setting surrounding each destination was kept intact

along with some of the rides between stops. It was felt that'

the final tapes presented the salient cues ofthe routes

while successfully eliminating some of the boredom that might

have resulted from presenting an exact mirror. image of the

route to S.

A

134
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In the teaching sessions T told S where, duri the taped

ride, he/she should get off the bus. S'respon ed by throwing

a switch which turned on a light, A correct response
entailed turning on the.light as the destination cued by

flashed across the monitor. A "

Materials:. videotapes of the bus routes
videotape recordeer with monitor'
desk with portable switch and light- bulb
placed on top

appropriate bus route cards

Data Collection: The names of the five destination which
appear on S's (bus route 'card for the route being view

should -be written across" the top of the,dataisheet in i n-

dom order:\ S's responses to cue 10 should be recorded der .

the approprlite destinations. Baseline would consis.
three presentations nf a tape for each of the five de

nations. If S gets all five correct for three-consecutive
presentations, he,tho has reached criterion for the
teaching trials. Cues 1-8 should be faded.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1. "We are going to look .1. No R.

at a movie of the
Johnson'St./Nakoma Rd.8
bus route on T.V."

.V.?" .

"What bus we
going to see on

3. ' "Let's look 4/the movie 3. S views T.V.

(T shows videotape)." .

4. T hands $ the
appropriate bus route
card and says, "What
bus route card is
this?"

2. Johnson St./NakomaAld.

S. "What bus route are
we going to see in
the movie?"

6. "From now on when I
show you the movie,
I'm going to ask you
to get off the bus at
one of the deStinations

A

Johnson St./Nakbma Rd.

S. Johnson St./Nakoma Rd, r:

6. No R.

8 The Johnson St./Nakoma Rd. bus route . will be used as, an example

throughout the teaching steps.
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Teacher's Cues

printed on,the Johnson
St./Nakoma Rd. bus ,

route card."

7. "When you see the desti-

nation in the movie,

it will be to get

off the bus. Ybu can

show me when you should

get off the,bus by

flipping this switch
Cr demonstiates).':

go "Flip the
,

switch to see

hew itwofks."

. "You're. at Capitol Park,

and you want to get
off at Tenney Park,
What wcgirbe the des-

tination sign on the

bus?"

10. "Watch the movie and

get off at Tenney
Park. When you see
Tenney Park, flip the
switch to show me
where you want to

. get off.".

0
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Student's Responses

°
7.4 No R. ',L.,

8. S flips switch.

. Johnson St.

10. S flips switch'and
Tights bull; when "'piing_

Park appears on,tEi----
monitor.

N 4

Note: Repeat this sequence showing both directions

of each bus route to be taught.

/Phase III: Teaching Ss to ride an actual city bus to and from

Worrof-Park to obtain the food, clothing, recreational, opportunities

or other services listed on the bus route cards.
,

Step 1 - Ss chose one of the bus r6utes they have learned. T

aciaiTs the last stop bn this bus route card ps

destination. Using their bus.route cards Ss. determine the

name of the route:leaving Capitol Park and going to their

destination. They also determine the route coming back to

Capitol Park. Ss verbally rehearse the,stops alonghe route

they have chosen. This section also functions as a review

of the procedure for riding a bus with the inclusion of

additional information needed to find the proper bus stop at

Capitol Square.

moor Lif
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Materials:". Bus route cards

Data Collection: This step is used to foreshadow the bus

`ride on'the following day. Betause of this 'all Ss'

responses required in this step will have been acquired

in previous phases. There is only one new response to

be learned; the response to cue 13. Jata need only be

taken-for this response in this step. Baseline would be'

three prekentations of this question as it occurs in

sequence with the rest of the cue`s in this step. The

...teaching criterion would be-simply three correct responses

in a row to cue 13.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1. "We'reakoing.to go out 1. No R.

and .ride a real city

bus, tomorrow. I would
like yhg to choose a
bus route to go,on."

2. "What bus route would 2, .Ss name route - choose

you like to ride?" , route that most want ,

to go on.

3. "We are going to start 3. No-R.

out at the Capitol
Park and go to EaSt
Towne Mall., When we're
at East Towne Mall, we
can boy a record to
use at school. Each
of you will ride the
bgs with one teacher
And two other .a

students."9

4. Give S a Johnson St./ 4. No R.

NakomTARd. bus route
card.'"

5. "What is the name of 5. 'Johnson St.

the bus route at the
top of the card?"

9 The Johnson St./Nakoma Rd. bus-route will be used as an example.

10Cues 4:43 are a modified version (If Step S of Phase II.



Teacher's es

6. "What is the name
the bus route at the
bottom of the card?"

7. "S's name), you will
bl,f.At t he Capitol. Park

and you will want to go
to East Townd Mall.
What will be the des-
tination sign on the

bus?"
ti

3.31

Student's Responses

6. Ngkoma Rd.

7. Johnson St.

**

8. "(S's name) ,, when you 8. No R.

get to East Towne
4

Mall, we'll get off
the bus and buy a .

'(

record. Then we w111
have to come back to
the.Capitol Park."

9.. "(S's name), you will 9.' Nakoma Rd.

be at'East Towne Mall,
and you will want to
go to the Capitol
Park., What will be
the destination sign
on the.bus ?"

10. "Now when we're at the 10. Walk to a bus stop

Capitol Park, what's
the first thing we
will have to do in
order to ride the
bus?"

11. "How do you know when 11. Sign - No Parking Bus

you're at a bus stop ?" Stop and and,yellow
.

curb

1 "At the Capitol Park 12, No R.

the bus-stops not
on1y have red and ,

yellow curbs and a
sign that .says No
Parking Bus Stop, but
they also have
another sign that

A

will have the names
of the buses that
stop there."
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4

Teacher's Cues

13. "So if you are at the
Capitol Park andyou
want to take the
'Johnson St. bud, you
would have to,walk
to a bus stop with
a red and yellow
curb, 4 sign that
says, No Parking
Bus Stop and a sign
under that that ,

( )."

14. "Tell me what you do
when you get on the
bus.1

1S. "Look at your bus
route cards. If
you are on the
Johnson St. bus
travelling to East
Towne Mall, what
will be the first
place you will see
after you leave the
Capitol Park?"

Student s Responses

13. Johnson St.

14. a'. Wave bus to stop.

b. Go in front door.
c. Show-driver route

card
d. "Let me off at

East Towne Mall,
etc."

e. Pay fare -
f. Sit down
g. Rings buzzer and

goes to door when
driver says, "Next
stop, East Towne
Mall, etc."

h. Get off

15. Tenney Park

16., "What will be next?" .16. East Nigh. School
2

17. It next?" 17. McDonald's

18. next?" 18. Shakey's Pizza

19. "... next?" 19. East Towne Mall

11Prompt responses Ss fail to make.
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, Teacher's:Cues Student's Responses

20. '"When you are travel- 20. Shakey'ePizza

ling back to the .

Capitol Park from
East Towne Mail,
what will be the

C'4 first stop you will .

see ?"

21. "... next?"

22.

23.

'24.

21. 'McDonld's

next?" 22. East High School

"... next?" 23. Tenney Park

"... next?" 24. Capitol Park

Step 2 - Ss, starting out at Capitol Park, take the appropriate

bus to the destination chosen in Step 1 of this phase. They

travel in a small group with T.. T insures that each S

recognizes each of the five stopslisted on-their bus route'

card as they pass them. While at their destination; Ss

perform the behaviors required by-the lolace.they haVe

travelled to (e.g., if they go to East Towne Mall, they

could make a small purchase). Ss then take the appropriate

bus back to Capitol.Park. T again makes surg that Ss

recognizeS
he five stops along the way.

Materials: Appropriate bus route card

Data Collection: Since the final goal is tO'teach Ss to

independently ride the bus and due to the difficulties in

collecting data in this situation, data will only be

.collected in Step 4 when S rides the bus alone.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1. After Ss arrive at the. 1. Johnson St.

Capitol Park with the
JOhnson'Stp/Nakdma Rd..'
bus route card, T says:
"We're at the Capitol.
Park and we want to go
to East Towne Mall.
What will be the des-

tination si on the

buS?"12 /

12 The Johnson St./Nakomailldi card will again serve as, an example in

this section,'

0
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I

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

2. !'In order to. catch the 2. Bus stop
Johnson St. bus, first
wp have to walk to a

(111,) II

3. "How do we know when
we're'at the right
bus stop?"

4. "Find a bus stop whOre
you can catch `the
Johnson St.-bus."

Q

3. Sign - No Parking Bus
S122; Sign - Johnson
St. and red and yellow
curb

4. Ss find Johnson St.
bus stop.

S. "We'll wait here until 5.

the bus comes with
Johnson St. as the
destination sign; then
we'll get on."

6. Johnson St. bus arrives
(no cue from T3.

7. Sight of driver (no cue 7.

from T) .

. Sight of fare box (no
cue from T).

9. Sight of seats (no cue
from T) .

10. "Look at your bus route 10.

cards* -What's the
first place we will
pass?"

8.

Ss wait

Ss get on front door.

S hands bus driver
route card, points to
East Towne Mall and
says: "Let me off
near East Towne Mall."

S Pays 1St fame in
Yare box.

9. S sits-down.

11. "Watch for Tenney Park." 11.

12. If Ss do not recogniie 14.

Tenney Park as the
bus approaches, say:
"What's that place
to your left?"

141
4

Tenney Park.

S watches.

Tenney Park
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Teacher's Cues
b 2

23. Sight of driver (no
cue from I):

Student's Responses

23. S hands bus driver route
card, points to Capital
Park and'says: "Let

me off ilOr the Capitol
Park."

24. Sight of fare box (no .24.

cue from T).

25. Sight of seats (no cue
from 2).

,

26. "Look your bus
route pa ds. .What's
the firs place we
will pass?"

27. "Watch. for Shakey's 27.

Pizza."

S pays 15cp fare in

Tare box.

25. S sits down:"

26. Shakey's Pizza

28. If S does not recognize 28.

Shakey's Pizza as the
bus approaches,. say:
"What's that place to
your left?"

29. Repeat dues 27 and
substituting the names
of the remaining four
stops (McDonalds,
East High School,
Tenney Park, Capitol
Park) ..

30. On the metre from the

bug driver, "Next
stop, Capitol\Park..."
CT supplies cue if
dilver fails tO).

watches.

Shakey's Pizza

29. Various places listed
on route cards.

30. S rings buzzer and
walks to either
front or back door arul
gets off when bus stops.

bus
3 - Ss, starting out at Capitol Park, take the appropriate

us to the destination chosen in Step 1 pf this phase. They

travel in a small group without a teacher. While at their
destination 'Ss perform the behaujors required'by the place
they have travelled to (e.g., if they go to East Towne Mall,
they could make a small purchase).- Ss then take the
appropriate bus back to the Capitol Park.

142
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Materials: Appropriate bus route Card

Data Collection: No data collected during this step.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

187

Student's Responses

1. After-Sp arrive at the 1. Johnson St.

Capitol Park with the
Johnson St, /N akoma Rd.

bus route card, T.says:
"We're at the Capitol
Park and we want to
go to East Towne Mall.

What will be the des-
tination sign on the

bus?"13

2. "In order to catch the 2. Bus stop

Johnson St. bus, first
we have to walk to a

).

3. "How do we know when
we're at the right bus.
stop?"

4.- "Find a bus stop where
you 'can catch the
Johnson St. bus. When
the Johnson St. bus
comes, take it to.
East Towne Mall. After
you get off at East
Towne Mall, look for
(T's name). T's name
will take you to buy
a record. (T then
leaves Ss and
obperves from a
distance)."

5, -Sight of Johnson St.
bus (no cue from 1)

3. Sign No Parking Bus

Stu; - Johnson St.

and red and yellow curb

4. S finds Johnson St, bus
stop and gets on the
first Johnson St. bus.

5. S gets on front door,
Shows route card, pays
fare, sits down.

13 The Johnson §taNakoma Rd. card will serve as an example in this

section.

14 3
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.Teacher's Cues .

6. Sight. of bus stop at

East TowneJtall; T
stays hidden so that
S does not respond to.
14s presence as cue
To get off.

7. T.takes Ss to make a
purchase

--, 8. "Take out your bus
route cards." .

9. "You're at East Towne
Mall,. and you want to
go to the Capitol
Park. What will be
the destination sign
on the bus?"

10. "If you want to take
the Nakoma Rd. bui
back to the Capitol
Park, first we have
to walk to a

)."

11. "Find a bus stop.
When the Nakoia Rd.
bus comes, take it
to the Capitol Park.
Get off at the first
bus stop at the
Capitol Park."

12. Sight of Nakoma Rd. 12.

bus (no cue from T).

1

Student's' Responses

. S gets off.

7: Various

8. S takes out card. .

9. Nakoma Rd.

10, Bus stop

11. S goes to bus stop.

13. Sight of first stop 13.

at Capitol Park; T
stays hidden.

S gets on front door,
shows route card, pays
fare, sits down.

S gets off.

Step 4 - 5, starting out at-Capitol Park, takes the appropriate

bus to the destination chosen in Step 1 of this phase. S

travels alone. While at his/her destination, S perfOrmitne:.,
behaviors required by the place he/she has travelled] to (e.g.,
if S goes to East Towne Mall, he/sh6 could make a purchase).

g then takes the appropriate bus to the Capitol Park. -
....

O
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Tf

Materials: Appropriate bus toute card

Data Collection: The responses to cues 4-6 and 11-13

should be written at the top of the data sheet with S's

name at the left side. Data should be collected for
these responses. Since S will gain practice,at riding
all eighi. bus routes alone, the criterion for each route

will be only one perfect trial. Because of the two

'previous steps and the difficulty inseparating the

generalization effects from those situations, baseline

information will not be taken.

Procedure: The occurrence of behaviors 1-6 and 8-13

should be recorded. Each correct response should be
followed by pxfaise, except when S entprs the bus. In

these cases T' should praise when S gets.off at the

appropriate "slop.

Sequence Of Cues and Responses,:

C.

Id%

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

Cues 1-13 in Step 3 of this phase should be used. Repeat

Steps 1-4 until each bus route has been taught. After

each route is learned, then move on to Step S.

St 5 - During this step Ss learn how, to transfer buses.

ey c close two of the bus routes they have learned. T chooses

one place on each card as destinations. Using their biis rout;

cards Ss determine the name of the route leaving Capitol Park

and going to each of the two destinations. They also determine

the routes coming back to Capitoleark.40chis section functions

as a review of the procedure fora:iding a bus with the inclusion

of 'additional information needed to transfer from one route to

another.

Materials: Appropriate bus route cards

Data Collection: Data should be collected for the following

responses: 5, 9,.10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 23, 24,

26. Each response should be listed across the top of the

-data sheet with S's name at the left. Baseline will con-

sist of three presentations of the 13 cues appropriate to
the responses listed above. , Criterion for -teaching

would be three trials of the 13 correct responses in a row.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

I
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1. We're going to go out. 1. No R.

and ride a city bus
tomorrow, and we're/.

goingoto learn how. to

transfer buses. I'd
like you to choose
two bus routes to go
on."

2. "What bus routes would
you like to ride?"14

2. S names two routes',
e.g.,Johnson St./
Nakoma Rd., and Highland
Park/Sherman Ave.

3. "We are going to start. 3.

.out at the Capitol
Park and go to
McDonald's for lunch.
Then we are going to
go back to the
Capitol Park and
transfer to the bus
that takes us to
PDQ Grocery Store.
Weill buy some Coke
at PDQ to bring
back to class and
then take the bus
back to the Capitol
Park."

4. Give Ss both bus route
cards.

5. "(S's name), you will
beaTTETtapitol
Park, and you will
want td go to
McDonald's for lunch.
What will be the
destination sign on
the, bus ?"

6. "When you get, to

McDonald's, ydu'il
have your lunth::then
you will want to go
to PDQ Grocery Store
to buy some Coke to
bring to class."

No R.

4. S takes cards'.

5. Johnson St.

6. No R.

14 The Johnson St. /Nakoma Rd. and Highland Park/Sherman Ave. bus routes

will serve as examplesvin this step.

1-46

i;
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Teacher's Cues Studentis Responses

7. "In order to get to 7. No R.

PDQ GroceryStore yOu
will have to take orie

bus to the Capitol '

Park and then transfer
to the bus that goes

t0 PDQ."

S. "To transfer means to S. No R..

change buses to get to

your destination."

9. "What does transfer 9. TO change buses to get

mean?" to your destination.

10: "Now you will be at G 10. Capitol Park

McDonaldfs,-and you
want to go to PDQ
Grocery Store to buy
some Coke. First you
will have to take a
bus to the (

11. "Then you have to 11. 'Transfer

( ) buses."

12: "You will be at the 12. Highland Park

Capitol-Park, and you

want to go to PDQ
Grocery Store to buy

some Coke. What will

be :the destination
sign on the bus you

),transfer-to?"

13. "After you buy the 13. Sherman Ave.

Coke at PDQ, you will
want to go back to
the Capitol Park.
What will be the des-
tination sign on the

bus?"

14. "Whenever you get on 14. No R.

a city bus and you
need to transfer to
aanother bus, you
should ask the Bus
driver for a transfer
right after you pay
your fate."
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Teacher's Cues

15. "When should you ask 15.

the bus driver fdir
transfer?" .

16. "A transfer is a small, 16.

piece.of paper with
printing on it that
looks like this
(dgmonstrate) ."

17. Hold up transfer and
say: "What is this?"

"Wh6n you transfer from 18.

one bus to another bus,
all you have to do is
give the bus driver
this (show transfer),
a transfer.b You
won't have to pay
the 15* fare to ride
the second bus if
you have a trafer."

a4

19. "Do you have to-pay 1

the 15* fave to ride
the second bus if'you
have a transfer ?"

20. "What do you do instead
of paying the fare
when you ride the
second bus?"

Student's Responses

Right after pay fare,
when need to change' o
a asecond bus.

No R.

V7, Transfer -.

No R.

a

,. No

":

20. Give bus driver the
transfer.

21. "Tomorrow when you're 21.

-.at Capitol Park and
you want to go to
McDonald's, will you
have to ask the bus
driver for a transfer ?"

22. "Right, because you
will only be taking
one bus to get to
McDonald's."

No

22. No` R.

23. "But when you finish 23. Yes

eating at McDonald's
and you want to go .to
PDQ Grocery Store to

a
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Teacher's Cues

b*Orsome Coke, will
you have to ask the
bus driver for a
transfer?"

143

Student's Responses

24..,0 "You will have to .ask 24. .TWo

the-driver for a trans-
fer because you pe9d
to take '( )

buses to get to PDQ."

250 "Will you have to pay 25. Nb

the 154 fare to ride
the second bus to PDQ
Grbctery Store?"'

26. "You will have to give 26. Transfer

the bus driier a .

( ) to ride

the bus to PDQ GrOcery
Store."

Step 6 - Using their bus route cards Ss gain experience in the

1 sroom at finding the buseS they need to take -when transferring

terials: Appropriate bus route cards

Da a Collection: Responses 2-5 should,be written across
the top of the data sheet. ,Baseline consists of three

trials where the,cues for these responses are presented.

Criterion for the teaching trials would be S emitting

the four Correct responses for three consecutive trials.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:.

Teacher's Cues

1. T hands out two different 1.
bus rate cards and2
says:7" at bus ratites
are,theSe 115

2. "You're at East Towne
Mall and you want to
go to PDQ Grocery Store.
First you have togo
to the ( )."

Student's,Responses

Johnson St.
Highland Park

Capitol Park

15 Johnson, St. and Highland Park will serve as examples.
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Teathev4s Cues

"Mat wet a201 io no,

do5tInatfloar skp a!)
to fittist 'buo?"

4 "N6'a ri5,47o at .14o.

Cd-gtol Ptz% o4d you
kavo to tvanoebrliunoo.
to ca. go Kai Gnea4'
Stolle. nett aid be
tizcy dcgti=ti,e2 o:;u

on'tbe.Secciat bus?"

S. "You're at PDQ Grocery 5. Sherman Ave.

Store and you want to
go back to the Capitol

. Park. What would be
the destination sign,
on the bus?"

,c4p0GrOa ng_446k

Makeue Rd.

..-
geaand Part:

Repeat cues 1-5 until S has reached criterion for ten random ,
combinations of destiriiiions on the two bus route cards.
Then move on to two different bus route cards. Repeat

othis procedure until Ss have'had trials with desti-
nations from all ale bus, route cards.,

Step 7 - Ss, starting out at Capitol Park, take the appropriate
bus to the first destination choSeri in Step S of this phase.

They travel in a small group with T. While at their destination

Ss perform the behaviors required by,the place they have
Travelled to (e.g., if they go to McDonald's# they eat). Ss

then take the appropriate bus back to Capitol Park where they
transfer to the bus they need to take to the second destina-
tion chosen in Step S. Ss perform the behaviors required by
the second place they have travelled to (e.g., if they go to
PDQ Grocery Store, they buy something). After they are ,

finished, they travel back to Capitol Park.

Materials: Appropriate bus route cards

Data Collection: ,No data collected during this step.

Sequence ur Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

1. AfIter-Ss arrive at
,Capitol Park with the
two bus route cards T
says:r "You're at the

c

Student's Responses

1. Johnson St.
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L.

Teacher's Cues'

Capitol Park and you
want to go to
McDonald's for lunch.
What would. be the
destination.. sign on

the bus?16

."When we want to take

a bus, first we have

to find the right bus

.stop."'

3. "Go find the Johnson
bus stop and wait

for the Johnson St.

bus."

4. Sight ot, bus (no cue

from. T) . .

S. Sight of McDonald's;

driver: "Next stop,

McDonald's."

6. Door opens (no cue
from

7. "Let's have lunch (i.e.; 7.

whatever is required by

destination)."

8. After lunch T says:
"You're at .McDonald's
and you want to go to
PDQ Grocery Store to
buy some Coke to bring

'back to class."

145

Student's Responses

2.. No' R.

3. S finds his stop and

waits.

4.

1

S enters front door;

shows driver' route card

and says: "Let me off

near McDonald's."; pays
fare; sits down.

S. S ringsluzzer and goes
to back door:

6. S gets off.

9. "In order to
PDQ you wirl

t to
ave. to .

uses,"

-S eats lunch, etc,

8. No R.

0

9. Transfer

16 the johnson St./Nakoma Rd. and Highland. Park/Sherman Ave. bus routes

'will be used as examples in this step.
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Teacher's Cues P Student's Responses

10. "So you're at McDonald's 10. Capitol Park

.and you want to go to
PUrGroCery Store to
buy some Coke. First
you will have to go to
the ( )."

j 11. "YOu're at McDonald's. 11. Nakoma Rd.

`To go to the Capitol
Park you have to take
the ( ) bus."

12. "You will be at the 12. Highland Park

Capitol Park and you
want to go to PDQ
Grocery Store to buy
some Coke. What will

be the destination
sign on the bui you
transfer to ?"

13. "In order to catch the 13. usstop
Highland Park bus at
the Capitol Square you
will have to walk to

two, signs 14. No Parking Rus,Stop
HiiITEiRFarkthat say (

and ( )."

15. "Since you have to
transfer buses at the
Capitol Park, when
you get on the Nakoma
Rd.,, bus you must ask

the driver for a
).:tt

16. "When you get On the 16.

Highland'Paik bus at
Vke Capitol Square,
dip you have to, pay

the 15ct fare?"

15. Transfer,

17. "You give the bus
driver a ( )4

18. "You're at McDonald's
and you want to go td
PDQ Grocery Store."

152

17. Transfer

18. no R.



Teacher's Cues'

19. "First you walk to a

( )."

200 "You wait for the
) bus."

21. "When you get on thee
Nakoma Rd. Nis', after
you pay your faze,
you ask.for a

).f

St_u_dent's Responses

19. Bus stop

20. Nakoma Rd.

21. Transfer

fr

22. "When you come.to the 22.

Ca = 444ParkAtom

Get,off bus

23. "Then yoU have to 23. Highl ark

'transfer to the
) b7.1s."00

24. "To catch the Highland 24. Bus stop; No Parking

Park bus you have to Bus-Stop; Highland Park

walk to a ( .)

with two signs that
say: ( ) and,

C.. ) ."

25. "When you get on the 25. Transfer

Highland Park bus,
. you don't have to pay:

the fare. You hard
the driver the

)."

26. "Find a bus stop, take
the' Nakoma Rd. bus to
the Capitol Park; find
the Highland ParlAus
stop and transfer to
go to PDQ.".

26. S responds as directed..
A

Step' a,- S$, starting out at Capitol Park, take the appropriate'

bus,to the first destination chosen in Step 5 of this phase.

They travel in a smal) grcup without' T.. at .their des-

tination Ss then take the appropriatebus back to Capitol Park

where they transfer to the bus they need to take to the second

destination chosen in Step 5. Ss perform the behaviorS required

by the place they have travella.to. After they are finished

they travel back to Capitol Park.

9
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Materials:' Appropriate bus route cards

Data Collection: No data collected during this step.

'Sequence of Cues and RespOnse0:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

Repeat cues 1-26 that appear'in Step 7 of this phase. T,

should stay hidden as Ss get on Oi off a bug and should-
come out to greet theM-after they get off.

Step 9 - S,starting out at Capitol Park, takes the appropriate
bus to the first destination chosen in Step S of this phase.
S travels alone". While at his/her destination S performs the
Fehaviors required by the place travelled to. S then takes
the appropriate bus bark to Capitol Park where Fe/she transfers
to the bus needed 'to reach the-second-destination. S performs
the:behaviors required by the place travelled to andreturns
to Capitol Park.

Materials: Appropriate bus route cards

Data Collection: Record only S's respo ses to cue 26
appearing in Step 7. No baseline dat will be taken,
and criterion for the teaching trials will be one'
perfect trial.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

Repeat cues 1-26 that appear in Step 7. of this phase.
After S has reached criterion in this step', repeat Steps
7-9 until S.has, transferred using each bus route.

Step,10- Since all city buses originate at Capitol Park, S.
learns how to take a city bus from the vicinity of his/hei-
house to Capitol Park and'return home.

Materials: S's own "home!bus-route card (See Appendix II, e
for example).

-
a°

Data Collection: The responses for cues 29-34 should be
written across the top of the data sheet with S's name in
the left column. Baseline would consist of th'iee presen-
tations of cues 29-34 in sequence as. .they occur in this
'step. Criterion for the teaching trials -would be six
correct responses to these cues in a row for three,
consecutive trials.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

164
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1. "Whenever you are home i. No R.

and you wont tp take a
city buOtLgorsome
place, for example
McDonald's; you will
first have to take a /7

bus from yoUr'house )-.

to Capipl ,Park.
Sometimes when you
arrive at the
Capitol Park,you
will-have to trans-
fer to.another bus (,

to go to your desti-
nation. And some-,

want to go to will
be on the same bus
route you would take
to go to the Capitol
Park."

2. "When-you are home 2. Capitol. Park

and you yant to take
a city btu to go some
place, you have to

j first take a bus to

( )"

"When you arrive at the 3. Tranfer
Capitol Park, sometimes
you will have to

) buses."

4. "And sometimes the
place you want to go
to will be on the

) bus you

take to the Capitol

Park."

5. "(S's name), where
do you Live?"

6. "The first thini you
do 'when' you want to

take a city bus is-
walk to a ( .11

4. Same

5. S's, address

6. Bus stop

149



Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

7. "How do you know when
you're at a brie stop?"

7. No Parking Bus
:IgWred and yell;ow.

curb

8. "Sts name; when you want 8. No R.
to go to the Capitol
Park to catch a bus you
should walk to the busy,
stop at the. corner (if
corner aPplieS) of

( ) (S'c.ILL)
)

(St./Ave.)."

9. "When you want to'go to 9. (St./Ave.) and
the gaPitor Park, your (St./AVe.)
bus stop is at the
corner (

(St./Av .) and

C. ) (St: /Ave.)."

10.0The destinatioh sign 10. No R.
ion the bus that,you
lake is (route that
applies)`.",

4

11. "When you want to go 11. (St./Ave.) and
to the Capitol: Park, (St./Ave.)

'you walk to' the bus
stop at the corner bf,

. ) (St./Ave.)
and .( -y------
(St./Ave.)."

12. "And you wait for the 12.. Bus route name

( ) bus."

13. "When you get home 13. No R.
,tonight, ask your
parents to walk with
you to the bus stop
at the corner of

) (St./A0.)
and (
(St./Ave.)."

14. "When you arrive at the 14. Transfbr
Capitol Park, you may
have to transfer to get
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

to your destination.
If you do, when you
get on the bus at your
house to come to the
Capitol Park, you
should ask the driver
for a (

).11

15. "When you get to the 15. No R.

Capitol Park, get off
the ,bus and transfer
to the next bus going
to your destination.
If you don't have to
transfer, stay on he

bus until you reach
your destination."

16. "When you want to go 16. No R.

back home, you will
have to take a bus to
the Capitol Park and
transfer to the bus
that, goes to your

house. But some-
times the bus yOu
take back from your
destination will be
the same one that
goes to your house."

17. "S's name, the route 17. No R.

tgi-Traitake to go
home is (route that
applies)."

18. "What route do you 18. Route name that

take home from the applies

Capitol Park?),

19. "When you are at the 19. Bus stop&

Capitol Park and you
have to transfer to
the (route name) bus,
you will have to walk

to a (
) .11

20. "How do you know that 20. Sign - Nd Parking Bus

you're at the right Stop; Sign - Bus route

bus stop?" name

1 r
"

6

a

I
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Teacher's Cues Student's Reap on

21. "S's name, the bus 21. No R.

'stop where you get
off to walk to your
house is at the
corner of (
(St./Ave.) and
( ) (St./Ave.)."

22. "When you want to go
home from the'Capitol
Park,, you take the
(bus route name) bus,
and you. get off at the
corner of ( )

ASt../Ave.) and
) (St./Ave.).

22. Bus route name
(U./Ave.)
(St./Ave.)

23. Ask your parents 23. No R,

tonight to show you
the bus-stop at the
corner of (
(St. /Ave.) and

) (St./

Ave.), the place ilere
you get off the bus
when you're coming
homedram the Capitol
Park.

24. T° hands S :141w bus 24. No
° route card to be used

for trips from the
Capitol Park to S's
house and says: "This
bus route card tells
you the destination
sign on the bus when
you are going from
your house to the
Capitol Park and back to

your hopse.

25. "What is the name of 25. (St./Ave.)
the bus route at the
top of the card?"

'26. "What is the name of )26. (St./Ave.)

, the bus route at the
bottom?"

58
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Teacher's Cups

153

Student's Responses

27. "This card also tells 27. No R.

you the corner where
the bus stop is when
,you are going to the

Capitol Park."

28. T points to the name 28. (St./Ave.)

at the top of the (St./Ave.)

card and says: "When

you are going to the

Capitol Park, you
catch the bus at the
corner of (
(St./Ave.) and

) (St./

29. T points to the /29.
name of the bus stop
at the bottom of the
card and says: "When

you are coming home
from the Capitol
Park, you get'off
at the corner of

- ) (St./

Ai7:57gr( ) .

,175T/Ave.)."

30. "You're at S's address 30.

and you want to'go to
.the Capitol Park.
What would be the
destination sign on
the bus?"

31. "Where would the bus' 31.

stop be where you catch

th bus route at top

( .777./77gis1"

, (St./Ave.)
(St./Ave.)-

bus route at top of card

(S177Ave.)

(St./Ave.)

{St./Ave.)

V

32. "Y ,9u're at the capitol 32. bus route at bottom of card

Park and you want to (St./Ave.)

go to your home, S's

address. What would be

the destination sign
on the bus?"

33 ."What would be the bus 33.

stop.where you get off
the bus route at bottom

(St, /Ave.) bus?"

159

(St./Ave.)

(St./Ave.)
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Step,11 S chooses a destinati'on, starts out from his/her

house with T', transfers st the Capitol Park and arrives at

the destinaTion. S.performs the behaviors required by the

place he/she has travelled to. S then returns home, trans--
ferring at the Capitol Park.

Materials: S's "home-bus-foute-card"
Route card appropriate to the destination

Data Collection: No data collected.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

1. T arrives at S's house 1. Yes (hopefultiy)

and says: "I have two
tickets to the football
game at Camp Randall
Stadium. Would,you
like to go? (This is
an example)."

2. "Take out all your bus 2. S complies.

route cards."

3. "Find the bus route
that stops at Camp
Randall Stadium."

4. "In order to go to
Camp Randall Stadium,
you will have to take
a bus from your house
to ( ) and

ruses."

S. "Take out the_ bus route
card that tells you
what bus to take to
the Capitol Park from
your house."

6. "You're at home, S's
address, and you want
to go to the Capitol
Park. What will be
the destination sign
on the bus?"

3. S locates Nakoma
Johnson St. route card.

4. Capitol Park
transfer

5. S complies.

6. S labels St./Ave. listed
on "home - bus - route

7. "What corner will you 7.

catch the bus at?"

1'60

card."

(St./Ave.)
(St./Ave.)
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

8. After you get on the 8. Transfer

bus and pay the fare
you ask for

)."

9. "Once you get to the R.

Capitol Park you will
want to transfer to the
bus that takes you to
Camp Randall Stadium."

10. "You'll be at the 10. Nakoma Rd.

Capitol Park and you
want to go to Camp,
Randall Stadium.
What will be the -

destination sign on

the bus?"

155

11, "In order to catch the, 11. Bus stop

Nakoma Rd. bus to'go
to Camp Randall
Stadium, first you
have to Walk to the
tight ( )."

12. "How will you know 12. Sign- No Parking Bus

when you're at the Stop; Nakoma Rd.

right bus stop?"

. "Will you have to pay 13. No

15ct to ride the
Nakoma Rd. bus?"

'14. "You pay with a
).11

14. Transfer .4-k:

15. "What is' the name of 15. (St./Ave4

the corner where the (St./Ave.)

bus stop is to catch
his route at tou of

card St. Ave,) bus?"

16. "Go find the bus stop 16. S finds bus stop.,

and wait for the bus route e -

at to of card (St./

Ave. bus."

17. Sight of bus (no cue 17. S gets on front-door.

from T)

1:61
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teacher's Cues

18. Sight of driver (no
cue from

19. Sight of fare box (no
.cue from T)

20. Sight of transfers (no 20.

- cue from 11)

Student's Responses

18. S shows driver

Responses

'ard and says: "Let

me off near the
Capitol Park."

19. Pays 1S¢ fare.

21. Sight of seats (no cue 21.

from T)

ASks driver for a
transfei.

Sits down

22. Sight of Capitol Park;' 22. S rings buzzer and

driver says: "Next
stop, Capitol Park."

23. Door opens (no cue
'from T)

24. "Now you're at -the
Capitol Park and you
want to go to Camp
Randall Stadium.
What will be the des-
tination sign on the
bus?"

goes to either door.

23.. S gets off.

24.. Noma Rd.

2S. "Find a bus stop where 25.

the Nakoma Rd. bus
comes and wait for
the bus."

26. Sight of Nakoma Rd. 2

bds (no, cue from 1)

a.

27. Sight of Camp Randall
St#dium; driver: "Next
stop, Camp Randall,
Stadium."

28. Door opens (no cue
from t)

162

S complies.

. S boards bus through
front door, asks: .

"Let.me off at Camp
Randall Stadium"; pays
fare and sits down.

27. S rings buzzer and
goes to door.

28. S gets off.
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses,'

29. T takes S to the
lboiballThame.

30. "You're at Camp Randall 30.

Stadium and you want to
go to the Capitol Park
to transfer buses to go
home. What will be the
destination sign on the

bus?"

29. Various

Johnson St.

31. urf you want to go to 31. Bus stop

the Capitol Park,
first you have to
walk to (, )."

32. "Find a bus stop and
wait for the Johnson
St. bus."

33. Sight of Johnson St.
bus.

321 S complies.

33.

34: Sight of Capitol Park; 34.

driver says: "Next
stop, Capitol Park."

35. Door opens. 35.

36. "Now you're at the
Capitol Park and you
have to transfer buses
to go home, S's
address. What will
be the destination
'sign on the bus?"

S goes in front door;
-slows route card and
says:, "Let me off
near the Capitol Park";
pays fare; asks for
transfer; sits down.

S rings buzeer and
walks to a door.

S gets off,

36. Route namt at top
of card (St./Ave.)

37. "If you want to catch 37.

the.route name at flap of .

card bus., first you
walk to the' right

)."
0

Bus stop

38. "HaT will you know if 38. Sign r No Parking Bus

you're at'the right Stop; Sign - Bus route

bus stop?" name

163
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Teacher's Cues

39. "Find the bus stop and 39.
wait for the ( )

(St./Ave.)

40. Sight of (
(St./Ave:) bus no cue

.°11rx

41. Sight of bus stop near
S's house; driver:
'We're at S's addres

42.. Door 'opens.

.11

Student's Responses,

S complies.

40. "S gets on front door;
° chows route card and

says: "Let me off
near S's addressN
handsiNTtiEFalsfer;
sits down.

41. S rings buzzer
to a dooi.

42. S gets off.

and goes

Step 12 - S chooses a destination, starts out from his/her
house alon-e, transfers at Capitol Park and arrives at the
destination. S performs the behaviors requirfid by the place
he/she has travelled to. S then returns home, transferring
at Capitol Park.

Materials: S's "home-bus7route-card"
Route card appropriate to the destination

Data Collection: The following responses should be listed
across the top of the data sheet: 16, 17;-23, 25, 26,
28, 32,'33.,-.35, 39, 40, 42. Baseline data will not be
taken. Criterion for the teaching trials would be-
three c5mpletely correct trials"when transferring and
three'cOrrect trials when the S does not need to transfer.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Students Responses

. Repeat cues 1-33 in Step 10 of_this phase. T shbuld
monitor S's behavior to insure that the S gefs on and
off the 'Fight' buses. T Aeuld remain concealed while
monitoring and should Home out to greet S only after
-he/she has emitted the requirdd behaviors. This step
_should be repeated choosing two more destinations for
which S needs to transfer and three for which he/she
.does

Phase nr: TeaChing Ss how to determine wh t bus to iake,to place
that do not appear on bus route cards.
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Step 1 - Teadring Ss to label cards with the names oftmaior

Streets in the city of Madison (This is- done.to facilitate

labeling addresses in later stages of this'phase.).

.4t

Materials: The names of various,streets in the city of

NiaTiErT-grouped in sets of ten, printed on whiti,index

cards. (See Appendix III for listof streets).
w a

0

Data C011ection: The name Of each street that fdrms the

Set should be written across the to of the data sheet

Baseline would consist of three presentations,of these

cards.' Criterion for the teaching trials, would be

100% correct responses for three consecutive trials.

Sequence of Cues and'Responses:

Teachers Cues

1. Stow ,S. card 'and osay:

"Read the card."

Student's Responses .

1. S reads card.

Continue this procedure until S learns" to label all the

streets in the sets.

,

Step 2 - Sjooks ip one-of the streets acquired in step 1 of,,

this phase in the Street Index on the back of a map of Madison, ,

Wisconsin. He/She then labels the coordinates listed next to -

the name of the street located. a.
0

Materials: Index cards'
Map of gadigen, Wisconsin

Data Collection: The name'for each street that forms the

set should be written across the top of the data sheet.

Data should be recorded for responses 8, 15, 16 and 17.'

Baseline would consist of three presentations of the cues

for each street in the set. Criterion for teaching trials

would be the correct performance of, responses 8, 15, 16

and 17 on three consecutive occasions for each.street in

the set.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student' Responses

1. Hold up map of Madison 1. No 'FL

and say: "This is a
map of Madison."

. "What is this ? ".

'3. Show side with.streets
and landmarks drawn in
and say: "This is the
front of the map.,"

.,2. Mapof Madison

3. No R.

185
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reacher!siCues .. Student's Responses.

4. "Whicfl'side of the map 4. Front
. is this?

5.' TUrn map over to side S. Back
with Stredt Index and
say:.. "This is the
( ) of the map.;'

6. "The back of the map
has all the streets in
the city written down."

. No R.

7. Point to words Street 7. Street Index
Index and say: "All ,

-.Wirareets Are written,
in the .Street Index.°

Read this."

8.' Hold up a card with the 8.. Atwood Ave.; S locates
name of the street , cued word.17
learned in Step 1 of
this phase (e.g.,
Atwood Ave.) and say:
"Read this card and
find it in the Street
Index."

"What letter does'the 9. A.

word Atwood start with?"

10. "Point to the letter A
in the Street Index and
leave your fingerthere."

10. S points to. A.

11. "Whenever you want to. 11. No R.
look up a street, first
you look at thenfirst
letter in the, word.
Then you find the
column in the Street
Index that starts
with the letter."

12. "Once you find the b12: No R.
column that starts
with the same letter
as the name of the
street, you move your
finger down that
column until you come
to the second letter."

17 If S fails to find the street in the Street Index, use cues 9-14 to
teach the skill. Cues 9-14 should eventually be faded.

106



Teacher's Cues.

13. "What is the second 13.

letter in Atwood?"

14. "Move your finger until
you come to the first
Word that starts with
AT and stop."

161

Student's Responses

T.

14. S moves finger until
'first AT word.

Note: Continue-this procedure until'S has located

the word writtenon the card.

15. When S finally locates 15.

the word written on the
card say: "Read the

word."
/

16. ,"Now move your-finger
to the right along the
dotted:line until you

come to.a letter and

a numb."

/1
C_D

Atwood Ave.

16.
0
S moves finger.
ow.

"Read them." 17.

18. "The letter and number '18.

are called coordinates."

E-9

No R.

19. "What are the letter m. Coordinates,

and number called ?'

20. "You can use the coor- 20. No R.

dinates to find a street
on the front of a map.'!

0

Note: Continue this procedure until S can locate all

the streets listed in the three sets in Appendix

II/ and label their coordinates.

Step 3 - S gains experience at finding streets on a map of

Madison, Wiscrsin.
P

Materials: Index cards
Map of Madison, Wisconsin

Data Collection: Responses to cue 2 should be written

across the top of the data sheet. Baseline would consist

of three presentations of cue 2. Criterion foi the

teaching trials would be igz correct responses to cue 2 A

for three consecutive.tria/94 Baseline and teaching

procedures sh uld be xepeated for each of the five streets

it the thr sets listed in Appendix III;

187
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Sequence of.CUes and Responses:

teaeher's*CUes

1. Gtve each student a,
map; hold up an index
card with the name of,
a Madtsen street
written on it and say:
"What street is this?"

2. "Look up ninue'of st.
in the .Street" Index
find th9 coordinates
and thln find the

-street on the front
of the map."7_

L

"Turn to the front of
the map."

"A coordinate is made
up of -a letter and a
number. The letter

-part of a coordinate
is located at the
sides of the map."

S.-t"p oint to the letters
at the sides of the.
map."

6. "Read the letters." '-

. "The number part of
the coordinate is
located ate the top
and bottom of the map."'..

Student's Responses

.1. S names street.

2. 4S performs the following:18
5% looks up st: in St.

Index
b. finds, coordinates
c. turns map over
d. puts right finger

on letter
e. puts left finger

on number-
-f. moves fingers until

they meet
finds.st. at junction

and notifies T.
g.

3. 'S tuins*to front.

4. NO R.

S'points to letters:

. 6. S reads letters.

7. No R.

8. "Point to the numbers."- B. S points to numbers.

.18 If S responds incorrectIyto cue'2, cues 3-20 should be itplemented.
Wei" 3-20 Should-eventually be faded soy that S eventually performs
the chain of re4orises in response 2 without T's assistance.



Teacher's Cues

9... "Read the numbers."

163

Student's Responses

9. Reads the numbers.

. 10. .."Whenever you want to 10. No R.

find a street on the
fOnt of the map; first
you look up the name
of.the street in the .

Street Index."

12. "Look up Atwood Ave.
in ,the Street Index."'

12. "The n xt thing you do .12. No R.

is fine the coordinates .
for the treet."

II. S find8,Atwood Ave.

13. :"'"What are the oor
...dinates for Atwood

Ave.?",

14.- "Then you turn your
map to the front.,"

15. "Whaiis the letter
..part-of the coor
dinates for Atwood

Ave.?"-

13. E -9

14. 0S turns to front.

IS... E.

4. "Put One of the fingers 16 S puts finger on E

of your right hand on
the letter E at the -

right side of the mv."

17. "What is the number 7.
pait of the coor-
dinates for ,Atwbod

Ave.?"

18. ."Put one of the fingers 18. S puts finger on 9

of your left hands-on as directed.

the number 9 at the'
top of th p."

as directed.

I "Now moue the finger
on the I tter E to the,
Jeft,.and the finger
on 9 *own until' your
fingers meet,. then.

stop." .

20. "Find the street that
says,Atwood,Ave. (show
card,"

I69

19. S 'moves fingers until
They meet, then stops.

20.. S finds!Atwood Ave.

Of
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,

Step 4 - Teaching Ss how to use th&Madison Telephone Directory
'to find the address and phone number of a place they would like

to go to. , S also writes down the address and phone number that

he/she finds.

Materials: Pencil
Paper
Madison Telephone Directory

Data Collection: .List the responses across the top of the
data sheet for the following: 10-23. Baselind would
consist of finding three words all starting with the same
letter. Criterion for teaching torials,would be the correct

performance of responses 10-23 for three consecutive trials.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

1. "Sometimes you will
want to take a city
bus to a place that
is not on your bus
route egds. When
this happens you will
have'to know the
address of the place
you want to go to.
We are going to
learn to use the
Madison phone book
to find these
addresses."

2. T holds up Madison
phone book and says:
"What is this?"

Student's Responses

1.1' No R.

,2. Madison phone book

3. "Whenever you want to 3. No R.

find the address of a
place you want to go
to, you will first have
to print the name on
a piece of paper."

4. "What's the first
thing you do?"

4. Print name on paper
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Teacher's Cues

S. "If you don't know how
to print the name Of
the place you want to
go to, then'you'will
have to ask someone to
print it for you."

6. "You could ask you#F1

m ,--father, friend,

or, if you are'out,
you could ask someone
walking down the
street."

. "Hand a person some
paper and a pencil
and just say: "Would

you please print

(P13122AJELF2124_
WilariRFViliklip) for

me?"

8. "If you needed an
address printed, what
would you do?",

9. "Once you havp the
address printed on
paper, open t e phone
book and find he page
that starts wi the

first letter of\the
word you want to\
look up."

. .

10; T writes down Arby
Roast Beef °ma pie e
of paper and says:
"Read the card."

11. --VIf you wanted to look
up Arby's Roast Beef,
you would have to find
the page that started
with an ( )."

12. "Turn to the page that
starts with an A."

471
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Student's Respon es

5. Ro R.

6. No R.

4

No R.,

8. Hand person pencil
and paper and say,
"Would you please
print (name of place)*
for me?"

9. No R.

10: by's Roast Beef

11.

12. S complies.
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

13. "What's the next letter 13. R. '

in Arby's Roast Beef?"

14. "Put your finger on. the 14. S complies.
first word after all
the abbreviations
under the letter A."

15. "Now move your finger 15. S complies.
until you come to the
first word that starts
with AR and then stopy"

16. "What's the next'letter 16. B.

after AR in Arby's?"

17. "Move your finger 17. S complies.

until you come to the V
first word that starts
with ARB and stop."

18.

19.

Note: Continue with- this procedure until S locates the
word that T has written down.

"When S finally locates 18. Arby's Roast Beef
the word that was
written down say:
"Read' the word."

'Wove your finger 19. S complies.
to, the right until
you come to the
address that is
printed next to the
name Arby's Roast
Beef."

20. "Read the address." 20. 1609 S. Park

21. 'neave your finger 21. S prints 1609 S. Park
on the address and
use your other hand
to print the address
on the piece of .

paper. under the name
Arby's Roast Beef." -

22. "Now move your finger 22. S moves finger to
to the right again phone number,

until yoU come to the
phone nomber."

172.
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

23. "Leave your finger on 23. S prints 257-9934 under

the phone number and The address for Arby's.

use your hand to print
the phone number on
the piece of paper
under the address for
Arby' Roast Beef."

Note: Continue-until S has found three addresses for
every letter in the alphabet.

Step S - S acquires the skills necessary to call Directory
Assistanato find out the phone number of a place he/she has
been unablq to locate in the telephone book. Next, S acquires
the skills necessary to call the place to find out its address.

Materials: None

-Data Collectio : Data should be collected for the following
1\

responses: 2, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23. These
responses should be listed at-the top of the data sheet with

Ss' names in the column on the left side. Baseline would
consist of the presentation of cues 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13,

16, 18, 19, 21 and 23 for three consecutive trials. Criterpn .
for teaching trials would bethe correct performance of the
responses listed for these cues for three trials in a row.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

1. "Sometimes you won't
be able to find the
place you are looking
for in the phone book.
Some places aren't
printed in the phone
book. And sometimes
you'might just make
a mistakb. So if you
can't find a place
in the phone book,
you should-call
Directory Assistance."

Student's Responses

1. No R.

2. "Who do you call when 2. Directory. 'Assistance

you can't find a place
in the phone book?"

3. "Whenever you can't 3. No R.

find a place listed in
the phone book and you
have to call Directory
Assistance, first you
should print the name
of the place where you

want to go." 173
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1

Teacher's Cues 'Student's Responses

4. "What's the first thing 4.

to do when you want .to
call Directory
Assistance?"

Print name of place
where want to go.

S. "If you don't know how S. No R.

to print it ask your
parents, brothers or
sisters, friends, or
even someone you don't
know to spell the
name for you. Then
you should print the
name as they spell
the letters."

6. "If you can't print
the name of the place
where you want to go,
who could you ask to
spell it?"

7. "Once you print the
name, you have to call
Directory Assistance.
The phone number is
411."

8. "What is the phone
number for Directory
Assistance?"

9. "Let's say that.you
couldn't find Rendahl's
Super Market in the
phone book."

10. "The first thing you
do is (

11. "Next you dial

C
'1 It

12. "When the person
answers they will
say: 'Directory
Assistance, for
what city?'"

174

6. .Parents, brothers,
sisters, friends
strangeiS..

7. No R.

8. 411

9. No R.

10. Print Rendahl's Super
Market on paper.

-12. No R.
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' Teacherls Cues Student's Responses

13. "When they asked 13.

'for what city?', you
should say (

14: "After ,you say
'Madison,' you have to
ask for the phone num-
ber of the place you
want to go."

Madison

14. No R.

1.5. "If you want the number 15.

for Rendahl's Super
Market, yoU should
say: 'May I have the
phone number for
Rendahl's Super
Market? q

16. "How would you ask
for the phone numbei
for Rendahl's Super
Market?"

No R.

NJ
0

16. "May'rhave the phone
number. for Rendahl's
Super Market."

.

No R.17. "When the person tells 17.,

you the phone number;
you should print it
on the same piece of
paper that your des-
tination is written
on."

18. "Noel that you have the
phone number of the
place you want to go
to, how do you find
:the address?"

p

All

18. Call the place! d ask.

19. "What would you say lb. "What is your address,

when Someone answers please?"

your phone call?"

20. "When they tell you 20. No R.

the address, write it
down on the piece of
paper that has the
phone number and the
name of the place
where you want to go."

1:75
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Teacher's Cues

21. "There are two parts
to an address. One
is the ( ),

and the other is

)'"

22. "When the person tells 22. No R.

you the address, write
down the number part,
aid if rou can't
pall the name of the

street ask them:
'Please spell
Park St. for me.'"

Student's Responses

21. Number, Name of street

23. "If you can't spell.
the street, what do
you say?"

24. "Then as the person
sp&lls it you print
it next to the number
part ofythe address."

23. "Please'spell Park St.

for me."

24. No R.

Step 6 - S places a call to Directory Assistance and asks for

the phone number of a place he/she could not find in the phone

book. S writes this number down, then calls the place an

asks foF their address. S writes this address down.

Materials: Pencil .

Paper
Actual working telephone

Data Collection: -The,responses listed after cue 1 should

be written across the tap.of the data sheet. Baseline

would consist of three presentations of cup 1. The

criterion for the teaching trials would be three

correct trials.in a row in response to cue 1. Baseline

and teaching lhould be iepeated for each of ten

places choseh.
Ixe

Sequence of Cues and Responses:-

Teacher's Cues

I. "Find the phone .

number and address
for:. Rendahl's Super
Market."

176

Student's Responses

1. The S does as follows:
a. asks T to spell*the

name
b. writes Rendahl's as
. T spells .

.7"
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Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

c. calls Directory
Assistance

d. responds. with
Madison to question

ITECIFINat city?"

from operator
e. "May I have the

phone number for
Rendahl's Super
Market."

f. writes down number
g. hangs up
h. S calls Rendahl's
i. S says: "What. is

7our, address, please?"
S prints number
Zomponent
S asks: "Please

spell Paark St."
I. S writaPiakSt.

its it is spelled.

k.

Note: Continue this procedure until S reaches criterion

for ten different places.

Step 7 - The S learns how to finoran exact location on a map

of Madison using the numerical component of the address.

Materials: Index cards
Map of Madison, Wisconsin, with street numbers

Data Collection: Responses 1, 2, 6-14 should be written'at

11777437TrEfhedata.sheet with Ss' namep in the left hand

column. Baseline would consistof three presentations of

cues 1, 2; 6,44. Criterion for teaching trials would be .

the correct performance of the responses listed for these

cues on three consecutive occasions.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacliers'Cues'

1. Hold up an index card
with 3452 Atwood Ave.
written on it and.iay:
"Read the address."

2.. "Look up Atwood Ave.
in the Street Index.
Bind the coordinates
and then find the
street on the map."

. Student's Responses

1. 3452 Atwood Ave.

2. S performs the followidg:
T. looks up st..in

St. Index
b. finds coordinates
c. turns map over
d. puts right finger on

letter
e. puts left finger on

number



Teacher's Cues .

"Do you see the small
numbers written'on
AtwoodEa.?"

4. "Those numbers are
like the number part
of an address."

5: "Read some of the
numbers."

6. Hold up the card.,
3452 Atwood Ave. 'and

say: "What are the
first two numbers in
3452?"

7. "How many
in 3452?"

numbers are

18. "Add zeroes after 34
until you have four
numbers." °--

9. "If you add two zeroes
after 34 it becomes

C

10. "What comes after 34?"

11. "How many numbers in
3452?"

12.° "Add zeroes after 35
until you have four
numbers."

13. "If you add two zeroes
after 35 it becomes

,).11

14. Hold up card and say:
"This address falls
between 3400 and 3500.

178

Student's Responses

f. moves fingers
until they meet

g. finds st. at junction
and,notifieg T

3. Yes

4. No R.

5. 2100, 2200, etc.'

6.1, 34

7.

8. S'writes 3400 on a card.

9. 3400

10. 35

11. 4

12 S writes 3500 on a card.

13.: 3500

a

14. S

c"



Teacher's Cues

Move your finger along
Atwood Ave. until it
is between 3400 and
3300."

173

Student's Responses

15. "This where 3452 is." 15. No R.

Step 8 S gains experience at findini exact locations on a

map of Madison, Wisconsin.

Materials: Index cards
Map of Madison, Wisconsin,with Street numbers

Data Co lection: Write five addresses across the top

of the ata sheet. Baseline would consist of presenting
three trials of the five addresses. _Criterion for the
teaching trials would be finding, all five addresses

for three consecutive trials.

Sequence of Cues.and Responses:

p

-Teacher's Cues Student's Responses

le- Hold up inOex"-card with 1. S'reads address,.

address Onriber and
St.Ywritten on it
and say: "Read the
address."

"Find the Street in
the Street Index; look
up.the coordinates and
locate the street on.
the front.. Then move
your finger along.the
Street until.yoUcome
to the:nuMberpart of

''':the,address., Step
there."

Note: Continue this until
addiesses for three

z. S looks up st., locates
II. on front, moves
'finger along street
and steps at approximate
address.

r

a .1

S has found five different
consecutive trials.

Step 9 - S is thughtlthe names of the various bui routes listed

fint of the map.
.

MaterialS:,-vItiap of'Madison, Wisconsin; with Street addresses
,g,

Data,Collection:. ge$ponses , k2 .4 6 and 7 Should b writtene wri n

across` the top Of the data sheet-with SS' names in theleft
had column:'4aseline would consist OT"three presentations 0,

,

3

of, :40es ea 4, 6 and, 7 -4 :::Criterion for teaching trials would

be the correct per altilartet of , the 'responses listed for these

CUeS1611 three PonSeeUtiVe'occasions.
---,

,, 1.79 ..
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Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher'sCues Student's Responses

1. "All the streets that 1. No R.

the buses travel on
are written in red on
the map., . These red
streets also have-a
letter in a red circle
printed on them."

"Vhat are the red 2. Streets the buses

lines?" travel-on.
.

: 'The letter in the 3. No R.

circle tells you what

. - bus route travels,
own the Street in
red."

4. "What does the letter 4. Bus route

tell you?"

5. "In order to find out
which bus route.the
letter stands for,
you have to look up
the letter in the
bo the` top right

nd side of the
.11

6. "Read all the letters
and the bus routes
they. stand for in the

7. "Find i street in 1.0
and tell me the name
.of the bus route."

5, No R.

6. S reads routes:
G

Cam' H
R X

U

7. S complies.

a

Step 10 - S gains more experience finding bus routes on the
map of Madison.

Materials: Map of Madison, Wisconsin

es

Data Collection: kist all the names of the bus routes
across the top of the data sheet. Easeline would consist
of:three trials of finding each route in respoAse to cue 1.

The criterion for, the teaching trials would be finding

each route for three consecutive trials.
g

180
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Sequence of es and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

175

Student's Responses..

"Find a street in red 1. ,S complies._

and.lell pe the name
of the bus route."

0

Note: Continue this until S has found all the city

bus routes for three consecutive trials.

Step1 1 learns how to find the closest bus route to a

particulars eet address S has located on the front of the

map.

Materials: Map of the city of Madison with numbers

Data Collection: Data should be collected for responses

1, '2, 3, 4 and 6 for both baseline and teaching trials. ti

taseline would consist of three presentations of cues 1, 2,

3, 4 and 6. Criterion for teaching trials would be the

correct performancef the responses for these cues on three

consecutive occasions.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

le Hold up a card with an
addresson it (e.g.,
2100 W. Washington
AVe.), and say: "Read

the address."

2: 'Mind the exact place
-where 2100 W. Washington
Ave. is on the map."

3. '"Now if you want to find
out what bps you could

...take from the Capitol
Square to the placp
Written on the card
just look at the
closest red line to
the address you have
found on the map.".

Student's Responses

. S labels 21,0,0 W.

Washington Ave.

2. S complies.

3. S finds line.

4. "What le ter is printed 4. G.

on the 11 er

5. "When the place you
have found is to the
left of the Capitol

S., No R.
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4'

-
s

44

Teacher's' Cues Students Responses

Park, you read the
second bus route name.
When -it is' to the .

. right, you. read the .

top bus route name64 ,

"What would be -the Highland Park

closedt bus route to ,

3 <3

take from the Capitol
,Square to 2100 W.
iftshington Ave.?"

St 2 - S gains experience At ,finding the appropriate bus'

'foute for various 4 using a map of Madison, Wisconsin.
3

aerials: Index, cards..,

Map -of Madison with numbers
/

eta Collection: List,the five addresses wi h bud 'routes

at the top of data sheet. Baseline info ationAduld.

tonsist -Of presenting the five addresses three times to S.

Criterion for the teaching trials Would be finding the

five adds esses andtrs routes for three 'consecutive trials.

Sequence of Cues _and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Itudent's Responses

1. Holding, up a card.Crith 1. S labels card.

an address; T says:
-"Read the card."

2. "Find address on the
map anc.=r--. me- what

A IS the closest bus to
di take to get there

from the Capitol Park."

2 S locates address and
'ands closest bus route..

Note: Continue this until S ha found five new addresses

with bus routes for thr e consecutive trials.

Step 13 -.S looks up an address in the phone book, locates

the closest bus route, rides,the bus to the destination with

T and a small group of SS.

Materials_: Phone book 1
Map of Madison

Data Collection; Data for both baseline- and teaching trial's

shoula''be collected on -responses 1; 2-and 3.
4.

'1182 1C)

S.
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Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues Student's Responses'

1. "Look up Arby's Roast 1. S

Beef in the,phone book

and find the bus route
Abu would take"to get
there an-the map."

2. (At Capitol Park) "Wait

for the bus

and take it to Arby's."

3. While op busT says: 3. S complies:

"Look at the addresses.
When you see the

c)

addresses are getting
close to Arby's
address,- ring the
buzzer and get off."

S complies.

Step 14 - Same as Step 13, except Ss travel in a small group

without T.

Materials: Phone book
Map of Madison

Data Collection: Data for both baseline and teaching trials

should be collected on responses 1-3.

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

Repeat cues 1 and 2 from Step 13.

Step 15 - Same as Step '13, except S travels alone.

Student's Responses,

Material's: Phone book
-Map of Madison

Data Collection:
across the top of
Criterion for the
correct trials in

List-responses
02 and 3 from Step 13

the data sheet. No baseline necessary..

,teaching trials would be three

a row,

Sequence of Cues and Responses:

Teacher's Cues

Repeat cues 1 and 2 froM Step 13.

Student's Responses
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Results

A summary of the criterion performance of each S in Phases 1-111
is presented in Table 1.. It should be noted that attempts to teach
Steps 10-12 of Phase fII were not made because of the impending end

of the school year These steps involved taking a bus from an-individual
Ps home and transferring to another bus in order to reach a destination.
These tasks required that considerable time be spent in one to one
teaching situations outside of school. Unfortunately, such time and
staff could not be allocated at the end of the school year.' Thus, it
was concluded that it would be more useful to attempt to teach steps
that could be completed under the time restrictions than to begin
steps which could not. In addition, Steps 4-15 of Phase IV were'not
attempted because the school term ended. The deleted and untaught
steps in Phases III and IV will be-implemented during the subsequent
school year.

,As'can be determined from Table'l, Ss 1-4 reachedcriterion,bn
all steps of Phases I and II, but only on Step's 1-3 of Phase III.
Thus, Phase IV for Ss 1-4 was not initiated. Although in Phase III,
Step 4, Ss 1-4 were not able to ride the 'actual buses alone, they did
reach criterion when bus riding was perforiped in conjunction with T
(Step 2) or with a small group of Ss (Step 3).

Like Ss 174, Ss 5 and 6 did not acquire the skills necessary to
.ride buses.alone (Phase III., Steps 4 and 9), but did reach criterion
on all other steps, including Steps 17,3 of Phase

Ss 7-10 performed at criterion on all steps oV Phases I and II;
on Step)-1-9 of PhaselIII; and on Steps 1-3 of Phase -IV.

Figures 1-3,pr Abe information regarding the savings in the

number of teaching trials needed to attain criterion performance
acgosalelated tasks within steps. Figuxe 1 depifts the performance
of 86 on the gifting and standing tasks of Step 8; Phase I. Although

Se, required 6 teaching trials tb reach criterion on the sitting task
of Step 3, teaching the standing task was unnecessary since S6
performed without error during baseline trials.

.

Figure 2 represents the performance of S7 during two sight word
reading tasks of Step 1,___Phasd II, and the two complimentary tasks of 1?

labeling these same 'se s of Sight words as they occurred vertically on -

bus"route cards in Step 2, Phase II. S7 required 6.teaching trials

to attain criterion on he first sight word task of Step 1 (Johnson

St.) and 9 teaching tri s on the second ight word task of Step 1

(High1land Park). Once driterion was read d on the two tasks of
Step.,/, S7 was immediately giveh the oppor Unity to 'perform the two

tasks of ,Step.2 and performed without errp during baseline trials.

Similar results are depicted in FigUr 3 for Slo. Figure 3

represents t performance of Lo on tw tasks insPhase IV, Steps 2

and 3: locat two sets of streets in the street index of a map
of Madison and finding these same two sets of streets on the front

of the map. Slo requi4ed 6 teaching trials to reach criterion on the

1_
;.,

4,
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fir t set of streets for Step 2, but required only 3 teaching trials .

to achieve criterion on the. second set. In Step 3 Lo reached criterion

after 10 teaching trials on the first set of streets while needing 3

teaching trials far the second set. In contrast to the data depicted

in Figures 1 and 2, Sio did not perform without error during the

baseline trials on either of the'second tasks. Sip emitted 4 errors

during the 3 baseline trials on the second' task of Step 2 and one

error. for the 3. baseline trials on the second task of Step 3.

The inclusion of these figures is by no means exhaustive of all

data collected. The information was chosen selectively as

representative of perhaps the two most salient performance character-

istics; a) that the students progressed differentially through the

task .analysip, and b) that Many students manifested transfer of

training in the forte of savings in teaching trials to criterion

across. similar tasks and unexpectedly good performance on selected'

untaught tasks.

f)
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P1ASE I - STEP 3 - 16

STEP 3 STEP 3 TEP 3.

(SITTING) (SITTING) (S ANDING)

BASELINE TEACHING .BASELINE

9 ill, INIY M i .. am. Yolla aro C) 0 ,0

TRIALS

figEti. This figure shows'the performance of S6 underl

the baseline and teaching conditions of Phase I, Step 3.

The dotted line represents criterion performance for

Step 3 sitting and Step 3 standing tasks.

jl
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Discussion

Bus riding skills were acqued by all ten students, although the

extent to which the ski4s were acquired varied in degree within and

between students. The program appears to have discriminated two groups

of students along at least two dimensions. One dimension seemed to

be the degree of independence from adults achieved. Students 1-4

were not, at the end of the school year, 'able to-ride the buses alone
but were able to ride with a small group of their peers to a chosen

destination.
as.

Student6 5 and 6 did not acquire the skills necessary to ride
buses without adult supervision. One student had a severe 'visual'
impairment (previously undetected) which made it impossible for her
to read the destination signs on the buses as they approached bus

stops. This student's vision, though, did not interfere with reading
at the close distances used inthe classroom phases of the program.
The other student exhibited "anxious" behavior whenever required to

ride alone. These behaviors wereisufficiently'disruptive to
interfere with taking a bus alone. Attempts made to desensitize the

student to riding a bus alone met with little. success. However,

anecdotal information indicated that when this student rode a bus
with a teacher.present, she was able to get off at the appropriate
stops withouta direct cue from the teacher. It is concluded that

this student would have been able to ride independently had the
"anxious" behavior been eliminated.

In contrast to Students 1-6, Students 7-10 were able to ride
public buses to chosen destinations without assistance from either

peers or teachers. In summary, six students (Students 1-6) achieved
independencecfrom adult supervision, although still remaining
dependent upon their peers, and four students (Students 1 10) acquired

the skills necessary for complete independence. Thus, it can be

concluded that the objective of teaching the riding of public buses

to chosen destinations, independent from adult supervision, was

achieved in part.

Another dimension along which students' performance varied seemed

to be related to the degree of ;task complexity.' Students 1-4 were able

to acquire the skills necessary to ride one bus to and from one -

destination. These same students did not acquire the skills necessary

to transfer buses and to use maps. In comparison to riding one bus,

the added component requiring the utilization of two biases when
transferring seemed to represent a substantial increase in task com-

plexity. Students 7-10, who performed successfully on all steps related

to the riding of.a single bus, also performed successfully when trans-.

ferring buses was required. Students 5 and 6, with the exception of

riding alone, also acquired the rudiments of transferring. In-addition,

Students 5-10 were able to perform the beginning components of the map .

reading skills., It is apparent that the instructional sequenqe, as
written, was sufficiently detailed to enable'some students to acquire

the requisite skills, but,not others. Whether additional,,trials or

a finer breakdown of the instructional components would have reduced

190
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the complexity of the transfer task and enabled. Students 1-4 to acquire,

the necessary skills cannot be concluded.at this time. Further imple-

4 mentation of this program during the current school year will attempt 77,

to'examine these and other questions.

In addition to the manner i,which the program apparently

discriminates within and between students, the data presented in'

Figures 1 -3 seem to support the conclusion that the program teacheS'

some skills.that are generalizable, resulting in a savings in trials

to:criterion. Figure 1.shows the differences between the number of -

trials needed to reach criterion during the program when a sequence o;,

ten bus riding responses were being taught using the 'simulated.

The only variations between the two sets of trials'was the fi-nak.response

in the sequence of either standing or sitting, and the imposed/condition

that on standing-trials all the seats were occupied when the student

boarded the simulated bus. The sequence of responses is considered.

to have generalized singe once the student 'acquired all the skills
.4. j.

necessary in the sitting' component, the standing skills were executed

without dfirect teaching.- The successful transfer from sitting to

standing seems to be a function of teaching students,a general class

of bus riding skills that are adaptable to various riding,conditions.

The high performance level of the star
eing trials canno attribnte

to scheduled reinforcement, since they were, conducted under. baSeline

conditions. 91,The skills acquired during:the sitting trials then seem

to have generalized to'standing and were maintained in the absence

of direct reinforcement..

Figures 2 and'3 contain data which'also.support a conclusion

regarding the existence of generalization across altered stimnla

conditions. Thedata.in,Figure2 shows that once Student 7 had mastered

each set of individuallyaresented sight worda; he was able to lapel

these same words. when they were:presenFed underan entirely different

format--the format .of the bus route cads. As in the standing trials

of Figure 1, the presentation of the route cards was'done under baseline

conditions. The labeling responses acquired in the first stepeappeared,

to have generalized to thenew Ptimuius Situation in the absence of .

scheduled reinforcement Likewise, the°data presented
in Figure 3,

for Student 10 suggests that after the components of looking up a

street name, and finding.it'S coordinates had been performed to criterion

for one set of streets,, the necessary skills were emitted for the

second set of streets with relatively few errors. This pattern also

was apparent for the step which utilized these,coordinAesqo find

street locations on the front of the maps. The fact that a fewerrors

occurred during the baseline corVonent :when each of the second'setof

_streets were presented was probably a function of the difficulty of

the map reading phase when compared.td'the other twd phases for'which

data are presented. Three'perfect trials were required before the

students were considered to have reached criterion for all the steps''

in the program. Admittedly, this is not a very stringent criterion.,

The errors emitted by Student" 10 indicatetheliNossible need fora-more

demanding criterion performance when-teaching the complex skills of

Phase IV. In addition, the fact that all of the students were very

familiar with the mechanics'nf sight-reading may also have led to this
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4gference in errors emitted. I t is signki'icant,'though, that there
is a greater number of err9rs in the first baseline (i.e.,,with the
lirst5# of streets) Wihe map 'reading data than those found during
thebUelima for the se6pnd set Of streets'for each skill taught.

:The data seem to suggeSt the existence of general classes of skills,
tat are' generalizable across varying stimulus conditions: Since

students 11111 be expected to respond to varying conditions whdi t y

.ari).using public transit, the generalAable' skills taught may have
crucial practiCalvalue. FurtherMure, the real .success of such a

program, mayie solely in its ability to teach students skills ghat
are .functional under changing conditions.

.

4,

kraleatir
in addition to the point() brought upn the introduction, the

.folloWing odggeoti may be uoeful:
O ,

c

1. In Step 5 of Pilaus, IV,'atemplate was used to help some of the
f
students zero in on thequadrant 'where the 'street they were re-
quir 'to find was located. The template was A square piece of
car Gard which 'simply formed a border 'around the area in which
the students were looking. The template way faded ad quickly as
possible so that the students would not become too dependent on it.

.2. The use of videotapes in Step 4 of PhasII is not a necessary
comvonentof the program. This step may be eliminated without,
disruptingthe task sequence.. It was initiated in order to save
'some trials when actually riding the buses. After the studeats
'had gainedobme experience iding actual city buses, the use of
videotape res0.ted.in the elimination of the first step of riding,
thee step that sends theorwith the teacher, and enabled them to be-
gin right away riding in a small group. .

-

3,. When presenting the videotape in- Step 4 of Phase II, the tape was
'stopped after' the destination in quegtion had flashed across the.
mon'tbr. This not only aimulatea what would.happen during an
'ac al bus ride, but also decrease ,the time it takes to conduct
a trial. , , ,

4., BecauSe of the difficulty some etudents encountered with the
tPn9fer,phase,.it.is...necessary to make-some suggestions, about
hew thils problem ,ght be avoided First of all,-transfering
lauseo could be simulated through a role playing situation in
the sIassroorit.,* This might factlitate acquisition. Videotape

-..-

Oresentatiqn of two; routes° where 'transferl.ng fs necessary to
reach the cued, desapation may also .Whelpful.

1

5. the stud?nts were gut riding.a bda, they alwayS went 'to a "
destinatimpfor a specific purpose. The went to movies, parks,
and bouiht items,in stores. Thi$ wavdone to emphas e the func-

b tional reason,for taking a bus whether it be busines or pleasure.
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Appendix I

Example of bus route cards:

a. Johnson St./Nakoma Rd. 19

green letters( ------JOHNSON ST.

green

CAPITOL PARK
TENNEY PARK
EAST HIGH spiou
MCDONALD'S
SHAKEY'S PIZZA
EAST TOWNE MALL

'bus route
returning to
Capitol Park NAKOMA RD.

0-

4a

18 7k-

bus route leaving
Capitol Park -

) red

3 x 6 index card with
destinations written in
black ,

dt)

red letters

19 The card above and the ones that follow represent those originally

used in the program. The prosthetic cues built into the card were

eventually faded yielding,a final set of cards having no arrows or

color cues -.

1 93'
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Appendix I

a

11.

b. Highland Pazt/Shertan Ave. (color and layout same as Johnson
St./Nakoma Rd..card)'

HIGHLAND PARK

CAPITOL\PARK
FIRST WIS. BANK . 1:
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
PDQ GROCERY STORE
KOHL'S FOOD STORE
KING'S HOST

SHERMAN AVENUE

Is

c: Park St./North' St. (color and layout sameas Johnson St./
Nakoma Rd. card) rf

0

'PARK ST..

CAPITOL PARK
UNIV. OF WIS. UNION
MADISON GENERAL. HOSPITAL
VILAS ZOO
BURR-OAKS BOWLING
COLISEUM

NORTH ST.

194
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Appendix I

d. Nakoma Rd./Johnson St. (color and layout lame as Johnson St./

Nakoma R4. card)

NAKOMA RD.

CAPITOL PARK
UNIV. OF WIS. UNION
.CAMP RANDALL STADIUM
COPPS DEPT, 'STORE

GOLFLAND
ARBORETUM PARK

JOHNSON ST.

0

e. Example of a "home:bus-route-card" (color and layout same as4

Johnson St./NakomaAd. card)

H

MONONA AVE%

GET OFF (AT DICKINSON
AND WILLIAMSON ST.)

CAPITOL PARK

2241 WILLIAMSON ST.

GET ON (AT BALDWIN
AND WILLIAMSON ST.)

CAPITOL PARK

195
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Appendix II

A

, Below is a listing of places.that'the students were taught to
take a bus to. Sonte of those listed were within walking diStance
of the 'Capitol Park. This information was shown to the students
on individual "bus route cards" which consisted of a white 3 x 6
index card with die name of'the bus route written at the top sand
bottom and each place they could go to along that route. In the

following listing the names of the appropriate bus routes. appear
after the destination.

Services:

Health -

p

f Near Eastside Health Center (Monona Ave./Capitol Park)
Dane County Mental Health Center (Capitol Park)
Dane County Dental Clinic (Capitol Park)
Wisconsin Central Colony (Sherman'Av ighland Park)

Social -

Dane County Social Services (Sherman Ave./Highland Park)

egal -
. ,

Legal Services Center (Capitol Park)

Rehabilitation -

Madison Opportunity Center (Monona Ave./Capitol Park)

Banks -

First Wisconsin National Bank (Highland Park/Sherman Ave,)
( American Exchange Bank ,(Capitol Park)

Miscellaneous -

Food:

Madison Area Association for Retarded Citizens (Sherman
Ae./Highalndyark)

Post Office (main) (Capitol Park)
Police Station,(main) (Capitol Park)
Public Library (main) (Capitol Park)

Retail Grocery -

0
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Appendix II
y.

PDQ Grocery Store (Highland Park/Sherman Ave.)

Kohl's Food Store (Highland Park/Sherman Ave.)

Prepared.-

Mebonald's (Johnson St. /Nakoma. Rd.)

Shakey's Pizza (Johnson St./Nakoma Rd.)

King's Host (Highland Park/Sherman Ave.)

General Merchandise ft Clothing:

4

Copps Department Store (Nakoma Rd./Johnson St.)

East Towne Mall (Johnson St./Nakoma Rd.)

Treasure Island (Ridgewood)
'Penney's Department Store (Capitol Park)

Kresge's 5-10¢ (Capitol Park)

Rennebohm's Drug Store (Capitol Park)

Recredtion:

Parks

Tenney Park (Johnson St./Nakoma Rd.)

Vilas Zoo (Park St./North.St.)
Arboretum Park (Nakoma Rd./Johnson St.)

Theaters -

Capitol Theater (Capitol Park)
Esquire Theater (Capitol Park)
Strand Theater (Capitol Park)
East Towne Cinema r 4 II (Johnson St. /Nakoma Rd.)

University of Wisconsin Onion (Park St./North St.)

Sports -

See parks
Camp Randall Stadium (NakOma Rd./Johnson St.)

YMCA (Capitol Park)
East High School (Johnson St./Nakoma Rd.)

Golfland (Nakoma Rd./Johnson St.)
Burr-Oaks Bowling (Park St./North St.)

197
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Appendix III

P

The fallowing is a list of streets in the city of Madison taught to

the students. .

Set 1

Johnson St.
Nakoma Rd.
Midvale Blvd.
Mineral Point Rd.
University Av .

- Set 2

Sherman Ave.
Milwaukee St.
Atwood Ave.
S. Park St.
E. Kashington Ave.

198
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Set 3

Packers Ave.
Fair Oaks Ave.
Westmorland Blvd.
Wilson Dr.
Williamson St.

8S"
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Appendix

Exampre of a data sheet:

Description of responses,goes here.

Name McDmialfs Tenney P.

$ ey

Pizza

J.S. + + +
,

4 .

N.J. _ +

1 .

:

B.T. -
e

'- I +

*%
. .

0

?
N

*
,

1

fie
,

.

e

:

. .

.

.
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Appendix V

General working vocabulary taught in context of steps (iv., not on

index eards).:

destination
fare
fare-box
bus stop
,coordinate
Madison phone book
Street Index
transfer
bus route card
Madison Metro bus
city bus
school bus

1
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) TEACHING ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED ADOLFASCENTS TO

SECURE SELECTED PRODUCTS AND SERVICE FROM THEIR

COMMUNITY THROUGH FUNCTIONAL USE OF THE

YELLOW PAGES AND TELEPHONE

Eileen Xittelsen!end Nick Ce'rto

Madison Public Schools and University of Wisconsin)

Abstract: Five orthopedically handicapped Students were taught to

use the fellow pages of the local telephone directory and a telephone

to securo the delivdry of a limited number of-goods and'services

necessary for independent communit; living. The program was

divided into six phases. Phase I focused on the skills necessary

to locateethe'phone.numbers of businesses with delivery service.

Phase II involved linking a needed product or service with its

generic class (e.g., food for supper / grocers - retail). Phase III

extended the skills of Phase I to situations where businesses were

verbally'' cued. In Phase IV the students were required to write

down the names and pho a numbers of the businesses located Phase 1-

taught the verbal responses necessary to order a product or service

and dial a telephone number. Finally, Phase VI brought each of

the discrete component together, requiring the students to

actually secure a product or service through the use of he

yellow pages and telephone. Through the development of such skills,

students who had difficulty traveling to businesses acquired an

alternative strategy which resulted inan increased level of

self - sufficiency
,

2

,

1Y

1This paper was supported in part by Federal Contract No. OEC-0-74-7993

to the Madison Public Schools and by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137 to the

University of Wisconsin-Madison from the Department of HEW, Bureau

for Education of the Handicapped, Division of Training Programs,

Washington, D.C. j'
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INTRODUCTION

197

In recent years there has developed a greater interest in providing

special services and facilities for the physically handicapped in our

communities. Whether it hasbeen due to.the political actions of the

young men who returned from the Vietnam War physically disabled, or

whether it is due to a growinN concern on the part of our society for

this overlooked segment of our population, is difficult to ascertain.

Nonetheless one can see the resultd of this. interest be nning

to appear --especially inn metropolitan areas.
Sidewalks are -ben

constructed with curbs sloping to the crosswalk; public restroom.. are

equipped with wider stalls and special hand rails; public telephone

booths in shopping ceragrs are being built at waist level; and city

councils are requesting funds for city buses speci-ally equipped with

ramps for wheelchairs.

Each of these improvements allows for greater freedom and

independence for the physically
handicapped.'nbwever, hundreds of

barriers still remain to hP overcome. For example, grocery stores

have shelves that are often too, high for a person confined, to a

wheelchair to reach; many restaurants have aisles, booths, and tables

that are too small to be negotiated by with a wheelchair; and many

businesses are inaccessible due to the sheer weight of their door.

These and other barriers make it difficult for most physically handi-

capped persons to survive independently inacommunity.

The rationale for teaching orthopedically handicapped adolescents

how to use the yellow pages and the telephone is directly related to

the nature of their handicapping condition and to the physical obstacles

which they face% Until such time that our society completely removes

the physical barriers to independent living, these adolescents must

be equipped with a set of skills to4vercome these obstacles.

One such set of skills is the efficient use of the telephone and,

yellow pages. Almost every product and service necessary for living

can be secured through the telephone--whether it be having groceries

delivered or being 2fitted with orthopedic shoes within the home.'

The yellow pageS is the tool necessary to find out what services

exist, the businesses which offer them, and the telephone numbers

of 'these businesses. This program attempted to teach five orthco-

pedically handicapped students the skills necesSary to locate products

and services listed in the yellow pages and to use the telephone' to

secure them.

2.3
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METHOD

Students (Ss)
°.

The 5 Ss involved were enrolled in a public school-program for
orthopedically handicapped students. Ss ranged in chronological age
from 8 years 11 months -6 16 years _2 months (X = 12.7).- I.Q. ecores
for these Ss range from 67 t6 96 = 82.6). The length of time
these Sshid spent in public school programs varied from 1 to 8 .

years (X = 4.2).

Sl was a 12 year and 9 month old boy with a medicalAi gnosis
of cerebral palsy. He was ambulatory with the use oecrutches and
wore glasses because of visual difficulties. He obtained an I.Q. score
of 76 (full scale) on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children end
was reported to be functioning at a 3.0 grade level of instruction.
According to school records in his cumulative folder he was described
as "not doing as well as he could," "not ready for integration," and

in need of "continued help to develop good study skills."

S2 was an 8 year and 11 month old boy with a medical diagnosis
of muscular dystrophy. He was ambulatory with aid, but spent the

school dayin a wheelchair. He obtained an I.Q. score of 96 (full
scale) on the Wechsler Intelligence,,Scale for Children and was reported
to be functioning et a 3.0 grade level of instruction. During hiS
initial year in orthopedic school he was described in school records
as "making an excellent adjustment," "gaining confidence," and "becoming
more outgoing."

.§.2 was a 16 year and 2 month old boywith a medical diagnosis

f muscular dystrophy. He was confined to a wheelchair. On the

1 Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale he obtained an I.Q. score (full .

scale) of 78 and was reported to be functioning at a 2.0'grade level-.
of instruction.' His school records described him as a "good worker,''
"conscientious," and with "a good attitude."

was a 14 year and 7 month old boy with a medical diagnosis

of spina bifida. He wore leg braces and was confined to a wheelchair.
He wore glasses because of visual difficulties. He obtained an I.Q.

sciop of 67 (full scale) on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children and was reported to be functioning at a 1.0 grade level of

instruction. Prior to foster home and public school placement, he
resided in a state institution.

Ss was an 11 year and 2 month old boy with a mediCaldiagnosis

of muscular dystrophy. He was confined to, a wheelchair. On the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children he,obtained an I.Q. score
of 96 (full scale) and was reported to be functioning at a grade level

of 3.0. According to his school records he was described as
having "few group skills," and heeding to become "more sensitive

to the feelings others."

4
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The 5 Ss were in one instructional' group and all instruction was

conducted ass a regular.class activity.. The group participated.in'the

''program for at least 40minutes per. dal", 4 days per week.

Instructidhal Prerequisites - "

The students who received instruction in this progkat were not

academically naive when the program waq initiated. Before formal

training in this prograT began, they were either taught or requested

to verify mastery of the following prerequisite skills:

Letters and Words

1. Verbal imitation.of the names of the letters of the alphabet.

2. 'Touching the appropriate letter of the alphabet when requested

by the-teacher.

3. Labeling the letters of the alphabet when randomly presented

on flashCards: , .

4. Verbally listing the letters of the,alphabet in sequence.

5. Labeling the letter subsequent to each fetter of'the

alphabet.

6. ,Labeling the letters of 5 printed guideC;Ords? and 5 heading

words3 as presented on flashcards.

\
7. Labeling the letters of 5 heading words-and 5 guide words

(i.e.) words that appear on the top Aeach, page of the

yellow pages that indicate a gross clOsifieation of the

type of goods and services that are listed below) as they

actually, appear in the yellow pages. p,

. Copying the 26 letters of the alphabet in both uppeAand

lower case.

--2Guide word refers to the two words that appear at the top of each

page of the yellow pages. These wordlindicate the. range of businesses

listed alphabetically on each page. For example, "Taxicabs -

"Taxidermists," would indicate that taxiclOwcompapies are found at

the beginning of the lifting and taxiderMista axe .listed at the end

of the page.

8Heading words refer to-the
subtitles found in)the yellow. pages.

These words.indicate a more\precise claSsification than guide words.

"Grocers retail".is an example which indicates a type of grocer.

205
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Numerals '

9. Verbal irritation of the numeral names 0 - 9.

10. Pointing to each numeral 0 - 9, listed in.ser
a .strip of paper, when requested at random.

1 order 0.1

, .

11. Labeling4the numerals 0 9 as they were rand mly_ prelentedA
on flashcards.

12. Labeling the numerals pf 5 telephone numbers as they actually
. appear in the yellow pages.

13. Copying the numerals,0 9.

Telephone
, x

.5 . . .

14. Pointing to each numeral on the telephone when directed by
pre teacher.

-, -,

15. Labeling each numeral on the telephone.
r-

16. Dialing a single number from 0 -,9 following the teacher's
verbal directive.

0

17. I1ialing .3.7-numeral telephone number Prlinted.on g card.

Yellow Pages

f "
18. Discriminating between the white and yellow pages of the

'telephone boob.

19. Turning the pages of the telephone book one at ..a time,

20. Opening to sections of the yellow pages that were divided"
by alphabetical- markers in response to printed cue's.

21. Discriminating between,a guide word and heading word -by
touching one of these two classes of words when directed

by the teacher.

a v ;

Task Analysis

This program is an attempt to organize and teach several bagic
yellow pages and telephone skills and to provide an instructiorlta
model which may be utilized to develop other related telephone and
telephone bodk skills for orthopedically handiCapped studefts, In

order to communicate the relevant components of the instructional
tr program, as well as to .delineate the specific skills required, a

.detailed task analysis follows:

Phase I: Teaching students the location of heading and guide
words in the yellow pages from a printed aue.

.

Part 1 - Teaching students to label the first letter of a

206 heading word fiom a prilirted cue (e.g., "What isthe first
letter in this word - Cleaners?").
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Part 2 - Teaching students to locate the section of the

yellow pages corresponding to the first letter of.the

,word (e.g., "Find the C section of the yellow pages.").

Part 3 - Teaching students to locate the first guide word

in the yellow pages corresponding to the first letter of

the word (e.g., C -,CALKING).

Part 4 - Teaching students to locate the first heading word 6

on that page corresponding to the first letter of the word

(e.g., C - Cabanas-Builders),

Part 5 - reaching students to label the first two lgtters of

a heading word from a printed cue (e.g., "What are the first,

two letters in this word - Cleaners ? ").

Part 6 - Teaching students to locate the first guide word in

the yellow pages corresponding to the first two letters of

the word (e.g., CL CLAY).

Patt 7 Teaching students to cate first heading word on 'that

page corresponding to the rst two letters of he word4

(e.g., CL - Claim Adjusters

Part 8-- Teaching student's to label the fir st three letters of

a heading word from a printed.cue (e.g., "What are the'first

three letters in this 'word - Cleaners?")..

Part 9 Teaching students to locate the first guide word in

.the yellow pages correvponding to the f' t three letters

of the word (e.g., sae - CLEANERS).

Part 10 - Teachirkl, students to locate the first heading word

on that page corresponding to the first Lhree letters of

- the word (e.g., Cle Cleaners)."

Part 11 - Teaching students to label the first four letters of

a heading word from a printed cue.

Part 12 - Teaching students to locate thefirSt guide word in

the yellow pages corresponding to the first four letters

of the word.

Part 13 - Teaching student's to locate the first heading word,

on that page corresponding to the first four letters of

the word. ---,
Phase II: Teaching;students to name heading words which correspond

to statements concerning the function ok community services.

Part 1 - Teaching students to label 10 heading words'as found

in the yellow pages (e.g., "What word is this?").

4Paris 5 - 13 may be unnecessarytdepending on the heading word and the

organization of the yellow pages'. For example, Parts 1 - 10 are suf- .

ficient to locate the heaang word Cleaners. However, al113 parts are

required to-locate a heading word like Hospital Equipment & Supplies,

207
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Pare 2 - Teaching students to mark heading words which correspond
to statements concerning the function of community services

(e.g., 1Ma the heading word under which you will find the
name of a bus° ess that will Rick up and deliver clothes to
be dry cleaned. ').

.. .
,

Part-3 - Teaching students'to,'name heading words which correspond
to statements concerning the function of community services
(e.g., "Name the heading word under which you will 'find
tie name of a business that will picRoup and deliver clothes
to be dry cleaned.").

,
1

Phase III: TeaChing,students the location of heading,and guide
words in the yellow pages from a verbal cue.

Part 1 -ITeachinvstudents to name the first letter of s heading
word from a verbal Cue4e.g., "What is the first letter of
the heading Obrd bleanern"). ,

1

Part 2 Teaching students to locate the section ofthe yellow

. page corresponding to the first letter of the word (e.g.,
"Fis] the C section o4 the yellow pages.!').

. - I
,

Part 3 Teaching students to locate the'first
the yellow pages corresponding to the 'first
word (e.g., C = CALKING)...

Part 4 - Teaching students to locate the ,first
that page corresponding to the first letter

C - Cabanas- Builders). ,

guide word in
letter of the

heading word on
of the word ..

,
"Part 5 - Teaching students to name the firststwo letters.of a

headihg word from ..a verbal cue (e.g, What are the first
two letters of the heading-word Cleaners?") .

.Part 6.= Teaching students-to locate. the first guide word in
the yellow Rages corresponding to the first two letterp-of
the word (e.g., Cl - CLAY).

Part 7 - Teaching students to locate the first heading Oord on

that page corres onding to the first two letters of the word

(e.g., Cl - Cla Adjusters).

Part 8 - Teaching students to name the first three'letters of

a heading word from a verbal cue (elg.," "What are the first

three letters of the heading word Cleaners?"1.

-Part 9 - Teaching students to locate the first guide word in
the yellow pages correspohding to the first three letters

of the word (e.g., Cle - CLEANERS).

Part 10 -.Teaching students to locate the first heading word
on that page corresponding to the first three letters of

the word (e.g., Cle Cleaners).

208*
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Part 11 - Teaching students to label the first four letters of

a heading'word'fiom a verbal cue.

Part 12 - Teaching students to locate the first guide word in

the yellow pages corresponding. to the first four letters of

the word;

Part 13 - Teaching students to locate the first heading .word on

that page, corresponding to the first four letters of the

word.-

Phase IV: Teachin, students to locate the telephone numbers of

---117/75bu8ines s which do deliver products and services in the

community and to write the names of the businesses and the

telephone numbers on a piece of paper.

Part 1 - Teaching students-to label 10 selected sight words

.commonly found in the yellow pages that indicate delivery' -

service (e.g., FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVW).

Part 2 - Teaching students to scan the column under a heading

word frot a verbal cue and to locate one of the 10 sight

words indicating that the busines does deliver product

'or service (e.g., "Point to a word or words in the Cleaners

section which tell us that the business delivers.").

Part 3 L. Teaching students to locate the name of the business

that offers the delivery service (e.g.,, Madison Steam $ Dye

Works).

Part 4 - Teaching students to write the name-of the business

on a piece of paper ,(e.g., "Write the name of the business

on a piece of paper.");

Part 5 - Teaching students to locate the telephone number of

the business that offers the delivery service (e.g.', 257-1073).

Part6 - Teaching students to write the telephone number of, the

---657iness on a piece of paper next to its name (e.g., 'Write

the telephone number of the business on the'piece of paper

next,to its name.").

Phase V: Teaching students the verbal responses necessary.to call

fiva businesses on the.telephone and have products or services

delivered.

Part 1 - Teaching students to respond with a greeting; statement,'

of name, and statement of need (e.g., "Hello. My name is

John Hayes. I would like to have some clothes to be dry

cleaned picked up at my school.") from a visual and verbal
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cue of greeting and business identification from the
receiving end of the phone,(e.g., "Good afternoon. Madison

Steam a Dye. ").

Part 2 - Teaching students to respond with a statement of
correct address (e.g.,'4Lapham School. 1045 East Dayton
Street. Room 117.") from a visual and verbal cue of inquity
of address frol the receiving end of the phone (e.g.,-
"What is the name and address of the school?").

Part 3 - Teaching students to respond with statement of name
'old teacher's name (e.g., "John Hayes. The cleaning will
be billed to my teacher, Mrs. Kittelsen. ") from a visual
and verbal cue of inquiry of name from the receiving end
of the phone (e.e., "What is your name ? ").

Part 4 = Teaching students to'respond w" h a description of the
product desired from a visual and ve bal cue of inquiry of
kpld of prpduct desired-from the re lying end of the phone.

art 5 - Teaching students.to respond with statement of time
(e.g., "Today-or tomorrow before three.") from a visual and
verbal cue of inquiry' of time from the r ceiving end of
the phone (b.g., "When can we pick those up ? ").

Part 6 - Teaching students to respond with a statement of
gratitude and closing (e.g., "Thank you. Goodbye.") from
a visual and verbal statement.of 'gratitude and closing from

the receiving end of the phone (e.g., "We will take care
of it. Thank'you. Goodbye.").

Phase VI: Teaching Students to arrange the delivery of 5 products
pr-services to the-school through use of the yellow pages;and

,s-
telephone.-'

Instructional Materials and Teaching Arrangement

Phase I :. Teaching s dents the Ilocationl of heading and guide

words in the yellow pages from a printed cue.

Instructional Materials: In Phase the following instructional

ma erials were utilized:'

A. Ten 3" x 5" flashcarc15,- each containing a printed heading

word, were constructed. The heading words selected

5In the example of having dlothes picked up to be dry cleaned this

step is not necessary. 8oWever, in the case of having floweis or a

pizza delivered it is necessary.

210
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were judged most functional for the needs of an

.Orthopedically handicapped person. A second

consideration was that each word could be found in the.

yellow pages by using the procedure outlined in

Phase I of this program'. It should be noted here

th'at a minority of heading words cannot be found

in the yellow pages using this procedure; however,

the majority can. The. 10 heading words were divided

into ,2 gets as follows:

Set I Set II

- 1. Cleaners 6. Bakers - Retail

2. Florists - Retail 7. Cheese

3. Grocers - Retail B. Cosmetics B Perfumes - Retail

4.-Laundries 9. Dairies

S. Pizza 10. Hospital Equipment & Supplies

B. A City of Madison Telephone Directory (January, 1974)

was used by the students to locate heading anchguide

words. The yellow pages of the telephone directories

were divided into sections by alphabetical tab markers.

This made the process of looking up words more expgdient

as well as less physically demanding.

C. A sample data sheet used to:record student progress

during teaching in Phase I is presented in Appendix Al.

D.- A stopwatch was used to record the time taken to look

up a heading word during testing in Phase I.

E. A sample data sheet used to record times during'testing

in Phase I is presented in Appendix A2. S's names were

written on the vertical grid under "Name"and the

heading wards printed horizontally across the top of

the sheet.

-Teaching Arrangement: During teaching in Phase F Ss were

seated around a rectangular classroom table. At one end

of the table. T placed the heading word flash card' 'on a

wooden frame so thateach S could,See the word. During

each part of instruction T gave a verbal cue and then

walked around the table With the data sheet Markihg

responses, Bach SresponseWas marked before T'gayfe the-

verbal cue for the next part. It should be-070d that in

Parts 1, 5,.8, and 11 the Ss responded-to the cues in

unison, and each S was marEedWith a correct response;

during baselining.of prerequisite skii1S'it Wag'"deterMined

that.each S had the skill of labeling the'lett8rs.of

the heading words in, his repertoire. Ddiqug testing- of

211
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Phase I, T gave the verbal cue and then walked around the
table with a stopwatch and the data sheet and recorded the
exact time when S located the heading word. In addition,
each S had a porTable'barrier,between himself and another S
to-prevent mutual responding during testing.

4
Phase Teaching students to name headin words which corres ond

to statements concernin, the,funcxion-of community services.

Part 1

Instructional Materials: In Phase II, Part 1, the following
instructional materidls were utilized:

, A. The ten 3" x 5",flasheards containing printed heading
words used in Phase I were used in Part I of Phase II.

0. A sample data sheet used to record progress' in Phase I,
Part 1 is presented in Appendix A2. Ss' names were
written on the vertical grid under "Name" and the 10
heading words printed horizontally across the top of
the sheet.

Teaching Arrangement During Phase I, Part 1, Ss were-seated
around a rectangular classroom table. T-sat at the head of
the table and presented the'flashcards one at timetime to
each S.

Part 2

Instructional Materials': In Phase II, Fart 2, the following
instructional materials were utilized:

4

A. workshee containing 10 sets of three potential answer4
components was constructed. This worksheet was arranged
so that h ading words could be easily circled or under-
lined by Ss. An example of the worksheet -is contained
in Appendix A3.

s'a

B. A sample data sheet used to record pogress in Phase II,
Part 2, is presented: in Appendix A3.

Teaching Arrangement: Duri g'Phase II, Part 2, T and Ss,we
seated around a re a ularclassroom table. T read a
statement concerning the functi n of a community.servi e
and then read t e three heading Words listed under question'#1.
Ss were to mark e correct Heading word. T repeated the
statement and the nswer components once. After each S
had marked a respo e T proceeded to question #2, 3,
and so on. The stater s read were as follows?

,

'
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1. Mark the heading word under which yoti\will find the

name of a business that will pick up and deliver
.

clothes to bedry cleaned.

??. Mark the heading word under which you will find the

name of a business'that All deliver groceries toyour

house.

3. Mark the °heading word under which you will find the

name ofa business that will deliver milk,-butter,.and

ice cream to your house on a daily basis.

4. Mark the heading word under which you wkll find the

name of a business that will deliver wheelchairs, -"walkers

and crutches to your home.

5. Mark the heading word under which you will find the

name of a business that will deliver a pizza to your

home.

6. Mark the'heading word under which you will find the

name of a business that will deliver cheese'to yo4r

home.

7. Mark the heading -word under which you will find the

name of a buisin s that will deliver flowers to a person.

8. -Mark the.heading ward under which you:will find the name

of ebusiness that will deliver special wading and

birthday cakes.

9. Mark the heading word under which,you willifind the

name of a business that will pick up andfieliver clqthei, -

-4to be washed and ironed.

10. Mark the heading word under which you will find the

name of a business that will deliver make-uplotions,

and perfumes to your home.

Part 3

Instructional Materials: In Phase II, Part 3, the following

instructional material pre utilized:

A. A:Sample data sheet used to record progress in Phase II;

Part 3, isepresented in Appendix A2. Ss names were

written on the vertical grid06nder "NaMe" and theen

heading words representing the correct answers to the

ten statements illustrated,in Phase II, Part 2 - Teaching

Arrangement were printed horizontally across the top of

the sheet.

2 .13
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Teaching Arrangement: During Phase II, Part 3, T worked with .0-/
each S individually at a-rectangular classroom table.

Phase III: TeaChing students the location'of headfhg and guide
words in the yellow pages from a verbal cue.

Instructional Materials: In Phase III the following instructional
materials were utilized: 4

A. The City of Madison Telephone Directory (January, 1974)
as described in %ase I - Instructional Materials was
used in Phase III of this program.

B. A sample data sheet used to record student progreis
during teaching in Phase III is presented inAppendix Al.

C. A stopwatch was used to record time taken t
heading word during testing in Phase III.

locate -a -

D. A sample data sheet used to record times during testing
in Phase III is presented in' Appendix A2. Ss' names
were written an the vertical grid undet "Name" and the
heading words printed horizontally across the top of
the sheet.

Teaching Arrangement: During Phase III teaching and testing
was carried out as in Phase I except that.Ss'were given no
visual cues. As in Phase I, Ss responded to the verbal
,cues in unison in Parts 1,.5, 8,.and 11. This step,
however; was not baselined previously; in' retrosipect, the
author feels that this step should not havebeen overlooked.

Phase IV: Teaching stu666ts, to locate the telephone numbers of
5. businesses which do deliver products and services in the
community and to write the name of the businesses and the
telephone numbers pn a piece of paper.

Part. 1
,

Instructional Materials: In Phase IV, Part 1, the following
instructional materials were utilized:

Ten 3" x 5" flashcards each containing a sight word
indicating delivery service were constructed. The
words were cutout from the yellow pages themselves
and pasted on the cards so'as to replicate the exact
size and print type. The words were selected because
of thjr frequency of appearance qn the yellow pages
and each appeared at least once in the columns under
the heading words presented in this program. A
listing of the 10 words follows:

214
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W eliVer,
2. Free Pick-Up and Delivery
3. FAST PICK-UPS-DELIVERY
4.. DELIVERED ANYWHERE.

S. PICK-UP and DELIVERY

209

6. CITY DELIVERY
7. WE DELIVER.
.8. Free Pick-Up and Delivery

(large bold print)
9. Pick -Up and Delivery

10. Radib Equipped Trucks
FOR PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

.

DIAL

0

B. .A sample data sheet used to record progress in Phase P,

Part 1, is presented in Appendix A2. Ss! names were

written on the vertical grid under "Nalie" and the 10

sight words printed horizontally across the top of

the sheet.

Teaching Arrangement: During Phase IV, Part-1T and Ss were
seated-around,a rectangular classroom table.,\'-T presented

the flashcards one at a time to each S.

Parts 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
ciliss

- .

Instructional Materials: During PhaOe
7 IV, Parts 2, 3, 4, 5,

and 6 the following instructiOftal materials were utilized:

A. The CitS, of Madison Telephone Directory (January,v1974)

as described in Phase I Instructimal Materials was

used in Phase IV, Parts 2-- 6, of this program.,.

B. A piece of note paper and a pencil, were given to each S.

C. A sample data she t used to record progress during Phase

IV, Parts 2 - 6, is presented in Appendix A4.

,

Teaching Arrangement: During Phase IV; Parts 2 - 6, T and Ss

were seated around a rctangalar classroom table. T gave

a verbal cue for each Part and whenEs had made their

responses, they raised.their hands. fwould check. and

record the response fca. each S beforegiving the, cue for

the following part;

Phase V: Teaching students the4eriml responses necessary to

call businesses on the tel and have products or services

.delivered.

Instructional Materials: During Phase V the followin

',instructional materials were -utilized:

A. Five scripts each'containing a 2- person dialogue were

prepared. These scripts were arranged so as to resemble

in written.form an actual dialogue which might take

place when a person is retaining delivery service.

An example of a script used in this,-program is contained

in Appendix A5.

2 tr
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B. School demonstration telephones provided by the Wisconsin
Telephone Company were used.6 These telephones have a
manual-operated control board with both a regular-dial
and a touch-tone phone connected to it. T could
manipulate the controls to provide a ring, dial tone,
busy signal, etc: S heard his own voice and the voice
on the receiving end exactly as he would hear them
using a real telephone.

C. Five 3" x 5" flashcards each containing the name and
telephone inumbOr of one of the 5 businesses to be called
were constructed. This was done so that Ss could
concentrate on the verbal components of the task in
this phase.

10
A sample data sheet used to record progress in Phase V
is presented in Appendix. A6. _

Teaching Arrangement:- During Phase V T and Ss were seated at
a rectangular classroom table. T operated the demonstration
telephone control board, which was placed on the.tablein
front of her. T also had a copy of the script and a data
sheet. One S script,'a time was given a script, flashcard
with busineii name and telephone number printed on it, and
a demonstration telephone. The receiving telephone was
placed in the rear of the classroom behind a room divider.
The classroom matron operated this telephone with a copy
of the script in hand and spoke' as they business pers6n.

Phase VI: Teaching students to arrange the delivery of 5 products
or services to the school through use o the,yellow pages and

the telephone.

'Instructional ,Materials: During Phase VI the following
instructional materials were utilized:

A. The City of Madison Telephone Directory (January, 1974)
as described in Phase I - Instructional Materials. was
usedin Phase VI.

B. A pencil and a piece of note paper was given to each
S for writing down the business names and telephone
numbers.

C. An operating telephone provided by the school was used.

6The reader can contact his local telephone company for further informatioh

regarding this free service for schools.

2L6
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D. A sample data she -'t used to reQord.results is presented

in Appendix A2. names were written on the vertical

grid under "Name" and the heading word representing

the product or service to be delivered printed
horizontally across the top of the page.

Teaching Arrangement: Each S was seated individually at a

rectangular teacher's desk. AA operating telephone; a

City of Madison Telephone Directory, a piece of paper,

and a pencil were on the top of the desk. T was seated

on ahair to the rear of S, a point from'which she could

hear S's conversation and mark his responses on the data

sheet":

Graphs and Consequation

Individual graphs were constructed for each S. These graphs

depicted the number of correct responses across trials'or, in some

parts, the total time required to perform a cued response during a

trial for each part of each phase of the program. Social praise

was dispersed impediately after ,each correct response.. In addition,

durinhases I and III a large chart was placed on the bulletin

board vith Ss' names and the heading words to be located printed pn

it. The first time during testing S loicated a hehding word withini,

1 minute 30 seconds he received a green star to place on the chart.

On the S'econd consecutive occasion that S located the word within

the time limit, he received a gold star. Finally, during _Phase VI

the strongest reinforcer was the actual pizza, groceries, flowers,

laundry, and dry cleaning delivered to the Ss, at school.

° Teaching Design and Procedures

In this program Phase VI represents the specific terminal

objective which Ssioxe to meet, Phase I - V delineate a series of

less conplex responses which are necessary for the performance.of

this objective (Phase VI). The'parti within each phase areals6

ordered serially and are assumed necessary for the mastery of tve.

objective for each individual phase, The instructional program'Was

organized as follows:

A: Baseline Phase VI

B. Baseline Phase
C. Teach Phase I, Parts 1 - 13

D. Test Phase I

E. Baseline Phase. Ii

F. Teach Phase II, Parts 1 3

G. Test Phase II
H. Baseline Phase III

I. Teach Phase III, Parts 1 - 13

J. Test Phase III

K. Baseline Phase IV
L. Teach Phase IV, Parts 1 - 6

,2 17
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,/ '..4/1. Test Phase IV
N. Baseline Phase V

A.I.
Teach Phase V

,
.(

P. Test Phase VI

ilt,

ft Phase VI: Teaching students to arrange the delivery of 5products '

or services through use"of the yellow pages and telephone.
a

The purpose of Phase VI was to determine whether Ss could
chain a series of less complex responses inorderto-perform
the objective of Phase VI. Before any teaching procedures
were, employed in Phases I - V, Ss were evaluated to determine
whether any could; meet the objeEtive.i,

,,

.
.

Baseline Procedures - Phase VI: S's ability to arrange the
delivery of 5 products or services to the school, through
use of the yellow pages and telephone was ssessed in the
following manner: T presented fl wit lephone book)
apiece of paper and a pencil; and an-op ing telephone,
it said: "He e i§' a telephone book and-A ephone. Call

up and have prOduct or service) del-iv.ert:'to school."
Si was required to locate the name of a,basiness.that-..

..., delivered theproduct or service,.call the businesscqn
*.thetelephone, and arrange-6 i'llie'ii'le,Pi-OduOi'or,:seiVice

delivered to'school. If Si arranged the delivery of the
product or,servi e, T marked a "+". in the appropriate box

i
on the data shee . Tf Si did not arrange the delivery,
T marked a "-'! or the data sheet. It should be noted that
no indication of accuracy was provided. T.continued this
procedure until SJ had an opportunity to respond'to
di=rections relating to the S businesses:located under
heading words in Set I. The dame procedure was repeated
with the remaining 4 Ss until each had the opportunity
to respond to the S directions.

,

Phase I: Teaching Ss the location of heading and guide words
yellow pages

.0., t

.

., ..A

Phase I was divided into 4,-7, '10.?'or 13, rts depending-on
the heading word and its location in!thet,,ellew pages. In

order to locate 5., heading word, a method Of alphabetical
attack was necessary. The parts in Ph,; '. I delineate this

strategy. Because-it was expected tb' wbul41 becoMe '
,

',proficient at this method of attack th h repetition:
th@ objective ofyhase I Wag net .1;o measure progress 'in

developing the method of attack (i.e.; Wachieve errorless
responding for'3 consecutive trials on Parts 1 - 13)hut ..,

,- rather to' measure the efficiency with which Ss could' apply
this method to locate heading words. It wasThrbitrarily'
decided thatthe'criterion for a correct respdnse Was
locating a heading word within 1 minute and 30 seconds.

2 18
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The author felt that if Ss took any longer than this, they

were not using an efficient method of attack. Included in

this ,time was an.allowance for the physical.disabilities

involved.- A test-teach-test design was chosen to ,asiess"

the Ss during this phase because it efficiently measures

the rate response required and because it frees the teacher

to.implement the procedure. Phase I was organized as follows:

A. Ba$eline (i.e., Test) Set I

B. Baseline Set II

Ct Teach Set I'

D. Test Set I
E.* Baseline Set II

F. Teach Set II
G. Test Set II

Baseline Procedures: 4ach S's ability to label the letters

of the printed heading words and tp distinguish. between a

heading word and a't.q.ide word ;}vas obtained prior to -

instruction. Baseline measures were obtained as follows:

T presented the first heading word of Set I to Ss and

said, "Find:this word in the yellow ppgeg-." T began

timing at the moment the verbal cue was terminated. When

Ss located the word, they raised their hands and Trecorded

The time'of each S's response.. If S was pointing to the

heading word and 'the time was Withfi7 1 minute 30 seconds

a "+" was marked in the approptiate box on the data sheet

next to the 'time. If S was pointing to thb heading word

andthe time -was not within 1 minute 30 seconds,.a "-"

was marked on the data sheet. If S was not pointing

to the heading word regardless of time, a " -" was marked-

on the data sheet.. Ss were given up to 4 minutes to

complete their response. It should be noted that no

indication of accuracy was provided. T proceeded in

this manner until all 10 heading words of Sets I and XI°

. had been presented to Ss.
0

Teaching Procedure - Set I: Ii` baseline 'measures suggeited

Ss could not locate heading words in Set I within the

time limit, tke'folIowing'procedure was implemented:

Part 1: Teaching Ss to-label the first letter of a heading

word from a printed cue.

.Tpiesented Ss with the first heading w r froM Set I

and said, "What is the first letter of his:Word?" Ss

mere required to respond in unison with the appropriat

letter name. T provided Ss With appropriate verbal

praise and marked a "+" fpr each Sin the appropriate

boxes on the data sheet..
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Part 2: 'Teathing.Ss to locate the section of the yellow pages
corresponding,to'the first letter of the word.

T said: "Find the section of the yellow pages. Ss

were required to open the yellow pages to the appropriate.

section as marked by an alphabetical tab marker,. If S
correctly pointed to the section, T provided S with
appropriate verbal praise'( "Great, good job,'etc.") and
marked a "+" in the appropriate box on the data sheet.
For incorrect responses, T opened the telephone book from
the front cover to the appropriate section. T pointed

to the alphabetical tab marker which indicated Wet correct .

section and said, "This is the section of the yellow
pages; what section is it?" S was required to respond
with the appropriate name of That section. T closed the
telephone' book, repeated the cue, and had S imitate the
procedure of finding that particular section. If S
pointed to the correct section the second time, T provided
appropriate verbal praise ("Fine, that's better) etc.,")
but recorded a ".:" on the data sheet,

Part 3: Teaching Ss to locate thefirst guide word in the
.yellow pages corresponding to the first letter of the word.

T said: "Find the first guide word at the top of the page
that begins with ." S was required to p9int to the first
guide word that began with the first letter of,the printed
heading word cue. If S pointed to the correct guide word,
T providtd appropriate verbal pr ise nd marked a "+" in

For incorrect
e by turning to
ical tab marker.

The appropriate box on the data
responses, T modeled the correct respon
the section as marked by the alphabe
T scanned the top of the page (and the
necessary) until T located the first gu
withthe first letter of the printed he
T pointed to the guide word and said
guide word that begins with ; wher

word that begins with Y" S was r

the guide word. T returned the pa
as- marked by the alphabetical tab
cue, and had S imitate the.procedu
word. If S correctly located the gu
time, T provided appropriate verbal pr
a "-" on the data sheet.

ollowing page if
de word beginning
ding word cue.

This is the first
is theirst guide

quired to point to
a to the section
arker, repeated the

of finding the guide
e wordihe second

se, but recorded

.

Part 4 - Teaching Ss to locate the:first heading word on that
age corres ondin to the first letter of the word.

T said, "Point to the first heading word on that page that
,begins with S was required to point to the first
heading word on that page that -began with the first letter
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of the printe&heading word cue. If S pointed to the

correct headiAg word, T said, is that this word?" (as,

she pointed to the priTted heading word cue). -jf it was

the word and S said "Yes," T provided appropriate verbal

praise and marked a "+" in the appropriate box on the

data sliest. If it was not the word, and S said "No," T

said, "No, it is not the word" and marl-,..da -;" on the

data sheet. T then proceeded to Step 5. For incorrect

responses, T.modeled the correct res on by.opening the

yellow pages to the page with thd rst ide word that

begins with the,first:let al e prime. heading word

cue (found in Step 3). scanned the column fa wn and
up, left to right) until T OP the first heading word

that began with the firstletter ,f the printed heading

word cue. T pointed to. the headi,g word pd. said, "This

is the first heading word that b-:ins with ; where

is the firsCheading word that,segins with ?" S was

required to point to the heading word. T returned the -

telephone book to S (leavim it on the same paee), repeated

the cue, and had S imitat this scanning 'procedure. %-rf

.
S pointed'to the correct leading word the second tinge,

T said, Is that this word?" (as T pointed to the printed

heading word cue). If it was the word and S said "Yes,"

T provided social praise but marked a in the

appropriate box on the data sheet. If it was not the

word and E said "No,'1 T said, "No, it is not the word,"

and marked a "-" on the data sheet. T then proceeded to

Step 5: 0

Part 5 - Teaching Ss to label the first two letters of a

heading word from a printed nue.

T said, "What are the first two!letters in this word ?!'

awhile T held up the flashcard with the heading word

printed on it). Ss were required to respond in unison

with the, first tZletters of the word. T provided Ss

With'verbal praise 'for correct responses and marked a

"+" for each S in the appropriate boxes on the data sheet.

!art 6 - Teaching Ss to locate the first guide word in the

yellow pages corresponding to the.first two letters of

the word.

T said, "Find the first guide word at the top of the page

That begins with ." S was required to point to the

first guide word that began with the first two letters

of the Ointed heading word cue.. If S pointed to the

correct guide word, T provided verbal reinforcement and

?larked a "+" appropriate box on the data sheet.
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For incorrectincorrect responses, T modeled the correct response
as in Step 3. T-began the modeling from the page on
which the first heading word that began with Was

located (Step 4).

Part 7 - Teaching Ss to locate the first heading word on that
page corresponding to the first tro letters of the word.

T said, "Point to the first heading word =that page that
Begins with ," S was required to point to the first
heading word on that page that began with the first two

A letters of the printed heading word cue. If S pointed to
r the correct heading word, T proceedeoPas in Step 4. T

began the modeling on the page with-the guide word' that
began with the first two letters of the printed heading
word cue (found in Step 6).

Part 8 - Teaching Ss to label the first "three letters pf a .

heading word from a printed cue.

T said, "What are the first three letters in this word?" .

"while T held up the flashcard with the heading word
printedlron it). Ss were required to respond in unison
with the first three letters of the word. T'provided Ss
with appropriate verbal praise and marked im+" for each
S in the appropriate boxes on the data sheet.

Part 9.- Teaching Ss to locate the first guide word in the dlt.

yellow pages.corresponding to the first three letters of
the word.

T said, "Find the first guide word at the top of the page
That begins with ." S was required t o p gj.nt to the

first guide word Thabegiiiwith the firstfhree letters
of the printed heading word cue. If S pointed to the
correct guide word, T provided verbal reinforcement and
marked a "+" in the appropriate box on the data sheet.
For incorrect responses, T modeled the correct response
as in Step 3. T began the moaeling from the page on
which the firstheading word that, began with is located

(Step 7).

Part 10 - Teaching Ss to locate the first heading word on that
page corresponding to the first three 1tters of the word.

T said, "Point to the first heading word on that page that
Begins with ." S was required to "'It to the first
heading word on that page that began with the first three
letters on the printed heading word cue. If S pointed to

22
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the correct heading word, T proceeded as in Step 4. For

incorrect responses T modeled the correct response as in

Step 4. T began the; modeling on the page with the guide

word thai-began with the first three letters of the printed

heading word cue (found in Step 9).

Part 11 - Teaching Ss to label the first four letters of a

heading word from a-printed cue.

T said, "What are the first four letters of this word?"

while T held up the flashcard with the heading word

printed-On it). Ss were required to respond in uniIiin with

'the first four letters of the word. T provided Ss with

appropriate verbal praise and marked -a- "-r- for each S in

the appropriate boxes on the data sheet.

Part 12 - Teaching Ss to locate the first ,guide word in the

yellow pages corresponding to the first four letters of the

word.

T said, "Find the first guide word at the top of the page

That begins with ." S was required to paint to the

first guide word that began with the first four lettersof

the printed heading word cue. If S pointed to the correct

guide word, T provided social praise and-marked a "+" in

the appropriate box on the data sheet. For incorrect

responses, T modeled the correct response as in Step 3. T

began the modeling fromthepage on which the first heading

word that began with is located (Step 10).

Part 13 - Teaching Ss to locate the first heading word on that

page corresponding to the first four letters of the word.

T said, "Point to the first heading word on that page that

begins with :".S was requiredto point to the, first

heading wordon.ThR page that began.' with the first four

letters of the printed heading word Cue.. If S pointed to

the correct heading,word, T pxoceedegl,as in Step 3. For

incorrect responses T modeled the correct response as

Step,3:. T began the modeling on .the page with the guy.

,word that began with the first four letters of the printed

`heading word due (found in Step 121:

Testing procedures .* Set I - T again used the Baseline Procedures

described in Phase I and recorded the performance of Ss

on Set I. Teting' was done after each teaching set (i.e.,

after 1 teaching trial on each of thejAeading words).

If S made a criterion response; T pro ded appropriate

verFal,piaise and place a grepn star in the appropriate

box on the classroom chart. The'heading word was then

put,into the Retest Set for that S. If S's response did
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not reach criterion,, the heading word was put in the
Reteach Set for that S. The following day Ss either
repea,ted the teaching procedure on words in Reteach
Set or wei-e retested on words in their Retest Sett Each
S was given a gold star for his second consecutive correct
ITesponse:, This test-teach-test procedure was repeated
until an S located each heading word in Set I on two
consecutive trials within 1 Minute 30 seconds. Note:
It must be emphasized that Ss were not required"to follow
a step-by-step procedure in .locating the heading words ;
during testing. Some Ss did'need to'use the procedure,'
while others began to rely solely on guide word cues or other
strategieto locate words which also vas a totally
acceptable response,.

Baseline Procedures - Set II: T again used the Baseline
Procedures. described in Phase I and recorded the performance
of Sson Set II. This baseline score provided T with a
measure of generalization between taught and untaught
heading words.

Teaching Procedures -,Set II: If baseline measures suggested
Ss could not 'locate heading words in Set II within the
prescribed time limit, T again used the Teaching Procedures -
Set I described in Phase I.

Testing Procedures - Set II: T again used the Testing Procedures -
Set I described in- .Phase I. It should be noted that if S
ma ft criterion resoonsP nn any of the heading words duTing
Baseline, this word was put into the Retest Set without
waTEg Teaching,Procedures.

Phase II: ;Teaching Ss to name heading words which correspond to
statemants concerning the function of community services.

Phase 'II was divided into 3,pArts and wns designed to teach
Ss the4correct heading words to Iodate when they desired a
Texticular product Or service to be delivered. In Part 1 Ss
were taught to label the 10 heading words which they located
in Phas'erl. In Part 2°Ss were read a statement concerning
the function o community services and were to mark on a
worksheet the eading word which corresponded to this statement
from a choice 3. In Part 3 the same statements were read,
but Ss were re #ired to name the corresponding heading word
without any vi or verbal cues. The instructional sequence
fdr Phase II w s follows:

A. Baselinc -ase II
B. Baseline Part 1
C. Teach Part 1 to criterion
D. Baseline Part 2

224.



E. Teach Part 2 to criterion

F. Oaseline Part 3

G. Teach Part 3 to criterion

219

Baseline Procedures - Phase II: Baseline measures of Phase II

were obtained as follows: T said to Sa, "Name the heading

word under which you will fad the name of.a business that

will (function of business)." (See Phase II - Teaching.

Arrangements for exact statements used) sa was required

-to name the heading word (exactly as it appeared in the

yellow pages) which corresponded to the.statement concerning

the function of community services. If j correctly named

the heading word, T marked a "+" in the appropriate box on

the data sheet For incorrect responses, T marked a "-" on

the data sheet. No indication 'of accuracy was provided.

T proceeded in this manner until Si had responded to all

10 statements. T then read the 10 statements to S2, S3,

etc., until all 10 statements had been'rend and responded

to by each S on two occasions.

part 1 - Teaching Ss to label 10 heading words as found in the

yellow pages.

Baseline Procedures - Part 1: Baseline measures of Phase II,

Part 1, were obtained as follows: T presented the first

heading word which was printed on a flashcard to .Sa and

saidl "What word is this?" If labeled the word correctly,

a "+" was marked in the appropriate box on the data sheet.

If Si labeled the word incorrectly, "-" was marked on

the data sheet. It should be noted hat A;-indication

of accuracy,was provided. T then p esented the second

4

heading word to S , the third headin word to §3, etc.

until each S had responded to each of the 10 words on 2

consecutive occasions. Word's that Ss did not label cor-

rectly in 2 conzecutive baseline trials were put into a

Teaching Set:

Teaching Procedures - Part 1: If baseline measures suggested

Ss could not label the headiug-Itaords, the following

procedure was implemented: T presented the first heading

word to,Sa and said, "What qpd is this?" If' Si correctly

labeled the heading word, tprovided appropriate verbal,

praise and recorded a "+" in the appropriate box on the

data sheet. If SJ labeled the word incbirectly, T marked

a "-" on the data sheet and said1 "No! This word-is

(correct label)." T then repeated the cue, "What word

is this?" If Sl labeled the word correctly, T provided

appropriate verbal praise but did not record a "+"ion the

data sheet. T then presented the second heading'Ard-to

.§2, the third heading word to S3, etc. This procedure

was repeated until each S correctly labeled each heading

word on 2 consecutive occasions.
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Part,2 - Teaching Ss to mark heading words which correspond to
statements concerning the function of community services.

Baseline Procedures - Part 2: Baseline measures of Phase II,
Part were obtained as follows: T presented Ss with a
Written worksheet. -T nid,'"Here is a worksheet for yOu
to do. I will read a,statement and then read the three
hyedding words printed on your paper. Mark the heading

" cord which you think best matche my statement. I will
read each statement" twice." T then read the first statement,
"Question number -. Mark' the heading word under which
yo01 will find the name of a business that will (function
of business)t" t then read the three heading words listed
for question number . Ss were required to mark the
correct heOing word from a choice of three which corresponded
to Tip statement concerning the function of.the business.
T proceeded in thi. manner until Ss had responded to all
10 statements.° T corrected the papers and recorded the
number correct.in the appropriate spate on the data sheet.
T repeated this procedure on the second consecutive baseline

. trial, whereupon baseli e was terminated.

Teaching Procedures - Part 2:- If baseline measures suggested
Ss could not mark headinrwords which correspond to statements
concerning the .function of community services, the following
procedure was implemented: T presented §11. with the corrected
worksheet. T'said,'"§j, look at question number ." T 4
then repeated the cue for that question, "Mark the headYng
word under which you will find the, name of a bupiness that
will (function of.business)." If Si corrected himself, T
said, "Yes, (Heading word) is the hcading mord under which
you will find the name of a' usiness that will (function of
business).1" If SLI made an incorrect response the second'
time, T said, "Nol (Heading word) is the beading word under
which you will find the name of a business that will (function
of business)." T repeated-the cue. Si made a correct
response and.T Said-,."Find, thank you." T repeated this
procedure with S2, etc., until each error was corrected.
On the following day T readministered the worksheet. T
corrected the worksheRs'and any errors were corrected
as described above. The procedure was repeated until an
S completed 2 worksheets without an error on 2 consecutive
occasions (including Baseline worksheet).

Part 3 - 'Teaching students to name heading words which 'correspond
to statements ooncerning the function Of community services.

Baseline Procedures - rt 3: T again used the Baseline
Procedures described in Phase II.

O
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- Part 3: If baseline-Measures suggested

Ss could not name heading words which correspond to statements'

concerning the function of community services, the following

procedure'was implemented: T said to Sa, "Name the headin

word under whicItyou will find tte name of a business that

will (function of business)." 51 was required to name the

heading word (exactly as it appeared in the yellow Pages

whielcorrespoAW to the statement concerning the foction

of the community ervice. If Si correctly named thecheading

word. T provided appropriate verbal praise and recorded a

" +" in the appropriate box on the data. sheet. For incorrect

responses, T said, "No!" repeated the cue, "Name the heading

irord under which you will' find the name of.a. business that

will (function of business)" and modeled the correct

response, "(Heading word)." P repeated the cue again. .

If Sa correctly imitated the model, T provided appropriate

verbal praise but marked a "-" on the data sheet. T

continued this procedure until Si had responded-to all

10 statements. T then read the 10 statement, to S2, S3:

etc. This procedure was repeated until an S responded

correctly to each Of the 10 statements on 2 consecutive

occasions.

Phase III - Teaching Ss the location of heading and guide ords

17The yellow pages from a verbal cue.

The purpose of Phase III was to teach Ss to locate the 10

Wading words in Sets I and II in Phase I, but withouva

visual cue. The instructional program (Design, Baseline

Procedures; Teaching Procedures,,and Testing. Procedures)

was carried out exactly as'Phase I, and'the reader is directed

to Phase I when implementing Phase III. The only modification

made was that T did not present a flash card with the heading

word printed on it-to Ss. In addition, there is a minor

language change: In Pi:rts 1, 5, 8, and 11 of Phase. III the

phrase "the heading Word, (Heading word)" is substitqted for

"this word" as it appeaied in Parts 1, Si 8, and 1I of Phase

Phase IV: Teaching Ss to locate the telephone numberp of five ,,

.-7-businesses which do deliver roducts and services in the

community and to write the names of the businesses and the

telephone numbers on a piece °f" a er

Phase IV was divided into 6 parts and was desihned tip,teacll

Ss to discriminate whether or.not a business had a

delivery service. "In addition, Ss were taught to write the

name f the business and its tefEPhone number n .a piece of

paper before placing a telephone call. The fiv types of

businesses chosen were those located under the he ding words

in Set I. 1) a cleaners, 2) a'florist, 3)'a -g eery store,

7
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laundry, and 5) a pizza restaurant These products and services
were felt to be the most reinforcing to Ss and also were easiest

to secure for delivery to the school.

In Part 1 Ss were taught to label 10 select sight words commonly
oused in the yellow pages to indicate that a business does
have delivery service. In Part 2 Ss were taught. to' scan the
section denoted by the heading word to locate such a delivery

1

sight word. In Parts 3 - 6 Ss were taught the procedd for

locating the business name and telephone number and wr.ting
these on a piece of paper. The instructional sequence for
Phase IV was as follows: e.

A. Baseline Phase IV .

B. Baseline Part 1
C. Teach Part 1 to criterion

7
D. Teach, Parts 2 - 6 to criterion
E. Test Phase IV

. Baseline Procedures - Phase Baseline measures of Phase IV

were obtained as fo s: T said to Ss, "Find the name
And telephone number of a business that will (function of
business) and write them on A piece of paper." Ss were

IWq to locate the heading word corresponding to the
function named, locatera business name in the column
underneath the heading word which did deliver its product
or service (as denoted by a delivery sight word), and write

the business name and telephone number on a piece of paper.

It should be noted, that there was more than one acceptable

regponse for there were numerous businesses wkhin.a
'_specific column which did deliver. If an S correctly

wrote the name and telephone number of,a brsihess,which
provided delivery service; T marked a "+" in the appropriate
box on the datwsheet. ForIncorrect responses, T marked
a "-" on the data sheet. It should be noted that no
indication of accuracy was provided. T proceeded in this
manner until SS had responded to all 5.directions relating
to 5-business-es denoted by the heading words in Set I on

2 consecutive occasions.

Part 1 Teaching Ss to label 10 select sight words cpmOhy
found in the ellow pages that indicate delivery service.

Baseline Procedures - Part 1: Baseline measures of Phase IV,

Part 1 were obtained as follows: T presented the first
delivery sight word to Sj and said: "What word is this?"

7The ori ina1 baseline' showed that Ss were not able to perform parts

2 - 6; the efore, they were not rebaselined. Parts 2 - 6 were taught

simultaneously because they,' comprised a self-contained sequence.

228
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If sa labeled the word correctly, a 01+" was marked in the

appropriate box on the data sheet. If SI labeled the word

incorrectly, a "-" was marked on the data sheet. No

irtication of accuracy was provided. T then presented

the second word to S2, the third word iro,S5, etc., until ,

each S had responded to each of the'10 words on 2 consecutive

occasions. Words that Ss did not label correctly in 2

consecutive baseline trIa16Were put into individual

Teachinfr Sets.

Teaching Procedures Part 1: If baseline measures suggested,

Ss could not label the delivery sight Words, the following

FrOcedure was implemented: T presented the first delivery

sight word.teSa and said, "What word is this?" If Si

correctly labeled the sight Word, T provided appropriate

verbal praise and recorded a "+" iihe appropriate box

on the data sheet. If 11.1abeled,the word intorrectlY,

T marked a on the data sheet and said, "Noi,This
word is (correct label)." !then repeated the cue, "What

word is this?" If Si labeled the word correctly, T provided

.
appropriate verbal praise Writ did not record a "+" on the

data sheet. T presented the'second delivery sight word

to S2, the third sight word, to 13, etc. This procedure

was repeated until each S correctly labeled each delivery

sight word on\2 consecutive occasions.

o
Part 2 - Teaching Ss to scan the column un der a heading word

a verbal cue and ito locate one of the ten sight words

indicating that the business does deliveiIiiiiadact or

service.

Teaching Procedures - Part 2: If baseline Measures of PhOe IV.

suggested Ss could not locate a business name iikkhe column

underneath the heading word which did provide delivery

service and write the business name and telephone number

on a piece of paper, the following procedure was imple-

mente0 (Parts 2 - 6): T said.to Is, "Find the heading

word (heading word). Piiint to a word or words in the

(heading word) section which tell usthat the business

delivers." Ss were required to locate the correct heading,

word in the yellow pages and to point to a sight word in' .

that section that indiaated a business delivered its

product or service. If an S correctly located a delivery

sight word in the correct section, T provided appropriate

verbal praise and recorded a "+" in the appropriate box on

the data sheet. For incorrect responses T modeled the

correct response by pointing to the headirig word at the

beginning of the section. T scanned the whim's ofialatsectim

until T located a delivery sight word. .T pointed to, the

sight word and said, "This word is (delivery sight word)

.229
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and it tells us that the business delivers its product or
service; what word is this?"- S was required to label the

sight-word. T returned the terephone book to S, repeated
the cue, and 5ad S imitate this procedure. If S pointed

to a delivery sight ward the second ime, T provided
appropriate verbal praise but marked a "-cop .the data

sheet. T repeated this procedure until each, S's response
was verified or corrected. T then proceeded to Part 3.

Part 3 - Teaching Ss to locate the name of the business that
offers the delivery service.

Tp <ching Prodedures - Part 3: T said to Ss "Point to the
:tn e o the business that delivers in That ad." Ss were

req iced to poiat to the name of the business in The same
ad as the delivery sight word (located in Part 2). If

an S pointed to the correct business name, T provided
appropriateverbal praise and recorded a "b" in the
apprdpriate bo-ron the data sheet.. For incorrect responses,
T said "No!" pointed to the name of the business and
said, "This is the name of the business that delivers
in this ad." T repeated the cue,_"Point to the name of
the business that delivers in that ad." If S pointed to
the business name the second time, T provides appropriate
verbal praise., but, marked a "-" on the ;data 'sheet. T

repeated this prOcedure until each S's response was
verifiede 'or corrected. -T then procTeded to Part 4.

Part 4 - Teaching Ss to write.the name of the business on a

py.seafpazes.

Teaching Procedures - Part 4: T said to Ss, "Write the name

tf the business on a piece of paper." Ss were required

to write the name of the business (located in Step 3)
exactly as it appeared in the yellow pages on a piece of

,,paper. lef.an S wrote the business name correctly, T
provided appropriate verbal praise and recorded a "+" in .

the appropriate box on the data sheet. If an g'did not
copy the business name correctly, T said, "No, that is

not right" and erased the ,incorrect business name. T

then said, "Watch me." T then copied the business name

while S watched. T thensaid,,"Now yolOeopy the name

beside mine." If S matched T's written model, T
provided appropriate verbal praise but marked a " -" on

the data sheet. T repeated this procedure until each

S's tespon was verified or corrected. T then proceeded .

TO Phrt §.

Part 5 - Teaching Ss to locate the telephone number of the

business that offers the delivery service.

;IN
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Teaching Procedures - Part 5: T said to Ss, "Point to the

telephone number of'the business that'delivers in that ad."

Ss were required to point to the telephone number of the

business in the same ad as the delivery sight word (located

number, T provided a propri r
in Part 2). If an pointed

verbal praise and ree ded'

o the correct telephon

a "+" in the appropri to box on the data-sheet. For

incorrect responses, said, "Not"pointed to the telephone

number of the busines and said, "This is the telephone

number of the business' that delivers'in that .T repeated

the cue, "Point to the telephone number of the busiliess

that delivers in that ad." If.an S point to the telephone

number the second time, T providedappropria verbal praise

but marked a "-" on the data sheet. 1,T repeat this

procedure until each S's response was verified r corrected.

T then proceeded to Part 6.
__

Part '6 - Teaching Ss to.write the telephone number of the
t-business on a piece ofpapermext to its name..

Teaching Procedures -, Part 6: T said to Ss, "Write the telephone

number of the buqiness on the piece of paper next to its

name." SS were required to write the telephone number of

the buqiness (located, in Step 5) exactly as it appeared

the yellow pages on the piece of paper next to its na e.

If an S wrote the telephone number correctly, T provided

appropTlate verbal praise and recorded a "+" in the

appropriate box-on the data sheet. If an S did not copy

the telephone number correctly, T said, "NZ', that is not

right" and erased the incorrect telephone number. T then

Said, "Watch me." T then copied the telephone number

while S watched. Ttherl said, "Noiv you copy the telephAe

number beside mine." If S matched T's written model, T
provided appropriate verb-ii praise but marked a "-" on the

data sheet. T continued this procedure until each S's

response was verified or corrected.

T repeated the Teaching Procedures for Parts 2 - 6 until

each S had made 5 correct responses on 2 consecutive

occasions.

Testing Procedures - Phase TV: T again used the Baseline

Procedures described in Phase IV and recorded each S's

performance on two frials of responding to the 5 directions

relating to the 5 busjnesses denoted by heading words in

Set I.

Phase V: Teaching
five businesses
delivered.

students the v)'erbal responses necessary to call

on the tele ``one and have .roducts or services'
2-31
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The purpose of 'Phase V was to teach Ss what to say when they

were speaking on the telephone to a47usine5s and wished to

have a product or service delivered. Phase V was divided

into 5 oF-6 parts depending'upon whether* was requesting

the delivery of a service (dry cleming,41aundry).or a

product (flowers, groceries, pizza). The five types of

businesses in Phase V were again those 'located under the-

heading words in Set I. In Parts 1 z, b Ss,were'to read .

responses from a prepared script which anticipated the

type of information a business Might request and the type

of information S would have to provide to secure delivery

0
service. ThereWere five scripts used in Phase V--each

specific to one of the' five businessep. The instructional

sequence for Phase V was as follows:

A. Baseline Phase V .

B. Teach Parts 1 - 6 to ciiter27,Dn

Baseline Procedures - Phase V: 5 bilitrtd lai l st4pments

as they occurred in printed scri is in o er to makeY'CO

verbal responses necessary to ea-11 a business and arrange

for delivery service was assessed in the following mannef:3

T presented Script I and a fiasheard with a corresponling

businest-namiTand telephone number printed on it to f21

and said, "I have given you a card and a script which you

will use when talkingto a busChess on the telephone.

Your script is for a (type of business) and its name

and telephone number are printed on the card. -eDial the

number on the telephone and NO your part which is

underlined. m (matrop)' will read thO.part of the business

person. I will not help you with wOrds.you do not know,

so do the best you can." sa was required to-dial the

correct telephone number and read his part in response

to the verbal sues given by it on the receiving end of theg

telephone. If read the statements in Parta without

error, T marked a "+" in the appropriate box on, the data

sheet, If Si didmake an error reading the statemefits,in

Part 1, T marked a "-" on the data sheet. Pauses or self-

corrected" errors were ndt counted as incorrect. It should

be "Kited that no indication of accuracy was provided.

T continued in this manner until fi had the entire.

script (Parts 1 - 6). T then gave Script II to S2,

Script III to f3, etc. T repeated this procedure until

each S had the opportunity to label the statements in"

his particular script on 2 occasions.'

Teaching Procedures - Parts 1 - 6: If baseline measures

suggested Ss could not make the verbal responses. necessary

to call businesses on the telephone and have products or

services delivered, the following procedure was implemehted:

I
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T presented Script I and a flashcard with a corresponding

business name and telephone number printed on it to,Si'and

said, "I have given you a card and'a script which you will

use when talking to a business on the telephone. Your

script is for a (type of business). The name of a (type

of business) and its telephone number are printed on the

card. Dial tht.number of the business and read your part

which is,underlined. If S labeled each statement in, each

part of the script, a "6" (or in some cases, a "S") was

marked beside the "# correct" on the data sheet and SIA

was given appropriate verbal prakse. If Si made a libeling

error or a sequence error, he was stopped immediately
.

a "-" was marked in the appropriate box on the data sheet,

and the following procedures were implemented:

Sequence 'Errors

A. IfS did not label the statements in the-appropriate

top line to bottom line - left to right sequence T

intervened as soon,as Sl made an error in the laiNing°

sequence and said, "No, that's not right. Don't skip

any words Start that part over.° If SI relabeled

the statements in the apptopriate statements in the

appropriate sequence, T said, "That's better, you didn't

skip any words that time,"

If SI again made an error in thelabeling sequence, T
intervened as soonas Si made the error 4nd said "N"5,

don't skip any weds." T then modeled the correct

labeling sequence from the beginning of the part in

which the error occurred to the end of that,part.

Then T said to SJ, "Now you read,lhe part." If 5.1

imitated T's model by labeling th'e stattments in the

part corr-iCtly,'T dispensed appropriate verbal praise.

:Labeling Errors--

If Si labeled a statement in Script I incorrectly, T

intervened as soon as-the error was made and said, "No,

that sentence is wrong,. read the sentence again." If

Sa. labeled the statement correctly, T said, "That's

better, now do back and start that part over again."

That is, Sj was requested to return to the initial word

in the part where the error occurred and-relabel all the

statements in that part. U, after the initial error

SI did not ,relabel the statement correctly, T intervened

and said, "No, that sentence is (correct statement) ,'V

T then directed Sl to return to' the initial word in the

Tart and relabel all the statements in that part. If

sa imitated T's model by labeling the statements in the

partfrcorrecay, Tdisifensed appropriate verbal praise.
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These procedureswere followed until each S correctly
,labeled the statementsc,in his particular script in the

- appropriate order on 2 consecutive occasions.

Phase VI: Teaching students to arrange the delivery of 5 products
or services to the school through use of the yellow pages and

TheTurpose of Phase VI was to evaluate whether Ss had
Mastered the series of less complex responses taught in
Phases 1 V Which were necessary for the.performance of
the objective of Phase VI. The phase involved only the
testing of the-objective. :

Testing Procedures - Phase 4T.again used the Baseline
Procedures d ribed in Phase VI. It shouldbe.noted

oothat the schl y ar ended before Ss had the opportunity
to learn to read all 5 scripts, which initially was the
goal of the program. Therefore, during testing, T explained
that on 4 Of the 5 directions Ss were to pretend that
they were going to call as T requested. T!coutted as
correct a response in which an S carried out the procedure
through to the ringing of the telephone on the receiving
end: S used the script which he Was taught to read for
the remaining direction and carried out this direction
to its completion, i.e., this response was.counted
correct, only if the product or service was actually
'delivered to school.

4 D
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RESULTS

0" Measures of each S's ability to perform in each of the

.phasee were obtained prior to instruction (baseline), during

instruction (teaching), and following instruction (testing). This

section delineates the results of these measures.

Phase I: Teaching Ss the location 'of heading and guide words,in the

yellow pages from a printed cue.

The cbjec tive of Phase I wasto teach Ss to locate 10 select

heading words' in the yellow pages from a printed cue. Initially,Ss

were given one opportunity to locate each of the 10 heading words

within,1 minute and 30 seconds. During this baseline trial, Ss were

required to locate all 10,heading words in order for T to detirmine

prior to instruction if they did have the attack skills necessary td

locate heading words.

-

Beading words not located within thetime limit wire divided into

Teaching Sets I and II. Ss were required to locate all the words in

a Teaching Set on 2 consecutive occasions during testing before T

determined that they could locate the heading words efficiently.

Si: The performance of 51 is graphically depicted in Figure A-1

and can be summarized as follows:

Baseline Set I: Si located() heading words. in Set I within 1 minute

30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figure A-1, Tart A).'

Baseline Set II: S1 located 3 heading words in Set II within

1 minute 30 seconds,in the baseline trial (Figure A-1,

Part B).

Teaching Set I: 51 located the 5 heading words in Set I

following the Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A=1,.

Part C).

Testing. Set I: 51 achieved criterion on the 5 heading words

-in Setd. after 1 teaching trial (Figure A-1, Part 0.

Re-Baseline Set II: 51 achieved criterion on the 5 heading

Words in Set II after 0 teaching trials (Figure A-1, Part I).

§.2: The performance of S., is graphically depicted in Figure A-1

and can be summarized as follows:

Baseline Set I: §2 located 0 heading wordv in Set ,I yithin 1

minute 30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figure A-1,

Part A).

Baseline Set II: 52 located 2 heading words in Set II within

1 minute 30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figur A-1,

Part B)..
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Teaching Set.I: S2 located the 5 heading words in Set I
following the Teaching-Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1,

Part C).'

Testing Set I: S2 located 4 heading words in Set I within

1 minute 30 seconds (FigureA-1,Part D).

located the S heading words in Set I
Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1;

achieved criterion on the 5 heading words
2 teaching trials (Figure A-11 Part F).

4
'

Teaching Set I:
following the
Part E).

Testing Set I: .2
in Sdt I,after

Re-Baseline Set II:, S2 located 2 heading words in Set II
within I minute 30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figure A-1,
Part I).

Teaching Set II: S2 located the 5 heading words in Set II ,

following the Teaching Procedures for Set II (Figure A-1,
Part J).

ks,

Testing Set II: 22 achieved criterion on the 5 heading words
in Set II after 1 teaching trial (Figure Part K).

S..3: The performance of S3 is graphically depicted in Figure A-1
and can be summarized as follows:

Baseline Set I: S3 located 001eading words in Set I within
1 minute 30 seconds in thebaseline trial (Figure A-1;

Part A)4.

Baseline Set II: Ss located 3 heading words in. Set II
within 1 minute 30 seconds in the baseline, trial (Figure A-1,
Part B).

Teaching Set I: S3 located the 5'heading words in Set I
ollowing the Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1,

Part M.

Testing Set I: S. located 4 heading words in Set I within
1 minute 30 seconds (Figure A-1, Part D).

ea Teaching Set I: 13 located the 5 heading words in Set I
following the Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1,

Part E) .

Testing Set I: S3 located 4 heading words in Set I within
1 minute 30 seconds (Figure A-1, Part F),

4
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Teaching SetIC §3 located the 5 beading words in Set I
following the Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1,

Part G).

Testing Set I: S3 achieved criterion on the 5 heading words

in Set I after 3 teaching trials (Fi re,A-1, Part H).

Re-Baseline Set II: .S.3 locatell 2 heading worlds in Set II

within I minute SO seconds in the'baseline'trial (Figure A-1,
Part I).

Teaching Set II: §3 located the 5 heading liArds in Set II
following the Teaching Procedures for Set II (Figure A-1,

. Part 3).

Testing Set II: §3 achieved criterion o the 5bpading words

in Set II after 1 teaching trial (Fi re A-1, Part K).

S4: The performance of is graphically depicted in Figure A-1

and can be summarized as follows:

Baseline Set I:. S4 located 0 heading words in Set I within

1 minute 30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figure A -1,,

Part A).

Baseline Set II: S4 located 0 heading words in Set II within

1 minute 30 seconds in the baseline tiial (Figure A-1,

Part B).

Teaching Set I: S4 located the S heading wards. in Set I
following the Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1,

Part C).

Testing Set I: S4 located 4 heading words in Set I within

1 minute 30 seconds (Figure A-1, Part D).

Teaching Set I: S4 located the 5 heading words in Set I
following the Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1,

Part E).

Testing. Set I: S4 located 3 heading words in Set'I within

1 minute 30 seconds (Figure A-1, Part F)..

Teaching Set I: S4 located the 5 heading words in Set, I
following the Teething Procedures for Set 1, (Figure A-1,

Part G).

Testing Set I: achieved criterion on the'S heading words

in Set I after .3 teaching trials (Figure A-1, Part H).

.-437
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Re-Baseline Set II: SA Tocated 3 heading words in Set II
within 1 minute 30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figure
A-1, Part'I).

Teaching Set

Part .J).

testing Set
1 minute

II: 114 located the S heading words in Set II
the Teaching Procedures for Set II (Figure A-1,

S4 located 4 heading. words in Set II within
30 seForids .(Figure A-1, Part K).

9
Selocated the 5 heading words in Setiti

the Teaching Procedures for Set II (Figure1A-1,

II: S4 located 4 heading words in Set Irwithin
30 seconds (Figure A-1, Part M).

ITS1212.g Set
following
Part L) .

Testing Set
.

1 minute

Teaching Set
following
Part N) .

II: SA loOted the 5 heading words in Set It
the Teaching Procedures for pet II (Figure A-1,

Testing Set II: S4 achieved criterion on the 5. heading words
in-Set II after 3 teaching trials (Figure A-1, Part 0).

§..5: The performance of S5 is graphically depiCted in Figure A-1
and can be summarized as follows:

Baseline Set I:, S5 located 1 heading word in Set I within
1 minute 30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figure A-1,
Part A) .

Baseline Set
1 minute

B).

Teaching\Set
folloWing
Part O.

Testing Set
1 minute

Teaching Set
following
Part E) .

II: Ss located 1 heading word in Set II within
30seconds in the baseline trial (Figure A-1,

I: -Ss located the 5 heading words in Set I
the Teaching Procedures for Set I (Figure A-1,

I: S.g located 4 heading words in Set I within.
30 seconds (Figure A-1, Part 0).

I: S5 located the 5 heading words in Set I
the Teaching Procedures foF Set I (Figure Al,

d

Testing Set I: S5 located 4 beading words in Set I within
1 minute 30 seconds (Figure A-1, Part F).

Teaching Set I: S5 located 5 heading words in Set I following
the Teacing Procedures for Set I (FigurepA-1, Part G).
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I: S achieved criterion on the S heading words

after 3 teaching trials (Figure A-1, Part H).

Set II: Ss located 3 heading words in Set II

minute 30 seconds in the baseline trial (Figure A-1,

Testing Set
in Set I

Re-Baseline
within 1
Part I).

Teaching Set II: Ss located the S heading words in Set II

following the Teaching Procedures fon Set II (Figure A-1,

Part .7).

Testing Set II: Ss achieved criterion on the 5 jleading words

in Set II after 1 teaching trial (figure A-1*Pdrt K)..

Phase II: Teaching Ss to name heading words Which correspond to

statements concerning the function of coMtunit services.

The objective of Phase II was to teach Ss the correct heading

words to locate when they desired a particulii product or service Lo-

be delivered. Initially, during the baseline of Phase II, Ss were

given 2 opportunities to label each of 10 \leading words. During these

baseline trials Ss were required to label a heading word correctly on

2 consecutive occasions in order for T to determine that they could

name the heading word correctly. When the heading words were,not named

correctly, Ss were required to receive instruction in Parts 1, 2,

and 3 of Phase II. in Part 1, Ss were given 2. opportunities to label

each of 10 heading olds. During these baseline trials Ss were

Tequiredto label a eading word correctly On 2 cofisecut've occasions

in order for T to determine that they could label the heading word

correctly. When the words not labeled correctly on the baseline

trials were put in a Teaching Sat,Ss were required to label all the

words in the Teaching Set on 2 consecutive occasions before T

determined they could label the heading words correctly.

In Part 2, Ss were required to 'Mark the 10 correct heading wads

on a worksheet which corresponded to statements concerning the function

Of *community services on 2 consecutive' occasions before T determined

they could mark the corresponding heading words correctly.

initially, in Part 3, Ss were given 2 opportunities to'name 10

heiding words which, correspond to statements concerning the function

of community services. During these baseline trials, Ss were required

to name a heading word correctly on 2 consecutive eccaaons in order

for T to determine that they could name the heading word correctly.

During the teaching phase, Ss were required to name all 10 corresponding

heading words on 2 consecutive occasions before T determined that they

could name the heading words correctly.

Si: The performance of Sj is not graphically depicted but can

be summarized as follows:
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Baseline Phase II: S.1. named 11 heading words correctly in the
2 consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 1: Si labeled 18 heading words correctly in the
2 consecutive baseline trials.

A

Teadiiing Part 1: SI reached criterion performance after 2
teaching trials.

Baseline Part 2: SI marked 19 heading words correctly in the
2 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 2: Si reached criterion performance after 1
teaching trial.

baseline Part 3: j named 9 heading words correctly in the
2 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 3: Sj. reached criterion performance after -,2

teaching trials.

S2: The perforMance of S2 is not graphically depicted but can
be summarized as follows:

Baseline.Phase II: S2 named 14 heading words correctly in the
two consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 1: S2 reached criterion performance in the 2
consecutive baseline trian.

Baseline Part 2: S2 reached criteria performance in the 2
consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 3: S2 named 19 heading words correctly in the
02 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 3: S2 reached criterion performance. after/ 1

S3: The performance of S3 is not graphically depicted but can
be summarized as follows:

Baseline Phase II: S3 named 11 heading words correctly in the

' 2 consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 1: S3 labeled 17 heading words correctly in the
2 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 1: Ss readied criterion performance after 2
teaching trials.
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Baseline Part 2: 13 reached criterion pefformance in the 2

consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 3: S3 named 17 heading words correctly in the.

2 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 3: 13 reached criteri n performance after 1

,??

S4: The performance of S4 is not graphically depicied'but can be

summarized as follows:

Baseline Phase TI: S4 named 8 heading words correctly in 2

consecutive baseline trials.
q,a

Baseline Part 1: S4 labeled 9 heading words correctly in the

2 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 1: S4 reached criterion performance after 3

teaching trials.

Baseline Part 2: SA reached criterion performance in the 2

consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 3: SA named 14 heading words correctly in the

2 consecutive baselind trials.

Teaching Part 3: SA reached criterion performance after 3

teaching trials.

Ss: The performance of S5 is not graphically depicted but can be

summarized as follows:

/ Baseline Phase II: Sc named-15 heading words, correctly in

2 consecutive base ine trials.

I
Baseline Part 1: Ss labeled 19 heading words correctly in

the 2 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 1: Ss reached criterion performancdafter.1

teaching trial.

Baseline Part 2: 25 rgached criterion'performance in the 2

consecutive baseline trials.4'

Baseline Part 3: Es named 19 heading words correctly in the

2 consecutive baseline trials.

'Teaching Part 3: Ss reached criterion performance after 1

teaching trial.

.241
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Phase III: Teaching Ss the location of heading and guide words in

The purpose of Phase III was to teach Ss to locate the 10 heading
words in Sets I and II in Phase I but without a visual cue. Initially
Ss were given 2 opportunities to locate each of the 10 heading words
.within 1 minute and SO seconds. During these'babeline trials, Ss were
xequired to locate a heading word on 2 consecutive occasions inorder
for T to determine that thy could locate the beadilig words correctly.
Thod; heading words not located correctly were divided into Teaching
Sets. Ss were required to locate all the words in a Teaching Set on
2 consecutive occasions before T determined that they could locate
the heading words corrwtly.

§a: The performance of Si is not graphically depicted, but can
be summarized as follows:

o

Baseline Set I: 'Si reached criterion performance in the.2
- consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Set II: Si reached criterion performancein the 2
consecutive baseline trials.

12: The performance of S2 is not graphically depicted, but, can
be summarized as follows:

Baseline Sot I: 22 reached criterion performance in the 2
.conseaRIVj baseline trials.

Baseline Set II: Sy reached criterion performance in the 2
consecutive baseline trials. -

Ss: The performance of Ss is not graphically depicted but can be
summarized as follows:

Baseline Set I: Ss reached criterion pdrformance in the 2
consecutive baseline trials.

'Baseline Set II: 13 reached criterion performance la the 2'
consecutive baseline trials.

S4: The performance of S4 is not graphically depicted but can be
summarized as follows:

,Baseline*Set I: S4 reached criterion performance in the 2
consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Set Ii: Sit located 7 heading words in Set IT within

1 minute 30 seconds in the 2 consecutive baseline trials.

g'42
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Teaching Set II: S4 located the 3 heading words in his Teaching

Set following the Teaching Prccedures for Set II.

Testing Set II: S4 located 2 heading words in his teaching

a set within 1 Minute 30 seconds,

Teaching Set. II: S4 reached criterion perfordance on the 5

heading words in Set II after 2 teaching trials.

Ss: Thelerformance of Ss is not graphically depicted but can e

summarized as follows:

Baseline Set I: S5
reached criterion performance in the 2

consecutive baseline trials.
_ -

Baseline Set II: Ss reached criterion performance in the 21

consecutive baseline trials.

Phase IV:
which
write
piece

Teaching Ss to locate the telephone numbers of five bs neses
do deliver products and services in the community and t

the name of the businesses and t e telephone numbers on a/

of paper.

The purpose of Phase IV was to teach s to discriminate whether a ,

business did have delivery service and if '71 did, to write the business

name and telephone number on a piece of paper. Initially, Ss were

given 2 opportunities to respond to the 5 directions relating to the 5

businesses denoted by the heading words in Set I. During these

baseline trials, Ss were required to respond correctly to the 5

directions on 2 consecutive occasions in order for T_to determine

that they could locate a business which delivered in the yellow

pages and could write its name and telephone number on a piece of

paper. In the testing of Phase IV following instruction on Parts 1 - 6,

T required 90% correct responding on 2 consecutive trials before Ss

could proceed to Phase V.

c/
4

In the baseline of Part 1, Ss were required to correctly label

10 delivery sight words on 2 consecutive occasions in order for T

to atermiine that they could label the words correctly. When the

wcfrds not ,labeled correctly in the baseline trials were divided into

Teaching Sets, Ss were required to label the heading words in a

Teaching Set on 2 consecutive occasions before T determined that

they could label the words in a particular set correctly.

In the teaching of Parts 2 - 6, Ss were required to make 5 (or 6)

correct responses on 2 consecutive occasions before T tested them on

the objective of Phase IV.

a
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11: The performance .of 11 isnot graphically depicted but can
be summarized as follows:

Baseline Pha e IV: S1 correctly wroteothe name and telephone
number o a business which did deliver 4 times in the 2

consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 1: pa correctly labeled 13 delivery sight words
in the 2 consecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 1: 11, reached criterion performance after 3

teaching trials.

Teaching Parts 2 - 6: 51 r ched criterion performance after 2

6' teaching trials.

Testing Phase IV: 11 correctly wrote the name:and telephone
number of a business which did deliver 10 times in the
2 consecutive testing trials.

.§2: The performance ol6S2 is not graphically depicted but can
be summarized as follows:

Baseline Phase IV: §2 correctly wrote the name and telephone
numblersof a business which did deliver S times in the 2
consecutive baseline trials.

^ \

Baseline-Part 1: 12 correctly labeled 17 delivery sight words

in the 2 consecutive baseline trials.'

Teachin Part 1:. S2 reached criterion performance after 2

teaching trials.

Teachi ng Parts 2 - 6: 12 reached, criterion p

2 teaching trials.

forma6e after

Testing Phase I17:',.42 correctly wrote the name and telephpne
number of a business which did deliver 10 times in the 2

consecutive testing trials:

13: The performance of S3 is not ital'hically-ldepicted but can

be summarized as follows:

Baseline Phase,IV: §3 correctly wrote the name and telephone
number of a business which did deliver 4 times in the 2
consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 1: Ss correctly labeled 16 delivery sight words
in the 2 consecutive baseline trials.

2.4 4
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Teaching Part 1: 23 reached criterion performance after 3

-teaching trials,

Teaching Parts .2 - 6: 3.reached criterion performance after

steac

Testing Phase IV: 25 correctly wrote the name_and telephone

number of rEitoiness which did deliver 10 times in the 2

consecutive testing tria

-to 54: The perform ar8ce of S4 is no graphically depicted but can

be summarized as follows:

Baseline Phase IV: S4 correctly rote the name and telephone

number of a business which did liver 3 times in the 2

consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 1: S4 correctly labeled 4delivery sight words

---177577alecutive baseline trials.

Teaching Part 1: S4 reached criterion performance after 4

teaching trials.

Teaching Parts 2 - 6: 24 reached criterion'performance after

Testing Phase IV: S4 correctly wrote the name and telephone

nurd573?aEiminess which did deliver 9 times in the 2

consecutive testing trials.

25: The performance of 25 is not graphically depicted but can

be summarized as follows:

Baseline Phase IV: 25 correctlywrote the name and telephone

number of a business which did deliver 2 times in the 2

consecutive baseline trials.

Baseline Part 1: 25 correctly labeled 5 delivery sight words

In the 2 consecutive baseline trials,

Teaching Part 1: 25 reached criterion performance aftei. 4

--regaTEEficals.

Teaching Parts 2 - 6: 25 reached criterion performance after

teachingatrials.

Testi , Phase IV: 25 correctly wrote the name of a business

which did deliver 10 times in the 2 consecutive testing

trials.
fi
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Phase V: Teaching Ss the verbal res onses,necessa to call five

businesses on services delivered.the tele hone and have *roducts or

The objective Of Phase V was to teach Ss what to say when they
were - speaking on the telephone and wished to have a product or service

delivered. Ss met the objective when they demonstrated they could
label statements as they occurred,in a prepared script. Initially,

Ss were requested to label all the statements in their particular

script op'2 consecutive occasions. It was determined that if Ss could

label the statements in each part of their scripts on 2 consecutive
occasions, they would be considered sufficiently proficient to proceed
to Phase VI. The performances of Ss are not graphically depicted but

can be summarized as follows:

Baseline:

11 - On trial 1 Si correctly labeled the statements in 2 parts
of 6 total parts in the script for grocery delivery. On

trial 2 51 labeled statements in 2 parts correctly. o4

52 - On trial 1 52 correctly labeled the statements in 5 parts
of 5 total parts in the script for dry cleaning delivery

service. On trial 2 f2 labeled statements in 5 parts
correctly.

53 - On trial 1 S3 correctly labeled the statements in 1 part
of 5 total parts in the script for laundry delivery service.
On trial 2 53 labeled statements in 2 parts correctly.

S4 - On trial 1 S4 correctly labeled the statements in 1 part
ofi total parts in the script for pizza delivery. On

trial 2 S4 labeled statements in 1 part correctly.

S5 - On trial1 S5 correctly labeled the statements in 2 parts

of 6 total parts in the script for flower delivery. On

trial 2 53 labeled statements in 3 parts correctly.

Teaching:

51 - Sa reached criterion performance after 4 :teaching trials.

S2 - Implementation of the Phase V teaching procedure"s was not
necessary as 52 performed at criterion level during baseline .

trials.

§,5

- S3 reached

S4 reached-

$ reached.

criterion performance after 3 teaching trials.

criterion performance after 6 teaching trials.

criterion perforMance after 2 teaching trials.

246
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Phase VI; 'Teaching- students to arrange the delivery of 5 products or

Service&to the.SchOol'through use of the yellow 'ages and

telephone.

'Phase VI combined all of the skills required in Phases I -,y.

Initially* Ss were requested to use a telephone and a'telephone book

and arrange to have-5 prodUcts or services delivered to school. .

Phase VI was considered completed when Ss could performat.criterion

level using the skills learned in Phases I --IV on.4 of the .,5 directions

and could use their particular script to arrange the actual delivery of

a product or service to the school on the 5th direction. The performance

of Ss are not graphically depicted but can be summarized as follows:

Baseline (Prior to .instruction on Phase I, II, In IV, and V):

7_,§1 arranged the delivery of 0 products

the school in the baseline.trial:

E.2 arranged-the delivery of 0 products

the school-in the baseline trial.

Es - ES arranged the delivery of 0 products or services to

theschool in the baseline trial.

84 - 84 arranged the delivery of 0 products or services to

o the school in the baseline trial.
o

Es --Es arranged.the delivery. of 0 products or services to

the school in the baseline trial.,

or services to

or services to

Testing: '

." :of 5

~S3
of-5

-S4 S4
ofT5

of4

made the responses necessary to orrange the delivery

products or services in the testing trial,

made the responses necessary to arrange the delivery

products or services in the testing trial.

made the responseso necessary to arrange the delivery

products or services in the testing trial.

e the responses necatary to-arrange the delivery0

ducts or services in the testing trial.

m de the responses necessary to arrange the delivery

roducts-or services in the testing trial.
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DISCUSSION

The results as presented indicate that the major,instructional

objectives were realized. That is, the students acquired-the skills

necessary to locate ten heading words ilk the yellow pages with or

without a visual cue; to name a heading. word Which .corresponded to

the function of ten community services; to discriMinate whether a

business has a delivery service; and4O use the yello0 pages to Call-

a busineesOn the telephone to secure this delivery service.

Although 'tire skills taught do not remove all of the. barriers

limiting access to community services for. physically handicapped

individuals, they do .provide a. method for obtaining such services

that was previously unavailable. These students now have a rudimentary

understanding of how to use the yellow pages,-thus increasing their

ability to independently secure community services in comparison to

physically handicapped persons without these skills. .

There are a number of specific ways'in which this program could

be changed in Order to facilitate more-independentiuseOf the yellow

pages'by physically handicapped -students. Fo'i example, the alphabetical

tab markers could be gradually faded while checking that the skills

occurred without these cues.. This weed insure that the student did

not become stimulus bound to one particular phone book, increasidgthe

generality Of the location responses. Secondly, in phase V, the 4

scripts could be faded out and the students taughtto rely solely on

memory and the verbal cues supplied by the person called to make

appropriate responses when speaking on the telephone. It should be

noted that in this program the teacher often.departed from the script

(after criterion was reached) and asked students questions which did not

appear on their copies: Also, the teaching procedUre of Phase III

could. be Changed from external teacher-cuing to internal self-cuing

by the student, i.e., the student could name the first letter of the

heading word (in Part 1),without the' teacher cue "What is the first

letter in this word?"
0

'Strategies also could be implementgd to facilitate the generalftation

of the yellow pages skills across persons, places, and businesses.

First, the student could be taught to telephone°from soh 1 to arrange

for delivery service to his home, to telephone from home o arrange

for delivery at school, and to telephone from home to ar ange for

delivery at home. These kinds of tasks would req e cooperation

of the students' parents since monitoring of _the responses'made at

home would be necessary to verify their execution. Another wt.- to

enhance generalization would be to structure situations within the

classroom whit:' initiate a need for a product and simultaneously

stress the functional use of the skills taught. "For example, have

a close party requiring the students to arrange the delivery of the

refreshments.

° In additior; developing Self-initiated, use of the yellow pages

and insuring for generalization, there are several logical extensions

Which could, increase the level of self-sufficiency achieved through

24 9
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the program. For example,.new heading words could be added to the

list of ten increasing the number of products and services available

to thesestudents. This enlarged list could provide access to"

additional products (e.g., Restaurants, Orthopedic Appliances, etc.);

repair services (e.g., Plumbing Cor Television & Radio

Dealers.- Retail, etc.); or emergency services.(e.g., Electric Companies,

Telephone Companies, etc.). The heading words chosen for this program,

represented Specific categories of products or services whose delivery

to the school was easily arranged. Other services.such as repair

or emergency, service would be extensions og,this program, but might .

require the service request to be made from the atudent's home. In

addition, other supplemental skills could be' developed Which would

,

bring products or services to the physically handicapped which cannot

be acquired through the use f the yellow pages, such as teaching

by mail. The telephone s acquiredby the students through thisli
students to place mail order -to order from catalogues, or to bank

ski

program could be adaiiied.to fit the requirements ofyorksituations

which utilize the telephone, such as the responsibilities of a

receptionist or switchboard operator.

Finally, the reader should be made aware'of several cautions

and limitations. First the students ossesded the skills prerequisite'

to this program as outlined previousl ..,.Two students Who did not -.

possess the, prerequisite skills were nitially included in instruction,

Later they were droppedbecause it 1. s determined that they lacked

necessary visual'and perceptual ities. Prerequisite skills 6, 7,

and 21 appear to be the most crucial to success. Second, the program

is very time-consuming; even considering th6 small number of trials

to criterion these students-exhibited, the program rap over four

months. Third, the authors felt there were a number of factors

influencing the low number of trials to criterion. T e students

seemed highly 'motivated to participate apparently be ause the program

represented a departure from the traditional acade c curriculum to

Which they were accustomed. It was assumed that t 's novelty was

reinforcing and accounted for the high level of motivation. The

students also seemed fathiliar with the delayed reinforcement involved

with ordering and receiving a pizza, groceries,'etc. They often worked

throughout the program often- reminding themselves of. this reward.

Other students in a similar program may initially require more

immediate tangible reinforcement. In addition, there was a considerable

amount of competition between the students.. Th1 d4esulted in each

individual carefully attending. to the other class iliemberse Finally,

concurrent with this program the students were involved in a-honey

prograth in another classroom. As a result, they had no problem making

the monetary transactions required in Phase VI. An extension of the

two programs included a field trip to a shopping center where the

students actually visited buSiness establishments similar to those 4

:they later would be telephoning. 'Apparently prerequisites and powerful

secondary-reinforeers facilitated the realization'of the ppgram

objectives.

20
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APPENDIX A-1

Pliase5 I and III

Sample ta Sheet

locating Heading Jrds

Heading Word: Cleaners Set: I

a7P

Date:

-

Student
Part

1' q 6.

,----.1

10 11
1

121 13 Total

.§.1"
'4- + 9/10

...2 111111111Mill Sill= 111101111411111111111
1

11116111111111111 + IllieRilliiiiillialia
4

III 11111
)

S
_

i
diu

o.

[eading Word: Florists-Retail Set: I Date:

Student
Part

1

i 1

.7. 1 8 I 9 10 .1- 'A.

11=11111111211101K1

. .4. , ... ! " + +

13'

*
4.

.

Total

10/135 . +.

EIIIMILEMIEMEIBM111112111112111112
EINE

-32----
+

iNse
+
+ .....

III
+ , ±_ ... . + + . +

,,

,+ , 13/13

!r + + j + , + + ; + . + 1 10/13

Heading Word: Set: I Date:

Student
Part
1 1 2 3 4

. . .

i

5 - t 6 I 7 8 1 9 10 11 112 13 1 Total
I 1 1 1

1

1. 1

,..t
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APPENDIX A-2

Phases I, II, III, IV, and VI

Sample Data Sheet

Date:

Type of Reinforcement:

'247
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APPENDIX A.3

Phase II,

Sample Data and Worksheet

Studeiit: Date

41_

0 Correct

1. Grocers - Retail Cleaner's Cheese

2. Grocers -.Retail Pizza Cosmetics $ Perfumes - Retail

3, Cheese Grocers Retail Dairies

4. Florists - Retail Hospital Equipment & Supplies Laundries

5. Cheese . Dairies Pizza

6. Cheese Bakers - Retail Dairies
---,---

7. Bakers - Retail Cosmetics & Perfumes - Retail Florists --Retail

8. Grocers - Retail ,/ Pizza Bakers - Retail --

9, Cleaners Laundries Hospital Equipment $ Supplies

ali

10. HomitallIgEln141222.122_Cleaners Cosmetics & Perfumes - Retail



APPENDIX A -4

.phase IV

Sample Data Sheet

Locating Business Names and Telephone Numbers

Heading Word: Cleaners. Trial: 2 Date:

249,

Student

Part
2 3 4 5 6 [ Total

+ + - + + 4/5

12 4. + _ _ + 3/5

.§.3 ._
+ 4. 4. As

S4 + + + + 5/5

.15
- . + -

,

3/5

Heading Word:

Student

Part
2 4 5 Total

2t)
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APPENDIX A-5

Phase V

Samge Script

a Heading Word: Cleaners

Business: Good afternoon. Madison Steam and Dye.

-John: Hello. name is Joyn iistial,ILsnliis212121

clothes to be dry cleaned picked up at my school.
4

'Business: What is the name and address of the school?

John: jpham School. 1045 East Dayton Street. Room 117.

Business: What is. your name?

John: John Ha es. The cleaning will be billed to my teacher;

Mrs. Kittelsen.

Business: When can we pick those up?

John: Today or tomorrow before three.

Business: We _will take care of it. Thank you. Goodbye.

John: Thank you. Goodbye.

2r51"1

A



name

Trial

'253.

APPENDIX A-6

Phase V'

Sample Data Sheet

Telephone. Dialogue Responses

$1,

business trials date

1 2 3 5,

1; Greetinz

v
t

1

,...

.

2. Address -

.

+
, i

+ +

3. Name ,
+

4. Product -

,

,,.+

1

+

5. Time + - +

6. Closing + +

correct 4 4 5. 6 6

name

ial

business

2 3

trials

4

date

1. Greeting
m .

,

i

1

I.
o

2. Address
. .

i

-3. Name .

4. Product

S. Time

6. Closing'

. .

# correct

1

295 (S.
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A COMPARISON OF TWO PROCEDURES FOR TEACHING SEVERELY.

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS TO DIFFERENTIALLY RESPOND TO
INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS OF LANGUAGE CUES1

By

Weston Williams2'3

University of Texas

Abstract: This study compared the relative efficiency of a
successive concurrent procedure and a concurrent procedure designed_

to teach severely handicapped students noun tasks (more-tasks),

and to teach differential responding to four different verb com-

ponents of verbal langaue cues(i.e., "Point to more," "Give me

Sara," "Take more" and "Cover up more"). It also assessed the
effect of instructlon in a successive procedure on subsequent
mforinance in .,a concurrent procedure. The results of this

research indicated thatA 1) the successive- concurrent procedure
and,the concurrent procedure were both effective in. teaching

students noun tasks and to differentially respond to individual'

components of verbal language cues: 2) the concurrent procedure

might be moreefficient than the successive-concurrent procedure;

and 3) students taught in the successive-concurrent procedure did

not learn to differentially respond to individual components of

verbal language cues in the successive procedure but learned to

-differentially respond to the individual components in the con-

current procedure. The research results suggested that the mere

exposure to language cues as they occur in many instructional

situations does not necessarily insure that students are learning

to differentially respond to the individual components of those

cues. The implication is that instructional programs should

include procedures similar to tikconcurrent procedure which

insure that studehts are required to learn and to differentially

respond to' the individual. components of verbal language 'cues.

'This paper was supported in part by Grant No. OEG-0 -73-6137 to

the University of Wisconsin-Madison from the Department of HEW,

Bureau for Education of the Handicapped, Division of Training

Programs, WaShington, D.C.

2Appreciation is expressed to Sue Harare Nietupski who provided

access to her students and taught them the experimental tasks.

The cooperation and encouragement of Dr. Tim CI-Owner, Principal

of Badger School, was extremely valuable. Appreciation,is also

extended to professors Lou Brown, Leonard Ross, David Yoder,

Clark Wambold and LeRoy Aserlind for their constructive suggestions,

encouragement and support of this research project. Finally -

appreciation is expressed to Judy Spain, an excellent typist and

editorial commentator.

3The study presented is
in Education - Department
University of Wisconsin -

De.A.

a condensation of a doctoral dissertation

of Studies in Behavioral Disabilities,
Madison.
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One problem that is typically encountered in the instruction

of severely ,handicappedstudents is ,that they often do not appro-

priately .perform skills acquired in one teaching environment in

other settings in which those skills are functional (Sailor, Guess,

and Bas, 1973). Failure of instructional. 'programs to teach severely

'handicagpeo students to appropriately perform skills taught in an

initial-teaching environment across other envirbnmental configur-

ations has deleterious effects for at least tiro major reasons.

First, this skill deficit may set the students apart from others

and mark them as developmentally retarded, and secondly, Such a

failure to appropriately perform skills across.environmental

configurations necelsitates duplication of time and effort in

teaching the skills in other environments.

The failure of instructional programs to teach severely

handicapped students to
appropriately,perform-skills learned in an

initial teaching environment in other settings may be the result

of many factors. One Such factor may be differences between the

verbal language cues the students are taught to respond to in the

initial teaching environment and the verbal language cues they are

requested to respond to in other environments. Appropriately

responding to different verbal language cues may be ana'yzed in terms

of the students' abilities to differentially respond to individual

components of the language cue.

Verbal language-cues to respond usually include verb and noun

components. The verb components indicate the action to be performed

(e.g., ':touch," "take,"
"give," "throw") and the noun components

indicate the recipient of the action (e.g., "touch ball," "take

paper"). A series of different,verbal language cues to respond

could require topographically similar responses,(e.g., "Pick up

many," "Pick up several," "Pick up a lot," or "Pick up a bunch").

In this case the listener is not required to differentially respond

to all the salient components of the cues (e.g., nouns, verbs) to

correctly perform the task. However, most common human situations

require individuals to respond differentially to the individual

components pf verbal language cues. That is, language cues such as

"give me cup," "take cup," "point to truck," "cover up truck" are

typically presented consecutively in a varied order. To correctly

respond to the cues the listener must differentially-respond to

the individual verb and noun components of the cues. The impli- °

cation for instructional programming is that in order to insure

that students can perform skills across environmental configurations

the students must be taught to differentially respond to the common

variation in individual components of language cues that frequently

occur.

Al literature review revealed a paucity of studies which compared

the-relative efficiency of procedures designed to teach students to

differentially respond to individual components of verbal language

This'study compared the,relative efficiency of two procedures

269
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designed: a) to teach severely handicapped students noun tasks
(more=tasks); and b) to teach differential responding to four
different verb components of verbal language cues (i.e., "Point to
more,." "Give me more," "Take more," "Cover up more"). The two
instructional procedures compared were variations of successive
and concurrent procedures that have been used to teach visual
discrimination okills in a variety of experimental laboratory A
8ettings (Darby and Riopelle, 1955; Leary, 1958; and Hayes,
Thompson and Jives, 1953).

In a concurrent procedure all the different language cues are
_presented and if 1-ietessary taught together in an arrangement which
varies the order of the cues. In a successive procedure one cue
is repeatedly presented and if necessary taught (e.g., "Take more,"
"Take more," "Take more"). When students perform at criterion, another
cue is repeatedly presented, etc. until the different cues (e.g.,

"Take more," "Cover up more," "Ppint to more," "Give me more") =

have been taught separately.

Leary (1958) suggests that there are at least three not
necessdrily mutually ogclusive research and, potentially, instruc-
tional advantages of the concurrent procedure: a) many procedural
variations common in human learning research can be attempted; b)
the number of problems (cues) taught concurrently is a variable
that is easily controlled; and 0 the serial-discrimination
(conlrent) technique appears more like the ordinary daily human
situation in which discriminations are made one after the other.
However, Leary also suggests that learning as a function of the
concurrent procedure may be relatively difficult because of the
delay between presentations of a given problem as well as the
possible interfering effects of related-problems. On the other
hand, seueral laboratory studies suggest that a successive
procedure may be more efficient than a concurrent procedure in
that, when specified comparisons were made, subjects learned '

individual problems in fewer trials when a successive procedure
was'used (Wishner-and O'Connell, .1.0z.; iiarby and Riopelle, 1955).

In the present study a concurrent procedure was used to teach
the concurrent group the more-tasks and to differentially .respond taithevertal .

language cues. A successive- concurrent procedure was used to
teach the successive-concurrent group the more-tasks and to
differentially respond to the 'Verbal language cues. In the con-

current procedure all the cues were taught together from the

beginning. In the successive-concurrent procedure each of the

cues was first taught separately (successively) and then in

combination with the other cues (concurrently). The relative
efficiency of the two procedures was determiuPd by comparing the
total number of error responses successive-concurrent group and

concurrent group students made when they were being taught more-
tasks and the four'different verbal language cues.

260



In addition, a concurrent procedure teachs differential

,responding to individual components of language cues and a successive

procedFre may not. A literature review indio4Ved that there was a

paucity of studies which at the completion of "aching-severalproblems

in the Successive procedure tested to 'determine if subjects could

differentially respond to the problems preient0 in the arrangement

required by the concurrent procedure. In'this study the effect of

learning in the successive procedure on subsequent performance, in

the-concurrent procedure was investigated. That is, an assessment

was made of the number of errors successive --concurrent group.students

4 made when, after learning the more-tasks and the language cue's in

the successive procedure,.they we're presented the more-tasks and

the'language cue's in the concurrent procedure.

Prior to initiating instruction in either-the.concurrent procedure

or the .successive-concurrent procedure'all students
were pretested

(baselined) on their performance of the more - tasks and their ability

to differentially respond to the verbal language.cUes presented in

the arrangement of the concurrent procedure. This data was'used

to match pairs of students.. A member of each pair was randomly

'assigned to the concurrent group and the other member was assigned

t6,the successive-concurrent group.
o

METHODOLOGY

O
Students (Ss)

A class of 10 severely handicapped Ss in a Madison public-

school participated in the study.. Ss did not manifest gross

neurological, sensory or motor impairments; were Labeled moderately

retarded, (Grossman, 1973); could imitate.motoric and verbal models;

and had learned rudimentary math, reading, language and self-help

skills.- These Ss were selected because the tasks of concern were

relevant to their educational development and because they presented

a range of functioning levels.

O

S4

15
S6
S

.§.8

Q9
_10

TABLE I

CA and IQ Scores of 10 Ss

'CA IQ Scores

14-110 49
4 51

17,-6 46'

15 -2 * 4'0

14-4 .41'

14-2- .. 42

-14-9..,, 48'

12-10, 42

15=1 , 45

17 -2 39

Mean Y;f1;9 44.3

F.

j
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4

Experimental Design: Testing and Instructional
Sequence and Procedures

Testi 'ng and Instructional Sequence ...

\Phase I: Baseline - Ss were baselined on'their ability to

perform the more -tasks and to differen 'ally respond to

the four different verbal language cues hen they were

presented in the serial discrimination arrangement of

the concurrent procedure. On the basis of S's baseline
performahces matched pairs were formed. One member of

each matched pair wad randomly assigned to a succesSive-

'concurrent group and',the other to a concurrent group.

.
.

Phase II:' A successive procedure was,used to teach the

successive - concurrent' group tile tasks of concern, When

an S in the successive-concurrent group met criterion on

the tasks of concern that S was advanced to Phase III.

Ss in successive-concurrent group were given a maximum

of 240 trials across Phases q'and III. A concurrent

procedure was used to teach the'concurrent group the

tasks of concern. When an S in the concurrent group met

criterion on the tasks of concern, that S's participation

.-.- in the study was terminated. Ss in the concurrent group

were given,a maximum of 240 trials.

Phase III: If an S in the successive-concurrent group performed

at criterion in Phase IT, that. S was presented, and if
necessary, taught the tasks of concern using the concurrent

'procedure. When an S in the successive - concurrent group

met criterion on the tasks of concern, that S's participa-

tion in the study was terminated. .

Operational Definitions of Response Indicators

Operational definitions of Ss' responses to the four different

verbal language cues were as follows:

A. f"Point.to": With index finger extended and other digits

folded in a fistposititin on one hand, S was required to

touch or point to (not more than.6" directly above) a set

of objects. o

B. "Give me": S was required to pick up one of the sets of

objects and place it in the teacher's (T) hand.

C. "Take": Sws required to pick up a set of objects and

move it.tpwardhim/herself (at least 3").

"COver u ": With all digits extended S was required to

rest his/her hand on a set of objects.

22
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-Definitions of Correct and Error Responses

Definitions of correct and error responses were as follows:

A. 'Correct response: If S Used the correct response

indicator and chose the correct set, his/her response

was scored as correct.

B. Error response: If S chose the wrong set and/or used the

wrong response indicator, his/her response was scored as,

an error. For purposes of data analysis.error responses

were categorized as:
1. errors: S chose the wrong set and/or used the wrong

response indicator.

2. Choice errors: S chose the wrong set.

3. Indicator errors: S used the wrong response indicator.

4. Sum of 'choice plus icator errors: S's choice and

indicator errors werl e totaled. -

MorelTasks

The more-tasks were chosen because skills related to relative

quantities were components of Ss' current math curriculum. The

more-tasks may be described as follows (See Figure 1): An.S was

prepented with 2 sets of pennies of unequal quantity and asked to

indiicate which set had, o"more" pennies. In ne set pennies- were

pasted 1/2 apart in a vertical array on a 1" x 5" white card (object

cards). The members of.the other set were presented on a cream

colored table in a varied array riot more than 4" from the object

card.

FIGURE 1

A Partial Task Presentation Sequenge

Block 1 Block 2

Task
Presented

1

.

r;.,
!

r,,

: -1
.
. ,w .

rl
, ,

,.,

L_I

r-ls'', I-I
.1 ,

i

r-;!

: !,,,

A set of objects on an object card in a vertical ar,rayand-a

set of objects on the table in a varied array constitpted a set

combination. The following eight set combinations weV-e,used: one

penny on an object card,and two pennies.on the table; one penny an

.the table and twp pennies on an object card; two pennies on an object,

card and three pennies on the table; two pennies on the table and

three pennies on an object card; three pennies on an object card and

9
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1

four pennies on the table; three pennies on the table and four
pennies on an object card; four pennies onan object card and five
pennies on the table; or four pennies on the table,and, five pennies

On an object Card. 1,
.

The individual pr4sentation of four set.combinations .was'

considered a block af sets. Each block of four set combinations

,
-consisted of a set of: -one penny and two pennies; two pennies and
three pennies; three pennies and, four pennies; atd four pennies

and fivepennies. Presentation 'of each different set combination

'constituted a trial: Therefore, there were four trials' per block

,',of sets. To control for responding to the order in which set com-
binatiOns'were,presented', or'the left-right spatial position of the
set with more, orithe set presented in a varied array, the set
combinations were presented as follows:

a

1. The left-right spatial position of the set with more in
relation to.the set with less was determined by'a
.Fellow's Sequence (Fellow, 1967, See Appendix A).

2. The presentation order of set combinations (e.g.,. 2-i, 3-2,
4-5, 3 -4) within blocks was varied on consecutive blocks
such that one set combination did not follow another in
two consecutive blocks (See Appendix B).

- 3. Within each set combination the set presented on the table
and. the set Presented on at object card was determihed by
a Fellow's Sequence (See Appendix C).

A partial task presentation sequence is depicted in Figure 1.

Instructional Procedure<-0
Prior to implementing lbstruCtion the T was directed to present

verbal language cues in a natural and consistent manner in which

her tone or pacing of the. cues would not emphasize the individual

component* ofthe language cues.
9

. .

1. When a group Of 5 Ss were seated at a rectangular table
(3' x 5') facing T, T inik4ated a trial by 'saying, "Look

at the sets," While she moved her index finger across
the sets-and then said, "Point to more': (or whatever
latguage,ctle. was appropriate). .

2: T determinedif S'S responge was correct.
a..Correct response: If S pointed to the set with more,

his/her response was'scored 'as correct, S was praised

(e4g.,;,Good! Right!) and the trial was terminated.

b. Incorrect response: If S pointed to-the wrong set

nd/or used the wrong response indicator (e.g.,
covered u instead 6f pointed to) T scored the type

of respons error (i.s., choice error and/or indicator
error) and proceeded to Step 3 (See sample- data sheet,

,Appendix F).

.264



3. T implemented the correction procedure (instructional

procedure). She said, "No, do this," lined the members

cif the sets up manifesting one-to-one correspondence 'f

(e.g., 0 ), modeled the "more determination

procedure,"4 pointed to the set with more, and said

"more." Next, T varied the array of the members of-

the set on the table and repeated the language cue,

."Point to more."

4. T determined if S's response was correct.

a. Correct response: If S arranged the sets to manifest

one-to-one correspondence, -performed the "more .

determination procedure" and pointed to only the

set with more members, T recorded a response

error, but that S performed correctly after T

modeled the correct response.

. Error response: If S pointed to the wrong set

nd/or used the wrong-response indicator, T

corded a response error, coded the type of

errorqchoice error and/or indicator error),

and terminated the trial.

-,The set combinations were presented in round robin fashion,

That is, each S was presented one set combination before any S was

presented with a second set combination and each S was presented a

j
second set combination before any S was presented a third set

combination, etc. Each S was presented with 12 set combinations

-during each instructional session.

Baseline Procedure

The baseline entailed consecutively presenting the more-tasks

and the four verbal language cues in the concurrent,procedure. As

depicted in Figure 2, the individual presentation of the four dif-

ferent verbal language cues (i.e., "Point to more," "Give me more;"

"Take 'acre," "Cover up more") constituted a block of language cues.

The blocks of four different verbal language cues coincided with

the blocks of four set combinations (i.e., 1-2, 2-3, 3-4 and 4-5).

The presentation order of the four different verbal language cues

within blocks was varied on consecutive blocks such that one language

cue did not follow another in two consecutive blocks (See ,Appendix

259

4Nore determination procedure:.
When presented two sets of objects,

the teacher/student concurrently pointed with their right and left

hands to parallel members of each set (1Th. ) only once until, they

had pointed to each member of both sets. Then, while holding a

finger on a member of the set with less members, they pointed to one

additional member of the set with more.
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'FAE 2

The Presentation Sequence for the Baselines

Block 1
Trials
Block 2 Block 3

Language
Cue

Paint

To
Give

Me
Take Cover

Up
GiveCover

Me Up

rake Point

To

Take Give

Me
Peintaxer

To Up

Task
Presented

11 ,
,H

LI

-El
11
Li

.
..*

-4
*1'.1;.

,:!si

n
3

. rz
,..i:

ri
!:

71

;I::

.

. ri

L.-
.. r
.. :i,L. ,

F
_ it-.

"....

71 .
..j.-

Steps 1 and 2 of the instructional procedure were implemented
without feedback regarding the correctness or incorrectness of response.
The set combinations were presented in round robin fashion with each
S having the opportunity to respond to 12 see. combinations (8 of
tahi eh were different).

Procedure Used to Arrange Matched Pairs

When 10 Ss made 6 or more error responses in the baseline trials,
5 matched pairs were forted. -Ss were matched on the basis of the
number of error responses, choice errors; indicator errors and sum
of choice plus indicator errors in the following manner. The total.:

number of errorsa_choice errors, indicator errors and the sum of
choice plus indicator errorp of each S were ranked from lowest to

highest. Ss with the clos4t rankings were paired. One member of

each matqbed pair was randomly assigned to the successive-concurrent
group and the other to the concurrent group.

Successive Procedure

The successive procedure required that the mor asks and a
particular verbal language cue be repeatedly presente (e.g., take

more, take tore, take more) and if necessary taught until an S -

demonstrated criterion performed on-the more-tasks and that particular
language cue (See Figure 3). Criterion was set at 83% correct
responding across two consecutive blocks (5 out of 6 trials) within

a single instructional session. Then a language cue with a different

verb component and the more-tasks were repeatedly presented and it

necessary taught until an S demonstrated criterion performance on

the more-tasksand the different language cue. The same procedure

was followed using the two additional language cues-with different

verb components. The language cues which were presented first,
second, third and fourth were selected on the basis of the percent
of response indicator errors all Ss made to each language cue in .

baseline trials. The language cue with the lowest percent of
response indicator errors was taught first, the language cue with

the second lowest percent of response indicator errors was taught

secondi etc. The same presentation and instructional procedures
described in the more-tasks section was used to teach responding

to the four language cues.
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FIGURE 3

A Partial Presentation Sequence for the Succe sive Procedure
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Concurrent Procedure'
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The concurrent procedure entailed onsecutively presenting the

more-tasks and the four verbal language cues in a.serial arrangement

which systematically varied the order of the cues: (e.g., "Point

to more," "Give me more," "Take more," "Cover up more"). Xs depicted

in Figure 4, the individual presentation of the four different

verbal language cues coincided with the blocks of four set combin-

ations (i.e., 2-1, 3-2, 4-3, 5 -4). The presentation order of the

four.different verbal language cues within blocks was varied on

consecutive blocks such that one language cue did not follow another

in two consecutive blocks (See Appendix 10..

e

FIGURE 4

A Partial Presentation Sequence for the Concurrent Procedure
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The procedures for presenting and teaching the more-tasks in

the concurrent procedure was the same as the procedure described in.

the More-Tasks section.

Interjudge Agreement

Interjudge agreement data was collected during one session

of Phase I, during one session of Phase Ti (successive-concurrent
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procedure) during one session of Phase II (0nrourrent procedure)
and during one session of Phase III. Interjudge agreement was
Obtained from a trial-by-trial comparison of T's and the second
pbserver's scoring of choice and response indicator errors. Inter-
judge-,agreement was computed by dividing the total number of
.agreements by the sum of the total number of agreements plus the
total number of disagreements.

RESULTS

Baseline Performance and Selection of Matched Pairs

In the baseline trials, as depicted in Table 2, each Of 10 Ss
made 6 or more errors. This made all 10 Ss eligible. The total`

errors, choice errors, indicator errors and the sum of choice plus
indicator errors each S made were ranked from lowest to highest
and So with the closest rankings on all these parameters were
pairqd. As depicted inoTable 2 this procedure resultedin the
concurrent group and the successive-concurrent p having the

following means respectively: total errors 8.6 a d 8.6, choice
errors 6.4 and 6.4, indicator errors 5.6 and 4.8, and sum of
choice plus' indicator errors 11.6 and 11.2.

TABLE 2

Total Errors, Choice Errors, Indicator Errors,
and Sum of hioice Plus Indicator Errors Each

Group Made During Baseline Trials

Concurrent Group Successive- Concurrent Group

7

7

8

S7 10

§9 11

Total 43

Mean 8.6

0 Muk
0 k
4g- k
c.) r.?-1

VIuk
0

V k
g k
,--, cu

1-4 M
k

I-
k
0

.

c k
LI tza

4
m o m M 1-4 m

-4 1+ uk Oki k
C 0 -H 0 H 0 + 0

E-9 .t. a 4-1
,.. -:

..., u r.!..:

5 4 9
...2

6 0 6

6 3 9 S4 8 6 3 9

10.

5 7 12 S6 11 6 6 12

8 4 12 8
8 8 6 14

8 8 16 fj.0 10 6 9 15

32 26 58 43. 32 24 5,6

6.4 5.2 11.6 8.6 6.4 4.8 11:2
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Percent of Response Indicator Errors in Baseline Trials

In the successive procedure the response indicator with the

lowest percent of response indicator errors was taught first, the

response indicator with the second lowest percent of response indi-

cator errors was taught second, etc. The response indicator with

the lowest percent of respqnse indicator errors was "cover up"

(3?%), the second lowest was "point to (42%), the third lowest

was "give me" (52%), and the fourth lowest was "take" (52%4:

Interjudge Agreement

Interjudge agreement data collected during one session of

Phase I, one session of Phase II (successive-concurrent procedure),

one session of Phase II (concurrent procedure), and one session of

Phase III. Interjudge agreement was computed by dividing the total

number of agreements by the sum of the total number of agreements

plus total number of disagreement of T's and a second observer's

scoring of choice and response indicator errors. There was perfect

interjudge agreement.

General Experimental Results

The concurrent group learned the more-tasks and to differentially

respond to the individual gymponents of the different verbal language

cues when they were presented in the concurrent procedure (Table 2);

Data presented in Table 3 indicates that, except for S6,5 the

successive-concurrent group Ss learned the more-tasks and to respond

to the four different verbal language cues presented in the

successive procedure.

514hen S6 had been presented the maximum number of training trials

(240), she was still learning the,first responae indicator (cover

up) of the successive procedure and had noVparned to differentially

respond to the set with More pennies. She WaW-utilizing an inappro-

priate choice selection strategy (denoting the set presented in the

varied. array as more) which produced a 50 level of correct choice

responding. The instructional procedure utilized in this study

apparently was not appropriate for S6.

2G)
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TABLE 2

Total Errors, Choice Errors, Indicator Errors, Sum of
Choice Plus Indicator Errors and Trials to Criterion

of Concurrent Group Ss

Total
Errors

1 S'

.§.3
71

.§3
105

S7 20

S 0)-

Total 221

Mean 44.2 ,

Choice
Errors

Indic.

Errors
O.+ In.
Errors

Trials
To Crit.

1 4 5 24+

56 26 82 168+

59 75 134 192+

10 13 23 48+

11 16 27 4'8+ .

137 134 480
.

.211

27.4 26.8 54,2 96.0

+S learned the more-tasks and to differentially respond to
the language cues presentedin the concurrent procedure.

2r0



TABLE 3

Total Errors, Choice Errors, Indicator Errors, Sum. of Choice

Plus Indicator Errors and Trials to Criterion of
Successive-Concurrent Group Ss When Presented the

More-Tasks and Language Cues in the

Successive Procedure

Total ,

Erriirs

§.2
, 6

S4 20

& 162

§8 16

§J0 30

Total 234

Mean 46.S

Choice IndiC. Ch.+ In. Trials

Errors Errors Errors To Crit.

4 2 ) 30+

18 2 20 72+

153 14 167 . 240*

6 10 16 418+

22 8 30 84+ -

203 36 239 '474

40.6 7.2' 47.8 94.8

*5...6 was presented the maximum number of trials withOut

reaching criterion.

+S learned the more-tasks and to respond to the verbal

language cues presented in the successive procedure..

265

4.

Ss in the successive-concurrent group who learned the more-tasks

and the four verbal language cues in the successive procedure were

presented and if necessary taught the more-tasks and the four verbal

language cues presented' in the concurrent_ procedure. The performance

data of the successive- concurrent group in the concurrent procedure

(S6 excluded) is /resented in rable 4. Except for S9 who did not

make response indicator errors when presented the four verbal language

cues in the serial arrangement of the concurrent procedure during

baseline trials, all Ss in the successive-concurrent group made

response indicator errors when presented the four verbal language,

cues in the serial arrangement of concurrent procedure. This. data

is interpreted to suggest that in the successive procedure the

successive-concurrent group Ss did not learn to differentially

respond to individual components of the language cues as required

by the concurrent procedure. However, the successive-concurrent.

group Ss did learn,to differentially respond to the individual

components of language cues when they were presented and taught

in the arrangement required by the concurrent procedure.
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TABLE 4

Total Errors, Choice Errors, Indicator Errors, Sum of Choice

Plus Indicator Errors and Trials to Criterion of
Successive-Concurrent Group Ss When Presented

the More-Tasks and Language Cues in the
Concurrent Procedure

Ch.+ In Trials

Errors To .Crit.
Total
Errors

Choice
Errors

Indic.

Errors

§.2 0 0 0

15 . 3 15

S6
e e

§93

.§10
68 4 6°6

Total 92 9 88
4

Mean 23 2.25 22

0 12+

18 48+

9 36+

70 156+

97 252

24.25 63

did not meet criterion on the tisks presented in the'

successive procedure and thus was never advancesto being
presented the tasks in the concurrent procedure.

+S learned the more-tasks and to differentially respon
to the language cuesdiesented in the concurrent
procedure.

Statistical Comparisons of the Concurrent Group
and,the Successive-Concurrent Group Performance

The relative efficiency of the concurrent,procedure and the

successive - concurrent proceddre was assessed by statistically testing

for a significant differentse between the total number of error

responses made by the concurrent group and the total number of

error responses Made by the successive-concurrent group. In addition,

statistical, comparisons were also made between the total number of

choice errors, indicator errors, sum of choice plus indicator errors

and trials to criterion.
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Table 5 depicts the total errors, choice errors, indicator

errors, sum of choice plus indicator errors and trials to criterion

for each S in the concurrent group and each S in the successive

concurrent group.

TABLE 5

Total Number of Errors, Choice Errors, Indicator Errors,and Sum

of Choice Plus Indicator ErrOrs Made by Concurrent

Group and Suicessive-Concurrent Group Ss

Concurrent Group

,- 4 47
to 0 tn N 1-.4 to tf) 4-4

I-4 k U k t.) Pt k ..-1 $-

fJ$ 2
..-4 0 tri 0 ** 0 ' to U

F-I A k g I-1 ,.4.F2.0
E-, 1.14 ..) gZ3 PI ig F...) 1g E. E"

Successive-Concurrent Group

4

U) om mi-4mmH
r,4 9-1 k

ed 0 rt 0 ri 0 + 0 ce U
O

0 k k trt
.0 f.1 g 1.4 -A,.0 $-1 $-1 0

E. gg U C.L.3

S 1 4 5 24 E2 6 4 2) 6 42

E3 71 56 .26. 82 168 Is 35 21 '17 38 120
12-

Es 105 59 75 134 192 S6 162 153 14 167 240*

Ej, 20 10 13 234. 48 EA: 24 - 8 17 25 84

-

E9 20 11 16 27. 48 E19 98 26 74 100 240

Total 221 137 134m, 271 480 326 212 124 336 726

Group
Mean 44.2 27.4 26.8 54.2 96 65.2 42.4 24.8 67.2 145.2

*5 did not learn,the tasks presented in the successive

procedure and thus was never presented the tasks in the

concurrent procedure.

The "Randomization Test for Matched Pairs" (Siegel, 1956) and

the Dependent T Test were performed. Results of the Randomization

Test for matched pairs and the Dependent T Tests on compArisqns of

the concurrent group's and successive-concurrent group's total

errors, choice errors, indicator errors, .sum of choi; plus

indicator errors and trials to criterion indicated th t there'were

no significant differences between the concurrent and successive--

'concurrent procedures.
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Although there were not statistically significant differences
it was noteworthy that in the matched S comparisons (Table 5) that:

a. four out of five Ss in the concurrent group made fewer
errors then- their match;6

four out of five Ss in the concurrent group made fewei-
um of choice piut-i indicator errors then their match;

4,
c. four but of five Ss in the concurrent group reached

criterion in fewer trials then their match;

d. one match, S3 and S4, was consistently in disagreement
with the other four on comparisons a; b, and c above;

e. the mean of the concurrent group was less then the
successive-concurrent group for comparisons a, b, and
c above (Table 5).

The results (a-e above) indicated that although there were iot
a statistically significant difference on any comparison, there were
noteworthy differences which suggested that the concurrent procedure
was more efficient than the successive-concurrent proceduie.

Summary of Results

Based upon the analyses presented above, the following statements
seem tenable:

I. Five out, of five concurrent group Ss learned the ,more-tasks
and to differentially respond to the four language cues
taught in the concurrent procedure. Four out of five
successive-concurrent group Ss learned the more-tasks
and to differentially respond to the language cues. Thus,

the effectiveness of both procedures was demonstrated.

2. The performance of Ss did not support-the contention that
either the concurrent procedure or successive-concurrent
procedure was significantly more efficient then the other
when performancg'parameters of total errors, choice
errors, indicator errors, sum of choice plus indicator
errors and trials criterion were compared. However,

.there were noteworthy erforMance differences which were
interpreted as indicat' g that the concurrent procedure
might be more efficl nt when r those parameters

are considered.

3. SuCcessive-concurrent group Ss did not learn to
differentially respond to, the individual components
of the language cues as those cues were.presentedin
the successive pYocedure. However., successive-concurrent
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t.

group Ss did learn to respond differentially to

individual component's of the language, cues when those

cues were preserited in the concurrent procedure: Thus,

it would,appear that if Ss are to learnAo differ4ntially

respond to language cuee.those cues,,shoula be taught

in sconoUttent procedure.

DISCUSSION

The most salient hazard regarding.the interpretation of the

results is the absence of statistically significant differences

. between prOcedures. Although student, performance did not demonstrate

that 'either the concurrent procedure or the successive-concurrent

procedure was significantly more efficient then,the other, it did

demonstrate the effectiveness'of both procedures in teaching the

-students the tasks of concern'. That iS, allr'students taught in' the

concurrent procedure learned %e tasks of concern and four out

fiVe students taught in the Successive-concurrent procedure leaned

the tasks. It is unusual'for prodedures to be effective across

a number of severely handicapped students-without substantial

modifications-to make the procedure applicable to individual

student performance characteristics.

It is of interest that, althoughthere were no statiatica

significant betwen the concurrent and the successive-

concurrent proceduke when compared on performance parameters of

total errors, ,choice errors, indicator errors, sum -of Choice plus

indicator errors,'and trials to criterion, there were noteworthy

performance differences on these paramet&s. These differences

were interpreted as suggesting that the concurrent procedure' might

be more.effidient then the-successive-concurrent f&ocedure. .

The results of the present study also indicated that stpdents

,.taught imthe successive-concurrent procedure did not learn ko

differentially respond to individual components of the verbal,

language cues until the verbal language cues were presented and

taught in the .concurrent procedure. This result suggestg that the

.mere exposure 'to languagecues as they-occur in many instructional

situations does not necessarily insure that students are learning

.
to differentially respond to inffividnal components of thosules.

, ,

.

It-must be noted that student performance may have been related

to, many factor's. When the'error response patterns'of the students

in thigstudy were examined, some interesting differences were-

suggested, In-baseline trials most students s,eleoted theset

presented in a varied array as the set with More instead of using

one-to-one .correspondence operations or countag,fationally to

determine which 'set had more members.- During'intervention several

students persisted in basing choice responses on the set presented

in a varied array andindioat4 responses upon teacher gestures and
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timing of reinforcement.6 These response patterns are of interest

because they suggest that students learn and employ strategies which

in some situations may be adequate substitutes for basing responses'

on relevant task dimensions and relevant components of verbal

langUage cues. Obviously, such strategies will not be effective
across all environments (e.g., not all teachers will provide the

same gestural cues) which may explain why some severely handicapped
students can perform a skill in one environmental configuration
but not in other environmental configurations. In addition, such

error response patterns indicate that some students may learn new

skills more slowly then othera because they are more persistent-in

'N\ using response strategies which are not based upon relevant task

dimensions.

Implications for Practice

This study emerged from questions as to what procedures are
efficient for teaching students to perform functional skillg across

nvironmental configurations. The success of an instructional program

should be assessed on the criteria that it should teach students to

orm functional skills across tasks, materials, verbal language cues,

o people and'Settings that the students will frequently encountery For

example, the instructional objective,for'a "many" skill program might

be: Given the language cues "Give each many ,," "Take

many ," or "Put many in the " by at least three .

control figureq (e.g., teacher, wither, peer) irk at least three'

-settings (e.g., classroom, playground, home) and across'at least

three functional tasks (e.g., setting the,table, passing out cookies,

dealing cards) students should perform the

Potentially, there pre many instructional procedures which

could be employed to insure that students mastered. the objective.

Some selected procedures are:,,

1. Instruct the students on one functional task given one
verbal language cue, in one setting, with-one tfther.
Then test and, if necessary, teach the student to perform

the skill given a second language cue to respond,
functional task, teacher4and setting, etc.

2. Instruct the studentson one task, given one,verbal
language cue, in one .setting,, with one teacher and take

advantage of every opportunity to require the students

to use the skill acrpss functional tasks, settings,

people, and verbal language cues to respond. Then test

fl

6As described in the procedure section, the varied set choice strategy

was controlled guch that it would only'produce a 50% level of correct

'.responding. All teacher cues, other than the statement of the verbal

language cue, were eliminated such that to.meet criterion S had to

"B.ase responding upon the verb and,noun componentof the language cues.

27G
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and; _if necessary, teach the student to perform the

skill given a second fanctional task, teacher, setting

and verbal "language cue to respond, etc.

3..- Teach the students to use the skill across several

functional tasks, settings, people, and verbal language

cues to respond concurrently.

The third procedure teaches directly to the instructional

objective. However, one could conjecture that teaching a'student

t perform a skill across several language cues, people, settings

a d ask-materials concurrently might impede the student's acquisi-

tion a skill. As the result of such a conjecture, variations of

proced pp es mita an two which teach the student toperform a skill

across each combination of,taskst people, settings and language cues

successively are usually employed in curricula for the severely

handicapped. Such procedures do not systematically incorporate

teaching skill performance. across several language cues, settings,

6 people and functional tasks concurrently.

Y

,The students' performance in the present study indicated that

teaching studenfOo perform a skilacross several language cues

concurrently even Without'previous successive procedure instruction

should not be detrimental to skill acquisiti9n. Furthermore, ,an

essential component of performance across most verbal language cues

is differentially responding to.individual components of the language

cues. This study indicated that unless performance of a skill across

different language .cues is taught concurrently the students may not

rlearnto differentially respond to dndividual language cue components.

The implication is that if an objective of an instructional program

is to teach students to perform skills across ve6al language cues,

then it is essential to teach the skill across ifferent language

cues concurrently. In addition, there is no'apparent advantage to

,teaching fhe language cues'successively prior to teaching them

concurrently. Further research is needed to assess how many language

/ cues, task material, settings and people students can be taught to

peiform a skill'acrops concurrently without significantly impeding

,skill acquisition. The efficiency of a concurrent procedure may

depend °A: 1) the functioning level of the students; 2) the students'

previous experience responding to a concurrent procedure arrangement;

3) the meaning and,discriminability
of tasks to be' learned: concurrently;,

and 4) the number of tasks taught concurrently. .//
,

fe,

ci*
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APPENDIX A.

Fellow's etitiehoe*

Position

.11structional Session,,'

1) 1 2 11 2 2 111'2 2

2) 11 2 2-2 1 1 1 2 '2-1 2

t 3) 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1

4) 2 2 1 1 1 2 2,2 1 1 2 1.
T 2 1 1 1 2.2 2 1:1 2

6) 2 1.1 2 2 2 1"1 1 2 2 el'
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APPENDIX B

Set Combinations Sequence

Block 1) 3 2 4 1 1 4 '2-1
2 = 3-2

2) 2. 3 1 4 3 = 4-3
c 4 =%5 -4

3) 1 3,

4) 4 3

5) 4 3 2 1

6) '2 3 1 4

7) 1 20 3

8) -3 4 2,-
fl

9) 1 2 3 4

10) 2 4 3 1

11) 3 2 1

12) 4 2 1

13) 2 4 3 1

14) 4 1 2
a

15) 3 4 2

16) 1 3 2 4

17) 3 4 2 1

10 2 '3 1

Start Over

27
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. APPENDIX C

Fellows Sequence

Arrays,

Instructional Session

1) 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1°2

2) 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2.2 1 1

3) 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1

-4)- 1 2 2 a 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2

'.5)5. 2 1'1 `*"2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1

-6) 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2

"1 = Vertical array,

2 = varied array

111111111111Milor.'
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APPENDIX D

Verb Sequence

1) 1 2 3 4 1 point to
2 P' give me.

2) 2 4 3 1 3 take
4 P cover up.

3) 3. 2 1 4

4) 4 2 1 3

5) 2 4 3 1

6) 4 , 1 2 3

7) 3 4 2 1

8) 1 3 2 4

9) 3 4 2 1

10) 2 3 1 4

11) 1 3 2 4

12) 4 2 1 3

13) 4 3 2 1

14) '2 3 1 4

15) 1 S 2 4

16) 3 4 2 1

Start Over

281_
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Illi

In the
9'

past due to limited educational opportunities, almost
inevitable placement of severely handicapped citizens it large
residential institutions, and lack of an effectiVe instructional
technology it was perhaps somewhat, acceptable to teach severely
handicapped citizens isolated attending, self-care, langpage,
recrea 'onal, motor skills, etc. Now, however, Many severely

dr
handic pped individuals will be enrolled in public schooI*programs
for a long as 21 years. Longitudinal public education coupled with
more effective instructional technology and the goals, of deinstitu-
tipnalization and child advocacy- make it possible and imparative for
us to justify skill instruction in terms of developmentally sound

long term skill-sequences:

Inti-oduCtien

Weston Williams

The developmentand use of longitudinal skill-sequences will
be illustrated through a math skills sequence we have been generating
over the past few yea ,s. It ,should be emphasized that the .statements'"

concepling a skill se hence made in relation to the math skill
sequence are generally applicable to any. skill sequence.

o.

The first slide (Slide 1: Scope and Sequence of the Math Skills
Sequence) portrays the math skills sequence scope and sequence chart.
All the shills taught in the sequence are listed vertical* (functional
object use, imitation, sets, one-many,1,,to 1 correspondencp, etc.).
The objectives within each skill are listed.horizontally. As can be
discerned'from the chart, the objectives of various skills may often

be taught concurrently. For instance, a student could be learning

objectives 3, 4, 5 of sets concurrently with objectives 1, 2,
3 of one-many.

The sequence delineated should not be viewed as a recipe or a
prescription but rather as an illustration. This sequence is
dynamic; that is, it is in a continuoue,Dmocess of refinement -and
revision based upon students' performance within It. What wfll be

depicted here is a'selected snapshot of a continuously developing
sequence. .In short, a math skills sequence with a sampling of

activities teachers may use to supplement their daily planning

'11 be delineated.

Rea ons for Using Skill Sequences

There are at least six reasons (Slides 2 & 3) for developing

and delineating empirially verifiable skill sequences.

1. Use of developmental skill sequences should help minimize
the potentially deleterious effects of changes'in.teachers and,

administrators on long term programming.
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Scope and Sequence Chart

A. Prerequisites
1. Imitation
2. Functional Object Use

B. Sets

C. One -Many.

D. One-to-One Correspondence

E. Equivalence

F. More _and Less

1. More.
2. Less
3. More/Less
4. Conservation of Number

G. Counting Forward
1. Rational
2. Rote
3. Numeral Recognition
4. Matching Numerals

to Quantities
S. Mat hing Quantities,

to merals
6. Order g Numerals
7. Orderin Quantities

H. Addition, (Equation)

1. Objects
2. Numerals and Objects.

3; Numeralg and Lines
4 Numerals
S. Fifigers

6. Facts'

'I. Story:ProbleMs
1. One -to -One

COirespondence
2. X .1- Y =

3. X 4- = Y

-

1

1

1 2 3

1

1

287

4 5

23

12

1

6

2

281

1

1

1

1 2 3

1 2

1

1

1 2

4

1

3

567

112 3

456

8

4

4,4
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2. A precise delineation of students' current functioning level's
on a variety of skill sequences is more relevant to the development
of viable instructional services than such descriptions as autistic,
severely retarded, trainable, psychotic;, emotionally disturbed, and
low MA.

3. "Placement of an individual along dimensions Vit in _skill
sequences provides the teacher with vital info ions erning the

skills an individual has mastered, those that Oiti untau ht, and
IR what orderskills sholild be presented. That i skill sequences
delineate starting points and terminal objectives and enhance the
possibility that essential component subskills, will not be neglected.

p
-4. Traditionally, students have been grouped on such ,dimensions

as CA,' diagnostic labels (e.g., trainable, autistic, learning disabled),
physical handicap; IQ, and achievement,test scor-'4g: Such dimensions
rarely provide enough information to/be relevant to instructional
programming. In a skill sequence model students ,can be grouped on
the basis of the skill's they have mastered and the skills they should '
be taught next as"weil as CA, physical handicap.

5. Readiness in,a skill sequence model consists of mastery of
the prerequisite subskills which facilitate7the student learning
more advanced skills. Within this model a teacher does not simply
wait for a student to be "ready\" 'to learn a skill but teaches the

requisite skill.

6. Skill sequences can facilitate the development of more
efficient curricula. That is, if teachers carefully monitor' student
performance, they can obtain data which indicates the order in which
skills are most readily acquired and which skills must be broken
into smaller skills or reordered to facilitate acquisition. A

cycle of construct a skill sequence, monitor student performance,
.reconstruct the skill sequence, monitor student performance . . .

should lead to more efficient and valid curricula: It is only
through such research that we can effectively progress from "normal"
developmental skill Aequences, logically derived notions-of skill
sequences, and psychological laboratory research to valid cur.ricula.

rya

Adapting Skill Sequences to_Individual Student Characteristics

.
It must be empha9tzed that a skill sequence` id delineated to

provide an organized set of learning objectives 'around which instruc-
tional programs of many types may be organized. A skills sequence
is not a statement of how a task is to be taught or assessed but is
.a prerequisite to the delineation of specific instructional and

measurement procedures. .

The underlying assumption of a skill sequence is that most
students learn skills in the same order. However, a.skills sequence

should be adapted to individual student needs (e.g.,.physical
handicaps, blindness, deafness, muteness). A sequence may be

288
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adapted to individual'stud4ts through: 1) adapting instructional

procedures, 2) adapting response requiiements, and 3) adapting

instructional tasks (Slide 4).

1. Adapting Instructional Procedures'

Many' instructional procedures and models may be used to teach

the same skill. That is, a skill may be, taught through partici-

p4ion of all students'in highly structured drills, individual

instruction, a free school model, a nursery schoo3 model, and so on.

Procedures or, models which are most effective with individual

students, should be used. However, whatever instructional procedures

or models are used the teacher can use the skill sequence to monitor

student pnogress.

2. Adapting Response Requirements

0

Students can demonstrate mastery of a skill or "concept" through

a variety of responSes. For example, students can demonstrate mastery

of the "concept" ball through nonverbal responses (e.g., touching

balls; throwing balls, bouncing balls, signing, communication boards)

and/or verbal responses (e.g., labeling balls, making statements

concerning balls). A skill sequence should be adapted to students

with specific motor and expressive language problems through allowing

students to learn and demonstrate skill mastery through responses

they are ,capable of 'performing.

3. Ada tin Instructional Task

A skill may be taught through ma y tasks. For example, students

can learn one to one correspondente t rough such tasks as giving

'each place setting a spoon while sett ng the table, giving each

classmate a piece of candy; etc. How vei, a Skill should be

considered mastered only after student can functi6411y use the

skill to operate on their everyday env ronment and Can perform the

skill across people, settings, languag cues, and tasks which

/ frequently occur: To facilitate skill astery the tasks selected

to teach a skill through should be chos n on the basis of their:

a) functional use to the individual stud nt; b) accessability or

frequency of occwrence,across the envir nment of the individual

student c) potential reinforcement value to the individual student;

d) facilitation of discrimination learning; e) applicability to

repeated practice; f) facilitation of later skill development; and

g) facilitation of skill maintenance.

It is unlikely that one task which fulfills all the criteria

delineated may be devised. However, use of these three basic tasks

should fulfill the task selection criterion: a) functional tasks;

b) games; and c) repeated practice tasks (Slide 5).

a. Functional Tasks: Selecting tasks on the basis of

functional use involve8 teaching skills through functional tasks.
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students frequently encounter. For example, the operation of
sorting, glasses and silverware can be taught through teaching
students to sort glasses and silverware into separate sets at a
worktable in the classroom or sorting glasses and silverware into
separate sets while putting away the dishes after lunch. Obviously,
sorting while putting away dishes is the more functional task.

b. Games: Tasks which facilitate the maintenance and
generalization of skills should be selected. Generally, maintenance
of shills can be insured through students' repeated practice or use
of the skills. Teaching skills through .tasks which frequently occur
in environments the students inhabit should dnhance skill maintenance.
Skill maintenance may algto be enha ed through devising games or fun
activities (e.g., songs,,play) whit require that students use
particular skills. Such games and fun activities should be made 6
regular component of students' daily programs andfree time activities.
In addition, games and fun activities have potential reinforcement
value to students,and thus students are more likely to play the game,
and use the skills outside of the instructional setting.

c. Repeated Practice Tasks: Selecting tasks loith continued
applicability to repeated practice involves choosing tasks through
which the student can be Aresented many, opportunities to respond.
This task selection criterion is .based on the notion that frequent'
opportunities to respond typically results in more efficient learning

) than infrequent response opportunities. A problem with some
functional tasks and games is that they only provide infrequent
response opportunitie5. Thus, in some cases repeated prdctice,
tasks may have to be used in conjunction with functional tasks
and games.

Math and the Moderately and Severely Handicapped
A

Many educators consider most readingand math skills "academic"
and nonfunctional for the moderately and severely handidapPed student.
The implication is that we should not waste valuable instructional
time.teaching math and reading to the moderately and severely handi
capped. We hope to illustrate through this presentation that math
skills should be.vital components of longitudinal programs and that
they are essential and functional components of most self help,
vocational and home living skills.

The next speakers will elaborate the above discussigp through
illustrating the application of a skills sequence model. Nancy
Scheuerman,-a teacher at LaphaM School, and Barbara Swetlik, a
teacher at Glenn Stephens School in Madison, Wisconsin, will
describe how they have used the math skill sequence and adapted
instructional procedures, tasks and response requirements to-the

,,particular.needs'of their students. Then, Clarence DeSpain, a
school psychologist, will describe how an evaluation model can be
generated from a skill sequence. He will delineate why such an
evaluation model is a viable alternative to the use of traditional
evaluation tools such as IQ and achievement tests.
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Math for Students With Few or No Functional Skills

Nancy Scheuerman,

I. Introduction

We "will delineate the prerequisite 'skills to the math skills

sequence and some of the initial skills in the sequence, i.e., sets,

one-uany and 1 to 1 correspondence. The slides are of students in

one of our classrooms at Lapham School in Madison.

A. Student Description

The students in this classroom range in age from 7-13 yea s.

Their level of retardation may be classified as moderate to rofound.

Two of the students have minimal physical disabilities with mild

cerebral palsy involvement (Slide 1 students). Verbal'abilities

of the students range from imitative approximations of single words

to one student who uses word spontaneous phrases. Two students

use a picture communication board as an,additionarform of expressive

language (Slides 2, 3, 4 - communication books). One student is

presently' being taught sign language as an alternative method of

expressive communication (Slide 5).

B. Educational Background

Three years ago, several of these students had been excluded

from public schools due to severe behavioral problems and/or

nonverbal communication skills. Some students were-not toilet, .

trained, could not put their own coats on, would not follow simple

one-component directions, had very limited receptive language and

only used simple sounds for expressive language Initial

programming for these students consisted of behavioral control

programming, self-help instruction and receptive language tasks.

C. Reasons for Using Math Skills Sequence

As behavior problems decreased ai4 receptive language skills

increased, we began to develop more dvanced cognitive and language

programs fQr the students. We spe a great deal of time selecting

math skills1Which we thought appropriate for the students. Initially

we attempted to teach the students numeral identification (Sli'des

6 & 7). At that time we had not yet delineated a math skills sequence,

and we had very, minimal success with the numeral identification

°program. While developing the math skill sequence, we were able

to delineate the math skills which should be taught prior to and

Currently with numeral recognition.

Through follo ing the Skill, sequence from the prerequisite

skills, through set relationships and subsequent skills, we have

been' able to provide appropriate
sequential math tasks for the

291
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students. Now, the students not only identify numerals (Slide 8),
but can also match numerals to their appropriate quantities (Slide 9)
and match quantities to numerals (Slide 10).

vvv

The skill sequence we have developed-provides the flexibility
which is essential to this group of students. For example, the
students could Sort objects into sets on the basis of one dimensiOn
such as shape, but could master the higher level sett skill of

'making setslof three unr ated objects as the students in this slide
are doing (Slide 11). he,flexibility of'the-sequence allowed us
to move on from sortin objects on the basis of one dimension into
sets, to tasks such as 1 to 1 correspondence and later return to thel
higher level set skill of making sets of three unrelated objects.

One of the major advantages of this skill sequence is that
reeponalt requirements can be reRdily modified according to students' '.i

Or
verbal abilities. For instance,-t. class of students usually
respond in a nonverbal manner due:. their limited expressi'e
language. However, verbal students can be required to use verbal d

responses.
,

'II. Prerequisites.

The prerequisites of imitation, play skillt and unctional object

use may be taught concurrent y.

A. Imitation

During the first year of public school programming with these
students we taught them simple direction following skills which
involved gross and fine motor' imitation (Slide 12). Imitation was

*(' taught to facilitate spontaneous motor imitation of the teacher and
other people in the students' environment. The imitation prerequisite
of the skill sequence provides a method for instruction, imitation
of a teacher modeled response, and is a good indicator of a studerft's

level of cognitive functioning.

B. Play Skills

Initially, we also taught appropriate play skills with common
objects (toys) (Slides 13 8e 14). One reason appropriate play skills
were taught was to insure that students would be able to manipulate
the objects used in math and other instructional programs in a
functional and task appropriate manner. Thus, we gave special
attention to objects which we would eventually use in teaching math
and other skills in order to familiarize the students with their
.use and to develop the objects into appropriate reinforcers (S1' e 15).

The success of an instructional program used to teach a particu ar
skill can depend on the intrinsic reinforcement value of the
materials used to teach the skill.

2
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Through b ing taught functional object use students learn the

function of ob'ects and functional relationships between objects

(Slides 16 & 1 ). Knowle ge of ,the functional use - and.1 functional

relationship b tween obj cts facilitates the acquisition of higher

level skills. For example, if studehtsdknow the functional

relationship between objects (e.g., a paintbrush and a,box of

wat color paints), they should more readily learn 1 to licorrespon-

e skills through tasks which volve the objects (e.g., assigning

a paintbrush to each box of paint - Slide 18).

III. Sets

The first math skill
objects into sets. There a

of the skill
objectives.

One of the initial set's objectives is to teachQstudents to

sort two different.objects into separate sets (e.g., "Put the bears

here, the blocks here." - Slides 19, 20, 21). First students are

taught to sort suchJobjects as blocks and bears which are the same

color and size along the dimension of form. Later students are

taught to sort on the'basis of different, dimensions (e.g., color,

size).

0 e of the higher level set skills objectives is to teach'

stud to create setrof related objects specified by theteacher

(Slide 22); then to make a set of related, but unlike objects; and

finally to make a set of unlike and unrelated objects (Slide 23).

Joining or making sets of objects is the basis of addition.

lineated by the sequence is sorting
e nine objectives in the set component

equence and we will illustrate only a sampling.of the

IV. One-Many

-One-many may be taught concurrently with sets or subsequent

to completion of the sets objectives.

The first objective in the one-many component of the skill

sequence is to teach students to discriminate between one and many

objects which are presented as separate sets. That is, students

may be asked to indicate which set has one or many'objects (Slide 24).

The studehts progress to giving the teacher or taking one or many

objects frolm a single set of objects when given a verbal direction

(Slides 25 & 26). Nonverbal students may learn and demondtrate

knowledge of the concept of one-many through nonverbal responses.

The adaptability of the math sequence allows the teacher to

concurrently have verbal students learn the skill of asking for

one or,Riany objects. For instance this student is asking for one

ballo&i. (Slide 27). Students quickly learn to ask for many when

they are requested to indicate whether they want one or many cookies

or candies.' In later components of the skill sequence (e.g., 1 to 1
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corregpondence, more-less, counting) students learn. to elaborate
upon one-many to discriminate between one'and two objects, eight and
ten objects, etc.

( o

One-many can be taught through a multttude of different tasks.
However, if students have motor problems, it may be difficult for
them to respond correctly when the task objects are difficult to
manipulate (Slide 28). In the case of this student,with cerebral
palsy, it would be more appropriate to initially use easily manipulated
objects or allow a touch response.

0

V. 1 to 1 Correspondence

We will delineate the sequence we use to teach 1 to 1
correspondence and a variety of tasks the skill may be taught through.

(Slide 29) pennie c4pdy
(Slide 30) play doug muffin tins
(Slide 31) flannel-ve ical
(Slide 32) flannel-hor zontal
(Slide 33) flannel-dom'noe array
(Slide 34) paper-pencil task

The 1 to 1 correspondence skill is an essential prerequisite=4
to students learning the concept of equivalence. It is important
to teach 1 to 1 correspondence across a great number of tasks to
facilitate success in equivalence. We initially teach 1 to 1 corre-
bpondence through tasks where students can easily perceive when they
have not assigned 'objects in a 1 to 1 correspondence,such as giving
each cup a straii(Slide 35). Then we progress to teaching students
to place objects on top of one another (e.g., put a bear on each
block - Slide 36 and eventually place objects next to each other
(e.g., put a bear)next to each block Slide 37). Through this 1
to 1 correspondence sequence we have not only,taught the l'to 1
correspondence skill, but concurrently have taught preposition
concepts (e.g., on, next to) and prepared the students to learn
to make equivalent sets.

IV. Insuring Functional Use and Performance of Math Skills Across
Peoples Settings, Language Cues and Tasks

In order to illustrate how a teacher can make math skills
functionally useful for students, we will illustrate how the skills
can be used across normal classroom activities. The teacher can
incorporate the use of math skills into each of these activities
and thUs provide additional teaching trials, provide a functional
way for students to use the skills, and insure that students can
perform the skills across people, 'settings, language cues and tasks.

(Slide 38) Opening Students can-use 1 to 1 correspondence
to determine who is absent.
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(Slide 39) Reading -'The conjUnction and necessitates the

previous skill of creating a set. A student's failure

to read and comprehend "and" could be due.to lack of

-
knowledge pf host to combine objects join sets.

(Slide 40) Recess - Students can be requested to take one or

many balls out to recess:
(Slides 41 & 42) Milk break - Students can be requested to

sort caps and milk cartons into separate sets.

(Slides 43& 44) Lunch - Students can be reqUested to create.

a set of a hot pack, cold pack and milk.

(Slide 4.514,sic - 1 to 1 correspondence. Students can be

requested to give a bell to each classmate.
(Slide 46) Art - Students can be requested to bring scissors

and paintbrush to class. That is, make a set of scissors

and paintbrush.
(Slide 47) Academics - Students can be requested to bring a

penciand book to class. -

A vital component of an instructiohal program is to insure that

students use skills learned at school across people, tasks'and

language cues which frbquently occur at home. One way to insure

student performance of skills across tasks which occur .t home is

to suggest home activities for parents at conference tim or in,a

progress report.

(Slide 48) So2rting sets - In father'S workshop the stud t

could be requested to sort nails and screws.

(Slide 49) One-Many - While setting the table with 'sis' the

student could be requested to get one knife.

(Slide 50) 1 to 1 Correspondence - While making cupcakes with

mom the student could be requested to put one cupcake

liner in each hole of a cupcake tin.

ObviousV, there are numerous re vant instructional situations

at home. However, as teachers we can-on y suggest a range of

sample activities, inform parents of the skills being taught and .

allude to the multitude of spontaneous home teaching situations.

Math for Higher Functioning Students'

Barbara Swetlik

I. Introduction

A. Description of Students and School Setting

I will describe how another teacher and myself have implemented

) the math sequence with 13 moderately to severely handicapped students

from two classes at Glenn Stephens School. Mbst of the students, who

range in age from 5-12, have been enrolled in an education facility
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.or day care center since the age of 3. In general, these students
'are functioning at a higher level than the students Nancy described.
They all are ambulatory, verbally'and motorically imitative, and have
basic skills in reading, language, math, and self-help.' However,
like the students in Nancy's.class, they manifest visual and behavioral
problems, and have deficits in most cognitive, motor, and language
areas. In short, these students need school programs offering highly
systematic and intensive intervention to foster their skill development.

B. Placing the Students in the Sequence

In contrast to Nancy's. students, the students in our classes had
already mastered the math prerequisites (imitation and functional
object use) when we began using the math sequence (Slide 2). Eval-
uation inditated that they could make sets from a verbal cue, identify
and make sets of one and many, and match objects in 2 sets in 1 to 1
correspondence. They could also count pbjects and identify numerals
from 1 to 10. Thus, these students were taught higher level skills
on the math skill sequence. We began with a review of 1 to 1
correspondence and initial instruction in equivalence.

II. Adopting the Sequence to Higher Functioning Students

A. 1 to 1 Correspondence

The students in our classes acould already put objects in 1 to 1
correspondence at the start of the program. We extended their l'to
1 correspondence skills by teaching them to label sets as having
just "enough," "not enough," or "too many." If the sets were not
equivalent, the students were asked, "WhaOs, wrpng?" and "What can
you do?" Students were,then taught .to indicate how many items
should be added (Slides 3 & 4) or taken away (Slides 5 & 6) so that
there would be just enough objects in both sets.

Students were presented repeated practice tasks (like those
just shqwn Slides 3 & 4), games, andrfunctional tasks (Slides 7

& 8).

B. Equivalence

The equivalence program, was an extension of the skills the
students had acquired in 1 to 1 correspondence. That is, emphasis
was placed on the word "equals" and using the equal sign as
alternative ways'of expressing the concept'of enough taught in
1 to 1 correspondence.

In the equivalence program the-teacher placed a set in front
of the students and asked, them to make a set equal to hers and place
an equal sign between them (Slide 9).' In teaching this skill
students were.asked to indicate if the sets were equal or not equal

and how they could tell.

2 6
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Students could solve equivalence problems (Slide 10) in two ways.

First, they could match the objects in each set in 1 to 1 correspondence

and indicate thatthe sets were "equal" or ,"matched" (Slide 11).

Second, students who were able to count simply counted each set and

said, "I counted, 3 = 3" (Slide 12). When the students who counted

were asked how they could tell that the sets were equal, they,then

had to demonstrate that their answer was correct by using 1 to 1

correspondence. Thus, we built in a procedure for students to check

their own work. In fact, if students wrongly stated that 3 = 3 and

both sets did not contain 3 metberS,, we often did not correct them

but asked them how they'could tell. When they lined Up the objects

in 1 to 1 correspondence, they could easily see that they had made .

a mistake (Slide 13) and how they could correct it (Slide 14).

Since we all frequently make mistakes, it is important to teach

students procedures for checking their answers versus always, setting

up situations where errors do not occur.

Examples of functidnal situations where the students used

equivalence skills were dealing cards so that everyone had an equal

number (Slide 15) and having students divide themselves into equal

groups for relay races (Slide 16).

. C. More and Less
. .

In the more and less program, students were taught to compare

sets and use 1 to 1 correspondence'to determine which set had more

of-less members (Slide 17). Our students use more and less skills

frequently throughout the day, especially when they are playing

games and need to determine the winner (Slides 18 & 19).

D. Rational Counting.

Rational counting is probably the most commonly found objective

in any math curriculum. Following the skill sequence, our students

were taught to: 1) count objects and indicate how many (Slide 20);

2) count out a number of objects from a larger group (Slide 21);

3) count objects in crooked and varied arrays (Slide 22); 4) count

objects which appear then disappear such as cars going down the

street,(Slide 23); and 5) count objects without touching them

(Slide 24). This sequence leads students toward more independent

skills and attempts to include counting situations they will

encounter, as adults.

MS 'indorporated many games in thp program in order to maintain

student interest and provide repeated practice. These games

included counting songs (Slide 25), bouncing a ball a

given number of times (Slide 26), and countApg the dot's on a dice

and moving a certain number _of spaces on a game board (Slide 27).

We also set up situations through story problems t;Ypermitted

repeated practice but provided variety (Slides 28 & 29). Rational
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counting skills were used throughout the day, as in cooking (Slide 30)
and in art class (Slide 31).

III. An Illustration of How Math Skills Are Essential Components of
Community Survival Skills: Money

To demonstrate how many math skills are incorporated in community
/.1 living tasks (and in rest of our school program), I will describe the

money program we have used with our students.

First, students were required to sort money from siMilailooking
objects (Slide 32) and then coins from each other (Slide 33). These
are examples of sorting tasks as found in the set program. Studetps
then learned to count pennies and tell how much they were worth in

cents (Slide 34). This task requires rational counting skills.

When students could count pennies accurately, they went to a
classroom store (Slide 35). They were taught `to read price tags
(which requires numeral recognition), choose an item to buy, and
determine if they had enough money. They also learned that sometimes
they did not have enough money (e.g., 3cP / 100 (Slide'36). This

task involves the skills learned in equivalence and the "What is
wrong?" question again. (That is, to solve this problem the teacher
would ask, "What is wrong?" and "How many more pennies do you need?")
Lastly, students learned to wait for their change if they hadn't
spent all of their money (Slide 37).

As a result of Aplying the skills learned in math, these students
learned to go to a simulated store, make desired purchases or save
their money for a larger item, and wait for the change. We feel that

the s lls learned in the math program greatly facilitated their
aqui ion of these money skills.

Proftam Assessment: A Model for Measuring Student Prtgress

Clarence DeSpain

Very recently Hobbs (1975),.in his book, The Futures of Children,

summarized the findings of "The Project on Classification of
Exceptional Children" which was undertaken at the request of Elliot
Richardson, then Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. Among

the Project's findings relative to the use of general intelligence

testing with children in schools was the following:

The routine use of intelligence tests in the schools
-is (not) defensible.' Optimum individual development, not
maximum organizational effeciency, should be the goal of
the schools. Schools should have resources sufficient to ,

allow everyone to demonstrate his competence through
performance. There is little justification for, relying .

on a predictor of performance (an intelligence test, for

2 f1-8 t)\4
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example) when performance itself can be the basisof
classification--should classification be, it fact,

required. (p.48)

The model that we are presenting here is, in part, a response

to Hobbs admonition. It shouldalso be poifited out that the model

you are going to see is only one component of a broader model that

encompasses's number of systems for evaluating such things as inter-

ventions and student placements.

As psychologist assigned to the joint Mddison Public Schools

University of Wisconsin MAZE (The Madison Alternative for Zero Exc n)

Project, I have been Charged with the task of designing a system of

evaluations that is: 1) valid for low functioning populations; 2)

something other than traditional testing; and 3) capable of storing

and retrieving accumulated data. The evaluation model presented

here is the result of attaching the abOve criteria to a math teaching

program. The model is designed to flow out of the program format

(objective setting within a skill sequence) with close attention to

the style of teaching required td make it 'operative. The model was

developed "in committee" with teachers presently using the math

program and the Projebt Research Assistant, Dr. Weston Williams.

The model, is portrayed in Figure 1 and-basically consists of

seven steps:

1. Box A: Prior to formally assessing students become familiar

and comfortable with them. InformallPassess students'

skills and what environmental events control their behavior.

Use information from thisnformal assessment to determine

optimal assessment conditions.

2. Box B: Assessment Level I - Assess one or more objectives

from the skill sequence under"optimal but controlled conditions.

If students fail the objective, go to Box D (Assessment Level
II); if they pass, go to Box H (check for functional use).

3. Box D: Assessment Level II - If students could not perform

the skills required by an objective in Level I assessment,
assess students' behavior under varied conditions to determine
under what conditions (e.g., cues, models, prompts, rein-

forcement) they can perform the skills. Use information

from this assessment to develop an instructional strategy

(Box F).

4. Box F: Teach students the target skills.

5. Box H: Assess student mastery of skill's., First verify that

they can use the skill in the performance of functional tasks

which frequently.occur (e.g., setting the table, dressing).

If they use the skill across functional tasks, formally check

skill performance across persons, materials, settings and

language cues (Box I).

29.2,
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6, Box I:, Verify student performance of skills across persons,

materials, settings and .language cues.

7. Bo5c0J: Review (reassess) studensiskill performance.

In our.judgment the evaluation model has- the following attributes;

Validity - The model measures student performance through

criterion based objectives under optimal student performance

conditions.
Reliability -rile-model provides for,confirmation,of student,

performance across persons, settings, and materials.

Generelizability - The model can be adopted for use across a

wide variety of instructional programs. -

Ecological - The model insures functional performance ofskilis

across the total of the student's environment.

Conserving - model allows for an .orderly recording of. ,

achievement and rate,of achievement for every student so that ,.

retrieval of information is easily achieved.

Flexible - The model encourages key figures in the student's

environment to be-evaluators.-

.(=The following narrative attempts to e2plain the h.owchart: The

model is divided into, two broad assessment categontes: I) Initial

Assessment,rwhich includes a pre-assessment inventory, two, leVels of

actualassessment and a teaching strategy; and II) Skill Mastery

Assessment, which includes an assessment of the fupctional use of a

skill, plus assurance that the skill is performed across persons,

dues materials.

I. Initial Assessment

A. Determination of 0 timalAsSessment Conditions

Our cfirst assumption is that in order to make valid assessment'

of students' performance on a given objective, wemdst 'provide

conditions that will elicit the Students' optimal performance.

Thus, it is impprtant to become familiar and comfortable with students

.
before you-begin formally evaluating them. This will-allow your to

make the'evaluation situation pleasant and nonthreatening, facili-

tatinea valid assessment of the students' skills, With new students

you may have to spend several days playing with them and presenting

evaluation tasks informally. Through informal assessment, prior to

initial assessment. Level I, attempt to determine:

ti

t.

.

1. the ,optimal setting for administering the assessment (e.g.,'

perhaps the table where students usually perform tasks):

2. the person whom is most likely to elicit optithal

performance from the students;

3. materials familiar to the studentswhich should potentially

insure optimal performance;
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. potential reinforcer's 14ich have in the,past elicited good.
performance;

S. language cues to which the.students have demonstr ted they
fcan correctly respond;

. .

6. estyle of task presentation (e.g:, the natural s yle of
the personjor whom the students work well) that licits 1
optimal performance from the students.

B. Assessment: Level I

Once the,potentially optimal conditions have been delineated
an assessment of one (or more) selected objective's is administered
under controlled conditions Mit conditions which should elicit optimal
performance. A

8

C. First 'Deci on Point (C1 or C2).
a

C1 4- If the student performs the objedtive(s) at a predetermined
acceptable criterion, the decision (C1) is tamove to.an assessment of
skill mastery (H,. T, J) but at at later date.

-C2 - If the student does not perform at the acceptable criterion
in Level I, the decision (C2) is to move immediately to Level II of
assessment (D).

D. Assessment: Level II
4.

If students cotld,not perform, skills in Level I assessment,
Level Irrequires the evaluator to assess students' performance-under
varied conditions (e.g., varied cues, reinforcers, models, primes,
materials, tasks) in an attempt to determine under what conditifins
the student can correctly perform a skill. The students' performance
in various conditions should be carefully recorded. a

E. Second Decision Point (E1, E2, or.Es)

Level,II assessment indicates the students can correctly
perform a skill across varied conditions, skill mastery may be assessed
(H, I, J)

E2 - If students can at least partially perform the skills
required under varied conditions, the varied conditions which produced
correct performance are incorporated into a teaching strategy (F) for
the students.

Es - If it is found that students cannot perform the skills
requixed by-the objective under any of the varied conditions, the
vilecision (E0 is to set the objective aside until theie is eyidence
that students can learn the skills required by. the objective.

36.2
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F. 'Teaching Strategy

Whoever is charged with designing'students', programs will use

the data from the Level II fassessment to design and implement an

appropriate-instructional program.

G. ,Third Decision Point (G)

A
o

When students demonstrate that they have learned the `skills

required by the objective through an instructional program skill

mastery (H, I, J) is:assessed. P

114 Skill Mastery Assessment

Subsequent to instruction on an objective (F) or acceptable

performance'in Level I assessment (B) students' skill mastery is

aRbessed (H, I, J).

A skill may be considered mastered only. afte students can
funCtiona4y)Use the Skill/and perform the skill a oss people,

settings, language cues, tasks and materials which frequently occur.

4At this, point it is necessary to make a distinction between skill

mastery and generalization. Generalization may be said to have >

occurred when after students have been taught to perform a skill .

across'a limited number of people, settings, language cues -and,

s'iPtasks without further instruction they perform the skill across

additional settings, people, tasks and language cues.

Skill mastery may be but does'not have to,be the same as sill

gensraliqation.- Obviously, if after instruction across a limited,

'number of settings, people, functional tasks and language cues

students demonstrate skill mastery (generalize the use of skills

across addi.tional tasks) they will move rapid)4 through the skill

gequence, However, the possibility exists that some students will

not generalize the use of askill and may have to be taught to

perform the skill across all the designated settings, people,

functional tasks and language dues before they'demonstrate skill

mastery.

An essential component of facilitating skill mastery should

be the involvementwof the students' parents or guardians. Tat is,

through parent conferences parents should help the teacher deterniine

the skills their childrenAare,heing taught. In addition, parents

should be taught how to rEquest and teach their children to use the

skills on functional tasks at home. For instance, if students are

learning one-to-one correspondence, the children's parents can be

requesting them to set the table at home. To facilitate the

parents' learning houi to teach and require their children to use

tkills'at home. periodic workshops can be held where parents and

teachers go over the curriculum and procedures for adapting it

to functional homf-livibg tasks.
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H. .Functionsl Use

41,

The most critical featurerof the model is (H) the assessment

of students' functibnal use-of a skill. The teacher with assistance

from students' parents or guardians should report what functional

tasks students perform a skill across. The report should indicate'
what cues the performance of tasks (e.g.; the task itself, verbal

language cues) what the tasks are and the date. That is both

parents and teacherssh,ould have a similar data sheet and when
they observe students independently perform a' skill on a function

task they should record the cue, task and setting and date. The

following recording format appears to be appropriate.

Skill

Task Setting

Sc oo Home

Less
tasks
cues ,

dates

More
tasks.

cues
dates

Equivalence
tasks
cues
dates

.

,

1-to-1 Cor-
respondence

tasks .

cues
dates

.

One-Many
tasks
cues
dates

Sorting
tasks
cues
dates

If the data indicptes that over time a student performi a skill'

across functional tasks; people, settings and language cues, then

a formal test of skill mastery across these dimensions should be

implemented (I).

I. -Confirmation o Skill Performance AcrosS People, Settings,

Materials and Language Cues
,

Students are acquired to demonstrate that they can perform a

skill across a variety of selected persons, materials, settings and

lengdage cues. Skill mastery is confirmed when severel persons have

verified that,the Student can perform a skill across functional tasks

and across persons, materials, language cues, and settings.('
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J. Review Point's

-Students' mastery of skills should be periodically Asessed,

reassessed.land reported. The assessment, reassessment and reporting

of skill mastery should coincide.with: a) parent conferences,

,b) quarter and/or semester periods, and c)the students''mastery of

selected critical curriculum objectives. When any one of the events,

a, b, c occurs teachers should use their data on students' skill

acquisition and if appropriate student performance on a formal

eva uation of skill 'mastery tg"list at least.

T. For what people a student performs the skill;

2. In what settings. >a student performs the skill;

3. Across *what Materiak6 a Student will pe orm the skill;

4. In respopSe to what language cues a stud nt will perform'

the. skill;

5. -Across what functional tasks a student h demonstrated

that be/she can perform the skill.

Student performance data may be summarized on a student

evaluation sheet (report card) of the following for .

e

3 0 ri
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Mas-
tomd Cues ,

.

Tasks

Instruct.

in Proo
cm.:...

Cdes Tasks

Less

4ore

.

EqUiv-
alence

.

1-to-1
Corre-
spdn-
dente

-

N

.

X

X

,

.

"rind equal
sets"

"Are they
equal"
"Make them
equal"

Etc.

"Are there
enough"
"Are there
too many"
"Gi4 each

a "

-..

.

.

Pennies at
the store
Candy at
home
Teams at
recess

Etc.'

Setting
table at
home
Passing out
food at
lunch
Choosing
teams at
recess

Etc.

.-

X

. .

.

.

.

"Take'
more"
"Give me
morel:

Etc.

Pennies
Food at
snack

Etc.

"Put a
an pawn

"Put a
next to
each "

Etc.

Comments:

Suggested Home \Activities:'.

This information can then beused for at least the following pUrposes:

1. Reportirig to parent's and the school system a student's'
Progress.

2. Assessing a student's rate of progress. That is, how
fast,a spudent is progressing through the skill sequence.

3. Evaluating the skill sequence. That, is, if data from
many students,indicates that most students are requiring
an unuzfual amount of :11W:ruction to master a skill, it

g .
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may be that the skill, sequence fails to delineate

appropriate prerequisites of instructional procedures

necessary for the acquisition of that skill.

4. Evaluating The effectiveness of a teacher's program.

If a teacher is moving his/her- students thrlugh skills

at an unusually rapid pace, the teacher may request

that his/her instructional program be closely evaluated

tit determine why it is usually effective so that others

Ay emulate it. Conversely, if a data indicates that

students are mastering few or no skills, a teacher may

request that a teacher who is experiencing more success

help him/her restructure his/her program or request that

a curriculum specialist evaluate the program. ,

Evidence of Generalization

Concurrent to and following instruction of a skill (F) persons

in the students' environment should be aware of the-instructional

objectives and record (anecdotally) any evidence of generalization

of the skill being taught.

Importance of the Time Line

There is an emphasis on recording rate of student progress'

through critical objectives. This provides information on student

learning rates. Student learning rates are critical in that they

can be used to make statements (predictions) concerning a student's

learning potential.(rates). Information on what skills students

can perform and student acquisition rates can be used in the stead

of traditional testing (e.g., IQ. achievement tests). We believe

this information will be more valid and viable then information

gleaned through traditional evaluation.

Conservation of Accumulated Data

Finally, the model lends itself to the conserving (storing and

retrieving) of critical data and potentially provides useful data

`to all who have use for it (parents, teachers, administrators,

psychologists). The chart portrayed below is for use with the

evaluation model presented: It is included with the caution that

neither it nor the model has been given longitudinal testing in the

classroom.

0 Reference

Nobbs, Nicholas The fu ures of children: Categoriest_ labels, and

their co, e uences. N.Y.: Jassey-Bass Publishers, 1975.
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SKILL SEQUENCES AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: APPLICATION

OF A RUDIMENTARY DEVELOPMENTAL MATH SKILL SEQUENCE

IN THE INSTRUCTION AND EVALUATION'OF
'SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Weston Willkams,Peggy Coyne, Clarence DeSpain, Fran

Johnson, Nancy Scheuerman, Jacalyn Stengert,

Barbara Swetlik, and Robert York

University of Wisconsin, and Madisdri Public Schools1,2

Abstract: This paper attempts to 'delineate the components of a

functional math skill sequence (i.e., math skills with utility

across environments) from zero skills through rudimentary addition.

A skill sequence is not a statement of how a skill is to be taught

or assessed but.is-rather a prerequisite to the delineation of

specific instructional and measurement procedures. Strategies er

adapting the skill sequence to individual students through:

a) adapting instructional procedures; b) adapting tasks and materials;

and'c) adapting response requirements' (e.g., verbal vs. nonverbal

responses) are delineated. Evaluation procedures and skill mastery

criteria that may be employed in cgnjunction with the sequence are

articulated. It is emphasized that skills -shou-1-(1-13-e-taught-through

tasks which should facilitate the acquisition, functional use,

-maintenance and performance of skills-across environmental con-

figurations. Sample tasks which potentially fulfill these criteria

are .delineatpd. ,,,,, each skill in the sequence. It is emphasized

that the sequence presented here should not be viewed as a.recip

but as a skill sequence with suggeste0/instructional-procedurds

tasks and materials, evaluation procedures and response require

ments that teachers may use to supplement tIleir daily planning.

303
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R. York, May, 1975. Extensive Revision of "A Rudimentary Develop-:

mental-Math Skill Sequence for Severe.- Handicapped Students,".
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B. Swetlik; August, 1974.-
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I. Introductory,Statement: Purpose of the

- Sequence and How to Use It

Educational objectived for seveeely handicapped students should

encompass skills which will enhance heir ability to effectively

interact with objects, events-and people across environments.

'Teaching students to functionally use skilp related to the concepts

of sets, one-many, one-to-One correspondence, equivalence, more and.

less, counting, addition, subtraction, money, time-tell.ing and

calendar should enhanc'e students' abilitied to effectiyely interact

with their environment. This paper will attempt to communicate the

current thinking of several classroom teachers of severely handicapped
students, regarding the components of 's functional math skill sequence

math skills with utility across environments) from- zero skills

through rudimentary addition.

307

The sequence delineated should not be viewed as a recipe or a

prescription, but rather as an illustration. This sequence is dynamic;

that-181 it is in a continuous process of refinement and revision

based upon the students! performance within it Thus, what is'

depicted here is a'selected snapshot of a continuously developing

sequence. In short,,a math skills sequence with a sampling of

activities teachers may use to supplement their daily planning is

deldneatede:
lot

.

At least threp.factornecessitate the development and,delineatioa

of emArically verified/math skill sequences or curricula for severely

1Pandicapped individualS. One, sequential *programming of mathematical

skills provides teachers with basie notions of what math- skills to

teach and when to teach them. That is, a skill sequence delineates,

starting pointsyterminal objectives, and enhances_the possibility

that essential compohent skills will not be neglected. Two, poten-

tially there are many math skill sequences which may be used in the

instruction of severely handicapped students. However, it is.

advantageous for students to progress through one flexible sequence

rather then components of several potentially iricompatable sequences.

developmental skill sequences should minimize the potentially

deleterious effeets of changes in teachers and administrators on

the long term programming of severely handicappe'd students. Three,

most existing math skill curricula are not directly applicable to

severely-handicapped students. They are pot applicable for at least. _t"

four reasons: 1) they do not .allow f4fsufficient practice or
instruction of skills; 2) they are locked into instructional

procedures (e.g., large group instruction, Ixaksheets) which are

often not appropriate for individual severelyWdicapped students;

.3r) they teal': the skills through relativelyhbefunctional tasks'

and thus the skills teught are often honfUnctiOhal for - severely

handicapped students (e.g.,-they may teach one-to-one correspondence

by requiring thestudents to match circles to squares while, a more

functional task'might require.students to.mateh straws to cups);

4) they require that the students process relatively high level

receptive and expressive language repertoires.

0
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fi The applicability of many of the components of the, skill sequence

articulated below has been empirically veil.fied for severely handi-,

capped students. However, at this point no severely handicapped

student has progressed through the entire sequence of skills. Thus,

although the efficacy of individual components has been evirically

verified, the entire sequ?nce has not.

*

II. Senuende Rationale

The underlying rationale for the sequence evolved from the

notion that there are basic concepts and operations which may be'

utilized in the solution of most math-problems. In the sequence

articulated here the fundamental concepts encompass sets, -eolinting_

and equivalence.

The first step in the sequence (See the Scope and Sequence

Chart) ,involves teaching students to sort objects into. sets (i.e.,

place objects that vary along at least one dimension7into separate

- . 0 0 AN A 'O - ,
.

pits of space ce.g., p 0 p --) A A C)() )..s Next, students are
taught to match the membersofsets in one-,t0-one correspondence

0 AN 0 --A 0 A
(e. g. , 0 0 a ...4 0 0 -A --) 0 a )13 When en students

,

0 A 0 A 0 0 b. .

demonstrate that they can use the operation of one-to-orie correspondence

to match sets on the basis of quantity, they are taught equivalence.'

That isptudents are taught to utilize the operation of one-to-one
correspoild0P0'to determine if sets are equivalent and to separate

CD '.

o

o.

P

0.

'equivalent Sets by an equals sign (e.g., a IEE-131

Subsequent to equivalence the students are taught addition.

Addition as conceptualized in this program involves the student

joining two sets of objects to form a new set (e.g., a set of circles

and/plus'ha set of triangles is/equals a serivit circles and triangles'

or 0 0 f 4 A = 0.0AA). Addition, also entails the students using, the

operation -of tone-to-one correspondence cand/or rational counting to

determine if the sets on both sides of the equals sign contain the

same quantity (e,. g 00 *pd = 00P AN) .

- .
Concurrent-to teaching the concepts of sets, one7to-one.

'....

,

correspondence,:equivalepee and rudimentary addition, the eoncepta.
.

of one-many, and mOre/lpss eie taught. It may be helpful to translAte
5.

the rationale into more concr"dte examples.froffthe math skill senuence.

G'

Ei)
4

, .

i c, .

3The lines indicate the student's performanCe of the one-to-one

-correspondence operation. .

. -

...4.
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In the fb owing paragraphs we will briefly describe selected

compone s of the skill sequence and how they relate to each other.

Sets: The sets component of the skill sequence teaches students

to sort ects along specified dimensions (e.g., form, color,size).

Concurrent with .earning to sort objeeis along selected dimensions

students learn the names of the object dimensions (e.g., object

names, Color, size). Objective-8 of the sets component teaches students

to join sets of objects to make a new set (e.g., make a set of blocks

and/plus bears). Joining sets is the basis of addition.

One-Many: In the one-many component of the skill sequence

students are taught to discriminate between one and many objects.

In later components (one-to-one correspondence, more/less, counting)

this skill_is elaborated to teach students to discriminate between .

one and two objects,. eight and ten objects, etc.

One-to-One Correspondence: In the one-to-one correspondence

component students are taught to align the Members of two sets in

04-to-one correspondence. The students learn to solve three basic

problems through aligning members of sets in one-to-one correspondence:

1) equivalence - the sets to be aligned in °me-to-one correspondence

have the same number of members;' 2) addition - the sets to be aligned

in one-to-one correspondence are not equivalent (: A :) and the

students learn to determine and indiCate there are'"not enough"

members of one get and they have to add/plus more objects to one

set to make-the sets equal. For instance, although students do

not know the concept of 2 or 4 they learn to use one-to-one corre-

spondence to add 2 more objects to the set of 2 to make it

equivalent to,the set of 4. This problem is a concrete form of the

,pore abstract problem 2 + = 4. In later components of/the skill

sequence students will learn the concepts of 2, 4, etc., that 2 is

less than 4 and to save problems presente# in the abstract form,

of 2 + = 4; 3) subtraction - the sets to,be aligned in one-to-one

correspondence are not equivalent and'the students learn to use

one-to-one correspondence.to determine.and indicate that one set

has "too many" objects and they have to "take away"/"subtoct ".

members from one set.to make the sets equal: For example, although

students do not know the concept of 3 or 2 they learn to use one-

to-one correspondence tp take one member away from the set of 3'

objects to make the sets equal. This is a concrete rum of the

more abstract problem 3.- = 2. ,

Equivalence: Equivalence is an extension of one-to-one,

correspondende. In'the eqnivalence componentof the skills sequence

students"learn the terms "equal," "not equal" and the equals sigh-

7=" Which correspond to the terms "enough" and "not 'enough" they

1,6:!xned throughone-to-one 'correspOndence. Equivalence,probloms

may be.solved by' two methods: 1) counting the objects in two sets

and indicating that 3'equal7S 3; and 2) aligning the members of

each get in one-to-one correspondence to determine set, equivalence.

Students who use the first method are taught a,self-regulatton

3 i.
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3

procedure for detecting and correcting their own errors. That is,
if a student incorrectly or correctly indicates that 3 equals 3,
the teacher asks, "How can you.tell?" Then the student aligns the
members of the sets in one-to-one correspondence to check and if neces-
sary correct the answer. Throughout the remaining components of skill
sequence similar self-regulation procedures are delineated to teach
students to detect and correct their own mistakes.

More and Less: In the m re and less component of the skill
sequence students learn to us one-to-one correspondence to detepine
which sets have more or less embers. At this point in the sequence
students have not learned tha 4 is more than 3. or 8 is less. than 10,
etc. Thus, they determine m e and less by aligning members of:dets
in one-to-onevcorraspondencS and designating the set with at least
one member left over as the et with more. Conservation of number
is introduced in the more an less component of the skill sequence.'
That -is, students,dre taught to determine the equivalence of sets
even when the sets are not aligned in one-to-one correspondence

II

+ii
(e.g., .... or ,.. or . -) or the,arrangement of the members of
one set is significantly changed after equivalence has been

..

determined (e.g., ). Subsequent to more and less, in
the ordering numerals and ordering quantities components.ofthe skill
sequence, students learn that 2 is less than 4 and 8 is more than
7, etc. and then they no longer have 6 rely solely on one-to-one
correspondence to determine which set is more or less.

Counting Forward: As delineated above addition problems can be
solved through one-to-one correspcindencc. Addition problems may also
be solved through counting the number of additional objects needed
to make 2 sets equal ( : = I ). In the counting forward com-
ponent of theeskill sequence students learn to rationally count
(count objects), rote count (count without object referents), count
from a number to a number (e.g., count from 3. to 9),,mafch a numeral

ri 3'
to a 'quantity (e.g., El), match .a quantity to a numeral

(e.g., 2 ) , order numerals (e.g., 2;3 4 6 5 1-3 1 2 3 4 5 6 ), %

order quantities (e.g.,013a1.* *DM ), which numbers are
more 4nd less then other numbers and which numbers' come before and
after other numbers.

Addition: In the addition component of the skill sequence
students learntto join 2 sets of objects to make a third set of
objects with more members then either of the 2 Sets joined. Joining
sets was also taught in Objectim.8 of the sets component of the
skills sequence. As delineated above alincrete addition is taught'
in the one-to-one correspondence component. The addition .component
of the sequence elaborates on the skills taught in Objective 8 of

p sets and one-to-one correspondence through teaching students to use
the skills of rational'eounting, rote counting, matching numerals
to quantities, .matching quantities to numerals, more, less,
equivalence, and ordering numerals to more efficiently solve

addition problems.
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III. Scope and Sequence
Tis

Listed below are the major components of the math skills sequenc

and their prerequisites. The Chart which follows the listing of each

major component and its prerequisite is a depiction of this listing

(the program scope and sequence) in a chart format.

o,

A. Prerequisites
1. imitation
2. Functional Object Use

B. Sets
a. Motor imitation

. One-Many
a. Sorting objects which differ along at least one dimension

(B. Sets, Objective 2)

D. -One-to-One Correspondence
a. Sorting objects which differ along. at least one dimension

(B., Sets, :Object 7e 2)

Equivalence-L2
a. gnscriminating one fromobany (C. One-Many, ObjeCtive 1) =,

b. Akranging °Meets in a configuration which manifests
one-to-one correspondence,(D. One-to-One Correspondence,

Objective 1)

F. More and Less
1. More.

a. Discriminating one from many (C. One-Many, Objective 1)

b. Arranging objects in a configuration which manifests

one-to-one correspondence (D. One-to-One Correspondence,

Objective 1)
c. Rational count to ten.(G. Counting, 1. Rational,

Objective 3)

d. Discriminate equivalence (E. Equivalence, Objectie

2. Less
a. Discriminate more (F. More and Less, 1. More)

'3. More/Less
a. Discriminate more and less (F. More and Less, 1. More

and 2. Less)
4. Conservation of Number

a. Discriminate more from less (F. More and Lest, 34. More/

Less)

G. Counting Forward
1. Rational

a. Verbal imitation and/or signing

b. Sorting objects which vary along at least one dimension

(B. Sets, Objective 2)
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A. Rote .-
.

/-

a. Rational count to ten (G. Counting, 1. Rational, Objective 3)
3. 'Numeral Recognition

A. Rat'onal count to ten (G. Counting, 1. Rational, Objective 3)
umerals to Quantities

mint to ten (a. Counting21. Rational, Objective 3)
ate numerals one through ten (G. Counting,

ral Recognition, Objective 1)
Quantities to NumeralS1

4. Matching
a. .Rational
b. Discri

3; N
50 Matching

a. Ratio' al count to ten' (G. Counting, 1 Ratf nal, Objective 3)

b. Discriminate numerals one through ten (G. C unting,
3. Numeral Recognition, Objective 1)

6. Ordering Numerals
a. Rational count to ten (G.. Counting, 1. Rational, bjective 3

b. Rote count to ten (G. Counting, 2. Rote,' Objective 2),

c. Discriminate.riumerals one through ten (G. Counting
3. Numeral Recognition, Objective 1)

7." (1,AAering Quantities

a. Discriminate more from less (F. More and Less)

b. Order numerals from one to ten (G. Counting,,6, Ordering
Numerals)

H. Addition
1. Addition With Objects ( + = )

a. Join sets Of unlike objects (B. Sets, Objective.8)

b. Rational count to ten (G. Counting, 1. Rational, Objective 3)
c. Equivalence (E. Equivalencel_Objective 2)

2. NuMerals and Objects( LE] )

1 2 3

a. Discriminate numerals one through ten (G. Counting,
3. Numeral Recognition, Objective 1)

b. Match numeKalsone through ten to a quantity°(G. Counting,
4. Matching Numerals to Quantities, Objective 1)

c. Match quantities one to ten to a numeral (G. Counting,
5. Matching Numerals to Quantities, Objective

d. Join sets of objects and tell how many (H. Ad ition,
1. Objects)

3. Numerals and Lines ( [2] [E]
1 2

-a. Ability to draw lines
b. Add objects using numera s to denote the number (H."

Addition, 2. Numerals and Objects, Objective 1)
4. Numerals ( 1 .4.. 2 = )

// ///
a. Add using numerals and lines to.denote number (H., Addition,

3. Numerals and Lines, Objective 1) n
b. Fingers .(2 2'= and 2 = 4)

a.. Rote count fram a number to'a number from one to ten

(G. Counting, 2. Rote, Objectiim 3)

,6. Facts

318
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a. 'Rote count from a number to a number from one to ten

(G. Counting, 2. Rote, Objective 3)

b. Add using numerals.dand lines (H. Addition, 4. Numerals,

objective 1) and/or Add using fingers (H. Addition;

5. Fingers, Objective 1)

I. Story Problems
1. One-to-One Correspondence'

a. Motor imitation
b. Sorting objects which differ along p+ least one difdansion

(B. Sets, Objective 2)
c.' Rational count to five (G. Counting,,l. Rational,

Objective 2)

2. X 4. Y =

a. Add using numerals and"lines (H. Addition, 4. Numerals,

Objective 1) and/or Add using fingers fH. Addition, ,

5. Fingers, Objective 2).

3. X 4. = Y

a. Add using fingers (H. Addition, 5. Fingers, Objective 4)

t
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opeand Setuence Chart .

Prerequisites
1. Imitation
2. Functional Object Use

B.' Sets

C. One -Many

D. One-to-One Correspondence

E. Equivalence

F. More and Less.
1: More
2. Less

3. More/ Less

4. Conservation of Number

G. Counting Forward
1. Rational
2. Rote
3. Numeral Recognition
4: Matching Numerals

to Quantities
5. Matching Quantities

to Numerals
6. Ordering Numerals
7. Ordering Quantities

?,/

7.
H. Addition (Equation)

1. Objects /
2. Numerals and Objects

Numeral and Lines

4. 'Numerals
5. Fingers
6. .jacts

I; Story Problems
1. One-to-One

Correspondence
2. *+ Y = P
3. X 4- = Y

0

1
1

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9

12

1

12

12
1 2

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3

1

1

1

1 2 3 4 6 78 9

1

1 2

1

1 1

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

1

1

(-
All the 'skills Laugh In the sequence are listed vertically

(functional object use, imitation, sets, etc.). The objectivestfor

each skill are listed horizontally. As can be discerned from t e

chart, the objectives of various skills may often be taught concurrently.

For instance, a student could be learning objectives 3, 4, 5 of

nets. concurrently with objectives 1, 2, 3 of one - many,.

320
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IV. Adapting the Math Skills Sequence

/ A skill seqUence is a task analysis Snd involves the precise
delineation of the skills to be taught broken into their component
parts, and sequenced from simple to cotaplex. According to Resnick,
Wang and Kaplan (1974) task analysis involves:

(the) development of) hierarchies of learning objectives
such that mastery of objectives lower in the hierarchy
(simpler tasks) facilitates learning of higher objectives
(more complex tasks) .... This involves a process of
task analysis in which specific. behavioral' components
are identified and prerequisites for each of these

determined. (p. 680)

A skills sequence or task ana/ysis of a curriculums area is
delineated to provide an ergpized set of learning objectives around
which instructional programs of many types may be organized. A
skills sequence is net a statement of hot/ a.task is to be taught
or asF;essed but rather a prerequisite to the delineation of specific

instructional and measurement procedures..

The underlying assumption of a shill sequencejs that most
students learn skills in the sums orders However, a skills sequence
should be adapted to individual student needs (e.g., motor handicaps,
blindness, deafhess, muteness). In adapting .a skill sequence to
-individual students the basic presentation order of skills may be

constant across students. However, When needed, the sequence may

be modified or broken into smaller steps. A skills sequence may be

adapted to individual students through: a) adapting instructional
procedtres; b) adapting tasks and materials; and c) adapting response

,

requirements. 0

A. Adapting Instructional Procedures

Many instructional procedures may be used to teach<irfoSame

skill (e.g.,, play activities, highly structured drills, group
instruction, individual instruction, combinations of group and
individual iiwEruction) and procedures which are most effective
with students of concern should be used. However, whatever
instructional procedu2es4are used the teacher can use tile skill

sequence to, monitor student progress.

After delineating how to adapt the tasks 'and responses to be'
used "in the,math skills sequence, a basic instructional procedure

we have found td be relatively successful with sevm.ely handicapped

students is articulated and its adaption to the sequence illustrated:
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h. Adapting Tasks and 4aterial.s

A skill may be'taught through many tasks and materials. The

tasks and materials elected to teach a skill should be chosen on

thp, basis of -their; a) functional use to the individual student;
b)'accessabilitx/Or frequency of occurrence across the environment
of the individual student; c) reinforcement value to the individual,

student; d) facilitation of'diserimination learning; e) applicability
to repeatedpractice during skillpequisition; f) facilitation. of

later Skill development; and g) facilitation of skill maintenance.

Selecting tasks on the basis of functional use involves
Selecting tasks students can potentially' use outside a controlled

instructional setting. For example, the operation,of sorting
(concept of sets) can be taught through teaching students to sort
circles and squares into separate sets in the classToom,°pennies
and nickels into separate sets in the classroom, glasses and
silverware into separate .sets wW4e the students are doing the
dishes, And food and nonfood items into sets while the-students

are preparing a snack. In thp.aboVe example, sorting dishes and
food items are amore functional tads to utilize when teaching sorting

than sorting circles and squares.

Choosing, tasks based upon thu criterion of accessability or
frequency of occurrence involves teaching students skills through

tasks -which they may encounter in. environments they frequently

inhabit. For instance, setting the table is a functional task
through which-the operation of onetoone correspondence may be

taught. However, for, students who live in an environment in which

they are not and probably will not be required to set the table,

the task is relatively inappropriate.

Choosing tasks on the basis of their reinforcement value to

individual students involves selecting materials students readily

interact with, preferably in a free play situation (a situation

where the material is available but the student is not prompted to

interact with it or externally reinforced for interactions):

Reinforcing materials may be structured into reinforcing tasks;

that is,,tasks that are fun, for both the student and teacher'.'

In many instances this will involve teaching Skills through toys,

gaMes, music and songs. Foirinstance, math facts may be taught

through dull flashcard drills or through a math fact game (e.g.,

races in which students compete to answer math fact problems

faster than other students or the teacher). Some potential

instructional advantages of using tasks with reinforcement value

to students are; 1) correct responses may be reinforced by allowing

students to continue to perform the task and/or to interact with

the task materialsinstead of relyipg on external reinforcers such

as N & Ms; and 2) students are mule likely to interact with the

task materials and perform the skills taught through them outside.

of the instructional situation.

3 2



The criteria that tasks chosen on the basis of their

functionality, frequency of occurrence, and reinforcement value to

the students presents a major problem in programming for many

severely handicapped students. That is, many severely handicapped

students live in environments, such as institutions, where, they are

not expected toor required to perform functional tasks. Also,.for many

severely handicapped students there appear to be few appropriate

materials or tasks which ,have reinforcement value to them.

Some criteria for selecting potentially reinforcing tasks are:

Ea) tasks should be noyel or offe'r results that are not always

predictable' b) tasks should be mhtched to students' functioning

levels. Tasks which are either too easy or too sophisticated are

not appropriate. However, tasks just above current functioning

level should hold interest and pace development; and c) tasks

Should allow active engagement and manifest cause and effect

relationships.

Selecting tasks on the basis of facilitation of diserimination

learning involves teaching skills through tasks or events to which

atndents can readily differentially respond. For instance, one-to-,

one correspondence could be taught through teaching students to align

forks andaspoons in an arrangement which manifests one-to-one

correspondence. Obviously, students who could differentially

respond to forks and spoons (e.g., sort them) at the initiation

of instruction would learn to perform the one-to-one correspondence

operation through this task more readily then students, who could

not initially differentiate between them. Before selecting tasks

to teach skills or concepts, the discriminations which must be

taught should be identified. For instance, if an objective is to

teach numeral recognition, then the basic discriminations to be

taught are numeral forms (e.g., 2, 3). Tasks which facilitate

discrimination learning should be seiected'and devised. The funds-
.

mental discrimination lenr.ing rule when selecting tasks to teach

a concept is to choose tasks which will insure that the students'

responding is controlled only by the essential characteristics of

the concept. For instance, in teaching numeral recognition, tasks

should lip selected which will insure that the students' responding

is controlled by the form of the numerals and not their size,

color, texture or spatial position. Becker, Engelmann and Thomas

(1971) suggest that to insure that the essential characteristics

control the students' responding instructional taskS should be

chosen which allow the teacher to:

a. Teach the concept through a set of.instances and not

instances of the concept. (e.g., instances of the

numeral 2 and not instances of the 'numeral.2).
-

b. Construct instances of the concept such that they

all have essential, concept characteristics'and

construct not instances such that they have,nonc

or some of the essential characteristics

3 2a,
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c. Frequently vary the nonessential characteristics of the

instances and.not instances to insure that the students

learn to respond only to essential characteristics (e.g.,

in teaching the numeral 2 the size, color, texture and

position of instances and not instances of the numeral

should be varied).

Functional and frequently occurring tasks often do not meet the

optimum discrimination learning requirements specified above necessi-

tating that skills be taught through a combination of functional d

relatively nonfunctional tasks.

Selecting tasks that,have continued applicability ,to repeated

practice during skill acquisition involves choosing tasks through

which the student can be presented many opportunities to respond.

This selection criterion is based on the notion that frequent oppor-

tunities to respond typically results in more efficient learning

then less frequent opportunities. One problem with many of the

more functional tasks is that they do not permit the student to

respond frequently. For instance passing out cookies at juice time

is a relatively functional task for teaching one-to-one correspondence,

but it typically permits only one response opportunity for one student

per day. Thus, in most instances it will be necessary to teach a

, skill through both functional tasks that permit few,response

opportunities and several relatively nonfunctional tasks.(e.g.,

giving each bear a block) that permit numerous response opportunities.

Choosing tasks on the basis of their facilitation of later skill

development involves teaching of tasks that will become a component

of a higher level skill in more advanced stages of the sequence.

For instance, teaching students to count their fingers may lqot have

great utility at the time rational counting is taught but it will

haveduring the teaching of addition.

Selecting tasks which facilitate the maintenancq_gf math ski

involves utilizing tasks which will enhance the probdbility that

students will retain and.utilize the math skills after initial

acquisition. 'Generally, maintenance of skills can be insured

through students'repeated practice or use of the skills. Teach' g

skills through functional tasks which frequently occur in the

environments the students inhabit should enhance skill maintena ce.

Skill maintenance may also be enhanced through devising games which

require that students utilize particular skills and in making hese

games a regular component of their academic program and free me

activities. Some of the game formats we use include: races .etween

individuals or teams of students which require the students so utilize

math skills (e.g., the students race to label numerals

and the teacher tallies the score Student 1 I _//// bo rd giMes,

Student 2 I //

similar to'"Chutes and Ladders," which-require use of math skills

(e.g., start 2 or e 5 count to 51 etc. I finishl. e students

compete to win a board game and may have to spin a spinner, turn over

a number card, or.shake dice and rationally count the corre number

824
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of squares. hen, to Stay, on a square a student must perform a
math-skill represented on the square, such as sort objects into

sets; and grab bag, which involves the students drawing an object ,

or card from a, bag and in order to keep the object or card the

student must perform a skill related to it (e.g.; label an object,

label a numeral, count to five). The teacher may arrange the games

such that the same individuals or teams do not consistently win or."7

lose. It is sometimes advantageous to set up the,games so that the

students are competing with the teacher and/or their previous best

score. '

It is unlikely that one task which fulfills all the criteria

delineated above may be devised. 'Thus, in teaching a skill it

will often be necessary to teach it through many tasks which When

combined fulfill the criteria. Use of these three basic tasks should

fulfill the task selection criterion: a) functional tasks; b) games;

and c) repSated practice tasks.
,

a. Functional tasks: As articulated above, selecting tasks on

the basis of functional use involves teaching 'trough functional

tasks students frequen4y encounter, For example, the operation

of sorting glasses and silverware can be taught through teaching

students to sort-glasses and silverWare into separate sets at a

worktable in the classroom or sorting glasses and silverware into

separate sets While putting away the dishes after lunch.

b. Games: Tasks whic4 facilitate the maintenance and generali-

zation of skills should be selected. Skill maintenance can be insured

through students' repeated use of skills. Teaching skills through .

tasks which frequently occur in environments the students inhabit

Should enhance skill maintenance. Skill maintenance may also be

enhanced through devising games or fun activities (e.g. songs, play)

which require that students use particular skills and making these

.games and fun activities a regular component of students' daily

programs and free time activities. In addition, gams and fun

activities have potential reinforcement value to students, an us

students are more likely to play the game and use the skills outside

of the instructional setting,

c. Repeated Practice Tasks: A problem with some functional

tasks and games is that they only provide infrequent response oppor-

tunities (practice) or do not facilitate discrimination ledrning.

Selecting tasks 'with continued applicability to repeated practice

and which facilitate discrimination learning involves choosing tasks

which may be presented under controlled conditions and through which

the student can be presented many opportunities to respond. In some

cases,repeated.practice tasks may have to be used in conjunction with

functional tasks and games.'

C. Adapting Responses

Through .a task.studepts may learn at least concepts and

operations. That is, in teaching a task students may learn to
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discriminate qe ball from non-balls or to diseriminate many balls
differing along dimensions of size, etlor? and Composition (the

concept balls) from non-balls: Operations are concepts which are
general responseslasses or general procedures (e.g., touching,
placing, labeling) the student may use to demonStrate knowledge
of skills. 'Concepts which are taught early in the pequence may be

used as operations, ta. the acquIsition of later skills.
For example, irk the math sequence, one-to-one correspondence is
taught asa concept which the student-later uses as an operation
to solve equivalence problems.

It should be-tpted that tasks are taught not concepts or

operations. It isvinferred,that students:know.concepts and operations
on the basis of their performance over a number Of tasks. For instance,

'through tasks students\rOuld be taughtvto differentially respond to
ifferentially respond across :a range of balls
tions, it is inferred that the students have

Similarly, after students have been
a number of'tasks requiring them to touch
grred that the.students know the operation

Most skill sequences\or curricula require students to use
-verbal operations (elg., speech) to demonstrate knowledge of tasks
and are therefoie inappropriate for nOnverbaland many severely

handicapped students. What, is delineated here is a sequence of-
math skills through rudimentary addition which- may be adapted to

either verbal .or nonverbal students. Both nonverbal and verbal,
operations Students ;siruse to. demonstrate knowledge of the skills

are provided.

4,

The, nonverbal and verbal operationsidelineated for each skill
in the sequence are only meant to be iBrustrative. 'There are at
least two criteria that may be used in selecting verbal and .nonverbal

operations. Orie, select nonverbal operations which allow the'

po interact with the task (e.g., takA show mg.). Two, select only
operations which are appropriate to the individual student's level

of language production. That is, nonverbal students should be --.

expected to use nonverbal operations "(e.g., touching, signing)".
Likewise, students who use one word utterances should te expected

to respond with one word utterances and students who use four word'

utterances shOuld be expected to respond with four word utterance's.
In shortie skill. sequence can be adapted to students w.j.th specific':

motor and expressive language problems through allowinestudenis to

learn end demonstrate skill mastery through responses, they are

capable of performing. Whenever possible; students should be taught.

to use a variety of appropriate verbal and'uonverbaI operations to

demonstratb knowledge of the same skill.

'balls. After students
using a variety of oper
learned a concept of ba
taught to "touch" across
different items it,is in
"touch."
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D. Facilitating Performance of Skills Across Environments iff Which

They Are Functional
.

The success of a program should be assessed on at least two

criteria: one, student acquisition of new skills; and two student

performance of skids across environmental configurations:*

-
Typically, it-is'the aim of instructional programs for student

to appropriately perforskills acqukred in one teaching environment

in other environments where those skills are functional: However,

neither systematic programming nor accurate measurement of skill

performance across environments usually occurs. For instance, a

program may teach a student the one-to-one-correspondence operation

(skill). through nonfunctional tasks.(e.g., aligning blocks and

bears in one-to-one correspondence) and then suggest that the

teacher take advantage of every opportunity t-6 ,require students to

use the skill across functional tasks and environments (e.g.., having

the students use the dne-to-one correspondence operation to give
N,

ch.

of his classmates a cup of juice' at snack time).

-41oweiTe'e, if the success of a program is to be assessed in ter

of-a student's performance of skills across environmental ponfigura-

tions, then the objective for each major skill taught in a program

should include a student's perforMance of skills.across selected

envi:?onmeiltal configurations. For example, the instructional

objective for the one-t-o7one°correspondence skill might be: Civen

the response cues "Give each. a' " or "Give. every'

a "'by at least three different control figures *(e.g.-1 teacher;

mother, peer) across at least three settings (e.g.,classroom,

playground, home) and -across-at least three functional tasks

(e.g.; setting the table, passing out cookies, musical chairt) the

student should appropriately demonstrate use of the one-to-one-

correspondence operation:

Potentially, there' are many instructional strategies which'could

be.employed to insure that students masterthe objective. Some

selected strategies are:
e

1. Instruct the students on several functional tasks in

one teaching environment with one teacher and test

and then if necessary, teach the student to perforM

the skill across varied cues to respond, functional,

tasks, control figures and settings.

2. Instruct the student on several nonfunctional tasks

in one teaching environment with one control figure

4As Used here environmental configurations include cues to respond,

physical settings, control figifres and functional tasks.

ti
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and else advantage of every opportunity to require the
student to use the skill on functional tasks across
settings,,control figures, and cues to respond. 'Then
test and',if necessary, teach the student to perform
the skill across functional tasks control'figures,
settings and cues to respond.

. instruct the dtudent on several functional and
nonfun4,0nal tasks across several, settings, control ..,
fhlurea, and cues to reSpond. Ihen tect to assess

the student can perform the skill on untaught
asks with new control figures in new settings.

,

The third option may be the most viable. If students are to
perform the skills across functional tasks, then teach the skill
through a coMbination of functional tasks and rdpeated practice tasks

which fulfill the task selection requirements previously delineated.
For instance, te ch the students one-to-one correspondence.through
such tasks as pa sing out juice cups and giving each'bear a block. .

If the students re to perform the skills.acress settings, then it may!
be advantageous to teach the skills in several settings. For

instance, teaching might occur in the gym, on the playground, in
the hall, .in the bathroom, and in a kitchen area using tasks
appropriate to those areas. -1,1 it is necessary that students

perform skills under the direction of several control figures,
then several control figures may be used in instruction. If the

students are likely to encounter varied cues to respond, then
instruction should include cues to respond which frequently occur.

,
For instance, students might be taught to use the one-to-one corre-

,
spondence operation in response to the following cues: "Giveceyea

( ) g' ( , )1" "Give each ( ) a ( )2" "Give one ( )

,to.each ( )20" "Put -the ( ) in each It )4 etc.
.

.

Many educational programs are evaluated in terms of how quickly

they, advance students vertically from "lower" level skills to
"higher" level skills (e.g., from one-to-one correspondence, to,
equivalence, Ili addition). However, the effectiveness of a program

.should be evalyated in terms of whether it teaches Atudents skills

and if they can perform the skills across functional tasks, control

figures, cues to respond and settings. This emphasis requires that
both rate .of skill acquisition and utility of the skill be assessed

in determinin* the efficacy of a program.

E. Summary .

A basic task analysis or skill sequence of math skills ranging.

from zero skills through rudimentary addition will b'e articulated.

The skill sequence may be adapted to specific students and situaitine'

' through: ,_.--,t,

,

1. Teaching the skills through instructional procedures

L.--,,. which are the most effective for individual students.
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2.- Choosing-the tasks and materials to teach skills on the

basis of their.functional use to individuaLstudents,

accessabi1ity or frequency of occurrence' across settings :

individual students inhabit, reinforcement value to

individual students, facilitation of discrimination learning, flxdli

tatiow)of repeated practice, enhancement of later skill

development,.and,facilitation of skill mbintenancqq..
.

3. .Requiring students to use operations- (e.g"., touching,

signing, speech) which are appropriate to their level.

-of nguige functioning.

In implementing the sequence tafacilitate.the performance of

skills across environments in which they are.functional the skills

should be taught:

1. through tasks and materials the student readily interacts

with, preferably in a free play situation;

2. through a wide range of functional tasks

3. across a number of control figures;

.4. acroSs a number of environmental settings;

5: across a number of frequehtly'occurring cues to respond.

V. Procedures

A basic instructional and Measurementprocedure we have found

to be relat,ively successful with severely handicapped` students is

articulated below. Following a description of this basic procedure

selected variallts, 'which may make it more effective for specifiC

students and situations are delineated.

41
In..the basic instructional procedure the teaching and measurement

procedUrds are incorporated into test-teach designs. That is, the

teacher presents a cue; if students respond correctly, they are

rewarded; if they respond incorrectly, they:are taught the cof2ect

response through either a modeling procedure (the teacher models the

response and.requires-the student to imitate it) or a priming

procedure (the teacher physically guides the student through the

Correct resporise). For students who initially error, the modeling

cues and prompts are faded until the correct response occurs.in

respcbse to verbal cues (models are faded by gradually modeling

less of the correct response -:prompts are faded by gradually ,

withdrawing physical support until the student performs the response

wi.thout teacher assistance):
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A. -Acquisition and Proficiency Criterion

Acquisition criterion levels may be set in terms of trials.
That is; when teaching numeral recognition one could teach the
numerals in sets of one, two, three, etc. dependent upon...the
abilities of the student. The responses a student makes tb,a
complete set is considered a trial: e.g., for a set of one, one
response equals a trial, for a set of two, two responses equals
a trial, p. A commonly employed acquisition criterion three
consecuti e correct trials. A sample data sheet should.further
clarify'the notions of trials and criterion.

Sample, Data Sheet*

Date. Behavior Objective Num.- Rec. Set 1, 2, 3

Name Trial ' Num.']. Num. 2 Num. 3 Tot. Correct

Student #1 1 I; P M 0

2 1- , + + 3

3 + 'M + 2

4 + + '+ 3)
5 + + + 3 ,,,,,e,*

-+ + + 3.

In the data system utilized: 1-,= a correct response, M = a correct
response after a model, and P = a correct response after a prime.

*Criterion met three consecutive correct trials.

If students have acquired a skill and performed it correctly on
the consecutive trials, it does not indicate that they can pro-
ficiently use the skill. As used here,. proficiency means that the
students can correctly perform a skill and perform it correctly at

a selected rate criterion. For instance, students should be able
to correctly rationally count objects and count them quickly before
they can-be considered to be proficient at rational counting.

There areat least two reasons for setting proficiency
criterion in terms of rates of correct responding. One, if the
students are to bd tolerated by and compete with other individuals
in the community they will have to perform skills quickly and

correctly. For example, slow but correct coin counters cannot
readily compete f6r many clerk jobs. Two, if skill 'A' is necessary
for acquisition and performance of skill 'B', then a slow rate of
performance on skill 'A' may impede the acquisition and performance

on skill 'B.' This concept may be iliu§trated through several

'examples. For.instance, let's say a teacher's objective is to

a
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teach students to imitate =toxic gestures such as patting knees and

clappinghands., If the students do nob have proficient eyehand
coordination on motor patterns similar )o those they are to imitate,.

then the students will have tratible getting their hands to go where

they should, impeding their ability to imitate,a model. However, if

Students have mastered eye hand coordination on motor patterns similar

to those they argsto imitate,then they should be ready to learn the

task of imitatira the model's gestures. Thus, as Bruner (1973)

points out, preliminary motor skill proficiency provides the basis

for utilizing modeling and for carrying out imitation. Similarly,

in the math skill sequence, rational counting 1.s one of the component

(prerequisite) skills involved in addition. Rapid and correct; rational

countingishould facilitate the acquisition of addition tasks. Since

developmental Skills sequences are cumulative (new skills involve
previously, acquired skills) students should be approaching proficiency

. at the component (prerequisite) skills of an unfamiliar task before

tieing presented instruction on the task. 5 Once students have

acquired a skill they may attain proficiency through additional
practice of the skill which requires correct and rapid responding.

Crimes and races similar to those described in an earlier section

(Adapting Tasks) are excellent vehicles for giving students
additional practice on a skill.

B. Alasic Instructional and Measurement Procedure

1. Secure the'attentionof the student(s) to. the teacher

or. the task.

Present materials.

. 3. Present a cue for the Student(s) to attend to the

instructional materials.

Present a cue for the student(s) to respond.

Evaluate student's response.:,
a. Correct reeponsel Immediately conSeqtate the

student's response with verbal praise (e.g.,,the

teacher says, "Good, t? and describes why it Baas

good "CoOd, there are enough" or "Good, they, .

..are the same"),, a smile and ifnecessary some
tangible consequenbe (food, toy, token).. Record

the correct response on a. data sheet and begin

the next tria4 go to the next student, etc. If

the student performs correctly in three Consecutive,

t.1.1als, place an emphasis on the rate Of correct

responding.

5 it'llS 1 p4P icienoy levels may be estimated by-calculating adult

rates of correct performance of a skill and then diViding this

rate by two, ;ObviouSly, special:adjtstments in proficiency:rates

have to be made to accommodate j.ndividuals with mOtoriciMpairments.
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b. Incorrect response Say "No" and tell the student
why it was wrong,(e.g., "No, not enough" Or "NQ,
not the same"), then go to Step six.

6. Sedure the attention of the student and:provide a model
of the eorrect response. .Then present a cue to respond...-

Evaluate the student's response-.
a. correct response: Immediately consequate the student's

response Olth verbal praise: (e.g.:, the teacher says,
"Good," andAescribee Why the response was good::!-
"Good-,there are enoUgh" or "Good, they arethe,eame"),

" a smile and if necessary some.tangible consequence.
Record that the response was performed correctly af4r
a model was provided (U) and on subsequent trials
gradually fade out the model.
Incorrect response: Say "No" and tell' whS, it was wrong
(e.g.- "NO.not enough" or "No, not,. the same "), then

-proceed to-Step eight...

b.

!,...

C. Adapting the Inetructienal.Procedure_to Behavioral Objectives

.

The basic procedures presented above may be adapted:to-each .

behavioral objective. Aeillustratiop.of an adaption to a selected

bjectiVe is described beloW.

8. Secure the attention of the student, present the cue to
respond and prime the correct response by physically
guiding the student in its performance. Consequate the
response with verbal praise and describe why it was
correct (e.g., "Good, there are enough"), smile and if
necessary provide some tangible consequence. Record

R that the response was primed (P) and on su'b'sequent trials

'fade out the prime.

9. Follow the procedures until.the student performs Correctly
in three consecutive' trials.

1. Adaptation to an Equivalence Objective:

Behavioral Objective 1 - Instructional Sequence Step b:

When.the teacher plaCes a selected number of items (from 1

to 10) it a set. and says, "Make your set equal to,my-Set," the
student Should,Use the operation of:one-to-one correspondence
to make hie/her set equal and then:place an equal's. sign hetween

the twoSets, (i.e., the student shoUld 'Match members of his/ ,

her set with the teacher's until: there are no unmatched members

Teacher . Student Teacher : Student

=- & .

S

382
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Adaptation of Teaching Method:

1. The teacher says, "Look" and secures the attention of

the students to the, task..

2. The teacher puts a set of items in his/her set in a

vertical array. Teacher Student

. -The teacher selects one student, and says, "Joe, look at

this;" while he/she points to the materials.

4. The teacher says, "Make your set equal to my set."

5. The teacher evaidate the student's response.

a. .Correct response: If the student utilizes the
operation of one-to-one correspondence to put the

Same number of objects .on hiS/herlalf of the sheet

and places an equal sign between the sets, he is

immediately consequated with verbal praise
"Good, there are enough" or "equal"), a smile and

if 'necessarya consumable. The data sheet is

marked with a "+." If the student has three con-

secutive correct trials, place an emphasis on the

rate of correct responding.
b. Incorrect response: If the student 40t8 not utilize

the operation of one-to-one correspondence and/or

puts out the wrong number of items, the teacher says,

"No, not equal," "too many" or "not enough" 4nd goes

to Step six.

_The teacher secures student attention and models the

-,cOrrect response (including the one-to-one correspondence .

operation)and then presents the cue o respond (See Step

four).

7. The teacher evaluates the student's response.

a. Correct-response: If the student uses the'operation

of one-to-one correspondence to place the same number

of objects in his set and places an equal sign between

the sets,he is immediately consequated with verbal

praise (e.g., "Good, there are enough" or "equal")

and a smile and the teacher marks an 7M" on the data

sheet.

b. Incorrect response: If the student does not use the

operation of one-to-one correspondence and/or puts

out the wrong number of items, the teacher says, "No,

not equal," "too many" or "not enough" and goes to

Step eight.

8. The teacher secures the student's attention, presents the

response cue and primes the correct response by physically
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guiding the stUdent through it. The teacher conseqUates.
a Correct response with verbal praise (e.g., "Good, there
Fe enough" or "equal, ") and a smile and marks the data
sheet with a. -

t74,

9. -Follow these procedures; ntil the student performs correctly
in.three consecutive trials.

4.

Sample Data Sheet

Date- - Behavior ObjectiVe EquivalenCe 1 Array Vertical

Name Trial Task _1 Task 2 TaSk 3 Tot. Correct

1. ,-
Studinit #1 -. 1 + M 2

2* + P M 1

3 + M + .2

4 + -.. + 3

5 + + + 3

6 + , + + 3
<0 \

D. Variants on the Basic Instructional Procedures

Potentially there area great number-of,variations that can be
made on the basic instructional procedure illustrated. Qnly a few
selected variants will be discussed. The introductory, sections on
-adapting the skills sequence to individual studentatbrough adapting
the tasks (materials), adapting cues to respond and facilitating
performance across environments illustrated 'my of the basic variants
on the instructional procedure. Brief1y,"these variants included:

1. Varying tbe task and task materials.

2. Preeenting,the task in fun format such . asp through a game

0 a, race, toys, a song, etc.

3. Varying the olies to respond and respenses the students are
expected to eMit (e.g., motor respOnses, verbal responses,
motor and verbal responses, written responses).

4. Vary the control figuie and/or setting..

Some other variants which may 'enhance student interest (attention)
or performance on alMost any task ate:

1. Varying the-intensity (loudness) of task Presentation such
that the students at times have to strain to hear and at
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other times are mildly startled'by the loudness of a

response cue.

2. Varying the responses expected of the students over p

range of responses they have mastered or are learning
such that the studentsliave to closely listen and watch
to emit correct responses (e.g.., "Give me more," "Touch

more," "Is this more?"). This can be a game where the
teacher says, "Listen carefully, I'll try to fool you,"
and then varies the response requirement slightly.
Typically, it becomes quite difficult to fool the

students.

3. Vary the intensity of the response expected from the

students from whispers to shouts. As in two, this can,

be made into a game.

4, Varying the pace of task presentation froth fast to slow

such that the students' must closely attend to determine
when cues to respond and potential reinforcers are going

to be delivered. Ss in two, this can be made into a

"I bet I can fool or trick you" game.

5. Vary calling on the group to respond (e.g., "Everyone is

this more?") and a calling on individuals (e.g., "Tom is

this more?") such that students must attend closely in

order not to miss their turns. This too can be made into

a game.

Many skills can be taught and practiced through group
response procedures with the teacher systematically.

calling on indi idual students to assess if they, can

perform the skit without assistance.- Through such
procedures studen s learn to imitate the teacher and

other students to learn skills.

6. Utilize procedures which reduce error responding. Once

4
some students h e learned to associate a wrong response.

to a response c it is often difficult to teach them to
associate a correct response with that response cue.
Thus, it is often advantageous to prevent error responses

frau occurring. There are several 1ariants on group and
individual responding procedUre that may be employed to

-attempt,to prevent errors: One is a rehearsal procedure

and the other a modeling procedure.

In the rehearsal procedure the teacher calls upon the

group or'an individual to respond and then makes the

response along with them. Then the teacher gradually

fades out her demonstration until the group or individual

can make the response without teacher assistance.

In the modeling procedure the teacher models the entire

response chain (cde and response) befbre calling on the

4
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group or an individual to respond and then uses the

rehearsal procedure. Next, the teacher fades out the
Model when the students can respond to the rehearsal
procedure alone. _Finally-, the rehearsal procedure is

faded out.

Across all procedures if at
initiate an error response,
t4, correct response should
thrbugh either the modeling

any point students start to
they should be stopped and
be immediately demonstrated
or rehearsal proCedure.

The effectivene of these variants and combinations of these

variants on the basic instructional procedure is generally.dependent
upom the characteristics of individual students. We recommend system-
atically experimenting with various formats to determine which formats
individual students enjoy and learn from most effectively.

"The following paragraphs delineate several potentially viable

Instructional models.

Initial Instruction:

An instructional program should teach students 60 perform-
functional skills' across tasks, materials, verbal language cues,
people and settings that the students will frequently encounter.

However, one could conjecture that teaching a student to perform a

skill across several language cues, people, settings, tasks, and

materials concurrently might impede the student's acquisition of a

skill. Thus, initially it may be efficient to'concentrate on instruct-
ing students on one task given one verbal language.cue in one setting

with one teacher. However, take advantage of every opportunity to
require the students to use the skill across functional tasks, settings,

people, and verbal language cues to respond.

Skill Mastery. Instruction:

When students have correctly performed a"skill on ore task

given one verbal language cue in one setting, with one teacher,

concentrate on teaching students to use the skill across several

functional tasks, settings, people, and verbal language cues to

respond coucurrehtiy.'

A skill may be taught through ny'tasks. The tasks selected

to'teach a skill should be chosen o the basis of their: a) functional

use to the individual student; b) ccessability or frequency of

occurrence across the environment of the individuarstudent; c) rein-

forcement value to the individual student; d)-facilitation of discrimi-

nation; e) applicability to repeat d practice during skill acquisition;

f) facilitation of later skill development; and g) facilitation of

skill maintenance.

Ilt
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As noted earlier it is unlikelythat one tea which fulfiAls

all the criteria delineated abate 'may be devised. However, three

basic tasks, functional tasks, games and repeated practice tasks

should meet the task selection criterion. In many instances you

may be able to devise tasks applicable to repeated practice which

are functional and which are games. However, in describing the

model we will separate the three basic tasks.

The.firot step in developing an instructional model should be

to describe functional tasks, games and repeated practice tasks for

the skill of concern. For examplesome potential sorting (sets) task are:

." Potential Functional Tasks:

List potential functional tasks. Systematically require each

student to use sorting on functional tasks several times a day.

Continually look for additional functional tasks the students can

WO the skill on.

1.' Sort food items at snack time (e.g. put the milk on

the shelf and cookies on the table).

2. Sort objects when setting up or,cleaning up an

activity (e.g., put the puzzles on the shelf and

the balls in the box; put the plates on the shelf

and the spoons in the drawervput the crayons in

the box and paint in the cupboard).

Join -(add.) sets when cleaning,up or setting up an

actin ty (e.g., put the paint and the crayons on the

table;.put the paper and scissors on the floor)-

Potential Games:,

List potential games. Each day during free time or during

instructional time encourage students to play games involving'the

sorting Skill. Games are excellent repeated practice and skill

maintenance tasks. Continually devise new games or variations of

existing games.

1. Card games similar to "Old Maid" which require ,the

student to sort and match cards on theEbasis of

form, size, and/or color.
0 .

2. Sorting boxes, puzzles, peg boards which require

.
objects to be sorted on the basis of form, size, and/or

color.

a

a
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3. Art activities which require the student to differe tially

operate on items which differ along dimensions of f

size; and color (eg., color the house red and bail
blue, paste the eyes on the head and paste the hands

on the arms).

q. Board games (e.g.,1 start, T.: 1)
1,

. which require the students to draw a card and move
their market to the next square on the board which

' matches the card. Verbal students could be required
to label the card (e.g., red, house, spoon) before
advancing on the board.

5. Grab bag which requires students to draw an object from 0.

a bag and then label it.

Potential Tasks WhicICAre Applicable to Repeated Practice:

1. Sort-or make sets of objects (e.g., block and bears,
forks and cup, straws and cups) at the classroom worktable.'

2. Sort or make.'sets of flannel items.

3. Sort or make sets of pictures..

For repeated practice tasks develop a procedure far 'systematically
varying the tasks, materials, settings, instructors and language cues.
A rotation procedure may be effective (Figure 1). For instance, on
day one teacher 'A.' teaches sets with one set of language cues and

materials in setting A. Teacher 'B' teaches 1-to-1 correspondence

and teacher 'C' teaches numeral recognition. On day two teacher

'B' teaches sets with a different set of language cues and materials

4410

in setting B. Teacher 'A' teaches numeral recognition and teacher
'C' teaches 1-to-1 correspondence, etc. Obviously, many variations

of the rotation procedure are-possible.

Fidure 1

Sample Rotation Procedure

Day'l 'Day 2

Teacher 'B' Teacher 'B'

cor. sets c

Teacher 'A'

Teacher 'A' Teacher 'C' 4 ree.e

bets () # rec. (1.

33 8.

Teacher 'C'
1-to-1 cor.
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o.

To insure students learn to perform a skill across tasks, language

cues, settings and people students should be systematically required

toeuse the skills throughout the day. The following is -a sample daily

r utine for teaching and requiring students to use the skills of

on -many and.one-to-one correspondence.

Opening 8:30 -.9:00

1 -to -l. Correspondence Activities:

a. AttendanCe: The bulletin board is divided into a

prevent absent section. Each student has a name

card; and here should be one name card in the present
section of the bulletin board'for each student present.
To teach one-to-one correspondence ask a student to
take role (or you take role) by giving one name card

to each student: If there are too many name cards,

someone is absent. In this instance reading and naming
classmates are being taught concurrently with one-to-

one correspondence.

. Another section of the bulletih board is devoted to a
job board with pictures of the various jobs (e.g.,
watering, plants, feeding fish). A check is placed

next to each job if it has been completed. During

opening students can ascertain if all jobs have been
completed by determining if each job has a check. In

this case home-living skills (jobs) and cooperating
(everyone has a job) are being taught concurrently with

one-to-one correspondence.

One-Many Activities:

a. During attendance the students can be asked if one or

many students are prdaent or absent.

.b. Students may be asked to bring one or many crayons,
pieces'of paper, etc. to opening with them for a

special actC'vity.

Math Class 9:00 - 9:30

During math class repeated practice tasks are presented. For

example:

1-to-1 Correspondence Activities:

a. Students are requested to give each flannel circle a

flannel star.

b.6.Students are requested to give each cup a saucer.
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c. Students are requested to give each paintbox a brush.

d. Students are asked to give.each piece of candy a penny.

One-Many:

a. A set of Aapple and a set of many apples is presented
the student t, and they are.requested,to touch, point to,
take the set with on-or many.

b. Pictures of sets of one comb and many combs are presented
the students, and they are requested to point to the set
with one or many.

c. The teacher pointscto a set of Objects and asks students,
if the set has one or many objects.

Language 9:6 - 10:00

Ida language the students may be learning the functiemal use of
objects (drink from cup, eat with spoon, stir with spoon, .eat from

bowl), to demonstrate nonverba comprehension of object labels
(presented with objects and t e cue "Take a spoon," the student takes ,

a spoon), -and to label objet s (asked "What is this?" or "What do

you want?" students state e object name). These language skills

may be taught through such tasks as tea party play. During the

course of the tea party the students are requested tpdemonstrate
functional object usfa-i,demonstrate receptive comprehension of object

`labels and to label objects. Students can also be requested to give

- e ch classmate a cup to demonstrate' one -to -one correspondence and

receptive comprehension of the label cup, go to the counter and
bring back one or many spoons to demonstrate,recepfive knowledge of

the label spoons a ne-many, etc.

Snack Time 10:00 - 10:15

Snack time is a variation on the tea party activities of the \,
language period. Students are asked: to give each c/as to a

napkin, to bring one or many cartons'of milk from the ki then, to

state if they want one or man pieces of cookie, etc.

Recess 10:15 - 10:30

One-Many

a. Students can be asked to take one or many balls, jump .

ropes, etc. outside.

One-to-One Correspondence

a. Games such as musical chairs should be played.
A.,
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Pre-Reading 10:30 -,.11:00

,1-to-1 Correspondence

a:--While'looking at pictures
person in the picture has

feet, etc.

335

students can be asked if each

a hat on if every bear has

b. Students can be requested to give Aach classmate a

.0 book, worksheet, etc.

One-Many

a. Students can be requested to bring one or many pencils,

crayons, pieces of paper to reading class. et.

b. While looking at pictures students can be asked if

,there are one or many dogs, cats, policemen; etc;

in the picture.

The skills of one-to-one correspondence and one-many can be used

throughout all other daily activities (art, lunch, gym, music; etc.).

It is hoped that these limited examples illustrate,-that skills should

not be taught in isolation but should be taught in relation to other

skills (language, reading, recreation, social) if they are to be

functional, maintain and generalize. .

1.

E. giants on the Basic Measurement Procedure:

e basic measurement procedure illustrated utilized a discrete

trial mat. That is, the teacher presented the student with a cue

to resp d, the student emitted a response, and the teacher scored the

accuracy of each response. This is a direct and continuous measurement

system which is extremely sensitive in that it accounts for all student

responses, making it possible for the teacher to be relatively precise

in determining 'the efficacy of an instructional procedure and in

pinpointing exactly when a student reaches criterion on n selected

-skill. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to continuously

measure anriecord behavior when some of the variants illustrated

above are employed as components of the - instructional procedure.

Alternatives to continuous measurement and recording of student

behavior are pretest, post-test measures and/or periodic probes

of the student's skills. Generally, the more frequent the measure-

ment, the more accurate is the assessment of an individual student's

progress withincpTogram and the evaluation of the effectiveness

of that program.
f

In the following paragraphs a measurement system we have found

to be'useful with the math skills sequence is described. store
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is

information on assessment is provided in the later section of the
paper on Initial Assessment and Skill Mastery Evaluation.

Ithas been our experience that it is necessary for teachers
to initially use the basic instructional and measurement procedure
described above (Basic Instructional and Measurement Procedure)..
The basic procedure requires the teacher to precisely specify tasks,
materials, la9guge cues, student responses (correct and error),
and teacher consequences for each student response. The use of
such a highly structured instructional and measurement procedure.
continually provides the teacher with the relevant dimensions of
the instructional task, relevant dimensionstof student performance
and direct and continuous measures of student-skill acqpisition.
powever, teachers may initially feel that use of the highly structured
instructional and measurement procedure results in unnatural, stilted
and choppy task presentations. Fortunately, with practice task

priately respond to student responses and assess student skill
teachers should learn to set up tasks, select materials, appro
presentations become natural and fluid. With sufficient practice

acquisition without referring. to the basic instructional and
measurement procedure. Thus, the basic instructional and measurement
procedureis a training device.

Once teachers can successfully use the basic procedure they
may vary the basic instructional procedure (see the suggested

variations above) and employ different measurement systems. When
this occurs, teachers maycease continuously-recording each student

- response and switch to periodically recording each response. It

should be noted that every time 'a student emits a response the
teacher obtainsla potentially relevant assessment of a student's

skills. Periodic recorded assessments should be performed to test

the validity of unrecorded assessments of student skill acquisition.
We will refer to the periodic recorded assessment as probes.

le suggest that studentskill acquisition should 'be probed at

lea t once a week on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. Mondays and

Fridays are less likely to be representative of general student

skill performance. The probes should follow the format of the
basic instructional and measurement procedure. A later section of
this paper, Initial Assessment and Skill Mastery Evaluation,
describes specific measurement procedures.

The record systeM of-the basic instructional and measurement
procedure helps all individuals who are teaching a student (e.g.,

master teacher, student-teachers,)methods students, aides) keep

track of where each student is in the skill sequence, and what tasks,

materials aid language cues are instructionally relevant for each -

student. If the basic instructional and measurement procedure is
not used, an alternative system for keeping track of student

programs should be employed. We suggest that the following

system may be viable.
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Fox' each student devise a summary ,grid which. ,includes all theu,
relevant instructional objectives of the math program. A sample

summary grid is depicted bblow. Each student's summary grid 6hould

be readily accessible in the classroom so that at any time any

individual, can determine what° skills the student should be currently

receiving instruction on and which skills the student has already

;,',mastered

Poi each objective in the 'skill sequence the summary grid

indicates instruction is- in progress there should be an adjunct

grid. The adjunct grid should indicate which tasks and cues the

student has mastered within the objective and on. which tasks and

cues instruction is in progress. Probe assessment should be used

to determine 'when. students have mastered specific tasks and language

cues -wIthin an objective. A sample objective grid for Equivalence

is deMted below.

O

.
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Student 'John

I = Instruction in Progress

M = SkilL Acquired

A Prerequisite
Motor Imitation
Verbal Imitation
Whold Word - I

Isolated Sounds

Spmmary Grid

H.

B. Functional Obj. Use

C. Sets
Obj. 1
Obj. 2
`Obi. 3

. 4
Obj. 5
Obj. 6
Obj. 7
Obj. 8
Obj. 9,

D. 1-to-1
Correspondence
Ctd. 1

Conservation
of Number
Obj. 1
Obj. 2
Obj. 3
Obj. 4
Obj. 5

.Obj. 6
b

H. Counting Forward
1. Rational

Obj. 1

E, One-Many
1

Obj. 2
Obi. 3

F. Equivalence
Obj. 1
'Obj. 2

G. More and Less
1.! More

OW. 1
2. Less

Obj.-"1.

Obj. 2
-8, More/Les's

Obj. 1
Obj. 2

Obj. 3,'
Obj. 4
Obj. 5
Obj. 6
Obj. 7

2. Rote
Obj. 1
Obj. ,2

Obj. 3
3. Numeral .

Recognition.
.Obj. 1

-4. Match # to
Quantitied
Obj. 1

5. Match Quanti-
ties to #
Obj. 1

6. Ordering.
Numerals

W. 1
Obj. 2
Obj. 3
Obj. 4
Obj. 5
Obj. 6
Obj. 7
Obj. 8
Qbj 9

7. Ordering
Quantities
Obj. 1

4

H. *Addition
1. Qbjects

Obi. 1
Qbj. 2

2. Numerals
Obj.

Obj. 1
3. Numerals

& Lines
Obj. 1

4. Numerals
Obj. 1

Obj. .1

Obj. 12

Obj.13
Obj. 4

6. Facts
Obj. 1
Obj. 2
Obj. 3
Obj, 4
Obj. 5
Obj. 6

I. Story Problems
1. 1-to-1 Cor-

respondence
Obj. 1

2. X Y =
Obj. 1

3.-X = Y
Obj. 1



Student John

Equivalence - Objective 1

M = Skill Acquired
I = Instruction in Progress

,

Tasks:

Functional:
Passing out cups at juice time
Giving each classmate a pencil
GiVIAlg each classMate a crayon during dri I

Etc.

Games:
Musical Chairs
Etc,

Repeated Practice:
Give each bear a block
Put a.straw in each cup 1

Give each tree a bird
Etc.

Object Arrays

Vertical M

Horizontal
Varied

IdWar

SeVtquivalence

Enough
, Not Enough M --r

o Too ffany

i_agCues

_Make your set equal M
Are the sets equal 'I'

Are there enough
Are there too'many
Eic.

34r
p.

A

6.
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. Placing the Student

Utilization of skill sequences and ask analyses facilitates
individualiiation of instruction. Withi the task analysis model,
students' mastery of various objectives Can be assessed before
instruction; and they may only be instructed on objectives on which
they failed and for which they have masted the prerequisites.
Students can be.permitted to proceed through.the.sequence at their
own pace, taking longer on trouble spote and skipping steps on which

they demonstrate mastery. The level of a student's entrance into
the sequence and mastery of behavioral/objectives is assessed through'
administering baseline tests composed of a sampling of items
from ,selected behavioral objectivml.

'Typically, one baseline measure (test) is given for each selected
behavioral objective and basically consists ofimplementing steps
one through four of the basic teaching procedure. For example, the
baseline measure for the equivalence behavior objective could be
administered as-follows:

1. The teacher says, "Look" and secures eye contact with the
materials.,

2.- The teacher puts a set of items on his/her half of the
paper in one of the specified arrays.

3. The teacher selects one student and says, "S, look,at
this," while he/she points to the materials and saysi
"Make your side equal to my side." If S,looks, the
teacher goes on to Step four. If S doei not lock,
the teacher physically primes S to look andthen goes.

on to Step four.

4. The teacher marks a "A:" for a correct response and
for an error response.

Obviously, it would be .inefficient to test the students
every behavioral objective of the math skill sequence before beginning
instruction. 'Typically,.students are only tested on skills for which

they have demonstiated the requisite behaviors. For'instance, a

student who did not. demonstrate mastery of rational counting or
equivalence and matching quantities to numerals would not, be tested

on an addition objective. Similarly, students are not inttially
tested on every objective of a math skill. They may be initially
tested on the highest npmbered objectives and only if they fail these
objectives would they be tested on lower numbered°obSectives. For

example, in testing knowleugQ of "sets" the students might initially
be tested on objective 9 and only if they failed objective 9
would they be tested on objective 8, 7, 6, 5, etc. If there are

a potentially large number of objectives to be tested, the teacher

may systematically test various objectives,(e.g., 8, there 3, then

then 6) until the appropriate instructional objective is determined.
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In evaluhting the student's entry level, a checklist or grid

may be .devised which will reflect baseline test results. Belt*/ are

grids on which several possible testing outcomes are depicted. A

later section, Procedures for Initial Assessment and Skill Mastery

Evaluation, delineates more specific measurement and initial placement

procedures.

VI. 'Prerequisites

'There are two prerequisite students should meet before being

prOgrammed through the math skills sequence: One, the students

should he imitative, and two, the students should readily interact

with the objects and task materials they will encounter during

instruction of the math skills sequence.

A. Imitation

Prompting and modeling are two general instructional procedures

which may be utilized.to teach most tasks. P _mpting iR a procedure

which involves physically guiding students thro b a response or

response sequence. For instance, to teach studen one-to-one

correspondence operation the students could be physically guided

through the chainJ responses required to align sets in a,configur-

ation manifesting-one-to-one correspondence; The prompts could then

be eliminated by gradually withdrawing the physical guidance until

the students performed the responses on their own. Modeling is an

instructional. procedure which involves demonstrating (llodeling) a

response or chain of responses to the students and directing the

students to immediately imitate the demonstration. Models can be.

eliminated by gradually presenting a less demonstrative mode]: until

the students perform the.responsee-In their own.

0
,

Modeling is a more efficient instructional procedure than prompting

but the students have to be imitative before it may be used. Briefly,

.the general procedure for teaching students' to imitate is for the

teacher to say "Do this," present a model (such as clapping her hands),

and then physically guide students through the response. The prompting

is gradually faded until
the'studentstconsistently make: the response

without assistance. When the students consistently imitate a wide

range of object manipulations (e.g., roll ball, stacking blocks)

and body gestures (erg., stamping feet, standing up) they may be

considered imitative.

B. Functional Object Use

The prerequisite that the students readily interact with the

objects and tasks they will encounter during instruction

of the math sequence relates to the criteria for selection of tasks

to teach a skill through. Thatis, if some of the criteria for

selecting tasks are that they be functional, frequently occUracross

environments and have reinforcement value,for individual students,

then it would appear to be advantageous for the students to be
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Student: Mary

Skills 1 2 3
tl

Imitation
Motor
Verbal

+ + + + = meets

criterion
Isolated Sounds + + +

Whole Words - .1crei not

*Ma

Functional Object Use

Sets

One-Many

One-to-One Correspondence

Equivalence

More/Less
\More

Less
More/Less 4

pniseryation of Number,

Countingorward
Rational
Rote
Numeral Recognition
Matching Numerals to Quantities
Malching Quantities to Numerals
Ordering Numerals '41*;

Ordering Quantities

Addition
Objects
Numerals and Objects
Numerals and Lines
Numerals
Fingers
Facts

Story Problems
One -to -One Correspondence
X + Y =
X + = y

+ + +

17.

ow.

Meet criterion

She made
approximat1ions.

Comments:
This evaluation indicates that the student has met the imitation

criteria for motor and verbal behaviors. Verbal operations would be
given emphasis in this student's program.
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Student: Larry

Tests

Skills

Imitation

a Motor
Verbal

IsOlaed Sounds
Whole Words

Functional Object Use

Sets

One-Many

One-to-One'Correspondence

Equivalence

"ore/Less
More
Less'
More/Less
Conservation of Number.

Counting Forward
Rational
Rote

343

= meets
criterion

does not
meet criterion.

Numeral Recognition.°
Matching Numerals to Ouaflities

Matching Quantities to Numerals
ordering Numerals
Ordering Quantities,

Addition
Objects
Numerals and Objects
Numerals and Lines
Numerals
Fingers
Facts

Story Problems
Ono-to-One Correspondence
X Y =
X Y

Comments:
This evaluation indicates that the student has the prerequisite

motor imitation and functional object use skills to enter the program at

he level of sots* yerbal operations would be emphasized after the student

has mastered the sound imitation criteria,

o.
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Skills

Student: Mike

Tests
2

Imitation
Motor
Verbal

Isolated Sounds
Whole Words

Functional Object Use

Sets

One-Many

One-to-One Correspondence

Equivalence

More/Less
More
Less
More/ Less
Conservation of Number

Counting Forward
Rational
Rote
NumeralRecognition
Matching Numerals to Quantities
Matching Quantities to Numerals
Ordering Numerals
Ordering Quantities

Addition
Objects
Numerals and Objects
Numerals and Lines
Numerals
Fingers
Facts

Story Problems
One -to -One Correspondence
X +
X+ = Y o.

Ceraments:

ON&

a

V

meets
criterion

M does not
meet criterion

,414, This evaluation indicates that the student does not have the requisite
Amitation skills to be included in the math program. When he meets
icriterion in the motor imitation and functional object use programs, he can
begin the'math program.
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functionally using the objects or interacting with them (e.g., drink

from em stir with spoon) before they are utilized in instructional

tasks.

)11 deAcit frequently exhibited by many severely handicapped

students is that they do not readily interact with ()Wefts and/or

people. Before implementing the math skills sequence students'

interaction with various objects should be asseasediand'if necessary,

they should be taught to functionally use the objects and materials

to be used in tasks'in the math skills sequence. -

VII. Behavioral Objectives

ybile specific, tasks, materials, and cues to respond are illustrated

foreach objective, students should-demonstrate knowledge of the con-

cept or ability to use an operation across a wide range of materials,

tasks, and cues to respond. It is important to use only materials

students hare demonstrated they can discriminate (such as in Objective'

2 of e -z-: Pr+. .1
a NI_ 1 .- I ... :to J

able to discriMinate the objects they, are to ma-tell in one-

to-one correspondence before the bjects are used in the one-to-ones

correspondence program. Note: o

aa.if it is a curriculum. Use the notions and criterion articulated
not follow this skills sequence%

above to adapt the skills sequence to individual students. It is

expected that many components of the sequence will have to be broken

into smaller steps for 3ome students.

A. Prerequisites

1. Imitation: The student should be able to imitate responses -

which may be repired of hiA/her in the math Op sequence.

Theresponses may include:

Motor Imitation:'Given the cuec "Do this," and a selected

motoric gesture, 'the student should imitate the gestiAre.

Subobjective: The student should imitate at least the

following motoric gestures: a)' touching an object; and

b) moving or manipulating selected objects.

Verbal Imitation: (Note: Students do not have to imitate

verbal behaviors to progress through the skill sequence.)

The sttjdent should be -able to imitate (make grass approxi-

mations of) isolated sounds or whole words.

2. Functional Object Use: Presented with objects to be used in

tasks of the skill sequence the student should, be able to

demonstrate at least one appropriate functional use of the

object (e.g., spoon - stir; cup - drink).

Sets

Examples of Potential Tasks:

Potential Functional Tasks:.
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1. Sort food items at snack time.(e.g., put the milk on the
shelf and cookies on the table).

2. Sort/objects when setting4up or cleaning up an activity
(e.g:, put the puzzles on the shelf and the balls in the
box; put the plates on'the shelf and the spoons in the
drawer; put the crayons isFthe box 'and paint in the

cupboard). .

5

.

3. Join (add) sets when cleaning up or setting up an activity
(e.g., put the paint and the crayons on the table; put
the paper and scissors on the floor).

Irotential Games:

1. Card games similar to "Old Maid" which requira the student
to sort and match cards on the basis of form, size, and/or

color.

2. Sorting boxes, puzzles, peg boards which require objects to
be sorted on the basis of form, size, and/or color.

3. Art activities which require the student to differentially
operate on items which differ along dimensions of form,
size, and color (e.g., color the house red and balls
blue, paste the eyes on the head and paste the hands on

the arms).

44 Board games (e.g., startFTE:1 i %(

which require the students to draw a card and move their
marker to the next square on the board which matches the

card. Verbal students could be required to label the card
(e.g.; keit, house, spoon) before advancing on the board.

Potential Tasks Which Are Applicable to Repeated Practice:

1. Sort or make sets of objects (e.g.; block and bears, forks
and cup, straws and cups) in instructional settings.

2. Sort or make sets of flannel items.

3. Sort or make sets of pictures.

Behavioral Prerequisites: Motor Imitation.

Behavioral Objective 1: Given a group"of objects whose members
differ along at.least one dimension (e.g., forks and spoons)
with one member of each set separated o t to serve as a match
cue, the student should sort the object into separate sets

when the teachei points and says, "Make as of (spono_and a set of
(forks), put the (spoons) here and the (forksf here.
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Match A

Cues 0

A0 A
C) 0 Group to be

' 0 A sorted

Instructional Sequence: The student should be able to

sort into separate] sets at least:

a. groups of objects of different colors

b. groups of objects of like color

Verbal Operatiop; The same procedure as in Objective 1

is followed, After the student correctly sorts the

objects the teacher points and says, "This is a set of

(spoons/forks). What is this set?" and the student should

label the set (e.g., "spoons" or "forks").

Behavioral Objective 2: Given a group of objects wciose members

differalongatleast_one_dimension,
the student should sort

the objects into separate sets 'when the teacher points and

.ays, "Make a set of (cupi) and a set of (plates). Put the

(cups) here and the (plates) here:"

Instructional Sequence: The student should be able

into separate sets:

a, objects

1?
flannel items

to sort

Verbal Operation: The same procedure, as in Objective 2 is

'ollbwed. After the student correctly sorts the objects

the teacher points and says, "What is this set?" and the

student should label the,set (e.g., "blocks" or "bears").'

Behavioral Objective 3: Given three sets (e.g., Set 1, blocks;

Set 2, bears; Set 3, pennies) of objects composed of from 1 to

S members, and when the teacher touches one set of objects and

says, "This is a set of (blocks/bears/pennies).
Take the set

of (blocks/bears/pennies),"
the student should take the correct

set.

Instructional Sequence: The student should take the

correct set when presented:

a. two unlike sets with one object in each set

b. 'three unlike sets with one object in each set

d

C. three unlike sets' with two like objects'in each set

3 ;3



d. three unlike sets with one or two like objects
in each set

e. The sequencd is continued until the student
demonstrates that he/she can discriminate unlike
sets containing from one to five like members.

Verbal O eration:, Wheh the teacher presents three sets
of jects, points to one set and says, "This is a set
of .(blocks), what is this set?" the student should label
the set.

Behavioral Objective 4: When the teacher places two, two member
sets with like members in front of the student (e.g., Set 1,
blocks; Set 2, pennies) and says; "Take the set of (blocks),"
the student should take the correct set.

Verbal Operation: The same procedure is followed as in
ObjctiveC---A e s u en a QS e correct set the
teacher points and says, "What is this set?" and the
student should label the set (e.g., "blocks").

LiBehavioral Objects:. When the teacher places two, two member
sets with unlike members in front of the student (e.g.,, Set 1,
block and cup;-Set 2,,penny and pencil), displays a set identical
to one presented to the student (e.g., block and cup) and says,
"Take the set of (block and cup)," the student should tale the
correct set.

Verbal Operation: The same procedure is followed as in
Objective S. After the student takes the correct set the
teacher says, "This is a set of (block and cup). What is
this set?" and the student should label the set.

Behavioral Objective 6: When the teacher places three, two
member sets with unlike members in front of the student
(e.g., Set 1, block and cup; Set 2, penny and pencil;
Set 3, bear and cup) and says, "Take the set of (block
and cup)," the student should take the correct set.

Instructional Sequence: The student should take sets
with unlike members when presented with:

a. twe, two member sets with unlike,members

b. three, two member sets with unlike members

Verbal Operation: The same procedure is followed as in
Objective 6 Vex the.student takes the correct set the
teacher says, 'What is this set?" and the student should
label each member of the set (e.g., "block and cup).
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Behavioral Objective 7: Given a group of two to four unlike
CiFj6(7,7F1.,14aar;penny, pencil, cup) and when the teacher

models making a two member set (e.g., block and cup) and says,

"This is a set of (block and cu ). Make a set of (block and

alp)," the student shout make t e correct set.

Verbal Operation: Ihe same procedure is followed as in

Objective 7. After the student makes the set the teacher

points and says, "This is a set,of (block and cup). What

is this set?" and the student should label each member Of

the set (e.g., "block and cup").

Behavioral Objective'8: Given a group of four unlike.objects

577,7War,penny, pencil, cup) and the teacher says,

"Make a set of (block and cup), the student should make the

correct, set.

Instructional Se ue Vie The student should be able to

ma e> two member se ,iven:

a. a group of two unlike objects

b. a group of three unlike objects

c. a group of four unlike objects

Verbal eration: The same procedure as in Objective 8 is

ofloiweci. At ter the student makes the correct set, the

teacher points and says, "What is this set?" and the

student should label each member of the set.

Behavioral Objective 9: Given a group of objects (3 to 6)

which can be made into three separate sets on the basis of

color size or shape and when the teacher says, "Sort the

objects into sets by (color/size/shape)" the student should

sort the objeei.b into sets along the dimension of color, size

or shape.

Instructional Sequence: The student should be able to

sort objects into sets when:

a. ,given three objects differing along at least one

dimension

b, given six objects of like shape and size which

can be sorted into three equal sets by color

(cue - sort by color, make sets of different

colors)

c. given six objects of like color and shape which'

can besorted into three equal sets by size

(cue - sort Iv size, make sets of different sizes)



C. One-Many

d. given six objects of like color and size which can
be sorted into three equal sets by shape (cue 7

sort by shape, make sets of different shapes)

.

e. given six objects all the same shape which may be
sorted intothree equal sets by color or size
(cue - sort,V, [color/size], make sets of
different [colorETEETTIT

f. given six objects all the same color which may be

sorted by [sha 0-size , make sets of different

[shades /sizes )

g. given six objects all approximately the same size
which may be sorted into three equal sets by
color or shape (cue - sort by [color/shape],
make sets of different [colors/shapegrr-

h., given six objects which may be sorted into three
equal sets by shape, size or color (cue - sort by

[color/shape/size], make sets of different [colors/

sWaTiE7EEY1F---
ti

Verbal Operation: The same procedure as stated in

Objective 9 is followed. After the student correctly
responds, the'teacher asks, "How did you sort?" and the

student should name the appropriate dimension (i.e.,

color, size, or shape),

Examples of Potential Tasks:

Potential Functional Tasks:

1. Throughout the day students should be required to perform

tails which involve the concept of one and many (e.g., at

sn' ck time students could be offered treats and be asked

to choose one or many; students who are verbal-coud be
required to ask for one or many;'the teacher could ask tlie
students to give him/her one/many crayons; the'teacher

could ask the students totake one/many'balls out to

recess).

Potential Games:

1. A one-Many compbnent could be added to existing card and

board games. That is, the students could be required to
match cards to representations on the board on the dimension

of one-many to advance to another square on the board

35G
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See

B. Sets - Examples Of Potential Tasks fora moire detailed

deAcription of the games).

Potential asks Which Are Applicable to Repeated Practice:

1.. Make object sets, of one and many in the instructional setting.

. .
, ,

2. Make flannel item sets of one and many in theoinsttuctional

setting '

,

<I'

3, .Touch or label pictures of'sets as one or many in the

instructional setting. '.

Behavioral. Prerequisites: Motor Imitation; B.' Sets (Objective' 2)

Behavioral Objective 1: Presented with a model of the, correct

response and sets of one and many like objects the student

should take the set of one or the set of many when the teacher

points to the correct set and says, "Take one" or "Take many."

Instructional Sequence: The student should be able to take

the set of one or many when given a model and presented

sets of:

-a. objects grouped in sets ofilAnd 4

b. objects grouped in sets of 1 and*3

c. 2-dimensional representations of one or many objects

. -..

Verbal Operation: Presented with a iet of one or many like

objects and when the teacher pbints and says, "This is

(one/many). Is this one or many?" the student should say;

"One",or"Many.!'

Behavioral Objective 2: Presented with sets of one and many like

or unlike objects the student should take the set o'f one or the

of many when given the cue: "Take one" or "Take many."
set

4nstructionalSequence: The student should be able to take

one or man when presented sets of:

objects grouped in sets of 1 and 4

objects gr4 d in sefs of-1 and 3:

c. dimensional representations of one or many objects

Verbal Op: Presented with a set:of one or many like

or unlike objects and asked.,."is this one or many ? "4 the

student should say, "One" or Mank.".---- .

.
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Behavioral Objective 3: Given a set 6 objects and asked, "Take
one" or "Take many," the student should take one or many objects.--r-

Instructional Sequence: The student should he able to take
a group of one or many objects when given:

a. a set of 6 like objects

b. a set of 6 unlike ,objects

`Verbal Operation: 1'he same procedure described in Objective 3
is, followed. ,After the student takes, the set wall one or
many objects and the teacher says, "That set has one or
man What does thatset have?" and the student should

'say, "One" or "Many."

D. One-to-One Correspondence

Exampled of..Potential Tasks:

Potential Functional Tasks:

1. Throughout the day the student should be required to perform
tasks which involve one-to-one correspendence (e:g., give
each student a chair, give each student a cookie, put an ice
cube in each glass; giVe each place setting a fork).

2. 'Students with the requisite skills should perform the
potential functional tasks iii the format delineated in
I. Story Problem, 1. One-to-One Correspondence.

Potential Tasks Which Are Applicable to Repeated Practice;

1. Aligning sets'df objects in arrangements which manifest
one -to -one_ correspondence aitthe instructional setting.

2.- Aligning sets of flannel items in arrangepents which manifest
one-to-one correspondence in-the instructionaa setting.

Behavioral Prerequisite: B. Sets (Objective 2); See I. Story
Problems, 1. One-to-One Correspondence.

Behavioral Objective 1: The teacher places a set of objects
(e.g.ycups) in a vertical array and gives another set of
objects (e.g., straws) less than or equal in number to the
first set .A0 the student. When the teacher says, "Give each
(cup') one/a (straw)," the student should assign objects on a
basis of one -to -one correspondence between sets. If there

'was, one (straw) for each (cup) the teacher says', "There are
enough straws.", If there was not a (straw) for each (cup),
the teacher could say, "not enough straws" and wait for the
student to ask or gesture for more (straws). When the student

has given each (cup) a (straw), the-teacher says,. "There are
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enough."' If the sets were unequal the teacher could also say

"too many cups" and have the student take away the appropriate

number of cups and then say there are enough:

Introductory Activity - Procedure: Students are seated

around a table for "milk and cookie break" and a student

is to give 1 cup-.or 1 napkin to each of the other 7 and

put one in his own place.

The teacher hands 1 cup or 1 napkin to a,student and

says, "Give one/a cup to Ed," "Give one/a cup to

Mary," etc. or "Give one/a napkin to Laura," etc.

.b.. The teacher gives 8 cups or 8 napkins to a.Student

and says; "Give one/a cup to everyone" or,"Give.

one/a napkin to everyone.." (Correction procedure:

If the student has "left overs" or gives "too, many"

to one student, the teacher says, "Wok, does '

everyone have one/a cupandnapkin?" or "Look,

Ed does not have one/a cup or napkin,"etc.)

c. The teacher gives a student more "than 8 cups and.

8 napkins and says, "Give one/a cup to everyone,"

or "Give one/a napkin to everyone."

Instructional Sequence: The student should be able to

establish one-to-one correspondence between sets of items

which vary in material, relationship of materials,,array and

equivalence between sets. The following Columns represent

these parameters and a potential sequence within each

parameter. Then a sequence which intergratea the parameters

is suggested. There'd're many steps in the instructional

sequence and teachers should teach each array and set

equivalenCe. However, they may opt not to teach each array

across all combinations of materials and materials relation-

shipsas delineated in the suggested sequence.

Relationship

Materials. of Materials]

1.. Objects 1. Functionally 1,

Related Items

2. Flannel (e.g., cups &

Items saucers, 2.

k straws &

3. Pictures' Masses)
3.

4. Worksheets 2. Like Items
.(e.g., cups o

& cups)

359

Arrays

Vertical.,
(e.g., )

Horizontal
) ,

Varied Arrays
F students
can align the
sets in

Set

Equivalence

1. Equivalent
sets & the
student
indicates
that there
are enough.

2. Unequal sets
, & the student
indicates
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. I

to>
Relationship

Materials of Materials

3.' Unrelated
Items (e.g.,
blocks &
bears)

Arrays

cone -to -one

'correspondence
(eg, .: :)

4. Domino con-
, figuration

(e.g.,

)

,
5. Linear arrays

(e.g., , 4. ,Unequal. sets

& the student

3.

Sets

Equivalence

-that one -set

does not
have enough
& needs more.

Unequal sets
& the student

itanowdoa:Faa'

be taken
items should

one set has
indicates that

1 ,

)

This aria)
is essential
to addition.

6. Varied arrays
& the student
is not allowed
to move mem-
bers of the
sets .(e.g.,

)

A

indicates.
sthat one set

does not
have enough
or that the

otkler has

to many &
solves tile
problem by
adding more
or taking
away,

a. Sets of objects Whi-ch bave a functional' relationship

(e.g.4 cups and straws) .
when .the sets are equal in

. number ( enough)<

1. Vertical arrays
2. HoriZontal arrays
3. Varied arrays and the students align the sets-

in one-to-one correspondence
4. Domino,configurations
5.. Linear arrays
6. Varied arrays and the students cannot move the

items in the sets.

b. *Sees of:objects-which have a functional rela

when the student's set,does not have enough

1', Vertical arrays
2. Horizontal arrays
3. Varied arrays and the students align the sets in

one-tto-one correspondence

I

ionship
objects.

,

3 .6 O':
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4. Domino configurations
S. Linear arrays
6.. Varied arrays and the students- cannot move the

items in the sets.

Sets of objects which have a functional relationship

when the student set had too many objects.

1. Vertical arrays
2. Horizontal array's

3. Varied arrays and the students align the sets
in one-to-one correspondence

4. Domino configurations
5. Linear arrays

6. Varied arrays and the students cannot move the
items in the sets.

Throughout the remaining stops the arrays should be

varied between the ones taught above ariathe
dent's set should have enough, not enough or

many,

d. Sets of objects which have a functional relationship.

e. Sets of flannel Items or pictures which have a
functional relationship (e.g., shirts and pants).

f. Like sets of objects ee.g., blocks and blocks).

g. Unlike sets Of objects which have no functional

relationqhip (e.g., blocks and bears).

tk. Like sets of flannel items, -or pictures (e.g., squares

and squares). ,

i. Unlike sets of pictures or flannel items which have

no functional relationship (e.g., shirts and chairs).

Verbal Operation: The teacher presents a set of objects,

pictures or flannel items (e.g., cups) in a vertical array

and presents.apother'set of objects (e.g.,40traws) les's than

or equal to the first set to the student. Then the teacher

says, "Give each (cup) one/a (straw) -"'the student should

assign objects ,(straws) onft basis of one-toz.one correspondence

between sets. Then when the teacher asks; "What can you do?"

the student should say, "All done/ehough/same" if the sets

were equal or "Add/more" if the sets were not eqixal. If

the stud nt appropriately asks for "morer the teacher

should g ve the student more (straws). Whenthe student

hAs given each (cup) a (straw)* the student should then

say, "entpgh/doni7iame." If the sets were unequal,the

student could say "take away" and eliminate the appropriate

number of items id' response tothe "What can you do?" question.
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E. Equivalence

Examples of Potential Tasks:

Potential Functional Tasks:

1. Utilize the same tasks that were used for one-to-one

correspondence.

Potential Games:

1. An equivalence component-should be added to exiSting card

and board games. That is, students could be required to

match cards en the basis of equivalence. See B. Sets -

Examples of potential Tasks for a description of the games.

Games, such as dominos, which require matching on the basis

of numerosity should be introduced.

Potential Tasks Which Are Applicable to Repeated Practice:

1. Make equivalent sets of objects in the instructional setting'.
,

2. Make equivalent sets of flainel items in the instructional

setting.

Behavioral Prerequisites: C. One-Many; D. One-to-One Correspondence

(Objective 1).
4

Behavioral Objective 1: en the teacher places a selected

TrEWFTITETTECTIt 10) in his/her set and says, "Make

your setrTqual to my set," the student should use the operation

of one-to-one correspondence to make his/her set equal and then

place an equ*als sign between the two sets, (i.e.,'the student

should match members of hiss /her set with the teacher's until

there are no unmatched members)".

.

= t s

1'

Teacher Student Teacher Student

.
Instructional Sequence The student should be able to make

bia/her set equal and place an equals sign when the items

are arranged in:

a. Vertical arrayS

b. Horizontal arrays.

c. Varied arrays :'

de Linear arrays

'3 6 2

= .

I

.: -4

=
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Verbal Operation: Students with verbal skills should be

taught rational counting and be required to solve equivalence

problems by counting the number of objects,i he teacher's
umberset, then counting out and placing the same umber of objects

in their set. When the teacher asks, "Are t ere enough?" or

"Are the sets eqtAl?", the students should check their

answer by using the operation of one-to-one correspondence

to insure that each member of the teacher's-set is matched

to a member of their set and then say "enough" or "equal."

Verbal students without rational counting skills would not

be required to count'but only to say "equal" or "enough"

after matching the members of the sets in one-to-one

correspondence. .

Behavioral Objective 2: Given two pairs of equal sets in a selected

array and the cue, "Find the sets which are equal," the student

should.find equal sets by using the' operation of one-to-one

correspondence (See Objective 2) and then put an equals sign

between them,

Subobjectives: The.student should be able to find equal

sets by using the operation of one-to-one correspondence

when set members are arranged in vertical, horizontal, or

linear arrays.

Verbal eration: Students with verbal skills should be

taught rati nal counting and should be required to solve

equivalence problems by counting the number of objects in 0

the sets and matching sets with equal numbers. When the

teacher asks, "How can you tell the-sets are equal?" the

students should check their answers by using the operation

of one-to-one correspondence to insure that a member of

each set is matched to'a member of its paired set and then

say "equal." Itiseot necessary that verbal students be required

to count.

F. More and Less

Examples of"Potential Tasks:

Poientialjunctional Tasks:

1. Students should be required to perform tasks which involve

the concepts of more and less throughout the day (e.g., at

snack time students could be offered sets of many and few

treats and asked to take either the set with mere or the

set with tess; students who are verbal should be required

to ask. for the set with more or the set with less; the

teacher could ask the students ifthey want more or less

treats than another student).

363
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Potential ("awes:

1. Games such as checkers, dominos, and races
6

n which the

students align their pieces (e.g., dominos, checkers or

tallies) in a-configuration which manifests one-to-one
correspondence at the end of the game to astperfin who has

more and less to determine the winner.

, t,

Potential Tasks Which Are Applicable to Repeated Prasatice:

1. The students could denote sets of objects as more and less in

the instructional setting.

2. The students could denote sets of flannel items as more and

less in the instructional setting.

3. The students could denote pictures of object sets as more
and less in the instructional setting.

1. More

Behavioral Prerequisites: C. One-Many (Objective 1); B. Sets

(Objective 2); D. One-to-One Correspondence (Objective 1'); G.

Counting (1. Rational, Objective 3); and Equivalence (E. Equivalence,
Objective 2).

Behavioral Objective 1: Given 2 sets unequal in quantity and the
Fic7rifile7touch more," the student should use the operation of
one-to-one correspondence to choose the set with more (i.e.,

the student should match the objects in the sets in one-to-one

correspondence and take/touch the set with,at least one object

left unmatched).

Instructional Sequence: The student should touch "more"

a. given sets of 2 and 10 objects in a vertical array
aligned in one-to-one correspondence

b. given sets of 5 and 10 objects in a vertical array
alignedin one-to-one correspondence

c. given sets of 2 and 7 objects in a vertical array
aligned in one-to-one correspondence

d. given sets of 3 and 5 objects in a vertical array
aligned in one-to-one correspondence

e. given sets of 2 and 3 objects in a vertical array
aligned in one -to -one correspondence

6For example, numeral recognition races where teams or 'individuals
compete to call out the numeral name first and a tally is scored

for each win, Team 1 I //// . (See G. Counting Examples of

Team 2 I //////
Potential"Tasks for a more complete description of a numeral

recognition game). ,;i
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f. given sets of 5 and 6 objects in a vertical array
aligned in one-to-one correspondence

g. follow a-f again and the studitnt has to align the
sets in one-to-one correspondence

h. given sets of objects in horizontal, domino, linear,
and varied arrays

i. given sets of 3 and 10 2-D representations

j. given sets of 3 and 5 2-D representations

k. given sets of 5 and 6 2-D representations

%

Verbal Operation: Students with verbal skills should be
taught rational counting and be required to soh the "more"
problems by counting the objects in each set and saying the

number in it. When the teacher points to each .et and says,
"Which is more, (number) or (number)?" the stud nt should

say, "(number) is more."' Then when the teacher says, "Row

can you tell?" the student should say "match" and match

the objects in the sets in one-to-one correspondence,
point to the set with at least-one object left unmatched

and say, "more." Students whware verbal but do not
rationally count should follow the procedure articulated

in Objective1, then pint to the set with more and say,

"More."

2. Less

Behavioral Prerequisite: F. More And Less (1. More). .

Behavioral Objective 1: Given 2 sets unequal in quantity And the

cue, "Take/touch not more," the student should use the'operation

of one -to -one, correspondence (as described in "more") and take/

touch the set with "not more." PN
.

net more

Subobjective: The studen should be able to take/touch

the set with "not more" wilell presented sets: a) varying

in number from la to 10; b) varying in spacial dimension

(See the instructional sequence for "mere").

Verbal Operation: Same as for "more" except the student
must take the .set with notmbre and say, "Not more."

Behavioral Objective 2: Given'2 sets unequal in quantity and

the cue, "Take/touch less," the student should use the operation

of one-toone correspondence (as described in "mere") to choose

the set with "lesi'."
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Subobjeetive: The student should be abe to take/touch the

set with less when presented sets: a) varying in number

from 1 to 10; b) varying in, spacial dimension (See the

instructional sequence,for the "more").

Verbal' Operation: Same as for "more" except the student

must choose the set with less and say, "less."

3. More/Less

Behavioral Prerequisites: F. More and Less (1. More); F, Ire and

Less (2. Less). -

Behavioral Objective 1.: Given 2 sets of varying quantities and

iTie cue, "Take touch the student should use the

operation of one-to-one correspondence (as described in "more")

to choose the set with more. or

v.

Instructional Sequence: The student should take/touch the

set with more or less when presented with sets: a) varying

in number from 1 to 10; b) varying in spacial dimension

(See the instructional sequence for the "more").

Verbal Operation: Same as "more" except the student must

choose the set with more.or less and say, "more" or "less."

4. Conservation,of Number

Behavioral Prerequisites: F. More and Legs (3. More/Less)

Behavioral Objectiye 1: Prese ted two equivalent Sets or two

nonequivalent sets of from thr to nine items hligned in an

arrangement' which manifests onev.to-onecorrespondence and

asked if the sets are equal the student should use the operation

of one-to-one correspondence to determine if they are equal

and indicate that they are equal or net equal. When the

teacher either spreads all the members of both sets further

apart or moves them closer together such that the sets are

still arranged in a configuration which manifests one-to-one

correspondence and asks if the sets are equal tle student

should indicate that the sets are still equal or notequal.

Correction Procedure: 'If a student errors, the teacher

should rearrange the members of the sets in their original

configurations and through the one-to-ono correspondence

operation demonstrate that the sets are equal or not equal.

Then the teacher should help the student change the spatial

arrangement of the members of the sets and demonstrate

that the sets are still equal or not equal through the

one-to-one correspondence operation. Note: Make this

task into a fun game.

360-
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Instructional Se9uence:

a. Sets containing three functionally related objects

in a Vortical array ) when: the teacher

sproadgthe objects apart,

b. Sets of five functicnally related objects in vertical

array when the teacher spreads the objects apart.

c. Sets of seven functionally related objects in a
vertical array when the teacher spreads the objects

apart.

. d. Sets,of nine functionally related objects in a

vertical array when the teacher spreads the objects

apart.

e. Sets of three, five, seven, and nine functionall.y"

related objects in horizontal (e c, : : Se se y

and linear (e. -./ -4 1 ) arrays when

the teacher spreads the objects apart. Fromhere

on vary using vertical, horizontal and linear arrays.

f. FolloW steps a-e when the teacher moves the objects

closer together. From here on vary spreading the

objects apart and movingtliem cloSer together.
-

g. Sete of three, five,_ seven and nine like objects.

h. Sets of three, five, seven and nine unlike unrelated

objects.

Behavioral Objective 2: Presented two equivalent sets or two

nonequivalent sets of from three,to nine items aligned in an

arrangement which manifests one-to-one correspondence and when

the teacher asks if the sets are equal the student should use

the operation of one-to-one correspondence and then indicate

that they are equal or not equal. When the teacher either

spreads the members of oriTset apart or moves them closer'

together such that the two sets are no longer aligned in a

configuration which manifests one-to-one correspondence and

aslcs if the sets are equal the student should indicate that

the sets are still equal or not equal.

Correction Prdtedure: If a student errors,the teacher:
should ar ange the members of the sets in their original

configurat ors and through the one-to-one correspondence .

operation emorstrate that the sets are either equal or

not equal. Then the teacher should help the student change,

the spatial arrangement of thc.members of one yet and
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.0. k
demonstrate that the sets are still Oval or not equal

through the one-to-one'correspondenceoperation. Note:

Make this task into a fun game.

''Instructional e: Follow the sequence a-f of

Objective 1 then:

g. Subgroup the members of one set (e.g., -#

..* . r.) instead of merely moving the members
closer together or sireading them apart.

h. Vary the arrangement.of 'thc members of one set

(e.g., ) instead of merely

moving the members closer together or spreading them

apart.

i. Sets of three, five, seven, and nine like objects.

j. Sets of three, five, seven and nine unlike unrelated

objects.

Behavioral Objective. 3: Presented two equivalent sets or two

nonequivalent sets of three to nine items aligned in an arrange-

ment which does not manifest one-to-one correspondence (use
arrbgements from objectives 2 and 3) and when the teacher asks

if, the sets are equal the student should useDthe operation of

one -to -one correspondence to determine if they are equal and then

indicate that the sets are equal or not Lequal. Then when the

teacher adds one member tc each set and asks if the sets are

equal the student should indicate that the sets are still equal

or not equal.

Correction Procedure: If a student errors, the teacher should

take awaYthe additional members and through the ono-to-one

corresrondence operation demonstrate that the sets are equal

or not equal. Then the teacher should help the student add

one member to each set and demonstrate that the sets are

still equal or not equal through the one-to-one correspondence

operation.'

Instructional Sequence: Follow the sequence delineated in

Objective 1,a-f t

a. Add two bembps to both sets.

. ,

b. Add three members'to both sets.
4

Behavioral Objective 4: Presented two equivalent sets or

nonequivalent sets 'of three to nine items aligned in an arrange-

Ment whiCkLdoes not manifest one-to-one correspondence (use

arrangements from Objectives 2 and 3) and asked if'the sets

36
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are equal the student should use the operation of one-to-one
correspondence to determine if they are equal and then indicate

that the sets are equal or not equal. When the teacher adds

one member to only one,set and asks if the sets are equal the

student should use the operation of one-to-one correspondence
to determine if the sets are still equal or not equal and

indicate that the sets are either equal or not equal.

correction Procedure.? If a student errors, the teacher

shotaFWIET addition member and through the one-
to-one correspondence operation demonstrate that the sets
are equal or not equal. °Then the teacher should help the
student add a membeit to one set and demonstrate that the
sets are equal or not equal through the one-to-one
correspondence operation.

Instructional Sequence: Follow the same sequence delineated

in Objective 1, a-f then:

a. Add two members to one set..

b. Add three members to one set.

N
Behavioral Objective; 5 ": Presented two equivalent sets or
nonequivalent sets of three to nine items aligned ip,
arrangement which does not manifest one-to-one'cor* ondence

(use arrangements from Objective 2 and 3) and the teacher

asked if the sets are. eql5/ the student should use the

operation of one-to-one correspondence to determine if they are

equal and.then indicate :hat the sets are, equal or not equal.

When the teacher takes one member away from each set and

asks if the sets are equal,the student should indicate that

the sets are still equal or not equal.

Correction Procedure: If a student errors,the.teacher
should add one membe to each set and through the one -.to-

one correspondence operation demonstrate that-the sets

are equivalent or nonequivalent. Then the teacher should

help the 'student add one member to each set. and demonstrate

that the sets are std1 equal or not equal through the

one-to-one correspondende operation.

Instructional Sequence: Follow the sequence delineated

in'Objectiye 1, a-f then:

g. Take away two members frOm each set.,

h. Take away ,three members from each set.

Behavioral Objective 6; Presented two equivalent sets or
nonequiyalent sets of three to nine items aligned in an arrange-

ment which does not manifest One-to-One correspondence (use
arrangements from Objectives 2 and 3) and asked if the sets are
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equal the student should use the *ration of one-to-one
correspondence to determine if they are eqUal and then indicate

that the sets are equal or not equal. When the teacher takes

away one member from only one Set and asks if the sets are
equal the student should use the operation of one -to -one
correspondence and indicate that the sets are either equal

or not equal.

Correction Procedure: If a student errors, the teacher
should add a member to the set subtracted from and through
the one-to-one correspondence operation demonstrate that
the sets are equal or net equal. Then the teacher should
help the student take -a member away frOm one set and
demonstrate that the sets are equal or not equal through
the one-to-one correspondence operation.'

Instructional. Sequence: Follow the same sequence delineated

in Objective 1, a-f then:

g. Take away two members from one set.

h. Take away three members froth one set.

G. Counting Forward: Counting requires the students to make a verbal

approximation of each number. Nonverbal students may be taught to

make a gesture or sign to represent each number or to point to
representations of each number on a number line and when appropriate

the object being counted while counting.

Examples of Potential Tasks:

N

Potential Functional Tasks:

1. Throughout the day the students should' he required to use
counting operations (e.g., bring me three crayons, get two,

milks for snack).

2. Students who are learning to order numerals should be required

to use the skill throughout the day (e.g., when lining up to

go outside the teacher may say, "Tom yobe number one/
first, Mary you be number three/ third. Terry you be number

two/second; when preparing to play a game the teacher may
assign turns by saying, "Mary you he number one/first,
etc."; when assigning seat the'teacher may say, "Terry,

you sit in the first seat, etc.")

Potential Games:

1. Rational counting components should be added to the existing
board games (e.g.., the students could shake dice, spin a .

spinner, or turn over a card with a numeral on, it, move
their, marker the appropriate number of squares and then

perform the skill represented on the sluare to remain in

the square, such aselabel'a numeral Ltart] 3 {6 18 ]).



. Counting songs_which incorporate rational counting,rote

countilg, and/or numeral recognition should be devised.

3,. Numeral recognition races should be employed. These races

could be between individual-students ox teams, The toucher

could hold up a numeral and the first'individ4a1 of team N
to callout the numeral name, would receive a tally

:

.Team 1 //Th '; the team, or individual with the most

Team 2. .

'tallies would win. (See F, More - Examples ofiPdtential

Tasks for a descriptic41 of Pow to use the concept of more

to determine the winner). Thp teacher' may design the game

such that the same individual Or team do not consistently

win or lose. Students often enjoy racing and to beat the

teacher or their own best,performance.

Potential Tasks Which Are Applicable to Repeated'PracticeL

0

1. Perform.counting, numeral recognition_ numeral. ordering, etc.

, using .objects, numerals, etc, in the instructional setting;
y/

.1. ' Rational
,)

Behavioral Prerequisite; Verbal Imitatien; Sets (Objective ;4;

.C. One -Many. (Objective 2) .

Behavioral_Objectivel: Presented'a set of one to f e objects

.Arranged in-horizontal or vertical arrays and aske., "How many

(Objects)?". the -student should count- the objects,ssigning a

number'(at leat"make a sound) to-each object/aS,he/She touches

or moves it. ,
/

/
. .-

Instructional Seque;N: The student should count the

objects When.presenfed:

a. a'set'Of 1 to 3 objects in a horizontal array

b. a set of 3 to .5 objects in a horizontal array

c. a'set of-1 to 5 objects in a horizontal array
;

d.' a set of f to S objects in a vertical array

0

Behavivral Objective 2; Presented a'set of oneto.ifive

objects in a'''varied array and asked to count out 4 number

less than the number in the array, the student shOuld count

out the correct number. . (If this is too difficult for the

student, he/she should be-taught to Arrange'the objects in

a horizontal or vertical array before or whili cdunting.)

5,
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Instructional Sequence: The student should be able to count
out the correct number of objects when:

.asked to count out a number of objects equal to
that presented;

b. asked to count out a number of objects lets thn
that presented.

Note: Throughout this objective the students should'be

' "emitted to put the objects out in a,vertical or horizontal
array. In the objectives that follow the teacher may'choose
'to place the objects only in the array the student 'used in
this objective. (See I. Story Problems,-1. One-to-One
orrespondence).

Behavioral Objectiven3: Presented with one to five objects,
six to ten objects, or eleven to fifteen objects in one, two,
or three horizontal_ or' vertical arrays and asked, "How many"
or "Count-the (objects)" the student'should count the objects.

Instructional Seqgence: The student should count the

6 objects. when presented:

o

a.; a set of 6 to 8 objects in two horizontalarrays

b. a set of 8 to 10 objects in two horizontal array's

c. a set of 6 to 10 objects in two horizontal arrays

d. a set of 6 to 10 objects in two vertical arrays

e., a set of 1 to 1.0 objeCts in on- e or two horizontal
or vertical arrays

f. a set of 11 to 15 objects in three horiziliti arrays

a setof 11 to 15 objects in three vertical array'sg.

h. a set of 11 to 15 ol4ects in one, two, three
horizontalorvertical arrays

a 'set of L t&10 'in one hofizontal or vertical array

j. a set of 10 t40 in two horizontal or vertical arrays

k. a set of 20 to 30 in two horizontal or vertical arrayS

.

0.

. a set of 1 to 30 in one, two, or three horizontal
or vertical arrays

0
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Behavioral pbjective 4:. Prdsented a varied.array of one to

"twenty objects and.asked to count/04Z a number less than the

array presented .the student shbuld count out the 'appropriate
0
number of objects. (If this is top difficult for .the student,

he/she should be taught to arrangethe objects in horizontal

or vertical arrays before or while counting.) .

/

Behavioral Objective 5: Presented with objects in crooked
horizontal arrays and asked, "How many" or "Count. the (objects)"

the student should, count the objects.
. -

Instructional Sequence: Same as in Objective 3:except no

vertical rows are presented and all rows arq0Crooked.

Behavioral- Objective-61 Presented objects which. appear and

then disappeai, such as'cars going down the street, *e student
shOuld tally eachobject's appearande'and then count his/her,

tallies when,asked to,,"6ount the (objectS..)."

-
Behavioral Objective 7: Presented a varied array of two .p

thIrtrthe student should count the objects kthout .touching

or displacing the objecs.
, .

-Jnstruetional Sequenie.r.i.The student sliould be able. to

Count varied arrays -of ohjects when Presented:

a. two to five objects and he/she marks'each object

as it is counted

b. ,tiro to five objects without marking each 'object

as it is counted

c. five to ten objects and he/she marks,each

as it is counted

d. five to ten objects without

as it is counted
,

,,e.

2.: -Rote

contipue sequence

Behavioral Prerequisite? G.

Behavioral Objective 1:
(nUmber),r (from= one to

the number,

t ject

marking each object

Q

4

Counting (1. Rational, Objectiv6

Whenjhe teacher sans, "Cunt to
five) the student.should count to

Instrdctional Sequence: The student,should count to a

number when asked to countto:

0

0

I
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v

a. 2

b. 3

c, 4

d. 5
,

, , ... . .

Behavioral Objective 2: When the teacher. says, "Count froi one
to a (number)," and then asks, "What are you going to count
from?" and "What are you going to count to?" the student should
correctly answer the, questions and then:count. -. .

InstruCtional:Sequence: The student should count from'one
. .

to-a number when directed to count to:

a. 3 e.
0

7

b. 4 f. 8

c. 5 g. 9

4. 6 h. 10

ti
Vary'the number-coUnted to from. 1 to 10.

,

behavioral Objective 3:. When the teacher says; "Count froM
(number) to (number),"and asks, "What are you goingto count
r70" and "WiTiiiTe you going -to- count to?" the student.should
corrertly answer the questions and then ccON.

-4.
Instructional Sequence: _The student should count froma

,, number to a number when .directed to count.:

a. from 2 to 5
'"). .,from 43 to 6 .

c. from 1 to

d. from 4 to 9

Vary the combinations ftom 1 to lO.

Extended Sequence:

a. count to (a number) 1-20
b. from 1 to (any number) 1-20
c. from (any number) to (any number) to 20

d. count to (a number) 1-30
e. from'l to (any number) 1-30

'f. from (any number) to (any number) t'o'SO

g. count to (a number) 1-40
h.- from 1 to. (any number) .1 -4t)

i. ;from (any number) to (any number) 40

A

s 4.,

7/ 4

p1 ,



j. count to,

k. from 1 to
1.' from any

ml count to-

n. from 1 to

o. from-Car*

p. count to
q. froml to
r. from

S. 'count to

t. Count to
u. from any

count to
w. from 1 'to

x. from (any

y. count to
z. from 1,to

aa.-rom any

(a number 1-50-

TaTiTiitber) 1-50
number) to (any'numher)

(a number) 1-60
(any nuiAber) 1-60

number). to (a6.Y.nuthber)

(a number) 1-70
(any number)A-70,_
number) to.(any number)

(a: number) 1-80

(any number) 1-80
number to (any number)

(a number) 1-90
(any_ number) 1 -90

niiibeiTIT(any.number)

(a number) 1-100
(any number)' 1-100
numbeLto '(any number)

3. Numeral Recognition

to. 50

..t9 60 -

to 70

to 80

to 90

to 100
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Behavioral Prerequisite: G. goUnting (1. Rational, Objective 3).'

Behavioral Objective 1: Given a. cue to take/touch a'numeral

from 1 to 10 when the numerals are Presented in varied arrays

.
the student should.take/touch the correct humeral.

Instructional Sequence: The student should be able to

take /,touch correct numeral or math symbol when asked

to take/touchnumerals (math symbols) from:

a. 1 to 3 presented on a number line

b. 1 to 6 presented on a number line

c. 1 to 10 presented on a number line

d. "+" or "="7

1 to 3 presented in a varied 'arrays

f. 4 to 6 presented in a varied arrays .

g. fi to 10 presented in a varied arrays

h. 1 to 10 presented i51 a varied arrays

Verbal Operation: Presented with a numeral from Z to 10

and the cue, "What (numeral) is this," the student should

be'a§le to label numerals and math,symbols when asked to

label numerals from:

7The students should be taught to discriminate and label "+" as "plus"

and "and". and "=" as "equal" and "is."

_3 7
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a. 1 to 3 p esented on a number line
b. 1 to 6 p esented on a number line Air
c. 1 to 10 resented on a number'line
d. "+" and '

e. 1 to 3,p esented in a varied array
f. 1 to 6 pr sented in a varied array
g. 7 to 10, presented in a varied array- -

h. 1 to 10 presented in a varied array

Extended Sequence:

a. 11 to 20 on a number line
rb. 11 to 20 in a varied array

c. 20 to 30 on a number line
d. 20 to 30 in a varied array
e,, 1 to 50 on a number line
d. 10 to 40 in a varied array
e. 40 to SO in a varied array
f. 11-50 in a varied array
g. 1-70 on a number line
h.' 70
i. 50-60 in a varied array

j. 11-60 in a varied array
k. 60-70 in a varied array
1. 11 -70 in a varied array
m. 70-100 on a number line
n. 70-80 in a varied-array
o. 11-80 in ,a varied array

p. 80-90 in a varied array
q. 11-90 in varied array
r. 90-100 in a aried array
s. 11-100 in a aried array

Writing Numerals: Students who are learning to write should
be taught to write n tubers in mixed order when presented
the cue "What is thi number? Print this number." when

a visual cue (model) is provided and when presented the

Cue "Print " when no visual cue is provided., F11- each
step a-z the stud6pts should'write numbers in order and
after mastering writing numbers in order write theM in
mixed orders. For example, steps a-b would be as follows:
al, visual cue 11-20 in order; a2, visual cue 11-20 in

'mixed order; b1, no visual cue -11-20 in order; b2, no
visual cue 11-20 in mixed order.)

a

a. visual cue 11-20

b. no visual cue 11-20,
c. visual cue 20-3D
d. no visual cue 20-30

3 7
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e. no visual due 11-30

f. visual cue 30-40

g. no visual cut 30-40
h. no visual;cue 11-40

i. visual cue 40-50
j. no visual cue 40-50

k. no visual cue 11-50

1. visual cue 50-60
m. no visual cue 50-60
n. no visual cue 11-60

o. visual cue 60-70

p. no visual cue 60-70

.q. no visual cue 11-70

r. visual cue 70-80
s. no visual cue 70-80
t. no visual' cue 11-80

u% visual cue 80-90
v. no visual, cue 80-90

w. no visual cue 11-90

x. visual cue 90-100
y. no visual cud 90-100
z. no visual cue 11-100
aa. no visual cue 1-100

4. Matching Numerals to Quantities

Behavioral Prerequisites: G. Counting (1. Rational, Objective 31;

G. Counting (3. Numeral Recognition, Objective 1, Instructional

Sequence Step 'h'). 0

4ehavior4 Objective 1: Presented with a numeral from 1 to 10,

a set of objects and the cue, "Count out this many," the student

should count out the appropriate number of objects.

Instructional Sequence: The student should he able 'o count

out the correct quantity given:

a. one numeral from 1 to 3

-b. one numeral from 4 to 6

c. ore numeral from 7 to 10

d. one numeral from 1 to 10

SubobjeCtives: The student should he able to match numerals
to quantities in a worksheet format and match numerals..to

linies and figures.

377
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Instructional Sequence:

a. match numerals to quantities in worksheet format
3N,

b. match numerals to lines

c. match numerals to fingers (this is a prerequisite
to addition with fingers)

S. Matchingguantities to Numerals

Behavioral Prerequisites: G. Counting (1. Rational, Objective 3);
G. Counting (3. Numeral Recognition, Objective 1, Instructional -

Sequence Step 'h'). ,t

.Behavioral Objective 1: Given a set of 6bject from 1 to 10,
a number line and the response cue, "Find the numeral which
shows this many," the student should count the objects and
then choose the appropriate numeral on the number line.

Instructional Sequence: The-student-should be able to

matc a quantity to a numeral given:

a. one quantity from 1 to 3
b. one quantity from 4 to 6
c. one quantity from 7 to 10
d. one quantity from 1 to 10

SubobjectiVe: The student should be able to match -
quantities to numerals in a worksheet format and match
lines and fingers to numerals.

Instructional Sequence:

a. match a.quantiti to a numeral in a work§heet fo;mat

Ea
b, match a quantity of lines to a numeral 1

c. match a quantity to an equal quantity of fingers
(this is a prerequisite to addition with fingers)

0 deting Numerals

Behavioral Prerequisites: G. C nting (1. Rational, Objective 3);
G. Counting (2. Rote, Objective 2); G. Countirig (3. Numeral
Recognition, Objective 1).

BeR4Vioral Objective 1: When the teacher places a number
card (e.g., 11121314151) on the table, puts numerals from one

3 r is
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to five in.-front of the student in a.varied array and says

"Count to five" the student should count to five as the

teacher points to the numerals on the number card. Then when

the teacher says, "Match the numbers in order'from one to

five," the student should order his/her numerals by matching

them to the numerals on the number card.

Behavioral Objective 2: When the teacher places numerals from

one to five in front of the student in a varied array and says,

"Put the numerals in order one, two, three, four, five," the

student should order the numerals from least to most.

Behavioral Objective 3: When the teacher places numerals
from one to five in front of the student in a varied array and

says, "Put the numerals in order, start with one," the student

should order the numerals from least to most.

Instructional Sequence:

a. Same as Objective 1 With numerals one through

seven.

b. Same as Objective 2 with nmerals one through

seven.

c. Same as Objective 3 with numerals one through

seven.

d. Same as Objective 1 with numerals one through ten.

4

e. Same as Objective 2 with numerals one through ten.

f. SaMe as Objective 3 with numerals one through ten.

Behavioral Objective 4: When presented with a,number line (e.g.,

1-5, 1-7, 1-10) with one, two, or three numbers missing, and

the teacher says "Look. Count to (5/7/10). What number(s)

is/are missing?" the student shbuld tell the teacher which

number(s) is/are missing.

Instructional Sequence:.

a. Set : 1 3 4 5

1 2 ,4 5

1 2 3 S

1 2 3

b. Set 2 1 3 5

2 1- 5

3 4 5

T 5

1 2 3-

379-
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Behavioral Objective 5: When presented with a number line with
one, two, or three numbers missing and the teacher says, "What
number(s) is/are missing?" the s %udent should say which
number(s) is/are missing.

0

Instructional Sequence: Same as in Objective 4.

Behavioral Objective 6: This objective is appropriate for
students who can write numbers, in sequence (i.e., 1-3, 1-7; 1-10)
dot to dot (e.g., 1

When presented with a number line (e.g., 1 7) with
one, two or three numbers missing and the teacher says, "Count
what number(s) is/are missing. Print the missing number(s)."
the student should print in the missing numbers.

Instructional Sequence: Same as. Objective 4.

Behavioral Objective 7: When presented with a number line (eig.,
1-.5, 1-7, or 1 -10)' and the teacher sa3's, "Touch the number that
comes after (), what number comes after ( )?" the student will
touch and label a numberwhich comes after a given number.

Behavioral Objective 8: When presented with a number line one
(e.g., 1--5, 1-7, or 1-10) and asked, "What number comes after
( ) ?" the student will label the number which comes after the
given number.

Behavioral Objective 9: When the teacher asks, "What number
comes after ( )?" the student should label the number that
comes after tiEe given number.

Inst ctional Sequence for defore, More and Less:

a. Same as Objective 7 except the teacher says, "Touch
the number(s) which cotie(s) before (J. What
number(s) come(s) before .(....)?"

b. game as Objective 8 except
number(s) come(s) before )?

theteacher asks, "What

the teacher asks, "What

c. Same as Objective/9 except
number(s) come(s).before ( ? t t

d. Same as Objective 7 except the teacile* says, "Touch
the number(s) which is/are more than C). Tell me
some /a number(s) which is/are.more than (...)?"
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Note: Number lines of the following form should
facilitate the instruction of the concepts of

"More" and "Less."

1 2 3 7 '8 9. 10

e. Same as Objective 8 except the teacher asks, "Tell

me'some/a nupher(s) which is/are more than ( )?"

f. Same as Objective 9-except the teacher asks, "Tell_

me some/a number(s) which is /tire more than (...)?"

g. Sair;e as Objective 7 except the teacher says,
"Touch the number(s) which is/are less than

vt.
Tell me some number(s) which is/are,les's than

h. Same as Obje'ctive 8 except the teacher asks, "Tell

me some/a number(s) which is/are less than (1 ?" .

i) Same as Objective 9 except the teacher asks, "Tell

0 me some/aonumber(s) which is/are less than (._)?"

7. Ordering Quantities

Behavioral Prerewiites: P. More and Less; G. Counting,

6. Ordering Numerals.'

Behaviora Objective 1:
,

Presented with fromone to.five sets

of unequal quantities (varyigfrom one to five) and asked to,,'

"Order the sets of (objects) or (2-D representations),." the

student should count the number of objects in each set and

place the set with more objects (the number which comes -after

in counting) to the right of the set with less (the number

which comes'before in counting). The student should then

check this tiETIITiby matching the objects in the sets using

the one-to-one correspondence operation to insure that a set

with at least one left over was placed to the right of the

matched 'set.

3&1:
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Instructional Sequence: The student should be able to order

TiTg-Tihen given:

a. two sets varying in quantity from 1 to 2

b. three Itis varying in quantity from I to 3

c4 four sets varying in quantity from 1 to 4

d. five'sets varying in quantity from 1 to 5

H. Addition -

The addi ion objectives articulated here require the studenths,to use

the over tion of rational counting in solving the problems. As

described in the rational counting objectives, this operation requires

the studenteto Make a verbal 'approximation of each number as they

touch the objects being counted. Nonverbal students could be taught

to solve addition problems by making gestures to represent each number

or number statement or by pointing to representations of each ntMber

or number statement.

Examples.of Potential Tasks:

Potential` Functional Tagls:

1. Students who have thy' requisite skills should be required

to use addition in the format delineated in I. Story

Problems, 2. -X + Y'. and /or 3. X + = Y.

Potential Games:
a

L. An addition component should b,!, added to the existing board

andicatd games (e.g., Et7aEFT-7-7-- + 3 = + 1 =- 1)

That is, when students land on a square they should be required

to solve an addition prald-in ordevto remain. on the sqUare,

2. Students who are learning math tacts should participate in

math fact races.

Potential Tasks Which Are Applicable to Repeated rractice:'

1. Performing addition problems with objects, flannel; items;

lines, numerals, and fingers in the instructional, setting.

Cognitive Tasks:

Mastery of these-tasks is not a prerequisite to a student's

being taugbt,addition. In. fact, it it not-qxpected that

4 students Will have met the prerequisites for these tasks

before they are taught addition. After students have mastered

the prerequisites for these tasks they should be taught them

across many materials with various numbers of bbjeCts in the

sets.7"M9 not skip these tasks. They are essential to a

student's mastery of the underlying conceptual base of

addition. That is, the concept that the stifin of-two sets is

greater/mora then either component set.

31VZ
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Behavioral Prerequisites: I. ;loiviless (4.. Conservation of Number,

Objective 6); G. Courting (1. Rational, Objective 3); G. Counting
(3. Numeral Recognition); G. Counting (4. ,Matching Numerals to

Quantities); G. Counting (5. Matching Quantities to Numerals);

G. Counting (6. prdering Numerals, Objective 9)x.

Behavioral Objective I: When the teacher place's a number line

with 'removeable 'nuMerals, a set of (2) (cups) and a set of (3)

(saucers) in front of the student and asks: '.

A

"How many.(cups) are there?" the student should count

tke (51120,-state the number and place the correct
numeral' from the number line next tr., a picture o.f a (cup). ,

b. "How many (saucers) are there?" the student should count

the (saucer;77giaethe number and place the correct
numeral from the number line next to a picture of a (saucer)..

c. "Join /give. each (c11.1) a (saucer)," the student should

join the sets, count the total number of objects, and'

. place the correct numeral from the number line next to

a picture of (Cups and saucers).

d. "Are there more (cups/saucerS).or more (cnps'and saucers)?" .

(Note: Freouentl reverse the °miler of the question
such that the correct response' is not always the second°

.portion of the question, e.g., "Are there more (cups

and saucers) or more (claps /saucers) ? ") The student

should say, "There arc more (cups and saucers)." Then

when the teacher asks, "how can yOu tell?" the student

should say "(5) cups and saucers)..is more than.(numler)

ps/saucerst"

IleharicIAL111212: When the teacher places a set of-.(2)
(cu s) and a set 1T.F(3) saucers) in front of the student-aTi'd

as s, "Are there more (curT5Eilars)-.er more (cups and saucers) ?"

(Note: Again'frequently'reverse the order of the'question). The

student sleuld say, "There are more (cups and saucers).' Then

-whe the teacher asks, "Itoitr can you telytheytudent should say

" (21E and saucers). is-more then (number) (cups/saucers)."

1. Addition Pith Objects

Behavioral Pierospisites: B. Sets (Objective 8); E. Equivalence

(Objectiv 2); and G. Counting (1. RationaWObjective 3). .

1

. % Behaviorai Objective 1: Civen tWo sets of objects (e.g., cups,

cups) and when the teacher points and says, "This is .a set of ,

(claims) and this is a set. of (cups), (11.11T21.22I9 the sets," the
,

student should join theets. Then when the teacher says, "Not:

.you have one set of (cups). tkoint to the set of (cups)," the

student shoLld point to the .tet of (c.t91).
0";*

(1

3
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Instructional Sequencv: ThI tudent should join sets of:

a. boys, girls
b. objects ,

c. flannel items

Verbal'Operation: Same as described in. Objective L, After
the'studentgjoins the sets the teacher says, "Noy you have'
a set of (cups)," "What is this set?" and the st nt should
say, "A set of (cupg)."

Behavioral Objective 2: GiVen two sets of objects (e.g., blocks,
,° blocks) and when the teacher points to one, set and says:

' a. "How many (blocks) are there ?"R Cl (the teacher

points to the first set) the studeni should count the
(blocks) and state-the number.

b. "How many (blocks) are there?" (the teacher points to
the 'second set),the student should count the (blocks)
and, state the number.

<7.

c. "Plus/,join the sets Of (blocks) and (blocks) the student
should join the sets.

d. "How many (blocks) are there?" the student should count
the (blocks) and state the number.

2. Numerals and Obje °e-\\

Behavioral Prerequisites: G.°Countimg (3. Numeral Recognition,
Objective 1); G. Counting, (4. Matching Numerals to'Quantity, Objective
1.);' G. Counting. (Matching "Quantities to Numerals, Objeftive 1); G.
Counting (1. Rational, Objective 3); H. Addition-(1. Addition With
Objects, Objective 2).

Behavioral'Objective 1: Presented with two factor boxes
containing- a selected number of like objects (1 -1.0) (e.g.,

balls,'balls), a number line from 1-10 withremoveable numerals,
and the cue, "Find the numeral...that shows how many," the

student should:

a." Count the number of objects in each factor, box and.
place the correct numeral under it.

2 2

. Move the objects froth the factor boxes to the suns box,

2. 2

8 4

LO dr)
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c. Count the objects in the sum's box and place the correct o.

numeral under it. 0 + 0=
2 2

d. Point to each numeral and math symbol and say: "(2)

(balls) (and/plus) (21 (balls) (is/e uals) (4) (balls).t'

or "(2) (and/plus) (2) CriMquals 4 v"\ 4e

0

e. When the teacher asks, "Does (number) and (number) equal

'(number)" the student should label the numeral under each

factor box, count out that number of objects and place'

them in each factor's box and then align the items in

the factors' boxes and the items in the sums box in

one-to-one correspondence and say "(number) plus (number)

e4uals (number)."

Instructional Sequence: The student should perform steps a-d

-when:

a. the teacher cues or prompts each step,

.
4ithout teacher cues or prompts.

3. Numerals and Lines

. Note: Teachers sometimes opt to skip addition with lines and go

directly to "5. Fingers" because addition with fingers is a more

functional skill across environmental colnfigurations.

Behavioral_Prerequisites: H. Addition: (2. .Numerals ifd Objects,

Objective 1), motoric ability-to draw lines.

Behavioral' Objective 1: Presented with two factor boges

containing a selected number of lines (1-10), a number line

from 1-10 with removeable numerals and the response cue, "Find

the number that shows how many," the student should:

a. count the number of lines in each factor box and put

the correct numeral under it;

b. count the number of lines in both factor boxes and

draw -the number of lines counted to in the sum's box;

c. place the correcl numeral under the sum's box;

d. point to each numeral and symbol and say, "(2) and/plus

(2) is/equals (4)."

[1/ // = 1 (// + // = 1 (// + // = ////1
4
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1

Self-Correction Procedure: At this point the student Should be
taught a procedure for checking his/her answer. After the
student has completed Objective 1 the teacher points to each 1

side of the equal sign and asks, "Are the sides equal?" And
when the student responds,'"Yes/No," the teacher asks, "How
can you tell?" and the student should count the lines'on each
side of the equal sign and say, "(4) equals (4)." ,(The
student Could also match the objects or lines on each side of
the equals sign in one-to-one correspondence to show that the
sides are equal.)

Instructional Sequence: The student should perform
steps a-d when:

a.. the teacher cues or prompts each step,

b. without teacher cues or prompts.

4. Numerals
0 ,

Behavioral Prerequisites: At Addition (3.. Numerals and Lines).

Behavioral Objective 1: ,Given an equation of the form
2 + 2 = , a number line with removeable numerals and the
cue, "Find the number which shows how many," the student
should:

a. draw the appropriate number of linesLunder each of
the factor boxes;

b. count all the lines and state the number;

c. draw the number of lines stated under the sum's box;
e,

d. place the appropriate numeral (from the number line)
in the sums box;

e. point to each numeral and math symbol and say "(2)
plus (2) equals (4)."

.[2 + 2 = [2 + 2 = ] --? [2 + 2 = A
// // // // ////

[2+ 2= 4 J.

// // ////

Self-Correction Procedure: Same as'described in Addition
With Numerals and' Lines.

Instructional Sequence: The student should perfort
steps a-c when:

386`
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a. the teacher cues or prompts'each step,

b. without cues or prompts.

See I. Story Problems, 2. X + Y =

5. Fingers

BehaviorAl Prerequisites: H. Counting (2. Rote,. Objective 3).

381

Behavioral Objecti'ye 1: Given an equation of the form 2 + 3 =

when the teacher asks the student: r

a. "Which side do you start counting on?"cthe student
shodld touch the'side without the empty box (i.e., the
side to the right of equals sign).

b. "What do you count to?" the student should count on
.his finger(s) to the number in the second factor tiOx

(e.g., 3) and then while holding up those finger(s)
(3) and starting with the number in the first factor
box 2) the student should

the

the fingers.'

held up (eg., 3 - 4 - 5), say the number counted to
(5) and place it in the sums box;

c. "What does (two)',plus (three) equal ( )?" the

student should say, ""(two)plus (thr.e) equals (five)."

[2 + 3 = [2 + 3 = 5 ]

Self-Correction Procedure: After the student completes
Objective 1 and when the teacher asks, "flow can you tell,"
the student should draw lines under each numeral and use
the correction procedure described in "Addition With Numerals

and Lines."

Behavioral Objective 2: The student should be able to perform
thebehavivrs listed in Objectivel (a -c) without teacher cues.

See I. Story Problems, 2. X + Y =

Behavioral Objective 3: Given an equation of the form

2 5 or 2 4 = 5 and when.the teacher asks the student

the olloWing:

a. "Which side do youstart counting on?" the student
should touch the side Without any empty box.

b.' "What do you count to? "the student should point
to the numeral'on the-side of the equation without

' an empty box and label it (e.g., 5) .

a

O

387.
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A

"What number do you start counting from?" the stu dent

should point to the numeral on the side of the eq6,..1s
sign with an empty box and label it (e:g., 2).

d. "(,2) plus how many equals (5)?" the student shOuld start,
counting with the numeral oTtheside of 'the equals sign
with an empty box (e.g., 2) and count up to the numeral
on the side of the equals without an empty box (e.g., 5)
holdiAg up a finger (or drawing a line) foreach number
he/she'counts (e.g., 3, 4, 5). Then the student should
count the fingers he/she is holding up, say the number

,counted to (e.g., 5) and place this numeral in the
sum's box. a

e. -.2._(2) plus how many equai'S (5)?" the student should say
p- ") plus- (3) equals (5)."

T- tructional Sequence: The student should add with hisiher,,
ngers given problems of fhe form:

a. 2+ = 5

b. 3 = 5

Self- Correction: After the e udent completes Objective 3
and when the teacher asks, "H ar can you tell?" the student
should draw lines Under each umeral and use the coelection
procedure described in "Addi ion With Numerals and Lines."

Behavioral Objective 4: Given a equation of the form + 2 2 5

or 2 4- = 5 the student should be able to perform the-Fehaviors

listed in Steps a through e (Be vioral Objective 3) correctly
and in sequence without any teacher cues. See I. Story Problems.,

3. X + = Y.

6. Facts
8

Behavioral Prerequisites: G. Coun ling (2. Rote, Objective 3);

H. Addition (4. Numerals, qbjectiv 1), and/or H. Addition (5. Fingers,

Objective 2).

Behavioral bjective 1: Wheri orally presented problems of the

' form zero p us- one one plus o e, two plus one up to nine

plus one, he student should s at the answer for each proble

Instructional Sequence: e student should be able to
state the answer Wheli gilyi the problems:

N
If

8These objectives should be taught through group and individual

drills. There should be an emphasis on rapid rates of responding.

Races which emphasize rate should belutilized to teach math facts.

Races are fun and because they 'requbfe rapid and accuratelrespondfng,

they should' facilitate rote memorization of facts.
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a. in sequen14(i.e., one plus one, two plus one, etc.)

. presented sually;

b, in sequence presented orally;

c. in random order.

Behavioral Objective 2: When presented orally in sequence with

problems of the form: 5 + 0 = 5, 5 + 1 = 6, 5 4- 2 = , 5 -0- 3 = ,

etc. the student should be able to state the answer 667. each

problem.

Instructional Sequence:
0

a. Problems presented visually (e.g.,,on the blackboard)

and orally 5 + 0 F
+ 1 =.6

5 + 2
5 + 3 -=

b. ProbleAs presented orally.

Behavioral Objective 3: When orally presented with a problem 'where

the first factor is more than the second factor (e.g., 5 +.2,=

the student should derive the answer by performing a series of

problems starting wth X + 0 = X. (e.g., 5 + 0 = 5, 5 + 1 = 6,

5 + 2 = 7).

Instructional Sequence: 4

a. Problems presented visually (e.g., on the blackboardl

and orally 'S + 0 = 5

5 + 2 = 5+ 1= 6
-5 + 2 = 7

b. Problems presented orally.

Behavioral Objective 4: When orally presented with number pair

problems such as one plus one, two plus two ... up to ten plus

ten, thestudent should stale the answer.

Behavioral Objective 5: When orally presented with,a problem

where the first factor is less than the second factor (e.g.,

4 + 5 = ) the student shoUld derive the answer by using an
addition sequence starting with the number pair,of the first

factor 4 + 4 = 8

4 + 6 = 4 + 5 = 9 .

4 + 6 = 10

Instructional Sequence:

a. Problems presented visually (e.g., on the blackbo'ard)

and orally of the form:

389.
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1. 0

1

2

3

4

5

4 + 6 =,

2. and the teacher points and says, "What does
.four plussix equal?" "What number should
we start counting with?" the student should
find the number pair of the first actor and:
say 4 + 4 and go through the segue from
4 + 4 = Ito 4 + 6 = 10 as the teacher writes
it out.

3. 0

' 1

2

3

4 + 4 = 8
4 + 5 = 9
4 +6= 10

b. Problems presented visually (e.g., on the blackboard)
and' orally of the'form:

1. 4 + 6 =

2. and the teacher, asks, "What does four plus
six equal?" the student should go through the
sequence starting with the number pair of the
first factor as the teacher writes the sequence
on the board.

3. 4 + 4 = 8 s.
4 + 5 = 9

4 + 6 = 10

c. Problems presented orally:

Behavioral Objective When orally presented addition pkrobiems
with sums up to 10, the student should state the answer.

I. Story Problems

Examples of Potential Tasks:

Potential Functiot.al Tasks:

1. Students should be required to solve problems in the story
problem formats delineated below throughout the day (e.g.,

3150
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when students are passing out pencils to four students and

they only have,two pencils, they must figure out how many

more penciils they need, 2 + = 4; when an item, costs ten

cents and students only have eight cents they should figure

out how many more cents the need, 8 + = 10; students

who Piave six cents and are given five cents should figure

out how many7cents they hafe.altogether 6 + S = ;

students wh6ilave on five heckers and then win two more
Should figure out how many checkers they on altogether,

5 + 2 = )

1. One-to-One Correspondence

Behavioral PrereqpiSsites; Motor Imitation; B. Sets (Objective 2);

G. Counting (1. Rational, Objective-'2).

Behavioral Objective 1: When the teacher presents a et (e.k.,

students) and presents a student with a set of objects (e.g.,

cookies) less than, equal to, or more than the first se and

says, "Give each (student) one/a (cookie)," the student s ould

assign objects (cpokies) in an arrangement which manifests ne-

to -one correspondence between sets. When the teacher asks,

"Were there enough (cookies) or not enough (cookies)?" the

student should say "enough," "not enough" or "too many."

there were "not enough" then the td'acher asks) "What can you do?"

the student s ould say "Add"/"More" or "Add (number)/(number) ,

more.", If t ere were "too many" the student should say
away" or count and say "Take away (number)."

Instructional Sequence: The stildept should be able to

establish one -to -one correspondenebetween.sets of items

which vary in material, relationship of materials, array

and equivalence between sets. The following columns

represent these parameters and a potential sequence within

each parameter. Then a sequence whiCh intergrates the

parameters is suggested. There are many steps in this
instructional sequence and teachers should teach each
array and set equivalence. However, they may opt not

to teach each array across all combinations of materials

and material relationships as in the suggest

sequence.

Relationship Set

Materials of Materials Arrays Equivalence

1. Objects 11 Functionally 1. Vertical J. Equivalent
. .

Related Items (e. g.,

2. Flannel (e.g. cups

Items & saucers, 2. Horizontal

straws &

3. Pictures glasses)

391
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sets the

student
indicates
that there
are enougfi.
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Materials
Relatioi

of Materials Arrays

4. Worksheets 2. Like Items 3. Varied arrays
(e.g., cups & students
& cups) °can align.

the sets in
3. Udfaated one-to-one

Items (e.g., correspondence
blocks & .*.

bears)
. .

4". Domino con-
figuration
(e.g.,

r . )

5. Linear arrays
(e.g.,

.1 )
This array'is
essential
to addition.

6. Varied arrays
& the student
is not allowed
to-move Ingmr
hers of the
sets (e.g.,

)

, 6

a. Sets of objects which have a functional relationship
(e.g., :cups and straws) when the sets, are equal it
number (enough).

Sett

Equivalence

2. Unequal sets
& the student
,indicates

that one set
does not
have enough
& needs
(number) more
or add (number).

3. Unequal sets
& the student
indicates that
one sethas
too many &
(number) items
AOUribe
taken away.

4. Unequal sets
& the student
indicates
that one ,set
does mot have
enougHci that
the other has
too many &
solves the
prob em b,
add ig) more
o taking
away.

1, Vertical arrays
2. Horizontal arrays
.3. Varied arrays and the students align the sets

in one -.to -one correspondence

4. Domino configurations
5. Linear arrays
6. Varied arrays and the students cannot move

the items in the sets.

b. Sets of objects which have a functional relationship
when the student's set does not have enough objects.
Throughout the remaining objectives the student having
enough or not enough objects should be randomly varied.

39
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1. Vertical arrays 4

2. Horizontal,arrays'
3. Varied arrays and the students align the sets

in ene-to 7one correspondence

4. Domino configurations
S. Linear arrays
6. Varied arrays and the students cannot move the items

.in the sets

c. Sets of objects which have a functional relationship

when the student's set ,has too many objects.

-1. Vertiealarrays
2. Horizontal arrays
3. ' Varied arrays and the students align the sets

in one-to-one correspondence
4. Domino configurations)

S. 'Linear arrays

6. Varied arrays and the students cannot 'glove the

items in the sets

Throughout the remaining steps the arrays should be

varied between those taught libove and the student's

set should have enough, not enough, or too many items.

d.. Sets of objects which have a functional relationship.

e.. Sets of flarnel-items or pictures which have a

functional relationship (e.g., shirts and pants).

f. Like sets of objects (e.g., blocks and blocks;.

g. Unlike sets of objects which have no functional

relationshir (e.g., blocks and hears).
ot,

h. Like sets of flannel items, or pictures (eg.,

squares and squares).,

Unlike sets of pictures or flannel items which

have no unctionar relationship (04., shirts and ,.

chairs)

2. X + Y

Behavioral Prerequisites: H. Addition (4. Numerals, Objective 1

and/or S. Fingers, Objective 2 - If the student meets the fingers

prerequisite,have him/her solve all problems using fingers.)

Behavioral Objective 1: When the teacher presents a story

problem of the form 2 + 2 = and says we can make stories

into math problems, watch:



C)

a. Using a student or him /herself as a.model the teacher
says, "Tom has two records". 'and points to the ecords.

"What can we write down" and the student shoul say
"'Mo." Then the teacher writes the numeral two and
says,"Write two."

2

b. The teacher gives Tom two more records and says -"I give
Tom two records. If I give what do you do?" and the
student should say "Plus add. ". Then the teacher writes
a plusand says, "Write a plus."

2 +

c.. The teacher says, "How many records did I give Tom?"
and the students should say "Two.". The teacher says,
"What should we Write?" and the studente shbuld say
"Two." Then the teacherwrites two and says;"Write
two."

-2+2

d. The teacher says, "Do you know how many records? No.

What do you write?" and the students should say "Equals."
The teacher then writes an equals and says, "Write
equals."

2 + 2 =

The teacher says, "We can find out hcw many records Tom
'-has by counting or by solving the problem 2 + 2 =
"Solve the problem." and the students should draw two .

lines under the second numeral 2 + 2 = . .Start counting

//
from the first numeral (2) and count up on the line (3, 4)
and say "Four" and write "Four" in the blank.-

2 +.2 = 4

//
f. The teacher says, "How many records does Tom have?"

and the students should say, "Four." Then the teacher
says, "Let's check," counts the records, says "Four"
and then says, "Right, Tom has four records and our...
problem says Tom has four records." Oh

Behavioral Objective 2: The students should solve the problems
when the teacher does not write them or state'answers prior
to the students' solving the'entire problem.

Behavioral Objective 3: The students should solve the problem,
using fingers instead of lines (See H. Addition, S. Fingers,
ObjeCtive 2). .

Behavioral Objective 4: The students show d solve.the problems
when the teacher orally presents the probl s (no object prOfipts)
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such as, "Tot has two balls and I gave him two balls. How many
balls does he, have? Solve the problem."

Behavioral Objective 5: Students who can.read should be taught
to solve story problems that are presented in printed form.

3. X + = Y

Behavioral Prerequisites: H. Addition (5. Fingers, Objective 4).°

Behavioral Objective 1: When the teacher presents a story
problem of the form 2 + = 4 and says, "We can make,stories into
math problems; watch":

a. "Using a student or him/herself as a mode] the teacher
says, "Tom has two spoons" and points to the spoons.
"What can we write down?" and the students should say
"Two." Then the teacher writes the numeral two and
says, "Write two."

2

b. The teacher holds up four spoons and saya,"Tem needs
four spoons. Do you know how many spoons Tom needs?
Yes. What do you write?" and the students should say,
"Equals four." The teacher then writes equals four and
says, "Write equals four."

2 =4

c. The teacher says, "What should we do?" and the students
should say, "Count from two to four." Next the teacher
says, "When we count from two to four, what do we write?"
and the students should say, ""Ad117117s/count up." Then
the teacher should write a plus and say,,"Write plus."

2 + =

,d. The teacher says, "Solve the problem" and the student
should start counting from two, hold up a finger for
each number he/she counts (e.g., 3, 4), stop at (four),
count his/her fingers and say, "(Two)" and place that

numeral in the empty slot to the left of the equals.
-2 + 2 = 4

e. The teacher says, "(Two) count up how many equals (four)?"
and the student shounThay, "(Two) count up (two)
equals (four)."

f. The teacher says, "How many spoons. does Tom need?" and
the student should say "(Two)."

Behavioral Objective-2: The students should solve the problems
when the teacher does not write or state the answer prior to the
students' solving the entire problem.,
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Behavioral Objective 3: The students should solve the problems
when the teacher orally presents the problems (no object
prompts) such as, "Tom has two §poons and needs four.. How
many more 'spoons does Tom need? Solve the problem."'

Behavioral Objective 4: Students should be able to solve
functional problems, such as when setting the table and they
need four spoons but only have two, they get two mol-0 spoons.

Behavioral Objective 5: Students who can read should be
taught to solve story problems that are presented in printed
form. rs

VIII. Basic Procedures for Initial Assessment
and Skill Mastery Evaluation

There is no adequate substitute for evaluations which precisely
pinpoint students' functioning levels and indicate skills students
have Mastered and skills they should-learn next. In the short rup,
such evaluations are time consuming and often tedious,for both the
teacher and the student. However, in the long run thorough evaluations
make instructim more'efficieni because such evaluations make it
possible to instruct-students only on objectives they have failed
and for which they have mastered the prerequisites. In this section
we will be concerned primarily with procedures for assessing students?

.

initial skills and skill ma tery. 'Initial skill assessment will be
.referred to here as baselin ng. I1 should be noted that skill mastery
need not le evaluated for e ch objective in the skill sequence but
only for selected .critical bjectives (See Critical Objectives for
Skill Mastery, Appendix E)./

The assessment model illustrated was developed by teachers and
other individuals presently using the math skills sequence. The"
model illustrated should be appropriate to any skill sequence (e.g.,
language, social interactions, play, self-care, reading). However,
it must be stressed that this model is designed specifically for
the teacher§,usingthe sequence in the. Madison Public Schools.
We encourage you to adapt and modify the model to fit your own
particular circumstances. That is, we expect that the model illus-
trated'will provide basic principles and notions of how to assess,
but these principles and notions will have to be adapted to
,particular circumstances.

Prior to describing precise procedures for evaluating students
we will present an overview of the modelz Subsequent to the brief
overview detailed eyaluation procedure's will be des4ibed. Figure 2
portrays the evaluation model in a flowchart format.

The model basically consists of seven steps:
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Figure 2

m MAZE EVALUATION PROGRAM
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1. Box A: Prior to formally assessing students become familiar
and comfortable with them. .InflOpmally aqsess students'
skills and what environmental events control their behavior.
Use information from this informal assessment to determin
optimal assessment conditions.

'2. Box B: Assessment Level I - Assess one o"i.more objective ,

from the skill sequence under optimal but controlled cond tions.
If students fail thetbjective, go to Box D (Assessment L el
II); if they pass, go to, Box H (check for functional use).

3. Box D: Assessment Level II - If students could not perform
the, skills required by an objective in Level I assessment;
assess students' behavior under varied conditions to determine
'under what conditions (e.g., cues, models, prompts, rein-

.

forcement) they can perform the skills. Use information
from this assessment to develop an ins ructional strategy
(Box F). 4 e

4.o Box F: Teach students the target skills.

1

5. Box ft: Assess student mastery of skills. First verify that
.,-

they can use the skill in the performance of functional tasks
which frequently occur (e.g., setting the table, dressing).
If they use the skill across functional tass,formallfr check
skill performance across persons, materials, setingS'and
language cuest(Box I). I ;

,

! ,

6. Box I:. Verify student performance of skills across,persons,
4 *materials, settings and language cues. -

7. Box. J: Review (reassess) student. skill performance.

In our judgment the evaluation model has the following attributes:

Validity - The model measures student performance through
criterion based objectives under optimal student performance
conditions.

Reliability_2The mode; provides for confirmation of student
performanctracross persons, settings, and materials.
Generalizability - The model can:be adopted for use across a
wide variety of instructional programs.
Ecological - The model insures functional performance of skills
across the total of the student's environment.
Conserving - The model allows for gn orderly recording7cf
achievement and rate of achievement for every student so that
retrieval of information is easily achieved.
Flexible - The model encourages all key figures in the student's
environment to be evaluators.

The following narrative attempts to explain the flowchart.
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A. Initial Assessment (A, B, C, D, E, F,

A. Determination of Optimal Assessment Conditions

Our first assumption is that in order to make a valid assessment

of students' performance on a given objective, we must t3provide

conditions that elicit the students' optimal performance/.

Thus, it is important to become familiar and comfortable with students

before you begin formally evaluating them. This will allow you to

make the evaluation situation pleasant and nonthreatening, facili-

tating a valid assessment of the students' skills. With new students

youmay have to spend several days playing with them and presenting

evaluation tasks informally. Through informal assessment prior to

initial assessment Level1attempt to determine:

e. the optimal setting for administering the assessment (e.g.,

perhaps the table where students usually perform tasks);

2. the person whom is most likely to elicit optimal
performance from the students;

3. materials familiar to the students which should potentially

insure optimaI\performance;

4. potential einforcers which have in the past elicited good

performance.

5. language cues to which the students have Aemonstrated

thei can correctly respond;

6. a style of task presentatiAn (e.g., the natural style of

the person for whom the students work well) that elicits

optimal performance from'the students.

B. Assessment: Level I

Once.the potentially optimal conditions have been delineated

an assessment of one (or more) selected objectives is administered

under controlled conditions but conditions which should elicit optimal

performance.

Only administer baselin$ tests for objectives students have

demonstrated they have the prerequisites for through either previous

test performance or data from their ongoing math program. Initially,

administer baseline tests for the group of skills students appear

to,fit into. Suggested skill groups are listed in Appendix A._ ----

See Appendix D for informatiob on how to construct-and implement

initial (Level I and TI) tests.

C. First Decision Point (Cl or C2)

Cl - If the student performs thsahJective(s} at a predetermined

acceptable criterion, the deciSion ('Cl) is to move to an assessment of

skill mastery (H, I, J) but at a later date.
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C2 - If the strident does not perform at the acceptable/criterion
in Level I, the decision (C2) is to move immediately tb Level II of

assessment (D).

When evaluating a particular skill area (e.g., sets, one-many,
rational counting) it may be advantageous* to follow this procedure.
First test the highest objective in the sequence. If students fail
on two consecutive trials, alter the procedure '(note on data sheet

that you are switching to a Level II procedure) and try tooget the
response any way you carY-(e.g, model, prime, change the instructional

cue, change the materials, change the reinforcement). If students
respond correctly to a Level I >i proceaure, note in the comment section '

at the bottom of your data sheet what alternatives did and did not

produce correct responding. Then move on to the next lowest objective

in the sequence. Follow this procedure until you arrive at an
objective which students perform correctly when presented at Level I

of initial asse!sment.

D. Assessment: Level II

If students could not perform skills in Level I atgessmel<
.

Level II requires the evaluator to assess students' performance under
varied conditions (e.g., varied cues, reinforcers, models, primes,
materials, tasks) in an attempt to determine under what conditions
the student can correctly perform a skill. The students' performance
in various conditions should be carefully recorded.

- ,
At the end of each initial evaluation session record student

data on a daily grid and write up any antidotal comments (See Sample

Daily Data Grid, Appendix B). The data depicted on the grid should
indicate student performance in the Level I assessment. If.students

did not perform correctly in the Level I assessment, antidotal comments
should summarize gtudeneperformance of a skill inaLevel II conditions.

When writing up antidotal comments, be ,speciffb. That is, precisely

specify under what conditions (reinforcement, model, prifile, materials,
setting, task) students did or did not perform a skill. At the

terminationnation of evaluation record student data on the summary grid

(See Sample Summary Grid, Appendix C), summarize the antidotal
comments and write up an instructional program.

E. Second Decision Point E2, or E3)

El - If Level II assessment indicates the students can correctly

perform a skill across varied conditions, skill mastery may be assessed

(H, J).

I

Ett-df student can at least partially perform the skills

requIr under varied conditions, the varied conditions which produced

correct performance are incorporated into a teaching strategy (F) for

the students.
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E3 If it is found that stud is cannot perform the skills

require by the objective under any of the varied con 'tions, the
tr Elecisioh (E3) is to set the objective aside until ther, s evidehce

that st ents can learn ,the skills required by the objective.

. Mac in Strdte

Who ver is charged with designing students' programs will use

the data from the Level II assessment to design and implement an
appropri te instructional-prOgram.*

G. Third Decisioh Point. (G)

When students demonstrate that they have learned the skills

required the'objective through an instructional" program skill

mastery (H I, J) is assessed. .

B. Skill Mastery Assessment (H, I, J)

Subse ent to.instruction on an objective (F) or acce able

performanc in Level I assessment (B) students' skill mastery is

assessed ( I J).

A skill may'be considered maste ed only after students can
functionally use the skill and perf rm the skill across people, set-

tings, language cues, tasks and materials which frequently occur. At

this point it Is necessary to make a distinction between skill mastery

and generalization. Generalization may be said to have occurred

when after students have been taught to perform a skill'across a

limited number of people, settings, language cues and tasks without

further instruction they perform the skill across additional settings,

people, tasks and language cues.

Skill mastery may be but does not have to be the same as skill

generalization. Obviously, if after instruction across a limited
number of settings, people, functional tasks and language cues
students demonstrate skill mastery (generalize the use of 'skills

across additional tasks) they will move rapidly through th skill

scquence. However, the possibility exists that some students will
not generalize the useof a skill and have to be taught to

perform the skill across all the designated settings, people,
functional tasks and language cues before they demonstrate skill

masteryv

An essential component of facilitating skill masterY'Should

be the involvement of the students' parents or guardians. hat is,
through parent conferences parents should help the teacher determine

the skills their children are being taught. Ip addition,r,parents

should be taught how to request and teach their children to use

the skills on functional-tasks at home. For instance, if students

40-3),
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are learning one-to-one correspondence .the children's parents

can be requesting them to set the table at home. To facilitate

the parents' learning how to teach and require their children to

use .skills at home periodic workshops can be held where parents
and teachers go over the curriculum and procedures for adapting

it to functional home-living tasks. L

H. Functional Use

The, most critical feature of the model is (H) the assessment
of students' functional use of 'a skill. The teacher with assistance

from students' parents or guardians should report -what functional

tasks students perform a ski 1 across. Theqeport shoula indicate
-that cues the performance of, tasks (e.g., the task itself, verbal

languagecues) what the tasks are and,the date. That, is, both 0.

.
parents and teachers should have a similar data sheet and when

they observe students independently kerform a skill'on a.function

task they should record the cue, task and setting and d e. The

following recording format appears to be appropria te.

Skill

A

Task Setting

School Home Other.

Less
.

tasks
cues
dales .

, .
.

.

More
-*asks
cues
dates

Equivalence
tasks
cues

date'

b

.

.
.1

1L-to-1 Cor-

respondence

teas
cues
dates

_

.

.

*

One-Many
tasks
cues
dates

,

.

0 P

Sorting
tasks'
cues
dates . r

If the data indicates that over time a student performs a skill

across functional stasks,,,people, settings and language cues, then

a formal test of,skill mastery across these dimensions should be

implemented (I).

1 :
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I. Confirmation of Skill-Performance Across People, Settings, Materials

and Language Cues

Students are required to demonstrate that they can perform a .

skill-across dyariety of selected persons, materials, settings and

language cues. I Skill mastery is7vonfirmed when several persons have

verified that the student can perform a skill across functional tasks ,

and across persons, materials, langyage cues, and settings. See

Appendix F for information on the construction of formal skill

mastery tests.

If students demonstrate that they perform a skill across many

functional tasks and can perform the skill across people, settings,

materials and language cues on the formal skill mastery test, they may be

considered to have mastered a skill.

J. Review Points

Students' mastery of skills should be periodically assessed,

reassessed and reported. The assessment, reassessment and reporting:

of skill mastery should coincide with: a) parent conferences,

b) quarter and/or semester periods, and c) the students' mastery of

selected critical curriculum objectives. When-any one of the events',

c occurs teachers should use their data on students' skill

isition and if appropriate student performance on a formal

ev luation of skill mastery (See Constructing Formal Skill Mastery

Tests, Appendix F) to list at least:

1. For what people a student performs the skill;

2. In what settings a student performs the skill;

3. Across what materials a Student will perform the skill;

4. In response to what language cues a student will perform

the skill;
5. Across what functional tasks a student has demonstrated

that he/she can perform the skill.
?4s

.

Student performance data may be summarized on a student

evaluation-Sheet (report card) of the following form.
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;kill

Mas-
tered Cues

.,

Tasks

Instruct.

in Prog. Cues Tasks

Less

(1, .
gore

.

. X

.,

,"Take

more"
"Give me
more"

Pennies
Foode.at

snack
Etc.

Etc.

Equiv-
alence

X', "Find equal
sets"

Pennies at
the store

"Are they
equal"

Candy at
home

-

"Make them
equal"

Teams at
recess

Etc. Etc.

1-to-1
Corre-
spon-
dence

X "Are there
enough"
"Are there
too many"
"ive each

a "

Setting
table at
home
Passing out
food at
lunch

,

' ut a Choosing
teams at
recess .i.

on each

"Put a Etc.

next to
each ,,

Etc.
* .

Comments:

Suggested Home Activities:

This information can then be used for at least the following purposes',:

1. Reporting to parents and the school system a student's
progress.

2. Assessing a student's rate oFprogress. That is, how
fast a student is progressing'rthrough the skill sequence.

3. Evaluating the skill sequenbe- that _is, if data from
many students indicates that most students are requiring
an unusual amount of instruction to master a skill, it

4 0
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may be that the skill sequence fails to delineate
appropriate prerequisites or 'instructional procedure
necessary for the acquisition of that skill.

7.3.1k Evaluating the effectiveness of a teacher's program.
If ateacher is moving his/her students -Through skills
at an unusually rapid pace, the teacher may request
that his/her instructional program be closely evaluated
to determine why it is usually effective so that others
may emulate it. Conversely, if a data indicates that
students are mastering few or no skillsy a teacher may
request that a teacher who is experiencing more success
help him/her restructure his/her program or request that
a curricfilum specialist evaluate the program.

Evidence of Generalization
6

Concurrent to and folloWing instruction of a skill (F) persons
in. the students' environment should be aware of the instructional
objectives and record (anecdotally) any evidence of generalization
ofthe skill being taught.

Importaace of the Time Line

There is an emphasis on recording rate of student progress
through" critical objectives. This pro \ides, information on student

learning rates. Student learning rates are critical in that they
can be used to make statements (predictions) concerning a student's2,,
learning potential (rates). InforMation on what skills students
can perform and studeet'acquisition rates can be used in the stead
of traditional testing (e.g., IQ, achieveMent tests). We believe
this inforMation will be more valid and viable then information
gleaned through traditi9nal evaluation.

Conservation of Accumulated Data

finally, the model lends itself to the conserving (storing and
retrieving) of critical data and potentially provides useful data
to all who ve use for it (parents, teachers, administrators,
psycholo s). The chart portrayed below is for use with the

evalua on model presented. It is included with the caution that
'neither it nor the model has been given longitudinal testing in thi.

classroom. .

405
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Appendix A

. Suggest Skill Groups for Initial Assessment
A

Skill Group 1:

1. Imitation
Motoric
Verbal

2. Functional Object Use

Skill Group 2:

1. Sets

Prerequisite: Motoric Imitation
Test: Obj. 2

Skill Group 3:

1. Sets

Prerequisites: Sets, Obj. 2 (Group 2, 1)
Test: Obj. 8 (If S passes Obj. 8, test Sets, Obj. 9;

if S fails, test Obj. 6)
.Obj. 6
Obj. 4

2. One-Many
Prerequisites: Sets, Obj. 2 (Group 2, 1)
Telt: Obj. 3

bb'. 2
3. One-to-One Correspondence

Prerequisites: Sets, Obj. 2 (Group 2,
Test: Obj. 1

4. Rational. Counting (Counting Forward)
Prerequisites: Sets, Obj. 2 (Group 2, 1)
Test: Obj. 1

Obj. 2
5. Numeral Recognition'(Counting Forward)

Test: Obj. 1
6. Rote Counting (Counting Forward)

Test: Obj. 1

Skill Group 4:

1. Equivalence
Prerequisites:

(Group 2,
(Group 3,

Test: Obj. 1
2. More

Prerequisites:
(Group 2;
(Group 3,

1-to-1 Corregponcence, Obj. 1
3) and/or Rational CoUhting, Obj. 2
4)

1-te-1 Correspondence, Objt. 1
3) and/or Rational Coupting; Obj. 2
4).

408
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3. Rational Counting (Counting Putward)
Prerequisites: Rational Counting, Obj. 2 (Group 3, 4).

Test: Obj. 5
Obj. 4
Obj. 3

Optional: Obj. 6
Obj. 7

4. Rote Counting
Prerequisite: Rote Counting, Obj. 1 (Group 3, 6)

Test: Obj.-3 (If S fails, test Obj. 2)

5; 1-to-1 Cbrrespondence Story Problems

Prerequisites: Rational Counting, Obj. 2 (Group 3, 4)

Test: Obj. 1

Skill Group 5:

1. Less
Prerequisites: More, Obj. 1 (Group 4, 2)

Test:400bj. 2

2. More/Less
Prerequisites: More, Obj. 1 (Group 4, 2) and Less,

Obj. 2 (Group 4; 3)
Test: Obj. 1

3. Conservation of Numbei
Prerequisites: More/Less, Obj. 1 (Group 4, 4) and

EquivaAnce, Obj. 1 (Group 4, 1)

Test: Obj. 6
(thj. 5

Obj. 4
Obj. 3
Obj. 2
Obj. 1

1. Matching Numerals to Quantities
Prerequisites: Numeral Recognition, Obj. 1.(Group 3, 5)

and Rational Counting, Obj. 3 (Croup 4, 3)

Test: Obj. 1

5. Matching Quantities to Numerals

\\

-Prerequisites: Numeral Recognition, Obj. 1 (Group 3, 5)

and Rational Counting, Obj. 3 (Group 4, 3)

Test: Obj. 1
=

6. .Ordering Numerals
Prerequisites: Rational Counting, Obj. (Croup 4, 3),

Rote Counting, Obj...2 (Group 4, 4) and Numeral

Becognition Obj. 1 (Group.3, 5)

Test: Obj. 9 (If S fails Obj. 9, test Obj. 8)

Obj. 8 (If S failS Obj. '8, test Obj. 7)

Obj. 7 (If S fails Obj. 7, test Obj. 6)

Obj. 6 (If S fails Obj. 6, test Obj. 5)

Obj. 5 .(if S fails Obj. 5,testObj. 4)

Obj. 4"(If, fails'Obj. 4, test Obj. 3)

Obj. 3 (If S fails OW.. 3, test Obj. 2)

Obj.

Obj.

2 (If, S fails Obj. 2, test Obj. 1)

400-
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Skill Goup, 6:

1. ,Ordering Quantities
Prerequisites: Ordering Numerals, Obj. 9 (Gioup 5, 6)
Test: Obj. 1

2. Addition With Objects
Prerequisites: Sets, Obj. 8 (Group 3, 1), Rational '7'

Counting, Obj. 1 (Group 4; 3) and Equivalence, Obj.' 4:
'(Group 4, 1)

Test: Obj. 2
" Obj. 1

3. Numerals and Objects (Addition)
Prerequisites: Numeral Recognition, Obj. 1 (Group 3, 5),

Matching Numerals to Quantities, Obj. 1 (Group 5, 4),
Matching Quantities to.a Numeral, Obj. 1 (Group 5, 5),
and Addition With Objects, Obj. 2 (Group 6, 2)

Test: Obj. 1
Numerals and Lines

. Prerequisites: 1 (Group
Test: Obj. 1

95. Numerals
Prerequisites!
Test: Obj. 1

6. Fingers
Prerequisites:
Test: Obj. 4

Obj. 3
Obj. 2
Obj. 1

7. Addition Facts
Prerequisites: Rote

Add Using Numbers
and/or Add Using

Test: Obj. 6
Obj. 5
:Obj: 4
Obj: .3

Obj. 2
Obj,. 1 .,

'Story ProblermX+ Y ='

Numerals and Objects, Obj. 6, 4)

Numerals and Lines, Obj. 1 (Groui6, 5)

C

Rote Counting, Obj. 3, 8 (Gioup 4, 4)

Count, Obj. 3 (Group 4, 4) and
and Lines, Obj. 1 (Group 64)

Fingerb, Obj. 4 (Group 6, 6)

,

O

N.

Preiequisites: Additapn With Numerals, Obj. 1 (Group 6,
5) and/or Fifigers,,,Obj. 2 (Group 6,. 6)

Test: Obj. 5
OW: 4

. Obj. 3 .

Obj. 2 k

6 OW 1

9. Sto6,Problem X + = Y
loArequisiteS:Addition'With Fingers, OW4 2 (Group 6,'':6),

D,Tg.st: Obj. 5
".

Obj. 4 .
.,,,

Obj. 3

. Obj. 2
01*.) 1

4 1 0
r
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Appendix B

Sample Daily Level I and II Data Grids

There is .a sample grid for each skill group. It is anticipated

that a student may,be evaluated on skills from more then one skill

grouping in a single day. If this occurs, record the data on the

appropriate grid under the .appropriate day.

If students have four out of five correct trials (30 %) on any

objective,'eonsider administering'a skill mastery test. If students

have two errors on any objective in Level I, test them on the next

lowest objective for thatoareaiuntil their skill level is determined.

reiterate, start'testing students in- the skill group past

rformance data indicates that they belong.

O

Ph-
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L1 = Level I

Sample Daily Baseline Data Grid

Group 1 arid Group 2

LII-= Level II
f

Skill Day 1
Area' f Date

Day 2
Date,

LII LI
Co n! En

Day 3 Day 4 Day 5
Date Date Date

LII 'LI LII LI LII LI LII
Co m En Co r En' Col-. En

Group 1

Motor -

Imitation

Verbal
/ Imitation

Whole
Word

Isol.

Sounds

Fungi.

Obj. Use
,

Group 2

\Sets

Obj 4 2

TJ

Oomiients:

4 r,



LI = Level I

Sample Daily Ra8eline Data Grid

Group 3

LII = Level II

407

Skill
Area

Day 1
Date

Day 2
Date

Day 3
Date

Day 4
Date

Day 5
Date

LI
Cox-En

LII LI
Cox Ez

LII -LI
Co z

.LII

Ex

Ll
Cox

-1)1.1,

Ez ,Cor.En
. LI LII

Group 3.

Set
`Obj. 9
Obje 8
Obj.-6
Obj.-t4

One-Many
Obj. 3
Obj. 2

-

One -to-

One
Ob'j. 1

Rational
Counting
Obj. 1
Obj. 2

Numeral
Recog.
Obj. 1

t...,

.

.

Rote ,

Counting
'Obj. 1 ,

8

.

.

i

`Comments:

'0"
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Sample Daily Baseline-Data Grid

Group 4

LI = Level ,I 4 Level II

Skill
yArea

Day 1 !

Date
Day 2

Date
Day 3

Date
Day 4

Date
Day 5

Date

I;
uon

'LII

En
II

Con) Er.

LII LI

Con EN

LII LI
Co N

ILII

Ent

o

LI

Cor. n
LII

Group 4

Equiv.
Obj. 1

More ,

Obj. 1

Rational
Counting
Obj.- 5

Obj. 4
Obj. S

.

-.

Rote
Counting
Obj. 3
Obj. 2 a

1 -to -1

Corre.

Story
P...,21.).

Obj. 1

.

.

.

,

.

.

r

Comments:"
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Sample Daily BaselineData Grid

Group 5

LI,= Level I LII = Level, II

Skill
Area

Day 1
Date

Day 2
Date

Day 3
Date

Day 4
Date

Day 5
Date

LI
Con En

in LI
Co n Er.

LII LI
Con En

LL1 LI
CoN Er.

LII LI

Cori En

LII

Group 5

Less
Obj. 2

-lore/Less
tj. 1

Con. of
Number.
Obj. 6
Obj. 5
Obj. 4
Obj. 3
Obj. 2
.Obj. 1'

.

'

.

Match
Num.to Q1.1

Obj. 1

Match
Qu.,tO Num.

Obj. 1 .

Order
Numerals
Obj. 9
Obj. 8
Obj. 7
Obj. 6

Obj. 4
.Obj. 6

Obj. 2
Obj. 1

-
.

,

.

' .

.,11

.

CommentS:

41
qa
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Level I

0

Sample Daily Baseline Data Grid

- Group 6

LII = Level II,
)

Skill.

Area
Day 1-

Date
i Day 2
Date

Day 3
Date.

Day 4
Date

Day 5
Date 0

,,...LI III LI LII LI LII LI ILII LI LII
... Co n E, Con Er, Con En Con pnl Cor. En

Group,6

Or. Qu:
Obj. 1

Ad. -Obj. .

,Cbj. 2
Obj. X

Ad. Num.
& Obj.
Obj. 1

Ad. Num.
& Lines
Obj.'1

Ad. Fin.
obj. 4

w

,

.

,

Obj: 3
Obj. 2
Obj. 1.

.

.

lt,

g

Ad. Fac.
Obj. 6.
Obj. 5
Obj. 4
Obj. 3
Obj: 2
Obj. 1

X+Y=
Obj. 5
Obj. 4

A.
Obj. 3
Obj. 2
Obj. 1

.

X+ =Y

Obj, 5
.

Obj. 4 .

Obj. 3
Obj. 2
Obj. 1 0

11
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Appendix C

Sample Summary Gild

= Level .I Assessment
= Failed Level I

I = Instructions in Progress

Mote, i Imitation

Verbal Imitation
Whole Word
Isolated" Sounds

Functional Obj. Use
Sete
Obj. 9
Obj. 8
Obj. 6
OW. 4
Obj. t2

.One Many
Obj. 3
Obj. 2

Ratit-Inal Counting

Obj. 5
Obj. 4'

.

Numeral Recognition
Obj. 1

Rote Counting

Obj. 3

Obj. 2

Obj. 1

Obj. 3

Obj. 2

31,j. 1
Equivalence

Obj. 1
More

Obj. 1
Less

911j. 2

MOre/Less
.Obj. 1

Con. of Number
Obj. 6
Obj. 5
Obj. 4
Obj. 3
Obj. 2 '

Obj. 1

+4- = SkiNastery
= Failed Skill MaStery P>"

Match Numeral to Quantity
Obj. 1 -'

Match Quantity to Numeral
Obj. 1

Order Numerals
Obj. 9
Obj. 3
Obj.,, 7

Obj. 6
Obj. 5
Obj. 4
Obj. 3.
Obj.
Obj. 1

Order Quantities
Obj. 1

Add. Objects
Obj. 2
Obj. 1

Add Numbers & Objects
Obj, 1

Add Numbers & Lines
Obj. 1

Add Numbere
Obj. 1

Add Fingers
, Obj. 4

Obj. 3

/11.10bj. 2

Obj. 1
X 4- Y =

Obj.
Obj. 4
Obj. 3
Obj. 2
Obj. 1

X = Y
Obj, 5
Obj .r 4

Obj. 3
Obj. 2
Obj. 1

417
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Appendi3 D

Implementing and Constructing Initial Assessment Tests

Use of the following procedures should help optimize students'
skill, performance during evaluation.

a. Arrange for an individupl student who students perform
well with to administer the evaluation.

b. Administer the evaluation in a setting in which students
have demonstrated they perform well:

When appropriate arrange for students to demonstrate
knowledge of Skills through responses they will readily
perform. For example, if you iieNassessing students'
knowledge of the concept of bUl, you could holckup a
ball and ask students to label it, However, for students
who are not good labelers you could present a nonverbal
comprehension task. That is, you could present a ball
and a cup and request the studentto give you the ball. .

Similarly, if students were more familiar with being asked
to "pick up," "touch," or "show me;' they could be
requested to "pick up," "touch" or "show" instead of
"give."- Thus, if you are assessing two students'
knowledge of the concept ball, your language cue for
ones student could be "Give me ball" and for the other
it could be "Show me. ball." Request verbal responses
from verbal students. If they fail on an objective,
request a nonverbal response. Request nonverbal responses
from nonverbal students.

d. Use evaluation materials which are.familiar 6ludents.
For instance, in assessing students on the concept of ball
use a ball students play with during free time. When
appropriate and possible, a check of students' nonverbal
comprehension of materials to be used in evaluation should
be made before administering an assessment. That is, if
you are going to assess students' knowledge of the
concepts of one-many through having students give you one
or' many cups, determine if udents can nonverbally indicate
which objects are cups befo using cups in the one-many
task. Do not use materials hat will distract students
from performing the skills. For example, in the one-many
task students may have nonverbal comprehension of M & 1s
and know the concept of one-many;lpbwever,.they may eat
all the M & Ms instead of "giving you" or "touching" one
or many.

Determine the people, settings, response requirements and
task materials to be used in assessment through: consulting
students, parents, reviewing students' previous performance
data, carefully observing students in structured and free

4 1 8
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play situations, and testing student nonverbal comprehension

--ofobjects that eould'Abe used in assessment.

Plan to spend about forty-five minutes1 day for five days
evaluating Student functioning. level in one *kill area (e.g., math,

reading, language). However, evaluation should not be limited to

this forty-five minute block. Throughout .44;day you should arrange
situations twassess if students can use skills being tested to perform

..fictional tasks. For example; in assessing one-many students could

be asked to bring one/many crayons to art.

04y evaluate on or two, skill areas at a time. That is, if the

students' math skills and motor skills are evaluated the first week
of school,their language skills should typically not be evaluated

until the second. Evaluations are tedious and overevaluating can

lead to fatigue, boredom and compliance problems.

Break the evaluation session into small blocks of time and vary

the evaluation activity from block to block. For example, in eval-

uating math the skill evaluated could be varied from block to block

as follows:

Time Start: 8:45

d.

Day 1

Time Evaluate

8:45 - 9:00 Sets - Obj. 2

9;00 - 9:05 Short Break

9:05 - 9:20 One-Many - Obj. 3 .

9':20 - 9:30 Sets - Obj. 8

9:50 - 9:35 Break

9 :35 - 9:45 One-to-One Correspondence.- Obj. 1

9:45 -10:00 Numeral Recognition - Obj. 1

Day 2

Time Evaluate

8:45 - 8:55 Rational Counting - Obj. 2

8:55 - 9:05 I One-to-One Correspondence - Obj. 1

9:05 - 9:10 Break-

9:10 - 9:20 Rote Counting - Obj. 1

9:20 - 9:30 Rational Counting - Obj. 1

9:30 - 9:40 Numeral Recognition - Obj. 1

9:40 - 9:50 Sets - Obj. 6

9:50 -10:00 Sets - Obj.*4



Generally when selecting skills to evaluate, it is beneficial
to mix skills from.the following three categories:

1. General number skills
a.. Label numbers in order and in random order when numbers

are presented on number cards and number boards
b. Writing numbers
c. Rote counting
d. Ordering numbers

2. Rational counting
a. Count a given array
b. Count out a specified number from an array__
c. Match a numeral to a quantity
d. Match a quantity to a numeral
e. Order quantities

3. Cognitive. number skills
a. One-many
b. One-to-one correspondence
c. Equivalence
d. More and less

Students may initially be evaluated on the following skills: 'sets]
one-many, one-to-one correspondence, rational counting. rote counting,
and.numeral recognition.' If students can perform some of. these skills,
test them on the skills they are the prerequisites to such as:
equivalence, more-less, matching a quantity to a numeral, matching
a numeral to a quantity, ordering numerals.. If students perform
'these skills, test them on the skills they are the prerequisites
to such as: addition.

Constructing Initial (Level I & II) Tests

Before designing a test one should'carefully consider for what
purpose the results will be-used. Then the tests should be constructed
to fit the use. It is inefficient to collect more or less data than
will actually be used. .

Let's say you want to construct a test to assess student
performance on Sets, Obj. 2, in the math skills sequence. The first
step'in developing the test should be to determine what responses
students have to make to pass the test. The objective states:

"Given a group of objects whose members differ along at
least one dimension, the student should sort the objects
into separate sets when the teacher points and says,
"Make a set of (cups) and a.set of (plates). Put the
(cups) here and the (plates) here.

Instructional Sequence; The student should be able to
sort into separate sets:

a. objects
b. flannel items
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Verbal Operation: The same procedure as in ObjectiVe 2 is

followed. After the student correctly sorts the _objects

194e,tedchot points and says; "What is this set?" and the

ottik-nt'should label the set (e. g%, "blocks" or "bearg"):
tip

The objective essentially requires that ttudehts illecriMinate

between objects (e.g.., plates and cups) and associate labels with

the objectso That 3s, students have to port labSectS Att's eclifkCed

sets'vhth the sets are designated by a label ' the6vps.

heze and the plates here."). Nonverbal stUdents' t (era e."1

they ,cm-associate labels with, the objects by soeing.the'btA4" P-

into designated sets. Verbal students must eort t e'obftWertiliittb

Separate gets and then label the sets.
14 11,i0(.1

int()

The basic guidelines to follow when designing a test arch:

belineate a syetem'for scoring each student response. of

concern. In this case for nonverbal students only the

Correctness of the sorting response has'to setAW.HfFor

the 'verbal studentj the correctness bf the, sortihg'rWonse

and the labeling, response must be scored. Tf therfArpoEer.
of the test ivas mexely to determine whether tijnbtrWP"m4

student could perform the\skill, the following tuts"'' P''''`'

collection format,would'be appropriate.
oo

T = Trial . = Correct error S = Student

Nonverbal Response 'Verbal ResobiAni

Student

s

Task Materialst T1

blocks 8, bears

Sorting
T2 T3 T4 TS Ti

Labelin
T2 f-

n .!

-

However, if the purpose of the test is to develop-an --

instructional program tailored to the skills the student

4 san and cannot perform, the information derived-"f TA the

above format is not sufficient. At least t1W1) adaiii541,

bits of information are helpful in'devoloping*I''''' 1 'P

instructional program: 1) the specific type orericirel

students make; and 2) under what conditionS.StOents

can perfbrm the skills. This brings u8 to guidelines

two, and three.

2. When appropriate, use a data collection format which

allows'a precise determination of the type of error studenfs

4 make. 'The above format allows the evaluator to determine

whether students made a sorting or labeling error. However,

whenever appropriate error responses should also be broken

down into their smallest component parts. In this example,

students could have made two types of labeling errors:

incorrectly labeling the block or incorrectly labeling

the bear. In the following data collection format the

type of error can be denoted.

n.

a
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Student Task MaterialsMaterials

Nonverbal
Response

' , .

Verbal Response
Sortin: Labelin:
T1 T2 T3 Ti T2 T3

blocks & bears + + +
...-

,

- + +

Correct Responses:
Sorting
Labeling

a

Error Responses: 3/9
Sorting

-Labeling
Blocks-
Bears'

This collection format allows the evaluator to analyze the
error pattern and determine that the student only needs
instruction on labeling bears. Qbviously, a data collection'
format which allows the coding of every potential type of

terror gives the evaluator optimal information. However,

in many cases the types of potential errors are numerous
and the data collection and data sheets- wouh be quite
cumbersome. Thus, it may be practical to note.the\type
of error in an error comment section of the sheet. \;

As described previou cues to respond and response

requirements may va from student to student. A problem
with the above format is that it does not allow the'
evaluator to score what cues to respond were presented
to individual students.' The following data collection
format may be appropriate for denoting types of errors and
cues to respond.

Objective
Evaluator

Date
Setting

Cues to Respond:
a. "Put the here and the here."

b. "Place the here and the here."

c. "Pile the .-----here and the

d. Teacher points' to object(s) and asks, "What are these ?"

Itrteibal Fto gcrns t Verbal

Materials and
Pop _,

Trials Trials Type of

1 2 3 4 Z 1 2 3! 4 5 Error

blacks & bears
Cues:

a, and d

,

.

cups & spoons
Cues:

'b and d

, ''

422

-
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This format appears adequate. However, it does not -

indicate under what conditions students can perform the
correct response if they failed the Level I initial

assessment..

3. When appropriate, use a data collection format which allows
the determination of under what conditions students can
perform,skills they failed in the Level I administration
of initial assessment. In the system described' here,
after students make at leawk two error, given the baseline
test under Level I administration conditions the evalOtor
should switch to a Level II evaluatibn procedure andattempt
to get the correct response any way possible (e.g., model,

prime, change'the instructional cue, change the materials,

change the reinforcer). If students responds correctly
to a Level iT'procedure, mete in a comment section at the

bottoth of the data sheet which conditions did and did not

produce correct responding. The alternatives which ,

procedures correct responding should give a teacher's`;

notion\of what type of instructional programs and.specific
instructional procedures are appropriate for teaching

students the- skill. The only change from the data
collecti6 format suggested in "2" is the addition of 'a
comment section at the bottom of the data sheet.

4. Studenti often bate their responses on irrelevant dimensions
of a task (e.g., the position of the objects, color of

objects, subtle teacher cues). Testing should be arranged

to insure that students have to base their responses'om

relevant task dimensions.' Becker, Engelmann and Thomas

(1971) suggest to insure essential task characteristics
filcontrol students= responding tasks should be chosen which

allow the teacher to: '

a. Present a set of instances and not instances ofthe
concept (e.g., instances of cups and not instances

)f cups should be presented).

b. Construct instances of the concept such that they all

have essential concept characteristics and construct
not instances such that they have none or only some of

the essential characteristics.

c. Frequently vary the nonessential characteristics of

the instances and not instances to insure that the
students have to respond only to essential character-

,
istics (e.g., in presenting cups the size,, color,
texture and position of instancies and not instances

of cups should be varied).
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.

Sample initial assessment data sheets are provided,in Appendix G.
If students perform the skills required by an objectiVe correctly on
four out of five presentations of initial assessment in Level I
conditions and if the objective is a critical objective (See Critical
Otjectives Appendix E), administer skill mastery assessment at a'.
later date. However, if the(students fail an objective in Level I
conditiong and the objective is one above, objective they passed
in Level I conditions, the_ information from the Level II assessment
of the objective should be used to delinPate,putentially liable
instructional procedures:

.41

424



Apbendix E

Critical ObJectives for Which Skill Mastery
Should hgeAssessed and Reported

--
11. Matching Numeralsto Quantities

Obj. 1 -

12. Matching Quantities to. Numerals
Obj 1

1. Imitation
Motor
Verbal

Sets

Obj.

'Obj.

It

419

3. One-Many. = ---

3

One-to-One Correspondence
Obj. 1

5. Equivalence_
Obj. 1

6. More/Less (More
Obj. 1.

7. Conservation of
(More and Less)
Obj. 2

Obj. 4
Obj. 6 ,

and Less)

Number

f6tional Counting
Obj. 3, 10, 15, 20,
Obj. 4

Rote Counting
Obj. di

10. Numeral RecOgnition
Obj. 1

13. Ordering' Numerals

Obj. 5,

Obj. 9

14. Ordering Quantities
,Obj. 1

15. Addition Numeral & Objects
Obj. 1

16. Addition Fingers
Obj. 4

17. 1-to-1 Correspondence
Story Problems,:

OW: 1

18. X + y =
Story Problems

Obj. :4

19. X + = Y
Story Problems
Obj. 4
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Appendix F

Constructing Formal Skill Mastery Tests

The purpose of the formal skill mastery tests is to confirm that
students can perform skills across functional tasks,. settings, people,
task materials and language cues which frequently occur. The follow-
ing procedure may be appropriate. First, determine the task materials,
settings, people gd)language cues stndents should perform the skill
across. When a sdent correctly performs a critical objective
in a Level,I initial assessment or otherwise demonstrates Skill
performance across functional tasks, people, settings and.language
cues (as in H of the evaluation model) administer formal skill mastery
,tests. On skill mastery tests only vary the item being tested (people
settings; materials, language cues). That is, if.performance of skilli
across task materials.is being tested keep everything the same (i.e.,
people, setting and language cuee) but the materiali.

Sample Skill Mastery Test Data Sheet

Objective Date
Evaluator Setting

6/Cues to respond:
a. "Put,the here and'the here."
b. "Place the here and'the here."
c. '"Pile the here and the here."
d. Teacher point to object and asks, "What are these?"

Across Materials 6

S1 Cues Materials Cor. of Resp. Type of Error

Trial 1 a
red blocks
green bears

Trial 2 a
big bears
little blocks

AA,

Trial 3 a

green bears
red blocks

Trial 4
big
little bears

Trial 5
red blocks
green bears

Comments:

If performance across people is being tested, keep everything
constant (i.e.,, task materials, settings, and language cues) except
the evaluator.,

4 96



T2 = Aide

'Across People

Ts = Method/s Student

423.

Student Tester Cues Materials - Cor. of Resp. Type of Error

Trial 1 T2 a. block-bear

Trial 2 T3 a block -bear
.

Trial 3 Ts. fa block-bear

Trial 4 T2 a block-bear

Trial 5 Ts a block-bear

° Comments:

If performance across settings is being tested, keep everything
_constant (i.e.', task materials, -people, and language cues) except

the setting.

Across Settings

Sti = Library St2 = Kitchen Area

Student Setting Cues Materials Cor. of Reap. Type of Error

Trial 1 St -a block-bear

Trial 2- Sti a block-bear

Trial 3 St9 a block -bear

Trial 4 St2 a block-bear

Trial 5 St1 a block-bear

Comments:

If'a purpose of the evaluation is todetermine if the student can
perform a skill across language cues to respond, then two types of
language cues could be presented.

-a. A series of different verbal language cues to respond which
require topographically similar responses (e.g., "Put the
(blocks) here and the (bears) here," "Place the (bloc)
here and the' (bears) here," "Pile the (blocks) here and
the (hears) here"). In this case students are not
necessarily required to differentially respond to the
individual componepts (nouns, verbs) of the language
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cues. However, in-most daily human situations individuals,
are required to differentially respond to the individual
components of verbal language cues (e.g., give me cup,
touch cup, take cup). That is, the listenet'is required
to discriminate the individual components (e.g., noun-

. verb: take cup, touch cup, give me cup) of cues one after
another. This brings us to a second type df language due
presentation.

. A series of different verbal lgnguage cues which requires
students to differentially respond (make topographically
different responses) to the individual components of the
language cues (e.g., take cup, touch cup, give me cup).
Option 'b! is the most appropriate for assessing perfoponce
across verbal language cues since it is-the arrangement
which most accurately reflects the ordinary human situation.
It performance across language cues is being aasessed,keep
everything constant (i.e., task materials, people, and
setting) except the verbal language cues.

Across Verbal Language Cues

T = Touch bear/block
G = Give. me bear/block
L = Label "What is this" bear/block

Student Language Cue Materials Cor. of Res p. Type of Error

Trial L T block-bear

Trial 2 G block-bear

Trial 3 L 'block-bear

Trial 4 G block-bear

Trial 5 1/4 T block -bear

t

,

ents:.

le mastery skill test data sheets are provided in Appendix H.
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Appendix O

Sample Baseline Data Sheets
a

Several sample baseline data sheets are provided. In most cases
these sheets will not be applicable to a perticular situation or
student without modification. That is, you should use cues, materials,
settings; etc. appropriate to your students. It is hoped that these
sample sheets will help readers deviSe their own data collection
systems and formats. Do not use these sheets without carefully
reading the previous seetions on initial skill assessment and
construction of tests. As previously articulated when initially
assessing students use language ,cuedf, materials, dettings and
evaluators which you think will facilitate the student performing
optimally.

Objective
Evaluator

Baseline Data Sheet

Sets

a \

Date
Setting

Cues to respond:
a. ."Put the here and the here."
b. "Set" the here and the Ilos

c. Teacher paints to objects aniTi7is, "What are these ?"

.

# of Obj.
in Set

. - .;. .:.....

ials
1 2 .3 4. 5

1,Xbai Response

Trials
1 2 3 4 5

.

-Type of
ErrorMaterials & Cues

a crayons 84,blocks

Cues: a & cs'-1

2 . r.

,

S2 cups & spoons
Cues: b & c

.

.

_._

Comments:



Objective
Evaluator

Baseline.Data Sheets

Sets

Cues to respond:
a. "Put the d here." _____5,-,--t.--,__-------

b. "Place the and _here.--"-
--

c. Teacher points to o 3 c't'i-and asks, "What are these?"

Date
Setting

425

o Pjxn Veal %sum.%

Materials.& Cues

reel
Requested Trials

Set 1 2 3 .4 5

Trials
I 2 3 4 5

'Type of
Error

Si cup, napkin,
spoon, dish
Cues: a & c

cup &
,spoon

S2 block, bear,
crayon, bead
Cues: a & c

block &
bear

Comments:

0

A-7

c).
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Equivalence

. Objective Date....__ --
Evaluator _,-----------gating

----'-- Cues to respond:
.

a. Make your set equal to mine. ... (choose optimal one for

1.
b. How Many in my set? each student)
c. How many do. you need? 1. blocks
d.. Do you have enough, ic" ? 2. bears
e

1
.g Are the sets equal? 3. 'chips

f. Are there enough? ,-- 4. bottle caps
, g. Is your set equal to mine? 5. cards

h How ean you tell?

J

Put, the equal signs between
the two equal°sets.

Responses necessary to complete task:
'1. Timnts T's set correctly (if have rational counting skills)
2. Puts out set equal to T's set
3. Matches sets using 1-to-1 correspondence
4. Answers that sets are equal (i.e.,°verbal)
'5. Places equal sign between 2 sets

Student 1. Cues
Matz-

erial
41 Obj.

in T Set
Set

Arr n e.
Responses
Correct

'type

Error Comment

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

a

a

4

4

4

a.

3.

4
.

2

vertical

vertical

vertical

1 2 3

4-5
1-23
4-5

.

...-.

1 223
ef.----

1

432,

ft



Conservation o NuMber

Objective Date
S3

Evluator Setting

Set Arxangement: 'Always spread out one set
"valence: Equivalent =-1 ,

Nonequivalent = NE

, # of objects-in sets: Always 5-5 or 5-4

Cues to respond:
a. Are the sets equal? ,

b.. Do the sets have a different number?
a. Doesvone set have more?

Etc.

Student Cue

Task Materials
& Set Equiv.

Nonverbal Response
Ti T2 T3 T4
E NE E E

T5
NE

a cups & saucers

427

Verbal Response
Tl T2 T3 T4 T5

E E NE E NE

cups & saucers

V

Comments;

C

r

0
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Appendix H

SamoleoSitill Mastery Data Sheets

Several sample skill mastery data sheets are provided. These
sheets will not be applicable to a particular situation or student
without modification. That is, you should use cues, materials,
settings, etc. relevant to your students. It is hoped that these
data sheets provide a model for devising your own data collection
system and format. Do not use these sheets without carefully
reading the previous section on skill mastery assessment and
constructing skill mastery tests.

Sample Skill Mastery Data Sheet

A. Sets

Objective 2 Date
Evaluator Setting

Across Materials

Cues to respond: Materials:,
a. "Set the . here and 1. dishes and cups

the '4 here." 2. blocks and bears
3. spoons and crayons
4. paints and brushes
5. flannel birds and trees

Student 1 Cues Materials
# of Obj.
in Set Cor. of Rest).

Type of
Error

Trial 1 a 1

Trial' 2 a 2 5

Trial 3 a 3 4

Trial :4 a 4 6

Trial 5 a

Comments:

434



Settings:
1. Work table
2. Kitchen area
3. Play area
4. Ball

Across Settings

429

Student 1 Setting Cues Materials
tl of Obj.

in Set
Cor. of
Reap.

Type of

Error

Trial 1 1 a

dishes
& cup 2

Trial 2 2 a
dishes
& cup S

Trial 3 3
J

.a

dishes
& ell*

,

4

Trial 4 4 a

dishes
&, cup 3

Trial. 5 2 a

dishes
, & cup . , 6

Comments

Across People

People:
1. 'Aide
2.. Student teacher
3. Teacher

Student 1 People Cues Materials
If of Obj.

in. Set

Cor. of
Reap.

Type of
Error

Trial 1 1 a ,

dishes
& cup

Trial 2 2 a

dishes
& cup 6

Trial 3 . ,a .

dishes
& cup 4

.

.

Trial 4,
dishes
& cup 3 ---

Trial 5 3 a

dishes
& cup 6 _ _

Comments:

J

4,

430



tr

430

Response cues:
1. "Set the here and the here."
2. "Put the here and the,. here."
3. "Place the here and th-e---- here.",
4. Tcbcher points to objects and asks, 'Thai are these?"

Across Language Cues.

Student 1 'Wes

.

Materials
ft of Obj.

in Set
Cor. of
Res

Type of
Error

Trial 1 1
dishes
& cup

.

Trial 2 ; 2

, dishes'

& cup

.

' -. 5- .

Trial 3 3

'dishes
& cup 4

Trial 4
dishes
& cup

a

Trial 5
'dishes
& cup

Comments:

14
'Sample.SItillMabtexy Data Sheet

11. Sets

Objective S Date
Evaluator s Setting

Across Materials
V
Cues to respond:

a. "Set the and
the' here."

Materials:
1. dish, cup, napkin, spoon'

2:--'crayon, block, toothbrush, cup
3. pencil, bead, comb, brush
4. brush, dish, forki-Mitten
5. yacissors, cart apple, banana

Student 1 Cues

-

Materials Requested Set
Cor. of
Resp.

Type of
Error

Trial 1 a 1 dish, cup
.

Trial 2 a 2

crayon,
tbCthbrush

Trial 3 a 3 comb, brush

Trial 4 a 4 fork, mitten

Trial .5 a 5 car., apple

Comment

436



Setting:

1. Work table
2. Play area
3. Kitchen area

Across .Settings

Al

4a3

Student 1
Set-
in Cues 'Materials

Requested
-Set-

Cor. of
Res .

Type of
Error

Tria l 1

$0h, cup
na ki S oon

dish
en

--

Trial 2 1111111 a
d ah, cup
ne i s 'on

napkin
s oon._

Trial 8

Trio 4 NIB
c

(Us , cup
na ki sa on
dis cup
na ki s.00n'.

cup .

soon
dish
na kin

Trial 8
- 4 AO a cup cup_ _1MP......kibILW911:._ na L11

Cements:.

People:
1. Aide
2. Student teacher
a. Teacher

1c34,_t s Pco lei

. . .

Student:4 People Gues Materiald
Requested

Set

Cor. of
Resp .

Type of
Error.

Trial 1,,, 1
,

a -

dipli, C4P-
na kk a aeon

diSh
cu.

Trial 2 2 a
cup

Pa ki s OW
napkin
'S oon

'Ikdal 8
. dish, cup

.natkinlaPnea

cup

:sPaOn.
---..-- --.c , -

Trial's a
'dishia,cup

-1 in s .on
disci

napkin

Trial
dxs cup
na ''kin on

cup
na tin -Oras=ir......ton......
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Across Ldatuage Cues

Response cues:;
1. "Set the and , here."
2. "Put the and here.'

3. "Place the and here."
-........-- ...----.

4. -Teacber'panto to objects and asks, "What are these?"

, ,

Student 1 Cues Materials
Requested

Set

1 Cora of
Res .

e of
i'or

Trial 1 1
dish ,

cup
nabkin,spoon

dish
cup .

Trial 2 2
dish, cup
napkin, spoon

napkin
-spoon

Trial 3 3

dish, cup
napkin, spoon

cup
,

..spoon

dish
napkin,

...,

Trial 4 4
dish, cup
na.kin,spoon

Trial .5 4
dish, cup
napkin, spoon

cup
napkin

Comments,:

'SU

. One4 .,One Correspondence

Objective
Evaluator'

Set equivalence:
Enough - E
Not,Enouah - NE
Too Many - TM

Date
Setting

Array:
1. Vt = Verti61
2: H = Horizontal
3. Va = Varied
4. D = Domino
SA L = Linear

Responses Necessary for Completing the Task:

Cues:
a. Give each a .

b. Do you have enough?
c. What is wrong?
d. How many do you need?
e. What do you do?

Responses:
a. Stud& assigns objects 1-1
b. .Indicates or replies yes-no
c. 'Adds more and/or verbalizes amount
d. Counts out or verbalizes amount
e. Takes away and/or verbalizes. action

'a
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Araterials:
1, Quarters
2# Pena le .%

.3. natures.
4. 'Water Toy ,

Abross Maierials e.

Cues to ropondi
a. 'give each

0

Set Equiv. Cor of Type of

Sti;dent 1 Cues. Materials Aria of Set Res ; Error

Trial Z a4 1 Vt

Trial 2 .

TAP. 3.

Trial 4

Trial-51

Comments: ;

a

TM

NE

`Setting

1.. Work table
2. Play area
3. %Kitchen area'

Student 1

Trial y.

Trial 2

Trial

Trial 4

.`Tr?. af 5

Set7
tiny

C7

AcroseAettingS

Mat- Set Equiv. Cor'. of

erials Array of Set Rasp.

2 Vt

Type of
Error

a H NE

3 , 2 H.
TM

-4'

2 va NE

"17
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People:

1.
2.
S.

Aide
Student teat'
Teacher /

er

Across People

Student 1
,

Peopl Cues
Mat-
erials

Set
Array

Equiv. of
Vs Set

'Cor. of
°-. Resp.

Type of
Error

Trial 1" h 2 Vt E
.

Trial 2
,

2 a

Trial 3 3 a 2
H.

t
13

4)11,4

Trial 4 2 a va .

Trial 5 1 a 2 L TM

Comments:

Response
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.,

cues:
'Give 'each

Put a
Put a
Take a
Place a

Ldko'sfALan jaleCues

a
on each
in each
from each
in each,

Student 1 ad: Material
Set

Array
Equiv; of*
Ste Set

Cor. of.

Resp.°

Type of
Error

Trial 1 a 2 ' Vt
e

.Trial 2° b 2' li NE'

Trial 3 c 2 H TM

Trial .4- . A

Trial .5... e. 2 L 0

Commenta;
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D. Equivalence

Objective 1 , Date

Evaluator Setting
, /0,1--

*Responses necessary to complete task:

'1. Counts teacher's set correct47.(if have rational counting.

skills)
2. Puts out set equal to teacher's set

3. ,Matches sets in 1-to-1 correspondence

4. Answers that sets are equal (if student is verbal)

5. Places equal sign between 2 sets

Afray:
,Va =,yaried
H = Horizontal
Vt = Vertical,
L = Linear

Across Materials

Cues to respond:
a. "Make your set equal to mine."

b. "Are the sets equal ?"

Materials:
1. Blocks
2. Cups and saucers

3. Flannel trees and apples

4. Stamps on paper (student uses stamp pad)

5. Worksheet r pictures of balloons - student draws

c

balloons

Student 1 Cues Materials

# of Obj.
in T's Set

Set
Array

s-

Reap., Cox.

Type of
Error

-Trial 1 a&b

.

1 8

-I

Ala

1 2453

.

Trial 2 a&b H
1 2

: 45
.

Trial 3 a&b

.

10 Vt
1 2

475
3

Trial 4 ,a&b 4 5 L
1 2

Lr-5
3 -

Trial 5 i,

,

a&b 5 9 - Va
r

1 2

(-5---
3
-----

Comments:

44 1
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Across Settings

Settings:
1. Work table
2. Play area
3. Kitchen area

tt

Student 1
Set-
tin CMG

Mats
eriala

tt of Obj.,

in T's Set
Set

Array Reap. Cor.
Type of
Error

1 2' 3
Triai 1 1 an 1 8 Va 45

1 2- 8
Trial 2 2 a&b ,1 , 3Q H 4 5

1 2 3'
Trial 3 a&b 1 10 Vt 4 5

Trial 4 2, an 1
.

5 L
1 2 3

4 5
0 1 2 3

Trial 5 1 an 1 9 Va 4c
Comments:

Across People

People:
1.. Aide
-2. Student teacher

'. 3. Teacher 4

Student 1 P;oole

.

Cues
Mat-
Arials'

4 of Obj.
in T's Set

Set
Array Reap. tor.

Type of
Eric

.

1 2 3_
Trial 1 ,1 a&b, 1 -8 Va 4 5--

Trial 2 2 a&b 1 H
1 2

4 5--
.

,

1 2 3
Trial 3 3 an 10 Vt 4s

1 2 3
°Trial 4 1 an 1. 5- - L 4-5

1 2 3
Trial 5 3 a&b 1 9 Va 4 57

Comments:



Acrosb ,Language Cues

Cues to respond:
a. "Make your set equal to mine."
b. "Are the:sets equal?"
c. "Are 'Were enough?"
d. "Is your set equal to dine ?"

1:0

437

Student 1 Cues
Mat-
erials

# of Obj.
in T's Set

Set
\Irray Resp. Cox..

Type of
Error

1 2 3D

Trial 1 .a&b 1 S Va 4 5
1 2. 3

Trial 2 a&c 1 3 II 45
. 1 2 3

Trial 3 ad 1 - 10 Vt -45
1 2 3

Trial 4 a&d 5- 45
. .

i 1 2 3,

Trial 5. a&b 9 Va 4 5
Comments:

E. More-Les

,Objective 3 (mare /less) Date
Evaluator Setting

Set Array: Number of erects in Sete:

Vt = Vertical 1. 3 -10

H = Horizontal 2. '2-7
L =Linear 3. 3-5

Va = Varied, 4. 5-6

0 = One to One 5. 2-3

7
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AcroS Materials

Response cues:
a. Take/Touch (more/less

Materials:
1. Pencils
2. Quarter
3. Shoes
4. Tipker Toys

,

Student 1 Cues Materials
itof Obi.
in Seto

Set
Array

,

Con of Repo .

- -ir

Type of
Error
-,

'a
Trial 1 1 . 3-10

..0

Va

-

Trial 2 a 2 " 2 -7 Vt ,

,f.I.

\l
Trial A a 3 3 -5 H

Trial 4' a. . 4 5 -6 L

Trial 5 a 1 2-3 Vt

Comments:

Across Settings

Settings:

1. Work table
2. Play area
3. Kitchen area

a

..

gtudent 1
3e-t-

ting_Cues
I Mat-

erials
# oaf Obj.-3

in Sets
Set

Arra Cor. of Res .
Type of
Error

Trial 1 1 a 4 3-10 Va . .

Trial 2 2 a 4 2-7 Vt

Trial 3 3 a 4 a3-5 H,

Trial 4 5-6 Va

Tria1,5 1 a
,

4 2-3 Vt

Comments:

a
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PRopLe

eople:
1. Aide
2. Student teacher
3. Teacher

ti

2

Student 1 People Cues
Mat-
erials

it of Obj.

in Sets
Set

.Array
Cor. of
keep*

Type of
Error

Trial 1 1 a 3-10 Va

Trial 2 2 a 4 2-7 H

Trial 3 3 a 4 3 -5 Vt

Trial 4 2 a 4 5-6 Vt

Trial 5

_

1 a 4 2-3
.

Va -
Comments:

Across Language Cues

Rdsponce cues:
a. "Take/touch (more /less)."
b. "Count the

Which is (M6767Tess)?"
"Count the .

Which is (more .less) #t or

Student.1 Cues Materials
4 of Obj.
in Sets,

Set
Array

Cor. of
Rasp.

Type of
Error

Trial 1 a 4 3-10 Va .

Trial 2 b 4 2-7- H

Trial 3

.

c 4 - 3-5 Vt

Trial 4 5-6 Va

Trial 5 c 4 2 -3' Vt _

Comments:
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F. Conservation of Number

4Objective 2 Date

Evaluator Setting

Set Equivalence:
Equivalent Sets ='E
Nonequivalent Seta = NE

Set Array:
Va = Varying arrangement of a set
M.T. = Move together
8.0: = Spread one set of obj., apart.
M.C. = Move one set of obj. closer togother
S.G. = Subgroup member of 1 set

Across Materials

Cues to respond:
a. "Are the sets equal?"

Materials: -

1. Pencils
2. Quarters
3. Shoes
4. Tinker Toys
5. Books

Stulent 1 Cue

Mat- ''

erials
Set

Eaniv.
# of Obj.
in Sets

Set
Array

Cor. of
op.

Type of
Error

Trial 1 a 1 E 7 S.O.

Trial 2 a 2 NE 9 .G.

Trial 3 a 3 NE S.G.

Trial 4 A E

.

Va

Trial 5 a 5 E '/7 : S.O.

Comments:



'Settings:
1. Play area
2. Kitchen area
3. Lounge

Set-
Student 1 tin

443.

AgE941gttialp.

Mat- Sot 0 of Obj Set Cor. of Type of

eriale E uiv. in Sets Arta Resd. Error

0

Cemmento:

Aerobe People

People:
1. Aide
2. Student teacher

Student 1
Eval-
,uator Cues

Mat-
oriels,

Set I#

Equiv.

of Obj.
in Seto

Set
Array

Cor. of
Reap.,

'Type of

Error

Trial 1 1 a- cups E , 9 . S.O.

Trial 2 2 a cupp NE_ 5 S.O.

Trial 3 2 a cups E 7 M.C.

Trial 4 1 a cups E 3 V

Trial 5 1 a cups NE 5 S.G. ,

Comments:

4 o.

a
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Across Language Cues

Response cues:
Do the sets have the same number

"2. Do the sets have a different number
3. Does one set have more

Student 1 Cues
Mat-
erials

Set
Equiv.

# of Obj.
in Sets

Set
Array

Cor. of
Reop.

Type of
Error

Trial 1 1 cups NE 7 S.Gt

Trial 2 1' cups NE 9 V

Trial 3 2' cups E . 9 S.O.

Trial 4 . 3 cups E 7 S.O.

1'rfaI 4 2 cups NE 3 M.C.

CoMmento:

G. Conservation of Number

Objective , 4 Date
Evaluator Setting

Set Equivalence: Objects Added:
Equivalent Seto = E Always 1
Nonequivalent Sets = NE

Across Materials

Cues to respond: Materials:

a. "Are the sets equal?" 1. . Crayons
2. Apples
3. Toothbrushes
4. Caro
5. Junk items

Student 1 Cues

Mat-
erials

Set
Equiv.

# of Obj.
in Seta

Set
Array

Cor. of
Reop.

Type of
Error

Trial 1 a 1 E 7 S.O.

Trial 2 a 2 NE 9 S.O.

Trial 3 a 3 NE 5 S.G.

Trial 4 a 4 E .
3 V

Trial 5 a 5 I E 7 S.G.

Comments:
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/

Settings:
1. Play area
2. Kitchen area-
& Lounge

443'

Student I
Set-
tin: Cues

Mat-
oriels

Set
E uiv.

4.0 Obj.
in. Seto

Set
Arra

Cdr. of
nest.

'Type of
Error

Trial 1 III cute

Tria 2 3

a

E

NE S.O.

MIMI
EMITrial 3

Trial 4 fl a cu o S.O.

Trl:al 5 1 a_ eapa 5

Acreso Peop12

People:

1. Aide
2. Student teacher

Student 1 People Cues,

Mat-
erielo

Set

Equiv.

# of Obj.
in Sets,

Set
Array

Cor. of
Reap.

Type of
Lrror

Trial 1 1 a cuts t 9 S.O.

Trial 2 mingirmaiN S.0. MI
Trial 3 a cuss 1111111 7 MIEN
Trial 4 a OM E 3 NI 4

Trial .5 a cu s NE

COmmen s:
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Across Language

'Response cues:
1. Do the sets have the same number?
2. Do the sets have a different number?
3. Does one set have more?

Student' Cues
Mat-
erials

Set
Equiv.

0

NE

* of Obj.
in Sots,

7

Set
Arra

S.G.,

Cor. of
I2ee

Type of
Error

Trial 1 1 cups

Trial 2 1 cups NE 9

Trial. 3 cups E 9 S.O.

Trial 4 3 4 cups E , 7 S.O.

Trial 5 2 cups NE 3 S.G.
,

Comments:

H. Conservation of Number

Objective 6

Evaluator

Set Equivalence:
Equivalent Sets = E
Nesequivalent Sets = NE

Cues to respond:
a. "Are the

Date
Setting

Objects Taken Away:
Always 1

Across Materials

sets eqtial?"

Materials:
1. Crayon
2. Quarter
3. Oranges
4. Books
S. Toothbrushes

Student 1 Cues
Mat-
erials

Set
Eluiv.

# of Obj.
in Sets

Set
Arra

Cor. of
Res,.

Type of
Error

Trial 1 a 1 E 7 .25.0.

Trial ,2 a NE
.

9

,

V

.

Trial 3 a '3 NE 5 V

Trial 4 4 E 3 S.O.

Trial 5 a 5 E 7 S.G.

Comments:

4 5u



Se tinge!

1 Play . area

Kite Len area

Lounge

0 Set-
Student 1

Trial 1

Tria 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial

Comments:

tin Cues.

Mat-,.

enials
Set Set

Arra
of Obj.

in Sets
Con. of
'Bps

Type of
Error

a CU S

Peoplet
. 14 Aide

Student teacher

Cu

E

S.C.

V

NE

4

S.G.

gross ilre.2219.

,

Student 1 Poole Cues

Mat-
oriels

Sot
E uiv.

11 Or Obj

in. Seto

MEI
Set
Artax

S 1

Cor.lof
Re -..

111
Type of
Erro

.,
-2.31

Trial 2 Mil cu s EMS S.O.

Tr.al..8 cu s EOM111

Trial 4 a cu s 3 S.G.

Trial. 5 cu s NE

Comments

4 51.
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Language Cues

Response cups:
1. "Do the.oets have the same number?"
'2. "Do the theta have a different number?"
3. "Doe° one -set have more?"

Student 1 Cues
Mat-
erialo

Set

Eguly1.

NE

4 of Obj.
in Seto

7

Set

Array'

S.G.

Cor. of
Resp.

Type of
Error

Trial 1. 1 -cups

Trial 2 1 cups NE 9

Trial 3 2 cups E 9 S.O.

Trial 4 3 cups E 7 S.O.

Trial 5 cups R 3 V

Comments:

. Objective
Evaluator"

D

. Rational Counting

Date
Setting

Arrays: Marking:
'Horizontal v, Student touches as counting = Marks

' Vertical = Vt Does not touch = No Marko
, .

Random = R
Crooked = C

Cues to respond:
a.' "Count the

Across Materials

It
Materials:

1. Cups
2. Pennies
3. Pieces of gum
4. Crayons
5. Junk items

Student 1 Cues
Mat-
erialo

Ar-
ray

# of Obj.
in Sets

Rows
in Set

Mark-
ing

Cor. of
Resp.

Tyre of
Error

Trial 1 a 1 Vt 2 1 Marks

Trial 2 a 2 Vt 4 1 Marks

Trial 3 a 3 H 5 1 Marks

Trial 4 H 3 1 Marks

Trial 5 a 5 Vt 1 1 Marks

Comments:



'Setting:

1. Play area ,

XitChen area
3. MiIk break area

Across. Settings

a.

tuden 1
Set -7

iting Cues
Mat-
erials

Ar-
ray

it of Ohj.

in Set

Rows
in Set.,

Mark-
in ,

Car. Pf.
'Resp.

plc of

Error

1- a cups Vt 2 , 1 JbElts

....

Trial 2 3

2.

a

a

.cups

cups.

Vt° -4 l Marks

Marks'Tribl 3

Trial 4 1 a gupg H 3 1. MarkS`

Trial 5 2, a cups Vt : 4 . 1 Marks
9.

.

Comments:

People:
1. Aide °

2. Student teacher A
3. Student teacher B

Across People

Student 1
Peo-
pie Cues

of Obj.Mat- Ar-14.n

erialsirayol Set,

Rows
in Seti

'Mark-
ing

Core of
Res .

,Type of
Error

Trial 1 1 a cups 'Vt 2 1 MgAs

Trial 2 2 a' cups.Vt 4 1 Marks

//-

Trial 3 3 a cups. H 5- 1 Marks

Trial 4 .2 a cups H 3 1 Marks

Trial .5 3 a

0

'cups H 5 1 Marks

Comments:



RespoRse cues:
a. "Count the ."

"How,many ."

et., "Give me 0 ."

d. "Show me II .1,

Across fangilage Cues

Student 1 Cuea
Mat
orials

cups

Set tit
Array

-17t

of Obi 4

in Set,,

'2

Rows
in ,Set

i'

Mark
ing

Marks

Cor. of
Resp.

Type of
Error

'Trial 1 a.

Trial 2 d cupd. 'Vt 4 1 Marks a

Trial 3 c 4 epos 2. H 5 1.' *Marks,

Trial it d cups H Marks
.

.

:Trial -5 cups H Marks
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TEACHING TRAINABLE LEVEL MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS TO
USE PICTURE CUES, CONTEXT CJJES AND INITIAL CONSONANT

SOUND TO DETERMINE THE LABELS OF -UNKNOWN WORDS

Diane EntrikAn, Robert York, and Lou Brown

Madison Public Schools and University OfWisconsin)

Instructional curricula in schools for students referred;to as
"trainable mentally retarded" is usually restricted to: 1) self-help
skills; 2) social adjustment in the family and the neighborhood; .

and 3) economic usefulness in the house, residential school or
sheltered workshop (Kirk, 1972). The rationale for these restrictions
is based on the underlying assumption that the trainable level students'
mental limitations dictate circumscribed instructional goals. The

absence of reading as a viable instructional area for the trainable-
retarded student logicply follows as an extension of this reasoning.
Much of the literature dealing with the education of trainable students
places little emphasis on the teaching of reading and often discourages
attempts to develop such programs (Burton, 1974; Kirk, 1972; Lent,
1975). For example, the following is a quote from Kirk (1972) dealing
with, the education of exceptional children.

"In general, trainable children do not learn to read from
even first grade books.. Their ability is limited to reading
and recognizing their names, isolated words and phrases,
common words used for their protection, such as 'danger',
'stop', 'men', 'women', and other signs which they encounter

) in a community. Some trainable children with special
abilities can learn to read. Vost who learn to read,
however, are probably educable mentally retarded children
.(Kirk, 1972, p. 231)."

Fortunately, the above rationale has been challenged by those
who believe that trainable level students' apparent deficits in
academic functioning may be a result of inadequate instructional
programming rather than inherent mental limitations. These people

have demonstrated in a number .of recent studies that individualized
reading instruction, utilizing basic principle's of performance, task
analysis, and continuous evaluation can result in the acquisition of
reading skills by trainable level retarded students. For example,

some retarded studentsoiere taught to functionally read nouns and
adjective-noun phrases-(Brown, Jones, Troccolo, Heiser, Bellamy%and

1This papef was supported in 'part by Federal Contract No. OEC-0-74-7993
to the Madisori-Public Schools and in part by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137
:to"ihe University'6f Wisconsin-Madison from the Department of HEW,
Bureau for Education of the Handicapped, Division of Training Programs,

Washington, D.C.
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Sontag, 1972);.to acquire basic language and reading skills culminating
in the reading of chart storieo (Johnson and Brown, 1974);'and to

anower comprehension questions by printing answers to who, what and

where questions (Domnie-and Brown, 1974). Obviously, the acquisition

of such reading skills will better prepare the retarded individual

to function independentl4 in a complex society in that reading skills

are necessary to follow written directions, use telephone directories,

avoid poisonous or dangerous events and gain information from newspapers

and other printed materials.

Each of the otudies cited above used the "whole word" or "sight

word" approach to teach basic reading skills. Thie-approach requires

the student to ceeognize entire printed words by sight, probably
utilizIng clues ouch ao word configuration, word length, capital

1ettero, initial lettero, double letteroand other details. Unfor-

tunately, there are limitations to the "whole f7ord" approach as

delineated in programs for trainable level students; 1) The "whole

word" approach io typically teacher dependent. That is,-the learning

of new words requires a teacher for word introduction and drill;

2) The "Whole word" approach does not teach reading skills which

provide for oelf-instruction when analyzing new word°, ouch as

following word analysis skills: phonic, phonetic, contextual and
structural analysis ap well as picture reading; 3) It is doubtful
that the whole word approach, in itielf,,will provide the trainable

level.individual with the multitude of words required for independent

functional reading.

As an alternative to the "whole word" approach,Gan approach based

strictly on letter-sound relationships might be considered. In this

approach, reading is taught by translating phonemes (sounds) into words.

The teacher using the process of translating sounds into words need

notte concerned with the use of meaningful wordd and commonly selects

"regularly" spelled words (e.g,, cat, fat, hat tat, etc.), arranged

in repetitive sentences. The student early in his instruction learns

to pronoune words 1)1 sounding letters and blending these sounds into

words. A major advantage to an approach based on letter-sound relation-

ships is that if provides the skills necessary for self-instruction.

The teacher is no longer depended upon for word introduction and drill

since the student/can analyze and label words through knowledge of

letter sounds. This approach was rejected as a viable reading
approach with the students involved in this program for the following

reasons: 1) The students were multiply handicapped manifesting
a :plethora of physical, sensory and intellectual disabilities. Many

of their physical difficulties have produced articulation deficits

which would have-interfered with the implementation of an approach

based solely on letter-sound relationships; 2) Controlled vocabulary

resulting from "regularly" spelled words commonly produces artificial

story lines which are not based on true life experiences. Such

reading content was judged nonmeaningful and nonfunctional for the

_students of concern; and 3) Little merit is placed on the development

of Supplementary word 'analysis skills su as the use of printed

context and picture context cues to analy e words.

45a
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'The position offered here is that the acquisition of some
combination of sight words and word analysis skills may be most
appropriate for trainable level multiply handicapped students.
These skills need not be viewed as incompatible or mutually exclusive
but rather as complimentary components of a functional reading

repertoire. If the trainable level students can be taught to utilize
effectively word analysis skills when reading, it_may ultimately be
possib19.-for-such students to decode unfamiliar words without
direct teacher instruction and thus increase their chances for
independent functioning in a complex symbol based community setting.
This program represents a preliminary attempt to delineate and
empirically verify an instructional arrangement that can be used
'to develop a combination of word analysis Arne in trainable level
multiply handicapped students. More specifically, the students
were taught to use picturL cues, context cues and initial consont t
sounds to determine the la:-ls of unknown words. )

The following prerequisi
entry into the progMm;

sling were considered necessary for

1. Imitation of teacher provided consonant sounds;

2. Rudimentary speech;'
3. A'sight vocabulary of at least 50 words;.
4. Left to right eye movement when reading;
"5. A reliable and valid yes-no response;
6. A basic understanding of logical and absurd relationships.

The ability to imitate consonant sounds was essential since modeling
was a primary correction procedure used by the teacher during instruction.

Rudimentary speech was necessary considering the large amount. of '

required verbal responses., A sight vocabulary of at least 50 words
and left to right eye movement when reading were considered essential
since the program required reading words in sentences. A.reliable

yes-no response was necessary for evaluating performance in several

components'of the program. A basic understanding of real and absurd
relationships was considered important in order to perform contextual
analysis skills at the established difficulty level. In an attempt

to communicate the precise content of the program a-detailed task
analysis is presented below:

Phase I: When students are presented with a printed word they cannot
label and four picturea,that represent objects and actions with .

differin initial consonant sounds, they will determine the
Aabel of the unknown word by finding and labeling the picture
which represents the object or action with the same initial

consonant sound.

Part 1 -.leaching students to label object pictures and describe

action pictures

Part 2 - 'reaching students to sound 'consonants presented on

flashcards.

4
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Pam rt Sa - Teaching students to touch the first letter (color
coded) in printed words.

Part 3b - Teaching students to touch the first letter (not
color coded) in printed words;

Pert 4 - Teaching students to sound initial consonants in
selected printed words.,

Part 5 - Teaching students to label object pictures, to describe
. action pictures, and to make the initial consonant sounds

of the objects and actions represented in the pictures
(e.g.,.Q - "Whatis this ? ", A - "(ball)" Q - "What is the
first sound in (ball)" or Q "What is the (boy) doing?"
A - "(running)" Q - "What is the first sound in (running)?").

Part 6 .- Teaching students to label object pictures, to describe
action pictures, and to make the initial consonant sounds
'of the objects and actions represented in those pictures

Q - "What is this?" A - "(ball)" Q - "What is the
first sound in that word?" or Q - "WhatSis the (boy) doing?"
A -"(running)" Q - "What is the first sound in that word?").

Part.7 - Teaching students to make the Initial consonant sounds
of objects and actions represented in pictures (e.g., "What
is the first sound in this?").2

Part Teaching students to touch appropriate ,Object or
action-picture4 9 response to a consonant sound stated by
the teacher (e.4., "Touch the thing that begins with (bb).").3

Part 9 - When students are presented with a printed word they
cannot label and four pictures that represent objects and
,actions with differing initial consonant sounds, they will

. determine the label of the unknown word by finding and
Labeling the picture which represents the object or action
with the same,initial consonant sound.

Phase II: When students are presented with ,a worksheet containing
sentences composed of words they Can label but which are missing
one word in the subject; verb or object position (e.g., The

hit the ball. The boy the ball. The boy hit the
.) and three printed words above each sentence, they will

mark the one word that logically completes the sentence.

2Parts 5, and 6 differ in that the teacher repeats o ject labels and
action descriptions in Part 5 but does not do so in 6. In Part 7,
neither the teacher nor the student labels object pictures or describes
action pictures.

3(bb) 'as in boy.
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Part 1 - Teaching students to label object pictures and describe
action pictures.

Part 2 - When students are presented with eight sets of two
pictures, one component of each set depicting an absurd

action (ia.g. , tool= combing hair with toothbrush) and the

other component depicting a logical action (e.g., teacher
combing hair with comb) and the question, "Does this
picture make sense?", they will respond "yes" to pictures
of logical actions and "no" to pictures of surd actions.

Part
<

- When students are read sentences which are legidal or
absurd following the question,- "Does this sentence make sense?"
they will respond "yes" to logical sentences and "no" to
abturd sentences.

Part 4a - When students are presented with a printed sentence
read by the teacher with one word missing.in the object
position (e.g., The boy hit the .) and three object

pictures, they will touch-., the one picture that represents
the object which logically completes the sentence.

Part 4b - When students are presented with a printed sentence
read by the teacher with one word missing in the verb
position (e.g., The boy the ball.) and three action
pictures, they will touch the one picture that represents
the verb which logically completes the sentence.

Part 4c - When students are presented with a printed sentence
read by the teacher with one word missing in the subject

position (e.g., The hit the ball.) and three object
pictures, they will touch the one picture that represents
the subject which logically completes lohe sentence.

Part 4d - When students are'precented with a printed sentence
read by the teacher with one word lasing in either the

subject, verb or object positio hit the

ball. The boy the ball. The boy hit the .)

and three object or action pis ures, they will touch the

one picture that represents't subject, verb or object

which logically completes thc'sentence.

Part 5 - When students are press" cd witA a printed sentence
read by the teacher with one iord missing in the subject,
verb or object position (e.g., The hit the ball.

The boy the ball. The boy hit the .) and three

printed words, they will touch the one warifiat logically

complete° the sentence.

Part 6 - When students are presented with a worksheet containing
segtencee composed of words they can label but which are
missing one word in the subject, verb or object position

(e.g., The hit the ball. The boy the ball.

'The boy hit the .)land three printed words above each

450.
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sentence.,4#ey will mark the one word that logically
completes each sentence.

Phase HT: When students are resented with a worksheet containing
sentences composed of words they can label with the exception of
one underlined word in the sublgEttalarb or object position and
fo ictureo above each sentence the will determine the label
of the underlinatATELhy_marhing and namiLlIthe one picture
which repERsaitlAtaillect or action with a the same initial
consonant Pound as the underlined word and b which lo icall
completes the sentence.

Part 1 - Teaching students to label object pictures and describe
action pictures as thdy are presented on worksheets.

Part 2 - When students are presented mith a worksheet containing
sentences composed of words they can label with the exception
of one underlined word in thb subject, verb or object position
and four pictures above each sentence; they will determine
the label of the underlined word:by marking and labeling
the one picture which represents the object or action a) with
the same initial consonant sound as the underlined word,
and b) which logically completes the sentence.

Method

Students (So)

So (al, S2 and Sift:ere members of a self- contained classroom
for multiply handicapped, children in the Madison Public School system.
So were labeled both "trainable mentally retarded" and "orthopedically
handicapped." At the conclusion of this program they ranged in
chronological age from 8 years and 10 months to 11 years and 10
months (X = 9 years and 9 months,),. Their most recently obtained
IQ scores ranged from 47 to 51 (X = 49)'.

Si was an 13.year and 10 month old girl who obtained an IQ score
of 47 on the Stanford Binet Test of Intelligence. yo orthopedic
diagnosis, was as follows: severe spastic quadriplegia and microcephaly.
Due to her spaoticity,!Si had severely impaired articulation, limited
spontaneous speech, and was confined to a wheelchair; Si lived with
her natural parents and 5 siblings.

S2 was a 10 year and 2 month old girl whoobtairied an IQ score
of 49 on the Stanford Binet Test of Intelligence. S2's orthopedic
diagnoSio was ag follows: encephalopathy due to metabolic growth
or nutritional disorder; congenital amyotonia which is a neuromuscular
condition resulting in progressive deterioration of muscle strength
and the spreading loss of sensation. S2 was also confined to a
wheelchair and was noticeably regressing physically (e.g., loss of
gag reflex, difficulty' swallowing, difficulty breathing when asleep).
S2 was living in a foster home with two foster siblings.

460



was an 8 year and 10 month old boy who obtained on IQ score
of $1 on the Stanford Dinet Test of Intelligence. J.le orthopedic
diagnosis was as fellows: spastic double hemiplogia (left side more

affected). S3 was ambulant with the help of long leg braces and a

walker. His articulation was moderately impcgred due to his

. spasticity. On was living in a foster home with one foster sibling.

-Instructional Materials

Phase I

Materials

(3" x 3") which were commercially
or teacher-made were as follows:

Part 1- Instructional

A) Object pictures
produced

o

monkey rain purse goat numbers

bell pencil mitten, nuts men

watermelon nail bear ring bat

fork girl water -pumpkin wind o*

pan witch' fish nurse fire

needle finger rug game mop

ruler boat neat garden gate
k

Action pictures (3" x.3") which were commercially
produced or teacher-made were as follow0:

fun bounce fight wash walk

grow mow brush pop

--paw- read fall

Cr Data sheet so shown in'Appendix A

Part 2 - Instructional Mateiials

A) Eight consonants were printed on manilla cards
(2" x 2") and divided into two sets of four as

follows:

Set 1: mo b, w, f
Set 2: r, po n, g

D) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A

Part 3a - Instructional Materials

A) Eight words were printed on manilla cards (2 1/2"

x 6") in blue with the first letter red and were

divided into two sets'as follows:

a

4Exact reading of Parts 1 through 9 Fan he'found in the. Task Analysis

section of this paper.

All commercially produced pictures used in thisprogiam were ideal

.

consonant pictures for Peg .Board No. 2721,

401



Set 1: monkey, bell watermelon, fork'
Set 2: rain, pencil, nail, girl

B) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A

part Sb a Instructional Materials

A) Eight words were printed on manilla cards (2 1/2"x
6") and divided into two sets as follows:

V

Set 1: mitten.hear, water, fish
Set 2: rug, pumpkin, nurse, game

B) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A

Part 4 - Instructional Materials

A) Sixteen words were printed on manilla cards (2 l/2"
x 6") with the following initial consonant sounds:

p, n, g, and were divided into two
sets as follows:

Set 1: monkey, bel4 'watermelon, fork, rain, pencil,
nail, girl
Sot 2: mn, bat, window, fire, run, pan, needle, grow

B) Data sheet as shown. in Appendi A'

Part S - Instructional.Materials'

A) -Sixteen pictuiesci, " x 8") which represented objects
or actions with .he initial conSonant sounds: m, b,
w,-f, n, p, r, g were divided into two cats as
follows:

Set 1: man, bat, window, fire, run, pan, needle,
game

'Set 2: mow, bounce, Witch, finger, ring, pOur,

next, goat

B) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A

Part 6 - Instructional Materials
. -

A) Sixteen pictures (3" x'S") which represented objects
and actions with the initial consonant sounds: m,

b, w, f, r, n, g were divided into two sets as,

Set 1: monkey, rain, brush, girl, water, fork,
pop, nurse
Set 2: mitten, read, bell, garden, wash, fall,
pencil, nail
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-0 Data shoot ea shown in Appendix A

Part 7 - InMructional Materials

.
A) Sixteen pictures (3" x 3") which represented objects

and actions with the initial consonant solnds:, m,

b, f, r, p,- swore divided into two sets qs

follows:

Sot 1: mop, boar,
numbers, gate
Sot 2: walk, mix,

grow

watermelon, fish, rug, pumpkin,

boat,, fight, rillor, purse, nuts,

B) Data sheet as shown in Appendix

Part 3 - Instructional Materials

A) Sixteep pictures (3" x 3") which represented objects
and actions with the initial consonant sounds: m,

b, w, 2, r, p, n, g were divided into two sets as
follows:

A

Set 1: monkey, ran, brush, girl, water,-fork, pop,

nurse
Set 2; mitten, read, bill,, garden, wash, fall, pencil,

nail

B) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A 7

Part 9 - Instructional Materials

A) Sixteen words were printed ois manilla cards (2 1/2"

x 6") with the following initial consonant sounds:

m, b, wy. f, r2 p: nv,"g and were divided into two sets

as follows:

S'et 1: 116P, -bear; watermelon',,,- fish, -rug, pumpkin,

. numbes, gate
Set 2:' walk, monkey: boat, fight, ruler, purse,
pas, grow

Sixteen object and attion,pictures'(3" x 3 ") depicting
each of the words listed in Part 9 -A, Sets 1 end 2.

e) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A.

Phase II

Part 1 -°Instructional Materials

A) Object pictures (.3" x 3") lAlich'were commercially
'produced or teacher-made were as follows:

0
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table _football dog bed/ banana
tiger pun car . pig key
doctor scissors gum phone balloon
farmer moqq§ bee Ripe lamp
carrot cai sock sandwibh
watch ladder milk book'
door horse ball bus

B) Action pictures (3" x 3")'which were commercially
produced or teacher-made were as follows:

throw wave drive run . open
ride hit spill pick shovel
rake read sit jump sip

C) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A

Part 2 - Instructional Materials

A) .Sixteen photographs of the teacher performing actions
that are logical or actions that. are absurd were
divided into two sets of eight as follows:

Set 1: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Suet 2: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Teacher cutting
Teacher cutting
°Teacher putting
Teacher putting
Teacher combing
Teacher combing.
Teacher holding
writing
Teacher holding
and writing

paper with scissors
table with scissors
a sock on her foot..
a)zock on her hand
her hair with a comb
her hair with a toothbrush
pencil with hand and

pencil between toes

Teacher sitting on chair at table holding
up sight words
Teacher sitting on upside down chair at
upside down table, holding up sight words
Teacher sipping bottle of coke through
a straw
Teacher holding,a bottle of coke in her
ear with the'straw in her mouth
Teacher standing at the front of the room
pointing to the days
Teacher standing on her head at the front
gf the room, pointing to the days of the
week with the pointer between her toes
Teacher playing with toys
Teacher cutting toys on a plate with-a
fork and knife ,

13) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A

Part 3 Instructional MateNials
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) Twelve sentences read by the teacher which described
logical er absurd actionovere divided into two sets
of six ao follows:

, Set 1:-. 1. We eat clothes for dinner.
2. We eat food for dinner.
3. Daddy 'drives a car.
4.-Daddy throws a car.
5. The dog chased the cat.
6. The banana chased the cat.

Set 2: -1. Let's play juice.
2. Letts play ball.

. ;3. I will mow the lawn.
4. I will bounce the lawn.
5. The car tastes the food.
6. The boy tastes the food.

13) Data sheets as shown in Appendix A.

Part 4- Instructional Materials

A) Twelve sentences, eachone mining a word in the
object position, were printed 'on manilla cards
(3" x 14") and divided into the following two sets
of six. Along with these two sets of six sentences
were the following two sets of object pictures
(3" x 8").

sentences
Set 1: 1. I like to chew

,oictures
gum, dog, car

2. Mother drives
the

3. I like to pet
my

4. We drink . ball, bed, milk
S. You throw-TR1g-

6. I sleep in the

Set 2: 1. The children are bus, book,

reading the sandwich

2. The children ride
the

3. The boy eats the

4. The girl is riding door, horse,

the lamp
5. Daddy turned on

the
6. I opened the

46r
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B) Data °beet ac shown in Appendix A

Part 4b - Inotructional flateriala

A) Twelve centence°, each one missing a word in the
verb pocition, were printed on manilla card° (3"
x11") and divided, into the following two sets'of
°ix. Along with these two seta of 0ix sentences
were the following two gets of action'pictures,(3"
x 3").

1r-

oentencea picture°
Set 1: 1. The boy ic °pilling, .hitting,

the milk. reading
2. The boy is

the ball.
3. The boy i°

the book.
4. The boy i° opening, shoveling,

the milk. drinking'
5. The boy 1.0

the book.
6. The boy ic

the door.

Set 2: 1. The girl i° sitting, picking, ,

rope. . jumping
T. The girl, is

flowers:
3. The.girl is

on the chair.
4. The boy is

the ball.
5. The boy is

the horse.
6. The boy is

the leaves.

B) Data sheets as shown in Appendix

Part 4c - Instruct' nal Materials

A) Twelve sentences,, each one missin a word in the
subject position, were printed on manilla cards
(3" x 14") and divided into the following two sets
of six. Along with these two sets of six 'sentences
were the following two sets of object pictures (3'1
x 3").

-c

throwing, raking,
riding

sentences pictures
Set 1: 1. The tastes . farmer, carrot,

good. doctor
2. The gives

me medicine.

466
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sentences ' "pictures

3. The milks
the cow. .

4. The runs
fast.

.5. The cut

the paper,
,6. °, The is

shining bright, -

86t : 1, The will°
pop.

2. The opens'
the dodr.

3. The is
shining in:the sky.

4. The flys

- high in the sky.

'5. ;he rings

lqgd.
. The pats
lqts of food.

B) Data sheet as shoran in Appendix A.

Part Ad

st,

sun, scissors
mouse,

9

balloons, key,
- 'banana

pig, telephone,.

kite

- rnstructional Materials

461.

,Twelve sentences, each one missing sword in the
subject,. verb or object position, Fere printed on
manilla cards (3" x 14") and divided,into.two seta

of six. Along with these tWo sets of ,six sentences
*re the following two sets of six objects or
action pictures (3"yc 3").

sentences ,

Set 1: 1. Daddy will'
the car.

2. Daddy will climb
the

S. My
head.

4. The men
goodbye.

°S. I Fill throw the

0

is on my

6. My. tells
.-the time. -1

Set 2: 1. The children
the snowball.

grqwled
me.

3. We eat-at the

pictures
drive, ladder, throw

driye, cap, ladder

drive, caps lad der

ivave,

football ,

wave,. watch,.

football
wave, watch,
football

throw, table, run op

throw, table, tiger

table, tiger, throw
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sentences pictures

4. Theboy will run, sock, throw
to school.

S. The fits on run, sock, bee
my foot.

6. I got stung by the run, sock, bee

B) Data sheet as shown in Appendix A.

) Part 5 - Instructional Materials

AY-Twelve sentences, each one missing a word in the
subject, verb or object printed on manilla cards
(3" x 14") and divided into two sets of six. Above
each of the twelve' sentences were three printed

words.

sentences
Set 1: 1. Daddy will

the meat,
2. Watch the children

throw the
3. The is jump-

ing rope.
4. I will ° the

game,
5. We live in a
6. The has many

animals.

Set 2: 1. Mother said,
your toys 'away.

2. The is v.

watching T.V.
3. The children play

a

4. Mike will
the marshmallows
and.cereal.

5. Santa Claps will
come on

6. The is round
'and it bounces.

printed words
cut, play, dereaL

ball, school, put

girl, candy, book

Win, mix, tractor

house, pig, make
farm, hall, make

put, look, school.

boy, game, ride

,game, cut, candy

mix, cone, animals

Christmas, see,
girl
ball, house, see

B) Data sheet as<shown in Appendix A. c-tf

Part 6 - Instructional Materials

A)' Four worksheets, each containing six printed sentences
.missing a word.in the subject, verb, oi object
position with three printed words above each sentence,
were as follows:

P
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sentences
Set 1: 1. We play the

. 2. Can ,you

the ball?
3. The is good

to eat.
4. Letts. to

.6chool.
5. We will ride on

the
..The works
on tie farm.

Set 2: L. I 'Ice to eat .

2. I will Santa.

Claus on ChristMas.
3. The is fun tp

play with.
4. We work in, .

463

words
game,. come,' house

mix, treat, find

house, marshmallow,

play
go, like, farm

have, ball, tractor

. eat, man, school

5. s' can on the
tractor.

6. -The - will eat
the marshmallow.

Set 3: 1: We play on the

'2. Janet will
the ice cream cone.

3. . is a girl.
4. 'We will ride on

the
5. Janet and Mary

something
good.

6.; The will go
on the awing.

Set 4: 1. Daddy will ride in
the

2. You can one

balloon.
will have a .

train ride.
4. Let's go in the

yellow, play, candy

see, °work, pig

ball, candy, cut'

ride, animals,
school
put, rider girl

girl; ball, play

drink, swing,
marshmallow
eat, jwork train

,come, train, Janet
ball, train, look

want, looliwswing

farm come, girl.

balloon, car', put,

have, bat, train

farm, ,.like, Mark

house, animals, find

5. Janet and Mark want ,one, play, see

to with socks.
6.. The is good man, like, ice cream

to eat. , cone

Data shebt'aS shown in Appdndix A.
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Phase III

Part 1 - Instructional Materials

A) The following object or action pictures mere (resented
on one of eight Vorkeheets:

gfass' roll.

goat boat
read pour
cup bounce

mitten wagon
-4 window bus
doctor numbers
mailman water
buy at
snow rain
nurse fall
drive wash-

girl ,

pencil
policeman
run
walk

_

watermelon
banana
pig
nut
radio
rope-

,

B) Data eheet as sfioWn id,Appendix
. .

Part 2 - Instructional Materials
IL

gum ring
rug ' mix 0

fight 'pop
fire par .

finger9 pear
pumpkin house
next witch
bird milk
necklace mop
needle
farmer boy

A) 4.g4t worksheets, 'each containing three printed
sentences with one underlined word and four object
or actiol pictures above each sentence,, were as
follows:'

sentences
Set 1: 1. I drink with

the glass:
2. The mailman will

come:to my house.
Z. I will bounce the

ball.

4. I will ride in the
wagon.

5. See the policeman
ride in the car.

6. The:girl will run
to the house.

Set 2 1. I cut my finger.

2. The nest is in the
tree`.

3. The girl will popr
the cereal and 1141k.

4. Let's eat the

.41;Panana.

pictures
glass, goat, read,
cup P

mitten,, window,

doctor, mailman
roll, boat, pour,
bounce
wagod, bus, numbers,
water
girl, pencil,
policeman
run, bounce, walk,,
read

numbers,

fire, finger;
pumpkin, run
nest, bird, numbers,
window
ring, mix, pour, pop

boat, watermelon,
banana, mitten

70
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sentences
5. A goat is a farm

P
,

animal. n ,

6. Daddy will read
with me.

Set 1.,Turn on the-radio.

2. The farmer rides
on the tractor.

3. 11 wash the car.

4. I 'will put on the

mitten.
5: The bus is fun to

ride in.
He will fall can'

the floor.

Set 4: 1. I' like to eat the

pear.
2. The water s good

todrink.
3. I will buy the

cereal and
marshmallows.,

4. I put on the
necklace.

5. The rain will come
down outside.

6. I will fight with'
the boy.

465

pictures
goat, pig, gum,
bounce
mitten, read, rug,_
right .

bounce, water,
radio, rope
farmer,_ boy, 'fire,

glass 4
drive, wash walk,

pour
pumpkin mop,

mitten, nTC74ade
bus,' banana, 'wagon,

pour
finger, nurse,
walk,, fall

pan, banana,pear,
house
water; witch,
run
mix, buys, bat, ring

ring, meet,
mop.
snow, rain,
needle
fire, read,
mitten

B) Data sheet is shown in Appendix A.

necklace,

radio,

fight,

Instructional Strategy

Teaching Arrangement

Sc were seated in a semi-circle facing the teacher (I). S1 yes

seated in a wheelchair with a fit* lapboarq. S2 waS seated in

a wheelchair at a wheelchair". table.) §2 was seated in a common

stationary-Chair-11.th a lapboard resting on his legs. 'These

.arrangements.remai ed constant throughout .Phases I, II and III.

Measurement Design

The following. design was used to.obta*in a) baseline measures,oe,

responses tp the questions-and directives and b) Measures of the

,acquisition of required responses:

A.

B.

C.

Measure Phase I, Parts 1 through 9 consecutively;
Measure Phase II, Partg-1 through 6 consecutively;
Measure-Phase III, Parts 1 and 2 consecutively;

1,(
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D.. Teaoh Phase I, Parts 1 through
necessary);

E. Teach Phase I, Parts 1 through
,77 necessary);,

P. Measure Phase III, Parts:1 and
G. Teach Phase III, Parts 1 and 2

necessary).

9.consecutively (if

9 consecutively (if

2 cohsecutivelp;
consecutively (ff

.

Baseline and Teaching Procedures
.

Phase I: 6hen students are. presented with a printed word that
they cannot label and four pictures that represent objects and
actions with differing' initial consonant sounds, they will
determine the label, of, the unknown word by finding and labeling
the picture which represents the object or,action with.the same
initial consonant sound.

-SI ,

Baseline Procedures: Accuracy when respondingto questions `
or directives was determined in the following manner: T

presented a with appropriate materials (M) and questions
(Q) or.directives (D) (e.g., Part 1: 14 '4: picture of a.lamp;
Q = "What is this?"). T gave no indication of correctness
to El but recorded a "J. on her data sheet 'for a correct'
response and a "-" on her dap sheet for an incorrect
repponse. 2: then piesented S2 with appropriate materials
and questions or directiyesr(e.g., Part 1: ,M = picture of
a mouse; Q = "What is this?"). T proceeded until each §_.
had two opportunifies to respond, to the materials and
questions or directives appropriate for each part of
Phas I. The reader interested in the specific materials
used 'n each Part is referred to the Instructional Materials
section above. The reader interested in the specific
questions or directived issued in each Part is referred
to to Teaching Procedures section below.

Teaching Procedures: The following teaching procedures were
implemented if an S did not respond correctly on 2 consecutive
occasions to any of the questions or directives issued when
batieline measured were.obtained.' .

Part 1 - Teaching students to label object pictures and----7
describe ac ion pictures.

Step 1: An object picture or action picture was
held up, in front of §1. T then said, yWhat is this?",
(for object pictures) or "what is the 020 doing?"
(for action pictures). If S1 labeled the object.
picture or described the action picture correctly,
T praised S1 and recorded a "4." on her data dheet.
T then held up a different picture in'front of S2
and repeated the procedure described above.

1,72
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Steaja: If .§.3 did not label an object picture
correctly, T said, "Nov this is a (lamp). Wks is

this?" When Si imitated T's object picture la 1,

T praised Si but recorded a "-" on her data sheet.
'then hold up a different picture in front of S2,

Step 2b: If a did not describe an action picture
correctly, T said, "No, this (boy) is (running).
What is this (1924) doing?" When SI imitated T's
action picture description, T praised Si but
recorded a °-"-on her data sheet. T then held up
a different picture in front of 82, etc.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2
consecutive. occasions and without assistance from q
T,:labeled the object pictures end described the

. action pictures they'did not label or describe
correctly when baseline measures were obtained.

Part 2 - Teaching students to sound consonants presented
on flashcards.

Step 1: A flashcerd displaying 1 of 8 consonants
was held,up in front of Si. T then said, "What

the sound of thid letter?" If,S1 sounded the
consonant correctly, 'praised Si andrecorded -a
"+" on her data, sheet. T then held up a different
consonant in front of S2 and repeated the procedure

described abovd.

Steal: if ST did not sound the' consonant correctly,
said, "No, fhe sound of,this letter is (bb). What

is the sound of this letter?" When Si,imitated .

T's consonant sound, T praised Si but recorded a "7"

.on her data sheet. T then held up a different
consonant in front of 82, etc.

Step 8:" If T considered Si's imitatidn'of the given
consonant sound incoherent, T said, "Watch my mouth."
T made the sound. T then said, "Now you try it."
TihemLS1 produced a closer approximation of the
required consonant sound, T praised S. but recorded
a "-" on her data sheet, T then held up a different
consonant in front of 82, etc.'
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These procedures were follows until each S, on 2

consecutive occasions and with t assistance from
T, sounded 2 sets of 4 consonants correctAy.6

Part 3a - Teaching students to touch the first letter
(color -coded) in printed words.

Step 1: A printed "Word with the firs(letter
coded was placed on SL's tray. T then paid, "Touch
the first letter in this word." HSI touched the
first letter, T praised a and recorded a "+" on
her data sheet. T then placed a different printed
word with the firieaetter color-coded on S2's
wheelchair table and repeated the procedure described
above.

Step 2: If a did not touch the first letter in
the printed word,T said, "No, touch the first
letter." and modeled the correct response. T then

repeated the original directive, "Touch the first
letter in this word." When S1 imitated `T's model,
T praised S1 but recorded a "-" on her data sheet.

T then placed a different printed word with the
first letter color-coded on S2's wheelchair table,

etc.

These procedures were followed Until each S, on 2
consecutive occasions and without assistance from
T, touched the first letter in 2 sets of 4 color-

.

coded printed words correctly.

Part 3b - Teaching student's to touch the first letter

`(not color-coded) in printed words.

The procedures implemented and the criterion
established in Part 3b were identical to those
described in Part 3a. The materials differed

P
P sl ghtly in that the first letters in printed

wor s were not color-coded in Part 31):

Part 4
a

Teaching students to soun
in sele ted 'rinted words.

initial consonants

Step 1: A printed word with of 8 initial consonant
sounds was placed on _Ws tray. T then said, "What

is the first sound in this word?" If Sl sounded

the initial consonant correctly; T praised b.

6Due to the, physical handic-aps of the students, exact consonant sound

productions were sometimes physically impossifle. In such cases T

considered responses correct if: a) S's consonant sound approximation

was consistently emitted and b) T was satisfied that S'a" prbduction

was the closest pobsible.approximation.
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and recorded a "+" on her data sheet. T than placed

a printed word with a different initial consonant

sound on S 2'° wheelchair table and repeated the
procedures described above.

Ate_p: If 11 did not correctly sound the initial
consonant of the given printed word, T said, "Much-
the first letter in this word." When h.:touched
the first letter, T said, "What is the sound of that

letter?" If a sounded the initial consonant
correctly5 T repeated the original question, "What
is the firbt pound in this word?" When §1 repeated
the consonant pound,. T praised §1 but recorded a "-"

on her data oheet. T then placed a printed word
with a different initial consonant sound.on S2's
wheelchair table, etc.

Stop 3: When Si touched the first letter in the
printed word but did not correctly sound that con-
sonant, T Gag, "No, the sound of that letter is

(bb). What id the sound of that letter?" When Si
imitated T's consonant sound model, T repeated the
original question, "What is the first sound in this

wordZ" When a repeated the initial consonant
sound, T praised Si but recorded a "7" on her data .

sheet. T then placed a printed word,vitfi a different
initial consonant sound on S's wheelchair table, etc.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2
consecutive occasions and without assistance' from
T, sounded the initial consonants in 2 sets of 8

printed words!

Part 5 - Teaching students to label object pictures, to

describe action pictures and to make the initial consonant
sounds of the objects and actions represented in tie

pictures (e.g., Q - "What is this?" A -.. "(ball)" or

Q - "What is the (boy) doing?" A - "(running)" Q -

"What is the first sound in (running)?").

Step 1: A picture representing, an object or action
with 1 of 8 initial consonant sounds was held up in
front of 11. T then said, "What Ls this?" (for
object picture) or "What is the (boy) doind?" or

action picture). When Si labeled the object -

picture or described tie action picture, T said,
"Aat is the first sound in ( boy )?" IfTal

made the correct initial consonant sound, T praised

and recorded a "+" on her data sheet. f_theri

held up a picture representing an object or action
with a different initial consonant sound in front

of S2 and repeated the procedure described above.
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Step 2: If Si did not make the correct initial
consonant sound of the object or action represented
in the picture, T said, "No, listen to the first
sound in (fE),'" T repeated (bob) while exaggerating
its initial sound and then repeated the original
question, 'What is the first sound in (fE) ?" If ,

Si made the correct initial consonant sound, T
praised Sl but. recorded a "-" oh her data sheet.
T then held up 'a picture representing an object or
action with a different initial consonant sound in
front of .§.2, etc.

Step 3: If a still did not make the correct initial
consonant sound of the object or action represented
in the picture, T said, "No, the first sound in
(ffp th (bb)." T then repeated the original
question, "What 1.3 the first sound in (h) ?" When

imitated T's consonant sound model, T praised-
13. but recorded a "-" on her data sheet. T than
'Field up a picture representing ah objebt or action
with a different initi l consonant sound.in front
of Szl.etc.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2
occasions andwithout-assistance from T, made the
,initial consonant sounds' of 2 sets of 8 objects and
actions represented in*pictures.

Part 6 - Teaching Atudents to label object pictures, to
describe action pictures and to make the initial,consonant
sounds of the objects and actions're resented in%those
pictures Q - "What is tbis?" A - "(ball ' Q -
"What is. the first'sound in that word?" or Q - "What is
the (boy) doing?"' A - "(running)" Q "What is the
first sound in that word?").-

Step li A pticture repreSenting an object or action
wi.th,1 of S initial consonant sounds was held up in
front of S.1. T then said, "What is this?" (for
.object picture) or "What is the (boy) doing?" (for
action picture). When S1 labeledthe object picture
or described the action picture, T said, 'What is
the first sound in that Word?!' If Si made"the
gorrectinitialyconsonant sound, T praised Si and
.recorded a "-f- on-herAata sheet>. T then held up
a picture representihg:an object or action with a
different initial consonant sound4n front of S2 ,

and repeated the procedure described above.

If .S1 did not make tAe'correct initial consonant sound
of the object or action,represented in the picture, '

the:procedures implemented ard,th established criterion

6.%
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were identical to those described in Part 5 with

the following exception.. a "-- was recorded on
the data sheet for all responses emitted by Sl.

Part 7 - Teaching students
.

to make the initial consonant
connds of objects and actions represented in pictures
(e.g., "What is the first sound in this?").

Step 1: A picture representing an object or action
with 1 of 8 initial consonant sounds was held up in
front of S1. T then said, "What is the first sound
144114.s?" If §1. made the correct initial consonant
sound, T praised j and recorded a "+" on her data
sheet. T then held up,a picture representing an
object or action with a different initial.consonant
sound in front of S2'and repeated the procedure
described above.

If j did not make the correct initial consonant
Sound of the object or action represented'in the
picture, the procedures implemented and the
established criterion were identical to those
described in Part 6 and flart 5 consecutively with

the following, exception:. a "7" was recorded on
the data sheet for all responses emitted by Si.

Part 8 - Teaching st dents to touch the appropriate
obiect.or'-actio icture in response to a consonant
sound stated by the teacher (efg., "Touch `the thing
that begins with (bb).").

Sitep.1: Four pictures representing objects or
actions with different initial consonant sounds
were placed on Si's try. T then said, "Touch the
thing that begins with (bb)." IF sj touched the_
correct picture, T praised S1 and recorded a "+" ,

on her data sheet. T then placed- object or
action pictures on S2's wheelchair table and'repeated
the procedure desdribed above.

Step 2: rf LS1 dial not touch thepicture representing
the objeCt or action with the initial consonant
sound made by T, T said "No" and-pointed to each
picture saying, "What is the first sound in (ball)?"

etc. When Si made the 4 initial consonant sounds,
T repeated the original directive, -Tou6h. the thing
that begins with (bb)." If Si touched the correct
picture, T praised Si but recorded a --" on her

data sheet. T then placed 4 objector action'
pictures on S2's wheelchair table,.etc.

Step 3: If D. still did not touch the picture representing
the object or action with the initial consonant sound

4
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stated by T, T modeleethe correct response and
said, "(Ball)rbegin's with (bb)." 'T then repeated
the original dire'ctive, "Touch the picture that
begins with (bb)." 'When Si touched the correct
picture, T praised Si but recorded a "-' on her
data sheet. T then placed 4 object or action
pictures on S2's wheelchair table, etb.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2
consecutive occasions and 'without assistance from
T, correctly touched each of 2 sets of 8 object or
action pictures in response to consonant sounds
stated by T.'

Part 9 -: When students'are presented with a printed word
that the cannot label and.f ur 'ictures that re resent
objects and actions with dafering 'initial consonant
sounds', they will determine the label of,the unknown
word by finding and labeling the picture which. represents
the object or action with the same initial consonant sound. ;.

Step 1: 'Si was presented with 4 pictures representing
objects and actions with differing initial consonant
sounds and one printed word which she=couId not
but which named.1 of the 4 given objects or actions.
T then touched the appropriate materiald and Said,
"This word names one of these thingi. What is this

.-word?" If Si labeled the printed word by finding
anA.labeling the picture which represented the object
or action with the same initial consonant sound,

- T praised Sl and recorded a "+" on her data sheet.
T then presented S2 with 4 object or action pictures
5-
and a different printed word and repeated the
procedures described. above.

Step 2: If S1 did not label the printed word by
finding and labeling the picture'which represents"
the -object or action with the same initial consonant
sound, T pointed to the printed word and said, "What
is the first sound in that 'word?" When Si sounded
its initial consonant T said, "Touch the'thing that
begins with (bb). What is that?" When Sl touched
and labeled the correct picture;T repeated the
original cue while touching the appropriate materials
"This word names one of these things. What is this

word?" If S1 correctly labeled the printed word, ,

T praised Si-but recorded a "-" on her data sheet.
T then presented S2 with 4 object or action pictures
and a different printed word, etc,

$tep 3: If Si itil,k,did not label the printed word
by finding and labeling the picture which represents
'the object or action with the'same initial consonant

4 '78
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sound, T. gain pointed to the printed word and
'said, "What is the first sound in that word?'
When Si sounded its initial consonant, T again
said,-Touch the thing that begins, with (bb)."
"What is that?" When .§1 touched and labeled
the correct picture, T said, "This word begins
with (bb). (Ball) begins with (bb). This word

is (bail). What is this word?" When Si imitated
T's model and labeled the printed word, T praised
Si but recorded a "-" on her data Sheet.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2,
consecutive occasions and without assistance from
T, correctly labeled each of 2 sets'of 8 unknown
words by finding and labeling the pictures which

, represented the objects or actions with the same
initial consonant sounds.

Phase 41: When students are presented with a worksheet containing
sentences composed of words they can label but which are missing
one word in the subject, verb or object position (e.g., The

hit the ball. The boy the ball. Theboy hit the .)

and three printed words above each sentence, they will mark .the
one word that logically .completes the sentence.

Baseline Procedures: Phase II, Parts l' through 5.. The
baseline procedures implemented were identical to those
described in the Ba eline Procedures section for Phase I
gOen appropriate m terials and questions or directives.

%

Teaching Procedures:I The following teaching proceduresmerell
implemented,if an 8 did not respond correctly on 2 consecutive
occasions to any'of he questips or direCtives issued when 4\

baseline measures ere obtained.

Part 1 - Teaching students to label object pictures and
describe action pictures.

The procedurOs implemented and the criterion
established un Phase If, Part 1, were identical to
those described in the Phase I, Part 1, Teaching
Procedures sction.

Part 2 - When s udents are presented with eight sets of
two pictures, o e component of each set tpicting an
absurd action ( .g., teacher combing hair with toothbrush)
and the other c mponent depicting a logical action (e.g.,
teacher combing hair with comb) and the question, "Does
this picture make sense?", they will respond "yes" to
pictures of logical actions and "no" to pitures of

absurd actions.

---Prior to implementing the procedures described in
Step 1 through 2b below, T asked S's a,number Of

f.1
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questions which directed them to label selected
,objects and describe actions depicted in the pictures
(e.g., Picture: Diane brushing her hair with a
toothbrush. Questions: "What does Diane have in
her frand? What is she doing with it?"): T gave no
.indication as to the logic-or absurdity of the
descriptions. T asked these questions to insure
that Ss'would attend to the pertinent details of the
action depicted in each picture.when determining its
logic or absurdity. Each S wab asked only once to
reply to questions about a particular picture. In

rare cases where an S. gave an incorrect response, T
supplied the correct response immediately.

Step l: A'logical or absurd picture was held up in
front of Si. T then 'said, "Does this picture Take,
sense?" If S.3. responded Correctly by saying "yeg"
ig the picture was logical or "no" if the picture
was absurd, T praised h. and recorded a "+" on. her
data sheet. T then Said, "Why does.(doesn't) this
picture make sense?" and if necessary asked questions
whIch.helpedto shape Si's explanation (e.g., Picture:
:Diane brushing herhair with .a toothbruith. Example

questions and answers: Q - "WhYAoesn't this ,

picture make sense?" A - "Don't comb hair with
toothbrush." Q - "What do you comb hair with?,"
A - "comb" Q - "What do you brush with a toothbrush?"
.A - "teeth"). T then held up a different logical
or absurd picture in front of S2 and repeated the

- procedure describes) above.

Step 2a: If Sl did not respond correctly but said
"yes" when the picture was absurd, ,T asked S,
questions whose'answers would formulate the logic
of a correct response to the original question
(e.g.,. Picture: Diine combing her hair with a .

toothbrush. Example questions and answers: Q -

"What does Dne have in her hand?" A - "toothbrush"
"Q - "What is she doing with the toothbrush?"' A -
"combing hair" Q - "Do you comb your hair with a
toothbrush?" A - "no" Q - "What do you comb your
hair with?" A "a comb" Q "What do you do with

a toothbrush?" A - "brush teeth")..T then repeated"
the original question, "Does this pioture make sense?"
If a responded, "no;" T praised Si but recorded a

on her data sheet. T then hell up a different.
logical or absurd picture in front of S2, etc.

.4
Step 2b: If a did not respond,correctly and said
"no" 'when the picture was' logical, T asked §y
questions whose answers would formulate -the logic
of a correct response to the original question ,

(e.g., Picture: Diane combing her hair with a comb.
Example questions and answers: Q - "What does Qiane

48o
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have in her hand?" A - ja comb" Q -What is she

doing with the comb ?" - "combing hair- Q - "Do

you use a-comb- to comb your hair?" A "yes"). T

than repeated the original question, 'Toes this

picture make sense ?" If Si responded, "yes," T
praised §1. but recorded a "-" on her data sheet.

T then held up a different logical orabsurd picture

in front of S2, etc.

Step 3: If Si Still did not respond correctly \ut
said "no" when the picture was logical or "yes"
when the pipture was absurd,'T Modeled the correct
response and stated the reason for her response

'(e.g., Picture: Diane 'combing her hair, with a

toothbrush, Tsaid, "No, this picture does not

make sense. You do not comb your hair with a

toothbritsh. You.comb Your.hair with a comb." or

Picture: Diane combing hair with-a comb. T said,

"Yes, this picture makes sense. You use a comb to '

comb your hair."): T then repeated the original
question, "Does this picture make sense?" When

S imit. ed T's correct yes/no response, T praised

but ecorded a on her data sheet. T then

held up a different logical or absurd picture in

front o 32, etc.

These pr cedures were followed until each S, on 2

consecutive occasions and without assistance from

identified each of 2 sets of 8 pictures as either

logics or absurd by.saying "yes" to pictures of

logical actions and "no" to pictures of abdurd

acti.,s.

Part 3 - When students are'read sentences which are

logical or absurd following the question, "Does this

sentenc: make sense?",theywill respond-"yes" to logical

sentenc s and "no",tc absurd sentences.

Step T said to Si, "Does this Sentence make

sense ?'t and then read a logical or absurd sentence.
If 51Lresponded correctly by saying "yes" if the

sentence was logical or "no" if the sentence was

absurd,. T praised S1 and recorded a "4." on her

data sheet. T then said, "Why'does (doesn't) this

sentence make sensen and'read the logical or absurd

sentence again. If necessary,_T asked questions

which helped to shape Si's explanation (e.g., .

Sentence: We eat clothes for dinner. Example'

questions and answers: Q - "What do you eat for .

dinner?" A - "spaghetti, hamburgers, etc." Q- "Do

you eat clothes for dinner ?" A - "No, I wear clothes.-1.
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T then read a different logical or absurd sentence
to S2 and repeated the procedures described above.

Step 2a: If S did not respond correctly and said
"yes" when the sentence was absurd, T asked Si
questions whose answers would formulate the logic

0
of a correct response to the original question
(e.g.; Sentence: "We eat clothes for dinner."
Exampc uenti.ons and answers: Q - "What do you

eat for dinnev?" A "hamburgers" Q - "Do you

ever eat your clothes for dinner?"' A#- "no"

Q - "What do yoo with your clothes ?" A "wear

them"). T then repeated the original question,
"Does this sentence make sense ?" and read the

sentence again. If Si responded "no" T praised
Si but recorded a "-" on her data sheet. T then

read-a different logical or.absurd sentence to
S2, etc.

. Step 2b: If Sl did not respond correctly and said
"no" when the sentence was logical, T asked Si
questions whose arowers would formulate the logic
of a correct respoffise to the original question

(e.g., Sentence: We eat food for dinner. Example

questions and'answers: Q - "What do you eat for

dinner?" A "spaghetti" Q - "What else do you

eat for dinner?" A - "hamburgers." Q - "Are

hamburgers and spaghetti food?" A "yes" Q

"Do you eat food for dinner?" A - "yes"). T then

repeated the original question, "Does this sentence
make sense?" and read the sentence again. If Si

responded_ "yes," X praised Si but recorded a "-'

on her data sheet. T then read a different logiCal

or absurd sentence to S2, etc.

Step 3:' If Si stfll did not respond correctly but
said "no" when, the sentence was logical or "yes"
when the sentence was absurd, T modeled the correct
response and stated the reason for her response

(e.g., Sentence: We eat clothes for dinner. T

said, "No, this sentence does not make sense. We

do not eat clothes for dinner. We eat food for

dinner." or Sentence: We eat food for dinner. A
said, "Yes, this picture makes sense. We eat food

for dinner:"). T then repeated the original
question, "Does 1his,,sentence mace sense?" and read

the sentence again. When Si imitated T'S correct
yes/no response, T'praised Si but recorded a "-"

on her data sheet.. T then read a different logical

or absurd sentence to S2, etc.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2

consecutive occasions and without assistance from

o
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T, identified each of 2 sets of 6 sentences as either
logical or absurd by saying "yes" to sentences'describ-
ing logical actions and "no" to sentences describing
absurd actions. .

Part 4a - When students are presented with a printed
sentence read by the teacher with one word missing in
the object position (e.g., The boy hit the .) and

i119Ea_Lictlireedburns,the'will touch the one picture
that represents the object rlhich logically completes
the sentence.

Step 1: A printed sentence with one word missing
in the object position and,3 object pictures were
placed on Si's gray: T touched the empty apace
in the sentence and said.; "This sentence is m-Issing
one word." T then touched each of the 3 pictures
and said, "One of these pictures makes sense in
the sentence. I am going to read the sentence.
You touch the picture that makesense in the sentence."
T then read aloud the incomplete sentence. If SI

touched the picture that represented the object
which logically completed the sentence, T praised
Si and recorded a "+". on her data sheet. 'T then

placed a different printed sentence with. one word
missing in the object position and 3 object pictures
on S2's wheelchair table and,repeated the procedures
described above.

/

Step 7: If Sl touched a picture that did not represent
the object which logically completed the sentence,
T said "no" and questioned Si on the logic of her
picture choice (e.g., Sentence: We drink

Pictures: ball, bed, milk. If Sa responded

0 incorrectly by touching (ball); questions and
answers similar to the following might occur: Q. -

"Can you drink a ball?" A "no" Q - ' -'What can you-

do with a ball?" A -'"throw it"). T th'en repeated

part of the original directive, "I am going to read
the sentence. You touch the picture that makes
sense in ibe sentence," and read aloud the i

incomplete sentence. If Si touched the picture
that represented the object which logically completed .

the sentence, T praised Sj but recorded a "-" on
41er data sheet. T then placed .a different printed
sentence,with one. word missing in-the object position
on ms's wheelchair table, etc.

Step 3: If Si still touched a,picture that did not
represent the object which logically completed the
sentence, T said "no"and asked Si questions whose
answers would formulate the logic of a correct

48'3
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response o the original question (e.g., Sentence:
We drink . Picture ball, beds milk. If

responded incorrectlylloly touching bed, questions
andadsysts similar to the following might occur:

Q - tOap you drink a bed?" A - "no" Q "What .can

you do in a bed?" A - "sleep" Q - "Can you drink '-
a*ball?" A -r,Vaip" Q - "What can you do with a

hall?" A - qhrow it" Q,- "Can you drink milk?"
A -'"yea"). T therNwpeated part of the original,
directive, ryall ghtn*to read the sentence. You
touch the pidturc'thaVmakes sense in the sentence,"
and read aloud t1i4,1241Complete sentence. If Sl .

touched the pictureithat,represented the object
which logically completed the sentence, T praised
Sl but recorded a7,"-" on,her data sheet. T then

placed a different printpd sentence with on word

missing in the object posi on §2's wheelchair

table, etc.

/84 4 - IPS]. still touched the incorrect picture,
T said, "no," read,aloud the incomplete sentence
and modeled thecorreerresponsesby touching the
picture that represented the object which logically'
completed the sentence. T then 'repeated' pa of
the original directive; 'T am going to read the

sei'itence. You touch the picture that'make sense

in the sentence," and read aloud the incomp ete
sentence. When j imitated T's model by touching
the correct picture, T praised Sl but recorded a
"-" on her data sheet. T then placed a different
printed sentence with one word missing in the

.
object position and 3 object pictures on S2's
wheelchair table, etc.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2
consecutive occasions and withOut assistance from T,
touched the picture that represented the object
which logically completed each Of 2 sets of .6 printed

sentences.

Part 4b - When students are presented with a printed
sentencesead by the teacher with one word missing in

the verb 'position (e.g. The boy . the ball.) and

three action pictures, they will touch, the one picture -

that represents the subject which logically completeS

the senVence.

The procedures implemented and the criterion
established in Part 4b were identical to those
described in Part.4a. The materials differed
slightly in 4b in /that each of the printed sentences
was missing a word in the verb position and action

pictures were utilized.

V
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Part 4c -1iimulLulenMarepxesentedwitl_apri
sentence read by the teacher with one word missing in

the subject position (eg.I_The hit the ball) and

three object pictures they will touch the one picture

that re s resents the su 'ect ich lo icall com letes

the sentence.

The procedures implemented and the criterion

established in Part 4e were identical to those

described In Part 4a. The materials differed -

slightly in 4b in that each of the printed

sentences was missing a word inn the sUbject

position. 41,

Part 4d - When students are pr vented with a printed

reiireae read by the teacher with one word missing in

either the subject verb or object position (e.g , The

hit the ball. The boy the ball. 'The boy

hit the .) and three object or action pictures,
they will touch the one picture that represents the

sublet, verb or object which looically completes the

sentence.

The procedures implemented and the criterion

established in Fart 4d were identical to those

described in Part 4s, The materials-differed
slightly in 4d in that each of the priAted

sentences was missing a word in the subject,

verb or object ition and both object and

action picture were utilized.

Part 5 - When etude ts are presented with a'printed

sentence read by th teacher with one word missing in

the subject, verb o object position (e.g., The

hit the ball.. The boy 'the ball.. The boy

hit the and three printed words, they will

taththeozogckllcomewordthatli etesthesentence.

The procedures implemented and the criterion

established in Part .5 were identical to those

described in Part 4a with the following exception:

In Part 5 Ss were asked to touch the printed word

from a set of 8 which logically completed the

sentence. The materials differed slightly in

Part'5,in that each of the printed sentences was

missing a word in the subject, verb or object

position.

Baseline Procedures: Phase II, Part 6. Accuracy when

completing each worksheet was determined in the following

manner: `qs 1, 2 and 3 were,Aeated facing T. T presented

each S with a worksheet containing 6 sentences, each

sentence missing a word- ix in the subject, verb or object

tr
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position Ind with-3 printed words above each sentence. T

then presented Ss 1, -2 and 3 with the multiple directives
described in the Teaching Procedures section below. T

then walked away -allowing each S to cd?nplete his/her worksheet
independently. As each S completed his/her worksheet: T

'collected each worksheet and gave the Ss no indication of
response correctness. T recorded a "+31 on her data sheet
for each correct word choice and a "-" for each incorrect
word choice. T proceeded until each S had 2 opportunities
to complete each of the 4 worksheets.'

Teaching Procedures: The following teaching procedures were
implemented if an S did not respond correctly on 2 consecutive
occasions to any of the questions or directives issued when
baseline measures were obtained.

0

',Part 6 When students are presented with a worksheet
containing sentencesCb osed of words they can label
but which are missing on word'in the subject,,verb or
object position"(e.g., e hit the ball. The

boy the ball. Th boy hit the .), and three
printed words above each sentence, they will Mark the
one word that logically completes the sentence.

Prior to implementing Steps 1 through 5 below, T
directed Ss to a) label the words composing the
sentences on,the worksheet and b) label the 3
printe words above each sentence. Each word
,cont ned on the worksheet had been-preyiously
le ed 1'59 Ss 1, 2 and 3 in their dally-4-eading

.program. T directed Ss to alternate turns reading
the sentences until each word on the worksheet was
labeled once. While Sl read a given sentence, S2"
and S3 followed visually,while touching underneath
each word, etc. If an S did not correctly label a
word, T immediately supplied the correct label. No

data was taken. By implementing this procedure,
T insured that for the most part, Ss could label
the words they had forgotten, and for that reason,
inability to label given words would not significantly
interfere with the skill being taught.

Step 1: A worksheet containing 6 sentences, each
missing a word in the subject, verb,,or object
position, with 3 printed words above each sentence
and a pencil were placed in front of 'each S. After

all words on the worksheet were labeled by Ss as
described aboyd, T said "Put your finger on number
1. Good. Now put your finger on the empty space
in that sentence. Good. Each e ntence is missing
a.word. Now pUt your finger o the words above the

empty space. One of those wor makes sense in the
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sentence. -You read each sentence end then read

the 3 words above it, You mark the word that makes

sense in the sentence." T gave any S physical

assistandb if that S was unable to folldw the given

directions. T then walked away and allowed each S

to complete his/her worksheet independently.

Step 2: When _§.1 raised her hand, T sat down next

to her and said, "Read sentence' number 1 and say

the word you have marked." If marked the fiord

which logic&ly completed the sentence and thus

labeled the words of a logical sentence, T praised

a and recorded a "+" on her data sheet. T followed

the same procedures for the remaining correct word

choices. If Sl marked the correct word,for each

of the sentences, T printed a word, praising Si's

performance on her worksheet (e.g., "Good, great,

fantasti6"). When S2 raised her hand, T then sat .

down next to her and repeated the procedures

described above.

Step 3: If Si did not mark the word which logically

completed the sentence and thus labeled the words

of an absurd sentence, T said, "no" and questioned .

a on the lobe of her word choice (e.g., Sentence:

The is good to eat. Words: house, marshmallow,

play. If Si responded incorrectly by marking the

word (house, questions and answers similar to the

following might occur: Q "Do you eat your house?"

A - "no" Q - "What's a house for?" A - "live in

it"). T then repeated part of the original directive,

"Read the sentence and Dark the word, that makes sense

in the sentence." aimark the word which

logically completed the entence.nd thus labeled

the words of a logical sentence, T praisedSi but

% recorded a "-" on her data sheet. T followed the

same,procedure for the remaining incorrect choices.

When S2 raised her hand, T then sat down next to

her, etc.

`step If If Sl still did not mark the word which

logically completed the sentence and thus labeled

the words of an absurd sentence, T said "no" and

asked questions whose answers would formulate the

logic of the correct word choice (e.g., Sentence

The is good to eat. Words: house, marshmallow,

play. If Si responded incorrectly by marking the

word (play), questions and answers similar to the

following might occur: Q -:"Can you eat, a play?"

A - "no" Q - "Can you eata house?" A - "no"

Q - "What's a house for?" A - "live in it" Q -

"Can you eat.. marshmallow?" A - "yes"). T then
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repeated part of the original directive,."Read the
sentence and Mark the word' that makes 'sense in the

gentence." If S1 marked the word which logically
completed the sentence and thus labeled the words
of a logical sentence, T praised Si but recorded
a "-" on her data sheet. When S2 raiseder hand,
r then sat down next to her, etc.

Step 5: If Sa. still did not mark the word which
logically completed the sentence and thus labeid
the words off` an absurd sentence, T said "no" and
modeled the correct response by a) reading aloud the
incomplete sentence; b) reading aloud the 3 printed
words; and c) marking the correct word. T then said,

"You read the sentence and say the word that makes
sense." When ...S1 labeled the words of the logical
sentence, T praised Si but recorded a "-- on her
data sheet. When S2 raised her hand, T then sat
down next to her, etc.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2
occasions and without assistance from T, marked the
words which logically completed the 6 sentences on

each of 4 worksheets.

Phase III: when students are presented with a worksheet
containing sentences composed of words they can label with the
exception of one underlined word in the subject, verb or object

position and four pictures above each sentence, they will
determine'the label of the underlined word by marking and
labeling the one picture which represefits the object or
action 6).with the same initial consonant sound as the underlined

word and b) which logically completes the sentence.

Baseline Procedures: Phase III, Part 1. The baseline

procedures implemented were identigal to those described ,

in the Baseline Procbdures section for Phase I, given
appropriate materials and questions or.directives.

.

Teaching Procedures: The following beaching procedures were
impleented if an S did net respond correctly on 2 consecutive
occasions toany of the questions or directives issued
when baseline measures were obtained.

Part 1 - Teaching students to label objects, pictures
and describe action pictures as they are presented on

worksheets.

The procedures implemented and the criterion

.
established in Phase III, Part 1 were identical to
those described in the Phase I, Part 1 Teaching
Procedures section with the following exception

.486
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pictures were displayed on worksheets which were

placed on the table or tray of each rather than

held up in front of them.,

Baseline Procedures: Phase III, Part 2. The baseline

procedures implemented were identical to those described

in the Baseline Procedures section for Phase II, Part 6.

The materials differed in that 8 worksheets each displaying

3 sentences were presented in Phase II, Part 2. Above each

sentence were 4 object or action pictures rather than

printed words.

Teaching Procedures: The following teaching procedures were ,

implemented i,i.ea S did not respond correctly on 2 consecutive

occasions to,OV'.oT the questions or directives when baseline

measures were' Obtained.

Part 2 When,V1ADnts are presented with'a worksheet

containing sent,erieS, composed of words they can, label

with the exce Pion ckone underlined word in the subjects

verb or ob'ect ositien and four .ictures above each

sentence, they will determine the bel of t e underlined C'

Word by marking and- labeling the onea picture which

representsaheobject or:aCtion a) with the same initial

consonant,sound as the underlined word'and b) which

logically completes the sentence.

Prior to implementing Steps 1 through.5 below, T

directed Ss.,0 label the words composing the sentences

on the woikSheet with the exception of the underlined

words. Each word contained on the worksheet with

the exception of the underlined words had been

previously learned by Ss 1, 2 and 3 in their daily

reading program. a dfrected-Ss to alternate .turns

reading the sentences until each word. not underlined

on the worksheet was' labeled' once. While Sl read'a

given sentence, S2 and S3 followed visually while

touching Underneath each of the words, etc. If any

& labeled a word incorrectly, T immediately supplied

-ihe correct label. No data was taken. By6imple-

menting this procedure, T insured that Ss, for the

most part, could label the words they had forgotten

and for that reason, inability to label given words

would not significantly interfere with the skill

being taught(

Step 1: A worksheet containing 3 804ences, each

with.one underlined word that Ss had not previoUsly

learned and 4 pictures above it was placed in front ,

of each S with a pencil. After all words not

underlined on the worksheet were labeled by Ss as

described above, T said, "Put your finger on

number 1. Good. Now put your finger on the

underlined word in that sentence. Good. There
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are 4 pictures above that word. Touch them. The

underlined word is one of those pictures. You mark
the picture that,has the same first sound as the
underlined Nord and'makes sense in the sentence.'
T gave any S physical assistance if that S was unable
to follow the given directions. T then walked away
and allowed each S to complete his/her worksheet
independently.

Step 2: When Si raised her hand, T sat down next
to her and said, "Read sentence number 1 and say
the underlined word." If Si correctly labeled, the
underlined word by marking and labeling the picture
which represented the qbject or action a) with-the
same initial consonant sound as the underltned word
and b) which logically completed the sentence, T
praised Si and recorded a ". +" on her data sheet. T

.followed the same procedure for the remaining correct
responses. If a marked and labeled the correct
picture for each of the underlined words, T printed
a word praising Si's performance on her worksheet
(e.g., good, great, fantastic, etc.). When S2 raised
her hand, T then sat down next to her and repeated
the'procedures described above,

Step 3: If Si did not correctly label the underlined
word but marked and labeled a- picture which
represented an object or action a) which did not
have the samebinitial consonant sound as the
underlined word and/orb) which did not logically,
complete the sentence, T questioned Si on the logic
and initial consonant sound of her,picture choice
(e.g-, Sentence: I will bounce the ball. Pictures:

roll boat, pour, bounce. If Si responded incorrectly
by marking the picture of the (boat), questions and
answers similar to the fallowing might occur: Q

"What is the first sound in this word?" (T touches

underlined word) A - "(bb)" Q - 'What isthe.
first sound in (boat)?" A - "(bb)" Q - 'Is that

the same sound?" A "yes" Q "Can you boat a

ball?" A - "no"). T then said, "Read the sentence
again:' and repeated part of the original directive,
"Mark the picture that has the same first sound as
the underlined trord and makes sense in the sentence."
If Si marked the correct picture, T said,-"Now read
the sentence and say the underlined word." If Sl

correctly labeled the underlined word, T.praised

S1 eut recorded a on her data sheet sentence.
T followed the same procedure for the remaining
incorrect responses.' When S2 raised heichand, T
then sat down next to her, etc.

2
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Step 4:- If h. still did not correctly label the

underlined word but again marked and
or

a

picture which represented an object or aCtion a)

which did not have the same initial consonant soundt

as the underlined Word and/or b which did not

logically complete the sentenc , T questioned Si

on the logic and initial consonant:sound of each

possible picture choice (e.g., Sentence: I will

bounce the ball. 'Pictures: roll boat, pour,

bounce. Example questions and answers: Q - "What '

is the first sound in this word? (T touches underlined

word)" A -q"(bb)" Q - "What is the first sound in

(roll)?" A - "(rr)" Q - "Is that the same sound?"

A - "no" Q - "Can you roll a ball?" A !-- "yes"

Q - "What is the first sound in boat?" A - "(bb)"

etc.). T then said, "Read the sentence again and

repeated part of the original direpfive, "Marks the

picture that has the same first sound as the

underlined word and makes sense in the sentence."

If a marked the correct picture, T said, "Now read

the sentence and say the underlined word." If SI.

correctly labeled the underlined word, T praised

a but recorded a "-" on her data sheet. When S2

raised her hand, T then sat down next to her, etc.

t

Step 5: If Si still did not correctly label the

underlined word but again marked and labeled an

incorrect :picture, T said "no" and moWed the
correct response by a) reading aloud the incomplete

sentence; b) marking the correct picture; and c)

reading the sentence and labeling the underlined

word. T then gave aybrief explanation of her choice

(e.g., "This word begins with (bb). (Bounce) begins

(bb) tpo. You can (bounce a ball)."). T then said,

"You read the sentence and say the underlined word.

When j correctly labeled the underlined word, T

praised Sj but recorded a "-" on her data sheet.

When S2 raised her hand, T sat down next to her; etc.

These procedures were followed until each S, on 2

laccasions and without assistance from T, marked the

correct pictures for the 3 sentences on each of 8

wekisheets..

p
Results

Measur6s of each S's responses to questions and directives issued

throughout each part of Phases I, II and III were obtained prior to

'teaching any of those responses. These measures are referred to as

baseline measures. If an S did not respond correctly during baseline

to all questions and directives issued in anyspart of Phases I, II or

/III,-those parts were considered appropriate for s sequent instruction.4
491
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Measures of the acquisition of those responses made during instruction
were recorded and referred to as teaching measures. The specific

program design was as follows:

A. Measure Phase I,,,Parts 1 through 9 consecutively;

B. _Measure Phase II, Parts 1 through .6 consecutively;

C. Measure Phase III, Parts 1 and 2 consecutively;

D. Teach Phase I,,Parts 1 through 9 consecutively (if necessary);

E. Teach Phase II, Parts 1 through 6 consecutively (if necessary);

F. Measure Phase III, Parts 1 and 2 consecutively;

G. Teach Phase III, Parts 1 and 2 consecutively (if necessary).

The following tables contain the specific performance patterns of

'Ss 1, 2 and 3. When reading these tables, the reader should note that
Trials 1 and 2 refer to baseline measures and all subsequent trials
refer to teaching measures. A criterion for correct responding was
established for each part of Phases I, II and III. The assumption

made was that an S could correctly perform a skill in a given part
at an acceptable criterion when that S could correctly respond to )

all questions and directives on two consecutive occasions.

Table 1

Phase I, Part 1
v- -

S2S1
Trial°'4Err.7 #Resp.8, _Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 13 48 1 18 48

2 14 48 l 2 18 48

3 1 14 3 3 18

4 0 14 4 2 18

5 0 14 5 0 18.
6= 0 n 18

,S3

Trial #6r. #Resp.

1 6 48
2 5 48

3 1 6

4 1 6

5 0 6

6 0 6

It should be noted when reading Table 1 that there is a difference

between the number of possible responses when baseline measures were

obtained and when teaching measures were obtained. The reason for

this discrepancy is that in Phase I, Part 1, Ss 1, 2 and 3 were only

taught responses they did not perform correctly when baseline measures

were taken.

As can be discerned from Table 1, Ss 1, T and 3 required 3, 4 and

4 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance on

7Number of errors

8Total number nf possible responses



Part 1. These

a considerable
acquisition of
wag relatively

S1
Trial #Eii.

-.

3

2

3

b 4
5

2

-0

0

3

4
5

6

7

9

07

results indiqate that even though 2 of the 3 $s Made

number Of ertoors iihen.baselille measures iiere obtained,

object pictureabels and. action picture distriptions

rapid.0 .

.
,

06

Table 2

Phase I, P

Set 1 (m, b, w, f)

S2 S3

#Eir. . #Resp. I Trial #Err. #Resp.
#Resp. Trial

4 1 1 4 1 1 4

4 2 1 4 2 1 4

-.4 3, 2 4 3 0 4

4 4. 4 4 1 4

4 5. 5 ` 1 , 4

6 1 4 6 '4

'7 1 4 7 °. 0 4

8 1 4 8 1 4

9 - 3 .4 9 0' 4

`10 4 10 0

11 4

12 1 4

13 a 4

14 1 4

.- 15 0 4'

16 4

1
2

2

o
1
0

1
0

o

a
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

4

Set 2 (r, p, n, g)

1 1 4

2 1 4

'3 0 4

4 .0 4

1
2'

3

4

2

4
4

As can be discerned from Table 2 above, Ss 1, 2 and 3 required

3, 14 and 10 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance

on Part 2, Set 1 and 7, 2 and 2 teaching trialsrespectively to reach

criterion performance on Part 2, Set 2. S2 and S3 required a con-

siderable number of trials for criterion performance when sounding

letters in Set 1 but reached. criterion immediately when sounding
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lefters in Set 2. This immediacy of.criterion performance may be due
to prior practice when sounding letters Inapt 1 or a greater ease

S-CTin articulating the required sounds in e.

Table 3a

Phase I, Part 3a'

Set 1 (monkey, bell,' fork, watermelon)

Si S2

Trial #Err. #Resp. Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 4 4 1 ,1 0
fq.

4

2 4 4
.1

i

2 0 4
J

1

c, 3% 0 4 ?a

4 0 4
i s

S3

Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 4 . 4

2 4 4

3 0 4
4 0 4

I 1:: Set 2 (rain, pencil, nail, girl)

1 - 4 4 , 1 0 4 1 4

'2 4 4 2 0 4 I 2.

.

3 0 4 p. 3 0 f4

4 0
4

4
i

1 4 0 '4

is

As can be diacerned from Table 3a above, S2 responded correctly
to all directives issued when baseline measures were obtained and thus

subsequent instruction . was not approptiata: Ss 1 and 3 required 2

and 2 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance oh
Part 3a, Set 1 and Part 3a, Set 2. The incorrect responses emitted Ac

by Ss 1 and 3, when baseline measures were obtained, were possibly
due to initial confusion "regarding T's directives. Once teaching

trials were implemented,' acquisition -.of those responses was rapid.

Table 3b

Phase I, Part

-Set 1 (monkey, bell, fork, watermelon)

Si S2 S3

Trial 4Err.

1 4
A

4

2 i 4

#Resp. I Trial #Err. #Resp. Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 0 4 1 4 4

2 0 4 2 4 4

3 0 4 0 4

0 4 , 4 0 4

494'
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Set 2 (rain, pencil, nail, girl)

S1 S2 S3

Trial #Err. #Resp, Trial #Err. #Resp. 1 Trial #Err. 4:lean.

1 .4 4 1 0 4 1 4 4

2 4 4 2 0 4 2 d4 . 4
.

3 0' 4 3 ` 0 4

4 0 4 4 0 4

The results contained iTable 3b are identical to those contained

in Table 3a. The reader is referred to Table 3a for a description of

those results.

Table 4

Phase'I, Part 4

Set]. (monkey, bell, watermelon, foxk, rain,-pencil, nail, girl)

Si S2 S3 ,

Trial #Err. #Resp. Trial #Err. #Resp. , Trial #Err. #Resp..

1 5. 8 1 3

2 .a 8 2 5

1 1 8

.2 5 8

3 0
J8

, 3 0 8 f 3 0 8

4 0- 8 4 0 8 1 4 0 8

Set 2 (man, ,bat, window, fire, 111, pan,needle, grow)

1
2

3

4

4 8 1 '3

4 8 2 5

0 8 3 0

0 8 -4 0

1

'8
8

a
8

.

.1 2

2

3 0

4 0

8

8

8

As can be discerned from Table 4 above, Ss 1, 2 and 3 required

2, 2 and 2 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance'

on Part 4, Set 1 and Part 4, Set Y. It is inferred that Ss used their

previously acquired skills of sounding letters and touching the first

letter in printed words to sound accurately the first letter in printed

words.

4

,41
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4.

Table 5

Phase I, Part 5

Set 1 (man, bat, window, fire, run,"pan, needle, game)

81
Trial #Err. #Res

1 6 8

2 6 8

3 6 8

4 2 -' 8

5 5 8

6° .3 8

7 0 8

8 0 8

St S3

ial #Res Trial #Res

1 7 8

2, 8 8

3 2 8

4 1 8

5 3 8.
.6 2 8

7 0 8
- 8 0 8

1
2 5.

1
4 - 0

5 1
6. 1

7 , O. '

8 x
9 ,.. 0.

10 0

8

8

8

8

8

.. 8

Set 2 (mow, bounce, witch,. finger, ring, pour, next, goat)

6 8.

7 8 0

1 7 = 8 1 7 8 '1

2 8 8 2 a 8 2

3 .3 8 3 . 1 8 .8

-4 2 8 4. 0' 8 4 :

5 0 8 5 0 8

:8

8

8

0. 8

0 8

As can be discerned from Table 5 above,-Ss 1, 2 and 3 reqUired
6, 6 and 8 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance
on Part 5, ,Set 1, and 4, 3 and 2 teadhing trials respectively to reach

'....ititerien performance on.Part 5, Set 2. All 3 Ss made fewer initial
incorrect responses and reached criterion performance in fewer trials
on the,pictnres included .in Set 2, indicatingaossible skill generali-
zation peroas object and action pictures as well as the positive
effects of practice.



Table 6
o

Phase I, Part 6

Set 1 (monkey, rain, brush, girl, water, fork, pop, nurse

.

Trial

1
92

3

4

5

6

7

8

S1 S2 S3

#Err. #Resp. Trial #Err. #Re'sp. Trial #6:r.:

8 8 1 6 8 1 4

8 8 2 6 e 2 6

3 0 '3 1 8 3 . 1

0 8 4 0. 8 4 1

1 8 .., 5 0 8 5 0

1 8 6 0

0 8

0 8

491

.

#Resp.

8.

8

8

8

8

8

Set 2 (mitten, read, bell, garden, wash, fall, pencil, nail)

1 7 1 6 8 1 5

2 7 8 2 , 6 8 2 6

3 0

4 0

8

8

3 I 8 3 1 8

4 0 ' 8 . 4 0
.,.

8

'5 1 5 0 8

6. 0

7 0

, As can be diicerned from Table'6 above, SS 1, 2 and 3 required

6, 3 and 4 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance

on Part 6,'Set 1, and 2, 5 and 3 teaching trials respectively to reach

criterion perforMance on Part 6, Set 2. ills performance results on

both Table 5, Set 1 and Table 6, Set 1 indicate a greater number Of

initial incorrect responses than either S2 or is when teaching trials

were implemented. This may be due to the fact that Sits articulation

defiOfts were greater than those of either S2 or S3, Yet a's k,

performance results across respective sets on Table 5 and 6 indicate

increasingly fewer errors. The assumption can be made that skill

generalization was occwrirg across object and pictures as well as

teabher cues.
D

4 lJ
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Table 7

o

Phase I. Part 7

Set I (mop, bear, watermelon, fish,'rug, pumpkin, numbers; gate)

Trial

1
2

3

4
5

.-,.. 6

7

Si
#Err. 4,Resp.,

--

Trial
S2

#Err. #Resp. Trial
S3

#Err.

4
7' ) 8 1 7 8 1 2

7 8 2 7 8 2 4

3 8 3 0 8 3 1

2 8 4 2 8 4 1

1 8 5 1 8 5 .0

0 8 6 0 8 6 0

0 8 7 0 8

Set 2 (walk, mix, boat, fight, ruler, purse, nuts, grow)

1 7 8 1 8 8

2 7 8 8 8

#Resp.

8

8

8

.8

8

1 5 8

2 6 8

3 2 8 3 1 8 3 2

'4 4? 0 8 4 0 8 4 0 8

5. 0 9 8 5 0 8 5 1 8

6 0

7 0

8

8

As can be di cerned from Table 7 above, Ss 1, 2 and 3 required

5, 5 and 4 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance

on Part 7, Set 1, and 3, 3 and 5 teaching trials respectively to reach
criterion performance. on'Parq, Set 2. No improvement can be

ascertained for Ss 1, 2 or 3. Although.when teaching trials were

implemented, Tables ,-4 6 and -7 consistantly indicated only 1 or 2

errors for S2 or S3, a closerlook at their data did not indicate
diffi4ulty with any particular sound.

Table 8

base I, Part 8

Set 1 (monkey, rain, brush, girl, water, fork, pop, nurse)

S1
Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 3 8

2 5 8

3 0 8

4 0 8

S2

Tr ,a1 #Err. #Resp.

S3

Trial -#Err. #Resp.

,

3 0 .

4 0

496

8 1 4 8

8 2 4 8

8 3 0 8

8 4 0 8



Set 2 (mitten, read, bell, garden, wash, fall, pencil, nail)

493

Trial

S1
#Err. #Resp. Trial

S2

#Err.

-.)

#Resp. I.

S3

Trial #Err. #Resp.
.

.,

1 4 8 1 8 8 1 4 8

2 5. , 8 2 8 8 2 5 8

3 1 8 3 0 8 3 0 8

4 0 8 4 0 8 4 0 8

5 0 8
N.

Ao can be discerned om Table 8 above, Sc 1, 2 and...3 required

2, 2 and 2 teaching trial respectively to reach criterion performance

on Part 8, Set 1 and 3, 2 and 2 teaching trials respectively to .

reach criterion on Part 8, Set 2. This marked improvement in

response accuracy for each S, when teaching trials were implemented,

may be explained in terms of the receptive vs. expressive nature of

the given response. Touching the picture representing the object

or action with the initial consonant sound made by T did not require

sound articulation. Thus, articulation deficits could not interfere

with correct responding.

Table 9

Phase I, Part 9

Set 1 (mop, bear, watermelon, fish, rug, pumpkin, number, gate)

S1

Trial #Err. #Resp. Trial

S2
#Err. #Resp. Trial

S3

#Err. #Resp.

a

1 8 8 1 8 8 1 8 8

2 8 8 2 8 8 2 8. 8

3 0 8 3 0 8 3 0 8

4 0 8 4' 0 8 4 0 8

Set 2 (walk; monkey, boat, fight, ruler, purse, nuts, grow)

1 8 8 1 8 8 1 8 8

2 8 8
0

2 8 8 9 8 8

3 0 8 3 0 8 3 0 8

4 0 8 4 0 8 4 0 8

As can be discerned from Table 9 above, Ss 1, 2 and 3 required

2, 2 and 2 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion, performance

on Part 9, Set 1 and Part 9, Set 2. This immediate response accuracy

during teaching trials suggests that Ss combined skills acquired in

previous parts of the program to perform this terminal skill for

Phase I.

49

a
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Table 10

Phase II, Part 1

S1 , . S2

Trial #Err. #Resp, Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 .., -k,6 47 1 14 47,

2 4",-"t 6 47 2 14 47

S3

Trial #Err.' #Resp.

14 2 47

2 ' 2 47

Teaching trials were not°implemented for Phase II, Part 1. The

skills to be taught in Phase II, Part 1 were considered necessary
for successful completion of Phase II, Parts 4a through 4d. Yet Ss

1, 2 and 3 correctly responded to all teacher directives when baseline
measures were taken of Phase II, Parts 4a through 4d. There are two
explanations for thi6 discrepancy. Parts 4a through 4d required Ss
to touch pictures that represented objects or actions which logically
completed sentences. Part 1 required Ss to label or describe those
objects or action pictures. Picture labeling or describing as opposed
to picture discrimination may have been more difficult. An alternative
explanation is that Ss correctly touched,the pictures they were not
familiar with in Parts 4a through 4d through the process of elimination.

Table 11

Phase II, Part 2

Set 1

RI S2 S3

1

2

3

4 0

1

8

'8

..--
Trial #Err. #Resp. Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 4 8 t 1 5 . 8

2 2 8 2 2 8

3 0 8 3 0 8

4 0 8 .4 0 8

0

Set.-2

5 8

2- 8

8 3 0 8

8 4 0- 8

3

4

'Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 2 8

2 0 8

3 0 8

4 0 8

1 4

2 0

0

8

8

8

8

As can be discerned from Table 11 above, Ss 1, 2 and 3 required
2, 2 and 2 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance
on Part 2, Set 1 and Part 2, Set 2. The results indicate a ma ed

606
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.improvement in response accuracy when teaching trials were implemented.

Increased attending to the pertinent details of the action depicted

in each picture as a result of the questions asked by T prior to\

teaching may account for this "improvement.

Table 12

Phaee II, Part 3

Set 1

I

0-

S3

Trial #Err. #Resp. i Trial #Err. #Resp. rial #Err. #Resp.

.
.

Set 2

1 1 6 1 0 6 0 6

2 0 6 1 2 0 6 2 0 6

3 0 6

As can be discerned from Table 12 above, Ss 2 and 3 responded

correctly to all questions asked when baseline measures were obtained

and thus subsequent instruction was not appropriate. Because §3.

emitted only 1 incorrect response during Trial 1 of both Set 1 and

Set 2 and no incorrect responses during Trial 2 of both Set 1 and

Set 2, 1 additional baeline trial was implemented. Since S1 made '

no incorrect responses during this additional\trial, subsequent

instruction was not appropriate.

Si
Trial #6r. #Resp.

Q 6

2 0 /)

1 0 6

2 0 6

1

VP

Table 13a

Phase II, Part 4a

Set 1

52

Trial #fir. #Resp. I Trial
, S3

#6r. #Resp..

1 0 6 1 0 6

2 0 6 ' 2 0 6
/0.

Set 2
0

1 0 6 1 0 6

2 -0 6 i 2 0 6

.of
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As c n be discerned from Table 13a above, Ss .1, 2 and 3 responded

correctly all directives issued when baseline measures were obtained
and thus subsequent instruction was not appropriate.

Trial
S1

#Err. #Resp.

Table 13b

- Phase II, Part 4b d

Set 1

S2

Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 0 6 1 *, 0 6

2 0 6 2- 0 6

Set 2

1 0 6 1 0 6

2 0 6 I 2 .0 6

S3

Trial #Err. #Resp.

1 0

2 0 6

1 0' 6

I 2 6

The results displayed in Table 13b are identical to those displayed

on Table 13a. The reader is referred to Table 13a for a description

of those results.

Table 13c

Phase ,II, Part 4c

Trial #6.r. #Resp. I Trial

Set 1,

S2

#6.r. Resp.

1 0 6 1 0 6

2 0 ( 6 2 0 6

Pe Set 2 -

1 1 0 6

2 0 6

The results displayed on Table
displayed on Table 13a. The reader
description of those results.

.

54'2.

S3

Trial #Err. #Resp.

I

1

1 0 . 6

2 0 6

1 0

2 0 6

./

13c are' identical toktifose
is referred to Table 13a for a

It
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Table 13d,

Phase II, Park 4d

Set 1

S1 S2 S3

497

Trial 4Err, 141esa. Trial 411Tir. Desa.

0 6 ' 1 0 6

2 0 6/ 2 , 6 6

1

.Sett

12 0 6

Trial ffErr, Niels!).

1 0 6

2 0 6

0 6

0 6

The results displayed on Table 18d are identical to those

displayed.= Table 13a.'be reader is referred to Table 13a for a

description 'of those results.

Table 14

alse II, Part 5

Set 1

S1 S2

Trial #Err. Mleop. Trial ItErr.

1 6 6 1
.
6

2 6 6 2 6

3 1 6 3 0

-.
4 0 6 4 0

5 0 6

Set 2

1 6 5

2 6 6 6

3. 6 3 4 0

4 6 4 0

i

S3

Peen.

6

Trial #

2 6 6

tir.

1 46 ,

#Resp.

6 0

i

6 3 2 6

6 4 0. 6

5 0 6

As can be discerned from on Table 14 above, Ss 1, 2 and 3

required 3, 2 and 3 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion

performance on Part 5, Set ;and 2, 2 and 3 teaching trials respec-

tively to reach criterion
performance on Part 5, Set 2. The incorrect
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responses emitted by Ss 1, 2 and 3 when baseline measures were
obtained were possibly due to initial confusion by T's directive.
Once teaching trials were implemented, acquisition of those
responses was rapid.

Trial
Si

qpir. #Resp.

1 6 6

2-- 6 8

3 4 6

4' 0 6

5 0 6

3 4 6

4 3 6

5 0 Cr

6 0 6

1 6

2 6

3 1 6

4 1 6

5 0 6

6 0 6

1 6

2'

3 1 6

4 0 6

.5 0 6

Table 15

Phase II, Part 6

Trial

1

3

4

''

1-

2

3

4
5

f 6

1
2

3

4
5

6

1

3

4
5
6

Set 1

S2

ifErY. #Rep.

6

6

0

0

6

6

6

6

Set 2

6 6

6 6

2 6

1 6

0 6

0,

Set 3

6 6

6,

1

6

6

1 6

0 6

0 6

Set 4

6' 6

6 6

0 6

1 .6

0 6

) 6

504

.° S3
Trial #Err. #Resp.

1

i

1

21

3

1.1p

6

. 6

4

0

6

6

6
6

5 a -6

1
2

3 1 ., 6

4 1 6
5 0- 6

6 0 6

1 6 6

2 6 6

3 6 6

4 l' 6

5 0 6

6 0 6

1 6..-

2 6 6

.

3 . 0 6
4 0/ t 6

6.31-......2.
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As can bellscerned from Table 15 above, 'E's 1, 2 and 3 required

3, 2 and 3 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance

on Part 6, Set 1;'4, 4 and 4 teaching trials respectively to reach

criterion performance on Part 6, Set 2; 4, 4 aid 4 teaching trials

respectively to reach criterion performance on Part 6, Set 3;and 3, 4

and 2 teaching trials respectively toreach criterion performance on

Part'6, Set-4. A closer look at these results-suggests that for the

most part each S had increasingly fewer initial incorrect responses

across sets when teaching, trials were implemebted. It is assumed

that skill generalization was occurring.

Tables 16 and 17 contain the results of Phase III, Parts 1 and 2

respectively. In both of these tables, Trials 1 and 2 represent

baseline measures obtained prior to teaching Phases I, II or III,

and Trials 3 and 4 represent baseline measures obtained subsequent

to teaching Phase'I and II but prior to teaching Phase III. All

remaining trials indicate teaching measures,

.Table 16

Phase III, Part 1

Si

Trial. #67.

it
#Resp. : Trial

S2

#6r. #Resp. Trial

S3

#Err. #Resp.

I

,

1 28 58 1 38 58 1 10 58

2 28 58 1 40 58 2 10 58

3 24 58 ,
3 32 '58 3 6 0 58

4 24 58 4 32 58 4 6 58

5
l A4,.., 24 5 13 32 5 2' '6

6 6 24 6 8 32 6 '0 6

7 2 24 7 1 32 7 0 6

8 0 24 8 4 32

9 0 24 9 0 32

It should be noted when reading Table 16 that there is a difference

between ;number. of 'possible responses when baseline.measures were

obtained and when teaching measures were obtained. The reason for

this discrepancy is that in Phase III, Part 1, Ss 1, 2 and 3 were

only taught responses they did not perform correctly when the most

recent baseline measures were talcjen. r's

As can be discerned from Table 16,,above, Ss 1, 2 and 3 required

5, 5 and 3 teaching trials respectively to reach criterion performance

on Part 1. These results indicate that even though 2 of the 3 Ss

made a considerable number of errors when baseline measures were

obtained, acquisition of object picture.labels and action picture

descriptions on worksheets developed rapidly.

5o;
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When comparing the results of baseline measures obtained prier

to teaching Phases I, TX and III (e.g., Trials ) pad 2) to baseline
measures obtained subsequent to teaching Phases T and II but prior

to teaching Phase III (e.g., Trials 3 and 4), a small increase in
correct responding can 1.1&ascertained.. The assumption can be made
that previous acquisition of object picture labels and action picture
descriptions' increased the number of correct responses in Phase III,

Part 1. Yet, the diffeence between the 2 sets of baseline measures
was not great. This may have been due to their difficulty,identifying
small pictures traced or drawn on worksheets, even though they may
eve previously learned to label or describe those same-coMme4-cially
produced pictures.

Si
Trial #6.r.

1 6
2 6

3

4 3

5 3

6

7 0

1 6

2 6

.

;,' , 3 3

4 2
t)...

.

5 3.
'"'

- '6

...-
..

1 6
1

2,', . 0

,.....
. .

3' . -_,,,!Z.

4 - -3.

5 .0

.6 ' 0

Table 17

Phase III, Part 2

Set.1

#ResP.

- .

6

6,

THU

1
2

6" 3

6.
4

6 5

6 6

6 7

6 1

6 2

. 4

6 ,. 3

- 6 4.

6 5

,....

.....e

f.'

6' ' 1 /

6
.; 2

,

6 3 ,

6 4 :

06 , 5

, 6 ' '6
:,. .

t 'Q,

S2

#Err.

6

6

2

3

2

0
0

Set 2

.6

#Resp.

6

6

6

§
6
6

Trial

1
2.

3

4

5
6

7

6 ' 7.,

S3'

#Err. #Resp.

6 6

6 6

3

3 6,

3 6

0 6

0 6j

6 6

2I 6 6
.

.

2 6 '' 3. '3
2 6- 4 2 '6

1 6 ' 5 . 2 6

.§6'r 3 '
.

6 6
.t...-.

6 ° 6

,.
° 6.

2 6

0 6.

0 - 6

.

.

,

0

1
s. 2 .

3

4.

5

6 .

,

6

.6

3

0

0
0'
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Set 4

S2 S3
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#Err. #Resp. Trial #Err. #Resp. Trial Err. 2Resp.

6 6 6 6 1 6 6

6 6 2 ")6 6 2 6 6

' 3 6 3 3 6 3 2 6

3 ,
6 4 § 6 4 2 6

1 .* 6 5 - 1 6 5 0 6 ,

1, 6 ,.6 0 6 6 0.- 6

0 7 0 6
, O

0 6

Trial.

1
2

3

4
5

6

As can be discerned from Table 17 above, Ss 1, 2 and 3 required

3, 3 and 3 tea44ng trials respectively to reach criterion performance

on Part 2, -Set 1; 4i 3-and 3 teaching trials respectively to reach

criterion peiformance on Part 2, Set 2; 2, 26and 2 teaching trials

respectively to reach criterion perforthance on Part 2, Set 3; and 4,

3 and 2 teaching trials
respectively to reach criterion perfdkmance

on Part 2, Set 4. Closer insplpion of these results' suggests tha

for the most part each S had' increasingly fewer initial incorrect

responses across worksheet sets when'teaching trials were implemente

It is assumed that skill generalization was occurring.

-

When comparing the results of baseline measures obtained prior

to teaching Phases I, II and III (e.g., Trials 1 and 2) to baseline

measures'obtained subsequent to teaching Phases I and II but prior /

to teaching Phase III (e.g., Trials 3,an4 4), a substantial increage

in correct responding can be ascertained. The assumption is made

here that to some degree, Ss used the skills learned in Phases I

and II when attempting to perform theskills required'in Phase III.

Discussion

The results presented strongly 'suggest that the program objectives

were successfully accomplished. That is: a) the students learned

to label selected object pictures and describe selected action

pictures, to sound eight initial consonants in printed words, to

make the,initial'eonsonant
sound of objects and actions represented

in pictures, and to label unknown words given pictures representing

objects or actions with differing initial consonant sounds; b) the

students learned to choose words (e.g., subjects, verbs, or objects)

which logically completed sentences; and c) the students learned

to use initial
consonant,sounds, picture cues and context cues in

combination to label unknown wqrds in sentences.

Based on theseresulthe following assumptions seem tenable:

a) trainable level students can learn relatively complex reading

skills; b) teachers need not have.to choose between the "whole word"

4
50_
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approach and an approach based strictly on letter-sound relationships

but can pursue an approach espousing the teaching of combinations of

skills; c) teachers can initially introduce reading words to trainable

level stddents through the "whole word" approach and then can begin

to teachoword analysis skills. These skills, when developed to their

fullest, may eliminate the necessity for teacher dependent word drill

uhich is common when acquiring words through the "whole word" approach

exclusively; and d) students with severe articulation problems can

,
utilize initial consonant soundsof words as a word analysis skill.

Although the skills taught are limited to scope, hopefully the

objectives, procedures, materials and design can be used as a model

when considering additional word analysis skills or extensions of

those already taught. In utilizing letter -sound relationships teachers

may introduce final consonants as well as additional initial consonants.

3n the area of context cues, the teacher may consider the choice of

prepositions which logically complete sentences. More complex picture

cues might be considered to increase difficulty level and skill

functionality when combining picture context cues, printecreontext

cues and initial consonant sounds to determine the labels,of unknown

words. For example, a picture displaying a variety of objects and

actions such as in a picnic scene might be displayed'instead of

single objects or action pictures,

For those students who do not have the necessary prerequisite

skills for completion of this prOgram, the teacher may wish to use

its objectives, procedures, materials and design as a starting point

.for considering a finer breakdown of required responses. For

example, the students of concern here understood logical and absurd

relationships to the degree that if they did not correctly respond to'

related questions or directives when baseline measures were obtained,

they quickly acquired those responses. For students who do no have

some understanding of logical and absurd relationships, the teacher

would have to further break down the objectives'of Phase II into

mare basic components (e.g., to understand an absurd action a student,

may nave to.directly experience it, such as attempt to eat a piece

of clothing).

In considering-the implications of this 'studyt,the limited nature

of't instructional design should be realized. For example, baseline

mess es of student responses'to the 'questions and directives of

Phas III, Part,2, were taken twice: Preceeding any teaching of

Phases I, II or III and then following the teaching*of Phases I and

II but prior to teaching Phase III. These measures indicate an increase

in 'correct responding during the second set of baseline measurements.

From this increase, it is assumed that the skills taught in Phase

and II were responsible for that increase but the present design

does not pinpoint precisely what skills affect the learning of other

'skills anal does not rule out the possible facilitating effects of

other. variables. In order to obtain such specific information the
*sent design should be replaced by one more sensitive such as a

multiple baseline design wherein baseline measures of all skills to be

taught are obtained continuously. As successive baseline measures

are compared, significant changes can be more confidently attributed
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to the teaching of specific skills. On the other hand ti* priorities

of the classroom dictate an approach requiring greater instructional

time and less time devoted to measurement. For these reasons the

less sensitive but more practical criterion referenced measurement

design was chosen.

Due to these and other limitations the absolute effectiveness

of this program is impossibleto determine. Replicbtion of this

program with similar populatiorm of children will produce some-

.,

reliability data as well as pinpoint areas to eliminate, modify or

extend. Yet we can Confidently say that the negative'instructionsl

prognosis for'trainable level students is clearly questionable.

Ifrtrainable level students can learn higher level reading. skills,

it hopefully follqws that the future of the trainable retarded

individual contains greater personal independence and econo is

productivity in our complex society.

5

1

0
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11, f
Appendix A

Phase I II and III

Example Data Sheets

cAlle following data sheet format was used throughout each phase.
Below are example adaptations of this data sheet for particular,

parts 0 -Phase I II or III.

Task:. Phase I, Part. 5; (Set 1), Teaching

Name man bat window fire. run pan (needle _game Date

§.I
- -

f

1 . + 4/10

2 +
.

+ ... + ' - i 1/10

-

11 + , + --I- - + - 1/11

$2 + + + + - 1/11

§3 4-

,

+ + + + + 1/11

Tasks Phase II, Part 2, /Set 1), Teaching

tooth-11'.

NameName

siviASCOS

paper
=mars
table

SOCK
foot

SOCK,

hand
comb
hair

orusn
hair

pen=
hand

pencil

toes !Data

SI "+ - = + - + - '10/30

S2 + .- - - + - ;10/30

S3 + - + 10/30110/30

S1 + -- .". + 11.31 4
i

S2

.

- - .+
t

+ :11A4

i

S3 + + +. ill/4
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Task: Phase IIIPat,etflTeaching
/

.

Name

I

drink
with
the
g1as&

Tne
mailman

will
come
to my

house.

I will

will.
bbunee

the .

ban.

1 '1'
.. See the

I will ; p1uizj

ride ride

In the in the

Wagon, ear,

girl
will
run

to The

house.

1

Date

:al
+ - _ , : + + i 3/10

, 82 + + . + + - - 3/10

- 4. + + + 3/10

11 ÷ + + + + 1 + 3/13

S2 + '+ + +

le

+ +
,

: 3/13

,S3 + + + + +. i + 3/13

:

g

Task: Phase II, ,Part 4c, (Set 2 Baseline

1

The' The

Tne
.

. The I 'The
,

flys eats
-- ...--.

opens is
.

high 1 lots 6 -

will the on a in The is Of

game pop. doOr. ste sk .ringtag. food, Date

§...1 , + 4. + + + + 10/4:

$2
+ + + 10/4

S3 .f + + -+ . 10/4

.§..1

+
, + . 10/7

-.-

+ + + + . 10/7

S3 + + , + +' 1W7

5 I ,
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Appendix .B

Phase II, Part 6

Example Worksheet

(drink,$swing, marshmal low)

1. We play on the

Janet will

(eat, work, tra
.the ice-cream cone.

(come tray:, Janet)
3. *s a girl.

'(ball, train, look

. We will ride on the

5. Janet and Mark

6. The

(want, look, wing)

(farm, comes girl

something good.

gAll go on the swing.

5 4.2
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Appendix C

Phase III, Part 2

Example Worksheet

1. I drink with the glass.

2. The mailman will come to my house.

3. I will bounce the ball.
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I. OVERVIEW

.In order to familiarize the reader with the Organization of this
paper, a brief description of each section is presented below.

Section II, Rationale - Review of the Literature, provides the
rationale for a papef on teaching social interaction skills to severely
handicapped students. The two\main objectives of this paper are to:
1) provide a system foe predicting, explaining and,systemetizing social
interactions; 2) provide an illustration of a.specific instructional
program for teaching social interactions as an example of how to apply
information from objective 1.

In an attempt to accomplish these objectives, each section of the
'paper begins with a discussion of general considerations and information
related to social interaction skills. Each discussion is followed by a
deacriptton of .specific procedures for assessing and teaching Social
interaction skills.o 'The specific procedures to be described were designed
and implemented by the authors in two classes for severely handicapped
students. .

Section III discusses defining and measuring social interaction
"skills and then illustrates ,a specific measurement procedure used by the
authors toassecs social interaction skills. In an attempt to define. the
important parameters of social interactions, the first part of Section III
provides developmental and normative analyses of social interaction skills.
Based on the developmental and normative analyses, important parameters
of social interactions are operationally defined and' incorporated into the
specific assessment procedure used in the authors' sample rogram. The-

assessment procedure devised consists of,five steps: 1) a essment of
students cognitive, motor and language functioning levels; 2 selection
of materials for assessment purposes; 3) operationally defining social
Interaction skills; 4), assesetg social interaction skills; and 5) addi-
tional assessment. .Results of the authors' baseline measures are presented
and discussed.

Section IV foduses on how to'teach isolative and cooperative social
interaction` skills. A discussion of general considerations ip designing an
instructional program provides information; relevant to determining which
social skills tp directly teach, environmental facilitators and impedors of
social interactions and the importance of providing activities which will
°insure that skills are performed across a variety of appropriate environ-
mental settings.

Following the general considerations discussion specific instructional
procedures the authors use in teac ng social it eraction skills are
delineated. Basically in the eta rs' program ga s and activities are

taught on two interaction, levels, solative ancPcoo rative. Instruction
procedures for each level are.desc d in detail and include:1) summary
of component skills taught; 2) a 1 t of sample activities the component .

skills can be taught through; 3) a mple task analyais of a specific skill;
4) a-sample teaching procedure for a specific skill.

?

Section V is devoted to a discussion of the programs' limitations and -
considerations forcbveloping future programs Within this section factors
which detracted from the effectiveness of the authors' program are
delineated. The authors hope that future instructional programs improve on
the instructional program delineated through accounting for the limitations.

58
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Finally, the last section (VII contain* a selected iblingraphy

relevant to developing social interaction programs for se rely handicapped

students.

a

.515
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II. RATIONALE - REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This paper will attempt to articulate notions related to teaching

social interaction skills to severely handicapped individuals '(see

Sontag, Burke & York, 1974, for a definition ofseverely handicapped),
1

,

To acquaint you with considerations related to teaehing_severely andi-

capped individuals social interaction skills, relevant literatureii4ill be

briefly summarized:

D

1. Currently, procedures are being dgveloped to teach severe handi-

, capped individuals skills in areas such as language, self- 10,

4 motor, and vocational (e.g., Brown, Bellamy, & Sontag, 1971; Brawn

& Sontag, 1972; Brown, Scheuerman, Cartwright &'York, 1973; Brown,

Williams & Crowner, 1974; Gold, 1972)
2. Although many severely handicapped individuals can be taught Co

sucL;essfully perform rudimentary language, vocational, self-help,

motor, and academic skills, they seldom perform appropriately in

home-living, recreational, and vocational environments-due to

inadequate social interaction skills (Seeley, 1971; Goldstein,

1964).
3. Social interaction skills can be taught or altered through. systema-

tic environmental manipulations (Azrin & Lindsley, 1956; Kale,

Kaze & Whelan, 1968; Kirby & Toler, 1970; Lovass, Schaeffer &

Simmons, 1965; Milby, 1970; O'Conner, 1969; Paloutzian, Hasazi,

Striefel & Edgar, 1971i_Quitlitch & Risley; 1973; Updegraff &

Herbst, 1933; Wahler, 067; Whitman, Mercuria & Chaponigri, 1970;

Morris & Dolker, 1974; Koegel, Firestone & Kratme, 1974; Buell,

Stoddard, Harris &,Bair, 196kEllis: 1973).

4. Flany studies have documented procedures for decreasing or eliminating'

inappropriate social behaviors such as rumination, tantrums, '

physical aggression, etc. (eg., Fax and Azrft, 19734 Weisberg,

Passman and Russel, 1973; Sajwaj, Libet and Stewart, 1974). Moreover

a number of stuaies have documented procedures for teaching severely

handicapped individuals such rudimentary social interaction skills

as greeting others, passing a ball back and forth with another

person, pulling another personoin a wagon Stokes, Baer and

Jackson, 1974; Paloutzian, Hasazi, Streifel and Edgar, 1971;

Whitman, Mercurio and Chaponigri, 1970). However, no siudies have

documented procedures for teaching severely handicapped individuals

the "sophisticated social interaction skills which are needed in

vocational, recreational, and home living settings.

One reason for a lack of documented procedures for teaching severely

handicapped individuals, sophisticated social interaction skills may be the

complexness.of social interaction skills. This complexness results in

' difficulties operationally defining, teaching, and measuring.skills reZated

1 As used in-this paper social interactions are not restricted to individual

interactiona with other persons but include individuals' interactions with

objects and themselves.
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to social interactions, That is, a social interaction situation is com-

posed of a complex flow of behaviors which may be arbitrarily disected

and described. Unfortunate/y, as soon as the flow is disected and described

the flavor ofthtnalsituation is lost, In fact, even movies, videotapes,

and sound recordings of social situations are unable to convey all the

dimensions of the situations with adequate quality.

However, ea it is not the function of a soup recipe to give taste to

the soup,, it is not the funbeion of a description of social interactions

to reproduce the interactions in all their complexness. The function of

a description of social interactions is to provide a foundation for pre-

dicting, explaining and syitematizing social interactions, not to "capture"

or reproduce the delighted chortle of a baby or the complexities of social

interactions at a cocktail Party.
Given that it is not.possible to capture all the complexities of

social interactions it is not impOssible to systematize social interactions

and make highly reliable predictions and explanations concerning them.

Similarly, although a teaching paradigm cannot encompass all the complexi-

ties of social interactions it does not necessarily follow that the paradigm

...Alrincapable of teaching sophisticated social interaction skills.

Included within this paper is general information on assessing and

teaching social interaction skills and a description of the social interaction

program the authors have developed and implemented in two classes for

.severely handicapped students. The authors' program is presented as an

example of a social interaction instructional program.viable within a'

public school classroom.
The two classes the social interaction program was implemented in will

be designated as Class A and Class B. In Class A the 6 students, 4 female

and 2 male, ranged in CA from 13 to 16 years and in MA from 5 to 7 years.

The-range of IQ's was from 38 to 52. All students were:enrolled in the ,

Madison Public Schools in a, self-contained classroom for severely handi-

capped students.
Class B was constituted during the school year. Consequently, some

students were transferred in and out of theAclass during programming. Thus,

of the 9 students, only 5. have received sustained instruction. Of. these

5, 3 were male and 2 were female, Their CA's ranged from 13 to 18 years

and IQ's ranged from 39 to 42. As in Class A, all students were enrolled

in the Madison PUblic Schools in a self-contained classroom for severely

handicapped students.
To provide you with a brief overview of the authors' program the

instructional phases'Will,be briefly described. The three basic instruc-

tional phases of the program Were:

Phase I - Teaching students to socially interact and play games with

the teacher,
Phase II,- Teaching students to socially interact and play a game with

another student.
Phase III - Teaching .students tq socially interact aria play games with

two or more other students.

2In Class A instruction occurred during "free time!' each day. Free time

lasted for 15 minutes, from 11:15 to 11:30 on Monday, and from 11:45 to

12:00 for the remainderof the week.' Students received as many instruc-

tional trials as time permitted. In Class B instruction also occurred

52 1:-
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These phases will be discussed at.greater length in Section IV..
Table 1 summarizes the instructional sequence used to teach isolative
and cooperative social interaction skills,.

Identification and definition of basic interaction skills is
necessary, to the development of specific measurement and instructional

piocedures. The following section deals with defining and measuring
ski116:involvedin social interactions. First a discussion of develop-
mental and normative analysis of social interaction patterns will be
provided.. From this analysis, specific assessment procedures were
developed for the a**rs' social in raction instructional programs.
Specific measurement procedures and esults the authors use of this
measurement are presented.

dUring free time. Free time lasted for 20 minutes from 11:10 to 11:30
Monday and fro:ill:40 to 12:00 for the remainder of the week. In each

classroom, Phase I was administered to the student on a one-to-one

basis. During Phase II two students were paired by the'teacher and

taught cooperative play. During Phase III two or more students were
instructed by the teacher at an empty table,
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Table

Summary of Basic Instructional Sequence

Summar, of Basic Instructional,Sequence - Isolative Instructional Skills

The basic inatrugtional sequence uf 41.9.14e$F4r0

1. pox.enpo. questionnaire
Free play baseline (Pretest)

'3. Te4ehing RhasaI Te4cI4n S students 4244 40P9PP4r7 to appro-

PF*4telY interact (manipulate) an isolative toy

4. Teaching Phase IT .r ProvidtWPWrtunities for students to practice

the 4111$ which taught in Phase T by 4rnct3rl.ng the environment

to facilitate use of the picilTs.

Free play haseline,

Summary of Basic Instructional Sequence f.boperative Instructional Skills

The basic 1.4401440P-41 seqUenCe cf zPe FrugF4m.Ps:

I. Parental quest/onnaire
2. Free play baseline

3. Structured baseline (Class A only)

4. Rehaaetine
5. -Teaching Pbaae I r TpaChing ptuAlenp# 'PP fpcialTy

interact and play

a game with the teacher
6. Determining par # by piacing 4 Student14tb.a high level social

interaction 4i114 with a student with

7. Teachlmg.Phase II ? Teaching sin4ant# tc* socially interact and

P143, 4 game with 40Pther student

8. Teaching Phase III !- ,/eachin4 sates X9 #9444Y interact

and P14Y a geTt.le Y1.0 uic p.r wore udeuts.
9. Free play baseline

5 213
F.
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III. DEFINING AND ASSESSING SOCIAL INTERACTION SKILLS

A. Developmentd1-and Normative Anal sis of Social Interaction Skills.

Due to a paucity of.information on teaching social interaction skills
to severely handicapped students we used deVelopmental literature and
normative' analysis to help us deterMine the important parameters of social
interactions.

There is an entity of developmental literature which divides the
development of social interaction skills into various stages or levels
(e.g;,, Parten & Newhall, 1943; Piaget, 1952; Ellis, 1973). Obviously, all
developmentalistadunet agree on how many critical levels there are, on
the operational definitions of the levels or on the chronological order of "
the levels, etc. The levels delineatedby Parten and Vahan (1943) are
fairly representatiVe of the literature (Table 2).

The Parten and Newhall levela do not include several basic parameters
of social interactions. For instance, people's interaction patterns
typically change from primarily autistic and isolative to primarily para-
llel and cooperative. In addition, interactions progress from-being.con-+.
trolled by adults to being primarily controlled by peers (Harris, Wolf &
Baer, 1964;.Hartup, 1964; Stevenson, 1965; and McCoy & Zigler, 1965).'
Obviously, this description grossly oversimplifies interactions and their
changes over time. However, it is hoped that this grief description will
provide you with a context for the discussion which follows.

The fact that people'S interaction patterns changeover timeand, the
usual direction of the change is useful. However, this information!ii not

'suffitient for developing social interaction programs for severely handi-
capped individuals. The developmental literature does not clearly specify:
1) the frequency individuals engage in.various types interactiOnsv 2)
the appropriate time and place to perform skilleassociated with various,
types of social interactions; 3) the,Chronological age (CA)-appropriatness
of tasks relatedto the social interactions levels; or..4) the basic cam-

, ponent skills involved in social interactions. The following paragraphs
will attempt to delineate what normative analysis indicates in relation to
parameters 1, 20 and 4.

1. People typically engage in skills related to autistic, unoccupied,
isolative, observational, attempted interactions, parallel, associative
and cooperative social interaction levels. For instance; most people
engage,in autistic interactions such as strumming.their.fingers and tapping
their toes.-.' Also, people frequently spend blocks of time apparently doing
nothing (unoccupied) or engage in isolative interactions such-as making
puzzles, painting,,and reading books. ObserOing others is a univdrsal
pasttime adsumett' uch activities as spectator sports, drama, and tele-
vision. In ad ions engaging in activities parallel to others, in
association th Others, and in cooperation with others, are also "no
activities.

However, it may not be socially appropriate for people to engage
a ski11 related to 'one interaction level too frequently or too-extensi
For example people who spend most of their time engaged in skills refa
to either the autistic pattern (e.g., reading books, painting) or
occupied,, (e.g., staring into space) or the observational attern

playing bridge, playing ping-pong) may be denoted as "diff tent" by
society, Skills related to some interiktion levels engaged in too -quently

4'
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Table 2

Levels of Social Interaction

Autistic level. Child ,shows little or no awareness of others or of en-

vironment; engages in Self-stimulatory behavior; head banging, slapping,

.rocking, eye-pressing, etc.

Unoccupied level. Child, shows some awareness of the environment but

makes no attempt to interact with it; sits, walks aimlessly; looks around

room Or out of window; may Observe activities of others from a distance

or for short periods of time.

Independent level. Child plays with toys or objects, but in an isnated

manner; makes no-.attempt to interact with others.

Observing level. Child approaches others and observes their activities

without any attempt -at involVement; may attempt to sit near others with-

out interadting_with them; observation of others must be of a sustained
.

nature,

Attempted interaction level. Child initiates *some attempt at interaction

with others; attempts to engage in sane activity or occupy same location;

vocalizes to get attention of othexs; interaction can be positive or nega-

tive, e.g., hitting or pushing another, but'if negative,, should not merely

be self-defensive.

Parallel interaction level. Child plays independently, but in a way which

brings him closer to others; may utilize same toys, e.g., playing side by

side in sandbox; plays beside rather than with'otherd; devotes full aware-.

ness to the activity of the other child.

Associative interaction level. Child plays with others but activity does

not require mutual participation; may play with same tterials, borrowing

and*Iending; exchanging play materials;,following one
another with trains

or wagons; engaging in similar activities.

Cooperative interaction level. Child interacts with other6 in activity

whigboOtcessitates mutual participation; plays ball with others; playa on

swings with one child pushing, etc.
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have more socially "deviant" connotations than others. For exaMple, people

who extensiv6ly engage in skills related,to the autistic level may be
considered by many to bmore "deviant" than people who extensively engage
in skills related to the cooperative interaction level.

2. The time and place people engage in skills related to an interaction
levershould be considered in the development of a Social interaction in-
structional program. For instance, it may bp acceptable for people to
strum fingers (autistic pattern) when atudying by themselves, somewhat ac-
ceptable to strum fingers during p boring meeting, but it is generally in-
appropriate to loudly strum during a piano concert, f,Similarly, it may be
acceptable for people to put together a-puzzle-by themselves'(isolated
pattern) but it is,generally socially inappropriate to put together a puzzle
when all other people in the room are playing dominoes.

3. The age appropriateness of a task associated with interactions
should be considered when delineating tagks to construct 'social inter-

actions around. For example, it may beuore socially appropriate to teach
a six year old to play with a yo-yo (isolative pattern) then to teach a

42 year old man to play with a yo-yo. Conversely, it may be more socially

appropriate to teach a 42 year old man to play solitaire then to teach a

six year old..
4. Basiccomponeneskills of social interactions may be identified in

relationship to interactions involving oneself and social interactions

involving others. Social interactions which involve interacting with others
(e.g., paralle1,-associative and cooperative social interaction patferns)
may be portrayed as consisting of at least five basic components: a) recog-

nitioinof appropriate time and place for a social interaction; b) initiating
interactions;.c) receiving requests for interactions; d) sustaining inter,

actions; e) terminating interactions. .

Initiating an interaction consists basically of appropriately greeting

the other people, asking'them to engage in an activfy (cinch aCcards, a
'work activity, conversation), and then determining if they accepted or

declined. 'Receiving a request for an interactionciigually consists of

deterMiting if you are able to or want to engage in an interaction at the

.given time or place and either appropriately accepting or declining the

request. Sustaining an interaction typically involves appropriately en-
gaging in a social interaction or related task for a period of time or until

the task is completed. Finally; terminating a social interaction often
consists basically of 'determining that either the taSk is complete, that

there is no more time,thatryou no longer want to engagein the task; then',

providing the appropriate saltliittok and if necessary, cleaning up the tan%

area.
Observations of severely handicapped individuals in social interaction

situations indicate that some appear to initiate, receive, sustain and

terminate social actions with peers4 Close scrutiny of such interactions

often fails to reveal precisely how the interactions were initiated, received,

sustained or terminated. Such observations sometimes lead spectators to

posit that the severely handicapped individuals are using their Own com-

munication System to foster, receiye, sustain and terminate social inter-

actions. Even if severely handicapped individuals use their own communica-
tion system, in many situations the use of such a system is ineffective.

That is, it is only effective among the limited number of individuals who

know the system. The implication is that one 'component of a social interaction

program should be to teach severely handicapped individuals to appropriately

verbalize the initiation, .reception, sustaining, and termination of social

52t3.
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interactions. However, nonverbal students should be taught to appro-

priately nonverbally initiate, receive, sustain and terminate interactions.

The skills involved in isolative activities consist of at least four

basic components: a) recognition of the appropriate time and place for a

particular isolative activity; b) selecting and locating an,available toy/

game/object appropriate for isolative play (e.g., students g6 to bookshelf

and find a. particular magazine they want to read); c) auotaining appropriate

interaction with the selected toy/game/object (e.g., completion of a puzzle,

Completion of a page or chapter of a book, end of free time); 41)' properly

terminating the activity (e.g., cleaning up the play area, putting away the

materials).
It is essential to articulate how developmental or "normative" in-

formation relates to social interaction instructional programs. Develop-

mental and normative information indicates that people engage in skills

related to autistic, unoccupied, isolative, attempted, parallel, associa-

tive and cooperative social interaction levels. However, in many instances

it may not be appropriate or necessary to implement instructional programs

for each social interaction level, Once people have learned skills related

to cooperative and isolative social interactions they should engage in

skills related to observational, attempted, and parallel social interaction

patterns without additional instruction. That is, the skills involved in

observational, attempted and parallel patterns are required by and thus

should have been learned through instruction on"cooperative and isolative

patterno. In addition, autistic and unoccupied interaction patterns should.

also occur without intensive training.3 Thus,' only instructional programs

related to cooperative and isolative interaction patterns may need to be

implemented. However, it should be noted that teaching skills related to

isolative and cooperative social interaction patterns should significantly

effect the frequency,` time, and place autistic, unoccupied, parallel, and

associative interaction patterns are performed. That is, the more freqUently

people engage it skills related to cooperative interactions the less fre-

quently they may engage in skills associated with autistic and unoccupied

interactions.
These considerations indicate that it would not be appropriate for an

instructional program to teach skills related,to cooperative interactions

and simultaneously attempt to eliminate the performance of skills related

to isolative and autistic interactions (ECkerman, Whatley and laitz, 1974;

Smith and Connally, 1972). The objective of an instructional program should

be to teach people a range of CA appropriate skills related to isolative

and cooperative interaction patterns. In addition, people should be en-

couraged to engage in the skills related to all the interaction patterns at

"normal" frequencies,. at appropriate times and in appropriate places.

This brief review of developmental literature and normative analysis'

indicates that prior to implementing a program to teach severely handicapped

individuals selected social interaction skills the frequencies, times and

settings in which those skills are performed by "normal" individuals of

similar CA should be assessed. The program's objectives should then be

3 In some instances, such as when motor patterns are being trained, it may

be efficacious to teach skills related to autistic interaction patterns

(Brunner, 1973).
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determined in relationship to the "normal" performance of. the spedified
skills (Walker and Hops, 1973). More specifically, if the objective of
an instructional ogram is to teach social interactions skills related to
a vocational setting, the social interaction skills needed in the vocational
petting should first be assessed and then skills related to Xle signifi- .

cant interaction patterns shohld be taughe. If the objective of an in-
structional program is to teach social interaction skills related to
specified recreation or home living settings, the necessary skills related
to significant social interaction patterns in those settings should be
taught.

t B. Adapting the Develo ental and Normative Information to the Specific
Procedures of t the Authors' Program

The developmental and normative information was used to delineate the
salient parameters of social interactions which should be evaluated thrOugh
prebaseline and baseline assessment. The authors' baseline.measures were
designed to indicate the number; frequency and, duration of the tasks or
games each student played, the appropriateness of social, interactions sur-
roundir4'each task and which peers interacted together. Information ob-
tained through baseline measures was used to delineate what skills each
student needed to learn. The followihg procedures were used by the authors
to'obtain this information:

1% pre-baseline assessment'
2.-se ection of materials
3. op ationally defining the skills involVed in social interactions
4. bat line measurement'-
5. rea lts of baseline assessment
6. additional baseline measurement

1. Pre-baseline Assessment

Information was derived from theindividual's ongoi6 curriculum
to determine individuals' functioning levels in areas such as language,
math, reading, and cognition. Then vocational, home living and re-
creational tasks appropriate to the individual's functioning level were
selected to teach the social interactions through. Games and tasks to
teach interactions through were choien on the basis of: 1) dames and
tacks available within the classroom; 2) games and tasks available
within the homes of the individuals (this was accomplished thusugh a
parent conference questionnaire);.and 3) games and'tasks available at
group homes (this was accomplished through a group home survey). When
feasible; social interactions were, taught through tasks from the
student's .focing curriculum '(e.g., juice time). The goal of the pro-
gram was to teach CA appropriate tasks; however, it was usually'neces-
sary to start with tasks at the individual's functional level and progres
toward CA appropriate tasks.

2. Selection of Materials

The following list of materials was_ used for baseline measurement
'and instructional purposes. As indicatAd, assessment was made of the

individual's functioning levels in prebaseline assessment. The games,
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play objects and tasks were chosen after the ppbeseline assesament

making it possible to match activities .6 student fu4ctioning levels.

The game and play-objecta.were then made availhble to students during

baseline, free play and instructional periods.

a. Games or play objects

1. Dominoes
2. Cootie
3. Lotto
4. Bingo
5. Dart game
6. Puzzles
7. Ball
8. Yo-yo
9. Silly, putty

10. Twister
11. Cards - card racks4

a) Regular poker cards

b) Old Maid
c) Craiy Eights
d) Snap
e) Hearts
0 Animal Rummy

`b. play area (see instructional setting and Appendix A)

c. Evaluation sheets (See Appendix E)

Additional considerations involving the selection of games and tasky

will be provided in Section III under general considerations for

designing an instructional program.

3. Operational Definitions

Vsing the deve.opmental dud normative information as guides' we

selected and oper tionally defined salient parameters of social inter-

action situation . The operational definitions generated were then-used

in the asseesmen of the students social interaction skills. That is,

we observed'the, tudents social interactions and used the operation

1

4 The caid rack is introduced as an aide, not a necessary item to the game.

It can redtice student's inability to view his/her own cards (e.g., to

find any pairs) by freeing the student from holding a large number-of

cards in his/her hand. The authors feel it is more appropriate to use a

,card rack rather. than laying the cards down on the table exposing his/her

hand to the other players. Rather than a,strict teaching procedure, the

teacher can show the student how to use the card rack and explain that

the student cantsaa rack when it is too hard to hold and look at his/her

hand. The teacher can also model the use of a rack as an aid by taking the

cards off the rack as the amount of cards left in his/her'hand'is reduced

by Playing the game.
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------lefinitions to describe and code our observations. The operational

definitions,that are presented in Table- 3 were developed by the

authors to facilitate the objective measurement of social interaction

skills.

rik
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ti Table 3

Operational Definitions

,Types of / eraction Situations
4

(US) Unstructured: guidelines for the individuals' activities are

vague andnon-specific; the teacher does not provide any instruc-

tions as to who should interact with who and what activities'

they should engage in.

(S) Structured: the teasher provides clear and specific guidelines

for the individual'eactivities; he/she tells certain individuals

to ask specified individuals to engage in.a specific garner or task.

Initiate
,

(4) Apppvriate initiation: an individual approaches another indivi-

.
dual(s) and verbally (nonverbal students m4r_use nonverbal com-

munication) asks hid/her to engage in a specific activity with

him/her.'

() Inappropriate initiation: an individual does not verbalize the

/ initiation or demands "(3.11. requests) that another individual

engage in a specific activity with him her.

(AI)°Attempted iiteraction: may be positive or negative; an individual

initiates some attempt at interacting with others; attempts to

engage in some activity or occupy the same location, vocalizes to

get attention of others (e.g., pushing another person but not

merely self-defensie):

Receive

(4),Appropriate reception: an.individual either accepts (e.g., says,

"Yes, I'd like to play,") or politely declines /refuses (e.g., says,

"No, I do not want to play").

(-) Inappropriate reception: an individual inappropriately accepts an

initiation by grabbing the game/activity/object from the individual

who initiated; refusing by- ignoring the initiation, pushing the

initiatyaway, declining in a loud voice or snotty reply.

Level of Interaction with an Objeet/Game/Task:

(a) General: the individual engages in the activity (and not self-

'. st,imulation types of behaviors) but does not engage in Specific

activities which are functional tothe game/object/task; (e.g.,

just looking at a game or fiddling with it).

(AO Appropriate: the individual engages in activities which are

functional to the correct operation of.the game/object/task (e.g.,

following,the rules of the game).

Level of Social Interaction Pattern:

5311
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(A) Autistic Social Interaction Patternlevel: the individual shows
little or no awareness of others orof environment; engages in

self-stimulatory behavior.(i.e., head banging, shaking, rocking,

flapping).
(UO) Unoccupied Social Interaction Pattern Level: the individual shows

Some awareness of the eniOronment but makes no attempt to inter-

,act with it (i.e., Walks. imlessly, sits, looks around room or

out window) may observe activities of other6 for a few minutes

from a distance.
(0) Observational Social Interaction Level:, the individual approaches

others and watches their activities but makes no,attempt to inter-

act; the individual may it or stand near the others; observa-

tion musc_be of a sustained nature (see definition of duration of

interaction pattern).
(I) Isolative Social Interaction Pattern Level: the individual play

with toys, games or objects, but in an isolated manner; the in-

dividual makes no attempt to interact with'others and is not very

aware of the activities of the others; isolative behavior may be
of a general or appropriate level of interaction with object/

°game or task. .

(P) Parallel Social Interaction Pattern Level: the individual inter-

acts n proximity to
1i

acts in an activity independently but is c
other individual(s) than the isolative level; "th ndividual

sits beside rather thhn with other individuals; the individual

is fully aware-of the activity of the other individual(s); the

individual may or may not be engaged in the same task/game/object

as the other individual(s).

- (C) Cooperative Social Interaction Pattern Level: the individual

interacts with others to an activity which requires mutual parti-

4_ipation (e.g., playing with a ball, playing card games such as

ld Maid); may be general or appropriate level of interaction with

game/object/task.
(AU) Acted upon: the individual(s) engaged in the activity rely upon

the direction and priming of one individual(s) to complete the

activity; may be double scored with cooperxive level of social

interaction patterns. '

li

(PO' Peer disapproval: when an individual's peers show either verbal \\,_

or phyiscal disapproval; may be double scored with any other level

of social interaction patterns.

---...,
, .

Duration of Interaction Patterns: amount of time an individual engages

in some activity.
..2

Terminate--,
Termination,of Interaction:

(+) If appropriate the individual picks up, organizes and puts away

the gathe /object /task in the correct storing place when time is

up or the individual is through interacting with it. The indivi-

t
dual makes some appropriate verbal. statement (i.e., thanks for-

the game or I don't want to play any more)..

+(AU) Acted upon: the individual is verbally directed by another
cooperating peer to clean up the interaction area himself/her-

self and does so.
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(-) .When time is up or the individual is through interacting, the

individual walks away leaving the toy/game /object where he/che

was playing with it, picks it up and puts it away without organ-

izing it properly and/or putty it in the wrong,otorage place or

only terminntea after repeated redirects from the teacher.

Uhecorable

Unable to score or record ouch as when there ill not aPPrap4gg

or the bchavir df concern could not be observed,

a

4.

5 1'1

category

t7 4
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4. Baseline Assessment

Using the operationadefinitiono and data sheets (Appendix B and
C) baseline assessments were obtained to assess what social interaction
skills the students had and what skills they needed to learn. Froth

the baseline appecomerito we evaluated how the students performed in,
structured and "free play" (unstructured) situations (pee operational
definitions) alongeparametero of initiating, receiving, sustaining
(for sustaining we accessed both the level of social interaction and
appropriateness of interactions with tasks), and terminating interactiont.
Baseline sessions were video taped and data from each session, based
on the operational definitions of interactionskillo, was recorded On
the data sheet portrayed in Appendix B. When all the baseline data

° had been collected, it was combined and recorded on-a summary data sheet
for each student (see Appendix C). The baseline data indicated social

'interaction skills the students had in their repertoires and the fre-.
quency, number and duration of the skills. The procedures are described
in greater detail in Table 4.
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A...4Tree-play" Baseline

rlass-A -.Baseline measures, for student 1 through,student 5 were

administered-for three days, during "free play" period. VideotaPes

were taken of the:students in their'playParea during this time. Data

wss.collected from the videotape at a later date. (See Appendix B for

example data sheet.)

Class B Baseline meaSure wore same ss for Class A.

B. Structured elleline.

Class A - The authors felt that thestudentS had interactional

n theirrepertorlas which /they did not during the "free

play" baseline, To deterOine if the students (student 1 through student

5) had appropriate initiating and receiving Skills vstructured,base-

line was administered for three days, During this baseline stpdents.

were. cued by the teacher to ask another student to play :a specified

game. Videotapes of the baselineyeretaken and data was coded from

these tapes at a laterdate. The same data sheet was used as in the

"free play" baseline (Appendix

Class B ,- No structured baseline was administered.'

C. Rehasfline'

Class 'A - Rebascline measures for student 1 through student .6 were

gi;tered for three dayp. The same procedure was followed as in

the original baseline:
videotapes were taken of the students during-

_ their "free play" periods and data was colbxted from these tapes at a

later date (see 'Appendix B for example data sheet).

The purpose of the
rebaselinestaamess. what game skills and/or inter.

action's]. skills the students had acquired, if any during the time

that elapsed between the structured baseline (nct. 15) and the rebase-:

line (Feb. 7). During this time period ``'the students had been taught

games and interactional skills but not through a.systeMatic procedure.

Class B Rebaseline was unnecessary since netime had'elapsed between

the original baseline and systematic instruction.

finition and the results of implementing

get .social interaction skills were deline-
.

Based upon the-4erationa
the baseline assessments to

ated far-each student.
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5. Results of Baseline Assessment

Class A
'Baseline and Rebaseline (Pretests) °

.As indicated earlier baseline assessment (pretests) were administered

to assess the student's pre-intervention social skill-repertoire in

order to determine instructional objectivesfor each student. A

baseline was administered in Class A and then, because of.a lapse of

time.betimen baseline and implementation of the program, a rebaseline

.was administered: The purpose of this rebaseline was to determine if

the studentshad acquired any game or social interaction skills during

the time lapse, _During the time lapse there had been no formal in-

struction, although the students were informally taught a few games.

Table 5 provides summaries of the'data from each of these baseline pre-.

tests. As can be discerned from the table there were no dramatic

Changes in the studentstgame and interaction skills, ,.

Table 6 is a summary of the free play pretest. baseline measures

(baseline and rebaseline data haVe been mbined). Unfortunately, time

-did not permit a free play posttest baseline after intervention at the

end of the school year. Analysis of the data'resented in Table 6 was

used to determine what skills to teach each student. For example, data

indicated Student 5 (g) needed to ledrn at least the following skills:

1. In four play sessions 15 made no initiations to other Ss; this is

an important social interaction skill because it leads to coopera-

tive play; therefore., the numlAr of initiations, needed to be increase

2. In relation to .#1 above, S5 engaged in isolative play 75% of the

time and in observational play 25% of the time; 15 spent too.much

time engaged in isolative play and needed to be taught cooperative

play skills.
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S5 engaged in only two
different activities; it was a goal of

the program to increase the range of games and activities in the

S5's repertoire._

4. S5 engaged.in
appropriate toy play 66% of the time, but engaged.-

in general play 337 of the time; another goal of the program was

to increase appropriate play co auk would engage in it almost

UM of the time.
5. S5 engaged in an activity for an average of 9.5 minutes; this

indicated that S5 wad' able to sustain an activity. ,

6. Finally, A5 appropriately terminated an interaction 100% of the

time indicating no problem in regards to termination vith an

activity or object. Rowever0NS5 never engaged in codperative

play and therefore it is uncertain as tc whether S5 had the

skills to appropriately terminate an activity with another in-

dividual.

Structured Baseline
.

The OUrpbse'of the structured baseline waaLto

students had social Interac or Br om,

in their repertoires whi# were ,tot demonstrated

measures. Data from theistructured_baseline can

follows (Table 7):

determine iC the

1

S3

Table .7

in the free play pretest
be suMmarised as

Ability'to Initiate
Ability to. Receive

YES

YES

YES

YES

*ES

NO

YES

It is questionable as to how valuable the structured baseline data

was. The question marks
indicate that the skill was not demonstrated

by a student either because of the skills absence and/or lack of suf.

arlent time to fully evaluate the student's repertoire.

Class B
Baseline

Table 8 is a summary of the free play baseline measures taken before .

the program was implemented.
.Evaluation of Table 8 indicated which

stills students had in their repertoires and which skills should be

taught.
evaluation of Table 8 for Class B was conducted'in a similar

manner to Tables 5 and 6 for Claps A (see previous Class A Baseline

results discussion).
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Additional Assessment

535

Data collected during instruction, to be described in greater de-

tail later, provided additional information regarding the students'

skills. That is, analysis of student errors during instruction pro-

vided information-concerning
skills students had in their repertoire

prior to instruction.
Based upon the operational definitions and baseline assessments

target social interaction skillS for each student were delineated,- The

next-section (IV) entitled-"Teaching Isolative and Cooperative Inter-

action Skills, "will specify instructional procedures for teaching

targeted social interaction skills. A discussion of general consider-

ations for designing an instructional program followed by examples

of specific procedures the authors used to teach isolative and

cooperative social interaction and game skilas to severely handi-

capped students, will be presented along with a discussion of the

results of the authors' programi
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Iv. TgAguNG ISOLATIVE AND COOPERATIVE INTERACTION SKILLS

A. General Considerations for Designing an Instructional Program
r.

1. Environmental Facilitators and Imtedors ofSocial'Interactions

so /Affect of Peers' Functioning Level on Social Interactions

The functioning level of peers can have a Significant effect.. on
people's social interactions (Wahler,1967; Morris and Dolker, 1974).
Obviously, people who have skills related to cooperative interaction
patterns will not readily engage in those skills unless either their
peers have skills related to cooperative interactions, or. the skilled
individuals can direct their unskilled peers through the tasks and
necessary interactions. Conversely, people who'do not have skills
related to eoopbrative interactionspatterns may engage in cooperative
social interactions if a peer(o) who.hes the skil/e directs them
through the necessary tasks and interactions..

At this point -it should be noted that the social interaction. paradigm
described thus far is oversimplified and does not adequately describe
any Specific social situation. That is, most social situations in-
volve a great deal of "give and take" betWeen the participants in

.

terms of gestures, humor, small talk, gossip, "emotion," "affect," and
general conversation. Also, in many instances, individuals will shift
from task to task or from one social interaction pattern to another
quite rapidly without distinct points of initiation or termination.

, However, as previously contended, given that a paradigm which systema-
tizes social interactions does not encompass all the complexities of
social interactions it does not necessarily follow that the paradigm is
incapable of providing effective social interaction skill instruction. -
Once the instructional program has taught individuals basic social
ine tion e1iils the natural environment

should teach
them.the complex and sophisticated skills. That is, with some prompting
from adult authority figures skilled peers should be able to teach
unskilled peers the complexities of the social interactions '(Whaler,
1967; Morris and Dolker, 1974). Unfortunately, severely handicapped
individuals are often. segregated or clustered in institutions, self-
contained schools, group homes, ett., which do not afford them ready
contact with peers who could teach them sophisticated social inter-
action skills.

The implication is that an essential component of social interaction in-
structional prograMs should be pairing severely handicapped,indiviatals,
with peers who have appropriate social interaction skills. With
prompting from adult authority figures skilled peers could teach basic
(initiating, receiving, sustaining, terminating) and sophisticated
social interaction skills to relatively unskilled peers. To facilitate
this instructional strategy characteristics of severely handicapped .

individuals which May cause them'to be intolerable to their peers (e.g.,
tantrums'., 4tting, bad breath) should be decreased;_ severely handicapped
individuals' dirEction following and observational learning skills. should.
be shaped to a level,where they can benefit from per instruction; and
rudimentary iniifiating, receiving, sustaining and terminating skills
may have to ,be taught. A potential advantage to this instructional
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°trate is that use of peer instructors should facilitate the main-

tenance and generalization of social interaction skills.

b. Tack Availability
4

4

The tasks or activities available to people will influence, and in

come cases determine,, the social interactions they engage in (Kawin, 1934;

Quilitch and Risley, 1973; Updegraff and Heabst, 1933; Van Alstene,

1932; Zimmerman and Calovin, 1970; Hake and Vuielich, 1973; Ellis,

1973). If only tasks micire applicable to isolated social-interaction

patterns than to cooperative social interaction patterns (e.g., finger,

,paints) are available people will obviously more readily engage in

skills related to isolative social interaction patterns. On the other

hand, if only tasks more applicable to cooperative social interaction

patterns are available (e.g., cooperative games), people will most

likely engage in skills related to cooperative social interaction

patterns.' In addition, if only tasks people do not have the skills

or the desire to engage in are available, they will not readily engage

in'the tasks of 'social interactions which revolve around them.

c. Selection of Tasks to Teach Social Interaction Skills Through

As discussed earlier, an essential component of a social interaction%

program should be to teach people t engage. in tasks related to

isolative and cooperative interactions. However, it would not be

appropriate to attempt to teach individuals tasks inappropriate to

their current functioning level. That is, it would not be appropriate

to teach individuals with only rudimentary language skills reading as

an isolative task and monopoly as a cooperative task. One should choose

tasks appropriate to individuals' functioning levebin such'areas as

motor skills, language skills and cognitive skills. Ellis (1973) suggests

that tasks which are too easy or too sophisticated for induals are

not appropriate. However, tasks just at or above individ s current

functioning level should hold their interest and pace Skill development.

One basic component of developing a social interaction program

nhould be to determine individuals' functioning levels in such skill

areas as motor, language, and cognition. Potentially, many procedures

could be used to determine individuals' functioning levelsin various

skill domains. Administering a battery of tests might be appropriate

if individuals are new to a program; however, if they are already

involved in programming, their skills levels in ongoing programs could

be used as indicators of their functioning level. In fact, tasks which

had been, or are being, taught can be restructured such that they con-

stitute the social interaction tasks. For example, if individuals are/

or have learned basic motor patterns (e.g., rolling, turning, grasping)

it would be appropriate to select or derive tasks which involve use of

the patterns (Zimmerman and Calouine, 1971). If individuals are/or have

learned to label objects one could select or devise isolated and

cooperative tasks which involve labeling. If individuals are learning

or have learned'object labeling, money, self-care skills, etc., one

could derive tasks which encompass all these skills to teach social

interaction skills thrOugh. In other words, the social interaction

program should be structured around the skills and tasks individual& have

learned or are being taught. Teaching of social interaction skills should

be made an integral, not a separate part, of'a total curriculum.

543'
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There is a problem with teaching oeverely'handicapped individual°
to perform tasks appropriate to their functioning level. If indivi-

duals engage in tasks at their functioning level but these tasks are
not CA appropriate the individuals may be perceived by others as
"retarded" or "difjprent." However; if CA appropriate tacks are too'
sophisticated for individualo in terms of required skill levels in
such areas as motor, cognitive, and language, options are quite limited.

It may be helpful to consider'each aocial interaction pattern
(e.g., autistic, isolative, cooperative) as consisting of a hierarchy

of increasingly more sophisticated or age appropriate tasks. For

example, an ioolative social interaction tack hierarchy may be: a) acting

upon objects indiscriminately; that ic, looking at, smelling, touching

all objects without regard to the function of the object; b) functionally
using objects, such as rolling a ball, stirring and eating with a spoon;
c) oerving alternative functions for objects, such ac using an overcoat
ac a pillow; d) and so on. Within this framework, although individuals

may initially engage in tasks below their age norms, with intensive
education their okill level3should improve and they, should have the
skills to engage in tasks more appropriate to their age norms.

Another instructional option is to re-structure sophisticated age -,--

appropriate tasks so that they are appropriate to individuals' skill

levels. For example, the rules of common card games can be simplified
or the number of pieces to a puzzle can be decreased to fit individuals'

functioning levels. As the individuals' functioning levels increase
the rules of the games can be made increasingly more sophisticated' and

vdore pieces may be added to the puzzle.
Social interaction programs should usetasks and materials that

have reinforcement value. Choosing tanks on-the basis of their rein-
forcement value involves selecting tasks and materials students will
readily interact with, preferably in free play situations. (A free

play situation /As referred to here as one where the task is available,

but the studelit is neither prompted to engage in it nor externally

reinforced for engagements.) On many occasions, teaching skills through
tasks with reinforcing value may involve teaching skills through toys,
games, music and songs. Games, toys, music and songs which require the
performance of skills may be used to augment academic programming and

as recreational activities to provide addtional practice of skills in

in a variety of settings.
Some criteria for selecting potentially reinforcing tasks are:

a) tasks should be novel and offer results that are not always predictable;'

and b) tasks should be matched to student functioning levers. Tasks

which-are either too easy or too sophisticated are not appropriate.
However, tasks just above current functioning levels should hold interest,

and pace development. Tasks should allow for active engagement and
should manifest cause and effect relationships.

There are at least two major advantages to teaching skills through
tasks with reinforcing value:' 1) skills may be reinforced by allowing

continued performance of the task and/or interaction with-the task

materials, instead of relying upon teacher imposed reinforcers; and 2)

students are more likely to interact with the task materials and thus

perform the skills taught outside of controlled instructional situations.

5 44
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2. Inguring Performance of Skills Across a Variety of Environmental Settings

As previously stated in the review of the literature, severely

handicapped individual seldom performs appropriately in home- living,

recreational and vocational environments due to inadequate social inter-

action skills (Seeley, 1971; Goldstein, 1964). There is a need for strate-

gies which will insure that the social interaction skills taught are in

fact performed across a variety of environments.'

For purposes of simplicity it may be appropriate to categorize social

interaction situations into four basic situations: a)school; b) recrea-

tional; c) home-riving; d) vocational.

Each situation can be analyzed into the basic components skills of

social interactions previously delineated. For instance, in each situation

there should be an initiation. That is., there should typically be a

greeting followed by'the'initiation of a school, vocational, recreational

or home-living task. To sustain the interaction individuals must be able

to perform school task(0), vocational task(s), recreational activity(s),

or home-living task(s). Termination of each situation typically involves

a salutation and in most cases the completion of the task and/or if necessary

the &Leal-ling up of the interaction area. Each situation can be further

analyzed to. dekl rmina the sophistication of the tasks relative to the

individuals' skill levels and the social interaction skills of other indi-

viduals in the task situation.

In addition, social interaction situations may be divided into un-

structured and structured situations: In unstructured situations indivi-

duals engage in 'a task without cues from authority figures or external

reinforcement. In a structured situation individuals are cued by authority

figures to engagd in selected activities and typically frequently reinforced

for selected behavior. The major difference between these two situations

is the Locus of control. In the unstructured situation individuals are in

control while in the structured situation behavior is primarily controlled

(directed) by authority figures.
Individuals should be able to perform

social interaction skills in both unstructured and structured situations.

One strategy to insure that students can perform social interaction

skills across interaction situations is, to systematically require them to

use the skills across situations.. To implement this strategy first list

potential school, recreational, home-living and pre-vocational tasks that

frequently occur in the students' everyday environments. Then systemati-

cally teach and require students to use appropriate social interaction

skills across the listed situations. Continually search for and devise new

situations. The following is a short list of 'sample school, recreational,

home - living, and pre-vocational tasks students could be required to use

social interaction skills in throughout the day.

School Setting: Math Class

=z,
Intgiating:

1. a student or teacher recognizes the appropriate time 'for math class

and communicates this information to the other students

2. the teacher designates an area for math "instruction

3.. the teacher gives the students directions regarding their math

instruction/assignment
4. the students may request help from the teacher

5 4 5
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Receiving:
1. the students receive the initiation for math class, get their

math materials ready'and'go to the designated'aiea for instruction
2. the students receive the teacher's instructions regarding their

'instruction/assignment
3. the teacher receives the students' initiations for,help and either

gives assistance or declines the initiation

Sustaining:
Math claps is generally sustained by performance, of a set of math
tasks. Instruction may provide opportunities for isolative, observa-
tional and cooperative interaction skills.

Terminating:
1. students are given feedback concerning their days' performance
2. students clean up the instructional. area
3. students help put away the materials used by the group as well as

their own materials
4. students get ready for'the.following activity period

Recreational Setting: Visits to the public library

Initiating:
1. recognition of the appropriate time to go to the library and communi-

cating the information to other students, friends or family members
2. gather books needed to be returned
3. go to the bus, car or other mode of transportation'

Receiving:
1. students, friends or family members receive the initiation to go to

the,library and gather their books

Sustaining:
1. return old books
2. appropriate location and selection of new book(s)
3. appropriate .isolative qtanniag and reading skills
4. share book belection(o) with other students, friends or family members

Terminating:
1. check out new books
2. go back to-bus, car or other mode of transportation

Home-Living Setting: Dres=sing skills.

Initiating:
1. recognition of time and place to dress
2. deciding the appropriate clothes to wear
3. preparation of the clothes, shoes, etc.
4. communicate need for clothing article to parent
5. asking for help in getting dressed

Sustaining:
1. putting the clothe, shoes, etc., on

54&a
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Terminating:
1. cleaning up the clothes that had been worn previously by putting

them in appropriate place(s)

Pre-Vocational Setting: Juice time

Initiating:
1. a student recognizes the appropriate time for juice and communi-

cates this information to the other students and teacher

2. student or teacher designates an area for juice time

3. students perform their jobs in preparation for juice (i.e., making

the juice; passing out the cups, napkins and cookies)

Receiving:
1. the students receive the initiation for juice time and perfo'rm

their jobs (see initiating)

Sustaining:
.
1. drink the juice and eat the cookies
2..opportunity for casual social conversations (discussion of past

events and future plans can be encouraged; appropriate initiating

and receiving interactions can be praised),

Terminating:
1. clean up juice time area
2. put all materials away in appropriate places

3. thiow away all garbage
4. get ready for the next activity petiod

It must be emphasized that these are only sample situations and they

may be inappropriate for many students. Thies, it is necessary that you

adapt the program to your students through selecting appropriate situations.

B. General Procedures Used in the Authors' Program

The above discussion leads to the following guidelines that were

followed in developing the social interaction program presented below:

1. Generally, individuals perform social interaction skills in rela-

tion W. specific tasks. If the individuals cannot perfcTm the tasks, it

is unlikely, that they will perform or learn social interaction skills.

Thus, one of the first components of the social interaction program should

be to teach the individuals to perform specified tasks. Then they should

be taught the social interaction skills related(to the tasks. The tasks

selected should be carefully matched to the student's functioning level.

2. Individuals should be taught skills related to isolative and coopera-

tive social interaction patterns and to engage in them at appropriate times,

places and frequencies. .

3. In relation to social interactions which .involve others, individuals

should be taught to appropriately verbally initiate, receive, sustain and

terminate the interactions. However, nonverbal students should be taught

appropriately nonverbal initiating, receiving, sustaining and terminating

skills.
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4. When teaching individuals socialinteractions they:ahould be paired
With peers who with prolipting from adult controlifigures can teach basic
(initiating,. receiving-, aubtaining and terminating) and complex ,social

interaction skills.
5. Individual should be taught social interaction akila which are

appropriate acros the environments-(home, school) the. individuals fre-

quently inhabit.

Based on the preceding guidelines general instructional phases and
teaching procedures were developed. First a general description of the
instructional phases and definitions of the'instructional procedures is

., presented, then examples procedureafor teaching isolative and cooperative
games will be provided. These specific examples will include: a) aumwary
of component skillq taught; b) a list of possible activities the component
skills can be taught through; c) a sample tack analysis of a specific
skill; d) a sample teaching procedure for a specific skill; and e) results.

It must be emphasized that the task analysis and instructional pro
endures that follow are only intended as guidelines for teaching social
interactions. It is expected that readers will have to adapt and develop
task analysis and instructional procedures suited t the needs of their

Students.
The program described herein was divided into three phases. Each

phase is described in detail below:

Phase I - During this phase students were taught to socially interact
and play a game with the teacher. The authors felt that learning the
games or tasksvuoaprerequipite to learning the social interactions which
revolve around them. The teacher modeled proper initiation and termination
skills, but students were not required to perform these skills until Phase

It should be emphasized that students were given a "choice" as to
whether or not they wanted-to play a particular game or with an object. It

was the students free time au4 they could choose to t!o whatever they wanted,
however, studenta'were nmt alIbwed to waste free.ttme by doing nothing at

all. That is students were encouraged to engage in many different activities. ,
Iii some cases it was necessary to intervene when atudentaengaged in an
activity too frequently or too infrequently. It was also necessary at times
to coax a student to play a game with the teacher.

While teaching the game to students the teacher initially acted upon
the student (i.e., verbally and physically directed the student through each

step of the game or activity). However, after students were able to play
the game, they were taught to act upon (direct) the teacher. Thiswas
complished through the teacher asking the studeht what to do next and/or by
not following the directions'of the student or the rules of the games. For
example, if the teacher and student were playing Old Maid and it was the
teacheria turn, the teacher would ask the student, "What do I do now?" and
the student could respond, "Pick-a card." Then, the teacher could respond
by picking a card from his/her own hand, and the student should say, "No,

pick a card from my hand."
There are several reasons the authors feel that being able to act upon

others is a necessary skill. First, it facilitates peers being able to

teach the game to other peers. Individuals with high level social skills
can then teach games and social skills to peers with fewer social skills.
Sacon4137, once students have the :lino to play the game and act upon their

environment, they should be able to initiate their own social behavior.
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This should increase the frequenCy of appropriate social behavior: Finally,

being able to act-upon others should increase students' abi/ities to control

own environment and not allow others to inappropriate* manipulate

them.
v '

Phase In this phase the environment was structured tollacilitate

studebt use of social, interaction and game skills taught in PhaSe I. For

,,cooperative 'games, the,teacherinstructed one - of the students to, aslc another

student 'to play a particular game. The teacher observed the initiation

etwee, the students and intervened only when the studehts initiated or

a cep /declined thd initiation inappropriate*. lh cases wheie errors

d4the teacher modeled.the proper behavior for the student0 and had

t m repeat the initiation following the model. The students then continued

the response chain (i.e., getting, the game deciding on a play

area,, setting up the game, playing the game and terminating the game).

Again the teacher observed the students' responses and only intervened when

students inappropriately performed. If an error ocdurredthe teacher first

provided a verbal prompt: for the correct response, and then if necessary

modeled and/or primed the response.' , d

On Phase II, for isolative games, the teacher provided opportunities

for students to play a game or with'an object and/or suggested that they

play with a game or object.

Phase III - This phase was designed Eo' teach further performance and/or

modifications of games and social pkills,learned in Phases I and II. Or-

ganizing tournaments,' offeiing special prizes, altering rules, increasing

or :decreasing the number of people participating, and changing the location

of the activity are a few game alterations that" were employed. . ,

Table 9 provides definitions of the, general instructional procedures

used to teach isolative and coopeiative game and social interaction skills..

O. /solative dames
0 0

1. Summary of Component Skills Taught

As discussed earlier; isolative activities may be thought Of as con-

sisting of at least the four basic cOmponents listed below:

a. recognition of the appropriate. time and place'for a particular

isolative activity,
°b. selecting and locating a'n available game/toy/object appropriate for

isolative play
.

.

ct sustaining appropriate interaction with the'selected toy/game/object

d. properly terminating e activity

The program the aut ors have develo pts to incorporate these

-components skills into t e teaching of t olative games.

2. List of Sam le Isolative activities

The following list of ia.lati4 ames and activities are Offered as

suggested materials that could. :e incorporated int,lad-social,interaction

program. This-list is far'from complete and cer,tainly other materials could

and should be used when appropriate'.
CP
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Table 9

Definition of.Instrlictional Procedures

Correct Response ( +) was,scored when student(s) perform the chain of re-

sponses correctly and.in sequence under the following conditions: "

'1. Tdacher cue served as a signal for the desired response or chain
of desired responses. V

'2.. Teacher may reword'(redirect) a verbal cue before any response is

emitted by S. For example, a T cue might be, "I want you to find-

your pairs." "I want you to.iind the cards that look the same."
This may accomplish:

a. learning the meaning of words (e.g.,'cards) through context
(e.g., cards that look the dame)

b. reducing the confusion of the meaning of a verbal cue, thus .

giving $ the opportunity to demonstrate his/her ability to per-
form the task.

Incorrect Response (-) was.scoredwhen:

1. S did not emit a response after a T cue or red(rect.
2. S emitted an undesired response(s) a ex a T tue or redirect.

Procedures After Error:

1. Verbal Prompt (VP) - T indicated to S he/she had made an error by

providing an additional verbal cue. For example, S may know that
he/she should shuffle the cards before dealing, but he/she does
not have the cards all facing the same direction. A verbal prompt .

might be, "No (name), you must put the cards all the same way/direc-

tion before you shuffle them."
2. Modeling (M) - Modeling has been defined as "the training technique

or operation of demonstrating a response or chainof responses to
a subject. and then directing the subject to immediately imitate the

performance." (White, 1971,'p. 96) Modeling was used to teach

selected verbal and nonverbal responses.
3. Priming (B) - Priming is the procedure of'guiding S physically

through a response.or response sequence. Priming was used to teach

selected nonverbal behaviors.

Fading - Fading refers to a process of gradually changing'the stimuli con-

trolling a response until the response is controlled by different stimuli.

Physical prompts were faded by gradually withdrawing T's physical guidance,

thus gradually requiring S to perform more of the respmses unaided. Models

prwere faded by gradually esenting a. less demonstrative model, requiring S

to successively perform more of the response without T assistance.,

The following sections will describe sample procedures for teaching

isolative and cooperative game and social skills.
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It is neces ry that pre-assessment is made to determine if the in-

dirldual has the erequisite skills necessary for. learning the game or

activity. If the s udent does not, these skills may have to be- taught

first,"the game May be modified to fit the skills of the student or a

different game-or activity could be chosen. Through theeteaching of the

game or activity,"the tudent should learn social interaction shills (i.q.,

initiating, receiving, ustaining and terminating);

One final, considers on needs to,be made when selecting the games and

activities. Besides beingappropriste to the functioning level: of the

individual, the game or activity should be appropriate to the CA of the

individual. However, it may e necessary tol,start with .games and. activities

which are at the individual's functioning level and.progreso toward CA

appropriate-activities.

'Games /Activities Commercially AVai4able

Blow Bubbles
110010

BottleCutting:Klts ,

Candle Making Kits
Ceramics
Chemistry Labs
Crocheting 'Kits

Decoupage
Dip-a-Flower
Dolls and Accessories
Embroidery. Kits
Finger Painting Kits
Boole Hoop
Kite
Knitting Kits
Lather Craft Kits

rbles

Clird Games
0

Varieties of Solotaire

Sports Activities

Bike riding
Bowling
Fishing
Golf
Gymnastics
Iced Skating

Jogging

Isolative Games/Activities/Hobbies

s' Collect -coins
collect stamps

Cook
Crochet
Knit
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Microscope Sets

Models
Mosaic Wire Art
Needle Craft Kits
Paper Dolls
Paper Flower Maker
Pin Ball Ifachines

Play7do
Puzzles
Sew Design Kits
Silly Paddy"

. -Slinky °

Soap Decorating Kits
VieWmaster
Weaving Kits
Wood ,Art Kits

Yo-yo

Jump rope
Playground equipment (e.,g., swings,

sand boxes, etc.)
Ride horseback
Snow ski
Water ski

Musical Instruments
Painto

Photography
Sew
Sketch (draw)
Stereo equipment
Stilts,
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. ,

3. Sample Task AnAlysis - Viewmaater
^

A sample task analysis will be.presentd1 for.uviewmastet."
similar task analyses for'other isolative games may be constructed using
the presented task analysis ag a guide.

Materials Needed: .

/. Viewmaster padk - including a selection of reels packaged in en-
velopes. Each envelope has a picture on it depicting the,reel's
Content. . .

2. An area artificially. or naturally lighted.

Prerequisite Skilla:
1. Relayed imitation

.2! Visual discrimination

Phase I .; Teaching S to appropriately interact and 'play with an isolative
tame.

Part A
5

- T models toy /game initiation and selection (used Part A at
the beginning of each instructional period during Phase

Arrangement T Cue S or'T response

Step 1 Free tine' "(name) how would S responds "sure /ok" or
yo .Pike to learn somesimilar response
to play with a
,really far out a

toy?"

Step 2 Subsequent '"Let's go over S and T go overto the
event to to the game shelf game shelf
Step 1 . and I'll show.

you the game/toy."
//

Step 3 Subsequent "I'm looking for S verbally responds yes
event to . the viewmaster. or no.
Step 2 Here it is, have

you ever played with
one of these before?"

Step 4 Subsequent "rhat's fine.
event to Let's find a good
Step 3 place where we can

play. How about
over there?" (chooses

a spot available during
free time that is near
a light or window)

S and -T go to play area
they decide on.

06
Part A is universal to the task analysis f all isolative gamed. Underlired

words may be substituted by terms specif to each game.
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Part B T models termination skills (use Part B at the end of each

instructional period during Phase X).

Arrangement*

Step 1 Appropriate
time for
terminating
the task (i.
end of free
time or
conviction

,

or viewing
a reel)

Step 2 Subsequent
event to
Step 1

T Cue

"Ail right, free time
is biter / if yeuire done
playing with the view-
master, what should'you
do with' all this

stuff?" points !to

9
vieWmaster and reel

packets)

Step 3 Subsequent
event to
Step 2

"All right, let's put

it away. First we

gather all the mater-
ials together." (put
reels back into enve-
lopes)

Now let's put it back
in the game shelf where

we found it."
envelopes in an
appropriate spot.

547

S or T Response

S'respond, "Put it
away," or some
similar response.

S and T gather and
pack the viewmaster
parts appropriately

S and T return to
the game shelf and
put viewmaster and

Part C - Teaching S to appropriately play with an isolative game/toy.

T acts UponS at first and then gradually fades his/her verbal

prompts.

Step 1 Completion
.of Phase I,
Part A

step 2 Subsequent
event to
Step,1

Step 3 Subsequent.
event to
Step 2

"This is a viewmaster.
CEin you 6ayviewmaster?"

"Each of these envelopes
haa a reel in it: Pick

an envelope."

"Good. See the picture

on the envelope of the

Wizard of Oz? What do
you think this reel

is going to be about?"

S correctly ver-
balizes the response,

"vlewmaster"

S selects one
envelope

S responds, "about
the Wizard of Oz,"
or some similar
response.

Part B is universal to the tasks analyses of all isolative
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Arrangement

Step 4 Subsequent
event to
Step 3

Step 6 Subsequent
event to .

Step A

Step 6 .Subsequent
event to
Step 5

Step 7 Subsequent
event to
Step 6

Step 8 Subsequent-
event to
Step 7

Phase II - Structuring the
taught In Phase I. T

Arrangement

Step 1. Free time

step 2 Subsequent,
event to
Step 1 ---

1

T Cue

"Okay. .Thio reel is
going to be about the
Wizard of Oz. Now we
must put the reel in
the viewmaster tO see
the picturep. 'The
first thing we must
do is find the top of
the reel. Can you
find It?"

"Good. Now put the
reel in the slot keep-
ing the .top part
sticking out."

"Great. Now look into
the viewmaster. Hold
it up to the light/
0,indow."

"Each reel has 7
pictures. When you are
done looking at onk
picture you canpulL
the trigger and see a
new picture. Do you
think you can doeat?"

!Ullken you have looked

' at al1.7 pictures,
take the reel oUt'of
the viewmaster andput
it back in the envelope."

environment so that S can use
observes S.

T Cue

"(Name) you have free
time now. I have a
new reel that you can
look a,p, Man on the
Moon. Do you want to
look at it?"

5 "o

S or T Response

S responds by
finding the top
of the reel

S responds by .

correctly putting
the reel in the
slot of the view-
master.

S looks into the
viewmaster cor-
rectly to view the
picture.

S correctly manipu-
lates the trigger to
view the next
picture.

Stakes the reel
out of the viewmaster
and puts it in the
envelope.

those game skills

S or T Response

S appropriately
accepts or declines;
if S accepts, he/
she continues the
response chain.

S takes the reel
from T.
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Arrangement T Cue S or T Response

Step 3 Subsequent
S goes to game shelf

event to.
and finds the view-

Step 2
master.

Step 4 Subsequent
S finds a' play area

event to
near-a light or

Step .3
window.

Step 5 Subsequent
S takes the reel

event to
out of the envelope.

Step 4

Step 6 Subsequent
...,S,puts the reel into

event to
"the viewmaster

Step 5
.appropriately..-

§tep 7 Subsequent
event to
Step 6

Step 8

S looks into the
viewmaster to see

the picture,

Subsequent
S pulls the trigger

event to
to see each of the/

Step 7
7 pictures on the

reel.

Step 9 Subsequent
S takes tee reel

event to
out of the view-

Step 8
master and puts it

back in the envelope.

Step.10 Subsequent
event to
Step 9

4. Sample Instructional'and Measurement
Procedure - Viewmaster

The twolphaseo of the instructional procedure for viewmaster werq as

follows:

S puts the View-
master and reel
away in appropriate

spots.

Phase I - Teaching S to initiate and play with an isolative game/toy.

TeachingS to play with the viewmaster and to'initiate, sustain and

terminate the interaction.' When SA.eaches criterion on the viewmaster

and the related interaction skills in Phase I, S ie taughta second

adtivity/game in Phase I while concurrently being advanced to Phase II

for the viewmaster.

Phase II - Structuring the environment-to provide S the opportunity to play

with the viewmaster.
1

5 5 5
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Provide environmental facilitators (e.g., games, toys, time
enennragement) which allow S to initiate, sustain and terminate

an appropriate isolative activity.

An example of how to apply the instructional procedure will
be provided for selected-parts of Phase I and II. From these

examples it is hoped that it is clear how to apply the pro-
cedure to. each step of the task analysis for viewmaster.

Phase I

Part A

Step 2
Arrangement

Subsequent
event to
Step 1 .(e.g.,
S has received
Vs initia-
tion)

T Que

"Let's go over to
the game shelf and
I'll show you the
toy/game."

.

b

S and/or T Response

S follows T over to
the game shelf. f
S.appropriately fol-
lows T, continue
response chain (Go
to Step 3). If S

fails to respond
appropriately fol-
low instructional
.procedure below:
a. T uses verbal

prompt (e.g.,
T cue, "S name,
come over to
the game shelf
and I'll show
you the game/
toy." If S
goes over to
the game shelf
after the verbal
prompt, continue .

response chain
(Go to Step 3).
If S fails to
respond appro-
priately, go to
part, b.

B. T models the de-
ared'response
(e.g., T walks
over to S and
says, "Look,
walk over to
the game-shelf
like I do.")
S appropriate
imitates model,
continue response
-chain (Go to Step
3). If S fails,to
imitate model, go
to part c.
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T Cue S and/or T Response

c. T physically primes

S through the desired
response (e.g., T
takes S's hand and
guides him/her over
to the game shelf).
If priming not appro-
priate; T may continue
modeling until, he/she
feels it is no longer

,appropriate.

chain with or without verbal
Criterion:, B will complete the response

prompts, models and/or primes.

Part B__--_-- ,

Step 1,
Arranges

Appropriate'
time for ter-
minating the
task (e.g.,
end of free
time or com-
pletion of
viewing a
reel)

'

ir Cue

"All right,
free time is
over/if yOu're--'-"

done playing
with the view-
master what
should you
do With all
this stuff?
(I points to
the viewmaster
and reel
packets).

.4
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S and/or T Response

S responds "Put it away".
or some similar response.
Ifi.SLappropriately re-
sponds, continue the re-
sponSe chain (Go to Step

2). If S fails.to emit
the desired response, follow

instructional procedure
below:
a. :ruses verbal prompt,

(e.g., la name, I asked

you what you should do
. with the viewmaster and
the reel.") If S appror
priately responds after
the verbal prompts con-
tinue the response chain
(Go to Step 2). If

fails to emit the desired
response go to Part b.

.)1:models the desired re-
sponSe (e.g., 1 cue
f§ name, you should tell
me we put the viewmaster .

and reel(s) away.") If

S appropriately itates

the model'$ion ue re-7

sponse chain o to Step

2). If S fails to
imitate mo4e1, go to

Part c.
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Airangement T Cue S and/or T Response

c. When appropriate
T physically guides
S through the re-
sponse. When pri-
ming not appropri-
ate T may continue
modeling until he/
she feels it is no
longer appropriate.

Criterion: Same as Part A

Part C - During this part T gradually fades
untiLEcan perform the respOnse chain

Step 6

4
Arrangement T Cue

Subsequent'
event to
Step 3 (e.g.,
S has put the
reel into the
slot of the
viewmaster).

"Great. Now look'
into the view-
master. Hold it
up to the window/
light."

(r fades his /her
cues)

o

his/her verbal cues
without T cues.

S and/or T Response

looks into the view-
master to view the
.picture. If S appro-
priately performs
on the task, T records
a + on the appro-
priate data sheet (See
Appendix D)7 and con-
tinues the response
chain. If S fails to
perform the task go to
part a.
a. T uses a verbal prompt

.g., "No S name, I
said hold the view-

ster up to the
1 ght/window and
look into the view-
maSter to see the
picture.") If S
correctly performs
the task after the'
verbal prompt,
records VP on appro-
priate data sheet
and continue's re-
sponse chain (Go to
Step 7). If S errors
go to part, b.

'b. models the- correct
response and cue, "I
hold the viewmaster up
to the window/light
and look at the pic-
ture. If S imitates
the model, T records
Mon appropriate data
sheet and continues
response chain (Go to
Step 7). If S fails to
imitate model, go to
part cr

558
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AtlIgWalggaL T Cue. S and /or T Response

c. T physically primes S

through the desired
response and records

P on apprppriate 4ata

.sheet. 'Continue re-
2:11,11chain (Go to.

Criterion: S will complete the response chain with no verbal

prompts, models and/pr primeb.

-Phase II

The teaching procedure, and criteria for Phase II is the same as Phase I,

Part 0. T records S'b responses on Phase II data sheet. The following

anecdote is taken from Phase /I instruction anCterves.aaa Model

example.

Step 10

S,appropriateiy views the 7 pictures on the reel and'puts the reel

back in its ehvelope. S starts to walk away from the play area and

T verbally interupts, e.g., "S name, what do you do when you're

Tone playing with the viewmaJ:er and reel?" and follows the same

procedure described,in Phase I, Part C.

Cooperative Games

ILIMgikm4SonmemAWIl'
Ao.discussed previously, the skills involved in cooperative games

,consist of at least the six following basic components: ,

V I

a: recognition of appropriate time and place for asocial interaction;

b. initiating interactions;

c. receiving requests for interactions;

d. sustaining interactions;,

e. terminating interactions;

f. increasing ability to demonstrate 'learned social skills in a variety

of appropriate environmental settings.

2. List of Sample Cdoperative Activities

The following list of cooperative games and activities are offered as

suggested materials that could be pcorporated into a social interaction

program, See "Isolative Games - tist of Sample Isolative Activities" for a

more detailed discussion.
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Games/Activities Coimnerciall

Ad -Lib.

Aggravation
,Air).Hockey

Batt ship
Billionaire
Bingo
Boob Tube
Bows` and Arrows
Bulldog
Bumper Pool
CandyLand

c Card Cubes
Cascade
casino
Casper
at and Mouse
Charlie Brown
Checkers
Chess games
Chutes and /,,add6rs

Clue
Come to my House
Cootie
Cross-Up
Deception
Dog-gone
Dollar Bill Po ker
Dominoes
Double Dealer
Driver-ed Game
Easy Money
Emergency
Fat Albert
Flat Heads
Flip-it
Foos Ball
Football games
Forest Friends
Frisbee
Game of the States
Gingerbread Man
Gnip Gnop
Go to the Head of the Class
Gunfight at 0.K.'Corral

I

Available

Hands Down
Happy Birthday Game .

Headache
Hee-Haw
Hexed
Hey Taxi!
Hi- Q

Hockey games
Homestretch
Houndcats
Jeopardy
Jotto
King Oil
Kismet
Life
Lotto
Manhunt
Mary Poppins
Masterpiece
Match Game
Mini-bout
Monopoly
Mouse Trap
Noah's Ark Game
Numbers Up
On Target
Operation
Paddle Pool
Pachisi
Password
Pendulum Pool
Pick-up Sticks
Pinochio
Pirot Golf
Pit.

Pizza Pie
Poker Dice
Pool
"Pop Checks
Pop 'n Play
Pow Wow
Price is Right
Prize-Property
Probe

56O
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CamesiActiviie's Commercially

Pro -Draft

Pursuit
-Qubic

Risk
Robin Hood
Roller terby
Rolomatic Bridge
Scooby Doo
Scrabble
Sea Diver
Seance
Showdown Poker
Shuffleboard

0 Simon-Ses
Skee-Whee
Skill Ball
Skittle Bingo
Skittle Bowl
Skittle Pool
Slamback
Sleepy Time'
Snoopy Come Home
Soda Pop.
Sorry

Card Games

Bridge
Card Tricks
Concentration
Cribbage
Dirty Clubs
Double Solitaire
Euchre
Fish
Flinch
Hearts

Sports Activities

Badmitton
baseball
Basketball
Bossing

Croquet
Football
Handball
Hockey
Horseshoes

Available (con

Spill and Spell
Stratego
Sub Search
Swiss Cheese
Tension
The Great Escape
The Inventor
Tic-Tac-Toe
Tiddly Mar.&
Tilt
Toss ACross
Thurnamentalackgammori
irap Shot
Trip Hammer
Tripoley
Tug Boat
Twister .

Uncle Wiggily
Vegas
Which Witch?
Whodunit
Wide World ,of Sports
Winnie the Pooh
Yahtzee'

I Doubt It
4.

Vemory
Old Nhid
Xoker
Racko
Fumy
Eheeps Head
Enap
Snoopy

ling Pong
Lacketball
Sledding
Soccer
Tennis
Tobogganing
Track
Volleyball
Wrestling
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2..w.EAqiArititsaiszabc.

Anty Over
Capture the Flag
Cops and Robbers
Dodgebail
Four Square
Hide' and Seek
Rdpscotch
Jump Rope
King of the Mountain

Ina Frog
ing

d Light, Green Light
Spud
Tag
Tic-tac-toe
Tug-so-War

Twenty Questions
What Time is it?

A sample task analysis is presented for "Old Maid." Similar task
analyses may be constructed Por other cooperative games using the presented
task analysis as a guide.

°Materials Needed: Old Maid cards (1/2 deck)
card rack
cabinet of games
play area

Prerequisites: 1) Visual discrimination of card size pictures
2)-Motoric ability to hold cards or pick up cards and place

on card rack

V

Phase I: Teaching S to socially interact and play a game with T.

Part-A8 - T models initiation and selection skills (to be used at the
beginning of each instructional period during Phase I).

jr Arrangement

Step 1 Free time

Step 2 Subsequent
event to
Step 1

Step 3 Subsequent
event to
Step 2

8
Part

Under

T Cue

"(Name) would you
like to play Old
Maid with me?"

"Let's go to the.
game cabinet/
shelf and find the
deck of Old Na
cards."

S and/or T Response

S responds "yes" or
some similar apprOpriate
reception of T initiation
cues.

S is acted upon by 1-
modelling his/her verbal '

command finding/locating
the.Old Maid cards..

"Why don't we
play at that
table; that looks
like a good spot_
to play."

and S take Old Maid'
Cards and go to
,selected_ play area.

niversal L the task analyses-of all the cooperative games.

words may b substituted by terms specific to each game.

562
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Part B9- T modetg termination skills (to be used atrthe end of each

instructional period during Phase 1).

Step
;,

Arrangement

and S have
completed a
game of Old
Maid and/or
free time is
6Ver.

Step 2 Subsequent
event to
S p 1

Step 3 Subsequent
event to
Step 2.

4

Part

a.

°'

T Cue

"Now that we are
done playing, we
should put,away
the cards. First

we stack up 'the

cards/like this
CE models stack-
ing). Make-sure
all the cards
are going the
sameway/direction.
Will you help me?"'

"NOct we put a'
rubber band around
the cards. .-DO you:

.think you con do

it? try it-."

"Now we are ready
to put, away the

cards. Lees 'go

over to.the.game
cabinet and find
a place to put. them."

and/or T Response -

S helps T staclk up the

cards appropriately
following T model.

2 puts rubber band

around deck'of cards
appropriately.

S an T.go to game
cabinet and put away.
the cards in an
appropriatespot.

Teaching S to match card pairs and recognize matched.pairs.

Arrangement

T lays two
cards, right
side up, in
the Card rack
in front of
§/in S's
hand. Then T
presents S
with a card
which matches
one of the
two cards on.
the,rack/hand.

T Cue

"Find a card that
matches /looks like
this (the presented
card) card. Put
the pair on the
table in front of

' you/in front of-

your raCk."

9Part B is universal to the task analyses

ft&

F

S 'and/or T Response

S will indicate the

card that: matches by

taking the matched
pait and placing it

on the table in front

of 2 ori's idck.

of all the cooperative games.

14)
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I

Arrangement T Cue

Step 2. T lays two
cards, right
aide, up, in
the card rack
in front of S.
Then T presents
S with a card
which does not
match either of
the cards on
the S's rack:

Step 3. Same arranhe -
ients as
Step 1 with

. the following,

modification:
he array of

2.

/744ar

ards Is 1

r laced .by
an ray of
4 cards.

.11

"Find a card that
mathces /looks like
this (the presented
card) card.?

Same as Step 1

Step 4 Same. as Step 2 Same
with Step 3
modification.

Step 5 T lays 3 cards,
right side up,
in the card
rack in front
of S/in
hand, / of
which are a
matching pair.

Step 6 .Same arrange-

ment as-Step 5,
except none of
the 3 cards
match.

Step 7 T lays 6
cards, right
side up, in
the card rack
in front of S./ -
in Sts hand.
Among the array
are 2 matching
pairs.

as Step 2

"Do you have any
,cards that match/
look alike/make a
pair?"

S and/or T Response

S will indicate there
is

.

no card pairs and
put the presented card
on his/her card rack.

Same as Step 1.

Same as Step 2

S will indicate the
matching pair by
taking the matched
pair .and placing it.

on the table in
front of S or S's rack.

Same as Step 5 S will indicate there
are no cards which-

Amatch.

"Do you have any
cards that maichA,
ook a ike/make a
air.,,'

'S will indicate dis-
crimination of the
two matched pairs by
taking each pair, one
at a and place
them. on the table in
front of. S or S's rack.



Arrangpmente

Step. Same as Step
7, except
none of the
cards match.

Same as Step
8,*with the
foil:Owing b ,

addition: T
holds in his /

her hand o
places in
rack 6 cares
which all have
a matching-
card in S's
Shand /rack.

Part D'- Teaching-S' to shuffle,the cards.

Step 9

559,

T Cue S and/or T Response

Same as Step

"(Name). pick a card

from my hand/rack and
'see if you have a
card that matches/
looks like/makes I
pair."

Arrangement r T Cud

Step l. S and T sit: "I want tmsee if

tint in play you canshuffle/mix%

area*. up the cards. Do

.
you know hbw to shuffle

the cardsr

Step ,2 T gives deck
Of cardsgto .S.

Step 3

Step 4

T Shuffles ';

lieckof cards'
using the most

sophisticated
method

lu
.(fan-

ning).

Tgives-the
deck of cards,
to S.

' 10 ee pages 560-56A

"(Name)., Shuffle/
mix up the cards
fot me."

"Watch me shuffle/
mix:up the cards.

" Look, all .the cards

are the same way/
direction and the
Pictured are facing

down."

"Try to shuffle/mix

up the ands just

like I id it,"

5 6
O

S will indicate there'
are no matching pairs

'with a verbal response.

S will pick.a card
from T hand/rack and
find ihecard in his/
het' own and or rack .

lAlidhis the picked
'card's match. S r

will take the matching
pair and Place it on
the table in front of
S or rack.

I. v

S and/or T Response

S responds "yes" go
to Step 2. .

S responds "n o" go

to Step 3:

'1 responds by shuffling
the cards using any

. appropriate method,
go to Phalle I, Part E).

S responds by inappro-
priately shuffling the
cards go to Step 3.

watches I .

(appropriately).
1 , ,

O

S correctly shuffles
the cards, go to Phase I,
-Part E.

S unable to Shuffle the

cards go to next Step.

0

411h

%
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10
The three methods of shuffltlig which were used in this program are

illustrated;, below:

a. most sophisticated method

r

b. 244 most sophisticated method

D.



leest oophttAicated method

561
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2

'Itep 5

Step 6

Step' 7

Arrangement

T shuffles
the deck of
carcWnsing
the 2nd;

sophisticated
method.

T Cue

"Watch me shu
mix up the cards.
Look, all the
cards arefacing
the same way/dir-'
ection.'Now I'll
hold all the cards
in my right (left)
hand an with my
left (right)hand
I will mix/shuffle
them."

-T gives deck Same as Step 4
of cards to S.

rT shuffles the
'-' deck of cards

using' the

easiest method
of shuffling:.

"Watch me,shuffle'.
the cards. First'
I,put them on the.,'

table all facing
the,same way/'
direction with thee
pictdres facing.
down. Then I swirl
them 'around and mix
them up. Now I pick
'die cards up and
stack them."

Step t' givs.deck :Same-as Step 4
off'' cards to S.

Part EN1 Teaching "Old Maid" by playing the
.de ler and acts'upon S

Arrangement

Step 1 Phase I, Part
D already
completed.

Step 2 T`shuffleg
cards using
method apPro-
priate for S.
(See Phase I,
Part D.)

T Cue

"Now we are ready
to play the game/
Old Maid. I'll be
the dealer this
'time. Okay?".

"The first
the dealer
is shuffle
Cards."

thing
does
the

,

S and/or T Response

S appropriately
watches .T:

Same as Step 4

S appropriately
watches T.

S 010fles the cards
appropriately.

game. T is the

S and/or T Response

JS complies verbally,.
"OK," or similar
response.

,-S watches T shuffle
cards._



Arrangement

Step 3 Subseguent.,.

// event to
Step 2

Step 4 Subsequent
event to
Step 3

Step .5, Subsequent
event to
Step 4

Step 6 Subsequent
event to
Step 5

Step 7 Subsequent
event to
Step 6

step 8 Subsequent
event to
Step 7

Step 9 - Continue to
play the'
game as in
Steps 6,7.
and 8 until
all the
cards are
matched.

Step 10 T or S has
the'1151d

Maid" left
in his /ier

hand.

T Cue

"Now the dealer pgsses

out/deals the cards.
First I give you a
card, then I give one

to te, then'one to
who? Then one to me,

one to you, one, to,

who? etc-"

"Pick up your cards
and put them in your
card rack. You don't
have to use your card
rack but-it might be
easier because there
are so many many cards."

"Find all the cards

on your rack that look

alike/match/or find
all your pairs. Put

them on thd table in
front of your rack."

"Since I dealt/passed
out the cards,syou
get to start. ,Pick a
card from my hand/rack.

"See if you have a

card that matches/
looks like/makes a
pair.

"Now it's my turn,
I'll. pick a card

from you."

"I am the old maid.
I am the loser./You
are the old maid. You

are the,loser. Who

won the game?"

565
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S and/or T Response

S responds "you" or
"me" at appropriate
times.

S and T pick up his/

her cards and puts
them on card rack.

S and T find his/
her own pairs and
places them on the
table in front of
his/her rack.

S pi:ks a card from
T hald/riFk.

S will indicate pair
by placing matching
cards on table in .

front of his/her rack.

S allows T to pick a
card from his/her
hand/rack.

S picks a card from T

and allows T to pick

a card from himself/
herself at appropriate

times.

S appropriately
. res ds "I did" or

"yo did."
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Tart F -Vaying the game. S is the dealer.
fis r

Arrangement 'T Cue .

Step "1 T and S at ."This time you
table with be the dealer.
'"Old Maid" Okay?"'
cards.

Step 2 T gives deck
of cards to
S.

Step 3 Subsequent
event to
Step 2

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

a. Subsequent,.
event sto

Step 3

b. Periodi- "What do "I do

cally T now?"
will ini-
tiate a
cue which
calls for
an acting
upon response
by S.

a. Subsequent
event to

Step 4

b. Same as Same as 4b.

Step 4b.

a. Subsequent
event to
Step 5

' kl 570

S and/or T Response

S iesponds "yes" or
with similar response.

S shuffles the cards
using method appro-
priate to his/her

atig.
('See Phase

S deals the cards
starting by giving a'
card to T, then to '

himself/herself, etc.
S deals out-All the
cards appropriately.

. .

at S picks up his/.
her cards and
puts them in card
rack or holds if
hand. rdoel the
same-. ,

b. S picks up his/
her cards and
puts.them in
card tack or

' holdt'in hand.
S tells T to
pick up his/her
cards,and put in
rack/hand.

a4. S finds his/her
pairs and places
them on the table

6 in front of his /

her cardrack. T
does-the same.

b. S finds his /her
pairs and places
them on the table
in front of his/
her card racks. S
telfs T to find his/
her pairs and put-
them on the table.

a. T picks a-card from
'S/e hand/rack and
places matched pair
on table.
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Auanagm2at T'Cue §LAnlorLB91321:11(19.

b. Same.ao 4b. Same as 4b. b. S tells T to pick t,

c card ficm,htm/her,v't

find its matching
card and place th
pair on.the table.

-Stdp 7

Step 8

Subsequent"
,

event to
Step 6

Continue to
play the game
as in Steps 5
and 6 until. .

:all the cards
have been
matched.

S picks
and
pair

.

.a.

b.

a card from T
places matched
on table.

.

S and .T pick cards
from etch other at
appropriate times.
S tells T to pick'
.a card fraR him/
her and place
matched pair on

Step 9 T or S has
the 101d Maj.d"
left. in his/

her hand.

table.

S responds, "I/you are
the "Old Maid." That means
1/you are the winner."

Phase II: = ching S-to socially interactand play a game with anothei.S.

Part-A - T directs Sx to initiate to y. _V receives the initiation.

Sx and Sy acquire the game materials and decide On a play area.

Arrangement

Steil Free time

Step 2 Subsequent
event to
Step l

Step 3 Subsequent
event to .

Step 2

T Cue

"(Name) why don't
you ask (name) to

play Old Maid with

you?"

S and/Or T Response

Sx responds "OK':
"yes" or similar
response

"(Name) will 'you play
Old Maid with me?" or

seme similar appropriate

initiation

Sy responds "yes" or
similar appropriate
reception response.

Step 4 SubSequent
Sx or y makes some

'event to
verbal and/or motoric

Step 3
indication they they
should get the Old
Maid cards and they
do so together.

Step 5 Subsequent.
event to
Step 4

571
Sx and y decide on
4 play area:
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Arrangement

Step 6 Subbequent
event to
Step 5

Part A Sx and Sy play a

Step 1 Sx and Sy are
sitting at
chosen play
area.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Subsequent
event to
Step 1

Subsequent
event to
Step 21

Subsequent
event to
Step 3

Step 5 Subsequent
event to
Step 4

Step 6 Subsequent
event to
Step 5

Step 7 Subsequent
event to
Step 6

Step 8 Subsequent
event to
Step

TCue S and/or T RepRopRe

Sx and Sy go to play
area.

gate (s) of Old Maid while T observes.

Sx or Sy says, "I will
be the dealer" or some ,

similar response indica-
ting he/she will be file
dealer.-

*6 2

The'dealer Lac or..)
shuffles the cards
appropriately,

The dealer (x or Sy)
deals out the cards

"--appropriately '

Sx and Sy take their
respective card hands
and appropriately hold
them in 4-Air hands
or place them on the
card' rack.

Sx,and Sy find all the
pairs in theirhand/rackand
place the p0"stfisirthe
table/floor,'etc. in
front of, themselves.

Sx and Ibr continue to play
the game, picking a card
from each other at appro-
priate times and placing
their pairs on the table,
floor, etc., as previously
analyzed in Phase I, Part F.

When'the game is completed,
Sx and,Sy should realize
the outcome. See footnote,
Phase I, Part 1 (winning).

S4end Sy may play again
(if time permits) or may
decide to terminate the
interaction.
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sP

Pa Sx and Ay terminate

Arrangement

Step 1 Free time is
over or Ay,
and Sx have
decided not
to play an-

' other game
of 014 Maid.

step 2 SubsOquent
event to
Step'l

Step 3 giltnquent
event to

j'_ Step 2

Step 4 Subsequent
event to
Step 3

their interaction. T observes.

T Cue

Q

567

S and/or T Response

Vegal exchange betv:Teen
Sx and y similar to:
(§,x) "Thanks for

playing with me. I

had a good time."
(iy) "Me too."

Sz rind .Sy stack up

the cards together.

Sz or Arpas a
rubber band around
the dealt of,cards.

Sx or Ay puts tote
deck of cards in an
appropriate spot in
the game cabinet.

Phase III: Introducin,game modifications, i.e., teaching S to socially

interact and play a game with two.or more S's.

.

Part A - T plays Old Mdid with'two or More S's. Follow Phase I,

Part E, using the forlaring modifications:
o.

'1) use a. whole deck of cards

2) the perpoto the left oZ the dealer starts the game by
d dra a card from,the person to his /her left

3) each p yer takes his/hergredpective turn by drawing a card

from t e person to,his/her left
4) there° will not alwan be a card in the S's hand/rack that

Matches the card he/4e draws from another player

Part B - Three or more S's play a game of Old Maid while T'ohserves,'as

7711 Phase II, Parts B and C.

4. Sample Instrfietional and Measurement Procedures - Old.Maid

r,'.

The three pima& for the'instructional procedure for Old Maid were as .

follows:

Phase I ..7%-64,1ctured interaction with T.

5 73
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Teaching S's to play Old Maid
terminate social interactions
Criterion on Old Maid'and,the
Phase I,"1 -is taught a second
being advanced to Phase II.

and to initiate, receive, sustain and
with the teacher. When a S reaches
related sikial interaction skills in
game in Phase I while concurrently

0#
Phase II - Structured interaction with peer:s.

Teaching Slo to play Old Maid mastered in Phase I and to initiate,

receive, sustain and terminate social interactions with peers.

Phase III - Teaching the S's to play Old Maid with modifications, e.g., 4°'

Old Maid with three or parte players, Old Maid with full deck, Old

Maid Tournament.

An example of how to apply the instructional procedure will be

"provided for Selected parts of Phase I and II. It is hoped that

from these e,:npies it is'clear how to apply the procedure to each

step of the ta k analysis of Old Maid.

Phase I

Part A

Step 1,

Arrangement T Cues

Free time "(Name) would
you like to
play Old Maid
with me?"

574

S and/or,T Response,

S responds "yes" or some
similar appropriate recep-
tion of T's initiation. If
S appropriately accepts
initiation continue response
chain (Go to Step 2). If S -

fails to emit desired re-
sponse, follow instructional
procedure below:
a. T uses verbal prompt (e.g.,

T cue "S name J really
would like to play Old
Maid with you. Please
say "yes" and veill haVe
a great time/4 lot of

fun'. ") If S appropriatelY

accepts initiation-after
the verbal prompt, con-
tinue response chain (Go
to. Step:2).1f S fails to
emit desired response, go
to part b.
tuldels the desired re-

sponse (e.g., I cue, "I

think it would be nice
if you would bay, 'sure
T name I'll play Old Maid
with you.") If S appro-
priately imitates model,
continue response chain

(Go to Step 2) . If S .

fails to imitate model, "t

go to part c.
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T Cue S and/or T Response

c. When appropriate (i.e., a

motor response) Tyhysically-
primes S through the desired
response. If priming is not
appropriate'(i.e:, a verbal
response) T may continue
modeling until he/she feels
it is no longer appropriate.

Criterion: S will complete response chain with or without

prompts, models and/or primes.

Part D

step 2
Arrangement

Subsequent
event to
Step 1 (i.e.,
S helped I
stack up
the cards
appropriately
following
T model)

T Cue

"Nest we put
a rubber band
around the
cards. Do
you think you
can do it? .

- try it.'

Criterion: Same as Tart A.

'575

S and/or T Response

S

.

puts rubber band around deck
of cards appropriately. If S
appropriately performs the
taskssontinue the'response
chain (Go to Step 3). If§
fails to perforldWthe task, go
to part a.

.a. T uses a verbal prompt.
(e.g., T cue "Come on S
name see U you can put
the rubber band around the
cards.'t)- If S eorre tly

performs task after!verbal
prompt continue res onse
chain (Go to Step 3). If S
errors go to part b.

b. T,models correct response
and (e.g.) cue "Put the

, rubber band around the
cards like this. DoVou
think you can do it now?
Try it." If S imitates
model continue response
chain (Go to_Step 3). If
S fails to imitate model,
go to part c.

c. T (when appropriate)
physically primes S through
the desired response.
Continue the response
Chain (Go to Step 3).
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o

. Part C

Step 1
Arrangement%

T lays two
cardd; right
aide up,,in
the card rack
in front of

. hand.
Then Ipre-

.

sent S with
a card wIch
matches one
of the two
cards on the
rack /hand.

T Cue

"Find a card
that matches/
looks like this
(the presented
.card) card.
Put the pair
on the table
in front of
you/in front
of your rack."

S and/or VT Response

S will indicate the card

that matches by taking

the matched pair and plac-

ing it on the table in

front of S or in S's rack.

If S correctly indicates

matched pair T records +

on appropriate data shee

(See Appendix 01) and
continues response chain
(Go to Step 2). If S er-

rors follow instructional

Procedure below:
a. T uses verbal,prompt

T cue "No (S
name) find the card
that looks like this
(the presented)-card.")
If S correctly indi-
cates matched pair
after verbal'prompt,
T records VP On ap-
propriate data sheet

and representd orig-
inal task (See part
c criterion). If S

errors go to part b.

:

b. models correct re-
sponse and (e.g.) cues

"(S name) this card
(the presedted card)
looks like this card,

'not like this card."

Repeat original cue.

If S correctly imi-,

"ItatJs model, T records

M on appropriate data

sheet and represents
original cue (Observe
criterion). If §, er-

rors go to part cc.

c. T (when appropriate)
physiCally primes S..,

through correct re- .

sponse and repeats

cue. Then repeats

priginal cue. If

correctly indicates
matched pair, T re- ,

cords P on appropriate
data sheet. If S erg-

rors, repeat Pra-

Criteria: If S correctly performs

task continue response chain°(Go

to next step). If S fails T will
follow,procedure after error until

S, correctly performs the repeated

.task in thred' consecutive trials;

then continue response chain..

9

'11

576 ing, 12, s

Data sheets for all phases are included in AppendiiE.
°12Continued priMing may indicate'that S fails 'to perform (a) prerequisite



Part D.

Part D is basically
to evaluate S'gabil

571.

n assessment tool for T. T will be able

y to shuffle the cards. If S correctly

shuffles eardg, T will record this observation on appropriate o.

data sheet. /Twill model this method of shuffling throughout

instruction (Part E, F). If S does not correctly shdifle the

cards T wi t aoh the least sophisticated method of shuffling

by folto g t aching procedure in Steps 5, 6, 7, 8. T will

mode] th a st ps.. If S fails to imitate model, then T primes

using t same cues. 0"

Part E

'Tie s= me, teach ng procedure applies for both Parts E and F.

Therefore, Pa t F, Step 3 folloWs as a general example.

Part F

St 3
Arrangement T Cue

Subsequent
event to
Step 2 (i.e.,
S has shuffled
the cards
using method
appropriate to
his /her ability.)

577

T and/or S Response

S deals the cards'starting by
giving a card to T, then to him-
self/herself, etc. S deals out

all the cards appropriately.
If S correctly deals out the
cards, T records + on appropri-
ate data sheet and continues
response chain (Go to Step 4).

If S errors follow instructional
procedure below:
a. T uses verbal prompt (e.g.,

T cue "S'name remember when
you deal, the first card
Dies to me, then to you,
then to me." )'t. arranges
situation as` that prior to

S error and verbally in-
structs S to continue
dealing. If the'S continues
correctly, then T records
VP on data sheet and con-
tinues response chain (Go:

to Step 4). If S errors
after verbal prompt, go
part b.

b. T models correct response
by (e.g., T cue "You're
the dealer. First you
give me a card (waits).
Now you. Now me, etc.")
T arranges situation as
prior to S error and ver-
bally instructs S to con-

tinue dealing. If the S
continues correctly, then
T ,records M on' appropriate

data sheet and continues

response chain (Go to

Step 4). If S errors after
fir

model, go to parr c.
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Arrangement

'/

T Cue. T and /or S Response

c. T physically primes S
throughtask and cues
(e.g., same cues,as
part b). TherLT ar-
ranges situation as
that prior to S error
and verbally instructs
S to continue dealing.
If S contpues correct-
ly then Trecords P on
approftiate data sheet

and continues response
chain (Go to Step 4). /
IfS errors, continue
priming.

Criteria: S should be able to complete Part E with no

models or primes and no more than 3 verbal prompts and

Part F with no verbal prompts, models, or primes.

Part II

The teaching procpdure and criteria for all of Phase II is the

) same as that of Phase I, Part F. T records Sx and y's responses

on Phase II1datasheet. The following is Ian anecdote taken from

Phase II instruction and serves A an example.

Part B

Step 3

The dealer appropriately deals the cards and response

chain continues (Step 4). Dealer errors T inter upts.

verbally, "I don't thifik4rou're dealing tie way

we learned" and follows same procepdre desdrib d,in

Phase I; Part E and 7.

5.761
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E. Aesults of Teaching Phases I, II and III for Isolative and

Cooperative Games°

, Class A:,
.

"'Tame 10' indicates. Where each S des in the 'program at the end of

the school iear. The last ,check indicates S was in that phase''or had

just completed it, and the check(s) before the last check indicate S had

completed that phase(s).
As pitswu in Table 10, Si, S2, Si and 1,6 were in Phase III for Old

Maid (They were playi ag with three or more players). SA was still in

Phase I (learning how to play 0/d Maid) and S5 had just completed Phase

II (structured interaction with another'Aeeer).

.,

§5 completed Phase 1 for Old Maid 14 7 trials, and S2, S3 and S6 in

3 trials. 15 reached criterion on Phase II in 5 trials, Si and S2 in 2

trials and andand SA in just 1 trial. Thus, S's took fewer trials to

reach Criterion in Phase II'thanin Phase I. ' '',\

SI' -4
S,., S...5 So-and , received instruction on Bingo and completed all

-
three phases. S. completed Phase I 111.7 trials, Si and S2 in 6 trials

and'& in 5 trials. S3 and Ss reached criterion for Phase II in 2

-trials and Si and S9 in 1 trial?, Again S's took fewer trials to reach

-criterion in Phase II than Phase I. A6 an additional activity all S's

were involved in a Bingo tournament which lasted four days. The teacher

was the banker and-ran the tournament for one half hour each day. Every

time S's got bingo they recorded it on a Bingo tournament chart. On the

fourth and last day of the tournament, the two S's with the most wins,

S2 and S3, had a play-off for the championship. .S2 won the tournament

:,and S3 was declared the runner-up. Both S2'and S3 received ribbons.

The authors feel this was an excellent learning experience for the S's

_7* in that they-learned to accept ,the fact that only one person can win and

someone must lose.
Cootie was taught to 14 and S5. The authors felt it was appropriate

to 'teach Cootie to S5 because it was one of the,few games he chose to
5

_,,-- play during hisiree time. However,'he always played it by himself

(isolatively) using his own rules. In order to increase the cooperative

game and interaction skills of both SA and S$, Cootie was taught to them

concurrently. At first S5 was very persistent in playing by "his"-rules

and not by the rules of th game. However, he learned to play by the

)rules of the game after a : e4trials.
S5 completed Phase I in 5 teaching

trials and SA is still In Phase I after 8 trialg.

Finally one instructional trial for Phase I for Twister was administered

to Si, 52, S3, Sand 16: 4

Class B:'
As indicated by Table 11 all students have completed Phases I, II,

and III of Old Maid. That is, Ss, S9, Sio,,Sai (Completed Phase I in 3

tiials:and S7 in 6 trials. None of the students had problems transfer

ring Phase I skills to Phase II. For inetance,_Sop S10 and Sii reached

criteria on Old Maid in one trial (no instructionY. 'After meeting

criterion students were often given review trials. For example, Ss was

instructed on and reached criteria' for. Phase I and it was a number of

days before h"coulCreceive Phase II instruction. Thus, prior to

teaching Phase II, T repeated Phase I with Ss to insure the necessary

skills were still present. The review'trial showed Ss still retained

Phase I skills. An Old Maid tournament was organized. as'a Phase II

I
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6
activity. The student who won the most games within.a weeks time was

taken to McDonald's for lunch. It was the students' responsibility to
iflitiate and receive invitations to play these tournament games. Al-

though no initiations to play Old Maid were demonstrated during base144e

assessment (Table 8) there were 41 separate Initiations and receptions

to play Old Maid during the tournament.
Baseline information, as well as teachersi_observations, indidated

a student interest in darts. Therefore, it was decided.that darts /
should be taught. -Ohen students completed Phase I and II of darts Phase

III included a round robin tournament. This tournament was constructed

to afford students the opportunity to challenge the winner an any given

day to play darts the following day. Making such arrangements prior to

petforming the activity is a demonstration of a sophisticated and highly

appropriate social interaction. At the end of the school year students

were all learning Cootie and Fish in small groups.

V. Limitations of the Authors' Program and Implications for Future Programs

This study suggests tenable instructional model for teaching

selected social interaction ^killsto severely handicapped individuals.

Although the results of this tudy indicatethat the students learnedd

social interaction skills sexeral limitations should be noted. These

limitations included: a) va idity of baseline measures; b) number and

variety of skills taught, c).CA appropriateness of skills taught; and_

d) demonstration of skills in a variety of appropriate environments.
.

a. Baseline_ Measures 4

The purpose of free play baseline measures was t© assess students'

social interaction shill repertoires. That is, to collect information

indicating the number, frequency and duration of games each student

played; the appropriateness of interactions surrounding each game, and

which peers interacted together. Three-day pre-instructional baseline

assessments were collected via video-tape. The information compiled .

from these baseline assessments aided in thetevaluation of student

interaction skill repertoires. However,; three days of baseline col-

lection was inadequate. That isin authors' judgement the collected

data' id hot accurately assess the students actual social iteraction

skill repertoires.
For example, one fourteen-year-old student spent the entire first

two baseline periods playing with a toy music clock alone at his desk.

However, on the third day he appropriately initiated an interaction with

two peers. Then he went to the game area, obtained needed materials and

found an area to play. Next he proceeded to teach his peers "dominoes."

Finally, he apkroprliately terminated the interaction. Obviously, this

student had more skills than he demonstrated in the first two days of

baseline. Thus; decisions based on this student's three day baseline

- may have been quite inappropriate. Baseline measures over a longer

period of time would allow more opportunities for students%to demonstrate

skills% Fortunately, other baseline measures (additional assessment)

which provided specific pre-instruction game skill information, were

obtained during the teaching of Phase I.

b. Number and Variety and Skills Taught
As indicated in the results, (Tables 10 and 11) students did learn

interaction skills. However, the purpose of this program was to teach a

range of interaction skills. 'The range taught was limited due to a lack
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of time to implement all the programs we had hoped to. Provided suf-.

ficient time mote games and skills could have.been.taught and the number

of games and activitits within each of the interaction levels could have

been increased. In addition, more indooi and outdoor activities, team

games,.imaginative play, etc. should have been an integral part of the

program. Ag

c. CA Appropriateness of Games
Another limitation of the program was that the games taught were

not all CA appropriate. Vor instance, Old Maid is not CA appropriate

for an eighteen-year-old. The authors posit that with additional train-

ing over an extended perii)d of time the students coulid be taught tasks

\which more closely approximate CA appropriate tasks. 4

d. Demonstration of Skills in a Variety of Appropriate Environments

Daily school programming included the teacher providing task6 and

activities, such as juice time, library tripa, academics, which afforded

students the opportunity to. demonstrate and practice many of the inter-

action skills across environmental configurations. Future programming

should provide to re.opportudities for students to use social skills,

across environmental configurations. That is more opportunities to

teach interaction skills in recreational, home-living and vocational

environments should be made available.

The preceeding limitations may be minimized, by attending to the

following summary statements.

1. The programi:aho(uld begin as early in the school year as

possible.
2: Giving the program a high priority and allowing adequate time

'for the program would create the opportunity to collect more °

useful baseline information.

3. More useful baseline information should lead to more appro-

priate planning for individual student needs.

4. Adequate programming time ptould also allow a greater number

and variety of games and social eraction skills to be

taught.

5. Teaching more games would allow more instruction on activities

at different social interaction levels.

6. The youngerthe student is exposed to a social interaction

program the easier it will be to presedt tasks appropriate to

the studentlevel,of intellectual functioding and CA.
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II

O

APPENDIX A

Appe dix A contains the room design for

°CIA s A and Class B.
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APPENDIX D

Sample data sheettbsed,for baselinia procedures.. The

same data sheet"was used for the "free-play baseline,

structured baseline and rebaseline.
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'APPENDIX C

Suminary. data sheets for baseline procedures. The

summary' data sheet summarizes the data recorded from

,free-play," -baseline, structured baseline and rebaseline

in terms of initiatilig, receiving, level of toy play,

level of 'social play sustaining and terminating. The

summary data sheet (percent4ges) 'redudes the above data,1

for oree-play" baselines only, to percentages.
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APPENDIX D

,

Example,data'she

I

L

for "Viewmaster".
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Subject:

Data Sheet - Vieumaster

Phase-'4

+ - S responds appropriately
VP T dupplies verbal prompt
M - T models the response
P - T physically guides S through the response

Part A and D'-'Data'sheet not necessary

Part C

,
. Number of verbal prOpts Number of models/privy

TRIAL
1 .-. .

2
----...

3_

i

4- 4.

5
_ -7,

6

Subject:

fle

Phase II

+ - S responds appropriately

VP T supplies a verbal prompt ,

M - T models the response
P - T physically guides S through

TRIALS
1 2 3 4

b.
the response

5

% receives' or rejects T'd initiation
(tf S receives cdntinue recording data)

.

..

Setakes the reel from T
. .

S gees to the game shelf.and.firids
the viewmaster
S finds a spot near a

"fight.

or window

S takes the reel out 9of the envelope

S puts the reel in the slot-kaeping
the top part sticking cut .

S looks idUb the vieumastei to see
the picture w

.

.

S pulls the trigger to see each of ;,

the 7 ictures on the reel .

,

S takes the reel out of the viewmaster
and puts it back in the envelope

. (
e

S terminates his/her play behavior with
the .viewmaster and reel

s
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APPENDIX E

Example data sheet for "Old Maid".
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Subject:

Data Sheet - Old Maid
Phase I

+ - S responds appropriately
VP - T supplies a verbal prompt
M -,T models the response
P - T physically guides S through

the response
4

Part A and B - Data sheet not necessary

Part C

1

TRIALS
2 3 4

S matches a presented card to a
card on his/her rack/hand.
S indicates he she does not have
a card on his/her rack/hand that
matches a presented card.

,

''S matches es a presented card to a

card on his/her rack/hand.
indicates does not have

a card on his/her rack/hand that?
yltchpg a presented card.
STifias a pair on hfiLher.
rack/hand.

.

S indicates that there are no
on his/her rack/hand.

.

.

_pairs
S finds two pairs on his/her
rack/hand.
S indicates that there are no
pairs on his/her rack/hand. .

S picks a card from T and finds
its match on his/her rack/hand.

,

Part D

Method of shuffling S able to do:

Part E

TRIALS
2 3 4 5

Number of models
. ,

Number of primes

"5 qb

a

(tally)



Data Sheet - Old Maid
Pbe I
(con't)

Subject:

4
,Part 11

Numbeebf verbal prompts
. .

.

Number of models/primes S AU T.

Game 1 1.

2.

- 3,.

, .

4.

5..

Game 2 -
1.

2.

3.

4.
. ,

1 5. .

Game 3
1.

.
.

. 3.

4.

/
5.

4

5 9 I

0

59,1

(tally)
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Sx:

Parts A through C

Data Sheet - Old Maid

Phase II

1

+ F S respOnds appropriately
VP supplies a verbal prompt
M - TModeis.the response
P - T physically guides S through

The response

Trials
2 3 4 5

.
..

Sx initiates to S ,

,

$ receives initiation
. .

hand Sy get Old Maid cards
..

Sx and Sy'decide on play area

A

Sx and Sy go to play area
, ,

Sx or Sy decides to be dealer

Sx or Sy (dealr) shuffles
the cards

._

Sx or Sy (dealer) deals
the cards

.

.
sg

Sx and Sy hold cards in
k

t:/laplace in.rack
0

..

.

e. .

d Sy find their'pairs
and place them on table,.
floor, etc. in frOnt of
themselves r

.

f-

.

0..

.

Sx and Sy play thegame
II

(tall ) .4 y-

. VP .

M
P

VP
M
P

a

P

VP

M
..P

VP

M
P

-..

...

Sx and Sy terminate the
interaction

.

,0

59 b
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Evaluation sheets for Class A and Class B.
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Game:

Game:

Game:

EVALUATION SHEET

Class A

Subjects
Phase I - Teaching

S the Game
Phase II - Structured
Pairing with Other S

Phase III -

Modifications

.§.11

.,

.

,,.

§.2

...3 .

S4
0

§,5
I

S6 d
1

.

Subjects
Phase I - Teaching Phase II - Structured

S the Game) Pairing with Other S
Phase III -
Modifications

§.1

§2
,, .

.

§.3

4

.

S4
{ 6

§5

.

_J

Subjects
Phase I - Teaching Phase II -?Structured'

S the Game
; Pairing with Other S

Phase III -
Modificdtions

SI- :

.

§.2
.

.

§.3

.

tS4
,

.§...5,

S6
.

600
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Game:

Game:

Gaie:

EVALUATION SHEET

Class B

595

SUbjects

Phase I - Teaching
S the Game

Phase lit= Structured
Pairing with Other S

Phase In -
Modifications

S7

__-
.

§9
.

f.10

Ll

fla

Subjects

Phase I - Teaching
S the "Game

Phase II - Structured
Pairing with Other S

Phase III -
Modifications

S7
/

. .

§S i

.,

0
4

§.10

§.11

12

.

. .

Subjects

Phase I - Teaching
S the Game

Phase II - Structured
Pairing with Other S

Phase 114 -
Modifications

. .

(

,

.

....,..
0.

.
\ .

§..10

-11 . ,,'''' i
12
$12 .

. .

...

O.
Ord
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